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Editor’s Preface

This book contains the scientific contributions included in the program of the
Intelligent Systems Conference (IntelliSys) 2020, which was held during September
3–4, 2020, as a virtual conference. The Intelligent Systems Conference is a pres-
tigious annual conference on areas of intelligent systems and artificial intelligence
and their applications to the real world.

This conference not only presented state-of-the-art methods and valuable
experience from researchers in the related research areas, but also provided the
audience with a vision of further development in the fields. We have gathered a
multi-disciplinary group of contributions from both research and practice to discuss
the ways how intelligent systems are today architectured, modeled, constructed,
tested and applied in various domains. The aim was to further increase the body of
knowledge in this specific area by providing a forum to exchange ideas and discuss
results.

The program committee of IntelliSys 2020 represented 25 countries, and authors
submitted 545 papers from 50+ countries. This certainly attests to the widespread,
international importance of the theme of the conference. Each paper was reviewed
on the basis of originality, novelty and rigorousness. After the reviews, 214 were
accepted for presentation, out of which 177 papers are finally being published in the
proceedings.

The conference would truly not function without the contributions and support
received from authors, participants, keynote speakers, program committee mem-
bers, session chairs, organizing committee members, steering committee members
and others in their various roles. Their valuable support, suggestions, dedicated
commitment and hard work have made the IntelliSys 2020 successful. We warmly
thank and greatly appreciate the contributions, and we kindly invite all to continue
to contribute to future IntelliSys conferences.
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It has been a great honor to serve as the General Chair for the IntelliSys 2020 and
to work with the conference team. We believe this event will certainly help further
disseminate new ideas and inspire more international collaborations.

Kind Regards,

Kohei Arai
Conference Chair
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Data-Driven and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Approach for Modelling and Analyzing

Healthcare Security Practice: A Systematic
Review

Prosper Kandabongee Yeng1(B), Livinus Obiora Nweke1,
Ashenafi Zebene Woldaregay2, Bian Yang1, and Einar Arthur Snekkenes1

1 Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Technolgien 22, 2815 Gjøvik, Norway
Prosper.yeng@ntnu.no

2 University of Tromsø, The Arctic University of Norway, Hansine Hansens veg 18,
9019 Tromsø, Norway

Abstract. Data breaches in healthcare continue to grow exponentially, calling
for a rethinking into better approaches of security measures towards mitigating
the menace. Traditional approaches including technological measures, have sig-
nificantly contributed to mitigating data breaches but what is still lacking is the
development of the “human firewall,” which is the conscious care security prac-
tices of the insiders. As a result, the healthcare security practice analysis, model-
ing and incentivization project (HSPAMI) is geared towards analyzing healthcare
staffs’ security practices in various scenarios including big data. The intention is
to determine the gap between staffs’ security practices and required security prac-
tices for incentivization measures. To address the state-of-the art, a systematic
review was conducted to pinpoint appropriate AI methods and data sources that
can be used for effective studies. Out of about 130 articles, which were initially
identified in the context of human-generated healthcare data for security measures
in healthcare, 15 articles were found to meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
A thorough assessment and analysis of the included article reveals that, KNN,
Bayesian Network and Decision Trees (C4.5) algorithms were mostly applied on
Electronic Health Records (EHR) Logs and Network logs with varying input fea-
tures of healthcare staffs’ security practices. What was found challenging is the
performance scores of these algorithms which were not sufficiently outlined in the
existing studies.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence ·Machine learning · Healthcare · Security
practice

1 Introduction

The enormous increase in data breaches within healthcare is frightening and has become
a source of worry for many stakeholders such as healthcare providers, patients, national
and international bodies. In 2018, the healthcare sector recorded about 15million records
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which were compromised in about 503 data breaches [1, 2]. This was a triple of 2017
data breaches in healthcare [1, 2]. In the middle of 2019, the number of compromised
records in healthcare were more than 25 million, implying that by the end of 2019, the
number of compromised records might have sky rocketed [2]. Greater proportion of
the breaches (59%) were perpetrated by insiders [1] who are authenticated users of the
systems [3]. Most of the adversaries were motivated by financial gains (83%) and other
motives such as convenience (3%), grudges (3%), industrial espionage (2%) [1]. The
number of data breaches in healthcare has substantially exceeded that of the financial
sector and almost caught up with other public sector entities [1].

The tremendous increase in data breaches in recent time within healthcare, have
therefore left many to ponder about the possible causes. The healthcare data is compar-
atively richer and has become “honey-port”, thereby attracting malicious actors [4, 5].
Health data has vast scientific, societal, and commercial values, which cause cyberat-
tacks and black market targeting of this data. Healthcare data can be used to commit
multiple dark activities in the dark web as detection of breaches, related updates and
correction of the compromised data takes a longer time. Another angle of thought is that,
the healthcare personnel are busy with their core healthcare duties and are less experi-
enced in information security conscious care behavior. This leaves room for adversarial
attacks. The technological measures (such as firewall, intrusion detection or prevention
systems, antiviruses and security governance configurations) have been strengthen [6]
and making it difficult for external cyber criminals to inappropriately access data [7, 8].
But there is no related development of “the human firewall” [9]. The human firewall is the
information security conscious care behavior of the insiders [9, 10]. The human firewall
has not gained equal attention, and this is the vulnerability which cyber criminals tend
to exploit for easy entry [11]. By virtue of their access privileges, healthcare insiders are
“double-edged sword”. While their privileges enable them to provide therapeutic care to
patients, healthcare staffs’ errors and deliberate actions can compromise the confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability (CIA) of healthcare data. Additionally, an attacker can
masquerade as insiders to compromise healthcare data through various ways, including
social engineering methods [3].

Furthermore, the healthcare environment is relatively complex and delicate, making
it hard for healthcare information security professionals to design stricter access control
policies. So, access control mechanisms in healthcare are mostly designed with a degree
of flexibility to enable efficient patient management. While such design considerations
are very important and meets the availability attribute of the CIA, the healthcare systems
remain vulnerable. The broad range of access flexibility can be abused by the insiders.
This can also be a dream for cyber criminals to adopt various diabolic means of gaining
insiders credentials to enable them to equally have larger access. The incidence of data
breaches could bring various consequences including denial of service for timelymedical
services, negative impact on mutual thrust between patient and healthcare providers,
breaches to individual’s privacy and huge finds to healthcare providers by national and
international regulatory bodies.

The general objective of this study was to therefore to identify, assess, and analyze
the state-of-the-art in artificial intelligence strategies and their hybrid aspects which can
be used to efficiently detect anomaly and malicious events in healthcare staff’s security
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practices in their access related data towards improving counter-measures for healthcare
staffs related security breaches.

Specific objectives include:

• Identifying AI learning algorithms which can be used to efficiently profile healthcare
staff security practices, for anomalies detection.

• Assess and analyzed the design considerations of the methods (such as the tolerance
ranges or thresholding mechanisms provided to accommodate non-treacherous user
behaviors i.e., new users, mistakes and during emergencies) towards mitigating false
positives.

• Assess and analyze their performance metrics and other suitable evaluation methods
• Determine associated challenges in the usage of the algorithms and how these
challenges can possibly be overcome.

1.1 Motivation, Scope and Problem Specification

Healthcare Security Practice Analysis, Modelling and Incentivization (HSPAMI), is an
ongoing research project in which an aspect involves modelling and analyzing data with
AI methods to determine the security practices of healthcare staffs, towards improving
their security conscious care behavior. In analyzing healthcare related data, there is
the need to consider details of the methods and data sources in view of the unique
and critical nature of the sector. In a related study, Walker-Roberts et al., conducted a
systematic review of “the availability and efficacy of countermeasures to internal threats
in healthcare critical infrastructure” [12]. Among various teams few machine learning
methodswere identified to be used for intrusion detections and preventions. Themethods
that were identified are Petri net, Fuzzy logic, K-NN, K-Decision tree (RADISH system)
[12–14] and inductivemachine learningmethods [12, 13, 15]. In a similarway, Islam et al
conducted a systematic review on data mining for healthcare analytics [16]. Categories
such as healthcare sub-areas, data mining techniques, type of analytics, data and data
sources were considered in the study. Most of the data analysis were for clinical and
administrative decision making. The data sources were mostly human generated from
electronic health records. Other studies which explored for related methods includes
[17] and [18].

Even though, the studies [12, 16] were in healthcare context, details of the algorithms
and data sources were not considered. For instance, the features of the data sources and
algorithm performance methods, were not deeply assessed in their studies. Additionally,
the studies of [17] and [18] were general and not healthcare specific. So unique chal-
lenges within healthcare environment were not considered in their study. To this end,
the study aimed to explore in detail, AI methods and data sources in healthcare that
can be efficiently used for modeling and analyzing healthcare professionals’ behavior.
Healthcare professionals and healthcare staffs were used interchangeably in this study
to include but not limited to nurses, physicians, laboratory staff and pharmacies who
access patients’ records for therapeutic reasons.
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2 Background

Security practice of healthcare staffs includes how healthcare professionals respond to
the security controls and measures towards achieving the CIA goals of the healthcare
organizations. Healthcare professionals are required to conduct their work activities
in a security conscious manner to maintain the CIA of healthcare environment. For
instance, borrowing of access credentials could jeopardize the purpose of access control
for authorized users and legitimate accesses. Additionally, the inability to understand
social engineering scammers’ behavior can lead to healthcare data breaches.

Variousways can be adopted to observe,model and analyze healthcare professionals’
security practices. Perception and socio-cultural context can be adopted by analyzing
the healthcare staffs’ security perception, social, cultural and socio-demographic char-
acteristics with their required security practices. Also, Attack-Defense simulation can
be used to measure how healthcare staffs understand social engineering related tricks.
Furthermore, data-driven approach with artificial intelligence (AI) methods could be
adopted to understand the security risk of each healthcare professions. The findings can
then help decision makers to introduce appropriate incentive methods and solve issues
which are hindering sound information security practice towards enhancing conscious
care behavior. But this study is focused on exploring for appropriate AI methods and
data sources that can be used to modeled and analyzed healthcare security practices.
Therefore, psycho-socio-cultural context and attack-defense simulations are beyond the
scope of this paper.

2.1 Data-Driven and Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare Security Practice
Analysis

Advances in computational and data sciences along with engineering innovations in
medical devices have prompted the need for the application of AI in the healthcare sector
[19]. This has the potential of improving care delivery and revolutionizing the healthcare
industry. AI can be referred to as the use of complex algorithms and software to imitate
human cognitive functions [20]. It involves the application of computer algorithms in the
process of extracting meaning from complicated data and to make intelligent decisions
without direct human input. AI is increasingly impacting every aspects of our lives
and the healthcare sector is not an exception. In recent years, the healthcare sector is
experiencing massive deployments of AI in the bid to improve the overall healthcare
delivery. There is currently no consensus on the classification of the applications of AI in
healthcare. However, we rely on the classification of the application of AI in healthcare
described in [21] to briefly discuss deployment of AI in healthcare.

The deployment of AI in healthcare sector has been classified in [21] to include;
expert systems, machine learning, natural language processing, automated planning and
scheduling, and image and signal processing. Expert systems are AI programs that
have been trained with real cases to execute complicated tasks [22]. Machine learning
employs algorithms to identify patterns in data and learn from them and its applications
can be grouped into three, namely; supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and
reinforcement learning [21]. Natural language processing facilitates the use of AI to
determine the meaning of a text by using algorithm to identify key words and phrases in
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natural language [21]. For automated planning and scheduling, it is an emerging field in
the use ofAI in healthcare that is concernedwith the organization and prioritization of the
necessary activities in order to obtain desired aim [21]. And image and signal processing
involve the use of AI to train information extracted from a physical occurrence (images
and signals) [21].

The common characteristics of all these applications is the utilization of massive
data that is being generated in the healthcare sector to make better informed decisions.
For instance, the collection of healthcare staffs’ generated data, has been used for dis-
ease surveillance, decision support systems, detecting fraud and enhancing privacy and
security [23]. In fact, the code of conduct for healthcare sector of Norway require the
appropriate storage and protection of access logs of healthcare information systems for
security reasons [24]. The healthcare staffs’ accesses within the network or electronic
health records (EHR), leaves traces of their activities which can be logged and recon-
structed to form their unique profiles [24]. The healthcare staffs’ accesses within the
network or electronic health records (EHR), leaves traces of their activities which can
be logged and reconstructed to form their unique profiles [25]. So, the appropriate AI
methods can then be used to mine in such logs to determine the unique security practices
of the healthcare staffs. Such findings can support management to adopt to the suitable
incentivization methods towards improving on the security conscious care behavior in
healthcare. Therefore, this study aims to explore for the appropriate AI methods and
data sources that can be used to observe, model and analyzed the security practices of
healthcare staffs.

3 Method

The objective of this study was to identify, assess and analyze the state-of-the-art data-
driven and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms along with their design strategies, and
challenges. The study is towards analyzing healthcare professionals’ security practices in
the context of big data or human generated data in Healthcare Security Practice Analysis,
Modeling and Incentivization (HSPAMI) project.

A literature search was conducted between June 2019 and December 2019 through
Google Scholar Science Direct and Elsevier, IEEE Explore, ACM Digital. Different
key words such as “Healthcare”, “staff”, “employee”, “Information security”, “behav-
ior”, “Practice”, “Threat”, “Anomaly detection”, “Intrusion detection”, “Artificial Intel-
ligence” and “Machine Learning”, were used. For a good quality searching approach,
the key words were combined using Boolean functions of ‘AND’, ‘OR’ and ‘NOT’. Peer
reviewed journals and articles were considered. The inclusions and exclusions criteria
were developed based on the objective of the study and through rigorous discussions
among the authors. Basic selection was done by initially skimming through the titles,
abstracts and keywords to retrieve records which were in line with the inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Duplicates were filtered out and articles, which seems relevant, based
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, were fully read and evaluated. Other appropri-
ate articles were also retrieved using the reference list of accepted literatures. Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) flow diagram
was used to report the article selection and screening [26].
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3.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

For an article to be included in the review, the study has to be an anomaly detection
or intrusion detection in healthcare using artificial intelligence methods in healthcare
professionals’ generated access logs data or patterns. Any other article outside the above
stated scope (such as articles in medical cyber-physical devices, body area networks
etc.) including literatures in other languages, except English, were excluded.

3.2 Data Collection and Categorization

Thedata collection and categorizationwere developedbased on the objective and through
literature reviews and authors discussions. The categories have been defined exclusively
to assess, analyzed and evaluate the study as follows:

Type of AI Method: This category includes explicit machine learning methods such as,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian network, etc.

Type of Input: This category includes the features which were used by the algorithm.
This could include access location, time, log in failed attempts, etc.

Input Sources: This attribute refers to the kind of access logs data, which was used in
the study. Such sources include browser history, network logs, host-based activity logs
and electronic health records logs.

Data Format, Type, Size, and Data Source: This category could includefile format such
as XML, CSV.

Input Preprocessing: Defines how the data was preprocessed from unstructured to
structured, and how missing and corrupted input data were handled.

Application Scenario: This category defines the context of which the algorithm was
implemented such as intrusion or anomaly detection.

Ground Truth: Refers to the kind of training set used in training the model.

Privacy Approach: This defines the privacy method used to safeguard the privacy right
of individuals who contributed to the data source.

Performance Metrics or Evaluation Criteria: This includes themeasures used to assess
the accuracy of the study. It includes metrics such as specificity, sensitivity, receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves, and others.

Nature of Data Sources: This category specifies if the data used was synthetic or real
data.
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3.3 Literature Evaluation and Analysis

The selected articles were assessed, analyzed and evaluated, based on the above defined
categories. The analysis was performed on each of the categories (Type of AI method,
type of input, input source, preprocessing, learning techniques, performance methods,
etc.) to evaluate the state-of-the-art approaches. Percentages of the attributes of the
categories were calculated based on the total number of counts (n) of each type of the
attribute. Some studies usedmultiple categories, therefore, the number of counts of these
categories exceeded the total number of articles of these systems presented in the study.

4 Results

After searching in the various online databases, a total of 130 records were initially
identified by following the guidelines of the inclusion and exclusion criteria in the
reading of titles, abstracts, and keywords. A further assessment of these articles through
skimming of the objective, method and conclusion sections led to a further exclusion of
77 articles which did not meet the defined inclusion criteria. After removing duplicates,
42 articles were fully read and judged. After the full text reading, a total of 15 articles
were included in the study and analysis as shown in the Fig. 1. As shown in the Fig. 2
and 3, the topic of data-driven and AI for analyzing healthcare security practice has seen
consistent interest.

As shown in Fig. 2, most of the literatures were identified in Google scholar and
followed by IEEE Explore and ACM Digital Library.

The articles were published between 2010 and 2019 as shown in Fig. 3.

4.1 Evaluation and Analysis

Evaluation and analysis of the articles were carried out as described above, and the main
finds are presented below.

Articles in the Study
The articles and their related categorizations, such as algorithms, features and data
sources are shown in Table 1.

I. Algorithms

The algorithmswhichwere found in the review are as shown in Table 2. KNNmethod
was mostly used (17%), followed by Bayesian Network (14%) and C4.5 decision tree
(10%).

II. Features

With reference to Table 3, the features which were mostly used include Users ID
(19%), Date and Time attribute (17%), Patient ID (16%) andDevice Identification (DID)
(14%).
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the systematic review process
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Table 2. Algorithms and their respective proportions

Algorithm Count %

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [27, 30, 31, 38, 40] 5 17

Bayesian Network (BN) [27, 30, 33, 39] 4 14

C4.5 [34, 37, 39] 3 10

Random Forest [34, 39] 2 7

J48 [37, 39] 2 7

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [40] 2 7

Spectral project model [40] 1 3

SVM [39] 1 3

k-Means [28] 1 3

Spectral project method 1 3

Ensemble averaging and a human-in-the-loop model [35] 1 3

Partitioning around Medoids with k estimation (PAMK) [34] 1 3

Distance based model [32] 1 3

White-box anomaly detection system [29] 1 3

C5.0 1 3

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [32] 1 3

Graph-Based [3] 1 3

Table 3. Features used

Feature Count %

User Identification (UID) 12 19

Patient Identification (PID) 10 16

Device ID(DID) 9 14

Access Control (AC) 5 8

Date and time 11 17

Location 4 6

Service/Route 5 8

Actions (Delete, Update, Insert, Copy, View) 3 5

Roles 3 5

Reasons 1 2
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III. Data Sources

Most of the data sources were EHR logs (60%) and Network logs (20%) as shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Data sources used

Data source Count %

Electronic health records logs (EMR) logs 9 60

Host-based logs 1 7

Network logs 3 20

Key-stroke activities 1 7

IV. Performance Methods

Regarding performance methods as shown in Table 5, FP (23%), TP (20%) and
Recall (13%) were mostly used to assess the studies.

Table 5. Performance methods

Performance methods Count %

True Positive (TP) 8 20

False Positive (FP) 9 23

False Negative (FN) 5 13

Receiver operating characteristic roc curve 5 13

Area Under ROC (AUC) curve 3 8

Recall (Sensitivity) 5 13

Precision 3 8

Accuracy 2 5

V. Application Scenario

The studies in the review were mostly applied for anomaly detection (60%) and
Intrusion detection (40%) as shown in Fig. 4.

VI. Data Format

Regarding file format, Comma separated values (CSV) was commonly used as the
file format [27, 28]. Some studies also used SQL file format [29, 41].
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Fig. 4. Application domain

VII. Ground Truth

In the review, the ground truth was being established with similarity measures,
observed and controlled practices and historical data of staffs’ practices as shown in
Table 6.

Table 6. Ground truth

Ground truth Count %

Similarity measures 3 38

Observed practices 3 38

Historical data 2 25

VIII. Privacy preserving data mining approach

Privacy preserving methods which were adopted in study are tokenization [27],
deidentification [31] and removal of medical information [37].

IX. Nature of Data Source

With reference to Fig. 5, the nature of the data sources which were used in the studies
were mostly Real data (80%) and synthetic data (20%).
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5 Discussion

The main purpose of this systematic review was to find details of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) methods and suitable healthcare staffs’ generated security practice data that can be
efficiently mined to determine the status of healthcare security practices with respect to
required security practices. The main findings in the study are as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Principal findings

Category Most used

Algorithms KNN and Bayesian networks

Features User IDS, Patient IDs, Device ID, Date and time, Location,
Route and actions

Data sources Electronic health Records (EHR) logs and Network logs

Application domain Anomaly detection

Performance methods True Positive, False Positive, False Negative, ROC curve,
AUC

Data format CSV

Nature of data sources Real data logs

Ground truth Similarity measures and observed data

Privacy preserving approaches Tokenization and deidentification

With reference to Fig. 1, 2 and 3 and Table 1, there were 15 studies which met the
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Recently, a related systematic review for countermea-
sures against internal threats in healthcare also found about 5 machine learning methods,
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[12] which were fit for such measures. This suggests that the adoption of AI methods
for modeling and analyzing healthcare professionals’ generated security practice data,
is still an emerging topic of academic interest.

5.1 AI Methods

As shown in Table 2 and Table 7, various algorithms were identified in the study, but
the most used methods were KNN and BN algorithms. K-Nearest Neighbors (kNN)
is a supervised learning -based classification algorithm [30] which gets its intelligence
from labeled data. The KNN then tries to classify unlabeled data item based on the
category of the majority of most similar training data items known as K. The similarity
between two data items in KNN, can be determined with the Euclidean distance of the
various respective feature vectors of the data item. Another method which was mostly
used is Bayesian Network (BN). BN is a probabilistic classifier algorithm, based on the
assumption that related pair of features used for determining an outcome are independent
of each other and equal [30]. There are two commonly usedmethods ofBN for classifying
text, thus the multi-variant Bernoulli and multinomial models. KNN and BN algorithms
were mostly used based on their comparatively higher detection accuracy. For instance,
in an experimental assessment ofKNNandBNN for security countermeasures of internal
threats in healthcare, both KNN and BN had over 90% accuracy. BN performed better
(94%) than the KNN (93%). In a related study [12], the KNNmethod was found to have
higher detection rate with high true positive rates and low false positive rate.

The major issue with KNN in the context of healthcare staff security generated
data is the lack of appropriate labeled data [23, 35, 42]. Within the healthcare setting,
emergencies often dictate needs. In such situations, broader accesses for resources are
normally allowed, making it challenging for reliable labeled data [23, 35, 42]. Therefore,
in adoptingKNN for empirical studies, the availability of appropriate labeled data should
be considered but, in the absence of labeled data, unsupervised clustering methods such
as K means clustering could also be considered [26].

5.2 Input Data, Features, Sources, Ground Truth, Data Format and Nature
of Data

The input data which was mostly used include EHR logs and Network data. A study
whichwas conducted byYeng et al., for observationalmeasures towards profiling health-
care staffs’ security practices, identified various sources including EHR logs, browser
history, network logs, and patterns of keystroke dynamics [25]. Most EHR systems
uses an emergency access control mechanism, known as “break the glass “or self-
authorization” [43]. This enables healthcare staffs, to access patients’ medical records
during emergency situationswithout passing through conventional procedures for access
authorization. A study into access control methods in Norway [43] revealed that about
50% of 100,000 patients records were accessed by 12,0000 healthcare staffs (represent-
ing about 45% of the users) through self-authorization. In such a scenario, EHR remains
a vital source for analyzing for deviations of required healthcare security practices.

Regarding Ground Truth, it refers to the base-line, often used for training algorithms
[44]. Thedetection efficiencyof the algorithms canbenegatively impacted if the accuracy
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of the ground-truth is low. As shown in Table 6, various methods such as similarity
measures, observed data and historical methods were used. Similaritymeasure compares
security practiceswith other healthcare professionalswhohave similar security practices.
Observed measure is a control approach of obtaining the ground truth whereby some
users were observed to conduct their security practices under a supervised, required
security practices [39]. But the historical data basically relied on past records with a
trust that, the data is reliable enough for training set. These methods can be assessed for
adoption in related studies.

EHR contains most of the features which were identified in this review as shown in
Table 7. Features such as patients ID, Actions, and User ID are primary features in EHR
logs. The actions of the users such as deletion, inserting, updating and various routes
such as diagnosis, prescriptions, and drugs dispensing can be tracked in EHR logs [43].

5.3 Application Scenario and Privacy Preserving Log Analysis

The application of AI methods to analyze big data, generated by healthcare professional
security practice, is a reactive approach. With such approaches, the primary aim is to
determine deviations or outliers in healthcare security practices and further process these
anomalies for possible malicious activities. As most of the algorithms were applied for
anomaly detection (60%), such methods can be used to initially detect outliers. Deep
leaning methods such as BN can then be used to further analyze the outliers for possible
intrusions. Thiswould help in privacy preserving at the same timewhile saving resources.
Privacy preserving in data mining provides method to efficiently analyze data while
shielding the identifications of the data subjects in a way to respect their right to privacy.
For instance, limited number of less sensitive features can be used with KNN-based
algorithms and if there exist outliers, BN methods can then be applied on only large
number of the outliers to further assess these anomalies. In the review, deidentification,
tokenization and sensitive data removals were some of the methods adopted to preserve
privacy.

6 Conclusion

Based on the galloping rate of data breaches in healthcare, Healthcare Security Prac-
tice Analysis, Modeling and Incentivization (HSPAMI) project was initiated to observe,
model and analyze healthcare staffs’ security practices. One of the approaches in the
project is the adoption of AI methods for modeling and analyzing healthcare staffs’
generated security practice data. This systematic review was then conducted to identify,
asses and analyze the appropriate AI methods and data sources. Out of about 130 arti-
cles which were initially identified in the context of human-generated healthcare data
for security measures in healthcare, 15 articles were found to meet this inclusion and
exclusion criteria. After the assessment and analysis, various methods such as KNN,
Bayesian Network and Decision Trees (C4.5) algorithms were mostly applied on Elec-
tronic Health Records (EHR) Logs and Network logs with varying input features of
healthcare staffs’ security practices.
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With these algorithms, security practice of healthcare staffs, can then be studied.
Deviations of security practices from required healthcare staffs’ security behavior can
be examined to define appropriated incentives towards improving conscious care security
practice. Analyzing healthcare staff security practice with AI seems to be a new research
focus area and this resulted into the inclusion of only 15 articles in this study. Among
these included articles, there were no adequate recorded performance scores. As a result,
the study could not adequately perform a comparative assessment of the performance of
the identified algorithms. Future work would include development of a framework and
a practical assessment of the performance of these methods towards implementation in
real healthcare staffs’ generated logs.
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Abstract. The water distribution system constantly aims at improv-
ing and efficiently distributing water to the city. Thus, understanding
the nature of irregularities that may interrupt or exacerbate the ser-
vice is at the core of their business model. The detection of technical
and non-technical losses allows water companies to improve the sustain-
ability and affordability of the service. Anomaly detection in water con-
sumption is at present a challenging task. Manual inspection of data is
tedious and requires a large workforce. Fortunately, the sector may ben-
efit from automatized and intelligent workflows to reduce the amount
of time required to identify abnormal water consumption. The aim of
this research work is to develop a methodology to detect anomalies and
irregular patterns of water consumption. We propose the use of algo-
rithms of different nature that approach the problem of anomaly detec-
tion from different perspectives that go from searching deviations from
typical behavior to identification of anomalous pattern changes in pro-
longed periods of time. The experiments reveal that different approaches
to the problem of anomaly detection provide complementary clues to
contextualize household water consumption. In addition, all the informa-
tion extracted from each approach can be used in conjunction to provide
insights for decision-making.

Keywords: Anomaly detection · Water consumption · Time series ·
Decision making

1 Introduction

Late payment of bills as well as non-technical losses (NTL) derived from com-
mercial fraud has increased in most European countries, leading to a critical
point in the financial management of operators in the utilities sector.
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NTL in the utilities sector leads to the necessity of improving the efficiency
of the process of detecting anomalous consumption and the location of non-
technical losses. Identifying the origin of such losses allows companies to offer
new payment solutions that are customized to the needs of the customers, guar-
anteeing the economic sustainability of the service as well as the affordability
for those with economic difficulties.

Anomaly detection in water consumption is at present a challenging task.
Data is generally dispersed and estimated readings and manual readings taken
bimonthly or quarterly, usually result in difficult scenarios in which the task
of classifying the type of anomaly is hard to predict. For the water company
understanding the nature of the anomaly is of avid importance. For example,
if an anomalous consumption is due to a broken pipe or a leakage, the result
of classifying the anomaly as a technical loss leads to the quick repair of the
equipment. On the other hand, if the anomaly is due to an intended manipulation
at the water meter, a corrective action can be taken.

The deployment of smart-meters and the development of algorithms to pro-
cess the data generated by these devices opens up new opportunities in the rapid
identification of anomalous consumptions. This allows the operator to take action
through the application of search criteria and the selection of possible cases of
water pipe breakdown or irregular consumption, leading to savings in the cost
of operations and an optimal, as well as, an efficient supply of water. As a con-
sequence, the number of irregular consumptions is expected to decrease.

The manual identification of anomalous consumptions is conventionally done
as follows:

1. identify water bills that have values out of the expected range given the
region and the type of customer (e.g. industrial, residential);

2. prioritize the verification given a number of rules;
3. verify the service points that have been marked as possible anomalies due

to identification of anomalous readings;
4. take a sample of the bills of a given user that is suspected of presenting

anomalous consumption;
5. request a visual inspection of those pieces of equipment that are likely to

show anomalous behavior (either due to technical or non-technical issues).

The process of determining anomalous behaviors in water consumption can
be a tedious business given the large amount of data that needs to be pro-
cessed and the large volume of clients. The cost of manually identifying possible
anomalies can be diminished if the workflow can be automatized and supplied
with intelligent algorithms. The development of new techniques to detect anoma-
lous behaviors in water consumption has a direct impact in the business model
of water companies. Among the benefits we can find targeted inspections with
higher probabilities of identifying technical or non-technical issues, identifica-
tion of metrological inefficiencies (e.g. manipulated meters), and identification
of misclassified clients (i.e. incorrect type of tariff).
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The aim of this research work is to develop a methodology to detect anomalies
and irregular behavior from water consumption time series. This work is lim-
ited to the clues that can be exploited from a time series, considering relevant
domain knowledge such as the types of clues that indicate that a consumption
is potentially out of the normal behavior including point anomalies and pattern
anomalies found in the time series.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
background information and Sect. 3 describes the related works. Sect. 4 details
the methodology, including a description of the dataset and the data processing
workflow. Sect. 5 describes the fundamental model in which manual inspection
is based. Furthermore, Sect. 6 elaborates on the analysis of point anomalies
found in time series of water consumption while Sect. 7 presents the result of
anomalous behavior detection algorithms. We conclude with a discussion of the
most notable findings and future work in Sect. 9.

2 Background

In this section we describe the background information required to contextualize
the problem at hand. We start by defining in a concise manner how the water
distribution network works. An explanation of definition and possible cause of
anomalies in household water consumption.

2.1 Water Balance of a Drinking Water Distribution System

In the water sector, Unregistered Water (UW) indicates water that has been pro-
duced, i.e. processed in a water treatment plant and supplied into the distribu-
tion network, and is lost before reaching the end clients. Furthermore, Registered
Water (RW) or Billed Water (BW) indicates the amount of water supplied and
registered by the automated meter reading devices deployed at the residential
level or municipal distribution point.

The International Water Association (IWA) proposes categories to evaluate
the different components of UW [1]:

– real or physical losses corresponding mainly to leakage in the transportation
network, the reservoir, the distribution network, or end users

– apparent or commercial losses including Authorized Consumption Unregis-
tered (ACU), fraud or erroneous readings

The ACU consumptions correspond to the water used in the operations of
network maintenance, or agreements with the public sector including firefighters
or park irrigation. Figure 1 summarizes the water balance of a drinking water
distribution system from the utilities perspective. The dotted-circle represents
the part of the distribution system where technical and non-technical losses are
to be inferred.

Frauds are defined as irregular connections to the distribution network, non-
regulated discharge, or manipulation of smart-meters with the aim of benefiting
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Fig. 1. Water balance of a drinking water distribution system (simplified, water utilities
perspective).

with lower charges. Moreover, a distinct usage from that contracted fare, usually
applying a lower fare than that required.

Lastly, lack of precision in the metering devices can be due to poor installa-
tions, underestimated volumes of water leading to smaller devices than needed,
leakage, or aged devices. We can quantify the losses due to fraud or underestima-
tion through the mean monetary value of the water service in Spain. The mean
price in Spain is 2,24 e/m3 from which e1,23 correspond to the supply service,
e0,32 stand for sewage system, and e0,69 for depuration. Using these reference
values we can estimate the commercial loss of the operators due to fraud or
underestimation, leading to a value of approximately 730 million e/year.

2.2 Anomalies

In [2], anomalies are defined as patterns that do not conform to the normal
expected behavior. As a consequence, we need to identify which consumptions
are to be defined as normal.

The anomalies associated to the consumption of water can be categorized as
follows:

1. data transmission errors,
2. change in the behavior of water consumption,
3. fraud or manipulation of the smart-meters.

Furthermore, associating a given pattern to a deviation from the expected
behavior of water consumption remains a challenging task. In other words, defin-
ing what the normal behavior looks like depend much on the context, not only
of a single user but of the patterns exhibited in the region at hand.
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[2] defines a few challenges that raise from the sheer definition of anomaly.
The first thing the authors identify as challenging is defining what is the normal
expected behavior. In the case of water consumption, normal behaviors tend to
evolve and expose a cyclical tendency leading to different definitions of normal-
ity, understood as more frequent. In this research work, we deal with time series
that exhibit patterns that may be suggested as deviation from the normal (i.e.
more frequent) consumption when considered outside of its context. Neverthe-
less, when the patterns are analyzed inside their context, those punctual patterns
can be categorized as normal behavior. In other words, anomalous behavior is
determined within the limits of a specific context (i.e. region and fare).

3 Related Work

The notion of anomaly has several applications in the water sector. Given the
nature of the data, different challenges arise and a variety of anomaly detection
techniques apply in different scenarios. Anomaly detection serves different pur-
poses that go from general water analytics to more specific applications such as
water quality, identification of changes in household consumption, and detection
of technical and non-technical losses in the water distribution network.

In [3], the authors propose a constrained-clustering-based approach for
anomaly detection in real-world monitoring time series, a task that cannot be
manually executed or analyzed given the large number of customers managed,
even by small operators. Similar applications have been reported for hydrological
time series in which abnormal patterns play an important role in the analysis
and decision making [4].

With regard to water quality, operators are interested in understanding devia-
tions from what they consider normal values of quality. The search for deviations
is considered a problem of anomaly detection. Identifying anomalous points in
drinking-water quality data may lead to improved quality. Recent works [5,6]
seek to improve water quality by identifying anomalies that need to be eliminated
or avoided.

Determining anomalous behaviors in water consumption is also a major task
in water analytics. For example, in [7], changes in household water consumption
are identified from water usage readings with the aim of detecting anomalies that
may lead to the discovery of manipulated meters. Similarly, [8,9] propose two
different approaches for determining anomalous behaviors in water consumption:
punctual anomalous consumption and anomalous changes in behavior of water
consumption, respectively.

Other interesting challenges in which the detection of anomalies may shed
some light is the identification of technical and non-technical losses, which is
of avid concern for water operators. For instance, [10] describes the implemen-
tation of a methodology for the automated detection of pipe bursts and other
events that induce similar abnormal pressure/flow variations (technical losses).
Similarly, in [11], authors use machine learning to identify malfunctioning meters
and leaks (considered technical losses), as well as fraud (considered non-technical
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loss). In this respect, [12] proposes the use of an anomaly detection approach
based on unsupervised clustering algorithms employed to identify non-technical
losses. A more recent work combines anomaly detection techniques with com-
puter vision strategies to detect fraud in water meters, such is the case of [13], in
which water meter seals are analyzed through morphological image processing.
Then pattern recognition techniques serve to identify suspected irregularities
and anomalies in water meters.

4 Methods

In this section we describe the methodology proposed to reach the objectives of
this research work. We start by describing the dataset, followed by a description
of the data processing.

4.1 Dataset Description

The main source of information for the detection of anomalous behavior in water
consumption comes from two types of databases: 1) Customer Information Sys-
tem (CIS) and 2) Customer Relationship Management (CRM), both are com-
mercial management systems.

The smart-meters, also known as Automated Meter Reading (AMR), collect
and transmit data at different rates, although data is transmitted generally on
a daily basis.

The dataset comprises over 1.460.000 records, totaling more than 4000 cus-
tomers from two different regions over a period of one year. Customers are
assigned a tariff based on the average volume of water consumed. Different
regions may contain different types of fares depending on the kind of profiles
present in each region. Part of the analysis of this work will make use of the
region and type of tariff assigned to each client, in order to understand the cus-
tomer’s behavior with respect to the typical consumption behavior of the region
and tariff.

For this work, data has been previously anonymized and pre-processed by
the water company. Each record collected contains three pieces of information
as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of data collected for each recording.

Data Description Example

CUSTOMER Anonymized customer ID AC11UA487082

DATE Date in the format yyyy-mm-dd 2014-01-11

VOLUME Amount of water consumed (liters) 176

Given the data structure described in Table 1, the sequence of consumption
can be reconstructed to show the evolution through time. The construction of
the time series is the foundation to discover anomalies.
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4.2 Data Processing

The readings transmitted from the smart-meters follow three sequential phases:

1. the transmitter reads the datum from the automated meter reading every
hour (or every six hours depending on the configuration of the AMR),

2. the data is sent to the CIS on a daily basis in chunks of 4 or 24 data per
transmitter,

3. the data is centralized in the Master Data Management (MDM).

The data collected from the smart-meters are indices of consumption that
are later transformed into consumption by the difference of two indices. In other
words, the consumption is computed as the difference between the index regis-
tered at the beginning and the index registered at the end of the reading cycle.

The following step after the transformation from indices into consumption is
the construction of time series, which are later fed into the algorithms developed
in this research work.

The anomaly detection algorithms depend on the context to which the labels
are available. In Sect. 1 we defined the steps executed in a manual inspection of
potential customers who present anomalous behaviors in water consumption. As
a consequence some customers have been manually analyzed but the number of
labeled samples remains insufficient to use supervised anomaly detection.

On the other hand, unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms are widely
applicable to situations where we lack labeled instances. Unsupervised techniques
assume that those instances that are more frequent in a dataset can be considered
as normal instances, leading to the identification of instances that deviate from
normality, also called anomalies.

5 Deviation from Expected Normal Water Consumption
Levels

In Sect. 4.2, we described how the data is transformed from its raw format into
time series of water consumption. The sequence of consumption points is the
input of the algorithms analyzed in this work.

An anomaly can be defined as a pattern that does not conform to the expected
normal behavior [2]. In the scenario at hand, an anomaly is a deviation from the
expected normal water consumption levels. A first approach to understanding
anomalous levels of water consumption is to consider the time series of water
consumption of a client and analyze it with respect to the context of the customer
in accordance with the definitions in Sect. 2.2.

In other words, a segmentation of the dataset based on similar environmen-
tal and social characteristics, as well as similar tariffs, is needed. In our first
approach we characterize the detection of deviation from expected normal water
consumption levels as described in Algorithm 1.

The pseudocode described starts by splitting the dataset by region and tariff.
The next step requires the estimation of the mean consumption of each group
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Algorithm 1: Procedure to detect deviations from expected normal water
consumption levels.
Input: threshold=3
Output: anomalies
Data: waterConsumptionData

1 groups ← splitByRegionAndFare(Data)

2 for group ← groups do
3 groupMean ← mean(group)
4 groupSd ← sd(group)

5 for c ← group do
6 upperThreshold ← groupMean + threshold * groupSd
7 lowerThreshold ← groupMean - threshold * groupSd

8 anomalies ← which( c ≥ upperThreshold ‖ c ≤ lowerThreshold )

of customers as well as the standard deviation of each group. Assuming we have
established a threshold to discriminate typical from anomalous values, which is
commonly three standard deviations from the mean to be considered anomalous,
we proceed to identify which points lie above the upper threshold and below the
lower threshold. The aforementioned algorithm was applied to every customer in
the database used for this research work. The resulting anomalies for a sample
of customers is shown in Fig. 2.

For instance, in Fig. 2, the vertical bars show the deviations from the mean
water consumption for the region and tariff to which the customer belongs. The
vertical bars that lie above the zero line are the instances of time in which
the water consumption is above the mean consumption of the region and those
that lie below are the instances in which the consumption is below the mean
consumption.

The light green rectangle drawn on each of the plots are interpreted as the
maximum and minimum permitted deviations from the expected normal water
consumption levels. In other words, vertical bars that lie outside the light green
rectangle are to be considered as anomalous consumptions.

Consider the customer shown in Fig. 2 (c) which belongs to region 2 and
is assigned a tariff of the type city. As it is observed, most of the instances of
time, the customer showed what would be classified as normal behavior of water
consumption. On the other hand, the rest of customer in the sample exhibit
many instances in which the consumption was anomalous.

In the next sections we will propose other complementary methods to detect
anomalies. The information that can be extracted from this type of anomaly
detection algorithm will serve to feed, and complement other sources of infor-
mation, a meta-model proposed as future work.
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(a) Region 1 - Domestic (b) Region 1 - Irrigation

(c) Region 2 - City (d) Region 2 - Industrial

Fig. 2. Difference from mean consumption. It shows the comparison between the con-
sumption of a customer with respect to the mean consumption of the region and fare
to which the customer belongs. A sample of customers from different regions and fares
are shown.

6 Punctual Anomalous Consumption

Punctual anomalies refer to those deviations that happen at a given timestamp
regardless of the prior and posterior values. This type of anomaly refers to values
that are either too high or too low with respect to the rest of the time series,
and occur at single points in time.

In this part of the work we analyzed three different methods for anomaly
detection in a time series, two of which are based on STL decomposition (mean
and median) [14] and one based on the Seasonal Hybrid ESD Test [15].

The three techniques provide different number of anomalies. Figure 3
shows the Mean-STL Decomposition, Median-STL Decomposition and Seasonal
Hybrid ESD Test, from top to bottom respectively, of customer identified as
AC11UA487082. The results show that Median-STL Decomposition approach
identifies too many points as anomalous, a tendency shown by many customers,
while Seasonal Hybrid ESD Test exhibits a more moderate solution as can be
visually inspected in the aforementioned figure.
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Fig. 3. Three different methods for point anomaly detection have been tested. Different
techniques identify different number of anomalies for customer AC11UA487082.

On the other hand, in Fig. 4, Seasonal Hybrid ESD Test shows the worst
viable solution given the large amount of anomalous points detected. Note that
the Mean-STL Decomposition remains the most trustworthy.

Fig. 4. Three different methods for point anomaly detection have been tested. Different
techniques identify different number of anomalies for customer AC12UA114190.

In order to provide a better approximation to the most viable anomaly detec-
tion technique, an evaluation on all the customers was performed. Figure 5 shows
the performance of each algorithm in terms of the number of anomalies detected
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Fig. 5. The three different methods studied exhibit different sensitivity. Mean-STL
Decomposition is more robust to small changes as defined by the smaller number of
anomalies detected.

for each customer. If we look carefully at the distribution of anomalies we note
that Mean-STL Decomposition has a lower number of anomalies in general.

Although, in general, Mean-STL Decomposition shows a more feasible solu-
tion, it would be interesting to know in which situations each technique is more
viable.

7 Anomalous Pattern Changes in Household Water
Consumption

As it was described in Sect. 3, changes in household water consumption are of
avid importance for water operators. Point anomaly detection provides informa-
tion about single instances of time in which an abnormal value is identified. But
that is not the whole story. Another approach to anomaly detection is the identi-
fication of portentous changes in patterns of household water consumption. That
is, changes in the patterns of consumption as opposed to single point anomalies.
This approach is rather concerned with significant changes in prolonged periods
of time, avoiding the raise of alarms when a single point has gone out of range.
Although the approaches described in Sects. 5 and 6 are of different nature, the
three approaches described in this paper do not compete against each other,
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rather they can be used as complementary methods that perform on different
scenarios or provide information about anomalies from different perspectives.

By understanding how medium to long-term behavior of water consumption,
some non-technical losses can be detected. Take for example the case of an
individual whose mean consumption drops drastically and remains stable for
prolonged periods of time. In that case, point anomalies could not have detected
a possible fraud. On the other hand, significant changes in the tendency may
also indicate a technical loss when the mean consumption increases significantly.

In order to detect anomalous changes in household water consumption, we
propose the use of algorithms for the detection of multiple change points in
multivariate time series. Change point detection can be seen as a model selection
problem that consists of three elements, as defined in [16]:

1. cost function (e.g. maximum likelihood estimation, kernel-based detection),
2. search method (optimal, approximate),
3. constrains (i.e. penalty functions).

The most crucial part is the selection of search method. The method depends
largely on two pieces of information: precision desired and whether or not the
number of change points are known. With this in mind, we selected the Pruned
Exact Linear Time (PELT) algorithm [17] which works for unknown number
of change points and has better performance than the naive approach which
proves to be computational cumbersome because of the quadratic complexity.
Furthermore, the cost function is related to the type of change to detect. In our
case, we used a non-parametric cost function, namely Mahalanobis metric.

Figure 6 shows the resulting segments extracted after applying the change
point detection algorithm. The left side of the figure, i.e. Fig. 6 (a) and (c)
display the temporal evolution of water consumption for two customer from
different regions and types of tariffs. The bottom bars with alternating colors
(gray and red) show the segments with different behaviors.

The corresponding figures on the right hand side of Fig. 6 show the mean con-
sumption of a given customer at each segment. The order of the bars correspond
to the order of the bottom bars of the left hand side of the figure. As we can see,
the segments exhibit different behaviors, showing changes in household water
consumption. To measure the significance of the changes observed, we need to
consider two pieces of information: 1) mean consumption difference among the
segments detected by the algorithm and 2) length of each segment. As part of
the future work we will measure statistical significance from one segment to the
other. This will allow us to identify possible cases with higher accuracy. Future
work will also include a study to measure the minimum length of each segment
to be defined as independent from the neighboring segments.
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(a) Region 1 - Domestic - Consumption (b) Region 1 - Domestic - Segments

(c) Region 2 - Industrial - Consumption (d) Region 1 - Industrial - Segments

Fig. 6. Water consumption of customers. The red dots indicate days in which anoma-
lous consumptions were identified.

8 Discussion and Limitations

The algorithms presented in this work are of different nature and have distinct
capabilities. Each method approaches the contextualization of water consump-
tion from different perspectives, emphasizing diverse aspects of the consump-
tion. Although distinct, they offer complementary clues to contextualize house-
hold water consumption, leading to two broad categories of anomaly definitions,
namely, those that are considered anomalous relative to the patterns of the region
and tariff, and those that are tagged as anomalous when compared against their
own consumption patterns. Those anomalies that are defined as such when a con-
sumption exhibits deviations from expected normal water consumption levels of a
given region and tariff fall in the first category. In this case, the context is defined
by the behavior of water consumption of other customers. On the other hand, in
punctual anomalies and anomalous pattern changes in household consumption,
the context of the anomalies is dictated by past and future consumption of the
same user, and does not depend on the behavior of others.

As it is explained in Sect. 9, the different approaches provide complementary
clues to contextualize household water consumption and serve as the basis for a
framework that is currently being designed. In fact, the methodology of this work
sets the foundation of a broader goal, which consists in identifying households
suspected of anomalous water use either due to technical or non-technical issues.
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The scope of this work is limited to finding anomalous consumptions. It does
not aim at interpreting the cause of each anomaly. Furthermore, each method
provides different clues that may suggest whether the household presents anoma-
lous patterns of water consumption due to technical issues or non-technical flaws,
but identifying specific causes will be studied as part of the future work.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Technical and non-technical problems derive in the loss of large quantities of
resources that have a direct impact on the water supply chain. As it was stated
in Sect. 2.2 the commercial loss can be estimated as much as 730 million e/year.
Avoiding technical and non-technical losses remains a challenging tasks. Manual
inspection of individual cases is a tedious task due to the large volumes of data.
As a consequence, the water sector can benefit from an automatized workflow
leading to targeted inspections with higher probabilities of identifying technical
or non-technical issues.

In this work we developed a methodology to detect anomalous household
water consumption and irregular patterns of consumption that may fall into
fraudulent activities. The methodology consists of three approaches of different
nature and capabilities. In the first part we implemented an algorithm to detect
deviations from typical behavior. Although this piece of information can be
useful, different perspectives can provide a richer set of conclusions. The second
approach is defined as point anomaly detection in which punctual anomalies are
detected regardless of the prolongation in time. Furthermore, to complement
the previous approaches, a method to identify anomalous pattern changes in
household water consumption was considered.

The different approaches provide complementary clues to contextualize
household water consumption and serve as the basis for a framework that is
currently being designed. Future work includes the development of a meta-
model capable of classifying the type of anomaly, thus identifying whether the
anomaly is due to a technical flaw or a non-technical issue. Other data sources
will be incorporated including trend and seasonality of the demand of water
in the region, weather information, holidays, reports of manual inspection of
smart-meters, the state of the water distribution network, and authorized non-
registered consumption (such as park irrigation).
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Abstract. Congested urban traffic frequently deviates toward residential areas,
where due to local conditions congestion builds up quickly. The increasing traffic
flow there causes health, environmental and safety problems. A pragmatic solution
is to make these areas infeasible as escape routes. In the following, an area wide
cooperative intelligent intersection management system is proposed, aiming at
suppressing the number of passing-through vehicles if their density increases too
much. The solution is based on communicating traffic light controllers using the
analogy of the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) protocol and organized as
a hierarchical Multiagent System. The system was implemented by extending an
open-source traffic simulation tool, so called Eclipse SUMO. Simulations were
performed on a simplified model of a residential area. The efficacy of the proposal
was evaluatedwithMacroscopic FundamentalDiagrams of the investigated traffic.
The results are promising opening way to further research.

Keywords: Intelligent intersection management · Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) · Eclipse SUMO

1 Overview of the Problem

Congestion is curse of modern cities, but not all urban areas are evenly affected. Ad hoc
escape routes, alternative routes recommended by navigation applications frequently
shepherd heavy traffic through less congested streets in residential areas, green recre-
ational areas, areas with educational and health care institution campuses, and the like
[1]. If a higher amount of vehicles appears in these areas, which usually have narrower
roads with a lower throughput and plenty of pedestrian traffic, congestion builds up
quickly.

Congestion in such areas, however, introducing pollution and noise, means a serious
degradation of the quality of life conditions, an increased danger to the residential or
commuter safety, especially to children, and an increased difficulty for passing of emer-
gency vehicles [1–3]. In addition, extremal weather conditions, due to frequently steep,
slippery roads, may negatively influence here already the normal traffic, not to mention
it when the congestion sets in [1].
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Such areas could be protected with traffic code and special technical means (like
e.g. limiting, prohibitory, and warning traffic signboards, swinging barriers, congestion
charging zones, special bus and HOV lanes, reversible traffic lanes, etc. [4–6].) only in
part. First of all the roads here are usually narrow and frequently single-lane or one-way,
furthermore in case of mild normal noncongested traffic, traffic regulation should not
differ from other parts of town and should permit the righteous drivers to reach their
destinations within. Periods of traffic jam mean a real difference, but then the effect of
many enforceable traffic rules weakens. Infrastructure development (speed bumps and
tables, designed drop off points for delivery, more pedestrian crossings, creation of the
residential shared streets, etc.) is of course an option, but also for the budget of the local
authority [4].

In the following a review of the literature will be given in Sect. 2. The proposed
solution is presented in Sect. 3. Themutual dependence of the intersections is the topic of
Sect. 4. The kernel of the solution - the analogy to the ECN protocol, signal optimization,
and the agent communication are discussed in Sects. 5, 6, and 7. Simulation platform
is introduced in Sect. 8, and simulation measurements are presented in Sect. 9. Finally
Sect. 10 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

Urban congestion is an acute problem perceivable to everybody, no wonder that the
literature on this topic is vast. Plenty of ideas have been tried in practice [4, 5], or only
as a theoretical consideration, verified in simplified models by simulations [22, 24, 28,
31–34, 45, 48, 53].

One of themost interesting approaches is the so calledmicroscopic simulationwhere
attention is given to the behaviour of individual vehicles and drivers [35, 58–60]. A
natural AI (Artificial Intelligence) paradigm, covering it, is aMultiagent System (MAS),
with plenty of implemented and published concrete frameworks [17, 20, 25–28, 30, 38,
40, 41, 43, 46, 50, 52, 56, 57, 61, 62] (for a review, see also [19, 23, 44]). Agent-based
approach will gain even more importance in the future, because the further development
of the traffic technology, the even higher participation of the connected and automated
vehiclesmakes suchmodels indispensable. Onemust consider in particular that although
the vehicle technology is already satisfactorily developed, not so its intelligent software
and the automated decision making aspect, which relay heavily on the future acceptance
of such every-day automated tools and on the possible emergent new traffic related
psychological problems, perhaps even some new forms of antisocial behaviour [49, 51].

Hierarchical MAS systems (where not only individual vehicles are cooperatively
organized, but also intersections controlling them) were experimented with already in
[17, 20, 21, 25, 26, 38, 40, 41, 52, 62]. In [20, 39, 41, 62] the intersection managers
collaborate on the adaptation of signal plans by a consensus, within the reach of the
intersection affected by the changes. Sensing congestion is solved by sensing the level
of an instant congestion by implemented detectors and averaging over a specified time
window. At a level of individual intersections signal protocols can be optimized in a
variety of ways [64–72], for review see also [67].
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Another issue related to the individual intersections is the organization of the vehicle
agents into platoons. Platoons can be formed on various basis: optimized for travel-
ling time and fuel consumption on freeways, based upon the density of connected and
non-connected vehicles (with vehicles preferring not to communicate due to privacy
or security reasons), organized by gaps in the traffic (with an emphasis on close and
steady spacing), forming platoons for cruising and keeping formation by a consensus,
multi-modal platooning with an eye on the optimal travel time, etc. [18, 32, 36, 37, 46,
47, 55].

The possibility that the vehicle agents do not behave bona fide was investigated in
[22]. What swindling behaviour will be permissible as the interplay between the hard-
wired automatic behaviour and the adaptivity to the owner level programming is not
yet clear, as the programming issues of the automated vehicles are not yet finalized and
resolved [51].

In the analysis of the congestion the congestion alleviation can be paired with com-
puting route deviations [27, 28], or tacklingmulti-objective problems [57]. There are also
attempts to improve the solution by introducing MAS learning, like in [29, 42, 44, 54].
Learning in MAS systems has many forms, depending on the available information and
the cooperativeness/competitiveness of agent organization. Urban traffic field is clearly
a competitive field where the multiagent learning faces serious theoretical difficulties.

3 Proposed Solution

Our further research into the problem of congestion alleviation in the sheltered areas
was based upon the following simplifying (and perhaps realistic) assumptions:

(A1).Congestion comes from the number of vehicles in the traffic, and that cannot be
decreased magically on the short notice. Locking out vehicles from an area permanently
(pedestrians only zones) does not always work, because the area should be passable
at any time by its righteous inhabitants or commuters. Consequently when the danger
of congestion becomes perceptible, the number of vehicles permitted to enter and to
pass through the area should be adaptively mitigated, on the expense that the surplus of
vehicles is pushed out beyond the sheltered area borders. There, on larger roads, a more
efficient congestion control may be ventured [4–6].

(A2). The only traffic regulation authority (aside from flesh-and-blood policemen)
relatively well observed (even by stressed commuters in congested traffic) are traf-
fic lights at controlled intersections. Here intersection management should be adapted
locally to serve the surging traffic, but should also join the common effort (with other
intersections) to push out the surplus of the vehicles from the sheltered area. We assume
also that the traffic sensing is technically the simplest, based solely on the loop and
area detectors, connected directly to the local intersection managers [6]. The proposed
algorithmic solution to this problem is the main contribution of this paper.

To solve the area sheltering problem constrained by the above assumptions, we
propose thus:

(P1). The organizational paradigm of a hierarchical, 2-layer cooperating multiagent
system (MAS), see Fig. 2. This paradigm was used to conceptually clarify and fuse
together the natural agent-like characteristics of all the participants in the urban traffic.
Basically, we can discern two types of agents.
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Smart cars: Smart cars are connected, intelligent, self-driving vehicles (SAE 5th level
[7]). They can communicate with each other (V2V) and with the infrastructure as well
(V2I). They communicate and cooperate to form platoons near intersections. Please note
that in our approach vehicles cooperate if their immediate interests - headings within an
intersection - coincide. In consequence the smart car notion may apply - as an abstract
model - also to the cooperatively behaving human-driven vehicles as well.

Intersectionmanagers, called for short judges: Judges are intelligent traffic controller
agents; every intersection in the network is maintained by one. The main task of the
judges is to decide and control which groups (platoons) of vehicles can pass through
the intersection at any given time (owning green-light phase). Judges can communicate
with each other and with smart cars as well. Please note that the body of the possible
cooperating agents and the hierarchy is open (in the future research) also to pedestrians,
cyclists, enforcement personnel and the like.

We assume an ideal communication between agents: without packet-loss, and with
appropriate transmission times and delays. All agents are trustworthy and bona-fide.
They can understand the received messages and can act accordingly.

(P2). The essence of the lower layer in Fig. 2 is the intersection-level cooperation
of vehicles for a more efficient passing through. Vehicle agents, intending to pass the
intersection in the same heading, self-organize themselves into platoons in the immedi-
ate proximity of the intersection and sign up at the intersection manager agent (judge)
reporting their travel goals. The batch of platoons drawing near to an intersection from
all directions constitutes a set of jobs competing for the common resource, the green
light phase. The intersection judge continuously re-designs on this basis an optimized
light control program, using an analogy to an operating system job scheduling algorithm
(Round Robin and Minimal Destination Distance First). This approach was already
reported in [8], illustrated with measurements run on a SUMO-based simulation plat-
form extended with a proprietary overhead to implement agent communication and
cooperation [9]. The formation of platoons (proven beneficial in free highway traffic
due to a much smoother driving patterns) is applied here to reduce the computational
complexity burden of the judges, because this way the communication between judges
and smart cars can be reduced.

(P3). The higher layer of the agent system in Fig. 2 embraces intersections defining
the sheltered area, by the dependence of their passing through traffic. Agents in this layer
may be considered a coalition created with the single goal of keeping the supervised
physical environment at a mild level of congestion. The set of so coupled intersections
can be selected manually, but can also be determined algorithmically from the road and
intersection topology (see Sect. 4).

The congestion alleviation is based on the analogy to the computer network Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) protocol [10, 11, 16]. Within the designated area con-
gestion is sensed by lane area detectors on approachings to every intersection [6], and
if congestion onset is observed, all the neighbour intersection managers being upstream
of the incoming traffic are notified (see Fig. 3). The aim is to warn them to make them
replan their light control (to shorten the appropriate phases) to abate the culprit flow
of the vehicles. The chain of warnings propagates thus upstreams, if necessary, until it
reaches the area borders, where the border intersection managers insulate the sheltered
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area from the too excessive traffic. Because of the used protocol the managers in this
layer are called ECN-judges.

In the following we describe in detail the main components defining the activity of
the higher layer of the MAS system.

4 Coupled Intersections

A typical urban area addressed in Sect. 1 can be composed from many intersections,
not everyone being equally responsible for building up congestion. As the number of
intersections scales up exponentially the state space of the proposed system, it should be
beneficial to limit the number of the considered dependent intersection to a functionally
necessary minimal count. To this end it is vital to find out which are those intersections,
which are “coupled together” by the vehicle flow, i.e. intersections belonging to the main
traffic directions. This feature depends greatly on the topology and on the classification
of the road network, and should be verified independently for all the directions in the
traffic.

Coupled intersections can be picked manually by screening the road topology. How-
ever, if all possible routes in an area can be listed (and this is computationally feasible),
an algorithm can be designed to find out which intersections should communicate and
coordinate. For e.g., if two intersections (say A and B) are always following each other in
the same strict order A< B in all routes containing both intersections, without any other
intersections between them, then these two intersections are coupled by the traffic flow.
By using this approach iteratively (see Appendix A), a set of coupled intersections can
be identified. Such set of intersection agents constitutes the higher level of themultiagent
system, a coalition of agents united with a common aim to fight away the congestion.

5 Congestion Sensing and Notification - ECN-Judges

To achieve the global aim of area sheltering and to utilize effectively the congestion-
related re-calculation of the signal plans intersection managers (judge agents) in the
intersection coupling set must solve two additional tasks. One is to identify somehow
whether the number of vehicles currently exceeds the predefined limits (at the receiver
junction). Then they should spread this information to the responsible intersection man-
agers (at the sender junctions) to adjust their signal plans accordingly. As a result, the
number of vehicles between these two junctions will be limited by signal coordina-
tion. The idea behind this solution is pretty much the same, as that behind the Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) protocol of computer networks [10, 16]. Due to this
similarity, the proposed new intelligent intersection managers will be referred to as the
ECN-Judges. The ECN-based communication between agents is described in detail in
Sect. 7.

Sensing the onset of congestion is not easy, as there is no universal and approved
definition of what the congestion is [12, 13]. If preliminary traffic measurements for
the supervised areas are available a solution may be to measure the occupancy percent-
age of the roads incoming from the intersections coupled by the one supervised by the
actual judge. If this percentage exceeds a certain fraction (e.g. 90% of the occupancy of
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the maximal traffic flow) then one can say a congestion is forming at this intersection.
If no preliminary measurements are available for comparison, local occupancy can be
measured by e.g. lane area sensors [6]. Yet another solution may be to estimate the
probability of the congestion [14]. Sensory measurements are the best because the mea-
sured lane occupancy (lane area fraction occupied by the vehicles) is a true indication
of the problem without resorting to models and to take into account vehicles of various
dimensions. In the simulations (Sect. 9) lane area detectors were used.

6 Generating Signal Plans

The state-space of an ECN judge can be enormous since it depends both on the number
of the incoming vehicles and on the number of the neighboring intersections. Therefore
storing signal plans for all of the states is quite memory consuming. Instead, a dynamical
signal plan generationmethodwas designed (for an overview, see Fig. 2). The calculation
of a simple signal phase is formally an integer programming problem (IP) (see Appendix
B) [15]. Our goal is to maximize the number of directions which receive green light at
the same time, subject to the actual state of the roads. This state consists of a dynamic
part, like the incoming congestion warnings or the decision of the scheduling algorithm
(e.g. Round Robin), as well as static part, which describes which directions cannot go
through the intersection simultaneously.

The solution to the IP problem specifies in the intersectionwhich incoming directions
are free to pass (green light) and which are stopped (red light). The idea is to momen-
tarily stop directions which possibly contributed to the observed congestion danger
downstream.

If the IP problem is solved, we only know the signal phase for a given moment. In
order to generate a signal plan (which describes how long a given heading should own a
green or a red light), it is necessary to recalculate the solution vector from time to time.
In our approach the recalculation time T is a linear function of the number of incoming
vehicles, but cannot exceed 40 s:

T =
{
1.5Nv + 5, ifNv ≤ 23

40 else
(1)

This empirical equation takes into account the number of vehicles currently receiving
a green light N j, and sets an upper bound (40 s) on the signal cycle time. We calculate
that in a usual intersection ca. 1.5 s time is needed for a vehicle to pass through, and we
add another 5 s to account for the starting of the first vehicle and the clearing of the last
vehicle of the passing vehicle queue.

7 Agent Communication

ECN-judge agents are able to estimate the occupancy of the supervise lanes. Every 15 s
they check the congestion state of the incoming lanes from the intersections belong-
ing to the coupled intersection set. If the possibility of congestion is indicated, judge
agents broadcast warning (ECN-message), otherwise they broadcast that everything is
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in order. That way we can ensure that the knowledge-bases of the coupled ECM-judges
remain consistent. If there are two neighbouring intersections in the coupling set having
a congested road section in-between, the judge agent responsible for injecting too many
vehicles into the section will - after at most a 40 s delay - limit the flow of vehicles
towards the warning agent.

Congestion warning (ECN-message) should truly be an event-based message. Peri-
odic broadcast is a simplifying solution in our case. However, in the case of real commu-
nication channels, periodic broadcast provides better fault-tolerance. Periodic broadcast
automatically ensures the consistency of the local knowledge-bases of the judge agents,
while in the case of an event-based broadcast specialized algorithms would be required.
Periodic broadcast can serve also as a kind of “life sign”, indicating that an agent remains
active, even if it momentarily has nothing to do. Moreover the communication channel
overload is not high, considering the low frequency and short information content of
the messages. Depending on the infrastructure the channel can be even realized as a
point-to-point connection, not involving the wireless communication.

An ECM-message contains the ID of the sending ECN-judge agent, the ID of the
road segment leading to the sender from the coupled intersection area, and the required
status of the road segment (i.e. congested or not). Upon receiving such message the
addressed ECN-judges store its status content and use it later when the re-calculation of
the signal plans is scheduled.

Agent-agent communication is also the basis of the cooperation realized at the lower
level of the agent system (see Fig. 2) [9]. Here vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communica-
tion is used to organize platoons, and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication
(the communication between platoon leader agents and intersection judges) is used to
negotiate the most effective passage through the intersection.

8 Simulation Platform

The proposed system was validated by using a simulation platform based on Simulation
of Urban MObility (SUMO) [63]. This platform was already extended in [9] with a
proprietary code realizing tools to implement perception-decision making-action loop
of the vehicle and intersection agents, together with the provision for the inter-agent
communication. The choice of the SUMO platform with agent-like overhead instead of
a truly agent-based design was dictated by better quality indicators when the number of
concurrently simulated agents was at stake [26].

9 Measurements and Results

To verify the merits of the proposed approach, a simplified abstract residential areas
were created, see Fig. 4. Thick lines designate arteries suitable for a high throughput
traffic flow (3 lanes in each direction). These roads surround an area where only narrow
streets exist: (a) a single thin diagonal, single lane road, with a web of possibly dead-end
side roads (not included), or (b) a network of similarly narrow roads enmeshing the area.
With a single diagonal residential road we attempt to model an attractive escape road to
the commuters, and with a more complicated road system, the residential web of smaller
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streets and alleys. Traffic demand was injected at the lower-left intersection toward the
upper-right intersection and vice versa. As a basic load 360 vehicles were injected in
every direction, within 1800 s time, in a uniformly random manner. This traffic demand
was upscaled (Scale N = load × N), with the maximum vehicle flow being ten times of
the original value.

The travel goal of every vehicle was set to lower-left, or to upper-right corner accord-
ingly (depending on the travelling direction). In the simulation in the test environment
(a) vehicles were pre-programmed to turn randomly into the internal area (1/3) or travel
around it (2/3).We attempted to model this way a number of commuters returning home.
In the second simulations in the test environment (b) the traveling trajectory was to be
chosen freely. Upon injecting vehicles into the simulator, SUMO directed every vehi-
cle along the trajectory considered the fastest in a given moment (Dijkstra algorithm).
We assume that such mechanism imitate well the advices provided by the navigation
applications used by the drivers.

The inner intersections (at both ends of the diagonal (a), or at all intersections within
(b)) were equipped with ECN-judges. Simulations compared the traditional signaling
system (built-in into the SUMO) with the effectiveness of the signal planning based on
the ECN, proposed in the paper. Simulations were run until all injected vehicles left the
network (at the other end) and various statistics of the traffic within and without were
measured under variable load conditions.

The coupling set calculation was trivial in test (a). In test (b) the coupling set was
established manually. The proposed algorithm was used in modeling of a highly irreg-
ular Budapest traffic node [73]. The algorithm was included here, however, because it
constitutes an important part of the approach, for more involved situations.

The evolution of the traffic was measured and compared based on so called Macro-
scopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD), see Fig. 5 [14]. An MFD presents the evolution
of the flow of the vehicles (usually in vehicle/h) as a function of the density of the
vehicles (usually in vehicle/km). Low density (left) part of an MFD reflects a free (non-
congested) flow of vehicles, with the maximum permissible speed, and shows usually
little variation. It reaches the top flow value at a critical density where the style of driving
changes due to closer distances between the vehicles. From here the right part of the
diagram reflects an even more congested behaviour, with growing density and decaying
flow, until the full standstill of a jam. Congested behaviour is less stable and shows a
much more variability of the flow and density values.

Measurement results measured with the traditional signaling system (and non-
cooperative intersection managers) and the ECN-judge controlled solution are shown in
Fig. 6 and 7. As it can be seen in the MFD in Fig. 6, in test (b) there is no much differ-
ence between the two approaches, and not much sensitivity to the measure of the traffic
overload. The culprit here may be the freedom of the navigation applications to re-direct
vehicles from without to within the area, once the inner area becomes temporarily easier
to the traffic, with plenty of alternative, almost as fast routes.

In contrary, there is a pronounce difference in test (a), where due to the assumed
blind streets, navigation may only push the traffic through the diagonal. Here, as we
interpret it, owning to the work of the ECN-judges, free flow can be maintained longer
(as the function of the traffic overload), and even under heavy overload the proposed
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solution provides for faster flows and/or higher density of the still not fully congested
traffic.

As the action of the ECN-judges forces down the number of vehicles passing the
intersections, injected vehicles leave the simulated area later, than in the traditional
case. Comparing, however, to a constant level of congestion visible in the overloaded
traditional case (see Fig. 7, densitymeasured as the occupancy over a lane area detectors),
their density fluctuates. If this density jumps higher, the bursts of the ECN-messages
introduce a feed-back control, reducing it considerably. The observed surges in density
are probably caused by the temporarily full availability of the lanes and its sucking effect
on the vehicles and a possibly later pilling up at the red lights.

10 Conclusions

Urban vehicle traffic is a physical system of enormous complexity. At the dawn of
mass usage of the connected automated vehicles and related subjective (and irrational?)
human decision making we may expect that this complexity will intensify even further,
bringing issues difficult to understand and to solve. Clearly no single technical solution
can address these problems on the whole. More and more ideas must be deployed, tried,
integrated, verified under rich variety of practical conditions. We see our approach as an
element of this trend.

Limiting the amount of vehicles in certain regions of the road network can be a
desirable, yet a challenging task. The traffic signal coordination system, proposed in
this paper, shows promising results and might add to solve this problem. The proposed
systemwas designed and verified at a relatively high abstract level. Evaluating its further
merits may depend on the details of the physical implementation, on the particulars of
the infrastructure and the environment where such system may be tried, and also on
what additional elements of intelligence and optimal decision making may be feasible
to add to.

Works the closest to our approach are perhaps [20, 39, 41, 62]. There intersection
managers collaborate on the adaptation of signal plans by a consensus, within the reach
of the intersection affected by the changes. In our approach the affected intersections
depend on the borders of the sheltered area (which is defined by its particular character)
and the direction of the interactions is specifically based on the flow dependency from
downstream to upstream,making the communication a less burden to the agents. Sensing
congestion is solved similarly by sensing the level of an instant congestion by imple-
mented detectors and averaging over a specified timewindow (using amoving average in
our case). The principal novelty is founding the cooperation of the intersection managers
layer on the analogy to the effective but simple ECN congestion eliminating protocols
from the computer networks.

Another issue related to the individual intersections are vehicle platoons.Our solution
is closely related to [18, 46], where existing queues and significant platoons approaching
each intersection are identified and their parameters estimated from the measurements.
In our approach, however, platoons are not identified by their density, but consciously
negotiated close to intersections, intensively usingV2VandV2I communication options.
Platoons are formed by a short term joined interest of heading toward the same exit in
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the intersection and this is reported to the intersection managers for decision making.
With this model we can cover automated and human-driven vehicles also, as close to
an intersection even an independent human driver will file into a lane consistent with
her/his heading, and a covert dialogue of her/his intelligent vehicle with the intersection
will serve her/his traveling aims as well.

In our work we tacitly assumed that the congestion is the primary problem, every
other objective (like air pollution, convenience, pedestrian road safety, bad weather
safety, serviceability, fuel consumption, enjoyment value, etc.) is derivative of the con-
gestion. Once congestion is alleviated, all other problemswill also be reduced.A singular
objective - alleviating congestion - simplifies control and computation.

In the futurewe intend to investigate the interaction between the congestion formation
and alleviation and the problem of an effective parking. Parking in residential areas is
an interesting problem, because such areas act (especially in time of morning or evening
congestions) as a sink or a source to a part of the vehicle flow. Parking is far from being
a simple and homogenous problem. It depends upon the intended place (P + R, gated
community, shopping mall, office deep garage, highway, drop-off points, etc.), the aim
(short term, for shopping and leisure, for working hours, for the night), the identity of the
parking decision making agents, and on the demands posed by other agents present in
the parking area.We also expect that the setting of the problem and the possible solutions
will be seriously influenced by the composition of the vehicle fleet form various SAE
vehicle classes [7].
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Appendix

A. Searching for a Set of Strongly Coupled Intersections

In road networks, defining intersection dependence is not trivial. In e.g. American-like,
rectangular road networks at least two independent routes between any points of the
network may exist, while European-like, irregular networks may contain bottlenecks,
i.e. sections which are used by the whole traffic flow between two points of the network.
These points or intersections are coupled somehow together, and thewhole road between
such coupled intersections behaves similarly to the conflict zone of a single intersection.
Vehicles are competing for the usage of this road surface. For this reason, it might be
beneficial to avoid congestion and therefore to limit the amount of conflicts along these
road segments.

The goal is thus to identify the maximal group of coupled intersections. The algo-
rithm accepts as input road network (topology) (N), every possible route through this
network, given by an ordered list of the visited junctions (R), the highest distance bound
between the coupled intersections (Lmax) and a given intersection (a), which coupled
intersections are to be found. The algorithm runs like follows:
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1st step: X := {a}
2nd step: x : = an intersection in N, which has an out going route to an intersection y,

already in X and the distance d(x,y) < Lmax.
3rd step: K : = {every route from R, containing road segment x → y}
4th step: If there is no element inK, containing both x and y, and any other intersection

from N in-between, then X : = X ∪ {x}
5th step: If there is another applicable intersection in N, then go to 2nd step

Otherwise: Return X

The returned X set contains intersections coupled with the originally selected (a)
intersection. Whole sections of the road network between such intersections behave
similarly to the conflict zones of the traditional intersections. In order to reduce the num-
ber of possible conflicts, coupled intersections should share the congestion notification
between each other.

As an example consider Fig. 1. Left turns are prohibited at two junctions. At B,
moving from A C is prohibited. Similarly, at G, moving from F towards E is also
prohibited. The question is which junctions are coupled to junction H?

Fig. 1. Collecting coupled intersections.

With the proposed algorithm we found that G is a part of the coupling set of H, since
due to the prohibition of the left turn, every route, containing G → H, will contain H
directly after G. Let us see now the case of E, a neighbor of G. Because there are two
possible routes from E to G (one direct route, and one via intersection F), E is not a part
of the coupling set of H. The same also holds for F, therefore it does not belong to the
set either. As the example network is symmetric, we can accept also B as a part of the
coupling set of H, but not C and A.
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Fig. 2. General setup of the congestion alleviating MAS system (lower cartoon by www.freepik.
com, last accessed 2020/02/27.)

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the intersection cooperation based on the ECN warning.

http://www.freepik.com
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Fig. 4. Test environments representing residential areas: (a) a single attractive escape route with
a web of blind alleys, (b) a web of passable residential streets. The traffic flow is bidirectional, but
only the single direction flow is shown for simplicity. ECN-judges are shown with circles.

Fig. 5. Flow vs. Density Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MDF). Left side belongs to the
(stable) non-congested free flow, with the maximal (permissible) speed of driving, until the critical
density is reached (the top of the diagram). Right side shows the formation of an unstable congested
flow, with an ever increasing density and drop in velocity, until the traffic stops entirely at the
jam density. In our measurements the % occupancy of the area loop detectors was taken as the
(equivalent) measure of the traffic density.

The last intersection to be investigated is D. Due to themany possible routes between
them (e.g., DH, DC(A)B, DE(F)G), D have to be left out from the set.

B. Signal Phase Generation as an Integer Programming

Our simulation platform receives a two-dimensionalmatrix, the so-called conflict-matrix
C as a configuration input. This matrix describes which directions may not pass through
the intersections simultaneously. (If allowed, it would cause a risk of a collision.) [C]i,j
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Fig. 6. MFDdiagram showing the effect of ECN-based traffic limitations in the test environments.
Test (a) left column, test (b) right column (* - ECN, o - traditional solution).

element is 1 if the ith and jth directions are prohibited to move simultaneously, and is 0
otherwise.

The principal goal of signal phase generation is to provide green lights for as many
vehicles as safely possible. Some other constraints also have to be taken into consider-
ation, like the scheduling decision, or the traffic reduction indicating by the incoming
ECN-message, proposed in this paper.

This problem can be formalized as an integer programming problem (IP). Let us
define vector x as the vector of directions. The xi coordinates of x will be numerically
constraint to be 0 or 1, indicating that the ith direction can or may not receive a green
light in the current phase. Naturally our goal function is to maximize the L1-norm of x,
i.e. max � |xi|.

The constraint matrix of the IP problem can be formed as follows. Let us iterate
through the conflict matrix C. If a specific [C]i,j element equals 1, we add a new con-
straint: xi + xj ≤ 1. These constraints (and their integer solution) ensure that at most one
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Fig. 7. Congestion alleviating effect of the ECN-messages in the test environment (a). Traditional
signal control (blue), ECN-based control (red).

of the conflicting directions will receive a green light. Moreover, we shall add an xi ≤ 1
for every ith coordinate. This two types of constraints warrant that every xi coordinate
will fall in the range [0,1], but the integer solution will warrant that every xi will equal
either 0 or 1.

For the kth directionwhichmust receive a green light, due to the scheduling decision,
an xk = 1 constraint will be added. Similarly, when an l direction must not receive green
light, in effect of an ECN-signal, xl = 0 constraint will also be added.

The solution of this problem (2) will provide an optimal configuration of the traf-
fic lights. The constraints also prevent conflicting directions to receive green lights
simultaneously.

max
∑

i
|xi| (2)

subject to:

xi1 + xj1 ≤ 1, xi2 + xj2 ≤ 1, . . . , xim + xjm ≤ 1 (constraints)

xk = 1 (scheduling)

xl1 = 0, xl2 = 0, . . . , xln = 0 (ECN-notification)
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Abstract. With the rapid development of maintenance of the urban metro tunnel,
the structural defects of the metro shield tunnel, especially the water leakage, need
to be recognized quickly and accurately.MaskR-CNN is one of the state-of-the-art
instance segmentation methods, which has achieved the automatic segmentation
of shield tunnel leakage. Although the error rate of the Mask R-CNN algorithm
is very low due to a series of complex network structures such as feature pyramid
network (FPN) and region proposal network (RPN), the inference cost is 3.24 s per
image. Because the structural inspection usually takes only 2–3 h, quick process-
ing of defect images seems necessary. Inspired by a real-time detection method
called Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) and the generation of Mask R-CNN,
this study constructed a novel convolutional network for fast detection and seg-
mentation of the water leakage. Taking into account the unique appearance and
features of water leakage area, it was divided into five groups of different back-
grounds to evaluate the interference caused by the complex background and its
various shapes. Finally, 278 images were used to test the network, and the average
IOUwas found as 77.25%, which was close to that ofMask R-CNN. Additionally,
the average segmentation time was calculated as 0.09 s per image, far less than
Mask R-CNN, which meets the actual requirement of engineering.

Keywords: Shield tunnel · Defect segmentation · Single Shot Multibox
Detector · Fully convolutional network · Semantic segmentation

1 Introduction

Along with the development of urban rail transit, the focus of urban rail engineering
is gradually changing from “construction-oriented” to “construction and maintenance-
oriented”. Due to the complexity of geological conditions and urban underground envi-
ronment, the shield tunnel has been exposed to many defects, among which the water
leakage is one of the most important factors affecting its structural safety. Therefore, it
is necessary to check the tunnel regularly. At present, the commonly used methods are
based on the nondestructive evaluation, especially on computer vision approaches.
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which can complete feature extraction auto-
matically in the training stage and perform object classification in the testing stage, has
obtained great achievements in the field of object classification. Xue and Li [1] utilized
Faster R-CNN (5FPS) [2] for defections of shield tunnels. Their results showed that CNN
could extract features automatically and providing outstanding performance for water
leakage detection. Inspired by the powerful feature extraction ability of CNN, Long
et al. [3] proposed a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) to achieve high-precision
semantic segmentation, which is trained pixel to pixel and exceeds the second place
on PASCAL VOC dataset by about 20% points. Huang and Li [4] accurately obtained
the leakage pixels in the simple background by means of FCN and reported the high
performance of FCN in achieving the semantic segmentation of the water leakage in a
simple condition.

In spite of the flexibility and capability of FCN, its inherent spatial invariance fails
to take account of the useful global context information [5]. This issue may cause the
algorithm to ignore the small object instance, which can hinder its application in some
problems. Therefore, the current state-of-the-art object segmentationmodel is based on a
two-stage proposal-driven mechanism [6] with the first stage (the backbone) to generate
a large number of coarse candidate anchors and the second stage (the CNN) to classify
each candidate location and fine-tune the bounding boxes. Gao et al. [7] combined Faster
R-CNN and FCN to detect tunnel defects and concurrently perform segmentation for
the defects. Adaptive Border RoI boundary layer was also adopted to improve the model
performance, which made the false detection rate decrease and identification accuracy
improve significantly. In addition, the backbone like ResNet [8], can successfully solve
the problem of vanishing/exploding gradients by means of shortcut connections. To
recognize objects at different scales, the backbone adopts a feature pyramid network
(FPN) [9] to make a compromise between the accuracy of locations and the semantic
level of features.MaskR-CNN[10], implementedwith complex network structures, such
as FPN for extracting image features at different scales and RPN for keeping positive
and negative samples balance, is one of the state-of-the-art two-stage networks. As a
result, the segmentation performance of the two-stage network outperforms the original
FCN.

However, a series of experiments reveal a serious problem in the two-stage algo-
rithm.When the network adopts a series of complicate methods to enhance the detection
accuracy rate, the algorithmwill be very time-consuming. Because the structural inspec-
tion time is usually limited to 2–3 h, a Mask R-CNN with an inference time of 3.24 s
per image fails to meet the need of engineering. To deal with this problem, during the
stage of model design, a novel convolutional neural network is constructed by means of
combining SSD [11] and FCN, hereafter referred to as SSD-FCN. This network achieves
a more accurate and faster detection performance than R-CNN through a set of default
boxes over different aspects of ratios and scales per feature map location.

The rest of this study is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the datasets with
database generation procedure and relevant operation of data augmentation. Section 3
introduces the overall structure of the network. Section 4 gives some model test results
and Sect. 5 concludes the article.
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2 Datasets

2.1 Data Sources

In the field of deep learning, training a model requires a large dataset. Generally, the
higher the data quality, the better the training effect of the model. There are many
famous datasets such as ImageNet [12] and Microsoft COCO [13], which perform a
crucial role in the rise of deep learning. However, to the best of the authors knowledge,
no comprehensive datasets is available containing tunnel defects information. Therefore,
it is necessary to collect a sufficient number of tunnel images to achieve an excellent
model. To this end, water leakage images of a shield tunnel in Shanghai metro was
collected by authors for three months under different tunnel environment and lining
defect conditions.

2.2 Datasets Preparing

Given that there are a series of affiliate facilities (e.g., electric cables, pipelines, hand-
holes, etc.) attached to the tunnel lining surface, severe interference should be considered
in the recognition of water leakage. Therefore, water leakage is divided into five cate-
gories (Table 1) to investigate the segmentation effect in different background conditions.
After classification, data augmentation is adopted to keep the balance of different groups.

Table 1. Water leakage images in different backgrounds

1) 2) 3) 4) 5)
1) Leakage and simple background; 2) blocky leakage and handhole or edge joint; 3) leakage and pipelines; 
4) vertical strip leakage and complex background; and 5) horizontal strip leakage and complex background 
(The red regions contain the water leakage of different categories).

2.3 Data Augmentation

Generally, deep learning can work accurately when a comprehensive enough dataset
is available. The features extracted automatically also require many positive samples.
Therefore, the original datasets containing 711 images in training sets and 200 images
in validation sets were enriched by means of data augmentation. Multi-angle image
geometrical transformation was adopted to enhance the spatial complexity of the water
leakage. The original distribution of different categories of water leakage is shown in
Table 2. By means of data augmentation, the datasets were eventually augmented to
3555, five times larger than the original case.
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Table 2. Distribution of original datasets

Training Validation Testing Sum

1) 103 40 13 156

2) 125 40 17 182

3) 247 40 38 325

4) 154 40 22 216

5) 82 40 10 132

3 Network Architecture

The new model contains two stages. In the first stage, SSD detects and crops the leakage
region of the original images. Then, the cropped images are sent to the FCN. In the
second stage, FCN predicts a segmentation mask in a pixel-to-pixel manner for each
water leakage image.

3.1 SSD Architecture

In the field of object detection, the two-stage model (i.e., Mask R-CNN), has achieved
high accuracy. However, its two-stages framework, region proposal network and head
stage (classification, detection, and segmentation in one branch), decreases the detection
speed, and thus, cannot meet the requirement of engineering. As such, SSD removes the
network of region proposal and directly uses CNN to classify and regress the sampling
area in the image, which not only saves time but also achieves relatively high accuracy.
SSD adopts VGG-16 as the backbone and takes some auxiliary measures to optimize
the original network structure.

Extra Feature Maps. To solve the problem of prediction over multiple-scale objects,
as is shown in Fig. 1, the feature maps computed by lower convolutional layers have
weaker semantic but finer information, while the higher convolutional layers obtain
stronger semantic but more coarse information. In other words, the feature maps of
lower layers can be adopted to detect small targets and the feature maps of higher layers
can be adopted to detect big targets.

Bounding Boxes. For each pixel on the feature maps (Wi × Hi) of different levels,
bounding boxes with four aspect ratios (ar ∈ (1:1, 1:2, 2:1, 1:1)) are generated to detect
multiple-scale objects accurately. The scale of the bounding boxes of each feature map
can be calculated as Eq. (1). Thus, the height (hi) and width (wi) of the bounding boxes
are computed as Eq. (2). Notably, there are two kinds of bounding boxes with the same
aspect ratio, the scale of the extra bounding box is defined as Eq. (3). In SSD, the feature
map of a specific level is utilized to be responsive to particular scales of objects, which
indicates that the bounding boxes are not strictly corresponded to the actual receptive
fields of the feature maps.

si = smin + smax − smin
n − 1

(i − 1), i ∈ (1, n] (1)
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Fig. 1. The network structure of SSD

{
wi = Wi · si√ar
hi = Hi · si√ar

(2)

s′i = √
sisi+1 (3)

where smax = 0.9 and smin = 0.2, indicating the respective scale of the bounding boxes
of the lowest and highest feature map. n is the number of feature maps and does not
contain the first feature map (4 in this paper).

3.2 FCN Architecture

To achieve high-precision segmentation of an image, FCN uses several convolution
layers to replace the fully connected ones in traditional classificationmodels and achieves
end-to-end training. In other words, FCN firstly generates a feature map containing
advanced semantic features. Then the feature map is up-sampled to the same size as
the input image. Finally, the softmax function is adopted to classify up-sampling results
pixel by pixel. Moreover, to improve the accuracy and robustness of segmentation, a skip
architecture is defined in FCN as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, bymeans of combining
the advantages of the lower and higher feature maps, FCN achieves a relatively high
accuracy in the segmentation of water leakage.

3.3 SSD-FCN

As previously explained, SSD and FCN are combined in the proposed algorithm to detect
the water leakage accurately and quickly and further achieve a precise segmentation of
the water leakage. In the training stage, to make FCN better distinguish the background
and the water leakage, the ground truth bounding boxes were enlarged to 1.5 times of
the original. While during the testing stage, when bounding boxes were generated by
SSD, these boxes were enlarged to 1.2 times of the original and then FCN was utilized
to predict the cropped area at the pixel level. The structure of the new model is shown
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The network structure of FCN

Fig. 3. The structure of the novel model

4 Test Result

A total of 278 images were tested with a speed of 0.09 s per image, while the speed
of Mask R-CNN is 3.24 s per image. The precision degree is 70.28%, the recall rate
is 66.53%, and the average IoU is 77.25%. Some segmentation results are displayed in
Table 3.
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Table 3. The test results of the new model (green indicates the ground truth and red represents
the prediction)

Category Predictions and ground results IoU

1) 0.7500

2) 0.7260

3) 0.7584

4) 0.8480

5) 0.7800
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5 Conclusion

The structural inspection of urban tunnel lining is usually expected to be completed
within 2–3 h, while it requires a large number of images to be processed. Therefore,
in order to process these images efficiently and accurately and further determine the
location of the water leakage, this paper proposed a novel convolutional network by
combining the advantages of SSD and FCN. The main contributions of this paper are as
follows:

1) Combining SSD and FCN, a novel convolutional neural network is constructed in
this study which provides an accurate segmentation for the water leakage in the
testing stage.

2) In the testing set, SSD-FCN achieves a speed of 0.09 s per image, which is faster
than Mask R-CNN, and an average IoU of 77.25% which is close to that of Mask
R-CNN.

3) The results indicate that the water leakage with a vertical bar shape and simple back-
ground achieves the best segmentation accuracy with an IoU greater than 84.8%.
In addition, the remaining four categories of water leakage also obtain similar
segmentation accuracy.

Considering that SSD removes the region proposal stage and directly uses a convo-
lutional neural network to detect water leakage, the aspect ratios of the bounding boxes
need to be carefully designed to match the water leakage area. Therefore, choosing a set
of suitable aspect ratios of the bounding boxes ought to be the focus in future research.
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Abstract. The paper presents the application of support vector regression tech-
nique for the modelling of antennas. Two different antennas were modelled with
different properties. The first modelling was for a helical antenna with varying
parameters to determine the gain of antenna. In the second modelling, an equilat-
eral triangular patch antennawith varying properties for the designwas considered
for the determination of the directivity of the antenna. The support vector regres-
sion modelled both of the antennas very well. In helical antenna, the radial kernel
with ν-regression produced only 0.143 dBi average error. In equilateral triangular
patch antenna, the radial kernel with ε-regression produced only 0.126 dBi average
error.

Keywords: Support vector regression · Kernels · Helical antenna · Equilateral
triangular patch antenna

1 Introduction

Different artificial intelligence techniques have found applications in many different
variety of problems in engineering and sciences. These took the formof solving problems
which are difficult to find using analytical methods, finding parameters as unknowns or
optimizing the values of unknown variables in design problems.

Use of support vector machines is one of the most powerful artificial intelligence
technique which mainly is applied for classification problems. Similarly, the support
vector regression is a very powerful technique applied to many engineering and science
problems for prediction. For building energy consumption prediction Zhong et al. used
support vector regression recently [1]. An application to financial forecasting was done
by Trafalis and Ince [2]. The end effects of Hilbert-Huang transform was studied by
Cheng et al. [3]. Ulker suggested the method for the prediction of unemployment rate
and GDP [4].

For antenna problems, the application of support vector machines also found great
acceptance. Support vector machine was used in antenna selection by Yang et al. [5].
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Support vector characterization of microstrip rectangular patch antenna was suggested
by Tokan and Güneş [6]. For array processing applications, support vector regression
formulation was used as an optimization tool [7]. For multiuser communication sys-
tems, support vector machine was used for transmit antenna allocation by Lin et al. [8].
Recently, Ulker used support vector regression technique for the design of a microstrip
feedline for rectangular patch antenna [9].

The effectiveness of support vector machine in these kind of problems is twofold.
With a proper analysis we can obtain a model in which we can quickly and accu-
rately determine a desired design value, and we can predict a desired design value by
extrapolating the model.

For antenna modelling support vector regression machines were used by Angiulli
et al. [10] for modelling rectangular patch antennas. In this work our aimwas to apply the
support vector regression for helical antennas and equilateral triangular patch antenna
and compare the performance in modelling between using linear and radial kernels and
different type of regressions namely ε-regression and ν-regression.

2 Support Vector Machine

The original theory, Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory of statistical learning, dates back to
1960’s [11].Developed in 1990’s themainworking principle of support vectormachine is
to construct a hyperplane as the decision surface in a way that the margin of separation
between positive and negative examples was maximized [12, 13]. Later a regression
technique based on support vector machine was developed [14]. The important feature
of support vector regression is that the optimization does not depend on dimensionality
of the input space. A descriptive tutorial on support vector regression can be found at
Smola et al.’s work [15].

Because of being a very powerful technique, support vector regression has been used
in many different applications since its emergence. The method is still developed and
application in many different problems in variety of fields can be found in recent years.
Prediction of wind speed and direction using artificial intelligence techniques, including
support vector regression was performed by Khosravi et al. [16]. Forecasting the high
frequency volatility of cryptocurrencies and traditional currencies with support vector
regression was suggested by Peng et al. [17]. In a hydrology application, prediction of
rainfalls in Iran was done by Mehr et al. [18]. Prediction of river flow in Kızılırmak
River in Turkey has been modeled and determined by Baydaroğlu et al. [19].

In support vector regression, a mapping into a high dimensional feature space is
necessary. This can be done with the use of various type of kernels, such as linear,
polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid. Also the regression can be done as ε-regression
and ν-regression. In ν-regression, we can control the proportion of the number of support
vector we keep in the solution with respect to the total number of samples in the dataset.
In ε-regression however, we control the parameter ε, which determines how much error
we allow the model to have.

In our work, we use radial and linear kernels, also both ε-regression and ν-regression
techniques to compare the results produced by each.
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3 Results

3.1 Helical Antenna

Helical antennas are antennas consisting of a conducting wire wound in the form of a
helix. The radiation occurs along the axis of the antenna in a circularly polarized fashion.
The helical antennas are very popular because they can easily be constructed as well as
having a large bandwidth of operation.

A simple helical antenna is shown below in Fig. 1. The design parameters are C (cir-
cumference of a round), S spacing between the rounds,Nnumber of turns.Circumference
of the round is roughlyset to thevalueofonewavelengthat thedesign frequency.Theother
parameters S and N on the other hand, affect the value of antenna parameter gain.

Fig. 1. Simple drawing of a helical antenna.

In order tomodel helical antenna, calculationswere completed to obtain the necessary
data. The data were obtained through calculations for various N and S combinations by
setting C constant (by fixing the frequency of operation to 1800 MHz). A set of 48 data
were obtained. This data was used in support vector regression technique as 45 data for
training and 3 for testing. Linear and radial kernels were used with both ε-regression
and ν-regression. The response is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In both of the figures it can
easily be observed that our model created a close approximation to the calculated data.

The comparison of results are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of results for helical antenna.

Kernel Regression type Average error

Linear ν-regression 0.615

Linear ε-regression 0.617

Radial ν-regression 0.143

Radial ε-regression 0.314
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Fig. 2. Helical antenna ν-regression.
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Fig. 3. Helical antenna ε-regression.

3.2 Equilateral Triangular Patch Antenna

Microstrip antennas are very popular because ofmany attractive features they possess for
antenna designers. They are cheap and can be easily fabricated on a dielectric substrate.
Mainly used in wireless applications, microstrip antennas can be of many different
shapes.
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A simple drawing of an equilateral triangular patch antenna on a substrate is shown
in Fig. 4. In this work, equilateral triangular patch antenna was simulated with different
patch lengths. The simulation result produced resonant frequency (GHz) and directivity
values (dBi). In this work, we used the data for patch length (mm) and resonant frequency
(GHz) as input values and directivity value (dBi) as output value.

Fig. 4. A drawing (top view) of an equilateral triangular patch antenna.

The data was obtained from the simulation results of Tripathi et al. [20]. Overall,
14 data points were used with 12 for training and 2 for testing. Similarly, linear and
radial kernels were used with both ε-regression and ν-regression. The response is shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In both of the figures, it can clearly be observed that although the
predicted results were not as good as the previous case, still the predicted results closely
describe the calculated (or simulated) values. The summary of comparison results are
tabulated in Table 2.
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Fig. 5. Equilateral triangular patch antenna ν-regression.
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Fig. 6. Equilateral triangular patch antenna ε-regression.

Table 2. Summary of results for equilateral triangular microstrip patch antenna.

Kernel Regression type Average error

Linear ν-regression 0.197

Linear ε-regression 0.182

Radial ν-regression 0.152

Radial ε-regression 0.126

4 Conclusions

The application of support vector regression in modeling two different antennas have
been demonstrated. In modelling for gain of helical antenna, it was observed that with
radial kernel and ν-regression in average only 0.143 dBi (about 1.2%) difference is
observed from the calculated value.

In modelling for directivity of equilateral triangular patch antenna, it was observed
that radial kernel with ε-regression gave the best performance. Only 0.126 dBi (about
3.16%) difference is observed from the simulation data.

The calculated values using regression showed the success of support vector regres-
sion in modelling. It was observed that the modelling of gain of helical antenna was
better when compared with the modelling the directivity of equilateral triangular patch
antenna. This is because for the modelling of equilateral triangular patch antenna very
few data points were used in training. Hence, with more training data, it is expected to
observe better modelling with smaller percentage error values.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new approach to complement rein-
forcement learning (RL) with model-based control (in particular, Model
Predictive Control - MPC). We introduce an algorithm, the MPC aug-
mented RL (MPRL) that combines RL and MPC in a novel way so that
they can augment each other’s strengths. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of the MPRL by letting it play against the Atari game Pong. For
this task, the results highlight how MPRL is able to outperform both
RL and MPC when these are used individually.

Keywords: Model Predictive Control (MPC) · Reinforcement
Learning (RL) · Safe and accelerated learning

1 Introduction

Model-free reinforcement learning (RL in what follows) has become a popular
paradigm to design autonomous agents [6,19,24,37]. Its key idea is that of learn-
ing a policy for a given task by interacting with the environment via a trial and
error mechanism: essentially, the optimal policy is achieved by exploring the
state space and by learning which actions are the best (based on some reward
function) for a given state. Unfortunately, two key practical disadvantages of
RL are its sample inefficiency and its lack of (e.g. safety) guarantees while learn-
ing [4,30]. This paper proposes an approach to drive the learning of RL that
stems from the following observation: in many applications, such as applications
requiring physical interactions between the agent and its environment, while a
full model of the environment might not be available, at least parts of the model,
for e.g. a subset of the state space, might be known/identifiable. Motivated by
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this, we explore how the availability of these partial models can be leveraged to
drive, and indeed accelerate, the learning phase of RL.

The paper is organised as follows. We start with discussing the contributions
and give a survey of related works. Then, after giving some background on the
key tools leveraged in the paper, we introduce the MPRL algorithm, our main
contribution. We then outline how the MPRL algorithm was used to learn how to
play Pong and present numerical results. We also show how the same algorithm
can be applied to a different domain and, in particular, we use MPRL to learn
how to control an Inverted Pendulum. Conclusions and future work are finally
discussed.

1.1 Contributions

We propose a novel algorithm that complements the capabilities of RL with
those of a well known and established model-based control method, Model Pre-
dictive Control (MPC). Our algorithm, the MPC augmented RL (MPRL in what
follows), combines RL and MPC in a novel way so that they can augment each
other’s strengths. The MPRL is inspired by the fact that, from a designer’s
perspective, complex tasks can be often fulfilled by combining together a set
of functionalities and, for some of these functionalities, either a mathematical
model is known or it might be worth devising it. For example, functionalities
for which it is worth to invest to build a model are these that are critical to
satisfy safety requirements: in e.g. an automated driving context, these critical
functionalities are those directly associated to the prevention of crashes and the
braking dynamics of the car can be modeled via differential/difference equa-
tions. Given these considerations, the MPRL can be described as follows. At
each iteration, it checks whether the environment is in a state for which a math-
ematical model is available (or can be identified). If this is the case, then the
action that the agent will apply is computed by leveraging the model and using
MPC to optimize a given cost function. If a model is not available, then MPRL
makes use of RL (in particular, we will use Q-Learning) to compute a policy
from data. The two counterparts (or components) of the MPRL, i.e. MPC and
RL, are interlinked and interact within the algorithm. In particular, MPC both
drives the state-space exploration and tunes the RL rewards in order to speed
the learning process. To the best of our knowledge, this is a new approach to
combine MPC and RL, which is complementary to the recent results on learning
MPC [31,32,38]. A further exploration of the use of feedback control to enhance
the performance of data-driven algorithms can also be found in [22], which pro-
poses a different mechanism to complement RL with a feedback control loop.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of MPRL, we let it play the Atari game
Pong and also control an inverted pendulum. The results highlight the ability of
the algorithm to learn the task, outperforming both RL and MPC when these
are used individually. The code of our experiments is available at the repository
https://github.com/GIOVRUSSO/Control-Group-Code.

https://github.com/GIOVRUSSO/Control-Group-Code
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1.2 Related Work

We now briefly survey some related research threads.

Physics Simulation. The idea of using models and simulation environments
to develop intelligent reinforcement learning agents has recently been attracting
much research attention, see e.g. [17,28]. For example, in [11] it is shown how a
physical simulator can be embedded in a deep network, enabling agents to both
learn parameters of the environment and improve the control performance of the
agent. Essentially, this is done by simulating rigid body dynamics via a linear
complementarity problem (LCP) technique [8,10–12,23]. LCP techniques are
also used within other simulation environments such as MuJoCo [39], Bullet [21],
and DART [18]. Instead, a complementary body of literature investigates the
possibility of integrating into networks the mechanisms inspired by the intuitive
human ability to understand physics (see e.g. [2,3,7], which leverage the ideas
of [34,40]).

Model-Based RL. Although model-free methods, have achieved considerable
successes in the recent years, many works suggest that a model-based approach
can potentially achieve better performance [1,4,20]. The research in model-based
RL is a very active area and it is focused on two main settings. The first one
makes use of neural networks and a suitable loss function to simulate the dynam-
ics of interest, whereas another approach makes use of more classical mathemat-
ical models closely resembling system identification [29].

Safe RL. The design of safe RL algorithms is a key research topic and different
definitions of safety have been proposed in the literature (see e.g. [9,15] and
references therein). For example, in [16] the authors relate safety to a set of
error states associated to dangerous/risky situations while in [36] risk adversion
is specified in the reward. A complementary approach is the one of model-based
RL where safety is formalized via state space constraints, see e.g. [25]. Examples
of this approach include [4,27], where Lyapunov functions are used to show
forward invariance of the safety set defined by the constraints. Finally, we note
that other approaches include [14], where a priori knowledge of the system is
used, in order to craft safe backup policies or [33] in which authors consider
uncertain systems and enforce probabilistic guarantees on their performance.

2 Background

We now outline the two building blocks composing MPRL.

Model Predictive Control. MPC is a model-based control technique. Essen-
tially, at each time-step, the algorithm computes a control action by solving an
optimization problem having as constraint the dynamics of the system being
controlled. In addition to the dynamics, other system requirements (e.g. safety
or feasibility requirements) can also be formalized as constraints of the optimiza-
tion problem [13]. Let xk ∈ R

n be the state variable of the system at time k,
uk ∈ R

m be its control input and ηk be some noise. In this letter we consider
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discrete-time dynamical systems of the form xk+1 = Akxk +Dk +Ckuk +ηk with
initial condition xinitial and where the time-varying matrices have appropriate
dimensions. For this system, formally the MPC algorithm generates the control
input uk by solving the problem

argmin
x0:T ∈X ,u0:T ∈A

E

{
T∑

t=0

Jt(xt, ut)

}

s.t. xt+1 = Atxt + Dt + Ctut + ηt, x0 = xinitial,

(1)

with x0:T (u0:T ) denoting the sequence {x0, . . . , xT } (resp. {u0, . . . , uT }) and
where: (i) A and X are sets modelling the constraints for the valid control
actions and states; (ii) E

{∑T
t=0 Jt(xt, ut)

}
is the cost function being optimized,

i.e. the expected value of
∑T

t=0 Jt(xt, ut); (iii) ηt is a zero-mean white noise with
constant and bounded variance. See e.g. [5] for more details.

Q-Learning and Markov Decision Processes. Q-Learning (Q-L) is a model
free RL algorithm, whose aim is to find an optimal policy with respect to a finite
Markov Decision Process (MDP). We adopt the standard formalism for MDPs.
A MDP [35] is a discrete stochastic model defined by a tuple 〈S,A, P, γ,R〉,
where: (i) S is the set of states s ∈ S; (ii) A is the set of actions a ∈ A; (iii)
P(s′|s, a) is the probability of transitioning from state s to state s′ under action a;
(iv) γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor; (v) R(s, a) is the reward of choosing the
action a in the state s. Upon performing an action, the agent receives the reward
R(st, at). A policy, π, specifies (for each state) the action that the agent will
take and the goal of the agent is that of finding the policy that maximizes
the expected discounted total reward. The value Qπ(s, a), named Q-function,
corresponding to the pair (s, a) represents the estimated expected future reward
that can be obtained from (s, a) when using policy π. The objective of Q-learning
is to estimate the Q-function for the optimal policy π∗, Qπ∗

(s, a). Define the
estimate as Q(s, a). The Q-learning algorithm works then as follows: after setting
the initial values for the Q-function, at each time step, observe current state
st and select action at, according to policy π(st). After receiving the reward
R(st, at) update the corresponding value of the Q-function as follows:

Q(st, at) ← (1 − α)Q(st, at) + α
[
R(st, at) + γ max

a
Q(st+1, a)

]
, (2)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is called the learning rate. Notice that the Q-learning algorithm
does not specify which policy π(·) should be considered. In theory, to converge the
agent should try every possible action for every possible state many times. For
practical reasons, a popular choice for the Q-learning policy is the ε-greedy policy,
which selects its highest valued (greedy) action, πε(st) = argmaxat

Q(st, at),
with probability 1 − ε(k − 1)/k and randomly selects among all other k actions
with probability ε/k [41].
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3 The MPRL Algorithm

We are now ready to introduce the MPRL algorithm, the key steps of which
are summarized as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. The main intuition behind this
algorithm is that, in many real world systems, tasks can be broken down into
a set of functionalities and, for some of these, a mathematical model might be
available. Given this set-up, the MPRL aims at combining the strengths of MPC
and Q-L. Indeed: (i) within MPRL, MPC can directly control the agent when-
ever a model is available and, at the same time, it drives the state exploration of
Q-L and adjusts its rewards; (ii) on the other hand, Q-L generates actions when-
ever no mathematical model is available and hence classic model-based control
algorithm could not be used.

The algorithm takes as input the following design parameters: (i) the set of
allowed actions, A; (ii) the time horizon and cost function used in (1); (iii) the
constants r and r, used by MPC to fine tune the reward of Q-L; (iv) an initial
matrix Q(s, a). Then, following Algorithm 1 the following steps are performed:

S1: at each time-step, MPRL checks whether a model is available. As we will
see in Sect. 4, for the Pong game, a model can be identified when MPRL is
defending against attacks. Instead, in Sect. 5, for an inverted pendulum, we
use a predefined action around certain operating conditions of the pendulum
arm;

S2a: if a model is available, then the action applied by the agent is generated via
MPC. Even if the action applied by the agent is given by MPC, the action
that would have been obtained via Q-L is also computed. This is done to
enable MPC to drive RL. Indeed, if the action from MPC and Q-L are the
same, then the Q(s, a) matrix is updated by using the positive reward r. On
the other hand, if the actions from MPC and Q-L differ from one another,
then the Q(s, a) matrix is updated with a non-positive reward r;

S2b: if a model is not available (or cannot be identified), then the agent’s action
is generated by Q-L;

S3: all relevant quantities are saved within the main algorithm loop.

4 Using MPRL to Learn Pong

We now illustrate the effectiveness of MPRL by letting it play against the Atari
game Pong. Pong is a 2 player game where each player moves a paddle in order
to bounce a ball to the opponent. A player scores a point when the opponent
fails to bounce the ball back and the game ends when a player scores 21 points.
In what follows, we give a thorough description of how Algorithm 1 has been
implemented in order to allow MPRL to play against Pong.
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Algorithm 1. MPRL Algorithm
1: Inputs:
2: Allowed actions, A
3: Time horizon, T , and cost function

∑T
t=0 Jt(xt, ut)

4: Constants r and r
5: Initial matrix Q(s, a)
6: Main loop:
7: for k = 0, . . . do
8: Check if the model in (1) is known or can be identified
9: if Model is available then

10: Get sk and xk

11: if k ≥ 1 then
12: if ak−1 = uk−1 then
13: Q(sk−1, uk−1) ← (1 − α)Q(sk−1, uk−1) + α [r + γ maxa{Q(sk, a)}]
14: else
15: Q(sk−1, uk−1) ← (1 − α)Q(sk−1, uk−1) + α [r + γ maxa{Q(sk, a)}]
16: end if
17: end if
18: xinit ← xk in (1)
19: Compute uk via MPC and ak using Q-L
20: Apply uk

21: Save xk, sk, ak, uk

22: else
23: Apply ak computed via Q-L
24: Save sk, ak

25: end if
26: k ← k + 1
27: end for

4.1 The Environment and Data Gathering

The environment of the game was set-up using the OpenAI gym library in
Python. In particular, we used the PongDeterministic-v4 (with 4 frame skips)
configuration of the environment, which is the one used to assess Deep Q-
Networks, see e.g. [26]. The configuration used has, as observation space,
Box (210, 160, 3) (see Fig. 1, left panel)1. Within our experiments, we first
removed the part of the images that contained the game score and this yielded
an observation space of Box (160, 160, 3) and then we down-sampled the result-
ing image to get a reduced observation space of Box (80, 80, 3) so that each frame
consists of a matrix of 80 × 80 pixels. Within the image, a coordinate system is
defined within the environment, with the origin of the x and y axes being in the
bottom-right corner.

Given the above observation space, both the position of the ball and the
vertical position of the paddle moved by MPRL were extracted from each frame.
In particular:
1 See http://gym.openai.com/docs/ for documentation on the environment observa-

tion space.

http://gym.openai.com/docs/
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– At the beginning of the game, the centroid of the ball is found by iterating
through the frame to find the location of all pixels with a value of 236 (this
corresponds to the white color, i.e. the color of the ball in Pong). Then, once
the ball is found the first time, the frame is only scanned in a window around
the position of the ball previously found (namely, we used a window of 80×12
pixels, see Fig. 1, right panel);

– Similarly the paddle’s centroid position is found by scanning the frame for
pixels having value 92 (this corresponds to the green color, i.e. the color of
the MPRL paddle).

Fig. 1. Left panel: a typical frame from Pong. The paddle moved by MPRL is the
green one. Right panel: a zoom illustrating the 80 × 12 pixels window used to extract
the new position of the ball, given its previous position.

4.2 Definition of the Task and Its Functionalities

The agent’s task is that of winning the game, which essentially consists of two
phases: (i) defense phase, where the agent needs to move the paddle to bounce
the ball in order to avoid that the opponent makes a point; (ii) an attack phase,
where the agent needs instead to properly bounce the ball in order to make the
point. During the defense phase, MPRL used its MPC component (implemented
as described in Sect. 4.3) to move the paddle. Indeed, this phase is completely
governed by the physics of the game and by the moves of our agent. This, in turn,
makes it possible to identify, from pixels, both the ball and the paddle dynamics
(Sect. 4.3). Instead, we used the Q-L component of MPRL during the attack
phase. Indeed, even if a mathematical model describing the evolution of the
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position of the ball could be devised, there is no difference equation that could
predict what our opponent would do in response (as we have no control over
it). Therefore, in the attack phase, we let the Q-L counterpart of our algorithm
learn how to score a point.

4.3 Implementing MPC

We describe the MPC implementation used within MPRL to play Pong by first
introducing the mathematical model serving as the constraint in (1). This model
describes both the dynamics of the ball and of the paddle moved by MPRL.

Ball Dynamics. We denote by x
(b)
t and y

(b)
t the x and y coordinates of the

centroid of the ball at time t. The mathematical model describing the dynamics
of the ball is then:

x
(b)
t+1 = x

(b)
t + vt,x, y

(b)
t+1 = y

(b)
t + vt,y, (3)

where x
(b)
t+1 and y

(b)
t+1 are the predicted next coordinates at time t + 1 and

where the speeds at time t, i.e. vt,x and vt,y are computed from the positions
extracted from the current and the two previous frames, i.e. x

(b)
t−2, x

(b)
t−1, x

(b)
t

and y
(b)
t−2, y

(b)
t−1, y

(b)
t . In particular, this is done by first computing the quanti-

ties vx1, vx2 and vy1, vy2 as follows:

[
vx1

vy1

]
=

[
x
(b)
t

y
(b)
t

]
−

[
x
(b)
t−1

y
(b)
t−1

]
,

[
vx2

vy2

]
=

[
x
(b)
t−1

y
(b)
t−1

]
−

[
x
(b)
t−2

y
(b)
t−2

]
. (4)

Consider now the speed along the x axis. If there is no impact between the ball
and the paddle, we set vt,x = 0.5(vx1 +vx2)+var ([vx1, vx2]) = v̄t,x +ηt,x (where
var(a) denotes the variance of the generic vector a and ηt,x is a white noise
with zero mean and variance var ([vx1, vx2])). Instead, along the y axis, we have
vt,y = 0.5(vy1 + vy2) + var ([vy1, vy2]) = v̄t,x + ηt,x (with ηt,y being a white noise
with zero mean and variance var ([vy1, vy2])) if there has been no impact and
vt,x = vx1 if there has been an impact of the ball with one of the walls.

Paddle Dynamics. In the gym environment used for the experiments, the only
control action that can be applied by MPRL at time t, i.e. ut is that of moving
its paddle. In particular, the agent can either move the paddle up (ut = 1) or
down (ut = −1) or simply not moving the paddle (ut = 0). It follows that given
the vertical position of the centroid of the paddle at time t, say y

(p)
t , its dynamics

can be modeled by
y
(p)
t+1 = y

(p)
t + ut. (5)

The MPC Model and the Cost Function. Combining the models in (3)–(5)
yields the dynamical system serving as constraint in (1). Note that the resulting
model can be formally written as the system in (1) once the state xt is defined
as xt = [x(b)

t , y
(b)
t , y

(p)
t ]T . Finally, in the implementation of the MPC algorithm,
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we used as cost function
∑T

t=0 Jt = ‖y
(b)
t+T − y

(p)
t+T ‖2. That is, with this choice of

cost function the algorithm seeks to regulate the paddle’s position so that the
distance between the position of the ball at time t and the position of the MPRL
paddle at time t + T is minimised. Note that the time horizon, T , used in the
above cost function is obtained by propagating the ball model (3) in order to
estimate after how many iterates the ball will hit the border protected by the
MPRL paddle.

4.4 Implementing Q-L

We implemented the Q-L algorithm outlined in Sect. 4. The set of actions avail-
able to the agent were at ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, while the state at time st was defined
as the 5-dimensional vector containing: (i) the coordinates of the position at
time time t of the ball (in pixels); (ii) the velocity of the ball (rounded to the
closest integer) across the x and y axes; (iii) the position of the paddle moved
by MPRL. The reward was obtained from the game environment: our agent was
given a reward of +1, each time the opponent missed to hit the ball, and −1
each time our agent missed to hit the ball. Finally, the values of the Q-table were
initialized to 0. In the experiments, the state-action pair was updated whenever
a point was scored and a greedy policy was used to select the action. Also, in the
experiments we set both α and γ in (2) to 0.7. Moreover, following Algorithm 1,
the Q-function was also updated when our agent was defending (i.e. when MPRL
was using MPC to move the paddle). In particular, within the experiments we
assigned: (i) a positive reward, r, whenever the action from Q-L and MPC were
the same; (ii) a non-positive reward, r, whenever the actions were not the same.
In this way, within MPRL, the Q-L component is driven to learn defence tactics
too.

4.5 Handover Between MPRL Components

Finally, we now describe how the handover between the MPC and RL compo-
nents of MPRL was implemented in the experiments. Intuitively, the paddle was
moved by the MPC component when the ball was coming towards the MPRL
paddle and, at the same time, the future vertical position of the ball (predicted
via the model) was far from the actual position of the agent’s paddle. That is,
MPC was used whenever the following conditions were simultaneously satisfied:
v
(b)
t,x < 0, ‖y

(b)
t+T − y

(p)
t ‖ > Hy. In all the other situations the paddle was moved

by actions generated by the Q-L component. Note that: (i) v
(b)
t is estimated

from the game frames as described above (in the environment negative veloci-
ties along the x axis mean that the ball is coming towards the green paddle);
(ii) the computation of y

(b)
t+T relies on simulating the model describing the ball’s

dynamics (3); (iii) Hy is a threshold and this is a design parameter.
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4.6 Results

We are now ready to present the results obtained by letting MPRL play Pong.
The results are quantified by plotting the game reward as a function of the
number of episodes played by MPRL. An episode consists of as many rounds of
pong it takes for one of the players to reach 21 points, while the game reward
is defined to be the difference between the points scored by MPRL within the
episode and the points scored by the opponent within the episode. Essentially, a
negative game reward means that MPRL lost that episode; the lowest possible
value that can be attained is −21 and this happens when MPRL is not able to
score any point. Viceversa, a positive game reward means that the agent was
able to beat the opponent; the maximum value that can be obtained is +21,
when the opponent did not score any point.

As a first experiment, we implemented an agent that would only use MPC
or the Q-L algorithm (without prior training). We let this agent play Pong for
50 episodes and, as the left panel in Fig. 2 shows, as expected, the Q-L agent did
not obtain good rewards in the first 50 episodes, consistently loosing games with
a difference in the scores of about 20 points. Instead, when the agent used the
MPC described in Sect. 4 better performance were obtained. These performance,
however, were not comparable with those obtained via a trained Q-L agent and
the reason for this is that, while MPC allows the agent to defend, it does not
allow for the learning of an attack strategy to consistently obtain points. Using
MPRL allowed to overcome the shortcomings of the MPC and Q-L agents. In
particular, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, when the MPRL agent played
against Pong, it was able to consistently beat the game (note the agent never lost
a game) while quickly learning an attack strategy to obtain high game rewards.
Indeed, note how the agent is able to consistently obtain rewards of about 20
within 50 episodes.

Fig. 2. Left panel: episode rewards as a function of the number of episodes played when
either MPC or Q-L are used. Right panel: episode rewards as a function of the number
of episodes played by MPRL. Parameters of MPRL were set as follows: r = 0.1, r = 0,
Hy = 5.
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Fig. 3. Left panel: rewards obtained by the MPRL when Hy is perturbed. All the
other parameters were kept unchanged (i.e. r = 0.1, r = 0). Middle panel: rewards
obtained by MPRL when r is perturbed. In this experiment, Hy = 5 and r = 0. Right
panel: rewards obtained by MPRL when r is perturbed. In the experiment, Hy = 5
and r = 0.1.

In order to further investigate the performance of MPRL, we also evaluate
its performance when the parameters r, r and Hy are changed. We first take
Hy in consideration; Hy determines when the handover between MPC and RL
takes place. As Fig. 3 (left panel) illustrates, MPRL is still able to consistently
obtain high rewards when Hy is perturbed, i.e. Hy ∈ {4, 5, 6}. Notice that when
Hy = 4, while MPRL is still able to beat the game, it also experiences some drops
in the rewards. This phenomenon, which will be further investigated in future
studies, might be due to the fact that restricting the space of movements of the
Q-L component of the algorithm also restricts its learning capabilities. Instead,
when the manoeuvre space of the Q-L is bigger (Hy = 6), the algorithm, due to
the increased flexibility in the moves, is able to learn better moves faster. As a
further experiment, we fixed Hy = 5 and perturbed the algorithm parameter r so
that r ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. The results of this experiment are shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 3. It can be noted that smaller values of r (i.e. r = 0.1 and
r = 0.3) lead to a more consistent performance as compared to the higher values
of r which lead to negative spikes in the performance. This behaviour might
be due to the fact that higher values of r essentially imply that MPRL trusts
more the MPC actions than Q-L actions, hence penalizing the ability of MPRL
to quickly learn the attack strategy. Intuitively, simulations show that, while
the MPC component is important for enhancing the agent’s defense, too much
influence of this component on the Q-L can reduce the attack performance of
the agent (this, in turn, is essential in order to score higher points). Consistently,
the same behaviour can be observed when r is perturbed (Hy = 5, r = 0.1 and
r ∈ {−0.1,−0.3,−0.5,−0.7,−0.9}), as shown in Fig. 3 (right panel), where it
can be observed that the most negative values r lead to dips in performance.

5 MPRL to Control an Inverted Pendulum

An additional experiment was carried out to test the capability of the MPRL
algorithm in a different domain. This experiment involved balancing an inverted
pendulum in a virtual environment using MPRL and comparing its results
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against using Q-L only. Specifically, the goal of the MPRL was to move the
cart by controlling its speed so that the pendulum would stay in its upright
position at 180◦ (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Inverted pendulum in its balanced state within the safety limits at 135 and
225◦.

In our experiments, the reward was specified to be +1 if the pendulum was
within 175 and 185◦ for each time step and −1 if the pendulum went outside this
range. Moreover, in our experiments we considered the region between 135 and
225◦ as a safe region and we wanted the MPRL to keep the arm of the pendulum
within this region, see Fig. 5. In order to handle this safety requirement, in our
MPRL we used an MPC-like algorithm whenever the pendulum arm was outside
the region 135–225◦. In particular: (i) if the arm position was at 135◦ (or smaller),
then the cart speed was adjusted by MPRL to move the cart to the left; (ii) if
the arm position was at 225◦ or higher, then the cart was moved by MPRL to
the right. By doing so, the numerical results showed that MPC component of
MPRL was able to bring the arm within the safety region (i.e. between 135 and
225◦). Inside this region, the Q-L component of MPRL was active.

Again, as shown in Fig. 5, the results confirm the capability of the MPRL to
quickly learn how to balance the pendulum. Moreover, when compared to the
results obtained via Q-Learning, the MPRL dramatically reduces the violation of
the safety constraints (i.e. the number of times when the pendulum is outside the
safe region) and learns faster. This again shows that MPC, and more generally
models, can augment the performance of purely data-driven techniques.
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Fig. 5. Angle of the inverted pendulum against time when MPRL is used and when
Q-learning is used. The upright position is 180◦ and the constraints at 135 and 225◦

are the angles past which the pendulum is highly likely to fall over.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We investigated the possibility of combining Q-L and model-based control so
that they can augment each other’s capabilities. In doing so, we introduced
a novel algorithm, the MPRL that: (i) leverages MPC when a mathematical
model is available and Q-L otherwise; (ii) uses MPC to both drive the state-
space exploration of Q-L and to fine tune its rewards. We first illustrated the
effectiveness of our algorithm by letting it play against Pong and by analysing
its performance when the algorithm parameters are perturbed. Interestingly, the
experiments highlight how the algorithm is able to outperform both Q-L and
MPC when these are used individually. Moreover, we also tested MPRL in a dif-
ferent domain and showed how it quickly learns to balance an inverted pendulum,
while reducing the number of violations of safety constraints. Our future work
will include the implementation of the MPRL in different settings, the study of
its convergence properties and the design of optimal handover strategies.
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Abstract. We present an algorithm for learning planning actions for waypoint
simulations, a crucial subtask for robotics, gaming, and transportation agents that
must perform locomotion behavior. Our algorithm is capable of learning opera-
tor’s symbolic literals and continuous effects even under noisy training data. It
accepts as input a set of preprocessed positive and negative simulation-generated
examples. It identifies symbolic preconditions using aMAX-SATconstraint solver
and learns numeric preconditions and effects as continuous functions of numeric
state variables by fitting a logistic regression model. We test the correctness of the
learned operators by solving test problems and running the resulting plans on the
simulator.

Keywords: Learning action models · MAX-SAT · Logistic regression

1 Introduction

A recurring problem in applying automated planning technology to practical problems
is the need to manually encode domains with a collection of actions that generalize
all possible actions. Automated learning of such operators is a possible solution to the
problem of manual operator encoding and has been a recurrent research topic as we will
discuss in the related work section.

In this paper, we are interested in the automated learning of planning actions for way-
point simulations. Waypoint simulations are a crucial subtask for mobile networks [1],
gaming agents [2], and robotics agents [3] thatmust perform locomotion behavior. Learn-
ing operators in this domain requires reasoning with continuous-valued variables with
durative actions. Learning operators in this domain requires combining the following
capabilities simultaneously:

– Learning symbolic literals, whose arguments can take values from a predefined
collection, such as vehicle(veh26).

– Learning continuous-valued effects, such as y = f(30), fuel(veh26, y), indicating that
veh26 fuel level changes as a function of f.
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– Learning under noise data, e.g. a state with the literal position(veh26, loc2) when
veh26 is at location loc3. Noise can be introduced when a human operator creates the
traces.

– Use of simulation to learn and test the resulting actions. While the learner is indepen-
dent of the domain, we test the learned operators with the simulation from which we
learn them.

In this paper we present an automated action-learning system that tackles these
learning requirements simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work on learning action models combining symbolic literals and continuous effects
under noisy training data.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: we first discuss related work; next we
present the waypoint-navigation simulation used to generate the training data and to test
the results of the learner; afterwards we discuss a description of the symbolic-learning
procedure; next, we discuss a description of the procedure to learn numeric-durative
preconditions and effects, accompanied by an example learned operator; then,we discuss
a description of the experiments used to test the learned operators and the results; and
finally, discuss future directions.

2 Related Work

Arora et al. [4] summarizes the current available algorithms for learning actions. The
two algorithms most similar to our own in terms of learning numeric elements of action
models are PlanMiner-O2 [5] and ERA [6], however both algorithms differ with respect
to our work in substantial ways. ERA learns a mapping of potentially noisy inputs to a
set of numeric categories corresponding to a discrete set of output values (one value per
category). They use 4 categories for the input: 1-road, 2-grass, 3-dirt and 4-rocks. The
sensors might return a reading such as 1.5, indicating that the terrain is either road or
grass. The classification scheme might learn that an input of 1.5 should map to the return
value for category 1, meaning a road; and based on the classified category, the algorithm
returns the speed that a vehicle will be able to travel in that kind of terrain. Succinctly,
ERA will learn the effects as a constant function f(x1, …, xn) = c, where x1, …, xn are
input variables and c is computed as the mean of all values of training examples with
input x1,…, xn. PlanMiner-O2 learns numeric preconditions, and in the effects increases
or decreases numeric values by a constant factor. Succinctly, it will learn a function f(x1)
= x1 ± c for an input variable x1. In contrast to these two works, we are learning the
numeric preconditions and effects as a continuous-valued function f(x1, …, xn) on input
numeric variables x1, …, xn in addition to the symbolic preconditions.

In addition to the discussions of PlanMiner-O2 and ERA, Arora et al. [4] presents
an overview of some 30 other works on learning action models. Our overall claim of
novelty versus existing work is that this is the first action-learning system that combines
learning symbolic literals and durative effects under noisy training data.

Our approach for learning the symbolic preconditions builds on ideas from theARMS
operator-learning algorithm [7], which also uses MAX-SAT. Unlike ARMS, we assume
full state observability as givenby the simulation.As a result,wedid not need to formulate
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hypothesizing causal links between actions. Thus, instead of action traces s0 a1 s1 … sn
partially annotated with intermediate states, si, the input to MAX-SAT in our algorithm
are collections of triples (s, a, s′), where s and s′ are the (complete) observed states
before and after executing a. As a result, with an adequate threshold � and sufficient
training examples, the false positives drop to nearly zero and the false negatives to zero.
The crucial difference is that our algorithm also learns durative actions whereas ARMS
learns symbolic literals only.

The EXPO system was designed to learn missing preconditions and effects or even
complete operators [8]. EXPO does this by having expectations of when an action should
(or should not) be solvable (respectively when a plan should or should not be generated).
When a discrepancy occurs between the agent’s expectations of the actions and the
observed effects of the action, it examines the history of the action’s applications to fix
it. For instance, looking for missing conditions when the action was successfully applied
by accident. Such a process is complementary to our work, when the operators could be
further refined after learning the initial collection of operators. Unlike our work, EXPO
is strictly symbolic and was not designed to deal with noise in the training data.

The TRAIL system [9] follows similar ideas of completing operators but it does
so in a non-deterministic domain where there can be multiple outcomes. It does so by
maintaining possible execution trees and assuming a teacher is available that can pro-
vide examples on-demand, allowing the learner to extrapolate missing knowledge. It
can model durative actions by projecting the effects over multiple time steps and learn
the projected intervals for numeric values. It requires substantial background knowledge
including the goals that the agent is pursuing, used for performing inductive logic pro-
gramming [10], and the means to generate traces even when the actions are incomplete
by using teleo-reactive trees [11]. The most important differences versus our work is
twofold. First, we can deal with noisy training data. Second, we are able to learn the
changes in values of durative actions as functions.

Pasula et al. [12] presented an action learning system for stochastic domains and
tested the learned actions for MDP planning tasks. It can deal with noise because of the
stochastic nature of the domain. In our case, we can cope with noise even though the
learned action model is deterministic. Furthermore, we learn durative effects.

Lindsay and Gregory [13] did a study on the domains used in the international
planning competition (IPC) and identified a collection of numeric constraints that are
typically used in those competitions. This collection is used to learn numeric conditions
by using negative and positive examples. The negative examples are used to eliminate
constraints that are inconsistent with the training data and the positive examples are used
to tune the resulting constraints. In our case, we are learning the continuous function f(x1,
…, xn) on input numeric variables x1, …, xn in addition to the symbolic preconditions.

Walsh and Littman’s [14] system learns STRIPS operators augmented with the Web
description language so they can be used for semantic web service composition. In
contrast to our work, it assumes no noise in the training data and no durative effects.
It also provides bounds to the operator learning problem: in the general case, learning
preconditions may require an exponential number of plan prediction mistakes (PPMs).
Informally, a PPM counts the number of times the operator was applied incorrectly. If
the maximum number of preconditions of operators is known to be bounded by k, then
the number PPM is bounded by a polynomial on k.
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3 Waypoint Navigation Simulation

Weimplemented a simulator for agents to perform logistics and transportation tasks using
the python discrete event simulation framework SimPy.1 The simulator models agents or
vehicles that can travel to various locations, via a network of roads (edges) that connect
them. The agents navigate between waypoints in a geographic area represented by a
two-dimensional coordinate system or grid as shown in Fig. 1. It depicts 17 locations
on a road network or graph. Each location is marked as a vertex on the network and
labelled as loc1 through loc17. The edges between the vertices indicate valid roads that
can be travelled. The graph is not complete and travel from one location to another may
require multiple transits. Depending on agent speed, traveling between waypoints can
take different times.

The simulator supports multiple vehicles to concurrently perform logistics actions
such as trucks performing activities in tandem. The vehicles can perform two actions:
transit and refuel. A transit action enables a vehicle to move between locations if an
edge connects them. A refuel action refills a vehicle’s fuel tank if it is in a location. We
model these activities with continuous valued variables. Vehicles have average travel
speed and fuel consumption rate. The simulator consumes inputs in the form of world
states comprising vehicles, locations, and roads along with a schedule comprising list
of transit and refuel actions. The simulator generates connection networks randomly.

Fig. 1. Example logistics road network.

The simulator executes the input schedule and outputs a simulation trace in
commonly-used JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format2 as shown in Fig. 2. It shows
a fragment of the simulation trace obtained by executing a transit action from loc12 to
loc5. Every time an action starts or finishes the entire simulation state is logged into
the trace as training data and a means of replaying the simulation. The trace shows the

1 https://simpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
2 https://www.json.org/.

https://simpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.json.org/
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completion of the transit action for veh0; veh0 is now at position 5. Similarly, veh1 is
at an edge between loc6 and loc1. The trace notes the status of each vehicle such as
rate of fuel consumption, current gas level, and total gas capacity. It enforces domain
constraints at runtime and will return a failed trace if an invalid action is attempted.

4 Overview of Learning Algorithm

There are two requirements for the learning algorithm: (1) positive and negative examples
and (2) background knowledge on numeric values used to infer numeric-durative effects.
From these requirements as a starting point, the procedure performs the following steps:
(1) simulate positive examples by randomly generating a road network and performing
random walks from locations in the network; (2) Convert JSON traces into predicate
form; (3) Convert numeric arguments into constants to prepare for learning symbolic
literals; (4) Construct clauses (which enforcing constraints) from positive examples
and run these clauses on a MAXSAT solver to learn the operator’s symbolic literals;
(5) Generate negative examples; (6) Use the positive examples, negative examples and
background knowledge to generate training data for a logistic regression learner to
generate the operator’s durative effects.

We provided an example of the JSON output in Fig. 2. The conversion into predicate
form is mostly straightforward and we omit the details for the sake of space.

"action": {
"action_id": "17", 
"end_location": "loc5", 
"start_location": "loc12", 
"type": "TransitAction", 
"vehicle": "veh0"},

"state": {
"edges": [{

"end": {"name": "loc5"},
"name": "edgeloc0loc5", 
"start": {"name": "loc0"},
"traffic_speed": 60.0 }, ...],

"locations": [{"name": "loc5", "x": 549, "y": 279}, ...] 
"vehicles": [{

"gas_tank_capacity": 30, 
"gas_tank_level": 17, 
"gph": 1.0, 
"name": "veh1", 
"position": "edgeloc6loc1"}, { 
"gas_tank_capacity": 30, 
"gas_tank_level": 19.56, 
"gph": 1.0, 
"name": "veh0", 
"position": "loc5"}]}, 

"status": "finished", "time": 26.0

Fig. 2. Example JSON simulation trace fragment.
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5 Learning Symbolic Literals

5.1 MAX-SAT

The conjunctive normal form CNF-SAT is the decision problem of determining the
satisfiability of a given CNF F = (D1 � D2 � … � Dn), where each clause Di is a
disjunction (X1 � X2 � … � Xm) and each literal Xj is either a Boolean variable or
its negation. CNF-SAT is NP-complete. MAX-SAT is a variation of CNF-SAT in that
each clause Di has associated a nonnegative weight, w(Di). The MAX-SAT problem is
defined as follows: given a CNF F, find a subset of clauses, D1′ , D2′ , …, Dm′ , in F such
that (1) there is an assignment of the Boolean variables making each of these clauses
true and (2) W′ = w(D1′) + w(D2′) + … + w(Dm′ ) is maximized. That is, for any other
subset of clauses D1′′ , D2′′ , …, Dm′′’, satisfying Condition 1, then W

′ ≥ W′′, where W′′
= w(D1′′) + w(D2′′) + … + w(Dm′′). MAX-SAT is NP-hard. MAX-SAT solvers run in
polynomial-time on the number of clauses and approximate a solution to find a collection
of clauses that can be satisfied together with the variable Boolean assignments that make
this possible. They provide no guarantee that Condition (2) is satisfied. In our work we
use the MAX-SAT solver reported in Ansótegui et al. [15].3

5.2 Using MAX-SAT to Learn Symbolic Literals

We learn symbolic preconditions from positive examples, which we extract from
simulator-generated random-walk traces. Positive examples are state-action-state triples,
st at st+n, where st occurs immediately before the action starts, and st+n after the action
ends. n ≥ 1 because actions are durative and can interleave, so they may take several
states before completion. We replace numeric values with the generic constant num,
during symbolic learning. We compile potential preconditions from the literals in st of
each example. We remove unlikely preconditions, namely, literals (1) which share no
arguments with the action’s signature or (2) which do not appear in more than some
fraction, � of examples. Condition (1) is a relaxation of the standard STRIPS notation
where arguments of literals appearing in the preconditions must be arguments named
in the action’s signature. Condition (1) requires at least one of the arguments of each
precondition of the action TransitAction(v21, l4, l7) to be either v21, l4, or l7.

We use the state-variable action representation. That is, a state is defined as a collec-
tion of variables and their assigned values. From state to state, the variable remains the
same but their valuesmight change. For instance, the literal position(v1, loc1), represents
the state variable “position of vehicle v1” and indicates it is currently assigned to loc1.

Since actions are durative, state changes for multiple actions can occur between st
and st+n and removing literals helps ensure that no erroneous preconditions are learned.
For example,

st: position(v1, loc1), position(v2, loc1), ….
a: action(v1, loc1, loc2)
st+n: position(v1, loc2), position(v2, edge13), …

3 https://github.com/jponf/wpm1py.

https://github.com/jponf/wpm1py
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Although position(v2, loc1) could be identified as a precondition because it includes
loc1, unless it occurs in st of multiple examples, it will be removed from consideration.

For each remaining literal, we include a clause in our CNF equation asserting that
the literal is a precondition; this means that the literal is a candidate to be a precondition
of the action and it will be up to MAX-SAT to determine which of those clauses are true.
The weight of the clause is the number of examples for which the literal appears in st .
We add additional clauses in our CNF encoding to enforce the following conditions:

1. If a state-variable in st+n has a changed value compared to st , it must be a true
precondition.

2. A state-variable in the effects must have changed its value with respect to its
preconditions.

3. All actions have at least one precondition and one effect.

Constraint 1 ensures that the preconditions include literals relevant to the action
parameters when the state-variable changed from st to st+n. Constraint 2 requires that all
effects are literals that underwent changes during the action. Constraint 3 ensures that
all actions are non-trivial, i.e., that they effect some change in the state.

6 Learning Durative Preconditions and Effects

Unlike symbolic literals, learning durative effects requires positive and negative exam-
ples and background information. We learn a logistic regression model [16] for
gas_tank_level as a function of the initial tank level and the travel distance, which
we use in both preconditions and effects.

Domain Background Information. To compute the gas tank level of a vehicle we need
the distance between locations. However, distance is not an explicit attribute in the state,
so we provide background information indicating how to calculate distance along an
edge by computing the Manhattan distance between its start and end locations.

6.1 Using Logistic Regression

For learning numeric literals, we revert back from the generic constant num to the
original numeric values in all positive examples. To generate negative examples, we
generate traces using random walks in the simulator and remove all refuel actions from
the traces. We simulate these modified traces and if for a particular state-action pair, si
ai+1, in the trace, the action is not executable by the simulator, then the pair (si, ai+1) is
used as a negative example for action ai+1.

From each example (negative or positive), we extract numeric preconditions and dis-
card any where the value is the same across all examples, e.g., the gallons per hour, gph.
We use the remaining values (x and y for start location and end location, gas_tank_level
for vehicle) and the background information to calculate the distance between the loca-
tions and train a Logistic Regression model on distance and gas_tank_level, using the
positive and negative labels of the examples as our classes. In the effects, we calcu-
late the new value for gas_tank_level using the decision function of the trained logistic
regression model.
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6.2 Example Learned Operator

Figure 3 shows the learned transit operator, TransitAction. The vehicle ?vehicle will
move from location ?start to location ?end along edge ?edge (question marks denoted
variables). The start and end of ?edge are defined in two literals. The effects describe
the change in the vehicle’s position and the gas tank level.

Head:
TransitAction(?vehicle, ?start, ?end)
Preconditions:
gas_tank_capacity(?vehicle, ?gtcv)
gas_tank_level(?vehicle, ?gtlv1)
gph(?vehicle, ?gphv)
position(?vehicle, ?start)
type(?vehicle, “vehicles”)
end(?edge, ?end)
type(?end, “locations”)
x(?end, ?xe)
y(?end, ?ye)
start(?edge, ?start)
type(?start, “locations”)
x(?start, ?xs)
y(?start, ?ys)
?gtlv2 ← -0.0328 + 0.62*?gtlv1 + -0.199*distance_metric((?xs, ?ys), (?xe, ?ye))
?gtlv2 > 0
Effects:
position(?vehicle, ?end)
gas_tank_level(?vehicle, ?gtlv2)

Fig. 3. Learned TransitAction operator.

7 Empirical Evaluation

We perform two sets of analysis, the first evaluating the effectiveness of MAX-SAT at
learning the symbolic preconditions, the second testing the effectiveness of the whole
learning procedure.

7.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of the symbolic literal learning component, we generate a
pool of 100 simulations, each with a different initial state, containing at least one of each
type of action. From each simulation we extract one positive example of each action
type to create a pool of 100 positive examples for each action. From this pool of 100,
we select 5 sets of 3, 10, and 30 examples and learn the symbolic preconditions for
each set. For each set, we also select a set of mislabeled examples to test the effects
of incorrect examples (noise) on the system’s learning ability. Mislabeled examples are
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examples which do not contain the appropriate symbolic preconditions, but are treated
as positive learning examples. We learn preconditions from each of these sets at three
different � values, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The performance metrics were false positives (i.e.,
additional preconditions, not appearing in the ground truth) and false negatives (i.e.,
missing preconditions). The ground truth is a collection of literals that were manually
selected in order to ensure that the operator was correctly learned.

To test the effectiveness of the whole procedure, we select a set of 10 positive
examples, 8 negative examples, and the corresponding learned preconditions. We create
a set of operators for each � value and test these operators on 30 randomly-generated
planning problems. The problems are constructed by generating a random state and
randomly selecting a vehicle and destination location. The performance metric is the
number of test problems for which a valid plan is generated; plan validity is tested by
running the plan on the simulator.

Solution plans are generated using HTN planning techniques, which direct the
selected vehicle to explore the state map until it arrives at the goal location, refuel-
ing to ensure a full tank before each transit. To validate a generated plan, we convert to
JSON schedule format and simulate from the start state.

7.2 Results

Figure 4 shows the false positive rate for learning symbolic preconditions is non-zero
and dependent on both the � value and the number of learning examples. Each line
represents the combined false positive rate (FPR) for symbolic preconditions for both
operators when learning from a set of positive examples and/or a set of positive examples
with an additional 10% of examples which are mislabeled, simulating noise in the data.

The FPR changes more between 3 and 10 positive examples than it does between 10
and 30 examples. When learning from 10 or more examples, the largest improvement
occurs between theta of 0.1 and 0.2, with little improvement between 0.2 and 0.3.

Interestingly, noise added via mislabeled examples had little impact on the number
of false positive preconditions, except at � = 0.3 for 3 positive examples. The addition
of mislabeled examples actually improves the set of preconditions, because it decreases
the percent of examples in which the same non-preconditions occur, allowing more
non-preconditions to be filtered out.

Even for � = 0.3 and 30 training examples, there is a non-zero error rate in the
false positives because literals (e.g., gph) were the same throughout the examples and
the learner acquired them, however we deemed them superfluous because they were
constant and present in all training and testing examples.

There were no false negative literals learned in any of the runs, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the MAX-SAT procedure.

Figure 5 shows the number of test problems (out of 30) for which the planner is
able to generate plans using operators learned with � = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The simulator
validated all generated plans. For � = 0.1, slightly more than half of the test problems
were solvable by the planner. As we can see from Fig. 4, with � = 0.1 and 30 examples,
there are some 15% additional literals in the preconditions, restricting applicability of
operators.
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Fig. 4. False positive rates with respect for the Refuel and the Transit action.

Fig. 5. Number of solved test problems for � = 10%, 20% and 30%. Solution plans were run in
the simulator. All test problems were solved and verified for � = 20% and 30% and more than
half were for � = 10%.

8 Final Remarks

Our algorithm successfully learns operatorswith symbolic literals and continuous effects
even under noisy training data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first action
learning algorithm that combines symbolic and numeric fluents and durative effects.

There are a number of possible future directions. First, we provide background
knowledge because our simulator doesn’t compute the distance explicitly as part of the
state information. It would have been easy tomodify the simulator andmake the distance
explicit. Indeed, other waypoint navigation simulators explicitly compute distances.
However, in general some kind of background knowledge is needed when computing
complex numeric literals, such as durative effects, on conditions such as traffic flow,
traffic speed etc. In the future, we want to explore inductive learners such as ILASP
which may help induce background knowledge. Second, we want to take into account
temporal considerations such as an action starting at time t and a second action starting
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at a time t+� and the effects of both actions contributing towards a third action starting
later. For instance, at time t, a hose starts adding water to a container at a certain fixed
rate, and later at time t+� another hose starts adding water to the same container. Later
we open a faucet to drain the container. In this case the rate that the container is filled
and drained is a function of time.
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Abstract. Deep Metric Learning (DML) approaches learn to represent inputs to
a lower-dimensional latent space such that the distance between representations
in this space corresponds with a predefined notion of similarity. This paper inves-
tigates how the mapping element of DML may be exploited in situations where
the salient features in arbitrary classification problems vary over time or due to
changing underlying variables. Examples of such variable features include sea-
sonal and time-of-day variations in outdoor scenes in place recognition tasks for
autonomous navigation and age/gender variations in human/animal subjects in
classification tasks for medical/ethological studies. Through the use of visualisa-
tion tools for observing the distribution of DML representations per each query
variable for which prior information is available, the influence of each variable
on the classification task may be better understood. Based on these relationships,
prior information on these salient background variables may be exploited at the
inference stage of the DML approach by using a clustering algorithm to improve
classification performance. This research proposes such a methodology establish-
ing the saliency of query background variables and formulating clustering algo-
rithms for better separating latent-space representations at run-time. The paper
also discusses online management strategies to preserve the quality and diversity
of data and the representation of each class in the gallery of embeddings in the
DML approach.We also discuss latent works towards understanding the relevance
of underlying/multiple variables with DML.

Keywords: Deep Metric Learning · Variable features · Dependent variables ·
Computer vision

1 Introduction

Deep Learning has great achievements in computer vision for various classification
and regression tasks in terms of accuracy, generalisability and robustness. However, to
achieve this performance require training on hundreds or thousands of images and very
large datasets. Fine-tuning these models for fine-grained visual recognition tasks is not
always straightforward however and has prompted the creation of a type of architecture
for this type of problem known as metric learning. Metric Learning is popular in Com-
puter Vision for tasks such as face verification/recognition [1], person re-identification
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[2, 3], 3D shape retrieval [4] and landmark recognition [5] and is also used in other
fields, e.g. for Question Paraphrase Retrieval in Speech Recognition [6], music classi-
fication [7] and bioacoustic classification [8] from audio data and gesture recognition
from accelerometer data [9]. In Sect. 2, we will further define the research problems rel-
evant to our research and in Sect. 3 we will introduce the background theory of Metric
Learning for the reader.

The challenges of fine-grained visual recognition relate to two aspects: inter-class
similarity and intra-class variance. In Sect. 4, this paper will review somemethodologies
which have been proposed in recent research to optimize these two attributes of the
embedding space of DML, e.g. through learning dependent relationships in the fields of
multi-label classification and newly proposed cost functions, and also methods which
exploit the embedding space for interpreting the inner workings of the neural network.
In Sect. 5, this paper will also propose a unique approach to improving classification
accuracy ofDML in any arbitrary applications through the injection of apriori knowledge
of dependent variables into a clustering algorithm appended to the inference pipeline of
theDML approach. Examples of such variable features include seasonal and time-of-day
variations in outdoor scenes in place recognition tasks for autonomous navigation [5],
age/gender variations in human/animal subjects in medical/ethological studies [10] and
operator/time-of-shift variations in industrial automation tasks. We will also propose
an online management strategy to preserve the quality and diversity of data and the
representation of each class in the gallery of embeddings in the DML approach. Finally,
in Sect. 6, this paper will conclude with a discussion of our findings to date and of future
work which is currently being actively engaged in follow-up this work.

2 Problem Definition

In the field of deep learning, the quality of input data is often more important than the
model architecture and training regimen. The challenges of dataset management include
ensuring the dataset is correctly labelled, balanced and contains a sufficient amount of
data. As well as this, the categories to be classified must also be chosen carefully at
the task definition stage to minimize intra-class variance, i.e. it is harder to train a deep
learning network to reliably classify ‘animals’ than it is to train one to classify just
‘cats’ or ‘dogs’. However, breaking down the categories to a low enough level can be
difficult, requiring the judgement of an application expert and may introduce unwanted
bias. Furthermore, systemmaintenance does not end once the problem is defined and the
model is trained. In situations where salient features to the classification problem vary
depending on auxiliary variables, it would be useful to leverage these auxiliary variables
(if they are known apriori to classification) to narrow down the classification results to
instances which are more likely in light of this new knowledge.

2.1 One-Shot Learning

The term One-Shot Learning represents a still-open challenge in computer vision to
learn much information about an object category from just one image. Few-shot and
zero-shot learning are similar classification problems but with different requirements on
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howmany training examples are available. Few-shot learning, sometimes called low-shot
learning often falls under the category of OSL and denotes that multiple images of new
object categories are available rather than just one. Zero-shot learning algorithms aim at
recognizing object instances belonging to novel categorieswithout any training examples
[11]. The motivation for this task lies not only in the fact that humans, even children,
can usually generalize after just one example of a given object but also because models
excelling at this taskwould havemany useful applications. Example applications include
facial recognition in smart devices, person re-identification in security applications as
well as miscellaneous applications across industry, e.g. fine-grained grocery product
recognition by [13], drug discovery in the pharmaceutical industry [12], stable laser
vision seam-tracking systems [13] and the detection of railway track switches, face
recognition for monitoring operator shift in railways and anomaly detection for railway
track monitoring [14].

If it is desired for a conventionalmachine learning classifier to identify new classes on
top of those it was trained to classify then the data for these classes must be added to the
dataset (without unbalancing the dataset) and the model must be retrained entirely. This
is why metric learning is so useful in these situations where information must be learnt
about new object categories from one, or only a few, training samples. The general belief
is that gradient-based optimization in high capacity classifiers requires many iterative
steps over many examples to perform well. This type of optimization performs poorly
in the few-shot learning task.

In this setting, rather than there being one large dataset, there is a set of datasets, each
with few annotated examples per class. Firstly, they would help alleviate data collection
as thousands of labelled examples are not required to attain reasonable performance.
Furthermore, in many fields, data exhibits the characteristic of having many different
classes but few examples per class. Models that can generalize from a few examples
would be able to capture this type of data effectively.

Gradient descent-basedmethods weren’t designed specifically to performwell under
the constraint of a set number of updates nor guarantee speed of convergence, beyond
that they will eventually converge to a good solution after what could be many millions
of iterations. Secondly, for each separate dataset considered, the network would have to
start from a random initialization of its parameters.

Transfer learning can be applied to alleviate this problem by fine-tuning a pre-trained
network from another task which has more labelled data; however, it has been observed
that the benefit of a pre-trained network greatly decreases as the task the network was
trained on diverges from the target task. What is needed is a systematic way to learn a
beneficial common initialization that would serve as a good point to start training for
the set of datasets being considered. This would provide the same benefits as transfer
learning, but with the guarantee that the initialization is an optimal starting point for
fine-tuning [15].

Over years many algorithms have been developed in order to tackle the problem of
One-shot learning including:

• Probabilistic models based on Bayesian learning [16, 17],
• Generative models using probability density functions [18, 19],
• Applying transformation to images [20, 21],
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• Using memory augmented neural networks [22],
• Meta-learning [15, 23] and
• Metric learning.

This paper will focus on the metric learning approach because of the way it learns
to map it’s output to a latent space and how this may be exploited to infer relationships
between feature variability and auxiliary background information.

2.2 Fine-Grained Visual Categorization

Fine-grained visual categorization (FGVC) aims to classify images of subordinate object
categories that belong to a same entry-level category, e.g., different species of vegetation
[24], different breeds of animals [25] or different makes of man-made objects [26].

The visual distinction between different subordinate categories is often subtle and
regional, and such nuance is further obscured by variations caused by arbitrary poses,
viewpoint change, and/or occlusion. Annotating such samples also requires professional
expertise, making dataset creation in real-world applications of FGVC expensive and
time-consuming. FGVC thus bears problem characteristics of few-shot learning.

Most existingFGVCmethods spend efforts onminingglobal and/or regional discrim-
inative information from training data themselves. For example, state-of-the-art methods
learn to identify discriminative parts from images of fine-grained categories through the
use of methods for interpreting the layers of Convolutional Neural Networks, e.g. Grad-
CAM [27]. However, the power of these methods is limited when only few training
samples are available for each category. To break this limit, possible solutions include
identifying auxiliary data that are more useful for (e.g., more related to the FGVC task
of interest, and also better leveraging these auxiliary data. These solutions fall in the
realm of domain adaptation or transfer learning and the latter has been implemented by
training a model to encode (generic) semantic knowledge from the auxiliary data, e.g.
unrelated categories of ImageNet, and the combined strategy of pretraining followed by
fine-tuning alleviates the issue of overfitting. However, the objective of pre-training does
not take the target FGVC task of interest into account, and consequently, such obtained
models are suboptimal for transfer. An important issue to achieve good transfer learning
is that data in source and target tasks should share similar feature distributions. If this is
not the case, transfer learning methods usually learn feature mappings to alleviate this
issue.

Alternative approaches include some of those listed for one-shot learning above.
Meta-learning has been adopted by [28] to directly identify source data/tasks that are
more related to the target one, i.e. select more useful samples from the auxiliary data and
remove noisy, semantically irrelevant images. Metric learning has been used similarly
during training dataset creation throughpartitioning training imageswithin each category
into a fewgroups to form the triplet samples across different categories aswell as different
groups, which is called Group Sensitive TRiplet Sampling (GS-TRS). Accordingly, the
triplet loss function is strengthened by incorporating intra-class variance with GS-TRS,
which may contribute to the optimization objective of triplet network [26].

Metric Learning has also been employed to overcome high correlation between sub-
ordinate classes by learning to represent objects so that data points from the same class
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will be pulled together while those from different classes should be pushed apart from
each other. Secondly, the method overcomes large intra-class variation (e.g., due to vari-
ations in object pose) by allowing the flexibility that only a portion of the neighbours
(not all data points) from the same class need to be pulled together. The method avoids
difficulty in dealing with high dimensional feature vectors (which require O(d2) for
storage and O(d3) for optimization) by proposing a multi-stage metric learning frame-
work that divides the large-scale high dimensional learning problem to a series of simple
subproblems, (achieving O(d) computational complexity) [26].

3 Metric Learning

Generally speaking, Metric learning can be summarised by the learning of a similar-
ity function which is trained to output a representation of its input, often called an
embedding. During training, an architecture consisting of several identical entities of
the network being trained is used along with a loss function to minimize the distance
between embeddings of the same class (intra-class variability) and maximize the space
between classes (inter-class similarity) so that an accurate prediction can be made. The
resulting embedding of each query input is compared using some distance metric against
a gallery of embeddings which have been collected from previous queries. In this way,
queries need not necessarily be in the training data in order to be re-identified, mak-
ing the methodology applicable to problems such as facial authentication and person
re-identification in security and other one-shot or few-shot learning applications.

Features extracted fromclassification networks showexcellent performance in image
classification, detection and retrieval, especially when fine-tuned for target domains.
To obtain features of greater usefulness, end-to-end distance metric learning (DML)
has been applied to train the feature extractor directly. DML skips the final SoftMax
classification layer normally present at the end of CNN’s and projects the raw feature
vectors to learned feature space and then classifies input image based on how far they
are from learned category instances as measured by a certain distance metric. Due to
the simplicity and efficiency, the metric-based approach has been applied in industry for
tasks like face recognition and person re-identification [29].

Themetric-basedmethods can achieve state-of-the-art performance in one-shot clas-
sification tasks, but the accuracy can be easily influenced when the test data comes from
a different distribution [13] The way metric learning works in practice is to have a
general model which is good at learning how to represent object categories as ‘embed-
dings’, i.e. feature maps, in a feature space such that they all categories are spaced far
enough away from each other that they are distinguishable. The second step is to com-
pare each embedding that this model generates for the input image with the embeddings
of all previously seen objects. If the two embeddings are close enough in the feature
space (shown in Fig. 1) beyond a certain threshold, then the object is identified. The
library of embeddings that are compared from may be updated continuously by adding
successfully identified embeddings by some inclusion prioritization. If an object is not
identified, an external system, e.g. a human expert, may need to be consulted for the
correct object label to be applied.
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Fig. 1. A t-SNE (T-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding) visualization of a feature space
used in metric learning of the MNIST dataset [30].

3.1 Distance Metrics

Two images, x1 and x2, are compared by computing the distance d between their embed-
dings f (x1) and f (x2). If it is less than a threshold (a hyperparameter), it means that the
two pictures are the same object category, if not, they are two different object categories.

d(x1, x2) = f (x1) − f (x2) (1)

Where f is defined as a parametric function denoting the neural network described
earlier that maps high-resolution inputs (images x1 and x2) to low-resolution outputs
(embeddings f (x1) and f (x2)).

It is important to note the distance metric used as this will be used in the loss function
which has to be differentiable with respect to the model’s weights to ensure that nega-
tive side effects will not take place. Distance function which are often used include the
Euclidean distance or the squared Euclidean distance [31], the Manhattan distance (also
known as Manhattan length, rectilinear distance, L1 distance or L1 norm, city block
distance, Minkowski’s L1 distance, taxi-cab metric, or city block distance), dot prod-
uct similarity, Mahalanobis, Minkowski, Chebychev, Cosine, Correlation, Hamming,
Jaccard, Standardized Euclidean and Spearman distances [32].

3.2 Loss Functions

Loss inmetric learning is defined as ameasure of the distance of embeddings from sets of
similar and dissimilar embeddings. For example, if two images are of the same class, the
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loss is low if the distance between their associated feature vectors are low, and high if the
distance between their associated feature vectors is high. Vice versa, if the two images
are of different classes, the loss is only low when the image feature representations are
far apart. There are many types of loss function as will become apparent in the next
section which will discuss the different kinds of metric learning architecture.

3.3 Architectures

There are a number of different ways in which the base feature extractor is embedded in
a metric learning architecture. By and large, the general attributes of these architectures
include:

a) An ability to learn generic image features suitable for making predictions about
unknown class distributions even when very few examples from these new
distributions are available.

b) Amenability to training by standard optimization techniques in accordance with the
loss function that determines similarity.

c) Being unreliant on domain-specific knowledge to be effective.
d) An ability to handle both sparse data and novel data.

To develop a metric learning approach for image classification, the first step is to
learn to discriminate between the class-identity of image pairs, i.e. to get an estimate of
the probability that they belong to the same class or different classes. This model can
then be used to evaluate new images, exactly one per novel class, in a pairwise manner
against the test image. The pairing with the highest score according to the network is
then awarded the highest probability. If this probability is above a certain threshold
then the features learned by the model are sufficient to confirm or deny the identity test
image from the set of stored class identities and ought to be sufficient for similar objects,
provided that the model has been exposed to a good variety of scenarios to encourage
variance amongst the learned features [33].

Siamese Network
A Siamese neural network has the objective to find how similar two comparable things
are and are so-called as they consist of two identical subnetworks (usually either CNNs or
autoencoders), which both have the same parameters and weights as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The basic approach of Siamese networks can be replicated for almost any modality.

The output of many Siamese networks are fed to a contrastive loss function, which
calculates the similarity between the pairs of images (xi and xj). The input image xi with
samples from both similar and dissimilar sets. For every pair (xi and xj), if they belong
to the set of similar samples S, a label of 0 is assigned to the pair, otherwise, it a label
of 1 is assigned. In the learning process, the system needs to be optimized such that the
distance function d is minimized for similar images and increased for dissimilar images
according to the following loss function:

L
(
xi, xj, y

) = y.d(x1, x2)
2 + (1− y)max(m− d(x1, x2))

2 (2)
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Fig. 2. Siamese network architecture

Triplet Network
The triplet loss is the key to utilize the underlying connections among instances to achieve
improved performance. In a similarmanner to Siamese networks, triplet networks consist
of three identical base feature extractors. The triplet loss function is amore advanced loss
function using triplets of images: an anchor image xa, a positive image x+ and a negative
image x−, where (x+ and xa) have the same class labels and (x− and xa) have different
class labels. Intuitively, triplet loss encourages to find an embedding space where the
distances between samples from the same classes (i.e., x+ and xa) are smaller than those
from different classes (i.e., x− and xa) by at least a margin m (Fig. 3). Specifically, the
triplet loss could be computed as follows:

Ltpl =
∑n

i=1
max(0,m+ d(x+, xa) − d(x−, xa)) (3)

Fig. 3. The Triplet Loss minimizes the distance between an anchor and a positive, both of which
have the same identity, andmaximizes the distance between the anchor and a negative of a different
identity [34].

One advantage of the triplet loss is that it tries to be less “greedy” than the contrastive
loss (which considers pairwise examples). The contrastive loss, on the other hand, only
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considers pairwise examples at a time, so in a sense, it is more greedy. The triplet loss is
still too greedy however since it heavily depends on the selection of the anchor, negative,
and positive examples. The magnet loss introduced by [35] tries to mitigate this issue
by considering the distribution of positive and negative examples. [36] compares these
different loss functions and found that End-to-end DML approaches such as Magnet
Loss show state-of-the-art performance in several image recognition tasks although they
yet to reach the performance of simple supervised learning.

Another popular distance-based loss function is the center loss, which calculated
on pointwise on 3d point cloud data. The emerging domain of geometric deep learning
is an intriguing one as begin to leverage the information within 3D data. Center loss and
triplet loss have been combined in the domain of 3d object detection to be able to achieve
significant improvements compared with the state-of-the-art. After that, many variants
of triplet loss have been proposed. For example, PDDM [37] and Histogram Loss [38]
use quadruplets.

Quadruplet Network
The quadruplet network was designed on the intuition that more instances/replications
of the base network as shown in Fig. 4) lead to better performance in the learning
process. Therefore a new network structure was introduced by adding as many instances
into a tuple as possible (including a triplet and multiple pairs) and connect them with
a novel loss combining a pair-loss (which connects outputs of exemplar branch and
instances branch) and a triplet based contractive-loss (which connects positive, negative
and exemplar branches) [39, 40]. Beyond quadruplets, more recent works have used
networks with even more instances, such as the n-pair loss [41] and Lifted Structure [38]
which place constraints on all images in batches.

Fig. 4. Quadruplet network
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Fig. 5. The metric learning graph in tensorboard

3.4 The Head of the Network Architecture

The attributes of the network head where the replica base networks meet are also influ-
ential on performance. Networks which have been used at this stage include (e.g. which
may be a fully-connected layer, a SoftMax layer or a direct throughput.

Another attribute that is controlled at the network head is the level of data aug-
mentation. Data augmentation is a key step to ensuring the model has been exposed to
sufficient variance at the training phase that is representative of the real world condi-
tions. By rotating, blurring, or cropping image data, synthetic images can be created
that approximately mirror the distribution of images in the original dataset. This method
is not perfect, however —it provides a regularizing effect that may be unwanted if the
network is already not performing well in training. It is worth noting that training takes
significantly longer when data augmentation is applied, e.g. it takes 10 times longer if we
apply flip augmentation with 5 crops of each image, because a total of 10 augmentations
per image needs to be processed (2 flips times 5 crops).
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Another set of hyperparameters is how the embeddings of the various augmentations
should be combined.When training using the Euclidean metric in the loss, simply taking
the mean is what makes the most sense. But if one, for example, trains a normalized
embedding, The embeddings must be re-normalized after averaging at the aggregation
stage in the head network. Figure 5 shows how the network head links these attributes.

4 Related Work

4.1 Dependent Variables

The loss function design in metric learning could be a subtle way of dealing with high
degrees of variance due to dependent variables. The contrastive loss pulls all positives
close, while all negatives are separated by a fixed distance. However, it could be severely
restrictive to enforce such a fixed distance for all negatives. This motivated the triplet
loss, which only requires negatives to be farther away than any positives on a per-example
basis, i.e., a less restrictive relative distance constraint. However, all the aforementioned
loss functions formulate relevance as a binary variable. The use of a ladder loss has
been proposed by [42] to extend the triplet loss inequality to a more general inequality
chain, which implements variable push-away margins according to respective relevance
degrees measured by a proper Coherent Score metric.

4.2 Multi-label/Multi-feature/Multi-task Learning

Multi-task learning can be seen as a form of inductive transfer which can help improve
a model by introducing inductive bias. The inductive bias in the case of multi-task
learning is produced by the sheer existence of multiple tasks, which causes the model
to prefer the hypothesis that can solve more than one task. Multi-task learning usually
leads to better generalization [43]. Multi-label metric learning extends metric learning
to deal with multiple variables with the same network. Instances with the more different
labels are spread apart, but oneswith identical labelswill concentrate together. Therefore,
introducingmore variablesmeans that the latent space is distributed in amoremeaningful
way in relation to the application domain

It has been proposed in recent work that multiple features should be used for retrieval
tasks to overcome the limitation of a single feature and further improve the performance.
As most conventional distance metric learning methods fail to integrate the complemen-
tary information from multiple features to construct the distance metric, a novel multi-
feature distancemetric learningmethod for non-rigid 3D shape retrieval which canmake
full use of the complementary geometric information from multiple shape features has
been presented [4].

An alternative formulation for multi-task learning has been proposed by [44] who
use a recent version of the KNearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithms (large margin nearest
neighbour) but instead of relying on separating hyperplanes, its decision function is based
on the nearest neighbour rule which inherently extends to many classes and becomes
a natural fit for multi-task learning [44]. This approach is advantageous as the feature
space generated fromMetric Learning crucially determines the performance of the KNN
algorithm, i.e. the learned latent space is preserved, KNN just solves the multi-label
problem within.
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5 Our Approach

5.1 Using the Latent Space to Understand Dependent Variables

Often the feature vector or embedding output is a 128 × 1 vector or something of that
order meaning that the latent space has 128 dimensions and therefore impossible for
humans to visualise. There are tools, however, for dimensionality reduction of the latent
space, e.g. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and t-SNE (T-distributed stochastic
neighbour embedding) are often used to visualise latent feature spaces in 2/3 dimensions
as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. (a) PCA (Principle Component Analysis) and (b) t-SNE (T-Distributed Stochastic Neigh-
bour Embedding) projections to 3 dimensions of a latent space with 1024 embeddings. These
prohjections were viewed using tensorboard [45].

Many works have used these visualisation tools to interpret the performance of the
DMLmodel, e.g. as in Fig. 7, as well as breakdown attributes of the input relevant to the
application as demonstrated by [46]whomap transient scene attributes a small number of
intuitive dimensions to allow characteristics such as level of snow/sunlight/cloud cover
to be identified in each image of a scene (Fig. 8).

5.2 Clustering in the Latent Space Based on Auxiliary Background Variables

In situations where salient features to the classification problem vary depending on
auxiliary variables, it would be useful to leverage these auxiliary variables (if they are
known apriori to classification) to narrow down the classification results to instances
which aremore likely in light of this newknowledge.Better still, if a clustering algorithm,
e.g. k-means clustering, could be formulated taking as input the salient background
variables and outputting a function which maps the latent space to valid classifications.
For specificity, we take the example of the cross-season correspondence dataset [46]. As
depicted in Fig. 9, this dataset could be used in future work to prove our proposition that
clustering the latent space according to the known time of year may be used to minimise
the inter-class similarity to below the acceptable threshold, τ , used at the classification
stage.
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Fig. 7. A visualisation with images corresponding to each embedding as shown here in work
comparing the performance of (a) triplet loss and (b) quadruplet loss and assess attributes such as
l intra-class variation and a large inter-class variation [28].

Fig. 8. Embeddings may also be colourised according to the state of background variables,
revealing distributions in the latent space which can lead to better understandings and inference
results.

5.3 Gallery Management

We propose that a function to select all embeddings for each class, delete old embed-
dings given there are more than N (an arbitrary number which may change based on
performance results) embeddings for a class and then to compute and remove outliers
by some method, e.g. Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) that the representativity of
the gallery embeddings of the ground truth, and hence classification accuracy could be
improved.
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Fig. 9. A PCA projection of the latent space in DML showing how priori knowledge of back-
ground variables, e.g. seasonal variations in outdoor scenes in place recognition, may be used to
minimize the intra-class variance and inter-class similarity such that the distance threshold, τ , is
less than the distance between classes, d(S_0,0, S_1,0).

The embeddings are typically written into the HDF5 file in many of the GitHub
repositories of previous work. This file format is useful for accessing large amounts of
data quickly, however, it does not facilitate the removal of data entries as is desired, e.g.
for removing old/noisy embeddings from the gallery over time.

Also, the integration of adaptive thresholding [47] or deep variational metric learning
[48] which are methods which allow the distance threshold under which query embed-
dings must be from embeddings in the gallery to be classified variant to the distribution
of embeddings could improve results even more substantially with our proposed method
for gallery maintenance.
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6 Conclusion

This paper investigates how the mapping element of DML may be exploited in situa-
tions where the salient features in arbitrary classification problems vary dependent on
auxiliary background variables. Through the use of visualisation tools for observing the
distribution of DML representations per each query variable for which prior informa-
tion is available, the influence of each variable on the classification task may be better
understood. Based on these relationships, prior information on these salient background
variables may be exploited at the inference stage of the DML approach by using a clus-
tering algorithm to improve classification performance. This research proposes such a
methodology establishing the saliency of query background variables and formulating
clustering algorithms for better separating latent-space representations at run-time. The
paper also discusses online management strategies to preserve the quality and diver-
sity of data and the representation of each class in the gallery of embeddings in the
DML approach. We also discuss latent works towards understanding the relevance of
underlying/multiple variables with DML.

6.1 Future Work

Performance comparison with existing not been achieved in this investigation work,
however, the concept has promising future results, and the obvious next step in this
investigation is to implement our approach on a publically available dataset to ensure
reproducibility. The implementation of the proposed solution may be performed, for
example, using the 3DWFdatasetwhich contains demographic data such as age or gender
is provided for every subject of a face dataset. By taking age, gender and ethnicity as
the desired output variables in a multi-task metric learning approach primarily aimed at
age estimation from 3D face data. We propose to project the discovered latent space to
a representation with dimensions/directions for age, gender and ethnicity. In this way,
we may demonstrate how our approach may be used to interpret relationships between
binary, ordinal, continuous and seemingly nominal variables.

User interface could be the difference between powerful machine learning tools
being a black box that may or not be trusted or a cognitive tool that extends human
capabilities at understanding complicated data streams. Reasoning about data through
representations can be useful even for kinds of data we understand well because it can
make explicit and quantifiable things that are normally tacit and subjective. We propose
that the latent space occupied by the representation discovered by metric learning may
be exploited.
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Abstract. Situation Awareness area deals with an ever-growing amount
of data to be processed. Decision makers need new tools to swiftly assess
a situation, in spite of the huge amount of information to interpret.
This reality is even truer in Crisis Analysis such as military and rescue
domains. Considering the speed with which information is acquired, it is
crucial to propose an efficient decision process. Automated systems are
absolutely necessary for decision makers as they enable them to save a
valuable time while making decisions quickly in order to solve problems.
In this paper, we present an improvement of an automated threat prop-
agation model through a dynamic environment. This model proposes a
heat map of the potential threat of an enemy attacking different points.
For a human operator, knowing the path and the threat in the upcoming
moments rather than the final objective of the enemy is crucial to deploy
his sensors or even establish early counter-measures. This work takes
place in a military use case based on the NATO military doctrine. The
proposed scenario describes an army attacking the borders of a country.
This enemy tries to make the most of its troops while they are breaking
through the defensive lines. Intelligence services identify specific zones
to observe and understand the enemy’s intentions. The model provides
a topographical structure that can be read like a graph structure repre-
senting the different observable zones that can be observed along with
their potential targets.

Keywords: Situation awareness · Crisis analysis · Threat
propagation · Dynamic environment modelling

1 Introduction

In many areas, it is a great challenge to solve difficult situations (e.g. tactical
or rescue missions) while having to assess more and more data. The amount of
information to process is rising and thus, human experts face difficulties to deal
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with this considerable volume of data. Situation Awareness (SA), depicted in [5]
and [6], offers solutions to help in decision-making issues. Furthermore, experts
will have to take a massive quantity of parameters into account before making
a decision.

A more specific part of the SA, which is the crisis situation analysis [9,13],
brings strong time related constraints. As the human operator must make quick
and critical decisions despite the limited information retrieval resources, the
purpose is to present a reliable representation of the situation. Here, the speed
of acquisition and processing of information must be coupled with an analysis
as similar as possible to the reality.

As these problematics deal with dynamic and complex environments, mod-
elling is a hard task to achieve. So the representation of the situation is a crucial
point as the quality of the assessment relies on the quality of the modelling.
This is all the more important as the computational constraints for automated
solutions need a clear and easy way to handle the representation of information.

These problems are related to notable works in Game theory with differ-
ent approaches such as [1,11] with min/max learning adversarial strategy. More
recently, another work presents a new alpha/beta function [8] and [3] dealing
with four warfare scenarios. Other works discuss similar problems in stochastic
and partially observable environments [12] and more specifically in warfare sce-
narios [15]. The maritime field benefits from several works where the automated
systems are more and more required as presented in [14].

The specific domain of warfare information suits both Game Theory problems
and crisis situation analysis. A study from a workshop [2] greatly sums up the
challenges and issues that need to be assessed in such a field. It also provides a
complete survey [4] which presents numerous use cases, models and information
representation problems in addition.

Nevertheless, the threat propagation is not assessed in these related works
and in the warfare information field in general (aside from network information
systems as in [16]). The following paper tends to propose an automated system
to monitor the threat on a heat map to assess a battlefield situation.

This paper presents an improvement of an automated threat propagation
model, applied on a scenario created from the military doctrine [7,10]. The claim
is to propose a precise monitoring of the threat in a battlefield situation by (A)
knowing the most probable paths and targets of the enemy and (B) knowing the
required number of time steps for the enemy to reach each point and target.

2 Definition of the Problem

The scenario presents an attack from a country A against another country B.
The attacker tries to break through the borders of the defender using different
possible paths.

The intelligence services characterize the High Level Priority Information
Zones (HPIZ) on the battlefield which correspond to the potential crossing points
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of enemy troops. The available defender’s sensors have to collect the information
from these different zones to understand the target of the invader and conse-
quently its strategy to succeed in its assault.

Here, the strategy of the enemy is to find which area he will assault. These
different zones, named Attack Points (AP), must be protected and the decision
maker has to promptly understand how to dispatch its troops to optimize its
defence.

To assess the attack plan, the operational system must detect and depict the
evolution of the threat during all the different attack phases. The threat corre-
sponds to the way the enemy moves its companies. Companies are a clustering
of military units with a specific role and force of destruction. The higher the
force of a company is, the higher its threat potential is.

The problem focuses on battlefield zones crisscrossed with paths and routes.
Consequently, the best representation is a graph. Considering a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) G = V,E with V the set of vertices and E the set of the edges,
which represents a topographical graph (see Fig. 1).

z1

z2

z3

z4

z5

zn−2

zn−1

zn

a1

ai

am

Fig. 1. Sample of topographical graph

Let Z = {z1, ..., zn} a set of HPIZ as Z ⊆ V and ∀z ∈ Z, π(z) �= ∅ with π(z)
the children of z representing the set of accessible zones from z.

Considering A = {a1, ..., am} the set of AP such as A = V \Z and ∀a ∈
A, π(a) = ∅, as they are the leaves of the graph, corresponding to all potential
targets of the enemy.

Given E the set of edges as ∀e ∈ E, e(u→v) is a path between the nodes
u, v ∈ V depicting the possibility for troops to go from u to v. Each edge e has a
weight noted we = [0, 1] ∈ R corresponding to the probability for a company to
go through this path. The sum of all the outgoing edges from a node v, denoted
wez+ , is equal to 1.

Each edge also possesses a type Te characterizing the difficulty to cross a
specific path. The type defines if the path goes through a forest, is a road, a
mountain, a river and so on.

Phases of the attack are stated as follows: P = {p1, ..., pk} a set of phases
with p defined as p ⊆ V knowing ∀p ∈ P\pk ⊆ Z. The phase p1 corresponds to
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all the root nodes as ∀z ∈ Z, u(z) = ∅ with u(z) the parents node of z. Phases
p2 up to pk−1 are defined by pi =

⋃

z∈pi−1

π∗(z) with π∗(z) = π(z)\z ∈ pi−1. And

finally, pk = {A} containing all the AP nodes.
The enemy’s troops are stated as C = {c1, ..., cq} the set of companies. Each

company is described by a type Tc (infantry, tank, artillery, ...). The type of a
company involves firstly a threat score TS(c) ∈ N representing its role and its
destruction force and secondly, a crossing index Cr(c) = [0, 1] ∈ R depending
on the type of the path Te it goes through. A crossing index equals 0 represents
the impossibility to go through the corresponding path.

All companies present in a HPIZ z at time step t are denoted Ct
z which is

an empty set if no company is in it. The threat score at time step t of a zone is
defined as:

M(zi)t =
∑

ck∈Ct
zi

TS(ck) (1)

The transition function from zone zi to zone zj is given by the transition
matrix T (ck ∈ Ct

zi
, π(zi)) which returns all transition probabilities, denoted

P (czi→zj ), from zi to one of its children with zj ∈ π(zi). The probability of
transition is defined as follows:

P (czi→zj ) = w(zi→zj)
e · Cr(c) · TS(c) (2)

3 Automated Threat Propagation Model

3.1 A Pessimistic Approach

The threat propagation considered in this work is based on a pessimistic method.
This method acknowledges the worst case of an attack, namely a scenario with
an optimal attack causing the worst damages to the defender.

The ensuing hypothesis is to consider the enemy will still move forward and
try to optimize the path of the attack with its companies to be the most efficient
and achieve a quick-fire attack.

The idea is to compute the threat generated by each company for all its
possible moves and propagate it. A world is generated from the combinatory of
all possible non-concurrent moves of all observed enemy’s companies. A world is
the representation of the environment (as defined in Sect. 2) with the propagation
of the threat on each zone (HPIZ and AP). A non-concurrent movement is
considered as all the possible combinations of each company whenever a company
is present in only one accessible zone in a resulting potential world. Then, the
system compares the global threat of each potential strategy and the highest
scores are considered as the most plausible scenarios the enemy will adopt.
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3.2 Formal Definition of the Model

The propagation starts from the root nodes as ∀z ∈ Z given u(z) = ∅. The
propagation goes through each child π(z) for each phase up to the AP.

The threat propagation is computed after a potential movement for each
company at t + 1 to estimate the highest threat it can generate. But as a
company could behave irrationally (i.e. not optimally as possible), the model
proposes a set of best possible strategies, the k-best strategies, to assess several
possibilities with a strong probability.

The propagation is thus done at t + 1 and the resulting threat propagation
from a HPIZ zi to another zone (HPIZ or AP) zj , denoted Prop(zi)t+1, is then
computed as follows:

Prop(zi)t+1 = P (zi → zj) · Cr(Ct+1
zi ) (3)

With P (zi → zj) the probability to take the path from zi to zj . So the total
resulting threat score of zj at time step t + 1 is therefore computed as:

M(zj)t+1 = prop(zi)t+1 + M(zj)t (4)

Which represents the companies movement to zj with M(zj)t the current
threat score of zj . The threat takes into account the probability of companies
to go from zi to zj and also the means of the crossing indexes of all compa-
nies included in the moves of this specific world as well as the global threat of
companies like:

Cr(Ct+1
zi ) =

∑
ck∈Ct+1

zi
∪Cz...→zi

t+1

(
TS(ck) · Cr(ck)

)

|Ct+1
zi ∪ Cz... → zi

t+1| (5)

With Cz... → zi
t+1 as all the companies in all the nodes after the movement

which could reach the node zi from the root. This includes all troops which can
reach zi from its parents u(zi) and their parents up to the root.

Formally, the threat propagation is represented by the following formula:

M(ck, zj) = TS(ck) ∗ P (zc → zj) ∗ Cr(czc→zj

k ) (6)

Where zc is the HPIZ where the company is at time step t + 1 and zc → zj

represents all the HPIZ crossed from zc to zj . This score is computed for each
company for each zone it can reach.

To avoid irrational potential behaviours from companies, the propagation
considers a drudgery or fatigue score. If this parameter is not taken into account
within the model, companies tend to cross difficult grounds without penalty
since the reward for crossing this environment leads to a better threat score. So
the threat of the companies at t + 1 is represented by:

M(ct+1
k ) = TS(ck) ∗ Cr(zt

i → z+1
i ) (7)
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With zi the position of ck at t and z+1
i the position at t + 1. This addition does

not prevent a company from crossing a laborious path if the resulting potential
threat is better than another and is more representative of rational behaviours.

Each combination of potential moves is consequently propagated for each
company, and for each non-concurrent combinatory of all companies, a potential
world Φ at time step t + 1 is generated where the total threat is calculated as:

M(Φ) =
∑

ai∈Φ

M(ai) (8)

This resulting score allows to compare which world Φ generates the highest
threat at the very last moment (implying the moment when the companies reach
the AP). From these potential worlds, the system can assess which strategy is
most likely to happen and propose the k-best strategy sorted out in a descending
order to highlight only the best ones.

3.3 Algorithms

The implementation requires to compute a combinatory of non-concurrent com-
binations from each company (i.e. combinations that can exist in a same world
at a same time step t to avoid a company to be present in several zones). How-
ever, even if the complexity increases with the number of accessible zones and
the number of companies, in all studied use cases, these numbers never reach
an amount of zones and companies preventing the possibility of generating all
potential worlds.

The generation of potential non-concurrent worlds are generated as shown
in Algorithm 1. The number of worlds returned corresponds to the considered
k-best strategies. The result is sorted in decreasing order in keeping with the
highest threat score given by Eq. 8.

Algorithm 1. Generation of all potential worlds
1: PotentialWorlds ← ∅
2: for each HPIZ z ∈ Z do
3: Combinations ← generateAllMovementCombinations()
4: for each combination comb ∈ C do
5: potentialWorld ← generateWorldFrom(comb)
6: propagateThreat() {see Algorithm 2}
7: PotentialWorlds ← PotentialWorlds ∪ potentialWorld
8: end for
9: end for

10: NonConcurrentWorlds ← combineNonConcurrentWorldsFrom(PotentialWorlds)
11: sortByHighestThreatScore(NonConcurrentWorlds)
12: return NonConcurrentWorlds

In application, the threat propagation is proceeded as shown in Algorithm 2.
As the threat is propagated from the root node up to the AP, and only one node
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with companies is considered in one possible world, the function only takes the
parent node threat and propagates it to the child (flooding).

Algorithm 2. Threat Propagation
1: for each phase p ∈ P\pk do
2: for each HPIZ z ∈ p do
3: if z is a root node then
4: threat ← sumCompaniesThreat() {see Eq. 1}
5: z.threatScore ← threat
6: end if
7: for each children child ∈ π(z) do
8: threat ← propagateThreatFrom(z) {see Eq. 6}
9: child.threatScore ← threat

10: end for
11: end for
12: end for

4 Threat at a Specific Horizon

Once a heat map of threat propagation is available to monitor a situation, a
human operator also needs to understand when the attack will happen. To do
so, experts need to understand how the total threat of each point will diffuse
through next the time steps until all the enemy troops arrive on their targets.

Considering H as the maximal horizon of the events (here, the attack on one
or several AP). Let h be the horizon of the events at a specific time where we
want to know the potential propagation of the threat.

Given V el(c) the velocity of the company c representing the distance c can
travel in one time iteration, and Dist(zi → zj) the distance between zones zi

and zj based on the same unit of V el(c), we note Zones(c)t + h the set of zones
that the company c can reach at horizon h. Inversely, all companies that could
reach a zone z are denoted as Comp(z)t+h at specific time t + h.

Figure 2 shows a short example with V el(c) = 1 and for each zone zi and
its children zj , Dist(zi → zj) = 1. The company standing in z1 can reach all
the zones at horizon H such as Zones(c)t+H = [z2, z3, a1, a2] and for h = 1,
Zones(c)t+h = [z2, z3].

The threat propagation can thus be defined as:

M(ck)t+h = M(ct+1
k ) · ε (9)

ε =

{
1, if Dist(zc → zj) ≤ V el(c) · h

0, otherwise
(10)
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1

2

3

a1

a2

Fig. 2. Theorical example

With M(ct+1
k ) from the Eq. 7 and Dist(zc → zj) the set of the edges crossed

from the zone zc where the company c stands up to the zone zj as:

Dist(zc → zj) =
∑

d∈zc→zi∪...∪zj−1→zj

Dist(d) (11)

In cases where several paths lead to zj from zc, the only distance we are
interested in is the Shortest Path as the purpose is to know if a zone is reachable
by the company and if the threat has to be propagated or not.

This concept could be summed up to estimate how many steps are required
for a company observed in a specific zone to reach each zone. To that end, an
equivalent of the Dijkstra algorithm is used.

Figure 3 illustrates this with an example at t = 1 where a company stands in
zone z1. An interesting aspect here is to consider the possibility for c to reach
zone z4 as Zones(c)t+1 = [z2, z3, z4]. For a human operator, such information
could be crucial to understand how to deploy his sensors in order to assess more
quickly the enemy strategy.

1

2

3
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10

11
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a4

Fig. 3. Example at t = 1 with a company in z1
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This improvement also allows to know how the threat will diffuse through
time. As the maximum threat is known (as shown in Sect. 3), the threat at a
specific horizon permits to know when a company could arrive at minimum time
in a zone and consequently its threat score.

So the threat of a zone is represented by a set of threat scores as M(z) =
[M(z)t,M(z)t+1, ...,M(z)t+H ] with H the last horizon of events (i.e. the max-
imal threat score computed by Eq. 7). In addition to this, a potential world Φ
has a corresponding time describing the number of steps necessary to arrive in
such a situation giving more or less priority to deal with them. As an example,
in the world Φ in Fig. 3, a1 is threatened by the company at h = 3 and a2, a3, a4

at h = 4.
Each threat score M(z)t+i (with 1 ≥ i ≥ H) of each zone is then computed

as:

M(z)t+i =
∑

ck∈Comp(z)t+i

M(ct+1
k ) (12)

With this system of information, a human operator is able to focus on most
critical scenarios while taking into account both the threat and the urgency of
the situation, withe the knowledge of the remaining time (left over time) before
the scenario happens. This represents a strong added value as observing all the
zones is not possible because observing resources is limited in a crisis situation.
With time and threat information, the decision to deploy sensors is far more
informed and efficient to assess the situation in the next moment.

5 Experiments and Results

We present within our results three simulated scenarios based on the same topo-
graphical environment (see Fig. 4) with their 5-best strategies.
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Fig. 4. Topological graph for scenarios
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In these scenarios are considered three types of companies; infantry, tank
and artillery. The associated threat score for each type are shown in Table 1
(companies’ symbol respects the APP-6 standards). The paths of the map are
described by three types, namely A, B and C (they can be considered respectively
as roads, forests and rivers) with the corresponding crossing index for each com-
panies’ type presented in Table 2. Straight edges represent the type A, dashed
edges the type B and dotted edges the type C. All these data are purely artifi-
cial to demonstrate the performance of the proposed threat propagation model
described in Sects. 3 and 4. These indexes are defined by an expert knowledge
in the military domain by their role and movement capacity in an operational
case.

Table 1. TS(c)

Company Threat
Type Score

Infantry 3
Tank 5
Artillery 1

Table 2. Cr(c)

Company Path Type
Type A B C

Infantry 1.0 0.8 0.2
Tank 1.0 0.6 0.1
Artillery 1.0 0.4 0.05

The three scenarios are described step by step in the Table 3 to enable exper-
iment repetition. Their respective results are presented both in a Fig. 6, 8, 10
and a Tables 4, 5, 6 in the following subsections. Figure 5 shows an example of
the heat map of the threat during a k-best strategy (here the 1-best strategy of
the scenario 1 at step 2).

Fig. 5. Example of heat map for scenario 1 (step 2)
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Table 3. Scenarios

Company t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
Type

Infantry 1 : z1 2 : z5 2 : z9 2 : z12 2 : z12 2 : a1

1 : z2
Tank 1 : z1 1 : z2 1 : z9 1 : z12 2 : z12 2 : a1

1 : z2 1 : z5 1 : z5 1 : z9
Artillery ∅ 2 : z2 1 : z5 1 : z9 2 : z9 2 : z12

1 : z2 1 : z5

(a) Scenario 1 - optimized attack

Company t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
Type

Infantry 2 : z1 2 : z5 2 : z9 2 : z12 2 : z12 2 : a1

1 : z3 1 : z7 1 : z10 1 : z14 1 : z14 1 : a3

Tank 1 : z3 2 : z1 2 : z5 2 : z9 2 : z12 2 : a1

1 : z3 1 : z7 1 : z10 2 : z14 2 : a3

1 : z7 1 : z10 1 : z14
Artillery ∅ 1 : z3 2 : z1 2 : z5 2 : z9 2 : z12

1 : z3 2 : z7 2 : z10 2 : z14
1 : z7

(b) Scenario 2 - multiple-objectives

Company t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
Type

Infantry 2 : z2 2 : z6 3 : z10 3 : z13 3 : z13 3 : a2

1 : z3 1 : z7
Tank ∅ 2 : z2 2 : z6 3 : z10 3 : z13 3 : a2

1 : z3 1 : z7
Artillery ∅ 1 : z3 1 : z2 1 : z6 1 : z7 4 : z10

2 : z3 3 : z7 3 : z10
1 : z7

(c) Scenario 3 - deceived strategy

5.1 First Scenario - Proof of Concept

The first scenario acts as a proof of concept to demonstrate the efficiency of
the threat propagation model as it reveals the enemy’s strategy. First observed
companies start at HPIZ z1 and z2 and go through the most optimal and efficient
path (z5, z9, z12) to attack the AP a1. The assaulter strikes only one target and
concentrates all his forces to achieve a quick-fire attack.

Figure 6 shows clearly a1 as the only target as early as the time step 2 and
it is confirmed by all the 5-best strategies and the following iteration.
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Fig. 6. Results of 5-best strategies for scenario 1

Figure 7 concerns the 1-best strategy at time step 2. This specific time step
is interesting to analyse as it is the moment where the enemy strategy begins
to be inferred correctly. Thanks to this, the operator can understand that the
attack on a1 has good chances to occur in 3 time iterations (h = 3) even if the
maximum threat occurs on h = 5. The main interest is to understand that it is
not valuable to observe the AP a1 before h = 3 and to focus on observing the
previous zones, in this case z12 or z13, to confirm the inference.

This scenario confirms the ability of the system to infer correctly an optimal
attack in sufficient time and permits to optimized both the observation between
each time step and the defense to set up as a counter-measure.

5.2 Second Scenario - Multi-objectives Attack

Second scenario shows the ability to monitor a multi-objectives attack on mul-
tiple points. In this specific situation, the targets are a1 and a2. To do so, the
attacker will focus on the line z5, z9, z12 as before and the line z6, z10, z13 from
the HPIZ z1 and z2.

In this scenario, we can notice there is not always 5 strategies as for the first
time step. During the two first time steps, the enemy’s intention is not clearly
identify for the reason that a4 is still shown as a potential target, but the threat
score of a1 raise substantially. The reliability of the strategy starts to be reveal
on the time step 4 where the threat score of a2 and a4 decreased dramatically
while those of a1 and a3 raise. Step 4 thus confirms the multi-targets attack with
a very high threat score on both a1 and a3. All the 5-best strategies depicts the
same situation and steps 5 and 6 (the attack) confirm this strategy.
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Table 4. Threat score of attack points - scenario 1

AP k-best t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

a1 1-best 1,81 4,11 7,18 14,25 14,5 18

2-best 1,77 3,96 7,01 14,1 14 17

3-best 2,79 3,83 7,03 13,75 13,5 16

4-best 2,75 3,96 6,86 13,6 11,5 –

5-best 2,47 3,81 6,68 11,25 11 –

a2 1-best 1,31 1,09 1,16 0,25 0,05 0

2-best 1,3 1,1 1,17 0,02 0,05 0,05

3-best 1,17 1,12 1,13 0,3 0,65 0,1

4-best 1,15 1,06 1,14 0,28 0,65 –

5-best 1,15 1,07 1,1 0,85 0,65 –

a3 1-best 0,47 0 0 0 0 0

2-best 0,47 0,02 0,02 0 0 0

3-best 0,21 0,05 0 0 0 0

4-best 0,21 0 0,02 0 0 –

5-best 0,26 0,02 0 0 0 –

a4 1-best 1,32 0 0 0 0 0

2-best 1,32 0,04 0,03 0 0 0

3-best 0,58 0,087 0 0 0 0

4-best 0,58 0 0,03 0 0 –

5-best 0,73 0,43 0 0 0 –

Fig. 7. Horizon of events of 1-best strategies at time step 2 for scenario 1
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Fig. 8. Results of 5-best strategies for scenario 2

Figure 9 concerns the 1-best strategy at time step 3 where all AP seems to be
potential targets. The histogram shows the AP a1 is very threatened in a short
time, h = 2. For all other AP, the delta between all threat scores is not enough
reliable but the moment of the attack should be pretty close.

The human expert could consequently decide which zone must be observed to
discriminate which AP will be attacked as a2, a3 and a4 are sufficiently threat-
ened to consider them as potential targets while he already know that a1 will be
attacked in the time step 2.

This scenario confirms the automated threat propagation system is able to
show multi-objectives attack quite in a good time with enough confidence.

5.3 Third Scenario - A Deceiving Strategy

The last scenario allows us to evaluate the limits of the model as its current
formalization with a deceiving strategy of the attacker. This time, the enemy
starts from HPIZ z2 and z3 and go through line z6, z10, z13 and the line z7, z10,
z13 and behaves as it will attack AP a3 but changes at the last moment to go
on a2 to fake its strategy.

The presented scenario is more complex to infer as the enemy seems to follow
a specific path towards a3 and/or a2 and ultimately ending to only attack a2.
Even if the system presents a2 as the main target at the step 4, the real intention
of the enemy is shown clearly at time step 5 as the delta between a2 and a3

sufficiently increase to understand that a2 will be the only target of the attack.
Like the second scenario, Fig. 11 (based on the 5-best strategy at time step

3) depicts a likely attack in the two next iterations. As the AP a2 and a3 are the
most threatened, the next zone to observe are definitely z13 and z14. Besides, the
horizon of events of these two zones indicates a very likely movements of enemy
troops for the next iteration and knowing if troops will arrive in z13 or z14 could
allow to know with a better confidence which is the target of the attack.
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Table 5. Threat score of attack points - scenario 2

AP k-best t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

a1 1-best 1,51 3,61 5,88 11,5 17 18

2-best 1,43 3,45 5,8 11,51 17,02 18

3-best 1,35 3,35 5,73 11,3 5 17,05 17

4-best – 3,35 5,88 11,51 16,5 17

5-best – 3,7 5,81 11,35 17 18

a2 1-best 1,73 1,56 4,01 2,05 0,63 0

2-best 1,7 1,5 3,99 2,19 0,93 0,4

3-best 1,67 1,51 3,99 2,03 1,23 0,1

4-best – 1,51 4,15 2,33 0,65 0,05

5-best – 2,58 4,15 2,17 3,03 0,8

a3 1-best 0,7 0,37 4,05 10,5 9 15

2-best 0,7 0,37 4,05 10,6 8,5 14

3-best 0,7 0,37 4,05 10,5 8 15

4-best – 0,37 4,15 10,7 9 15

5-best – 0,97 4,15 10,6 6 13

a4 1-best 2,8 7,1 3,2 0,8 0 0

2-best 2,8 7,1 3,2 0,4 0 0

3-best 2,8 7,1 3,2 0,8 0 0

4-best – 7,1 2,7 0 0 0

5-best – 5 2,7 0,4 0 0

Fig. 9. Horizon of events of 1-best strategies at time step 3 for scenario 2

In this scenario, the model understands the enemy strategy with a poorer
result in time. Even if the target is confirmed during step 5, the threat score of
AP could lead to misconception of the enemy strategy.
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Fig. 10. Results of 5-best strategies for scenario 3

Table 6. Threat score of attack points - scenario 3

AP k-best t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

a1 1-best 0,16 2,05 1,29 0,06 0,75 0

2-best 0,81 1,06 1,16 0,06 0,75 0,025

3-best 1,46 2,17 1,21 0,07 0,76 0,05

4-best – 2,17 0,34 0,69 0,78 0,05

5-best – 0,07 1,29 0,61 0,75 0,075

a2 1-best 1,40 0,96 6,31 14,77 18,27 31,4

2-best 1,24 1,12 6,33 14,62 18,13 31,7

3-best 1,08 2,04 5,11 14,91 18,41 32

4-best – 2,04 6,45 14,91 18,54 30,4

5-best – 1,28 6,46 14,76 18,27 30,7

a3 1-best 0,78 0,37 6,1 8,35 3,6 1

2-best 0,54 0,6 6,12 8,25 3,5 0,5

3-best 0,3 0,97 5,35 8,45 3,7 0

4-best – 0,97 6,28 8,45 3,1 1

5-best – 0,82 6,2 8,35 3,6 0,5

a4 1-best 2,74 7,74 3,4 1,2 0,4 0

2-best 1,97 8,28 3,45 1,4 0,56 0

3-best 1,2 5,82 6,3 0,8 0 0

4-best – 5,82 3,77 0,8 0,4 0

5-best – 8,82 2,9 1 0,16 0
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Fig. 11. Horizon of events of 5-best strategies at time step 3 for scenario 3

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces an improved automated threat propagation model applied
to the warfare domain in a topological structure. The presented tool allows
a human operator to monitor a battlefield situation and to understand how
the enemy behaves. The enemy strategies are properly inferred by showing the
vulnerability of each target and the time before an attack happens. The horizon
of the events allows to easily understands what are the next zones to observe to
discriminate more efficiently the enemy’s strategy for the next steps.

Yet, two types of limits can be identified. A deceiving strategy slows substan-
tially the inference and can lead to a wrong target in first time steps. The k-best
strategy might not be the best heuristic to understand fake behaviour from the
enemy troops.

Future works will focus on the possibility to represent defence systems on
target that might be known or not by the enemy with a probability. This prob-
ability could direct the intention of an enemy to prefer a target rather than
another one.

Another interesting perspective is the possibility to allow the human operator
to add information about a company we are not able to observe at a specific time.
For example, the decision maker can imagine the presence of other troops, such
as a military engineering company which enables tanks to go through a river.
Such a feature adds the possibility to anticipate a potential strategy asserted by
an expert as a very potential strategy of the assaulter.
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Abstract. In Trusted Computing, the client platform is checked for its
trustworthiness using Remote Attestation. Integrity Measurement Archi-
tecture (IMA) is a well-known technique of TCG based attestation. How-
ever, due to static nature of IMA, it cannot be aware of the runtime
behavior of applications which leads to integrity problems. To overcome
this problem several dynamic behavior-based attestation techniques have
been proposed that can measure the run-time behavior of applications
by capturing all system-calls produced by them. In this paper, we have
proposed a system call based technique of intrusion detection for remote
attestation in which macros are used for reporting. Macros are used to
denote subsequences of system calls of variable length. The basic goal
of this paper is to shorten the number of system calls by the concept of
macros which ultimately reduces the processing time as well as network
overhead.

Keywords: Remote attestation · Dynamic behavior · Intrusion
detection · Trusted computing

1 Introduction

Nowadays the world is executed by computing technologies, security is exceed-
ingly important. Existing IT and computing infrastructure become more intri-
cate than the past. Many technologies have been developed, such as cloud com-
puting, software as a service (SaaS), cloud formation, e-commerce, and virtual-
ization, etc. These technologies facilitate the end users as well as the IT staff like
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server maintainer and software developers. On the other side, the enhancement
in these complex software stacks results in open doorways for new vulnerabilities.
The question arises here is to ensure that the remote machine while communi-
cating with, is trusted or not?

Trusted Computing is a known concept in today’s computing infrastructure
which helps in integrating hardware-based security in the existing security frame-
work [1]. The most important feature of TCG technology is to embed hardware
root of trust inside the computing platforms. For this purpose, TCG introduces
a cryptographic co-processor chip called Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [2].
There are a number of tamper-proof locations called Platform Configuration
Registers (PCRs) inside TPM. These PCRs can store platform configuration in
the form of cryptographic hashes. SHA-1 is used as a one-way hash function that
cannot be removed or changed by any software application. These stored hashes
inside PCR can further be reported to a remote system in a secure channel. The
process by which these hashes are reported to a remote platform in order to
build trust is called remote attestation.

Remote Attestation is one of the known features of Trusted Computing which
can be used to verify the integrity of remote systems, in order to build trust
between them. There are several kinds of remote attestation techniques i.e. Static
remote attestation [3] and dynamic behavior-based remote attestation [4–7]. A
well-known technique for remote attestation is Integrity Measurement Architec-
ture(IMA). Reiner Sailer et al. [3] designed an integrity measurement system and
implemented it into Linux. IMA considers to be the first technique for remote
attestation. In IMA the hashes of every executable loaded for execution are cal-
culated and stored to a log file called SML (Stored Measurement Log). When
the system boots, a chain of trust is formed by first computing the hash (SHA-1)
of BIOS stored in TPM. The BIOS then passes the control to Boot Loader. The
Boot loader measures and calculates hash of the Operating System kernel and
stores the hash in PCR-10. The kernel is then responsible for loading further
executables, such as init and libraries. The kernel first measures the hash of
every executable and then allows the Operating System for loading. A log of
these hashes gets maintained in a log file called stored measurement Log (SML).
All these hashes are then aggregated and stored in TPM using PCR. After each
calculated hash a PCR-extend function is called for concatenating the previous
hash with the current hash to form a single hash. In order to verify the system
remotely, the challenger first sends the attestation request. In response attesting
system sends an attestation token which includes PCR-10 value and SML to
challenging party. The challenger calculates all values of SML in the same order
and compares with PCR-10, so if both the values are same then the remote
party is considered to be trusted. But due to the static nature of IMA there are
some limitations. It can only measure the load time measurements and cannot
be well informed of runtime behavior. Another weakness of IMA is, it cannot
have resistance to buffer overflow attacks and return-oriented programming [8,9].
Therefore, there is a need for dynamic behavior attestation mechanism to handle
the said issues.
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The most well-known technique that is used to measure the dynamic or run-
time behavior of an application is through sequences of system calls generated by
an application during its lifetime [9,10]. These techniques are effectively work-
ing on host-based security as intrusion detection systems (IDS), but there is no
implementation in remote attestation scenarios where it is capable to report the
behavior measurement to a remote party for verification. However, every single
application generates a huge number of system calls in a small time-stamp [11].
This results in more processing time on the target platform that ultimately leads
to a network overhead during transmission.

Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 a descrip-
tion regarding our contribution to existing techniques of remote attestation
is mentioned. Section 3 discussed the background and some of the literature
studies about remote attestation techniques along with its limitations. In the
same section we also provided some study of the intrusion detection systems
to understand our proposed architecture. Further in Sect. 4 we define behav-
ior in terms of macros and Sect. 5 elaborate Linux Security Module structure.
Section 6 describes our proposed architecture of remote attestation along with
analysis with the existing techniques. Finally Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Contribution

In this research, we have proposed an existing technique of intrusion detection
presented by [12] in a remote attestation framework in order to address the above
problems. Afterward, we investigate how to reduce system call log by using the
concept of macros. The log reduction will result in below:

– Increasing the efficiency of behavior measurement on remote end.
– Reducing log being sent to a challenger for verification would decrease the

network overhead.

3 Background

3.1 Trusted Platform Module

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) has been introduced by TCG [13] specifications
as a basic component. TPM is a cryptographic co-processor chip that secures
the data and provides hardware root-of-trust. Almost all vendor’s laptops and
desktops have TPM inside of them. TPM has several components inside that
are RSA Engine, Random Number Generator (RNG), SHA-1 & HMAC Engine,
CPU, Volatile & Non-volatile memory RSA is a hardware engine being used
in public-key cryptography and is one of the essential requirements for TPM.
It is used to generate new keys for signing purposes as well as encryption and
decryption of other keys. Additionally, TPM can support different key size that
is 512 bits, 1024 bits, and 2048 bits. The SHA-1 algorithm is used to compute
160-bit hashes of data. RNG is used to create keys as well as nonces (numbers
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used once) during attestation. It can also be applied through the use of software-
based RNG which gets sourced from hardware RNG. HMAC is used as a keyed
hash function that incorporates a cryptographic key for converting unkeyed hash
function to keyed hash function. It is used for both to verify data integrity as
well as authentication of a user. Authdata is a 160 bit secret code produced from
the new-key which is generated inside of TPM. All these above functions are
related to cryptographic capabilities of TPM.

There are a number of shielded locations inside TPM called platform con-
figuration registers (PCRs). It plays a very important role in completing the
process of remote attestation securely and reliably. PCRs are used to store mea-
surements in the form of hashes. There can be a total number of 16 or 24 PCRs
depending on the specification that is used to design TPM. PCRs 0 to 7 are
reserved for pre-execution which shall build a chain of trust before the OS gets
control. Several functions are used in TPM based operations. One of the impor-
tant functions used while remote attestation is PCR Extend that can append
and aggregate the hashes in TPM.

Protection through hardware means that the information from the user will
be stored accurately and signed by the TPM Key-pair normally called storage
root key (SRK). This particular key is attached to TPM and could not get back
from TPM. SRK can be used either directly to encrypt the data or for securing
other keys called storage keys. SRK can be washed from BIOS through a TPM
specific instruction i.e. TPM-ForceClear. The public endorsement key is used for
binding data and can only be unbinded by private pair of public key. Similarly,
sealing is done through public key as in binding but the unsealing operation is
different from binding. A hint or some special instruction is given for unsealing
e.g. nonce.

3.2 Dynamic Behavior Attestation

Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [3] is a well-known technique of static
remote attestation for verifying target platform by reporting the hashes of appli-
cations. Hashes of applications help out IMA to verify the trusted state of the
target system upon the request of challenger. Various issues came out due to this
hash-based technique, one of them is highly rigid target domains. As a solution
to these problems variety of attestation techniques have been proposed. Such
techniques are based upon the runtime attitude of applications, data structures,
and system call sequences.

Jeager et al. [8] proposed an extension to the IMA called Policy Reduced
Integrity Measurement Architecture (PRIMA). It tried to overcome the issues
of IMA that is:

– It computes load time measurements of code which does not accurately reveal
the runtime behaviors of an application.

– There is no support to verify the integrity of some specific application rather
than the whole system that needs to be verified.
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– IMA cannot reduce the list of measurement by measuring those applications
which are associated with the target application.

PRIMA measures the integrity of target applications by information flow. It does
not measure only the code but also has awareness of information flow between
processes. Its prototype is implemented through SElinux policy for providing
the information flow that would produce some nature of dynamism in attes-
tation mechanisms. The additional requirements for information flow are load
time MAC policy and trusted subjects, mapping between MAC policy and code.
The author proved that it can attest CW-Lite (short version of Clark-Wilson).
Moreover, PRIMA approach addresses some issues found in previous techniques
such as false negative attestation, false positive attestation and also decrease the
number of necessary measurements. However, there are some drawbacks in this
technique as given:

– PRIMA is still dependent on hashes of code, policy, and files.
– It cannot capture the dynamic behavior of an application.

Gu et al. [9] proposed remote attestation on program execution which is a step
towards dynamic behavior-based attestation. They capture the behavior of the
application by collecting system calls with hardware root-of-trust. Although
there are several solutions for monitoring behavior of application which provide
security for the system, but the software-based security is not so feasible than
hardware-based solution. However, there are some limitations to this approach.

– Enormous number of system calls can cause performance overhead on the
target to be measured.

– Reporting of this immense number of system calls results in network overhead.
– Solely system calls cannot give any meaning in verifications, unless there is

some sort of patterns i.e. sequence of system calls that capture the malicious
behavior.

Loscoco et al. [14] developed a framework called Linux Kernel Integrity Mea-
surement (LKIM) which is considered as a step towards behavioral attestation.
It examines some critical running data structures and plots them on a graph for
decision making. LKIM is based on contextual inspection that is used for mea-
suring the components of running kernel. It can execute in both environments: as
a user-process in base environment and domain in the hypervisor environment.
LKIM monitors the running kernel so that it measures the components in the
current state. Although this is quite a better approach but some limitations are
still attached to it.

– As it measures the hashes of running kernel and produces a big amount of
logs, in a result the network traffic increases and becomes a bottleneck over
the network.

– LKIM analyzes kernel data structure at runtime that needs an extra amount
of time for processing on the target end. However, due to the static nature of
IMA it cannot be aware of the runtime behavior of applications which leads
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to integrity problems. To overcome this problem several dynamic behavior-
based attestation techniques have been proposed which can measure run-
time behavior of applications by capturing all system-calls produced by them
[9,10,15].

3.3 Intrusion Detection System

To monitor activities of a network or a computer system and to analyze them
as whether the system or network is acting in malicious or normal way is known
as Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Depending on classification there are two
major types of intrusion detection system i.e. Host Based IDS & Network Based
IDS [16]. Host based intrusion detection system (HIDS) provides protection and
security against an individual host. Network intrusion detection system (NIDS)
is used to monitor and protect traffic from the entire network and generate
alarms or response against malicious attempt.

Based upon the detection techniques of intrusion detection system, there
are two main categories of IDS i.e. Misuse IDS & Anomaly based IDS. Misuse
IDS stores the known signature of intrusions. Whenever an action occurs and
it matches with the previously experienced signature, is considered as misuse
detection [17]. It reports the event which is matched as intrusion. Although this
approach is consider to be better for accuracy with low false positive, but it can-
not take action (detect) on new or unmatched pattern. In addition, while adding
new signatures regularly will lead to performance overhead on the underlying
system. To overcome this issue, anomaly based detection system is based on the
behavior of system which creates normal behavior profiles for the system. When
an event occurs in the system, it observes and gets compared with the normal
behavior profile and report the [17] unusual deviations as intrusion. User behav-
ior can be created or profiled through statistical methods, inductive pattern
generation, data mining, machine learning and neural networks.

Kosoresow et al. [12] shows his preliminary work for analyzing system calls
sequences for normal and abnormal behavior. They figured out macros which are
generated by taking common prefixes, suffixes and repeating strings in a system
call trace. Each macro consists of variable length pre-defined patterns of system
calls and every application has its own set of macros.

Forrest et al. [18] introduces the idea of using short sequences of system calls
of runtime (privileged) processes, which results in generating a stable signature
for normal profile. Every program in execution produced a sequence of system
calls and determined by their order in which they are executed. For any signifi-
cant program, there will be a trace of system calls which have not been observed.
However, short-range of system call sequences are notably consistent and results
in defining normal behavior. To create a separate profile of normal behavior
for each process, authors define system calls in the form of fixed length short
sequences i.e. 5, 6 and 11.
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4 Defining Macros as a Behavior

When an application runs, it generates system calls for performing different
tasks. These system calls are matched against pre-defined macros to determine
the sequence of macros. Macros are the regular pattern occurring frequently in a
system call traces. In this case, its size is variable and each macro is denoted by
an alphabet i.e. A, B, C, D to Z [12]. In this proposed research the traces of sys-
tem calls are matched against the pre-defined macros which result in producing
macros. For example, if an application generates a trace, it will be checked in
the list of macros and finally generate a sequence of macros. Figure 1 illustrates
the mechanism of producing macros from a system-calls sequence.

Fig. 1. System calls to macros transformation

5 Linux Security Module (LSM)

The most important feature provided by Linux kernel is the Linux Security
Module (LSM). By default Linux is set up with Discretionary Access control
(DAC) system. DAC is the first model towards access control mechanism and
adopted by the Linux OS. DAC is an owner-centric security model which means
that it restricts or grants access to an object by the policy defined by owner
of the object [19]. For example, a user A creates a file then A will decide that
what kind of access to file is provided to other users i.e. groups or others. A root
user also called as privileged user has all the access rights on system. In case, if
malicious user got login as root so there is no restriction in DAC to prevent it.

The LSM is a general framework based on Mandatory access control (MAC)
which provides a base to third party security modules for implementing their
own defined policies for carrying out any action in the system. The actions are
determined by designers of the framework which required authorization. These
actions are first passed through the LSM framework before the kernel finished
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the task on behalf of an application. Since, in our proposed work we are trying
to intercept calls with the help of a custom LSM module. This Module first
creates macros from system calls trace and stores in a log file called security-fs.
Before storing these macros we will take measurement in the form of hashes and
store them to PCR. This process will be carried out through the attestation
module in our proposed framework. Every application has its own fixed possible
number of system calls that are generated during execution. We define macros
of application on the target platform in a database. With the help of this macro
database, we will identify the known and unknown macros generated from the
trace.

Kernel

Arch Drivers Scripts Security

SeLinux Tomoyo IMA AppArmour MDBA*

Lib Crypto File-System(Fs)

Fig. 2. Linux kernel directory structure

6 Proposed Architecture

The proposed architecture as shown in Fig. 3 consists of two entities i.e. target
& Challenger. The first and focused entity in architecture is the target or client
platform. The measurement process of application behavior is performed on a
target platform which will further be used for verification on challenger-side.
The second entity is the challenger who wants to know the trustworthiness of
the client system. On target-end, a new custom LSM module named Macro
based Dynamic Behavior Attestation (MDBA) is proposed as shown in Fig. 2,
which will directly be connected with LSM hooks for creating macros rather
than performing mapping between system-calls and LSM hooks. In contrast to
earlier remote attestation mechanisms where every system call is considered to
be measured, this proposed technique first creates macros that are pre-defined in
the database and calculates the measurements (Hashes) of these macros. Further,
these measurements will be stored in SML and their aggregated hash value will
be stored in PCR.

6.1 Reporting Macros for Verification

Generally, a remote attestation mechanism establishes in request and response
manner. To perform the attestation process, the first challenger will send an
attestation request along with nonce to the target system for verifying trust-
worthiness. The target system receives an attestation request and prepares a
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Fig. 3. Proposed architecture

response that contains all measurement logs along with the PCR-12 Quote. The
TPM prepares this response at the target end. TPM first calculates the PCR-
Composite structure over specifics PCRs. There are two PCRComposite struc-
tures calculated by attestation module: one is PCR-10 which is used to store
system static measurement, while the other PCR-12 is used to store the mea-
surement of macros of the client application. Afterward, TPM calculates hashes
for each structure and appends these hashes to a fixed value along with the nonce
received from the challenger side in attestation request. TPM then sign the values
of PCR Composite using the private part of the Attestation Identity Key (AIK).
Finally, the challenge-response is made and sent to the challenger that contains
PCR Composite structures with their digital signatures. Now when the response
is received, the challenger first recomputes hashes from the log (SML) and com-
pares them with the PCR Quote, If both the values match to each other then
the target will be considered trustworthy. This process will take place through
the attestation module on the challenger end.
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6.2 Comparisons of Results with Existing Techniques

Generally, every application generates a very large number of system calls in a
short time. As a result, the system call log will also increase to an unbounded
size. Reducing the log by introducing our proposed technique is one of the main
objectives of this research. As discussed earlier, our technique maps the system
calls traces of an application against the macros (variable length system call
sub-sequences).

(a) Sendmail (b) Apache

(c) FTP

Fig. 4. System call VS macros comparison

Different applications have been analyzed to show the improvement over
the existing system calls based techniques as shown in Fig. 4. Initially, a send-
mail application is selected for testing as a target application (cf. Fig. 4a). After
running the send-mail applications for 5 min, it generates almost 1800 system
calls while their corresponding macros were 625 which is three times less than the
actual number of system calls. This improvement will reduce the measurement
size as well as a performance by lesser SHA-1 and PCR-Extend operations in
TPM. After executing the application for a further 15 min, it generates about
6000 system calls while 1200 macros were seen.
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And after half an hour the application produces 22500 system calls and the
final value for macros was 2100. Further, FTP-Client application has been con-
sidered for testing. In the first five minutes of FTP session, it produces 120
system calls while 45 macros were found. After watching for 15 min it gener-
ates 1000 system calls while the number of macros was 300 as shown in Fig. 4c.
Finally, apache application is monitored for about 30 min. Apache generates
almost 18000 system calls while their corresponding macros were found almost
1250 as illustrated in Fig. 4b. The overall results from these applications show a
significant decrease in the number of measurements. Furthermore, Table 1 shows
the significance of our proposed approach in terms of minimizing the log. The
reduction in system calls will also decrease the reporting log by sending only
macros rather than the whole system calls log.

Table 1. System calls and macros log size comparisons

Times (min) Target application System call log size Macros log size

5 FTP 0.31KB 0.23KB

15 FTP 14.34KB 10.90KB

25 FTP 24.77KB 11.43KB

5 SendMail 5.75KB 4.20KB

15 SendMail 19.50KB 14.78KB

25 SendMail 36.23KB 21.63KB

5 Apache 3.61KB 0.41KB

15 Apache 20.10KB 9.63KB

25 Apache 38.47KB 20.03KB

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new technique of remote attestation which
utilizes an existing intrusion detection system to measure the dynamic behavior
of the remote application. We have discussed the workflow of the model along
with the implementation plan in detail. We have studied the existing dynamic
behavior attestation techniques and figure out their limitations which are the
main bottleneck of these techniques to be implemented in the real scenarios.
Using this simple technique proposed we can record and measure the dynamic
nature of the remote platform. The most prominent aspect of our proposed
solution is that system calls traces of an application are matched against a
variable-length pattern of system calls called macros. Afterward, measurements
of the macros are extended in TPM and their log is maintained in the SML-
store measurement log. Representation of system calls by using macros reduced
measurement and their log file sizes to an optimal size.

Our future work includes the real-time applications of the proposed archi-
tecture in various use-cases. We will give a detailed analysis of different other
applications and show the usability of this work. We will provide an open-source
implementation for getting feedback from the research community.
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Abstract. Despite the interest of developed countries in relying on artificial intel-
ligence in the performance of their work, developing countries are at the beginning
of this path. The researcher has noted that the use of modern technologies, espe-
cially artificial intelligence, did not give the necessary attention in government
business and many private sector companies, so it was necessary to draw atten-
tion to the importance of using it to develop all businesses. This study focuses
on clarifying the importance of using artificial intelligence (AI) technology in the
process of evaluating the employee’s performance to increase the effectiveness
of performance appraisal for all organisational levels to make strategic decisions
which affect the objectives of the organisation. This study has used a question-
naire that looked at participants’ views and attitudes towards technology and its
usefulness in the appraisal process. Knowing the opinions of employees and their
supervisors will enable to demonstrate the need to use AI to raise the efficiency
of the performance appraisal system and develop its processes for the employee’s
benefits and the general interest at the organisation. Most of the answers were
between agree and strongly agree, and on the other side, there was a very small
percentage that did not believe the importance of using artificial intelligence in
works, and this may be due to their feeling of resisting change and the desire to
work a way they used to. This paper begins by providing demographic details
and background information on the participants, followed by an examination of
the reliability of the extracted factors/metrics. The extracted factors will then be
described individually using general descriptive statistics (such as repetition per-
centages) to look at their respective elements and see the level of the agreement
created by the participant. Following this descriptive part of the analysis, this
paper seeks to conduct an in-depth analysis of the results using various inferential
statistics to test group differences using demographic and background details of
the participants (e.g. age, gender, education). This study investigates the impact
of the use of AI on the performance appraisal model, and to examine the effect of
AI on the technology adoption.
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1 Introduction

Performance appraisal is an essential task for anymanager to determine the performance
of his subordinates and their achievement of business objectives in [1]. It imposes physi-
cal and psychological effort on managers having to investigate the factors that influence
the employee performance in [2]. They found that there are five factors with positive
impact on performance appraisal system, namely: implementation process, interpersonal
relationships, rate accuracy, informational factors, and employee attitudes. in addition,
there are two evaluation process’ approaches, one is technical regarding the accuracy
and comprehensiveness of employee-related information frommultiple locations within
the organization, and the other is social regarding employee acceptance of evaluation
results in [3]. Technically, an organisation can use artificial intelligence (AI) to col-
lect data from multiple sites within the organisation on how an employee performs his
work. By linking these available data, line managers could come up with appropriate
and objective proposals that predict individual performance and help the organisation to
make negative or positive decisions regarding employee’s behaviours. Furthermore, on
the social side, employees will be more convinced and confident with the AI system due
to its accuracy and objective in comparison to traditional assessments in [4].

Performance appraisal is essential for both employees and organisation. The
employee would know the exact level of their performance because self-assessment can
be inaccurate. On the other hand, the organisation would be aware of the performance
level of its staff to decide who requires training to improve and develop his performance
or learn new skills for his work. Furthermore, evaluation results are essential for deter-
mining who is being penalised, rewarded or transferred to another job that fits with his
abilities. Both sides can be beneficiaries. In [5]. has argued that in order for organisa-
tions to achieve competitive advantages, they must keep abreast of society technological
developments that enable them to develop their business, so it is necessary to utilize
technologies such as AI to develop and improve the performance appraisal system and
encourage employees by providing accurate and honest results of the evaluation system
in [6].

The reliance on AI technology will help to obtain a vast amount of information
related to the employee by logging previous evaluations and views of the former and
currentmanagers,which gives an integrated employees picture; therefore, the assessment
will be written in an accurate and objective way. The results of the evaluation should
be evaluated, analysed and reviewed for all staff to categorise available competencies
based on business needs for all departments in the organisation in [7].
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This study investigates the impact of the use of AI on the performance of the
appraisal model, and to examine the effect of technology adoption on the use of artificial
intelligence. See Fig. 1.

Performance Appraisal

Technology (Artificial 
Intelligence) Adoption

Use of Artificial 
Intelligence

Fig. 1. An image showing technology adoption that affects the use ofAIwhich affect performance
appraisal.

2 Literature Review

The performance appraisal system is one of the most critical systems to any organization
to know the level of employees’ performance and their ability to achieve its goals with
the highest efficiency to be able to face its competitors either in the local or globalmarket.
In [5]. has argued that In order to achieve competitive advantages, organizations must
keep abreast of technological developments in society that enable them to develop their
businesses and implementers, so it was necessary to take advantage of the technology of
artificial intelligence to develop and improve the performance evaluation system and to
encourage employees to feel the accuracy and fairness of the evaluation system in [6].

2.1 Artificial Intelligence

AI is a computer algorithm has the capability to learn in [1]. It is a system that simulates
complex problem solving based on its capabilities of symbolic thinking, flexibility and
explanation in [8]. In [9], have defined AI as a scientific field designed to simulate the
behaviour of the human brain by devices, both of them are considered as an informa-
tion processing machines. In [9, 10], have proposed a framework of intelligent human
resources information based on the use of hybrid AI tools such as automated learning
and knowledge-based approaches so, that data can be collected without human interven-
tion, stored, accurately summarized, processed to derive new information to support the
decision-making process. Dependence on AI will accomplish business more quickly,
correctly and cost less, leading to the competitive advantage of the organization. It
will also assist human resources management in planning, reporting, assessing policies,
forecasting needs, training and forecasting staff performance, all those without human
intervention. It is possible to say that AI is a new generation of technology that will
make the perfect machine capable of simulating human behaviour entirely and whose
components are small in [11].
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It is known that AI is not about one technology; it is a set of different techniques
to obtain high-quality products and services in less time and cost. Human resources
professionals can take advantage of these technologies for improving the system such as
recruitment, selection, training, development, performance appraisal, compensation and
reward in [12]. In [13], have discussed howcomputers contribute to business performance
and economic growth. It is not vital to use technology like others, but it is crucial to take
advantage of it in [14].

In [15], have believed that Artificial intelligence will soon be able to do administra-
tive tasks that consume more than half of managers time in jobs, coordination control
and evolution employees will be faster and better and at a lower cost. They have also
convinced that managers who deal with AI such as researcher, explorer, analyst, eval-
uator, in addition to giving them different scenarios to solve problems. All these will
make employees trust his evolution. By using smart technology, the system will receive
a tremendous amount of information about the staff, which can be viewed in one place
with accuracy and speed that is unexpected at the least time and cost. It is much bet-
ter than traditional methods. In [16], have found that the system of mutual memory
helps to share knowledge among bosses and between employees and their bosses which
positively would affect organizational performance.

2.2 Performance Appraisal

In [2], have viewed factors influencing employee performance appraisal system. They
found that there are five factors that have positive or negative impact on performance
appraisal system, which are implementation process, interpersonal relationships, rate
accuracy, informational factors, and employee attitudes. In [17], have found that because
employees are the most critical resource, they must be developed and improved perfor-
mance to achieve the organizational goals, and therefore, human resource management
through managers should measure staff performance annually and frequently to ensure
their in [18].

Because of the lack of evaluator’s managerial skills, this will negatively affect the
outcome of the evaluation and lose its impact on employees, the organization has to
rely on AI for performance appraisal. In [19], has argued that organizations can design
performance appraisal systems per the legal regulation of organizational framework
that makes it necessary to use an accurate, comprehensive, transparent and objective
scientific method. These features will only be available in AI. This will be able to make
the best decisions about the employees’ performance. These decisions can be trusted
and easy for employees to accept and managers to discuss their findings objectively with
staff. These decisions will be based on all information related to team past and current
performances which make them objective and acceptable to all employees. They also
can reduce doubts about their accuracy and relevance and will be better than if it relies
solely on a traditional approach that depends only on supervisor’s ability to remember
all bad or good situations to write employee evaluation in [3].
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Use of Artificial 
Intelligence 

Technology (Artificial 
Intelligence) Adoption

Performance 
aims/objectives

Performance 
software  benefit  

Fig. 2. Research hypotheses and research model.

3 Research Hypotheses and Research Model

This study tests the following hypotheses (see Fig. 2):

H1: Technology (AI) Adoption will positively affect the Use of AI.
H2: Use of AI will positively affect Performance software benefit of performance
appraisal.
H3: Use of AI will positively affect Performance aims/objectives of performance
appraisal.

4 Procedures and Data Collection

A total of 339 employees were randomly selected from universities and companies in
Saudi Arabia, namely King Abdulaziz University, King Khalid University, Taif Univer-
sity, Umm Al-Qura University, Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabian Airline. There were 113
females and 226 males. The aggregate number of participants was aged between 18 to
55 years old.

The questionnaire was constructed to cover three distinct dimensions, namely Per-
formance Appraisal (11 items), Utilisation of Artificial intelligence (11 items) and Tech-
nology Adoption factors (8 items). The aspects were constructed in a way to answer the
research questions/aims asset declared in the introduction. Employee responses were
obtained using a 4-point Likert-type scale where one = strongly disagree, and 4 =
strongly agree.

5 Data Collection

5.1 Participants’ Demographic Data

This section provides a general description of the background and demographic charac-
teristics of the sample used in this study. Overall, 339 took part, 66.6% were males, and
33.3% were females. Their education and qualification varied where slight majority of
the participants had PhD level of skill (34.3%) followed by bachelor’s degree (30.2%),
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and 27.3% stated they have a master’s degree. Only 2.9% had a diploma level of quali-
fication, and 5.3% explained they had completed high school level of education. As of
the organisation they work for the majority of 66.9% work in the government sector,
and 33.1% worked in the private sector. Finally, participants’ nationalities varied were
the vast majority of 83% were Saudis, and 17% were non-Saudis. Egyptians (10%) and
Tunisians (3.8%) were the two main nationalities represented other than Saudis. Table 1
shows the frequencies and the percentages of all variables.

5.2 Reliability

Cronbach’s Alpha test was conducted tomeasure the consistency in answers across items
within each of the dimensions (internal reliability) and each of the factors produced
following Factor Analysis. This test enables the research to judge how reliable each of
the scales is, i.e. how consistently items measure for the same thing. Cronbach’s alpha is
a coefficient that ranges between 0 and 1 in size, where value close to 0.70 or above are
considered acceptable. As can be observed from Table 2, all dimensions can be regarded
as reliable.

6 Results and Analysis

6.1 The Impact Technology Adoption Factors on the Use of AI

Linear regression was conducted to examine the effects of technology adoption factors
on use of AI. Table 3 shows that a significant relationship exists between the depen-
dent variable Use of Artificial intelligence and the independent variables Technology
(AI) Adoption, where F = 276.853 and P-value < 0.001 (the coefficient of determina-
tion being 45.0%), but that high significant relationship exists thereof with technology
adoption factors and the use of AI.

6.2 Impact of Use of Artificial Intelligence on Performance Appraisal

Two factors were analysed, namely performance software benefits, and performance
aim/objectives. For factor 1, linear regression was conducted to examine the impact of
using AIon performance software benefit. The results presented in Table 4 show that
a significant relationship exists between the dependent variable performance software
benefit and the independent variables use of Artificial intelligence, where F = 90.075
and P-value < 0.001 (the coefficient of determination being 21.0) which proves the
Hypothesis H2 is actual “Use of AI will positively affect Performance software benefit
of Performance Appraisal”.

For factor 2, linear regression was conducted to examine the impact of the use of
AIon performance aims/objectives. Table 5 shows that a significant relationship exists
between the dependent variable Performance aims/objectives of the determination being
40.9%), which supports that the hypothesis H3 is valid “Use of Artificial intelligence
will positively affect Performance aims/objectives of Performance Appraisal”.
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Table 1. General demographic and background details of the participants.

Age n % Gender n % Nationality n %

18–25 10 2.9 Male 226 66.3 Saudi 283 83.0

26–30 22 6.5 Female 113 33.1 Egyptian 34 10.0

31–35 50 14.7 Missing 2 0.6 Jordanian 4 1.2

36–40 66 19.4 Education n % Tunisian 13 3.8

41–45 45 13.2 High School 18 5.3 Sudanese 3 0.9

46–50 60 17.6 Diploma 10 2.9 Palestinian 1 0.3

>50 88 25.8 Bachelor 103 30.2 Lebanese 1 0.3

Master 93 27.3 Missing 2 0.6

PhD 117 34.3 Grouped
Nationality

n %

Organisation n % Saudi 283 83.0

Government 226 66.3 Non-Saudi 56 17

Private 113 33.1 Total 339 100

Table 2. Cronbach’s alpha as a measure for internal reliability.

Dimension/scale Items Cronbach’s alpha

Performance appraisal 11 0.815

Performance and software benefit 6 0.793

Performance aims/objectives 5 0.755

The utilisation of artificial intelligence 11 0.910

Technology adoption factors 8 0.903

Table 3. Linear Regressing between dependent variable “use of technology” and independent
variable “AI technology adoption” in the study.

Unstandardized
coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

t Sig. ANOVA R2

B Std.
Error

Beta F P-value

Constant 1.656 0.165 10.009 0.000 276.853 <0.001 0.450

Technology
(AI) adoption
factors

0.626 0.038 0.670 16.639 0.000

a. Dependent variable: use of technology
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Table 4. Linear regressing between dependent variable “performance software benefit” and
independent “use of AI” variable in the study.

Unstandardized
coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

t Sig. ANOVA R2

B Std.
Error

Beta F P-value

Constant 2.681 0.192 13.937 0.000 90.075 <0.001 0.210

Use of AI 0.413 0.044 0.458 9.491 0.000

Dependent variable: performance software benefit (Factor 1)

Table 5. Linear regression between Dependent Variable (Performance aims/objectives) and
Independent (Use of AI) variables in the study.

Unstandardized
coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

t Sig. ANOVA R2

B Std.
Error

Beta F P-value

Constant 0.950 0.215 4.421 0.000 234.214 <0.001 0.409

Use of AI 0.745 0.049 0.639 15.304 0.000

Dependent variable: performance aims/objectives (Factor 2)

Table 6. Summary of hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Specification Results

H1 AI technology adoption positively affect
the use of AI

Supported (β = 0.626, p < 0.01)

H2 Use of AI positively affect performance
software benefit of performance appraisal

Supported (β = 0.413, p < 0.01)

H3 Use of AI positively affect performance
aims/objectives of performance appraisal

Supported (β = 0.745, p < 0.01)

7 Conclusion and Discussion

This study to investigate the impact of Use of AI on Performance software benefit and
Performance aims/objectives, also to examine the effects of AI technology adoption on
use of AI. In summary, as shown in Table 6, the results of the linear regression analyses
confirmed the three hypotheses. Use of AI has high significant effect on Performance
software benefit and on Performance aims/objectives also Technology (AI) Adoption
had the most definite impact on the Use of AI. This study has shown that, Technological
Artificial Intelligence Role in Raising the Efficiency of Performance Appraisal System.
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Based on the results of this study which have showed positive impact of AI on
the performance appraisal program, the researcher is currently working on designing a
program that helps human resources management to evaluate employees’ performance
in order to take advantage of artificial intelligence in obtaining an integrated image of
employee to include all the relevant information and data since their entry to company
until the present, with the ability to predict future career that make benefit to both
company and employees.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to describe the application of the
GPS/Arc/GIS telecommunication System in transport and traffic to identify the
accident blackspot locations in the city of Pristina, Kosovo. It is also outlined
the basics of GPS (Global Positioning System)–GIS (Geographic Information
System) technology and the application of this technology in the research area.
Further, the analysis are made of the application of GPS-GIS technology in traffic
and transport with possibilities for future use of this technology for the munici-
pality of Pristina. In this paper, the maps have been made with GPS data and have
been compared with the conventional way of accident records. Here is shown how
GPS/Arc/GIS combination gives the accurate black spot identification, rather than
relying on assumed data for the location.

Keywords: Telecommunication System · GIS · GPS · Traffic accident

1 Introduction

Nowadays, there is a rapid development of science and technology. In this paper about
Remote Sensing technology, GPS technology, and GIS technology has been discussed.
These technologies have been developed with fast steps, but what makes them more
special is the integration with each other. Another practical case of this integration is the
use of GPS data in a GIS. Therefore in the full sense of the word, one can say that RS,
GIS and, GPS technologies have complemented each other and that their development
would not be possible without each other (Fig. 1). The integration of these technologies
can be conceived in the following models:

• Linear model,
• Interactive model,
• Hierarchical model, and
• Complex model.

In this case, GPS data can be exported directly to a GIS database to update it or
build new databases [1]. This data can be a point, linear, or even superficial. Their
geometric properties must be transformed into those stored data in the GIS database
before integration.
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Fig. 1. Complex integration model [4].

1.1 Existing Applications

The value of GIS, GPS and RS integration, and terrain lies in those applications that
require comprehensive and georeferenced data up to seconds or instantly. These applica-
tions include resourcemanagement and environmental monitoring, emergency response,
mobile mapping, logistics, research, monitoring, conservation applications, technology
transfer, education, etc.

Other capabilities, such as improved flood forecasting and global mobile communi-
cations while facilitating, are almost within reach. Decisions related to floodplain man-
agement require a digital high-resolution elevation model (DEM) and floodplain GIS
data layers. A high-resolution DEM can be generated using digitally scanned photos in
conjunction with highly accurate ground control from a GPS survey [2].

The mapping of linear features (egg roads, pipelines, power lines, river networks,
coastlines, etc.) [3] and to some extent the characteristics of the area, is only achievable
with GPS marking data along with the features of their perimeter. Aerial photographs
can be used to locate trees accurately and to create suitable maps that highlight indi-
vidual trees and other landmarks [5]. Highway, and Railway Maintenance, Softcopy
Photogrammetry and Utility Mapping [6].

2 GPS-GIS Application Analysis in Traffic

For the study area in this case the city of Pristina a schematic diagram which contains
spatial, numerical, and textual data has been presented. All these data are then integrated
into the GIS (Fig. 2). The diagram shows the importance of other layers for a quality
operation such as:

• Topographic service and land use,
• Transport network infrastructure,
• Socio-Economic and Demographic study,
• Traffic study,
• All of the information on traders and pollution.
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Fig. 2. Concept of overlapping data layers in GIS [7].

What is important at this point is also the use of the field of modeling and traffic
planning [8].

The advantages of using GPS and GIS include:

• Position data and speed data from GIS,
• Practical data analysis as well as the possibility of using different types of data,
• GPS devices are very simple and easy to install in all vehicles.

3 Application of GIS to Traffic Accidents

GIS has found great use in the treatment and analysis of traffic accidents. The application
of GIS in this field is based on data collection and then their analysis. The application
of this technology is mostly in the identification of locations with the most common
problems, and with the largest number of traffic accidents. With this technology, it is
possible to present the location of accidents on the map and to present more information
about the accident. What makes this technology more special is that even a simple user
can get information about the accident. Below some steps that enable the identification
and treatment of accidents have been presented.

– Step 1: Collection and compilation of accident data
The first step in producing a national database is to compile an accident form in the
relevant police districts.
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– Step 2: Computerize and process accident records
The structure of data, processing and data analysis is schematically summarized

– Step 3: Identify and prioritize accident blackspot locations
There are a number of location identification systems that can be used for referencing
and locating accidents. The site identification system can be based on either roadmaps
being digitized and converted to DCM format or MAAP textual output.

– Step 4: Prioritize and diagnose black spots
Black point rankings can be performed as Accident map ranking, node analysis,
accident point rank, accident cost ranking, and kilometer-cost analysis.

– Step 5: Detailed diagnosis and countermeasures
This step describes the in-depth and well-developed methods of diagnosis of selected
black spot countermeasures. The field study is conducted to capture the near misses,
vehicle speeds and pedestrian flows and their maneuvres.

– Step 6: Evaluation Techniques
There are also a number of evaluation techniques currently used in evaluating security
interventions. The selection of each technique depends on the nature of the work, the
availability of data, and the accuracy required. Among the techniques available are
cumulative plot techniques, and multivariate analysis.

4 Methodology

Through in Fig. 3, a summary of the methodology in five phases has been presented.

Fig. 3. Study overview [9].
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The first phase is about planning, the second phase is about designing, the third is
about developing the system, the fourth is about presenting the system, and the fifth is
about presenting the final report.

5 Accident Analysis in the City of Pristina

The city of Pristina reports the highest number of accidents in the country, but the
highest number of fatalities has been recorded in non-urban areas. The contributing
factors that contribute to the increase in accidents are mainly the failure to adapt to the
signs provided by the Law on Road Traffic, which mainly affects the speed of accidents
with fatal consequences, failure to maintain distance and failure to adapt to driving
conditions of the road, or climatic conditions.

5.1 Accident Statistics for 2016, 2017 and 2018

Comparison of the road accident statistics by type for 2016, 2017, and 2018.
The analysis shows that the highest number of accidents occurred during 2016 com-

pared to the other two years, the following are the data collected for the three years
presented in Fig. 4.

2016 
37% 

2017 
34% 

2018 
29% 

2016 2017 2018

Fig. 4. Total accident status for 2016, 2017, and 2018.

In 2016 there were 8160 in Kosovo, in 2017 there are 7604 in Kosovo, and in 2018
there are 6494.

5.2 Accident Statistics with Injured and Dead for 2016, 2017 and 2018

During 2016, 4393 persons were injured in a road accident in Kosovo, while in 2017
they received 4604 injuries, while in 2018 they received 4467 injuries. In the comparison
for deaths, 2018 is the year in which most people died in total 43, compared to 2017
where 35 died, and in 2016 37 died which is shown in Fig. 5. The classification of the
accidents by location is presented in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Classification of dead and injured accidents for 2016, 2017, and 2018.

Fig. 6. Classification of accidents by location.

6 Results

After collecting accident data, a report canbemade toArcGIS, namelyArcMapwhere the
accident sites could be identified precisely where we could have a realistic representation
of the highest accident locations. The following is an analysis of how this data can be
imported into ArcGIS software. As a practical case, five accidents were received in the
municipality of Pristina to present the procedure of implementation of this process.

The following figures show the data on injuries and heavy injuries resulting from
traffic accidents referring to Table 1. The processing of all accident data would be a great
help for analysis in the Municipality of Pristina. These accident data are presented by
mapping and road description (Fig. 7) and by satellite view (Fig. 8).
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Table 1. Accident data.

Description Longitude Latitude Date

Accident with body injury 42,685,511 21.15899 11.05.2019

Accident with body injury 42,661,364 21.16491 23.08.2019

Accident with heavy body injury 42,669,838 21.17051 24.01.2019

Accident with body injury 42,675,194 21.17328 25.02.2019

Accident with heavy body injury 42,653,899 21.15916 23.11.2019

Fig. 7. Presentation of accident locations and its description [10].

The number of crashes is different every month, of course. We hope that by identify-
ing where and when crashes occur throughout Pristina, we might be able to help prevent
some of them.
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Fig. 8. Map of accident locations and its description on the satellite map [10].

7 Conclusion

This paper described the integration of GIS and GPS technology in particular in the
treatment of traffic accidents. This technology is being used in all countries of the world
to treat accidents and facilitate the presentation of the analysis of these data through a
mapmedium.Nowadays, it is used in all sectors of information and communication. This
integration of this technology enables us to receive data on time, store all information
in GIS, modeling and analysis of this data, as well as the presentation of this data and
for the public.

AGIS-based applicationwas chosen as the best option to improve accuracy and time-
liness in accident location priorities. Its initial advantages are its user-friendly software,
the ability to quickly and accurately locate locations on a map.

8 Future Work

This system offers the possibility of covering traffic and other data with affordable prices
for all cities and countries that use this technology.

This technology is constantly being improved, especially with the development of
information technology, trying to establish and integrate themost advanced technologies
for simulation models.

The Web GIS system is also expanding day by day with its potential to enable the
public to receive quality and fast information promptly on time.
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Abstract. The article discusses approaches to intelligent systems building based
on a hybrid paradigm implemented by combining the bottom-up (neural network)
and top-down (symbolic) approaches to the design and development of artifi-
cial intelligence systems. The scheme of the hybrid intelligence system device is
described, its architecture, the purpose and functionality of its components, the
principles of operation and the use of its subsystems are explained.
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1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence is a multidisciplinary field of research, the rapid development
of which began in the XX century. In the mid-century, there were attempts to create
artificial general intelligence. However, it quickly became apparent that intelligence
development in silico is a genuinely massive challenge. Later through the joint efforts of
mathematicians and physiologists an artificial neuron model and the first artificial neural
network were made. To the disappointment of scientists, no mind emerged in them. It
became clear that the presence of a neural network did not guarantee its intelligence,
and the mind was most likely due to some obscure synergistic effects within a network
of many millions of neurons [1].

There are two approaches in artificial intelligence building. The first one is known
as top-down AI.

Examples of a top-down approach are technologies such as expert systems, decision
support systems, knowledge bases, and inference engines [3]. The principles of top-
down AI are expressed in the Newell-Simon hypothesis: “A physical symbol system has
the necessary and sufficient means for general intelligent action” [2]. The direction of
symbolic calculations based on the logic of syntactic manipulation of symbols is the
most developed in this approach.

The second approach, defined by Marvin Lee Minsky, is called the “bottom-up AI”.
It is based on the assumption that it is possible to model natural low-level processes
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occurring in the living brain. This area combines technologies such as artificial neural
networks, evolutionary algorithms, and biocomputing [4].

The two paradigms described above are at the heart of any approach to the
development of AI systems.

Both top-down AI and bottom-up AI approaches have their advantages and disad-
vantages. The benefits of the first one include the ease of interpreting and explaining
the results obtained by the logical inference engine based on symbolic calculations. At
the same time, it is not very easy to work with large amounts of data in a top-down
approach. That is because of the need to prepare too large knowledge bases for the infer-
ence engine, which will also have to be built with linguistic variables whose value is
not strictly defined [5]. Moreover, the question of training artificial intelligence systems
based on a top-down paradigm is still rather open-a final formalism for describing the
function of independent learning of intelligent systems has not been proposed [1].

The bottom-up approach has rather opposite problems: an artificial neural network
can easily be trained on huge amounts of data, but it will be almost impossible to interpret
the result. There is no complete understanding of how a trained artificial neural network
(for arbitrary architecture) produces a particular output, so the network is a “black box”
[6]. Therefore, it is difficult to verify the correctness of the results generated by the neural
network, for example, in the case of incorrect data falling into the sample on which the
network was trained. Also, artificial neural networks are fundamentally different from
the neural network in the human brain: neurogenesis and retraining are continually going
on in the human brain, together with other unclear effects that lead to the emergence of
consciousness [7]. Therefore, artificial neural networks alone cannot claim intelligence
in the human sense.

2 The Architecture of a Hybrid Intelligent System

The solution to the problem of constructing artificial intelligence systems may lie in
combining the capabilities of the top-down and bottom-up approaches. One can try to
build the architecture of a hybrid intellectual system while continuing to be inspired
by the design of the human mind but on a more general level. The following figure
graphically shows the general diagram of the interaction of components in a hybrid
intelligent system based on such principles.

Sensors (affectors) transmit information to a neural network that converts data from
the sensors to symbolic form, based on which a universal inference engine generates
input data for a motor neural network. The result of the motor neural network is low-
level commands that control the executive devices of the hybrid intellectual system. In
this case, the sensors also perceive information about the state of the components of the
system itself.

One can improve the circuit in Fig. 1, breaking the control system into two subsys-
tems, and then the general scheme of the hybrid intelligent system will look like the one
shown in Fig. 2:

Now the control system is split into two parts:

ReactiveManagement Subsystem. This system implements the usual control scheme.
Signals from the sensors are processed in the control system, generating control actions
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Fig. 1. General hybrid intellectual system architecture.

Fig. 2. Extended hybrid intellectual system architecture.
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on the control object (the environment), that transmit through executive devices. This
system is similar to the “reflex contour” in humans.

Proactive Management Subsystem. Adds layer, which serves to intellectualise the
circuit of the automatic control system. This level allows the system to learn, predict
its condition and environmental conditions, build planned actions, and also adapt to
changing environmental conditions. This subsystem implements a hybrid system of
“conditioned reflexes”.

A management focus interchanges between the two systems. When the conditions
of the system behaviour change, the proactive circuit creates a new pattern of behaviour
and the control focus shifts to the reactive subsystem. Constant environmental conditions
do not require the operation of the dynamic system. Therefore, a learned reaction is
preferable. Such a situation is like the formation of a “conditioned reflex”. On the other
hand, when the environment or control object conditions change during the operation
of the reactive subsystem, the control focus escalates to proactive to adapt and develop
new patterns of system behaviour.

The functioning cycle of the hybrid system consists in sequentially performing the
following steps:

Collection of input information from all sensors monitoring the parameters of the envi-
ronment of the system. Different types of sensors, in this case, are separate modalities
of a hybrid intelligent system perception.
Cleaning the collected information from noise and choosing a path for further process-
ing. If the input information corresponds to any automatic patterns of system behaviour,
then the control focus shifts to the reactive subsystem, which selects and executes a
specific pattern.

The functioning cycle of the hybrid system consists in sequentially performing the
following steps:

Integration of all modalities of the system perception into a single unit of the description
of the environment if there is no automatic reaction. This block outputs a holistic picture
of the perception of the environment that goes to the proactive control subsystem.
Formation of a new rule for the reactive system.This rule is a control action in a symbolic
form, which is recorded in the reactive system and sent for execution. The proactive
system derives the rule based on models of the system, its behaviour and environment
using the mechanism of symbolic inference, so a person can easily interpret it.
Translation of the symbolic control action into a low-level language and transmittance
to actuators that interact with the environment and the control object. Translation can be
carried out by various mechanisms. For example, a neural network. After the execution
of the command by the executive devices, the operation cycle ends.

Besides, there should be an implementation of control communications of all
the hybrid intelligent system internal elements to its sensors. This creates adaptation
mechanisms based on the constancy of the internal state of the system.
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Finally, the connection from the proactive management subsystem to itself embodies
the so-called “internal conflict”, when the intelligent system can model various options
for the development of a situation that affects the system itself. The cycle of evaluating
and choosing an acceptable alternative runs until this internal conflict resolves.

3 Application Examples

An automatic control system evolves into a hybrid artificial intelligence system by intel-
lectualisation, which means the increase of adaptability and autonomy [8]. Therefore,
many well-known, but intellectualised in the hybrid paradigm control systems can serve
as examples of the use of hybrid AI systems. The following examples are real examples
taken from the authors’ working practice.

Intellectual SystemofTrafficControl. Automated traffic control systems are designed
to ensure safety and optimal road speed.With themassive introduction of uncrewed vehi-
cles, intelligent transport systems become a logical continuation of the idea of automated
traffic. Shifting the control mode from the traditional planning to adaptive traffic control
throughout the entire street-road network of the city ensures the transition to intelligent
transport systems. In this case, peripheral equipment objects and road trafficmanagement
equipment located on roads and roadside infrastructure facilities become the effectors of
the intelligent control system. The systemmakes decisions on control actions depending
on the parameters of traffic flows and forecasts given by the transport model, taking into
account the development of the meteorological and road conditions [9].

Building Management Systems. Building management systems can be designed in
the hybrid paradigm. A building may contain a large number of different sensors that
monitor the state of its internal environment. Some particular environment parameters
must remain constant. The presence of a reactive subsystem in the control system allows
one to respond to known situations, but one reactive system will not cope with new
unaccounted problems. Adding a proactive subsystem to the control system allows the
latter to learn in the process of functioning and correctly respond to new changes that
occur in the environment [8].

Intellectualization of Technological Processes. Almost any automated technological
process can be implemented as a hybrid intelligent system. Like a building management
system, a process control system needs a proactive control subsystem containing models
of the control object and its operating environment. Theproactive subsystemwill increase
the intellectuality of the process by predicting and planning control actions with learning
in an automated mode based on a comparison of the forecast, plan and fact [10, 11].

Intellectualization of Online Learning. The process of online learning is based on
the independent study by the student of the course materials and communication with
other students and teachers. An analysis of the questions asked at the forums shows
that most of the issues related to the topic of the course are typical. To intellectualise
the online learning system in this case, one can use an intelligent agent (for example, a
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chatbot) to automatically generate answers to students’ questions in a natural language.
Issuance of answers can be conducted in a personalised mode with automated training of
an intelligent agent to answer questions to which the agent has not previously answered
[12].

4 Conclusion

The architecture of the hybrid intellectual system presented in this work describes a
separate class of intelligent systems, which is based on mimicking of individual aspects
of the functioning of human intelligence. One can assume that the refinement of the
proposed architecturewith specific technologies in the implementation of such intelligent
systems will increase the efficiency of the application of solutions based on artificial
intelligence.

The examples of the application of the described architecture show that the proposed
architecture and approach are universal enough to be applied in various problem areas.
At the same time, these questions are still open, and additional studies on the opening
opportunities, methods of application, and emerging effects are required.
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Abstract. This paper shortly describes a new approach for evaluation of Envi-
ronmental, Social and Governance factors and combines them into an overall ESG
rating. The proposed approach is based on automated calculations, implemented
in a software system, called Sustainability Evaluator, that provides ESG ratings
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ratings of other companies.
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1 Challenge and Solution

The assessment of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) indicators plays an
important role in investment analysis, affecting the reputation and trustworthiness of
the financial market participants. Long-term sustainable development strategies require
such analysis and for that reason ESG ratings are introduced. They are especially valu-
able when it comes to well-known companies and corporations. These ratings direct
the attention toward socially responsible investments and facilitate the sustainable risk
analysis.

In the past, several sustainability management standards, metrics and indices have
been introduced, such as: Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB), ISO 26000 Social Responsibility, Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices (DJSI), Responsible Business Alliance (RBA), etc. The significance of such
standards has increased over time and they have been adopted by corporations and
investors [2, 3].

ESG indicators measure the sustainable development of companies in different
economy sectors and reflect whether corporate decisions and activities have taken into
account multiple aspects concerning environmental protection, organizational effective-
ness, social benefits, and so on (Fig. 1). The ESG rating generates a long-term estimation
of a company’s trustworthiness. The companies without ESG rating might not be very
attractive to the potential partners and investors, that normally prefer to take as informed
as possible decisions.
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Fig. 1. Environmental, Social and Governance as indicators for sustainability.

The described methodology enables an automatic evaluation of ESG rating of states,
organizations, companies, regions and municipalities, including small and less known
companies. By analyzing a company’s formal relations to other market participants,
the methodology provides clear information on the target company and hence impacts
investors’ effectiveness, their decisions and strategies.

2 Innovation

The current state of the art is that ESG ratings are evaluated for certain companies only,
by using the common approach, that is based on expert created questionnaires. The
questionnaires are composed of hard and soft facts that have to be identified first and
then assessed for each of the three ESG factors (Environmental, Social andGovernance),
after which a numerical score is determined for each factor. Finally, the numerical scores
are combined into a single score – the ESG rating. Factors that are taken into account,
as well as their weights, often depend on the business sector. While hard facts represent
directly measurable and indisputable data, soft facts are based on different opinions,
which can be subjective. For that reason, this approach is considered subjective as well.

The challenges of the ESG rating estimation mainly concern the process of automa-
tion. Thus, both the ESG ratings become objective and the automation allows the ratings
to be generated in short time periods. The automation is based on multifactor analysis,
which consists of considering the historical company market data (e.g. share prices,
products prices, etc.) and building a mathematical model by analyzing the dependency
from such data of other companies. Since the historical data are based on decisions of
multiple market participants, this method can be considered objective, thus truly reflect-
ing the current state of a company. The mathematical model can be used by each market
participant that is interested in evaluating a target company (e.g. a partner, a customer,
etc.).
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3 The Multifactor Approach: Methodology

Suppose we are given a finite number of discrete time series, called factors or vari-
ables, with equal length. They can represent arbitrary physical, social, financial or other
processes or indicators. As such, their values correspond to measurements with certain
frequency for all factors. One series is considered as a target factor and the others are
explanatory factors. Explanatory factors represent independent variables, while the tar-
get factor is a dependent variable (Fig. 2). The goal is to create a formula by which a
series can be generated, using explanatory factors for a given historical period, which
should be as close as possible to the given target series, using a chosen criterion [7, 8].
For simplification purposes, such a criterion can be the Euclidean distance between the
given and generated target factor for all historical data points.
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16.03.2016
17.03.2016
18.03.2016
21.03.2016
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Fig. 2. Explanatory and target factor in multifactor modelling

Such a formula can be used for different purposes:

• Modelling of financial instruments. For example, an unknown composition of a stock
index. Its model should be known in order to perform different calculations, such as
simulations and Value at Risk (VaR) estimation.

• Sensitivity analysis, which evaluates the influence of changes of the explanatory fac-
tors on the target factor. This analysis can be quantitatively performed for one or more
explanatory factors and the effect can be analyzed and practically interpreted.

According to our research, currently there is no software applications performing
these operations in their clear form for the ESG rating evaluation. The formula can be
in different forms, but in order to simplify the solution, the following polynomial form
is used in our system:

y = β1f1(f1) + β2f2(f2) + . . . + βmfm(fm) + βm+1 (1)
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where f1, f2, . . . fm represent arbitrary functions, called basis functions, β1, β2, . . . βm
represent numerical coefficients, called regression coefficients, and βm+1 is a free
numerical term without an explanatory factor.

Formula Generation
Themodelling stage starts with the selection of a target factor. In the practical multifactor
modelling, all possible explanatory time series can participate in the formula. Since
normally there are too many series that can be explanatory factors, a methodology for
their selection must be chosen [9]. In our solution, a few alternative approaches are
used, such as the selection of factors that most correlate to the target factor or minimally
correlate to each other, etc.

When both target and explanatory factors are selected, the automatic modelling stage
is performed by repeating the following steps:

1) Applying basis functions to explanatory factors;
2) Calculating the regression coefficients.

Performing the first step, in fact, produces new values for the explanatory factors,
after which a new solution must be found by performing the next step. All this should
be repeated as many times as needed in order to find the best combination of functions
for the selected explanatory factors. In our software system, the first approach, does
that randomly. The second implemented approach uses a more systematic procedure to
find the best combination of functions. Considering that all functions can be applied
to each of the selected factors, km combinations exist, where k is the number of basis
functions and m is the number of explanatory factors. Usually, the explanatory factors
are a few hundred and the basis functions are a few dozen. This means that, if the best
combination must be found by brute force searching, there would be too many solutions
to generate and calculate. That is why a heuristic approach is applied in our solution,
using an evolutionary algorithm.

Finding the Best Combination of the Basis Functions
In practical solutions it is important for every experimental result to be reproducible. For
that reason, our solution creates a main random generator that works with or without a
seed value.

Initial Set of Candidate Solutions
Provided that the functions are positioned in a fixed order, the main aim of the algorithm
is to find a sequence of basis function indices that are as good as possible in respect to
the Euclidean error between the generated and given target factor. For this purpose, a
random integer sequence generator has been created that generates the initial population
of integer sequences. Applying the functions to factors and calculating the regression
coefficients produces a set of target factors, which are then compared to the real target.
Thus, in terms of the evolutionary algorithm, an individual, that is a candidate solution,
is represented as a sequence of integers with a length that are equals to the number of
explanatory factors, while the goodness of fit is the distance between the generated and a
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given target factor. If a free term is being used, it is associated to a mock factor composed
by values 1.0 for all historical dates.

Selection
Given a set of generated N individuals, the best L of them are selected. There are two
alternative approaches: roulette wheel and truncation selection [10, 11]. The first is
preferred in our solution as it allows each individual to continue the process regardless
of the fact that its goodness of fit function produces poor result. Such individuals will
just have a lesser chance to continue being part of the algorithm, even though it is not
impossible.

Recombination and Mutation
Recombination is performed by splitting the selected L individuals in one point and
combining the split parts randomly. In our implementation, the splitting point is randomly
generated at every step within the interval from 25% to 75% of the individual’s length,
rounded to the nearest integer.

Coefficients Determination
The second step of the formula is calculating the regression coefficients, which is per-
formed for every function combination to the explanatory factors. In our case, an ordinary
least squares error is used, according to which coefficients are obtained in a matrix form,
calculating the following matrix equation [9, 12–14]:

B = (ATA)−1ATY (2)

whereB is thematrix of the regression coefficients,A is thematrix of factors with applied
basis functions and Y is the target factor.

After the coefficients are calculated, they are being used for the computation of the
generated target factor:

Ŷ = A× B (3)

The distance between the generated and available target is:

d =
∥
∥
∥Y − Ŷ

∥
∥
∥ (4)

This distance can be calculated with or without a decay factor [15].

Coefficients Reduction
The formula terms with small coefficients can be removed, as they do not significantly
influence the results. Removing small coefficients is optional in our solution and if it is
performed the regression coefficients are calculated again.

Calibration
Using the generated formula for future calculations and modeling must be calibrated
periodically and the formula must be reevaluated. This is needed, as with the progress of
time, the accuracy of the formula decreases. The calibration process is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Formula calibration

At first, target and explanatory factors are selected and loaded, creating the first
version of the formula. This formula version is then applied to the calculations. After
some time, when the generated target starts to deviate from the real values, the formula
must be corrected. The selected explanatory factors, that have been used to build the
first formula version, are applied again, but the formula is calibrated, new functions are
selected and coefficients for the formula terms are produced. Thus, a second formula
version is created, that is being used for the generation of the target until its values start
again to deviate from the real target factor values. If this deviation is too significant,
new explanatory factors should be selected. All factors are loaded again, a new factors
selection is performedbyoneof the beforementioned automated approaches – clustering,
min or max correlated – which can also be manually changed. The selected factors are
used to generate the third formula version, where explanatory factors, basis functions
and coefficients will be different in comparison to the previous formula versions. It can
then be used for later calculations until a new calibration is needed.

Thus, there are two sorts of calibrations:

• Preserving currently selected explanatory factors and changing only the functions
applied on them and on the regression coefficients, including the free term.

• Selecting new explanatory factors. In this case, new factors can be added, existing
factors removed or both. The formula is being completely changed according to the
basis functions and the regression coefficients.

In every formula calibration the settings can be changed, as the set of basis functions
that can be used in the formula, with or without removing the terms with coefficients
that are too small.

The experimental results show that the best results are obtained when the number
of explanatory factors is close to, but not exceeding, the number of historical dates. It is
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not quite clear which basis functions should be supplied in the evolutionary algorithm
for finding the best possible modeling formula. That is one of the issues that should
be investigated further. Nevertheless, the system has already been introduced in real
financial software solutions and has been used for the purposes stated in the introduction.

4 The Multifactor Approach Applied to the ESG Rating
Calculation

Figure 4 illustrates individual scorings of a sample company for each of the three main
ESG factors – Environmental (39), Social (37) and Governance (54). The impact of each
factor on the overall ESG rating, as well as on the balance between the three factors, can
easily be derived from the figure.

Fig. 4. Sustainability ESG categories and evolution of ESG rating

The ESG calculated ratings can be separated in two categories:

• Declarative rating – executed by the company itself. This rating is often considered
subjective. It is not always clear how reliable it is, since companies tends to publish
results that are in their own best interest.

• Requested rating – executed by rating providers on behalf of other companies. This
rating can be considered as more reliable and it is in the focus of this research paper.
Once developed, the methodology for an automatic rating evaluation can be used not
only by rating providers, but also by any other company as well.

The presented approach represents an innovative, as well as objective and effective
method for the evaluation of ESG ratings. Additionally, it saves human effort, which
lessens the cost of a business organization and can advance its performance. One of
its most important benefits, in contrast to current approaches, is the usage of objective
market data (share prices, products prices, etc.), and not subjective company reported
data. The data is comprised of time series of historical observations, which are used
to construct a mathematical model that produces series that are as similar as possible
to the target series. The target series contain public data observations of the company
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under evaluation (the target company) and explanatory series are comprised of data
observations of indices with known ESG scores. The relation is expressed as a formula,
which generates synthetic series that come closest to the target series, when applied
historically. Some explanatory factors in the formula participate with positive weights,
while others do so with negative weights. For example, if companies have environmental
or social results that are similar in behavior to the ones in the target company, they
participate with positive weights in the mathematical expression. Contrary to that, if
the weights are negative, companies demonstrate negative values for the corresponding
evaluated factors. The process of mathematical modelling is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Automated ESG rating calculation

First, weights β must be found in such a way that when applied to historical time
series values, produce synthetic series that are as close as possible to the given target
series of the target company. Once determined, these weights are applied to the known
scores of factors E, S and G in order to produce estimations of unknown scores. Finally,
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the three values are represented in the same way as the results in Fig. 4 and are used to
calculate the overall ESG rating.

An important step in the proposed automated approach is the selection of a proper
subset of indices with known ESG ratings. This must be completed before determining
their influence on the target company, whether positive or negative. This subset can be
defined manually or it can be achieved by using an automatic suggestion approach, or
both. Peer companies can either bewithin the same domain as the target company or from
different domains. They determine the positively and negatively weighted explanatory
factors for the target company:

• Positively weighted explanatory factors – (Fig. 6) There is a positive correlation to
the target company. For example, if the explanatory company has low CO2 emissions,
the target company too will have low CO2 emissions.

Fig. 6. Positive weight

Fig. 7. Negative weight

• Negatively weighted explanatory factors – (Fig. 7) There is a negative correlation
to the target company. This means that a given factor of the explanatory company is
in opposition to the same factor of the target company.
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Once built, the mathematical model can be used for future ESG rating estimations. A
calibration is performed only when the accuracy of the model is below a given threshold.
An automatic calibration can be scheduled in preliminary determined time frames.

The usage of the automated approach does not exclude the possibility of working
with the current subjective questionnaire based approach, or combining them together.
Both approaches can be used simultaneously, each of them participating with different
percentages to calculate the final ESG rating score. The Sustainability Evaluator also
allows the questionnaire-based approach to be validated, as shown inFig. 8 and according
to [1].

Fig. 8. Validation process of the subjective approach

The idea behind it is that the logic of the expert based questionnaire methodology
is considered established and it is transferred to a neural network by training it with
available examples. After that, the features of the system are evaluated by analyzing the
neural network. Thus, the significance of indicators and certain internal concepts can be
established.

Automated solutions that apply such artificial intelligence approaches have been
widely used in the recent past due to improvements in hardware technologies and their
increased effectiveness. Multi-factor modelling is already well-known in the financial
sector and first experimental results have already demonstrated its usabilitywhen applied
to the ESG rating evaluation in our solution. It automatically maps groups of data series
into a target series, thereby creating a mathematically expressed relation between them
and the target factor by a set of weights. The proposed automatic approach saves human
effort and allows a more frequent ESG rating evaluation, compared to the traditional
approach.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

Many companies use their own methodologies for ESG ratings evaluation, thereby pro-
viding analysis and additional information, such as compliance to standards and conven-
tions, country ratings, etc. [4–6]. Some of the most active and most famous ESG rating
providers worldwide are: Bloomberg (USA), MSCI (USA), Thomson Reuters (USA),
Vigeo (France), EIRIS (UK), oekom (Germany), Inrate (Switzerland), Sustainalytics
(Netherlands), Covalence (Switzerland), Corporate Governance Agency (Switzerland),
Infras (Switzerland), SIRIS – Sustainable Investment Research Institute (Australia),
CAER (Australia and New Zealand), Ecodes (Spain), Greeneye (Israel), IMUG (Ger-
many) and KOCSR (South Korea), Trucost (UK), EthiFinance (France), Solaron (India),
and others.

The Sustainability Evaluator can benefit a variety ofmarket participants and hasmul-
tiple advantages. First, investors will be better informed about available options they can
choose in order to realize their investment strategies. ESG ratings help make informed
decisions regarding a sustainable development of market participants. Second, the target
company is also interested in improving its marketing policies by providing more infor-
mation about non-financial ratings. Third, by paying attention to ESG ratings, companies
are stimulated to improve their environmental, social and governmental activities, thus
influencing and potentially improving the lives of their employees.

Even though ESG ratings do not represent financial information, they can be used by
financial rating providers as additional data and can be applied to the assessment process
of companies. ESGratings aremainly usedbyfinancial institutions, credit rating agencies
or in the insurance industry, but the Sustainability Evaluator can be integrated into any
organization or industry that is engaged in production or providing services.

The majority of technical details concerning the Sustainability Evaluator have
already been fully developed and were tested, while others are still in development.
For example, the multi-factor methodology is used for other tasks as well, for instance,
as a financial instrument for mapping and modelling the unknown content of indices. In
time, it could also be used for multivariate prediction. The overall calculation of a single
numeric ESG rating, generated from the scores of the three main factors, is also well-
established. A demo software is available as a web application with various working
functionalities. A validation methodology is being developed for financial credit ratings
by a supervised trained neural network, which can be easily adapted to the Sustainability
Evaluator.

Sustainability Evaluator enables any market participant to easily evaluate its own
or other participants’ ESG ratings. The solution can be integrated into other software
systems; both web and desktop based and can work in different regimes.
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Abstract. Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that empha-
sizes the creation of intelligent machines that work and react like humans. It is
a growing discipline that has enabled computer to undertake activities like facial
recognition and game playing in a manner that, to an outsider, looks intelligent.
There are many different toolsets that are called AI including neural networks,
machine learning, expert systems, fuzzy logics, swarm intelligence and many oth-
ers. These tools are being used in awide variety of situations to solve awide variety
of complex problems, problemswhich have been difficult to solve using traditional
algorithmic processes.Human intelligence andAI are sufficiently similar that tools
developed to understand human intelligence can be applied to computer-based AI
systems as well. Blooms Taxonomy is used to provide a definition of what consti-
tutes intelligent computer applications. The article then considers the relationships
between applications and intelligent systems.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence · Computational Intelligence · Bloom’s
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1 Introduction

1.1 Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is defined as a set of “computer algorithms that are able to
perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence” [1]. While this is a dictionary
definition, other more practical definitions describe AI as being the study of intelligent
agents where the agents “…perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its
chance of successfully achieving its goals” [2] while others describe AI-based systems
as devices that mimic “cognitive” functions that humans associate with the humanmind,
such as “learning” and “problem solving” [3]. Equally importantly though, is developing
systems (solutions) where the behaviours would be thought intelligent in human beings.
It is reasonable to use this as a reference point for intelligence – that the behaviours
exhibited by a computer system displays similar intelligent behaviour to humans.

AI techniques have become an important component of many IT systems, both in
the Technology industry as well as in many ancillary industries including health and
finance. AI helps to solve many challenging problems in computer science, software
engineering and operations research [4].
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The phrase Intelligent is mostly used in the context of “…a person is intelligent…”
or something similar which implies that it is a category of people, and there are people
who are not intelligent. This is of course a nonsense statement because every person has
intelligence, or to be more precise, every person displays behaviours that result from
intelligence, so what is being discussed is the level or depth of intelligence behaviours.

The same can be applied to computer programmes – to what degree is a pro-
gramme/application displaying intelligent behaviour, that is, to what extent is the
application displaying artificial intelligence.

Human intelligence is a process of computation. Computation where the processor
is a chemo-electrically based organism. Given this situation there is no reason to believe
that the processing that occurs within the human body is fundamentally different from
the processing that occurs within a computer-device. Further, we know that computers
can model the operations of all individual elements of the human body provided we are
able to understand the relationships between the different parts of the body, then we
should be able to model human intelligence.

The fact that now, we do not fully understand how the human body works and
interacts does not mean that these factors are unknowable, only that we do not know
them yet. It is very clear that our understanding of human intelligence is very limited at
the moment, but it is not clear that they are unknowable. Human intelligence can be used
as a reference model for artificial intelligence, and therefore many of our understandings
of human intelligence can be applied to artificial intelligence.

There are many behaviours that demonstrate intelligence, just as there are many
different forms of intelligence. One tool that is used in human intelligence education to
provide a framework to understand and develop intelligence is Blooms Taxonomy [5].

1.2 Bloom’s Taxonomy

Bloom’s Taxonomy was created by a committee chaired by Benjamin Bloom during
the 1950s to categorize the types and levels of reasoning skills required in developing
curricular material for classrooms. The Taxonomy (after revisions) identified three (3)
separate domains:

• The cognitive domain (knowledge-based)
• The affective domain (emotion-based)
• The psychomotor domain (action-based)

The domain most useful for discussions here is that of the cognitive domain where
there are 6 levels of abstraction in cognitive intelligence. While it was developed for
the classroom environment, it can be used in other areas as it provides a framework for
understanding intellectual skills, and the relationships between them. In this article, it
will be used (with revisions) to describe the different types of intellectual skills used in
AI.

The Cognitive Domain focusses on intellectual skills associated with cognition –
the ability to think and make decisions based on rational thought and calculation. This
domain is most relevant to modern computing where the systems are designed to process
data.
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TheAffective Domain describes the way people react emotionally and their ability to
empathise. This domain typically targets the awareness and growth in attitudes, emotion,
and feelings.

The Psychomotor Domain describes the ability to physically manipulate a tool or
instrument. Psychomotor objectives usually focus on change and/or development in
behaviour and/or skills and is most relevant to robots and their development.

Parker J. (2016) [6] analyzed several different AI systems and discussed the extent
to which these individual systems and their learning were comparable with Bloom’s
learning theory, the extent to which many AI systems demonstrated behaviours aligned
to Bloom’s. What is significant is not the extent that AI systems are able to learn, but that
the comparison was even viable and a sensible comparison to make. Parker concluded
that AI had not progressed very far in developing learning in AI systems, but this article
showed that the author believed the comparison was valid and reasonable. The fact that
AI is a very old discipline (over 50 years), it should not be surprising that the extent
to which machine have developed intelligence is small given the time it has taken for
humans to develop intelligence and being able to understand that intelligence has taken
many more years.

The six levels of the Cognitive Domain are:

• Knowledge - Remember - Knowledge involves recognizing or remembering facts or
data without necessarily understanding what they mean.

• Comprehension - Understand - understanding of facts and ideas by organizing,
comparing, translating, interpreting, giving descriptions.

• Application - Apply - using acquired knowledge—solving problems in new situations
by applying acquired knowledge, facts, techniques and rules.

• Analysis - Analyze - drawing connections among ideas, examining and breaking
information into component parts, determining how the parts relate to one another,
identifying motives or causes, making inferences, and finding evidence to support
generalizations.

• Evaluation - Evaluate - Justify a stand or decision, presenting and defending opinions
bymaking judgments about information, the validity of ideas, or quality of work based
on a set of criteria.

• Synthesis – Create - Produce new or original work.

When an AI tool can display the behaviours associated with the different categories
in Bloom, then it is reasonable to say that the tools are behaving at that level. This then
describes the types of intelligence being exercised.

For the Affective Domain (emotion-based), the five levels are:

• Receiving - The lowest level; the system is able to receive data and store that data.
• Responding - The system actively participates in the process, not only attends to a
stimulus; the student also reacts in some way.

• Valuing - The system attaches a value to an object, phenomenon, or piece of informa-
tion. The system associates a value or some values to the knowledge acquired. The
data has a purpose within the system.
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• Organizing - The system can put together different values, information, and ideas, and
can accommodate them within his/her own schema; the system is comparing, relating
and elaborating on what has been learned.

• Characterizing - The system at this level is able to build abstract knowledge.

For the Psychomotor Domain (action-based), the six levels as developed by
Simpson [7] are:

• Perception - The ability to use sensory cues to guide motor activity: This ranges from
sensory stimulation, through cue selection, to translation.

• Set - Readiness to act: It includesmental, physical, and emotional sets. These three sets
are dispositions that predetermine a person’s response to different situations (some-
times called mindsets). This subdivision of psychomotor is closely related with the
“responding to phenomena” subdivision of the affective domain.

– Examples: Knows and acts upon a sequence of steps in a manufacturing process.
Recognizes his or her abilities and limitations. Shows desire to learn a new process
(motivation).

• Guided response - The early stages of learning a complex skill that includes imitation
and trial and error: Adequacy of performance is achieved by practicing.

• Mechanism - The intermediate stage in learning a complex skill: Learned responses
have become habitual and the movements can be performed with some confidence
and proficiency.

• Complex overt response - The skillful performance of motor acts that involve com-
plex movement patterns: Proficiency is indicated by a quick, accurate, and highly
coordinated performance, requiring a minimum of energy. This category includes
performing without hesitation and automatic performance. For example, players will
often utter sounds of satisfaction or expletives as soon as they hit a tennis ball or throw
a football because they can tell by the feel of the act what the result will produce.

• Adaptation - Skills are well developed and the individual can modify movement
patterns to fit special requirements.

• Origination - Creating new movement patterns to fit a particular situation or specific
problem: Learning outcomes emphasize creativity based upon highly developed skills.

While Bloom and his colleagues created the levels for the Cognitive and Affective
Domains, no such levels were created for the Psychomotor Domain. Several research
groups developed sets of levels for this domain.Theoneusedhere is the systemdeveloped
by Simpson in 1972.

2 Human and Biological Intelligence

Human Intelligence (HI) is the only model we have for a developed intelligence system
that incorporates all levels ofBloom’sTaxonomy.Human intelligence incorporatesmany
Biological Intelligent (BI) Systems, with many examples being in the Psychomotor and
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Affective Domains, but not exclusively. Examples of such intelligence systems include
such systems as knee-jerk/reflex reactions, breathing etc. which operate independently
of human management.

Owens [8, 9] discusses the situation of the human body processing visual data even
while in a “vegetative state”. While the research focused on using functional neuroimag-
ing to detect awareness in patients who are incapable of generating any recognized
behavioral response and appear to be in a vegetative state, it also illustrates that the
human body process visual data (and other data types) without direct conscious action
on the part of the human concerned. That is, the visual data is processed by the brain
automatically because light enters the eyes and the light sensors at the back of the eye
– this research shows that there are a number of intelligent systems that are operating in
parallel, and that it is up to other supervisory controls in the brain to actually take notice
of the results of the data processing and make decisions about how to react to the visual
input and its meaning.

This situation demonstrates that within the human body, there are multiple indepen-
dently intelligent systems that co-operate to demonstrate behaviour we view as being
intelligent.

BI is intelligence that enables specific biological processes to be undertaken in an
intelligent fashion. For example, human breathing occurs at a rate that ensures the body
receives sufficient oxygen to undertake its operations. Adapting the rate and depth of
breathing to suit needs of the body. So a person that is short of oxygen will breathe
harder, while a body that is unable to gain sufficient oxygen will change the operation of
non-core bodily organs (resulting in create “aches/pains” in the body) to try and force
the body to reduce its need for oxygen. This is done in such a fashion that the body
hardly ever receives too much or too little oxygen.

Some intelligent systems (IS) (used by the human body) are automatically processed
by the body. Possible examples include such features as the ability to process visual data,
process audio data, the human reflex as seenwith the application of heat to the body etc. It
is sensible to propose that many body functions that are considered to be under conscious
control work in a similar manner. So for example, it is consistent with our understanding
of how our mind processes mathematical processing, that there are specialist services
that support and manage our processing of mathematical concepts. So for example, a
child who does not understand mathematics will observe the existence of pictograms:

2+ 3 = 5 or a + b = c

however, only people who have learnt about mathematics and the Latin character sets
would view this same sequence of characters as being an addition operation. Similarly,
the same example would be applicable for examples written in Arabic or south-east
Asian characters sets where someone who does not understand the characters being
used could be confused by such character patterns.

Anderson [10] from CarnegieMellon University and his team identified four distinct
stages to the process of understanding language/mathematics: encoding (reading and
understanding the problem); planning (working out how to tackle it); solving (crunching
the numbers); and responding (typing in the correct answer).

This process suggests that for this process, there are four (4) distinct stages to the
processing of mathematical problems. Experience of looking at how the body processes
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bodily support systems (e.g. breathing) would show that each stagemay involve different
systems that cooperate. This implies that there is also a separate supervisory layer that
coordinates the operations of the separate systems – the encoding, planning, solving and
responding (see Fig. 1). This model places the Supervisor as the system that coordinates
the four (potentially) independent activities.

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the relationship between separate intelligent systems.

Owen [8] demonstrates that the human intelligence is a system of integrated (and in
many cases in parallel, not just in sequence) components rather than a single application
that produces intelligent behaviour. So, for example, the operation of the organs of the
human body affect aspects of human behaviour. A common example is that of pain
which often results in a person being short-tempered, affecting their thinking processes
and therefore their behaviour.

2.1 Intelligence and Applications

Computational Intelligence (CI) is a subset of AI and relates to the theory, design,
application and development of biologically and linguistically motivated computational
paradigms.Themain pillars ofCI have beenNeuralNetworks, FuzzySystems andEvolu-
tionary Computation. However, in time other nature-inspired computing paradigms have
evolved. Thus, CI is an evolving field and at present in addition to the three main con-
stituents, it encompasses computing paradigms like ambient intelligence, artificial life,
cultural learning, artificial endocrine networks, social reasoning, and artificial hormone
networks.

Engelbrecht [11] defines CI as “the study of adaptive mechanisms to enable or
facilitate intelligent behaviour in complex and changing environments. Computational
intelligence is certainly more than just the study of the design of intelligent agents, it
includes also study of all non-algorithmizable processes that humans (and sometimes
animals) can solve with various degree of competence [12].

CI sub-field is defined by the authorAndries P. Engelbrecht [13] as the study of ‘adap-
tive mechanisms’ which enable or facilitate intelligent behaviour in complex and chang-
ing environments. In other words, CI is mainly about the design of algorithmic models
to solve complex problems. The four paradigms are, in order of presentation: artificial
neural networks; evolutionary computing; swarm intelligence and fuzzy systems.

CI is characterized by focusing on methods and tools that are not the traditional
programming paradigms ed OO Programming or procedural language programming
because the problem domain has not been found to be conducive to providing solutions.
Systems like image recognition or natural language processing. These paradigms are not
considered to be AI systems by the IT industry, but that does not, in any way, alter the
fact that the systems demonstrate behaviours that are identifiable from within Bloom’s
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Taxonomy – that is, they are intelligent systems, but they are systems that generally are
not identified as being intelligent.

While this attitude is a valid approach in the general life of application development
and operation, they do meet the description of behaviour that Bloom’s Taxonomy iden-
tifies, therefore it is reasonable to view them as being intelligent systems, though the
system may only be low-level intelligence.

If we adopt the definition that an intelligent system is a system that manipulate facts
and concepts and demonstrates behaviours that are in accord with the different levels of
Blooms taxonomy, some of which must be above the basic level (e.g. knowledge for the
Cognitive Domain).

Definition. An intelligent system is a system that manipulate facts and concepts
and demonstrates behaviours that are in accord with the different sub-levels of
Blooms taxonomy, at least one of which must be above the basic level in the
related Domains.

With this definition, applications that only store and retrieve datawould not be classed
as being intelligent – for example, a simple daily diarywould not fall under this definition.
This meets the current industry understanding of what an intelligent system is. On the
other hand, it would be fair to describe a relational database application (RDBMS) as
an intelligent application because it has the capacity to organize data, comparing data
against other criteria and possibly giving descriptions. This is at level 2 (comprehension
level of cognitive domain) and therefore make the RDBMS an intelligent application.
While this does not align with common understanding, perhaps we should re-consider
relational database management systems as being intelligent systems.

The Taxonomy provides a powerful framework for describing behaviours, not just
intellectually, but also involving physical movement. The full set of the Taxonomy’s
domains would be applicable for a traditionally conceived “robot” where the android
needs to react in the human world, and not just in the current “computing world”
and needs to make decisions about future goals. A robot walking across a street or
an unmanned motor vehicle driving down a public street would need to incorporate
aspects of the psychomotor domain. Examples could include: an unmanned car overtak-
ing another vehicle or a robot crossing a street would need to judge whether it is safe to
cross a street.

A robot career, on the other hand, would need to be able to use skills from the
affective domain when caring for ill or sick patients and be able to use these skills to
provide appropriate care. They would also be useful for therapy-bots who work with
patients in providing spoken-therapy.

Unlike the many definitions of machine intelligence discussed in [14], this app-
roach has the advantage of being based on sound cognitive understanding of intelligence
(Bloom’s Taxonomy), while still proving to be adaptable to machine intelligence and
artificial intelligence. What it shows is that we are only very early in the intelligence
development cycle, and that there is a long way to go.
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3 Conclusion and Future Research

Bloom’sTaxonomyprovides uswith a set of tools that enables developers and researchers
to understand the intelligence that is demonstrated by the applications that are being
developed. This toolset provides a scale that can be used to measure the type and extent
of intelligent behaviour that a system displays.

Further, in describing the process of describing the process of processing natural
language, we have recognized an important schema for future intelligent systems – the
role of the supervisor in managing and processing other intelligent systems gives us a
layout for developing future intelligent systems.

The toolset of Bloom’s Taxonomy will need further refinement to ensure that it
continues to meet the needs pf developers across the full range of IT systems particularly
as we process up the taxonomical pyramid. As has been seen in this work, we are still
very in the Bloom’s Taxonomy in our development of artificial intelligence. As more
intelligent behaviour is developed, it will be important to ensure that our measuring tool
remains relevant.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the development of an active fault tol-
erant control scheme for avionic systems. The methodology is applied
to an aircraft longitudinal autopilot taking into account possible faults
on the aircraft actuators. The key feature of the proposed control relies
on its active characteristics, as the fault diagnosis strategy is based on
a robust estimate of the fault signals that are compensated. The design
method uses an intelligent data–driven scheme via a fuzzy modelling and
identification procedure, which derives these adaptive filters with distur-
bance decoupling features. The work shows that these fault estimates
can be used for fault accommodation. In particular, the fuzzy approach
proposed in the paper provides the reconstruction of the fault signals
that are decoupled from the wind components, and thus applied to the
aircraft system. The proposed solutions provide interesting robustness
features that are analysed by using a high–fidelity simulator, which is
able to include different operating points and realistic actuator faults,
turbulence, measurement errors, and the model–reality mismatch.

Keywords: Fault diagnosis · Fault tolerant control · Fault
estimation · Fuzzy systems · Data-driven approach · Avionic system

1 Introduction

In general, a feedback control design for complex and safety–critical systems
can achieve unsatisfactory performance, and possible instability, especially in
presence of faults affecting actuators, sensors, and system components. This is
true for aircraft and spacecraft applications, as considered in this work. For
these processes, even the effect of an incipient fault [10] in a system component,
actuator or sensor, can generate catastrophic consequences.

To this end, Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) solutions have been proposed to
compensate component faults, while coping with desirable stability, and graceful
performance degradation [10].

In general, FTC schemes can be divided into two types, i.e. Passive FTC
Scheme (PFTCS), and Active FTC Scheme (AFTCS) [12]. This definition relies
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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on the capabilities of the designed controller to be robust against a class of
presumed faults (PFTCS) or to actively accommodate the control law, so that
stability and acceptable performance of the entire system can be maintained
(AFTCS). The latter solution relies heavily on the Fault Detection and Diag-
nosis (FDD) task, which is able to provide update information about the faulty
conditions. The strategy proposed in this work relies on an AFTCS.

Many FDD techniques have been developed, see e.g. [5,6]. Regarding the
AFTCS design, it is clear that an effective FDD is required [3,4]. Moreover, the
system can react properly and promptly to a fault, if an accurate FDD scheme
is implemented. FDD solutions represent a challenging point as they have to
provide a reliable and robust fault estimate, as discussed e.g. in [7].

This paper proposes an Artificial Intelligence (AI) method for the design of
an AFTCS applied to an aerospace process. The designed FDD module, used
for its fault estimation capabilities, is computed using a fuzzy approach. Hence,
the obtained solution is applied to the aircraft longitudinal system, in order to
achieve fault estimates insensitive to disturbance and other faults. Moreover,
this paper considers actuator faults, whose estimations accomplished via fuzzy
prototypes are decoupled from the considered wind components.

The key point of the study relies on the proposed FDD strategy, which
increases the reliability and the robustness of the complete AFTCS. The overall
AFTCS is designed by including an inner feedback loop to the baseline con-
troller, which compensate the fault effects. Another important issue is that the
controller, which was previously designed on the nominal fault–free plant, does
not need to be replaced. Moreover, the overall AFTCS is able to maintain the
stability properties of the original system, and to limit the performance degra-
dation of the nominal controller.

The work is organised as follows. Section 3 revises the scheme of the proposed
AFTCS. Its design achieved via fuzzy filter, for fault estimation and accommo-
dation is also addressed. On the other hand, Sect. 2 gives more details on the
flight simulator, whilst Sect. 4 illustrates the efficacy of the developed AFTCS
strategy by extensive simulations, which highlight its reliability and robustness
characteristics. Concluding remarks and open problems for further research are
finally drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Aircraft Simulator

The simulated aircraft models a Piper PA–30, which includes high–fidelity
descriptions of its aircraft dynamics, propeller aerodynamics, and engine. They
were implemented for simulation purposes, as described in [5]. The diagram of
the aircraft system is summarised in Fig. 1, whilst its mathematical expressions
are summarised below, in order to enhance the interested reader.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the aircraft simulator.

The aircraft mathematical description is given by the relations of Eq. (1) in
a compact form [8]:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ẋ = V cos γ + Uw

Ḣ = V sin γ − Ww

V̇ = 1
m [T cos α − D − mg sin γ] + V sin γ cos γ ∂W w

∂X

γ̇ = 1
mV [T sinα + L − mg cos γ] + cos2 γ ∂W w

∂X
α̇ = q − γ̇

q̇ = dT

Iy
T + M

Iy

(1)

The aircraft model parameters are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. The main aircraft model parameters.

Parameter Variable

X X inertial coordinate

H Altitude

V Airspeed

γ Air ramp angle

Uw Horizontal wind

W w Vertical wind

m Aircraft mass

α Attack angle

g Gravity constant

q Body pitch rate

dT Thrust arm

Iy y-inertia momentum
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Their relations are described by the expressions of Eq. 2:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D = 1
2ρV 2SCD

L = 1
2ρV 2SCL

M = 1
2ρV 2Sc̄Cm

CD = CD0 + CDα
α

CL = CL0 + CLα
α + CLq

c̄

2V

(
q + ∂W w

∂X

)
+ CLδe

δe

Cm = Cm0 + Cmα
α + Cmq

c̄

2V

(
q + ∂W w

∂X

)
+ Cmδe

δe

(2)

The aircraft aerodynamics and its coefficients included in Fig. 1 are recalled
in Table 2.

Table 2. Aircraft model aerodynamic parameters.

Parameter Variable

D Drag force

L Lift force

M Pitch momentum

ρ Air density

c̄ Mean aerodynamic chord

CD# Drag coefficients

CL# Lift coefficients

Cm# Momentum coefficients

δe Elevator

The mathematical description of the engine of the aircraft simulator has the
form of Eq. (3), whose variables are reported in Table 3:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ω̇ = −Qf

I
+

PE

Iω
− PP

Iω
PE = C1H + C2ω [δth (C3 − C4H) − C5]
Qf = Jvω3

(3)

Table 3. Aircraft engine model parameters.

Parameter Variable

ω Angular rate

Qf Friction torque

PE Power

I Inertia

C# Various coefficients

δth Throttle

Jv Friction coefficient
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Finally, the aircraft propeller has the mathematical form of Eqs. 4, whose
parameters are summarised in Table 4:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

PP = CP

(
V cos α

ωD

)

ρω3D5
PR

T =
2

V cos α
η

(
V cos α

ωD

)

PP

(4)

Table 4. Propeller model of the aircraft system.

Parameter Variable

PP Propeller Power

T Thrust

CP Prop. power coefficient

DPR Propeller diameter

η Propeller efficiency

The wind gusts included in the aircraft simulator are provided by the discrete
wind gust block available in the Matlab and Simulink environments. Also the
Dryden turbulence model (translational and rotational) has been considered by
means of the Aerospace Blockset in the Matlab environment. Figure 1 highlights
that the aircraft simulator includes the model of the measurements system [5,8].

Finally, the aircraft simulator includes an altitude and airspeed autopilot devel-
oped in [7] for the fault–free system. It was shown that this controller guaranteed
the local asymptotic Lyapunov stability for any cruise equilibrium point.

3 Active Fault Tolerant Control System (AFTCS)

Figure 2 describes the accommodation logic implemented by the designed
AFTCS. The signal ur represents the reference input, whilst u is the actuated
input. The signal y is the measured output, with f the actuator fault, and f̂ its
estimated signal.

To this aim, the scheme of Fig. 2 highlights that the proposed AFTCS inte-
grates the designed FDD module that compensates the baseline controller. The
estimated signal provided by the FDD module is injected into the inner control
loop, thus compensating the effect of the actuator fault.

This FDD module relies on a bank of fuzzy filters and it is able to asymp-
totically provide the accurate fault estimation. Moreover, an uniform rate of
convergence is also guaranteed, as shown in [6].

It is worth noting that, on the basis of the separation principle, the baseline
controller can be directly designed for the fault–free and nominal aircraft model,
thus representing an important benefit and one of the key issues of the proposed
fault tolerance solution.
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Fig. 2. Accommodation scheme of the proposed AFTCS.

The fault diagnosis scheme, i.e. the FDD module of Fig. 2 is designed by
considering a NARX structure, thus exploited for providing an accurate recon-
struction of the fault signal f . This study assumes that the considered aircraft
plant is affected by additive faults affecting its input and output measurements.
Moreover, measurement errors are also included, as described by Eqs. (5):

{
u(k) = u∗(k) + ũ(k) + fu(k)
y(k) = y∗(k) + ỹ(k) + fy(k) (5)

with u∗(k) and y∗(k) the process variables, whilst u(k) and y(k) are the measure-
ments acquired from the sensors, and ũ(k) and ỹ(k) represent their measurement
errors. Moreover, Eqs. (5) take into account the fault fu(k) and fy(k) signals,
which have equivalent additive effects. In general, a number of r inputs and m
outputs is considered.

The FDD scheme consisting of a bank of fault estimators is sketched in in
Fig. 3. This study exploited this strategy as it is able to provide also the fault
isolation tasks, as shown in [2].

Figure 3 highlights that in general the fault estimators use the input and
output measurements u(k) and y(k). Moreover, the number of outputs of the
FDD module is equal to the overall number of control inputs and monitored
outputs, i.e. r+m. This solution allows also to solve the fault isolation task in a
simple and straightforward way. The FDD module generates the fault estimation
signals fu and fy.

On the other hand, the inputs of the fault estimators of the FDD module are
selected via a fault sensitivity procedure. For each case, the fault signals and their
effects on the aircraft system are considered. In particular, the most sensitive
input uj(k) and output yl(k) measurements with respect to the considered fault
are selected. In this way, fuzzy estimators include only the most effective input–
output measurements, uj(k) and yl(k), which are used to reconstruct the fault
signals fi(k), as highlighted by Fig. 3.

It is worth noting that this configuration allows to isolate multiple faults
occurring at the same time.

The following of this section recalls the design of the fault estimators for the
FDD bank obtained by means of Takagi–Sugeno (TS) prototypes. In this way,
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the unknown relationships between the input–output measurements of the FDD
bank of Fig. 3 and the considered faults are represented via fuzzy structures [1].
These structures are implemented by means of a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
developed in the Matlab and Simulink environments [1].

According to this approach, the estimators of the FDD bank are represented
as a set of nonlinear Multi–Input Single–Output (MISO) filters in the form
of Takagi–Sugeno (TS) fuzzy structures [1]. The TS prototype considered here
implements the consequents as deterministic functions gi(·) of the inputs, while
the antecedents remain fuzzy propositions represented by fuzzy sets and rules.

The i–th fuzzy rule of the FIS is described by the relation of Eq. (6):

Ri : IF (fuzzy combination of inputs) THEN output = gi(inputs) (6)

with i representing the i–th rule. The antecedents are represented by member-
ship functions λi(x), which are activated by the input and output signals via
proper linguistic propositions [1]. The consequent function gi(·) in each rule Ri

is represented by the piecewise affine function of Eq. (7):

gi(x) = aT
i x + bi (7)

with ai and bi its parameter vector and scalar offset, respectively. The number
of rules Ri equals the number of clusters nC that provide the partitioning of
the data into regions (i.e. the rules Ri) where the relations gi(·) are valid [1].
Furthermore, the antecedent of each rule depends on the membership function
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λi(x). Therefore, the overall TS fuzzy model is expressed as fuzzy superposition
of the parametric models gi(x).

When the TS prototype is considered as generic fuzzy estimator, it has the
form of Eq. (8):

f̂ =
∑nC

i=1 λi(x) gi(x)
∑nC

i=1 λi(x)
(8)

It is worth noting that the input vector x of the TS model of Eq. (8) contains
the current as well as delayed samples of the system input and output signals.
In this way, the dynamics are included into the static relation of Eq. (6), and
the consequents represent discrete–time linear AutoRegressive descriptions with
eXogenous input (ARX) of order o. According to this description, its regressor
vector has the form of Eq. (9):

x(k) =
[
. . . , yl(k − 1), . . . , yl(k − o), . . .

. . . uj(k), . . . , uj(k − o), . . .
]T (9)

where ul(·) and yj(·) are the aircraft input and output measurements u(k) and
y(k) selected via the scheme represented in Fig. 3. The variable k refers to the
time step, with k = 1, 2, . . . , N . The parameters of i–th model of the Eq. (7)
are represented by the vectors ai:

ai =
[
α
(i)
1 , . . . , α(i)

o , δ
(i)
1 , . . . , δ(i)o

]T

(10)

with α
(i)
j referred to the output samples, whilst δ

(i)
j to the input ones.

This work proposes to derive the FIS for the design of the FDD scheme by
using a system identification approach from the noisy data. According to this
approach, the derivation of the parameters ai and bi in Eq. (7) is achieved via
the methodology developed by the authors in [9]. This strategy was based on
the optimisation of the prediction errors provided by the TS fuzzy models, and
recast into an optimal estimation problems. The solution required the Errors–
In–Variables description [9], which represents also the assumption of Eqs. (5).

A final key point, which is remarked here, concerns the derivation of the
optimal number of clusters nC . This issue is included in the estimation procedure
developed by the authors in [11], which provided also the antecedent degrees of
fulfilment μik required in Eq. (8).

4 Simulation Results

This section shows the achieved results with reference to the determination of
the FDD filters and the design of the overall AFTCS strategy. In particular, in
order to define the fuzzy filter of Fig. 3 for the estimation of the elevator fault
f̂δe

, the methodology recalled in Sect. 3 has been considered.
In this way, the fuzzy filter decoupled from both the aerodynamic disturbance

dj and the other fault, i.e. the throttle fδth
, has been obtained.
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With the same procedure, the fuzzy filter for the estimation of the throttle
fault, fδth

, and decoupled from the other fault, i.e. the elevator fδe
, and the wind

gusts dj , has been determined.
As an example, Fig. 4 (a) represents the fault on the elevator δe (black dotted

line), fδe
= 1◦. It is compared with its estimation (black bold line) during the

phase of altitude hold flight.

Fig. 4. (a) Fault fδe and (b) fδth estimates.

Figure 4 (a) highlights that the fault is reconstructed with a time delay
smaller than the characteristic flight dynamics period. Moreover, its estimate
f̂δe

converges to the actual fault, which commences at t = 50 s. Moreover, by
comparing the estimate provided by the filter that is not decoupled from the
disturbances, Fig. 4 (a) shows also that the fault estimation f̂δe

does not depend
on the wind disturbances. In fact, without any disturbance decoupling feature,
the wind gust at t = 20 s would have affected the signal f̂δe

(grey bold line). On
the other hand, Fig. 4 (b) shows the fault fδth

= −10% affecting the throttle δth

and its estimation f̂δth
.

The remainder of this section shows the evaluation of the performance for
the proposed AFTCS applied to the considered aircraft system. The simulations
of the controlled aircraft with or without the designed AFTCS are compared.

As in the previous cases, the simulations included the presence of wind gusts
and measurement errors, which have served to verify and validate the proposed
solutions. If the fault has been timely detected and accurately estimated, the
fault–free conditions can be maintained with graceful performance degradation.
To this aim, Fig. 5 (a) shows the effects of both the wind gust and the elevator
fault fδe

on the altitude controlled variable H.
On the other hand, Fig. 5 (b) shows the aircraft variable V in case of fault

fδth
. Note finally that the achieved results refer to the same conditions and

highlight the efficacy of the proposed AFTCS strategy, in terms of robustness
and reliability of the developed tools.
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Fig. 5. (a) Aircraft altitude H and (b) speed V with and without AFTCS.

5 Conclusion

This paper addressed the development of an active fault tolerant control scheme
for avionic systems. The methodology was applied to an aircraft longitudinal
autopilot taking into account possible faults on the aircraft actuators. The key
feature of the proposed control relied on its active characteristics, as the fault
diagnosis strategy was based on a robust estimate of the fault signals that were
thus compensated. The design method used an intelligent data–driven scheme
via a fuzzy modelling and identification procedure, which derived these adaptive
filters with disturbance decoupling features. The work showed also that these
fault estimates can be used for fault accommodation. In particular, the fuzzy
approach proposed in the paper provided the reconstruction of the fault sig-
nals that were decoupled from the wind components, and thus applied to the
aircraft system. The proposed solutions showed interesting robustness features
that were analysed by using a high–fidelity simulator, which was also able to
include different operating points and realistic actuator faults, turbulence, mea-
surement errors, and the model–reality mismatch. Future research directions will
include the analysis of the proposed solutions when applied to real aircraft and
spacecraft systems.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a model based on gene expression programming
for predicting discharge coefficient of triangular labyrinth weirs. The parameters
influencing discharge coefficient prediction were first examined and presented as
crest height ratio to the head over the crest of the weir (p/y), crest length of water
to channel width (L/W), crest length of water to the head over the crest of the
weir (L/y), Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)) and vertex angle (θ) dimensionless

parameters. Different models were then presented using sensitivity analysis in
order to examine each of the dimensionless parameters presented in this study. In
addition, an equationwas presented through the use of nonlinear regression (NLR)
for the purpose of comparison with Gene Expression Programming (GEP). The
results of the studies conducted by using different statistical indexes indicated that
GEP is more capable than NLR. This is to the extent that GEP predicts discharge
coefficient with an average relative error of approximately 2.5% in such manner
that the predicted values have less than 5% relative error in the worst model.

Keywords: Discharge coefficient · Soft computing · Weir · Sensitivity analysis ·
Nonlinear regression

1 Introduction

Conventional weirs are structures used to control, regulate and measure water level and
flow volume in irrigation and drainage networks and water and wastewater treatment
plants. A conventional weir is usually installed along the flow and perpendicular to chan-
nel axis. Conventional weirs include rectangular, V-notch, labyrinth and complex weirs.
Many theoretical and experimental studies investigated passing flow from conventional
weirs. Taylor [1] presented an experimental study on hydraulic labyrinth weirs. Hay
and Taylor [2] described how the head on the labyrinth weir effects the discharge ratio.
Tullis et al. [3] investigated trapezoid labyrinth weirs and indicated that their discharge
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capacity was a function of total head, effective length of weir crest and coefficient of
discharge of labyrinth weir. Wormleaton and Soufiani [4] studied hydraulic features
and aeration of triangle labyrinth weirs. They found that aeration efficiency of trian-
gle labyrinth weirs is more than linear weirs with equal length. Also, Wormleaton and
Tsang [5] studied aeration of rectangular weirs experimentally. Emiroglu and Baylar [6]
investigated the effects of weir included angle and water sill slope of weir on aeration
in triangle labyrinth weirs. Tullis et al. [7] studied hydraulic behavior and flow head
on submerged labyrinth weirs. They concluded that the flow over submerged labyrinth
weirs did not depend on labyrinth weir sidewall angles. Bagheri and Heidarpour [8] used
free vortex theory to estimate discharge coefficient of sharp-crested rectangular weirs
as a function of flow features, channel geometry and conventional weir. Kumar et al.
[9] experimentally investigated discharging capacity of triangle labyrinth weirs. They
suggested a relation to calculate the flow over triangle labyrinth weirs through analyzing
experimental data.

Considering the complexity of engineering problems and the growing number of
engineering studies, new methods called soft computing, were significantly used during
recent decade that were more efficient and more accurate in solving complicated and
difficult engineering issues and, facilitating studies [10–13]. Soft computing and artificial
intelligencewere used by different researchers to estimate and predict different hydraulic
and hydrologic problems especially discharge coefficient [14–17]. Emiroglu et al. [18]
used Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) techniques to predict discharge
capacity of the triangular labyrinth side weir. They introduced an equation for discharge
coefficient in this type of side weirs. The diversion flow passing over sharp-crested
rectangular side weirs were predicted using Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNN)
and Radial Basis Neural Networks (RBNN) by [19]. Bilhan et al. [19] introduced an
equation for discharge coefficient as a function of geometric and hydraulic features for
sharp-crested rectangular side weirs. Emiroglu et al. [20] used artificial neural networks
to introduce a relation which calculated discharge coefficient of triangle labyrinth weirs
located in rectangular in under critical flow conditions.

Gene Expression Programming (GEP) is one method used in water hydraulic engi-
neering during recent years. Unlike artificial neural system and neuro fuzzy systems
which include a black box, the suggested method showed high accuracy in estimating
the given parameter and relation [21–25].

Using Gene Expression Programming (GEP), the present study aims to introduce
an equation to predict discharge coefficient. Therefore, the parameters influencing dis-
charge coefficient are first determined and then an equation is presented using GEP.
Following that, the effect of each of the dimensionless parameters is examined on pre-
dicting discharge coefficient through using sensitivity analysis. Also, the results of the
GEP model are compared with that of nonlinear regression (NLR). This paper is orga-
nized as follows: Sect. 2 presents data collection, Sect. 3 reviews GEP method, Sect. 4
comprises the discharge coefficient derivation based on GEP, Sects. 5 and 6 present the
obtained results and conclusion, respectively.
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2 Data Collection

The present study used Kumar et al. [9] experimental data to estimate the coefficient
of discharge. A horizontal rectangular channel with 12 m length, 0.28 m width and
0.41 m depth was used in their tests. The used triangle weir was located 11 m away from
the channel entrance. Water was provided for the channel through an inlet pipe from
an overhead tank supplied with an overflow arrangement to keep a constant head. The
water height over weir crest was measured by point gages having ±0.1 mm accuracy.
Ventilation holes were installed on both sides of theweir’s downstream for the purpose of
aeration of the nappe. Wave suppressors and Grid walls were structured at the upstream
of the channel to break and dissipate the surface disturbances and to enlarge the size
of eddies, respectively. They conducted their experiments on 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and
180° weirs. They also used varied discharges for each of the mentioned angles. They
eventually carried out 123 different experiments for different discharges and angles.
Schematic of Kumar et al. [9] experimental model is illustrated in Fig. 1. Table 1 shows
the parameters used in the present study.

Fig. 1. Schematic of Kumar et al. [9] experimental model

Table 1. Parameters used to estimate discharge coefficient [9]

p/y L/W F W/y θ (degree) Cd

min 0.581 1 0.608 1.62 30 0.54

max 0.92 3.864 3.261 10.82 180 0.906
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3 Overview of Gene Expression Programming

GEP is a developed genetic programming (GP) [26]. It is a search technique relying
on computer programs such as decision tree, logical expressions, polynomial construct,
and mathematics statements. GEP computer programs are coded as line chromosomes
and the final presentation is in the form of expression trees (ETs) [27]. ETs are com-
plex computer programs which are developed to solve a given problem and are selected
according to their fitness to the problem [25]. Considering that in GP, genotype and
phenotype are mixed in a simple replicator system, GEP of a genotype/phonotype sys-
tem is developed where genotype is completely separated from phenotype. Therefore,
developed GEP genotype/phonotype system is 100 to 60000 times more effective than
GP system [28, 29].

In GEP process, the first chromosome of each independent parameter is randomly
generated in the population. Then, they are developed and all independent parameters
are evaluated based on fitness function and are used as a part to produce new generation
with different characteristics. People of the new generation develop through confronta-
tion with the selection environment, expression of the genomes and reproduction with
modification. The process continues until getting the predefined generation or getting
the answer [28, 29].

Ferreira [30] described the fitness of an individual function (i) for the fitness model

If E(ij) ≤ p, then f(ij) = 1, else f(ij) = 0 (1)

where p and E(ij) are the precision and error, respectively. Then the absolute error
can be obtained from:

E(ij) = ∣
∣p(ij) − Tj

∣
∣ (2)

Where the (fi) for an individual function calculated as follows:

fi =
∑

(R − |p(ij) − Tj) (3)

where Tj, R and p(ij) are the target values, selection range, and predicted values,
respectively. Accordingly, the terminal set (T) and function set (F) are calculated to
select the chromosomes. Figure 2 presents the GEP flowchart.

4 Derivation Discharge Coefficient Based on GEP

Reviewing the recent studies conducted on estimating discharge coefficient in weirs,
crest height (p), head over the crest of the weir (y), crest length of the weir (L), channel
width (W), and Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)) parameters can be named [18–20, 31].

The dimensionless parameters in estimating discharge coefficient can be presented as
Eq. (4) through using dimensional analysis.

Cd = f (
w

y
,
L

b
,
L

y
,F, θ) (4)
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Fig. 2. Gene expression programming flowchart

The manner of function estimation through using the GEP method to predict dis-
charge coefficient will be presented in this section. For testing, 20% of data set is used
randomly as suggested by Kumar et al. [9]. Furthermore, 80% of data can be used for
training. To produce an initial population of, according to Ferreira’s [28] the range of
30–100 is suggested In the next step a fitness function is calculated usingMSEas follows:

fi = 100

1 + Ei
for Ei = pij − Oj (5)

where Pij, and Qij represent the predicted and fitness case values for i individual
chromosome for fitness case j. The set of terminals are developed as follows:

T =
{

Cd ,
w

y
,
L

b
,
L

y
,F, θ

}

(6)

where the number of genes and their head and tail length are calculated for every
chromosome. In the present study, three genes were used in each chromosome. In this
study, the {+} operator is utilized to link function among the genes. The {x} function
presented in Table 2 provides the (1 − x) amount. Using Eq. (4) and the expression tree
presented in Fig. 3, the model presented by using GEP can be expressed as Eq. (7); its
parameters’ values are presented in Table 3.

Cd = Exp

[

F − L

b
+ 1.8

]

− Exp

[

1 − Exp

[
w

y

]]

+ w

y
× Exp

[

0.034
L

y
(θ − 1)

]

+ 1 −
[
w

y
+ Exp

[
L

b
+ 1.58F − θ + 1.79

]]

(7)

where Cd is coefficient of discharge, w/y the ratio of crest height to head over the
crest of the weir, L/W ratio of crest length of water to channel width, L/y the ratio of
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crest length of water to the head over the crest of the weir, F, Froude number and θ vortex
angle.

Table 2. Parameters of GEP model

Parameter Setting

Population size 50

Number of generations 40000

Number of chromosomes 40

Number of genes 3

Head size 4

function set ×, −, +, Not, Exp, Pow

Linking function Addition

Mutation rate 0.0014

Inversion rate 0.05

IS transposition rate 0.15

RIS transposition rate 0.15

Gene transposition rate 0.20

One-point recombination rate 0.15

Two-point recombination rate 0.15

Gene recombination rate 0.30

5 Result and Discussion

The accuracy of themodel presented through the use of GEP (Eq. (7)) is examined in this
section with using different statistical indexes. In addition, sensitivity analysis is also
conducted in order to study the effect of each of the dimensionless parameter presented
in predicting discharge coefficient. Following that the results from this model will also
be compared with the results of the nonlinear regression analysis (NLR) to examine the
accuracy of the model presented by using GEP.

In order to verify the accuracy of the estimated model at each step of model develop-
ment, the results of analysis of GEP and NLR is based on the criteria of the coefficient of
determination (R2), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE), Adjusted Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) and Scatter Index (SI) as defined in
the following forms:

R2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

n∑

i=1

(

CdEXPi − CdEXP
)(

CdGEPi − CdGEP
)

√
n∑

i=1

(

CdEXPi − CdEXP
)2 n∑

i=1

(

CdGEPi − CdGEP
)2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

2

(8)
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Fig. 3. Expression tree (ET) for presented model (Eq. (7))
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Table 3. The values of the parameters used in ET (Fig. 3)

Parameter Value Parameter Value

d0 θ G1C5 2.8

d1 L/W G2C9 −3.38

d2 L/y G3C7 1.58

d3 F G3C9 1.79

d4 p/y – –

RMSE =
√
√
√
√

(
1

n

) n
∑

i=1

(

CdEXPi − CdGEPi

)2 (9)

MAPE =
(
1

n

) n
∑

i=1

(∣
∣CdEXPi − CdGEPi

∣
∣

CdEXPi

)

× 100 (10)

CE = 1 −

n∑

i=1

∣
∣CdEXPi − CdEXPi

∣
∣

n∑

i=1

∣
∣CdEXPi − CdEXP

∣
∣

(11)

SI = RMSE

CdEXP
(12)

where CdEXPi and CdGEPi denote the actual and modeled discharge coefficient values
and CdEXP and CdGEP represent the mean actual and modeled discharge coefficient
values, respectively.

The closer the value of index R2 to 1, the more it shows the compatibility of the
estimated value with the real value. Results which are obtained from coefficient of
determination (R2) have been simulated in relation with linear dependence between
real and corresponding values (for the present case, the actual and simulated discharge
coefficient values) and they are sensitive towards deviated points; so in evaluating the
results, we cannot solely rely on this index. Thus, other statistical indexes likemean abso-
lute percentage error (MAPE) - which shows the difference between real and estimated
models in form of percentage of actual values- and root mean square error (RMSE) -
which considers the weight of larger errors by powering the difference between actual
and estimated values - are needed in order to estimate the function of the models. Both
MAPE and RMSE indexes can include zero value (best mode) and infinity (worst value).
Also, dimensionless RMSE criterion which is stated in SI form can be applied in esti-
mating different models without considering dimension of parameters. Besides, as a
complementary criterion, the “adjusted coefficient efficiency (CE)” could be utilized
for evaluating the precision of models. This index reports the difference between the
proportion of remainders variance (numerator term) and the data variance (denominator
term) from 1. If this index equals 1, the presented model has done data estimation in
the best way. Simultaneous use of these indexes could provide sufficient information for
precision of the applied models [31, 32].
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As mentioned earlier, the data utilized in this study is divided into two groups of
“train” and “test” in such way that 20% of the data is selected through random selection
without replacement for the purpose of testing, and the discharge coefficient parameter
was presented as Eq. (7) using the remaining 80% data. Figure 4 shows the results
obtained from training the presented GEP model in test and train states. The x axis
indicates the actual values and y axis presents the values predicted by GEP. It could be
seen in the figure that almost the majority of the predicted amounts predict the discharge
coefficient fairly accurately in both states of test and train. The GEP model presented
in the train predicts the train-state values with R2 = 0.95 and an average relative error
percentage approximate to 2% (MAPE). Most of the values presented in this state have
a less than 5% relative error. The other statistical indexes used in the train state of this
research are RMSE = 0.017, CE = 0.78 and SI = 0.02 indexes MAPE and RMSE have
very low amounts - as can be seen almost zero - which indicates the high accuracy of the
presented model. The predicted values have an R2 = 0.93 and a MAPE = 2.53% in the
test state which are almost similar to that of the train state. Also SI, CE, RMSE indexes
are equal to 0.021, 0.67 and 0.029, respectively for the test state of this model. Therefore,
considering Fig. 3 and the presented statistical indexes for train and test states of the
presented GEP model, it could be stated that GEP predicts the discharge coefficient of
triangular labyrinth weirs very well.

Fig. 4. Comparing estimated discharge coefficient with experimental result (test and train)

Through the use of sensitivity analysis in this section, the effect of each of the pre-
sented parameters is examined on predicting discharge coefficient of triangular labyrinth
weirs. Therefore, differentmodels are presented as Table 4. To estimate discharge in each
of these models, the data is divided into two 80% and 20% groups, like they were in
Eq. (7), for the purpose of training and testing the model, respectively. Tables 5 and
6 present the results of different statistical indexes, presented in the study, for the two
“train” and “test” states, respectively. They demonstrate that the results of all the statis-
tical indexes are better for model 1 when compared to the rest of the models for both
train and test states. Also, Fig. 5 indicates that the maximum relative error of model 1
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is lesser than all other models. Therefore, it could be stated that the simultaneous use of
dimensionless parameters of crest height ratio to the head over the crest of the weir (p/y),
crest length of water to channel width (L/W), crest length of water to the head over the
crest of the weir (L/y), Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)) and vertex angle (θ ) is fixed in

predicting discharge coefficient of rectangular labyrinth weirs. To examine the effect of
each of the dimensionless parameters, the results of the statistical indexes of each model
must be compared with regard to model 1 which is the best model and is presented as
Eq. (7). It could be observed that model 2, which considers all the parameters of model
1 except for the vertex angle (θ), presents better results in comparison with models 3,
4, 5, and 6. Therefore, it could be stated that among the five presented dimensionless
parameters, vertex angle (θ) parameter has the least value of effect on predicting dis-
charge coefficient of triangular labyrinth weirs. Models 3, 4, 5 and 6 which disregard
Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)), crest length of water to the head over the crest of weir

(L/Y), crest length of water to channel width (L/w), and crest height ratio to the head
over the crest (p/y) dimensionless parameters respectively, do not present better results
in comparison with models 1 and 2. Therefore, not using these parameters prevents
predicting discharge coefficient relatively accurately in such manner that in some cases
their maximum relative error is approximately 20% regarding Fig. 5. Therefore, it is
essential to use these parameters in predicting discharge coefficient.

Table 4. Dependent parameters in discharge coefficient prediction

Independent
parameter

Dependent parameter Model no.

p/y, L/W, L/y,
F, θ

Cd 1

p/y, L/W, L/y, F Cd 2

p/y, L/W, L/y, θ Cd 3

p/y, L/W, F, θ Cd 4

p/y, L/y, F, θ Cd 5

L/W, L/y, F, θ Cd 6

Table 5. Statistics indexes (train)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

R2 0.95 0.91 0.68 0.7 0.84 0.68

RMSE 0.017 0.021 0.055 0.040 0.028 0.039

MAPE (%) 1.920 2.442 6.139 4.379 2.823 4.452

CE 0.780 0.663 0.314 0.480 0.640 0.234

SI 0.020 0.029 0.076 0.055 0.039 0.054
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Table 6. Statistics indexes (test)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

R2 0.93 0.88 0.73 0.76 0.88 0.63

RMSE 0.021 0.026 0.054 0.040 0.028 0.047

MAPE (%) 2.538 3.004 6.142 4.891 3.056 5.327

CE 0.699 0.652 0.375 0.505 0.665 0.202

SI 0.029 0.037 0.076 0.055 0.039 0.065

Fig. 5. Highest errors in six different models

Also, this study presents an equation (Eq. (13)) that employs nonlinear regression
(NLR) in MINITAB to predict discharge coefficient of triangular labyrinth. The set of
data selected to trainGEPwere also used in this state in predicting the following equation.
Also, through employing the data used by random selection without replacement for
testing GEP, the accuracy of the following equation is used in this section.

Cd = 0.466 + 0.338 (p/y) − 0.183 (L/W ) − 0.022 (L/y) + 0.31F + 0.12sin(θ)

(13)

Figure 6 shows the results of discharge coefficient prediction for the two presented
models using GEP and NLR. The x axis of this figure shows the experimental values
(Target) and the y axis shows the values predicted through using GEP and NLRmethods.
The data used in this figure had no role in estimating Eq. (7) and (13) and as mentioned
in the previous sections they were selected using random selection without replacement
for the purpose of testing the model. The figure indicates that the equation presented
by using GEP (Eq. (7)) is fairly accurate in predicting discharge coefficient in a way
that it predicts all the predicted discharge coefficients with a relative error less than 5%.
This figure also shows that the equation presented by using NLR mostly presents the
discharge coefficient to be less than the actual value which leads to underestimating
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the prediction of the passing discharge and so causes underestimating. It could also be
observed that the predicted values have a relative error greater than 5% in this state as
opposed to GEP equation.

Fig. 6. Comparison of GEP and NLR in prediction of discharge coefficient of triangular labyrinth
weirs (test)

Table 7 shows the results of the statistical indexes presented in this study in order
to verify the accuracy of the equations presented by using GEP and NLR in predicting
discharge coefficient for both states of train and test. Careful consideration of the table
indicates that R2 is more and less than 0.9 in both states of train and test of GEP and
NLR respectively. It could also be seen that the average relative error is approximately
2.5% for GEP in test state and it is almost 4.5% for NLR. It is also observed that the
results of RMSE and SI indexes for GEP are less than NLR and considering the fact
that approaching these two indexes to zero indicates the higher accuracy of the model, it
could be stated that the GEPmodel presented in this study is relatively less accurate with
regard to the results obtained from NLR. The values predicted using Eqs. (7), (GEP),
and (13), (NLR), are presented in Table 8 for different hydraulic conditions.

Table 7. Comparing different statistical indexes for the discharge coefficients predicted by using
GEP and NLR

Statistics
indexes

Train Test

GEP (Eq. 7) NLR (Eq. 13) GEP (Eq. 7) NLR (Eq. 13)

R2 0.95 0.78 0.93 0.86

RMSE 0.015 0.044 0.021 0.040

MAPE (%) 1.620 4.664 2.538 4.583

CE 0.780 0.341 0.699 0.495

SI 0.020 0.061 0.029 0.055
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Table 8. Predicted coefficient of discharge using GEP and NLR

θ (degree) L (m) w (m) y (m) Q (m3/s) Cd (Exp) Cd (GEP) Cd (NLR)

30 1.082 0.092 0.011 0.003 0.86 0.892 0.847

30 1.082 0.092 0.017 0.006 0.76 0.794 0.709

30 1.082 0.092 0.026 0.009 0.684 0.693 0.611

30 1.082 0.092 0.032 0.012 0.625 0.611 0.534

60 0.56 0.101 0.013 0.002 0.872 0.833 0.803

60 0.56 0.101 0.031 0.006 0.705 0.709 0.684

60 0.56 0.101 0.051 0.011 0.573 0.596 0.588

60 0.56 0.101 0.029 0.006 0.713 0.725 0.701

90 0.396 0.103 0.014 0.002 0.789 0.798 0.762

90 0.396 0.103 0.047 0.008 0.702 0.687 0.685

90 0.396 0.103 0.069 0.012 0.572 0.6 0.607

90 0.396 0.103 0.058 0.01 0.626 0.64 0.639

120 0.323 0.106 0.027 0.003 0.791 0.773 0.744

120 0.323 0.106 0.044 0.007 0.74 0.73 0.710

120 0.323 0.106 0.073 0.012 0.665 0.646 0.648

120 0.323 0.106 0.06 0.01 0.697 0.682 0.672

150 0.29 0.108 0.014 0.001 0.797 0.786 0.785

150 0.29 0.108 0.071 0.011 0.698 0.682 0.662

150 0.29 0.108 0.034 0.004 0.796 0.766 0.731

150 0.29 0.108 0.052 0.008 0.736 0.728 0.694

180 0.28 0.1 0.055 0.007 0.656 0.685 0.653

180 0.28 0.1 0.072 0.011 0.675 0.664 0.643

180 0.28 0.1 0.045 0.005 0.66 0.693 0.666

180 0.28 0.1 0.061 0.008 0.68 0.68 0.652

Considering the estimation of coefficient of discharge relation and discharge equation
on sharp-crested weir under free flow in channel, defined as follow, Eq. (7) shows the
outflow as:

Q = 2

3
Cd

√

2gLy1.5 (14)

where Cd is coefficient of discharge, w/y the ratio of crest height to head over the
crest of the weir, L/W ratio of crest length of water to channel width, L/y the ratio of
crest length of water to the head over the crest of the weir, F Froude number, L crest
length of water, y head over the crest of the weir, g acceleration due to gravity and θ

vertex angle.
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6 Conclusions

There are many ways to control flood such as using weirs which are either located aside
or along the channel. To predict the coefficient of discharge of a weir along the channel,
the present study made use of the ratio of crest height to head over the crest of the weir
(p/y), crest length of water to channel width (L/W), crest length of water to the head over
the crest of the weir (L/y), Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)) and vortex angle (θ) and an

equation has been presented as Eq. (7) using GEP. The accuracy of the presented model
was examined through taking different statistical indexes into consideration and the
results indicated that Eq. (7) predicts discharge coefficient with an approximate relative
error of 2.5% for hydraulic conditions which had no role in training the model. Also, the
amounts of all the Cd predicted through using this method had a relative error less than
5%. Following that, different models were presented in order to examine the effect of
each of the dimensionless parameters presented in this study. The results demonstrate
that vortex angle (θ) parameter had lesser effect in predicting Cd in comparison with the
other models. Also, the simultaneous use of crest height ratio to the head over the crest
of the weir (p/y), crest length of water to channel width (L/W), crest length of water to
head over the crest of weir (L/W), Froude number (F = V/

√
(gy)), and vertex angle (θ)

dimensionless parameters is necessary in predicting the discharge coefficient. Then, in
order to examine the accuracy of themodels presented by using GEP, in comparison with
nonlinear regression analysis (NLR), an equation was presented through using NLR as
Eq. 13 and the results indicated the higher accuracy of GEP in comparison with NLR.
For future works, it is recommended to apply other techniques such as multi expression
programming and compared the results with the results of the developed model in the
current study.
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Abstract. Exoskeletons are being used in the industry to help individuals improve
their endurancewhile reducing their chanceof injury.These exoskeletons are based
onhuman anatomy.Toobtain theworkspace of an exoskeleton,mathematicalmod-
els are developed and simulatedwhich is then refined to get the desiredmovements
of an exoskeleton. Some of these exoskeletons are mechanically operated while
others use complex control systems to performa selected task. This can be achieved
by using a combination of mechanical designs and electronics. Research of how
exoskeleton functions and the types of exoskeletons are presented to achieve an
overall workable exoskeleton. By implementing human assistive exoskeletons in
industry, the unemployment rate can be decreased while creating the symbiotic
association between man andmachine. This study was conducted to determine the
functionality of biologically inspired exoskeletons in an industrial environment.

Keywords: Kinematics · McKibben muscle · Workspace analysis · Pneumatic
artificial muscles · Conserved energy · Bio-mechatronics

1 Introduction

Research suggests that human capabilities are limited due to their physical body structure
[3]. With the increased technological development in industry, jobs that were once done
by people are now discarded since technology is cheaper to operate as compared to
the cost of human labour in the long run. Machines today are capable of performing
tasks more efficiently with excellent accuracy and precision. These are the qualities that
are favourable for industrial progression. According to recent statistics, South Africa
is currently experiencing its highest unemployment rate of 29% since 2003 [3]. South
Africa cannot cope with the fourth industrial revolution. These results are due to the
lack of skills of individuals as well as the country not being prepared for technological
development [3]. Therefore, by technologically enhancing one’s capability to perform
a task more efficiently and effortlessly, the rise in human and machine association can
further be improved with harmonious results. This association can lead to the first step
in creating the symbiosis between man and machine.
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The main objectives are to determine the mechanical and biological operation of
the arm, design an exoskeleton that simulates the motion of a biological arm through
kinematic models, assess the lifting system and its complexities. Also to compare fluidic
insertions for a Pneumatic artificial muscle.

The design of the exoskeleton was specified to provide safe lifting applications,
portability, must be adjustable for a range of different users, have a functional operation
and assist with lifting at desired periods. The overall design of an exoskeleton was
determined by the limitations of the user such as the operating workspace and therefore
required some restrictions such as a range of motion and restricted rotations to prevent
injury during operation.

This report highlights themathematicalmodelwhich best describes the configuration
of the exoskeleton, the model that describes the operation of the artificial muscle and
the control system in which the biologically inspired exoskeleton will operate.

2 Exoskeletons

The exoskeleton was intended to assist with over the waist tasks by improving the
performance of the arm and the lower back. This was done whilst using fluidic muscles
to act as the actuating system. There are exoskeleton suits that are available however,
these commercially available body enhancements suits are either too expensive or lack
the power to support largeweights or are rather too bulky [1]. Therefore, there was a need
to develop an exoskeleton suit that was capable of assisting with several tasks and was
also compact. It was therefore decided that a single exoskeleton arm prototype will be
developed to achieve a highly suitable body enhancement for industrial use. The outcome
of this design will result in a combination of biological and mechatronic systems, also
known as a Bio-Mechatronic system as seen in Fig. 1. A Bio-Mechatronic system is the
advancement of mechatronic systems through the development of biologically inspired
designs [2].

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a bio-mechatronic system.
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3 Wearable Exoskeletons

Exoskeletons are classified according to their functional purpose and how the exoskele-
ton operates. Some of these categories are body dependent parts that need to be actu-
ated, static or dynamic operation, mobility and powered exoskeletons or mechanically
operated exoskeletons [4]. These contribute to the type of exoskeleton that will be
developed.

3.1 Body Fixtures

Someof the factors that needed to be considered as themovement and range of sizes of the
body among different users. These are used to determine how many degrees of freedom
is present in the arm and how much rotation is allowed as well as the body geometry
relative to a fixed body dimension. The range of motion present in an individual’s upper
body can be seen in Fig. 2 [5].

Fig. 2. Movement of upper limbs for everyday use.

3.2 Body Geometry

The average length of a person’s body part can be determined by using the height of that
individual. This is done by using the relationship between the height of an individual
and their associated body parts [6]. This can be seen in Fig. 3.

3.3 Spinal Configuration

Weight distribution is essential when lifting loads that are too excessive for the human
body. The spinal configuration demonstrates which vertebrae support the weight and
the vertebrae that assist with upright posture. The vertebrae that assist with the weight
distribution is the lumbar region, specifically the L4 and L5 (bottom two vertebrae of
the lumbar region) vertebrae that transmit the weight towards the legs and feet as seen in
Fig. 4. This was considered for the effective weight distribution of loads that are being
carried towards the lower back to prevent any injury and strain of the user [7].
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Fig. 3. Body parameters

Fig. 4. Spinal configuration

3.4 Pneumatic Fluidic Muscle Based Exoskeleton Suit

Afluidic muscle-based exoskeleton armwas considered as it makes use of Festomuscles
to operate the exoskeleton. Thesemuscles are used in pairs to create an antagonistic setup
which simulates the operation of the bicep and triceps of an individual. The exoskeleton
also effectively distributes the weight carried by the user towards the lower limbs as seen
in Fig. 5 [8].

3.5 Types of Pneumatic Muscle Actuators (PMA)

Several types of PMA’s perform the same type of actuation, however, they vary in their
geometry and their mechanical make-up. There are three types of muscles which are
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Fig. 5. Festo based exoskeleton

commonly known today. These are the McKibben muscles, Netted muscles and the
Festo embedded muscles as seen in Fig. 6 [9].

Fig. 6. Classification of PMA’s

The type of PMA that was used was dependent on the workspace provided and the
cost which was involved in manufacturing these muscles. Therefore, after consideration,
a McKibben muscle was used.

4 Kinematic Models

A model of the exoskeleton which best fits the design requirement was modelled to
mathematically determine its configuration and its operating space. The model which
was used can be seen in Fig. 7. This model utilized 3 DOF to simulate the motion of an
arm. The degrees of freedom associated with the arm is limited to prevent the rotation
of the arm that cannot be controlled whilst carrying large loads.

4.1 D-H Parameters

The forward kinematics was resolved using the D-H method. This method comprises
of four parameters which define the rotation and displacements of each link concerning
their individual co-ordinate systems as seen in Fig. 7. The exoskeleton configuration
resulted in the following D-H parameters as seen in Table 1:
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Fig. 7. Exoskeletal arm model

Table 1. D-H parameters

θ α r d

1 −90◦ +
θ1

90◦ L2 0

2 90◦ + θ2 180◦ L3 L1

3 θ3 0 L4 0

Where theta and alpha represent the rotation of the joints about a reference co-
ordinate, and r and d are the displacements of the joints to the associated reference
coordinate system. Using these D-H parameters, a homogeneous transformation matrix
can be derived using the D-H Homogeneous matrix equation as seen in Eq. 1.

Hn−1
n =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c(θn) −s(θn)c(αn) s(θn)s(αn) rnc(θn)
s(θn) c(θn)c(αn) −c(θn)s(αn) rns(θn)
0 s(αn) c(αn) dn
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (1)

The homogeneous equation that defines the 3 DOF model is as follows:

From 0–1

H 0
1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c1 0 s1 L2c1
s1 0 −c1 L2s1
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)
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From 1–2

H 1
2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c2 s2 0 L3c2
s2 −c2 0 L3s2
0 0 −1 L1
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3)

From 2–3

H 2
3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c3 −s2 0 L4c3
s3 c3 0 L4s3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4)

The total homogeneousmatrix that determines the rotation and co-ordinates of thismodel
is:

H 0
3 = H 0

1H
1
2H

2
3 (5)

4.2 Geometric Method

The inverse kinematics was resolved using a Geometric approach where trigonometric
equations are used to define the geometry of the model. Looking at the model from the
side view, the geometry required is formed and can be seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Side view geometry of 3 DOF model.

Using the above geometry, the equations that form which relate the x and y co-
ordinate to θ2 and θ3 are:

R2 = L2
3 + L2

4 − 2L3L4 cos(180−θ3) (6)

R2 = (x − L2)
2 + y2 (7)
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Fig. 9. Side view geometry of 3 DOF model.

Another triangle that is formed from the same view can be seen in Fig. 9.
The equations obtained from this diagram is as follows:

L2
4 = R2 + L2

3 − 2RL3 cos(α) (8)

sin(α + θ2) = y
R

(9)

From this θ2 and θ3 can be determined using only the link dimensions and associated
end effector point.

4.3 Model Workspace

Using D-H Parameters, the workspace model for the exoskeleton arm was determined.
This further showed the space required by the exoskeleton when it’s allowed to rotate
freely without any restrictions as seen in Fig. 10A. A valve of 1 unit was used to rep-
resent all link lengths to better visualize the exoskeleton. Looking at the top view of
the workspace, the singularity of the model becomes apparent as there is a hole visible
through the workspace of the model. This hole represents the space the exoskeleton arm
occupies as seen in Fig. 10B.

Fig. 10. Workspace model of exoskeleton without any constraints.
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By apply constraints to limit the movement of the exoskeleton, the exoskeleton can
function more efficiently without any collision with the user. The constraints applied are
seen in Table 2:

Table 2. Constraints imposed.

L1 0 < θ1 < 45 (degrees)

L2 −45 < θ2 < 180 (degrees)

L3 0 < θ3 < 150 (degrees)

When considering the actual workspace of the model that was restricted to avoid
any interference with the user, the workspace takes the shape of a crescent which can
be seen in Fig. 11B. This allows the user to perform movements that are consistent with
the human body.

Fig. 11. Workspace of exoskeleton model with constraints.

5 McKibben Muscles

5.1 Static Modelling of McKibben Muscles

McKibben muscles function as linear actuators which converts pneumatic energy into
mechanical energy. These muscles work on the principle of work in equals work out
where energy is conserved. This forms an equation where a change in volume results in
a force over a distance.

−FdL = PdV (10)

However, by including an elastic force which is experienced by the elastic tube on the
inside, we get:

F = −P
dV

dL
− dE

dL
(11)
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Thiswas further developed using the corresponding volume, length and elastic equations:

V = 1

4
πD2L = Ls3

4πN 2 sin2 θ cos θ (12)

Ls being the strand length,Nbeing the total encirclements of the strand and θ representing
the braid angle.

L = Ls cos θ (13)

E = 1

2
k(−εL)2 (14)

The overall equation which represents the tension force of the muscle is as follows:

F = PDπ

4

(
3

tan2 θ
− 1

sin2 θ

)
− DNπk

tan θ
ε2 (15)

5.2 Fluidic Insertions

An initial test using air as the fluid insertion for a Festo muscle and a sleeve braided
muscle was carried out. It can be seen that both the initial contraction and the release of
the muscle tension demonstrates a graph which experiences hysteresis as seen in Fig. 12.
Both muscles take longer to return to its original length after being pressurized. This is
due to the elastic behaviour of the inner tubes.

Bothmuscles are of similar lengths and it is apparent that the contraction rate for both
is consistent with an approximate contraction of 19%. Festo muscles are expensive and
therefore Mckibben muscles are considered as they are easy and cheap to manufacture
while providing similar contraction rates.

Fig. 12. Graphs showing hysteresis of muscles.

To optimize an adequate fluid which is used as the driving agent for the muscle,
several fluids are tested. This was done to compare the contraction with that of the
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pressurized air contraction. This is also done to see if a liquid insertion can be used
to provide portability instead of using compressors to build up pressurized air. The
other fluids used are a range of oils with varying viscosity. The graphs that depict the
contraction of the muscle can be seen in Fig. 13.

B

A

Fig. 13. Comparison of different fluids at varying loads.

The 5Wmotor oil being the least viscous which is represented the graph in Fig. 13A
has the best contractions as compared to the 20Wmotor oil (Fig. 13B). The less viscous
a fluid is, the better the flow rate is achieved through all joints and valve fixtures.
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6 Design Concepts

The exoskeleton was designed with the user in mind. This was done by implementing
many safety features which are incorporated into the electronic system. The exoskele-
ton should perform an automated lifting process using relevant sensors and control
mechanisms. These features can be seen in the electronic and lifting design systems.

6.1 Electronic Design

The electronic design of the systemmakes use of several safety factors such as; a pressure
cut-off switch which is built into the coding for the fluidic muscle and a rack and pinion
set-up which works in conjunction with a potentiometer to determine the contraction of
the muscle. Instead of using pressurized air as the driving fluid, an oil-based substance is
used. This ensures the whole system is portable where a simple motor and linear actuator
will act as the pump for the muscle itself as seen in Fig. 14. When a load is applied, a
load cell is used to determine the weight being carried and engage an automated lifting
system to a reference height that specified.

Fig. 14. Electronic design system.

6.2 Lifting Mechanism

The lifting mechanism comprises of pulleys, a bleeder valve screw, hydraulic accumu-
lator, McKibben fluidic muscle and Bowden cables. Before an operation, a fluid (oil) is
induced into the muscles. These muscles are open muscles where fluid travels through
them and into the distribution plate and block. A bleeder valve screw is used to release
all the air in the system. Another safety feature which is introduced into the lifting sys-
tem is a hydraulic accumulator. This accumulator acts as a damper where it is used for
any sudden shocks exerted onto the system (increased weight while carrying a load).
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To effectively lift a load, a pulley system is used to transmit the force from the front
towards the back. The pulleys are also used to acquire greater rotation of forearm by
using a double pulley with different diameter sizes as seen in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Lifting mechanism.

7 Discussion

The research conducted on exoskeletons and artificial muscles provided information on
how exoskeletons differ from other exoskeletons according to their specific application.

To design an exoskeleton arm suit that can be used to perform several different tasks,
the study of the biology of the human arm is vital for flexible joint analysis and restricted
motions due to those joints. By also considering the operation of the human muscles, it
is evident how efficient the arm muscles are and that simulating these muscles can be
advantageous.

The main purpose of this paper was to analyse the suitability of implementing a
biologically inspired exoskeleton to enhance one’s capability. This can be ascertained
by considering the kinematic models of the desired exoskeleton design to simulate
the motion of the human arm with imposed restrictions to further improve function-
ality whilst reducing the chance of injury. These models are simulated and analysed to
understand the singularities that are currently present in the exoskeleton as seen in the
workspace models.

Other support systems such as the electronic and biomechanical systems are required
to assist the exoskeleton to perform operations that are portable and safe. Electronic cut-
off operations are considered to assist with the safety of the user and the operating
system. The biomechanical design allows for low space requirements of the system and
also allows for portability.
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Variations of fluid insertions were used to compare which fluid can provide the best
contraction and was able to support large loads. From testing, it’s apparent that 5 W
motor oil displays the best contraction properties for fluidic muscles.

8 Conclusion

Although exoskeleton suits have been around for a while, these suits have not broken
the bridge between biological and mechanical systems where both aspects are inte-
grated to form an exoskeleton that supports an individual while using biomechani-
cal devices such as Fluidic muscles that simulate actual muscles. These biologically
inspired characteristics create the connection ofman andmachine forming this symbiotic
relationship.

The other need for exoskeletons is for portable automated human enhancement sys-
tems which are currently under development, however, the cost factor involved with
these systems are high. The problem with reducing the cost is selecting the actuation
system that requires good strength with has lightweight compact bodies. By using Flu-
idic muscles, this is achieved. These muscles are easy to manufacture and have easy
mounting configurations. The cost involved with exoskeletons is further reduced dras-
tically by using oil as the driving fluid for all lifting applications instead of air operated
systems.
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Abstract. The most significant aspects of a robotic car are its ability to detect
obstacles in real time and as well avoid such obstacles. This study, therefore,
presents the design and implementation of a robotic car with real time obstacle
detection and avoidance based on software, hardware and communication environ-
ments. The system’s implementation has been founded on the android application,
Arduino platform as well as the Bluetooth technology. Also presented in this study
is the use of sensor programming in the design and application of a robotic car.
It is through interactions with an android-based device that the robotic device has
been successfully developed. On the other hand, the robot’s brain is created from
the Arduino Uno. There are numerous hardware components used to create the
robot such as; the Bluetooth module, Buzzers, Ultrasonic sensor and the PIR sen-
sor. Software components utilizing a mobile application are also constituents of
the robot. The movement of the robotic car can be controlled by the user through
selection of the desired direction or mode by mobile application. With the use
of an intelligent device, the user can control the movements of the robotic car or
on the other hand, switch to automatic mode where the car will drive on its own.
Since the car has the real time ability to detect and avoid obstacles, it can flee
from any obstacles on its path and as well detect live objects. The primary aim of
this paper is to enlighten civilians and military on the substantial advantages of
this technology. Its application on military grounds can play a significant role in
detecting potential terrorist attacks through its live detectable sensors.

Keywords: Android-based devices · Robotic car based on Arduino · Integrated
Development Environment · Obstacle detection · Obstacle avoidance

1 Introduction

Technological advancements over the last decade have resulted to application of sensors
originally used in electronic devices in many more areas to improve a variety of life
processes. Sensors are devices with the ability to convert a various energy forms into
electrical energy. It is through sensors that the gap between various electronic devices
and the environment is bridged. ‘Environment’ refers to any physical location such a
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hospital, military grounds, airports, shopping malls and factories while on the other
side; electronic devices could be tablets, robots, smartphones and smart clocks among
others. In the industrial context, these devices are widely applied for purposes such as
identification, controlling, imaging as well as security & protection. As of now, tech-
nological advancements have resulted to production of countless types of sensors such
as heat sensors, pressure sensors, obstacle recognizers, and human detectors, among
others. Whereas in the past sensors were predominantly used for lighting, their applica-
tions have evolved to make life easier. They are also remarkably attributed to incredibly
fast developments in the electronics field. Consequently, this has opened a path for new
inventions that have continuously made life easier. In the modern world, artificial intel-
ligence algorithms are being applied to develop robot systems. Perception is the most
crucial part of the robot, with a robot’s design focused on its ability to perceive the
environment. It is, for example, essential for a robot to be able to detect explosives or
identify terrorists using sensors in a military area. It is crucial for a robot to have the
ability to perceive variables, such as temperature change, in its immediate environment,
interpret them and then act accordingly.

This article presents a remote and autonomously controlled robotic car and focuses
on use of sensors to detect and avoid obstacles. The Bluetooth technology is used to
create a connection between the robot and the android device. The Arduino Uno on the
other hand processes incoming data, and based on the user’s input value, a robotic action
can be performed. An android application (mobile phone) is applicable in two main
modes to control a robotic car. They are the automatic mode and the user control mode.
Desired actions are selected from a menu with buttons displayed on the phone’s screen.
The buttons makes it possible to move the car forward and backward, turn it right or left,
and switch between user control and automaticmodes. In the automaticmode, the robotic
car navigates itself without hitting any obstacles. It also has the potential to detect live
beings and consequently give warnings once encountered. Temperature sensors enable
the car tomake live detections and signal the user with a red led light. This study embarks
on a novel vehicle design empowered with real time obstacle detections and avoidance.
No previous studies have been found to evidence past investigations on application of
Arduino Uno and Android Platform to detect and avoid obstacles in real time.

Section 2, outlines literature from closely related studies while Sect. 3, lays down
the working principles and system architecture of the robotic car. The specifications and
materials used in the robotic car are explained in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5, entails its design
and implementation. Section 6, is the conclusion to the article.

2 Related Works

This section is a comprehensive review of closely related past studies detailing on the
working principles and methods therein that are relevant to this study. Families where
all parents/guardians spent much time away were relieved when S. S. Pujari et al. [1]
designed a Robot with the ability to remotely monitor children and consequently com-
municate through a camera. The main components of this robot were the Raspberry Pi
3, Wi-Fi, camera module and the Bluetooth technology. The robot’s heart was defined as
Raspberry Pi and was coded using Python language. In a study by M. R. Mishi et al. [2],
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a robotic car jointly controlled by Arduino Uno and Raspberry Pi was designed. The
car was traced using GPS, which was also applied in measuring the distance between
the obstacle and the path. This model utilized cloud data without necessarily having to
be online. This consequently derived control for the multi-motion system. In another
study, D. Chakraborty et al. [3] applied sensors and Bluetooth technologies to design
and develop a robotic car. In addition to establishing communication links between the
robotic car and the smart device, the scientists also made it possible for living beings
to be observed through the phone’s camera. They also installed the ultrasonic ranging
sensor that identified obstacles in the opposite direction and thus prevented occurrence
of collisions. All images from the smart device’s camera were recorded in a database
and subsequently analyzed.

The military were supplied with a robot originally designed and developed in a
study conducted by E. Amareswar et al. [4]. The robot was majorly used in detecting
explosives with its installed metal detectors. It also gave the operators a real time view
of the surrounding though the camera of the android device used. The main components
of this robot were; an Android device, a microcontroller (Arduino Uno), metal detector,
Bluetooth module, DC motors, wireless camera and motor driver.

Lastly, in a study conducted by Premkumar et al. [5], a robotic armwas designed and
controlled using Raspberry Pi. This study primarily focused on adding features of the
human arm to the robot’s arm. Movements of the arm were facilitated by the Raspberry
Pi code written in the Python language. It became possible for a user to move the arm in
the desired direction using the android applicationwhose codewaswritten in Java. AWi-
Fi connection [5] was consequently developed as a means of communication between
Raspberry Pi and the Android application. It is through this communication that the
robotic arm was able to move right, left, up and down. This study has siphoned various
methodologies and principles of operations from the above studies and combined it with
own innovations to design and develop a remote and autonomously controlled robotic
car. The car has the ability to detect and avoid obstacles in real time, its model is based
on Arduino and Android application is used to command operations of the robotic car.

3 Rule-Based Preparation Work

As illustrated in Fig. 1, various sensors have been used to develop the structural system
of the robotic car.

The robotic car in this study entails two major modes; the user control mode and the
automatic mode. Bluetooth technology has been applied to establish communications
between the robot and the android device.
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Fig. 1. An architecture module of robotic car.

4 Operational and Technical Requirements of the Robotic Car

4.1 Arduino Uno Board

The Arduino Uno, which has 14 pins and uses the ATmega328 microprocessor, forms
the robot’s brain. Shown in Fig. 2 is the Arduino UNOmodel, the most popular Arduino
card.

This type of card is easily programmable with the use of Arduino libraries [6]. Its
ease of programmability is its main advantage that makes it more preferable than other
microprocessors. The Arduino Uno cannot be programmed in any environment other
than the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) where Embedded C language is the
programming language used. By utilizing signals from sensors, the Arduino Uno plays
a vital role in designing and development of environment-sensitive robots and systems
[7]. Consequently, the output of such robots and systems are specific to the immediate
environment such as sound and light changes.
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Fig. 2. Microcontroller board, Uno.

4.2 Bluetooth Transceiver Module Hc-06 for Arduino

Figure 3 is an illustration of the HC-06 Bluetooth Module responsible for providing
communications between the devices at short distances of between 10–20m. Themodule
uses serial communication (USART) to facilitate communications with the Arduino [8].
It is not possible for the Bluetooth module to send connection requests to other modules
as it can only respond to incoming requests. It comprises four pins; Tx, VCC, Rx, and
GND.

Arduino supplies the GND and VCC to be used in the Bluetooth module [9]. For the
module to detect commands emanating from the Arduino, the Tx pin from the Arduino
must be plugged into the Bluetooth module’s Rx part. It is only after this plug in has been
done that the module can access messages from the Arduino. However, for the android
device to be connected via the Bluetooth module, it is compulsory for a password to be
set.

Fig. 3. HC-06 wireless module for Arduino.
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4.3 Buzzer/Piezo Speaker

A buzzer enables production of various sound waves depending on the switched voltage.
The buzzer is significantly lightweight, easy to produce, cheap and readily available in
the market [10]. It is also largely used in a wide variety of appliances. The buzzer’s main
function is to warn users upon detection of a situation in a device/system. It therefore
allows various inputs and emits warning sounds based on the inputs.

The buzzer’s mode of operations begins with conversion of the DC voltage from
the input port into oscillation signal, which is then amplified [10]. Amplification of a
piezo-discrete high voltage results to mechanical expansion and contraction. The metal
plate, in turn, bends in the opposite direction. Subsequently, constant twisting of the
metal plate in the opposite direction [10], as shown in Fig. 4, causes the shrunk iceberg
to release sound waves in the air.

Fig. 4. Passive buzzer module for Arduino.

4.4 Arduino Motor Shield

As illustrated in Fig. 5, Arduino Motor Shield is an L298-based motor driver. The card
main functions are to provide control for the DC motor drive’s speed and direction and
as well measure its current.
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Fig. 5. Arduino motor driver shield.

4.5 DC Motor Speed Control

Conversion of direct current electrical energy into mechanical energy takes place in the
Direct Current (DC) motor [11]. As an electric machine, the DC motor operates under
the principle that “A current carrying conductor is exposed to humid when it enters a
magnetic field.” The applied force is calculated using the formula is F = BIL [12].

A DC motor has six main constituents namely; brush, coils, direct current source,
magnets, rotors and stator. Figure 6 is an illustration of the aforementioned parts. The
purpose of the DC motor in this study is to turn the wheel. A DC motor generates
mechanical force when direct current rotates the armature placed at the middle of a
magnetic field generated by the coils.

Fig. 6. DC electric motor.
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4.6 Arduino Motion Detector Using PIR Sensor

A Passive Infrared (PIR) Sensor is used to detect the temperatures of live beings. The
term ‘Passive Infrared’ comes from its distinctive characteristic of not emitting any
energy or heat. The sensor therefore, detects live beings by use of infrared rays. PIR
sensors are characterized by low power consumption as well as low costs of operations.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, there two pin slots in a PIR sensor, of which both are Infrared-
sensitive [13]. It is with their heat spread that live beings such as human beings enters the
sensor’s field of view. Consequently, changes in the sensor’s temperatures occur when
the live being emits heat. This changes in turn leads to perception of the live being’s
movements.

Fig. 7. PIR motion sensor alarm.

4.7 Control HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensor

The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor calculates the distance to an object by use of the Sound
Navigation and Variable (Sonar) [14]. Since ultrasonic sensors emit ultrasonic sound
waves, their application makes it possible to make distance measurements between the
obstacle and the robotic car. The measurement accuracy level is higher in ranges of
1–400 cm between the obstacle and the robotic car [14]. The frequencies of ultrasonic
sound waves ranges between 20 kHz and 500 kHz [14]. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the
distance to an obstacle is determined by calculating the time taken by ultrasonic sound
waves emitted by the ultrasonic sensor to hit the obstacle. Under optimum conditions,
ultrasonic sensors can have a sensing range of up to 30m [14]. An ultrasonic microphone
and an ultrasonic speaker are the two transducers of ultrasonic sensors.

To calculate the distance between an obstacle and the sensor, an electronic circuit
is engaged in determining the time spent to relay the sound wave from the ultrasonic
loudspeaker until it hits the obstacle and is reflected back to the ultrasonic microphone
[14]. The distance is then determined by dividing the recorded time with the speed of
the sound wave. Figure 9 is a diagrammatic illustration of the process.
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Fig. 8. Ultrasonic distance sensor.

Fig. 9. Distance measurement using ultrasonic sensor

4.8 Arduino IDE

As a software development platform, the Arduino IDE facilitates usage of Arduino kits,
writing of codes, compilation of the codes, and finally loading the derived and compiled
codes into the Arduino Uno which is usually connected via the USB port of the user’s
computer. Arduino IDE uses C/C++ languages, which have two primary functions [10];

1. Setup – a function that commences working from the launch of the program
2. Loop – a function running in a loop for as long as the cards power is on and stops

when the card power is off.

4.9 Create an Android Controlled Robot Using the Arduino Platform

Development of the android platformwhoseoperating system isLinux-based is attributed
to various developers such as the Open Handset Alliance and Google. The Linux-based
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operating system, initially used for smartphones and tablets, has a distinctive open source
code as well as low cost [15]. There are four main layers [15] in this type of android
platform namely;

1. Linux Kernel.
2. Libraries and Android Runtime.
3. Application Framework.
4. Applications.

The first layer, Kernel, performs memory management, networking, and process
management functions [15]. All libraries on the androidOS are found in the second layer,
Libraries & Runtime, and are usually written in C and C++ language. Java interface is
used to invoke this layer, which also works with the Dalvik virtual machine. The second
layer plays a vital role as a virtual translator for communications between the operating
system and various applications [15]. The structure of an application for use by the
androidOS is determined by the third layer. Lastly, applications, the fourth layer, provide
an interaction interface between users and java-written applications [15]. The connection
between the robot and the application is founded on the Bluetooth technology.

5 Design and Implementation of the Robotic Car with Autonomous
Obstacle Avoidance

As illustrated in Fig. 10 diagrammatic representation, the constituents of the robotic
car are: Ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04, HC-06 Bluetooth module, Arduino Uno, Arduino
motor shield, PIR sensor, 9 V battery, DC motor, and the buzzer. Figure 10 shows the
Robotic car.

Fig. 10. Programming Arduino for obstacle avoiding robot.
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Implementation commences with download of the Arduino Bluetooth Controller,
which is available in the Google play store. After a successful download, the application
is launched while making sure that the Bluetooth connection is open. The application
is then connected to the HC-06 Bluetooth Module, with ‘1234’ serving as the default
password. Upon successful connection, values are assigned to the desired keys after
which the robot sends input values.

The Bluetooth Module facilitates transfer of data to the Arduino Uno from the
Android application. Incoming signals are controlled by the Arduino Uno, which also
informs on the signals to be transmitted to the motor driver. Consequently, the inputs
entered determine the order of movements for the robotic car.

An intelligent device, basically a smartphone, facilitates user control for the basic
robot’s movements, that is, forward and backward, right and left turns, and to stop
motion. The intelligent device also allows switching into auto mode where the robotic
car can drive itself. With the use of sensors, the robotic car is able to detect obstacles
in the real time and as well determine whether they are live beings or not. When an
obstacle is detected, the red led lights turn on, an alarm rings from the buzzer, and the
shortest avoidance distance is calculated and the car proceeds accordingly. This is the
case for both animate and inanimate obstacles. When the robot drives to a cliff, an abyss
is perceived and the car stops.

5.1 GUI of the Automatic Control Mode

Touse eithermode, it all commenceswith download of theArduinoBluetoothController,
which is available in the Google play store. After a successful download, the application
is launched while making sure that the Bluetooth connection is open. The application
is then connected to the HC-06 Bluetooth Module, with ‘1234’ serving as the default
password.

Fig. 11. Graphical user interface.
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On the Android application, the user can change buttons as illustrated in Fig. 11.
Desired values can be assigned to various buttons when the symbol in the upper right
corner is clicked as shown in the Fig. 11 The program immediately starts running when
the ‘start’ button is clicked, subsequently enabling the user to select a desired action via
the ‘select’ button.

Figure 12 is an illustration of assigned values and options in this study. There are five
primary options used to control the robotic car’s basic movement. The robot controls
itself when the user selects the last option by pressing the ‘automatic mode’ button.
While in this mode, the robotic car gives a warning signal when it detects living beings,
and as well evades obstacles encountered in its way.

Fig. 12. GUI of the automatic control mode

In the manual mode, an android application enables the user to control the robot’s
basic movements. Through the Bluetooth technology, inputs entered by the user are for-
warded to the robot. When inputs from the android device are received by the robot, they
are processed in the Arduino Uno, the processor, and subsequent movement commands
are relayed based on the input order. The main movement commands are forward and
backward, right and left, as well as the stop function.

On the other hand, the robotic car can be switched to automatic mode by pressing the
‘Automatic mode’ key displayed on the android device. While in this mode, the robot
controls its own basic movements. The ultrasonic sound enables the robot to detect
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any obstacles that are within the range of 25 cm. The robot immediately stops upon
detecting obstacle and reverses for 2 cm. The robot’s system then activates the PIR
sensor to determine whether the detected obstacle is live or not.

The PIR sensor distinguishes live obstacles by computing heat radiated from the
obstacles. If the object moves and/or emits heat, the robot perceives it as animate and
gives a warning in form of a red led light and an audible alarm sound from the buzzer.
The robot then evades the live obstacle and continues on its way. On the other hand,
when an obstacle is detected and perceived as an inanimate object by the robotic car, the
furthest distance of evasion from the obstacle is calculated and the robot embarks on it
towards the determined direction. This process is continuous until the user decides to
stop the robot and exit the application, or until the robot’s power supply is drained. In
this mode, it is also possible for the buttons in the application interface to be configured
based on user preference. The user can as well assign desired values to the buttons.

In this study, path tracking is formulated either by the robotic car itself while in the
automatic mode or by the user while in the manual mode. When option 1 is selected
(manual mode), the car’s movements depend on the user’s commands and enact real
time obstacle avoidance. When in option 2 (Automatic mode), the robotic car employs
the autonomous mode to detect and avoid obstacles in real time when it is on movement.

6 Conclusion

Whereas numerous studies have been conducted focusing on designing and developing
of robotic cars based onAndroid platform, ArduinoUno, and Raspberry Pi technologies,
no studies have been conducted to investigate remote and autonomous controlled robotic
car based on the Arduino Uno and the Android platform. This study purposes to outline
the applicability of robotic cars founded on Android applications in detecting animate
and inanimate obstacles in the real time, and thus potential use in military grounds to
detect terrorists and explosives. The basic movements of the robot are controlled through
inputs from an android device application. The HC-06 Bluetooth module facilitates
communications between the application and the robot.Crashingof the robot is prevented
through the ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04, which enables real time detection and escape
from obstacles and cliffs.

The robot is also able to distinguish between live and non-live obstacles by use
of the PIR sensor. When a live being is detected, an audible alarm triggered by the
buzzer rings. The novelty of this study is incorporation of the robot’s ability to detect
and avoid obstacles, both animate and inanimate, in the real time. As such, when such
a robot is commissioned, the effectiveness of operations can be highly improved by its
remote, wireless and autonomous control. More advanced and sophisticated materials
can be used to improve this study. One viable recommendation is the substitution of
the Bluetooth module with the Wi-Fi module that is not easily broken and has a larger
distance range of connection.
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Abstract. The control synthesis problem for a complex object of large
dimension is considered. In the task, it is necessary to stabilize the object
relative to the state space point. To automate the solution of synthesis
problem, it is proposed to use the network operator method. Description
of the network operator method is presented briefly. As an example, the
synthesis of a quad-rotor helicopter stabilization system is considered.
At the synthesis a decomposing technology of the mathematical model
of control object is used to reduce the dimension of the system. Firstly,
the synthesis of control system for angular movement is made. Then, a
control system for spatial stabilization is synthesized. As a result, math-
ematical expressions for describing of the quad-rotor helicopter control
system are found by the network operator method.

Keywords: Synthesis of control · Network operator method ·
Quad-rotor helicopter

Introduction

A control synthesis problem belongs to a class of problems for which an effec-
tive computational method has not yet been created because the solution of
the problem is a mathematical expression of a multidimensional control func-
tion with a states multidimensional vector as arguments. Whenever a control
synthesis problem is solved, a specific model of the control object is considered
and based on the analysis of this model, a method for solving of the synthesis
problem is proposed.

Attempts to analytically solve the synthesis problem are obviously possible
only for very simple mathematical models of control objects, and in general case
are doomed to failure. The same problems arise when solving any differential
or algebraic equation. Analytical solutions can only be found for simple equa-
tions. For complex equations, numerical methods are used. But for these prob-
lems at least, there are sufficiently effective numerical methods. These numerical
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methods can be used for these problems described in a general form. A feature
of the synthesis problem consists in the fact that there isn’t a numerical method
for its solution in general form.

Since a solution of the control synthesis problem is a mathematical expres-
sion of the control function, a set of possible solutions belongs to the space of
formulas, which does not have a numerical measure between any two possible ele-
ments. In regression tasks the desired mathematical expression is often written
with accuracy up to the parameters values. Note that an artificial neural network
can be described also by a mathematical expressions with accuracy to param-
eters values. The problem of control synthesis can be interpreted as changing
the control object mathematical model in order to give the system of differential
equations new qualitative properties, for example, property of stability relative
to some point in the state space. Obviously, to synthesize a control system that
provides stable property for a control object, Lyapunov’s method can be used.
But this approach requires constructing Lyapunov function [1,2]. But construct-
ing Lyapunov function for any nonlinear system of differential equations is a
very difficult task. Here we have to construct Lyapunov function in general form
for any mathematical model of control object.

In the middle of the 20th century, a fairly general method of analytical design
of optimal controllers (ADOC) is appeared. The method allowed the calculation
of a multivariate linear feedback regulator. Basically the method was designed for
linear systems with a quadratic quality criterion [3]. Further development of the
ADOC method on its application to nonlinear control systems in the end of the
last century led to the creation of the method of analytical design of aggregate
controllers (ADAC) [4]. This method is difficult for automated computing. To
implement the method, one must analytically resolve equations for aggregated
variables and find a control function, at this the number of equations can be
bigger than the dimension of the control vector. Both methods are not universal,
as far as analytical solutions are obtained depending on the specific object model
and terminal manifolds.

In this work for the control system synthesis problem the network operator
method is used [5]. It belongs to the class of symbolic regression methods. They
were developed for the task of automatic programs writing. Symbolic regression
techniques are looking for a possible solution in the form of code by a genetic
algorithm. There are now more than ten methods of symbolic regression. They
all differ in the form of coding. To apply the genetic algorithm depending on the
type of code, special operations of the genetic algorithm crossover and mutation
have been developed. Some methods of symbolic regression use the principle of
small variations of a basic solution. This principle is a universal approach to
create search algorithms for optimal solution on non-numerical space [6]. Any
method of symbolic regression can be used for the control system synthesis.
Application of these methods allows to automate the process of synthesis and to
obtain mathematical expressions for control system [7].

In this work we apply the network operator method for control system syn-
thesis of quad-rotor helicopter.
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1 Problem Statement of Optimal Control Synthesis

Let us consider formal statement of the optimal control synthesis problem. A
mathematical model of the control object in the form of the system of ordinary
differential equations is given

ẋ = f(x,u), (1)

where x is a vector of a states’ space, x ∈ R
n, x = [x1 . . . xn]T , u is a vector of

control, u ∈ U ⊆ R
m, U is a compact set, m ≤ n.

A domain of initial conditions is given

X0 ⊆ R
n. (2)

The terminal conditions are set

xf ∈ R
n. (3)

The quality criterion in the form of integral functional is given

J =
∫ tf

0

f0(x,u)dt → min, (4)

where tf is an end time of the control process. This time is not set, but is limited
and is defined by a moment when terminal conditions are achieved

tf =

{
t, if t < t+ and

∥∥x(t) − xf
∥∥ ≤ ε1

t+ − otherwise
, (5)

t+ and ε1 are set positive values.
It is necessary to find a control function in the form

u = h(x) (6)

where
h(x) : Rn → R

m, (7)

h(x) ∈ U, ∀x ∈ R
n, (8)

if this function h(x) to insert to mathematical model of control object (1), then
the system of differential equations

ẋ = f(x,h(x)) (9)

will have for any initial conditions from the domain (2), x(0) ∈ X0 such partial
solution x(t,x(0)) that will hit to the terminal condition (3) for limited time t+

with optimal value of the quality criterion (4)

J =
∫ tf

0

f0(x(t,x(0)),h(x(t,x(0))))dt. (10)
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This means in ideal case, that the value of the criterion coincides with the
value of the same criterion for the optimal control problem, when in the problem
(1), (3)–(5) for one initial condition x(0) ∈ X0 a solution is looked for in the
form of a function of time

u = v(t). (11)

According to the problem statement in the result of solving the optimal con-
trol synthesis problem the terminal point (3) has to become a stable equilibrium
point in the state space at least for the domain of initial conditions (2).

As the model (1) is stationary and does not depend on time, it is more
convenient to find a solution to the synthesis problem (1)–(5) in a form

u = h(x∗ − x), (12)

where x∗ is some goal point in the state space.
Then after solving the synthesis problem the point x∗ can always be exchange

onto the terminal point xf (3).
To solve the synthesis problem the network operator method is applied.

2 The Network Operator Method

The network operator method codes a mathematical expression as a composition
of elementary functions in the form of an oriented graph.

The method uses following basic sets.
The first one is the set of arguments of the mathematical expression

F0 = (f0,1 = Δx1, . . . , f0,n = Δxn, f0,n+1 = q1, . . . , f0,n+p = qp), (13)

where
Δxi = x∗

i − xi, i = 1, . . . , n, (14)

x∗
i is a component of the goal point x∗ = [x∗

1 . . . x∗
n]T , i = 1, . . . , n, qi is a

component of the parameter vector q = [q1 . . . qp]T , i = 1, . . . , p.
Components of the parameter vector has been included as arguments of the

mathematical expression to expand the functions space. The optimal value of
the parameter vector is found together with the structure of the mathematical
expression.

The second one is the set of functions with one argument

F1 = (f1,1(z) = z, f1,2(z), . . . , f1,W (z)), (15)

where f1,1(z) is an identity function.
The third one is the set of functions with two arguments

F2 = (f2,1(z1, z2), . . . , f2,V (z1, z2)). (16)

Functions with two arguments have to be commutative

f2,i(z1, z2) = f2,i(z2, z1), i = 1, . . . , V, (17)
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and associative

f2,i(z1, f2,i(z2, z3)) = f2,i(f2,i(z1, z2), z3), i := 1, . . . , V, (18)

and to have unit element

f2,i(z, ei) = f2,i(ei, z) = z, (19)

where ei is a unit element of a function f2,i(z1, z2), i = 1, . . . , V .
When writing a function with two arguments and with unit element as one

of arguments, the unit element is not written. Therefore the function with two
arguments is written like a function with one argument

f2,i(ei, z) = f2,i(z, ei) = f2,i(z), i ∈ {1, . . . , V }. (20)

Associative property of functions with two arguments allows to use them for
calculations with any number of arguments

f2,i(z1, . . . , zk) = f2,i(z1, f2,i(z2, f2,i(z3 . . . , zk) . . .)). (21)

To code the mathematical expression in the form of a network operator it is
necessary to write down this mathematical expression in the form of composition
of elements from the sets (13)–(16).

To construct the network operator graph the following rules are applied:
arguments of the mathematical expression are associated with source-nodes of
the graph, functions with one argument are associated with arcs of the graph,
and functions with two arguments are associated with nodes of the graph.

In a computer memory the network operator graph is presented as an integer
upper triangular matrix. Diagonal element of the matrix can be zero or the
number of the function with two arguments. Non diagonal element is the number
of function with one argument. The network operator matrix is constructed from
an adjacency matrix of oriented graph. When searching for the mathematical
expression in the form of the network operator a decoding operation from the
integer network operator matrix to mathematical expression should be used.

Proposition 1. If integer upper triangular L × L matrix Ψ = [ψi,j ], i, j =
1, . . . , L has some zeros on the main diagonal in first lines and the function num-
bers with two arguments on the main diagonal in other lines and non-diagonal
elements are equal zero or the function number with one argument and there is
at least one nonzero non-diagonal element in each line and column of the matrix,
then this matrix is a code of a mathematical expression.

Proof. For decoding the network operator matrix next formulas are used

z
(i)
j ←

{
f2,ψj,j

(z(i−1)
j , f1,ψi,j

(z(i−1)
i )), if ψi,j �= 0

z
(i−1)
j − otherwise

, (22)
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where i = 1, . . . , L − 1, j = i + 1, . . . , L,

z
(0)
j =

{
f0,k ∈ F0, if ψj,j = 0
eψj,j

− otherwise
(23)

Calculations of (23) lead to obtain a vector z(0) = [z(0)1 . . . z
(0)
L ]T , where every

component is equal to an element of the set F0 or a unit element of the function
with two arguments z. According to (22) a nonzero element ψi,j �= 0 of the matrix
Ψ changes value of the component z

(i)
j of the function with two arguments.

Decoding an integer matrix Ψ using (22) and (23) results in a vector whose
components are equal to either the mathematical expression or arguments of the
mathematical expression. There are no other options. 	

To find the optimal mathematical expression in the form of the network operator
a variation genetic algorithm is used. According to the algorithm, one basic
possible solution is codded in the form of integer network operator matrix. Other
possible solutions are codded by the sets of variation vectors. The variation
vector includes four components and describes one small variation of the network
operator matrix, for example it changes one element of the network operator
matrix. All genetic operations are performed on the sets of variation vectors.
Thus, a variation genetic algorithm searches for solutions in the neighborhood
of the given basic solution. After several generations, the epoch is changed and
the basic solution is replaced by the best current possible solution. More details
on the network operator method can be found in [5,8].

3 The Synthesis of Control System for Quad-Rotor
Helicopter

Let us show how the synthesis problem is solved by the network operator method
for multidimensional control object. The system of 12 differential equations is
considered

ẋ1 = x4 + (x5 sin(x1) + x6 cos(x1)) sin(x2)/cos(x2),
ẋ2 = (x5 sin(x1) + x6 cos(x1))/ cos(x2),
ẋ3 = x5 cos(x1) + x6 sin(x1),
ẋ4 = x5x6(I2 − I3)/I1 + u1/I1,
ẋ5 = x4x6(I3 − I1)/I2 + u2/I2,
ẋ6 = x4x5(I1 − I2)/I3 + u3/I3,

(24)

ẋ7 = x10,
ẋ8 = x11,
ẋ9 = x12,

ẋ10 = u4 sin(x3) cos(x2) cos(x1) + sin(x1) sin(x2),
ẋ11 = u4 cos(x3) cos(x1) cos(x2) − g,
ẋ12 = u4 cos(x2) sin(x1) − cos(x1) sin(x2) sin(x3),

(25)
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where Eqs. (24) describe an angular movement, and Eqs. (25) describe a spatial
movement, x1, x3 are rotation angles about horizontal axes, x2 is a rotation angle
about vertical axis, x4 and x6 are angular speeds of rotation about horizontal
axes, x5 is an angular speed of rotation about vertical axis, x7, x9 are horizontal
axes, x8 is a vertical axis, x10 is a speed along axis x7, x11 is a speed along axis
x8, x12 is a speed along axis x9, ui is a moment around axis xi, i = 1, 2, 3, u4

is a total lift of all four screw, g is the acceleration of gravity, Ii is a moment of
inertia around axis xi, i = 1, 2, 3.

The quad-rotor helicopter coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1. The variables
are simply numbered, without reference to their physical meaning, since the
computational approach that is used to solve the synthesis problem is automatic
and the computer does not care what these or other variables physically mean.

Fig. 1. The coordinate system of quad-rotor helicopter

To solve the synthesis problem and to achieve the object’s stability in the
twelve-measured state space, two problems are solved consequently, the synthesis
of an angular and a spatial stabilization systems.

For the first problem the system (24) is used. It is necessary to find the
optimal control in the following form

ui = hi(x∗
i − xi), i = 1, . . . , 6, (26)

where x∗
i is a given coordinate i of a point in the six-measured space {x1, . . . , x6},

i = 1, . . . , 6.
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In the problem of angular stabilization the following initial conditions are
used

X0 = {x0,1 = [−0.2 −0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,2 = [−0.2 −0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,
x0,3 = [−0.2 −0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,4 = [−0.2 0 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,5 = [−0.2 0 0 0 0 0]T ,x0,6 = [−0.2 0 0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,7 = [−0.2 0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,8 = [−0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,
x0,9 = [−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,10 = [0 −0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,11 = [0 −0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,x0,12 = [0 −0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,13 = [0 0 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,14 = [0 0 0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,15 = [0 0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,16 = [0 0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,
x0,17 = [0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,18 = [0.2 −0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,19 = [0.2 −0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,x0,20 = [0.2 −0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,21 = [0.2 0 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,22 = [0.2 0 0 0 0 0]T ,
x0,23 = [0.2 0 0.2 0 0 0]T ,x0,24 = [0.2 0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T ,
x0,25 = [0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0]T ,x0,26 = [0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0]T , }

The terminal conditions was

x∗ = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T .

Restriction on the control were

−2 = u−
i ≤ ui ≤ u+

i = 2, i = 1, 2, 3.

The quality criterion was

J =
26∑

i=1

⎛
⎝tf,i + a1

√√√√ 6∑
j=1

(x∗
j − xj(tf,i,x0,i))2

⎞
⎠ , (27)

where a1 is a weight coefficient, a1 = 1, tf,i is a terminal time for solution
with initial condition x0,i, a terminal time is defined by Eq. (5) with t+ = 1.5,
ε1 = 0.01, t+ = x(t,x0,i) is a partial solution of the system (24) with control
(26) and initial conditions x0,i, i ∈ {1, . . . , 26}.

When searching for the optimal solution, parameters of the model were I1 =
1.5, I2 = 1, I3 = 1.5, g = 9.8067. The network operator method had the following
parameters: a dimension of the network operator matrix 32 × 32, a number of
function with one argument W = 20, a number of function with two arguments
V = 2, a number of possible solution in initial set H = 1024, a number of
generation P = 128, a number of crossovers in one generation R = 128, a
number of generation between change of the basic solution E = 32, a number of
parameters p = 6. The basic solution was

ui(0) =
6∑

i=1

qi(x∗
i − xi), i = 1, 2, 3. (28)
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In the result of solving the synthesis problem by the network operator
method, the following solution was obtained

ui =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

u−
i , if ũi < u−

i

u+
i , if ũi > u+

i

ũi − otherwise
, i = 1, 2, 3, (29)

Mathematical expressions for control function were the following:

ũ1 =
(
q4(x∗

4 − x4) + q1(x∗
1 − x1) + (x∗

4 − x4)3 + 3
√

q1(x∗
1 − x1)

)−1

+
(
q4(x∗

4 − x4) + q1(x∗
1 − x1) + (x∗

4 − x4)3 + 3
√

q1(x∗
1 − x1)

)1/3

+ sgn(x∗
6 − x6) log(|q6(x∗

6 − x6)| + 1) + q2(x∗
2 − x2)

+ sgn(x∗
4 − x4)

√|q4(x∗
4 − x4)| + q1(x∗

1 − x1) + (q4(x∗
4 − x4))3,

(30)

ũ2 = sgn(sgn(A + q3(x∗
3 − x3) + x∗

3 − x3)
× exp(|A1 + q3(x∗

3 − x3)x∗
3 − x3|) − 1)

× (|sgn(A1 + q3(x∗
3 − x3) + x∗

3 − x3)
× exp(|A1 + q3(x∗

3 − x3)x∗
3 − x3|) − 1)|)1/2

(31)

where q1 = 12.224, q2 = 14.197, q3 = 13.611, q4 = 4.361, q5 = 9.989, q6 = 4.144,

A1 = sgn(x∗
5 − x5) log(|q5(x∗

5 − x5)| + 1).

ũ3 = tanh(0.5B1) − sgn(x∗
5 − x5) log(|q5(x∗

5 − x5)| + 1)
− q3(x∗

3 − x3) − x∗
3 + x3 + 3

√
B1 + q6(x∗

6 − x6) + q2(x∗
2 − x2),

(32)

where
B1 = (sgn(x∗

5 − x5) log(|q5(x∗
5 − x5)| + 1) + q3(x∗

3 − x3))
3

+ q6(x∗
6 − x6) + q2(x∗

2 − x2),

tanh(α) =
1 − exp(−2α)
1 + exp(−2α)

.

Figure 2 and 3 show the trajectories of helicopter movement on the vertical
plane from eight initial conditions.

At the searching process for the optimal solution using the network operator
method, the calculation of the functional and simulations of the model was
1 035 720 times. Calculations are performed on the computer with processor
Core i7, 2.8 GHz. The calculation time was about 40 min.

Trajectories of helicopter movement show that the received synthesized con-
trol system stabilizes the object relative the terminal point. The quad-rotor heli-
copter moves from any initial conditions to the given terminal condition with
the optimal value of the criterion (27).

In the Fig. 4, 5 and 6 the plots of control are presented for initial condition

x0.1 = [−0.2 −0.2 −0.2 0 0 0]T .
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Fig. 2. Trajectories on a plane {x1, x2} from eight initial conditions

Fig. 3. Trajectories on a plane {x3, x2} from eight initial conditions

Plots show that control during stabilization process does not violate
restrictions.

On the second stage the full dynamic model of quad-rotor helicopter is consid-
ered. The angular model is replaced by the model with the stabilization system
(30)–(32).
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Fig. 4. Control u1 for initial condition x0,1

Fig. 5. Control u2 for initial condition x0,1

ẋ1 = x4 + (x5 sin(x1) + x6 cos(x1)) sin(x2)/cos(x2),
ẋ2 = (x5 sin(x1) + x6 cos(x1))/ cos(x2),
ẋ3 = x5 cos(x1) + x6 sin(x1),
ẋ4 = x5x6(I2 − I3)/I1 + h̃1(Δx)/I1,

ẋ5 = x4x6(I3 − I1)/I2 + h̃2(Δx)/I2,

ẋ6 = x4x5(I1 − I2)/I3 + h̃3(Δx)/I3,

(33)
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Fig. 6. Control u3 for initial condition x0,1

where
h̃i(Δx) = ui, i = 1, 2, 3, (34)

Δx =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x∗
1 − x1

x∗
2 − x2

x∗
3 − x3

−x4

−x5

−x6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (35)

Now the optimal control system synthesis problem is solved for stabilization
of object in a point of six-measure space {x7, . . . , x12}. The control of object
include four components

û = [x∗
1 x∗

2 x∗
3 u4]T . (36)

In this problem the point x∗ = [x∗
7 . . .∗12]

T in six-measure space is set and the
vector of control (36) is searched for the systems (25), (33). To solve this problem
the network operator method is applied too. In the problem a set of initial
condition included eight elements.

X0 = {x0,1 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.5 − 0.5 −0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,2 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.5 −0.5 0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,3 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.5 0.5 −0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,4 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,5 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 −0.5 −0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,6 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 −0.5 0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,7 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 −0.5 0 0 0]T ,
x0,8 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0]T }.

(37)
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Constraints on control were

−pi/4 = x−
1 ≤ x∗

1 ≤ x+
1 = π/4,

−pi/4 = x−
2 ≤ x∗

2 ≤ x+
2 = π/4,

−pi/4 = x−
3 ≤ x∗

3 ≤ x+
3 = π/4,

0 = u−
4 ≤ u4 ≤ u+

4 = 12.

(38)

Terminal condition was

xf = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0]T . (39)

The next functional is used

J =
8∑

i=1

⎛
⎝tf,i + a2

√√√√ 12∑
j=1

(xf
j − xj(tf,i,x0,i))

⎞
⎠ , (40)

where a2 is a weight coefficient, a2 = 2.5, tf,i is a terminal time for solution
with initial condition x0,i, a terminal time is defined by Eq. (5) with ε1 = 0.05,
t+ = 2 x(t,x0,i) is a partial solution of the system (24) with control (26) and
initial conditions x0,i, i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}.

The parameters of algorithm where: a number of possible solution in the ini-
tial set H = 1024, the number of generations P = 128, the number of crossovers
in one generation R = 128, a dimension of the network operator matrix 32× 32,
the number of variation vectors in one possible solution l1 = 6, the number
of generations between exchange of basic solution 10, probability of mutation
pμ = 0.7.

A basic solution was

x∗
1 = q11(x

f
9 − x9) − q12

x∗
2 = q7(x

f
7 − x7) − q8x10 + q9(x

f
8 − x8) − q10x11

+ q11(x
f
9 − x9) − q12x12,

x∗
3 = q7(x

f
7 − x7) − q8x10,

u4 = q9(x
f
8 − x8) − q10x11.

(41)

As the result the following solution was received

x∗
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

x+
i , if x̃i > x+

i

x−
i , if x̃i < x−

i

x̃∗
i − otherwise

, i = 1, 2, 3 (42)

u4 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

u+
4 , if ũ4 > u+

4

u−
4 , if ũ4 < u−

4

ũ4 − otherwise
, (43)

x̃∗
1 = (A2q9(x

f
9 − x9) cos(x11) exp(−q12)) 3

√
A2 log(|q9(xf

9 − x9) cos(x11)|), (44)
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x̃∗
2 = 3

√
x̃∗
1 + 2arctan(C2) − q310x

9
10 + D2 − q11x11q

2
8(x

f
8 − x8)2+

−q7(x
f
7 − x7) + arctan(A2q9(x

f
9 − x9) cos(x11) exp(−q12))

+ arctan(−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7)) + q8(x

f
8 − x8)

+ sgn(−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7))

√
| − q10x3

10 + q7(x
f
7 − x7)|

+ tanh(−0.5x12) + μ(A2q9(x
f
9 − x9) cos(x11) exp(−q12))

+ sgn(E2)(exp(|E2|) − 1),

(45)

x̃∗
3 = sgn(x̃∗

1) log(|x̃∗
1| + 1) + 3

√
B2 + arctan(C2) − q310x

9
10

− x̃∗
1 + (−q10x

3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7))3

(46)

ũ4 = sin(x̃∗
3) + sgn(x̃∗

2)(exp(|x̃∗
2|) − 1) + sgn(x̃∗

1) log(|x̃∗
1| + 1)

+C2
2 + (A2q9(x

f
9 − x9) cos(x11) exp(−q12))2 + tanh(0.5B2)

+ tanh(0.5E2) + (−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7))2,

(47)

where
A2 = q12 − x12 + 3

√
q10 + arctan(q9) + cos(xf

7 − x7),

B2 = arctan(−q10x
3
10+q7(x

f
7−x7))−q11x11q

2
8(x

f
8−x8)2+q8(x

f
8−x8)−q7(x

f
7−x7),

C2 = sgn(−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7))(exp(| − q10x

3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7)|) − 1)

+ sgn(−q10x
3
10)

√
| − q10x3

10| + μ(q7(x
f
7 − x7)) + q37 ,

D2 = 2(arctan(−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7)) − q11x11q

2
8(x

f
8 − x8)2 + q8(x

f
8 − x8)

+ sgn(−q11x11q
2
8(x

f
8 − x8)2) exp(−| − q11x11q

2
8(x

f
8 − x8)2|) + exp(q10) − 1

+ (−q10x
3
10 + q7(x

f
7 − x7))3 − q7(x

f
7 − x7))+,

E2 = arctan(−q10x
3
10+q7(x

f
7−x7))−q11x11q

2
8(x

f
8−x8)2+q8(x

f
8−x8)−q7(x

f
7−x7),

μ(β) =

{
sgn(β), if |β| > 1
β– otherwise

.

q7 = 0.115, q8 = 3.371, q9 = 3, 076, q10 = 0, 144, q11 = 3.131, q12 = 4.515.
At the search process, the criterion (40) was counted 1, 189, 440 times. Cal-

culation time was 1.5 h.
In Fig. 7 and 8, the helicopter trajectories of movement from eight initial

conditions are shown.
In Fig. 9, 10, 11 and 12 plots of control in spatial spaces are shown.
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Fig. 7. Trajectories of helicopter in vertical plane {x7, x8} from eight initial conditions

Fig. 8. Trajectories of helicopter in vertical plane {x9, x8} from eight initial conditions
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Fig. 9. Control x̃∗
1

Fig. 10. Control x̃∗
2
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Fig. 11. Control x̃∗
3

Fig. 12. Control ũ4

4 Conclusion

The paper discusses the use of the numerical evolutionary method of symbolic
regression to solve the problem of control system synthesis. A description of one
of the symbolic regression methods is provided. It is explained that symbolic
regression methods encode possible solutions in a convenient form for computer
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processing and search for the optimal solution using a genetic algorithm in the
space of codes. It is shown that the application of the symbolic regression method
allows to automate the process of solving the complex problem of the control sys-
tem synthesis without carrying out analytical transformations. As an example,
a problem of synthesizing a quad-rotor helicopter control system is considered.
The problem was carried out in two stages. At the first stage, the synthesis
problem of the angular stabilization system was solved. At the second stage the
problem of spatial stabilization was solved due to control of lift and angles of
quadrocopter inclination. Simulation showed the efficiency of the synthesized
control system.

Acknowledgment. The work, sections was performed at support from the Russian
Science Foundation (project No 19-11-00258).
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Abstract. Agricultural robotics is nowadays a complex, challenging,
and relevant research topic for the sustainability of our society. Some
agricultural environments present harsh conditions to robotics operabil-
ity. In the case of steep-slope vineyards, there are several robotic chal-
lenges: terrain irregularities, characteristics of illumination, and inac-
curacy/unavailability of the Global Navigation Satellite System. Under
these conditions, robotics navigation, mapping, and localization become
a challenging task. Performing these tasks with safety and accuracy, a
reliable and advanced Navigation stack for robots working in a steep
slope vineyard is required. This paper presents the integration of several
robotic components, path planning aware of robot centre of gravity and
terrain slope, occupation grid map extraction from satellite images, a
localization and mapping procedure based on high-level visual features
reliable under GNSS signals blockage/missing, for steep-slope robots.

Keywords: Autonomous navigation · Localization · Mapping · Path
planning · Agricultural robotics

1 Introduction

Autonomous robot navigation aggregates different research areas in robotics such
as localization, mapping, path planning, motion control and decision making
[23]. The steep slope vineyards placed in Douro Demarcated Region, UNESCO
Heritage place, present unique characteristics, Fig. 1, which includes complex
topographic and soil profiles. This generates various robotic challenges to reach
a fully autonomous navigation system. The terrain characteristics produce signal
blockage, which decreases the availability and accuracy of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS); the harsh terrain condition affects the accuracy of
dead-reckoning sensors like odometry or inertial measurement systems (IMU);

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 264–285, 2021.
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Fig. 1. Typical Douro’s steep slope vineyard

the terrain strong slopes imposes constrains to the robot path planning. Safe
navigation requires an accurate map of the vineyard and precise information
about its posture (localization and attitude) [8].

This works aims to present a stack for autonomous robot navigation on steep
slope vineyards. The stack is composed of a GNSS-free localization and mapping
approach (VineSlam), and an advanced path planning framework for naviga-
tion in steep slope vineyards (Agricultural Robotic Path Planning - AgRobPP).
The localization approach considers the detection of natural vineyard features
(trunks and masts) in order to allow a hybrid Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM), based on topological and features maps increase the local-
ization accuracy and robustness [7]. The path planning method is a framework
which allows the robot to travel from one location to another, avoiding obsta-
cles and dangerous slopes that would present risks to the robotic platform or
centenary vine-trees. The proposed path planning method is an extended cell
decomposition planner with A* algorithm aware of the robot’s orientation and
centre of mass. The framework requires an occupation grid map and a digital
elevation model (DEM), to reach a safe path. Besides, AgRobPP provides a
tool to extract these maps from a 3D point cloud obtained by any agricultural
robot [30]. This framework includes different extensions to consider different task
scenarios, for example, avoid soil compaction and spraying tasks.

Section 2 presents the related work in the literature about localization and
path planning. Section 3.1 presents our robotic platform, AgRobv16. Section 4
provides the approach for the natural feature detection important for the imple-
mentation of VineSlam. Section 5 presents the approach used for path planning,
AgRoBPP, as well as the extensions of this framework. Besides, this section
presents a tool to extract a draft map from high-resolution satellite images.
Section 6 introduces a system for robotic software safety verification. Section 7
presents the results of the localization and path planning system, and Sect. 8
contains the conclusions and future work topics.
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2 Related Work

The autonomous robot navigation is a widely explored issue due to its impor-
tance in the design of intelligent mobile robots. The Localisation, Mapping and
Path planning processes are crucial for autonomous tasks. Depending on the
robotic application, a solution for SLAM is frequently necessary. The SLAM
problem for indoor scenarios is widely explored with a considerable number of
approaches available in the literature. Bailey et al. [3] considered the Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) to be the most used method for SLAM at the time. The
system state vector of EKF-based SLAM contains the pose of the vehicle and
parameters which describe the environment features. There are several variants
based on feature maps such as Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) SLAM, EKF-
based FastSLAM [15]. Unlike indoor scenarios, agriculture scenarios expose the
robot to non-structured environments, with adverse conditions. This affects the
extraction of features for SLAM. Faessler et al. [10] uses images key-points to
estimate visual odometry; however, in agricultural fields, the key points are asso-
ciated with leaves and grass which are highly affected by the wind and other
atmospheric conditions. Cheein et al. [4] presents a SLAM approach based on
the detection of olive stems, detected by a vision system with a support vector
machine (SVM). Outliers on the detection and wrong closed-loop association
were the main drawbacks in this approach. Cheein et al. [5] presents a survey
on features detection in agriculture focused on orchards and vegetables farms.
However, vineyards different natural features. Identification of natural features
in vineyards is essential to construct a hybrid SLAM approach independent of
GNSS, to create a robust localisation system. Other redundant localisation sys-
tems based in artificial beacons have been studied, like in the work of Hahnel
et al. [13], that estimate the localisation of artificial RFID beacons. Pinto et al.
[21] presents a sensor fusion-based approach using Bluetooth beacons.

The path planning task is essential for robotic navigation and consists of the
capability to find a path between a start point and a destination point while
avoiding obstacles and optimising parameters like time, distance or energy. The
path planning algorithms are composed of two main categories: “off-line” and
“on-line”. “Off-line” path planning is used when the robot has previous access
to the complete information about the environment, including the trajectories
of moving obstacles. When this information is incomplete or nonexistent, the
robot completes it during navigation, being this method known as “On-line”
path planning [23]. The path planning methods consist of various concepts such
as potential field, sampling-based method and cell decomposition. In potential
field planners, the robot behaves as a particle immersed in a potential field,
where the goal point represents an attraction potential, and the obstacles rep-
resent repulsive potentials. This algorithm is not optimal; that is, it does not
always generate the best possible path according to the requested requirements.
Besides, the local minimum problem might stop the robot from reaching the des-
tination [22]. Rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) is a sampling-base method,
which explores the path randomly. Even though these planners are simple, they
are not optimal and tend to generate paths with abrupt changes of direction
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[25]. However, Karaman et al. [14] developed a motion planning system with
RRT*, a modified version that converges to a near-optimal method. In the cell
decomposition method, the free space is divided into small regions called cells,
where each cell contains information about its availability (existence of obstacle
or free space). Considering these maps, search algorithms like A* or Dijkstra
can search for a path between two points. A* is a variant of Dijkstra that uses a
heuristic to find the optimal path between two points. Cell decomposition with
A* is an optimal algorithm but has high computational complexity. There are
several variations of the original A* algorithm to improve certain characteristics,
such as processing time [12], dynamic obstacles [19], and robot constraints [11].
It is required to construct an adequate path planning strategy that allows the
robot to safely navigate in a steep slope vineyard considering all of the terrain
irregularities, obstacles and potential signal localisation failures. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no solution that fulfills the presented requirements for
path planning and localisation, required for steep slope vineyards scenarios. It
is required that the robot should be capable of navigating safely, independent
of GNSS systems, taking into account the terrain irregularities, obstacles and
potential signal localisation failures.

3 Navigation Stack

The proposed navigation stack contains two main components: Localization and
Mapping, and Path Planning. Figure 2 illustrates the high-level architecture of
the navigation stack which requires a hybrid map composed by a topological
map, a feature-based map, and a 3D map. The localization and mapping stack
uses different sensors to perform high-level feature detection, that is used to con-
struct a feature-based map. The 3D map is constructed with a registry of sensors
measurements along the time. The path planning stack initiates with a pre-
knowledge map obtained from satellite image segmentation (if available), which
can be used to obtain a 2D occupancy map. The tool extracts both Occupancy
and elevation maps from a 3D map, in order to complete the pre-knowledge map.
Besides, from the occupancy map, a topological map is generated to improve path
planning efficiency and auxiliary the localization system. The robotic platform
considered in this research work is described in the section below.

3.1 AgRobv16

AgRobv16 is a robotic platform for research and development of robotics tech-
nologies for Douro’s vineyards. The first version of this platform, Fig. 3(a), is
equipped with an IMU, Odometry sensors, low-cost GNSS sensor, 2D Light
Detection And Ranging Sensors (LIDARs), stereo camera and one monocular
camera with special light filters to extract Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) images. The second version, Fig. 3(b), contains a different set
of sensors, composed by IMU, low-cost GNSS sensor, 2D LIDAR, 3D LIDAR
(Velodyne VLP-16), stereo camera and thermal camera. The platform is also
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Fig. 2. The proposed high-level architecture of the navigation stack

Fig. 3. AgRobv16 robotic Platform (a) - AgRobv16 v1; (b) - AgRobv16 v2

equipped with a robotic arm manipulator for future for monitoring or pruning
tasks.

4 Localization and Mapping

The localization system presented in the proposed navigation stack considers
three fundamental steps: feature detection, feature mapping, and localization
considering the generated map. The system is composed of several approaches,
aiming the same goal, that is here briefly described.
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4.1 Feature Detection

The proposed navigation stack considers high-level features extracted from the
vineyard, the vine masts, and trunks. In order to perform a reliable detection of
the trunks, we propose the Vine Trunk Detector - ViTruDe [16,17]. ViTruDe is
composed of three main components: key-points extractor, key-points search and
region descriptor extractor, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification.
Figure 4 represents the ViTruDe approach.

Fig. 4. Information flow and main components of ViTruDe [16]

The method first detects key-points in the input image using the Sobel oper-
ator, where a small region is analyzed for the presence of masts, and trunks.
Then, ViTruDe extracts a descriptor in the region around each key-point, that
constitute the input for the SVM classifier. The descriptor is computed using
the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [20] code. LBP is a sturdy grey-level invariant
texture primitive, used for textured image description. To describe the image tex-
ture, a LBP histogram (hLBP) is built from all binary patterns of each image
pixel, represented in Eq. 1:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

H(k) =
∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1 f(LBPP,R(m,n), k), k ∈ [0,K]

f(x, y) =

{
1, x = y

0, otherwise

(1)

where K is the maximal LBP pattern value.
Based on the training step, the SVM is able to classify if a mast or trunk is

present in that small image window.
Recently, a new approach has been developed based on Convolutional Neu-

ral Networks (CNN). A dataset containing a set of training vine images, with
manually annotated trunk locations that are publicly available (http://vcriis01.
inesctec.pt/, with the DS AG 39 id) was used to train several CNNs. The train-
ing procedure considers pre-trained models, retraining them, using a fine-tuning
approach.

http://vcriis01.inesctec.pt/
http://vcriis01.inesctec.pt/
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4.2 Feature Mapping

After having a reliable high-level feature detector, a global map of the masts and
trunks can be computed. The fundamental mapping approach of the proposed
navigation stack is implemented on VineSlam [8]. This work builds a hybrid
map - topological, features, and metric-map - to deal with natural and artificial
landmarks.

The proposed approach considers artificial landmarks placed in the beginning
and end of each vine row, namely, Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags
[9]. The hybrid map architecture builds two different maps, one topological, and
other useful features. In the first, each node symbolizes a vineyard row, and an
RFID-based landmark detection represents the transitions between nodes. Each
node stores a metric feature-based map, RFID tags associated with the row,
and altitude range of the row. The information of altitude range increases the
localization robustness, in the case of steep slope vineyards.

Using the recent landmark detection approach based in CNN models, a
new feature mapping technique is also proposed in this stack. This is based
in the EKF proposed in FastSLAM [18], and a single EKF is considered for each
detected landmark. Each EKF is initialized when a sufficient set of observations
k is achieved. For each landmark j at a given time i there are two unknowns:
the trunk j distance to the robot at the time i λij and the global position of the
trunk sj . Using the odometry estimation for the robot pose [mxi,myi,mθi] and
the bearing observation ψij we have

{
sxj = mxi + λijcos(mθi + ψij)
syj = myi + λijsin(mθi + ψij)

(2)

Considering the k observations, this equation can be rearranged, as proposed in
[6], in the following form

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
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1 0 −cos(φ1j) 0 ... 0
0 1 −sin(φ1j) 0 ... 0
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...

...
...

...
...

1 0 0 0 ... −cos(φkj)
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⎤

⎥
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⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(3)

where φij = mθi+ψij . If any of the depth parameters λij results in a negative
value, the initialization is discarded.

Since the landmark world position is intended to be static, the state model
is as simple as

sjt = sjt−1 (4)

where sjt is the landmark position estimated at the instant t.
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Fig. 5. Landmark observation configuration.

Considering the configuration present in Fig. 5, the observation model
is implemented as described below. The measurement function h(mj , sj) =
[λj , ψj ]T is given by

h(m, s) =
[
λj

ψj

]

=

[√
(sxj − mxj)2 + (syj − m2

yj)

atan( syj−myj

sxj−mxj
) − mθj

]

(5)

The jacobian of h with respect to s is:

Gs =

[ sxj−mxj

λj

syj−myj

λj
−(syj−myj)

λ2
j

sxj−mxj

λ2
j

]

(6)

Since with a monocular camera, only the landmark bearing is observable, its
depth is calculated fusing wheel odometry with the orientation observation.

4.3 Localisation

VineSlam proposes a hybrid mapping approach, with three different layers: a
topological map, a feature-based map, and a 3D map. In this work, a particle
filter (PF) uses the feature-based map to localise the robot in real-time. The
CNN-based mapping approach can also generate the map. Using an onboard
camera on the robot, and given the previously built map of the vine, using the
camera specifications is possible to determine which mapped vines are inside its
field of view. These are reprojected back into the image, and matched with the
online feature detector results. If a match is found, the particle representing a
possible robot pose can be weighted using the distance from the detection and
the mapped landmark.

In order to support the primary localisation approach, our system possesses
several redundant localisation systems. The first is a redundant robot localisation
system based in a wireless sensor network [24]. This work uses a multi-antenna
receiver Bluetooth system, characterising the strength of the signal using the
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). An EKF is used to compute the
robot localisation using RSSI. Similarly, we also propose a localisation system
based in ultra-wideband time-of-flight based technology (Pozyx). An EKF is used
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to fuse wheel odometry information with Pozyx Range measurements. Addition-
ally, a Visual Odometry (VO) localisation system called FAST-FUSION is also
proposed [1,2].

This method uses a single fisheye camera to calculate the relative robot
motion, fusing a gyroscope with it using a Kalman Filter (KF) to improve angu-
lar estimation, and a laser sensor to calculate the motion scale.

5 Path Planning

Before the initiation of any path planning process, a pre-knowledge occupation
grid map is obtained through image analysis of satellite imagery. We resort to an
SVM classifier to identify paths in public satellite images obtained from Google
Maps [31]. Figure 6 shows two examples of the path classification. This approach
will allow the robot to navigate autonomously under supervision, and construct
a more detailed occupation map and elevation map, which will be explained in
the sections below.

Fig. 6. Path classification in satellite image of steep slope vineyard. Black - Vegetation;
White - Path; Coloured - Colour map of probability

To choose an adequate path planning algorithm, we considered parameters
like intended optimization, computational complexity and method’s efficiency.
From literature, it stated that A* algorithm could be extended to improve spe-
cific parameters. In a previous work, Fernandes et al. [11] presented a modified A*
algorithm that constraints the path to the maximum turn rate of the robot and
optimizes safety region to rectangular shaped robots by considering the robot’s
orientation (yaw). Such feature is useful for navigation in the confined space of a
vineyard. This approach originated the algorithmic approach AgRoBPP, which
extends A* inner functions for path planning to be aware of the robot’s centre
of mass and terrain slope. Besides, this tool provides a method to extract an
occupation map and an elevation map, called Point Cloud to Grid Map and
DEM (PC2GD).
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5.1 AgRobPP - Agricultural Robotics Path Planning

AgRobPP is the developed tool that contains the solution for safe path planning
in steep slope vineyards. It is composed of:

– Update A* inner functions for the path planning to be aware of the robot’s
orientation and centre of mass;

– A method for safe local re-planning;
– PC2GD (Point Cloud to Grid Map and DEM);

A standard A* algorithm finds the best path with the following inputs: an
occupation grid Map (cell decomposition method) and the robot’s localization
(x, y). Our approach also considers the centre of mass of the robot. Combining
this information with a DEM, it is possible to generate a feasible and safe path
for the robot. AgRoBPP extends the work of Fernandes et al. [11] which proposes
an A* aware of the robot’s orientation. This goal is reached by creating multiple
grid-map layers which discretize the orientation into spaces of 22.5◦; this defines
the A* jump cells during the path search. The robot orientation discretization
is made by the number of neighbours of a cell (square) equally radially spaced;
this gives a number of 2(n+2) neighbours, where n is the radius search space of
a discretized circle. So, by dividing the circle into equal parts, it is possible to
obtain a discretization of 45◦ (n = 1), 22.5◦ (n = 2) and 12.25◦ (n = 3) [30].

Fig. 7. AgRobPP diagram [30]

To reach the centre of mass constraint, two key inputs, Fig. 7, are considered:
The Altitude Map/DEM and the robot’s centre of mass provided by its coor-
dinates (x, y, z) in the robot base referential. The generation of the safest path
consists of the following steps:
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1. Compute normal vectors to every single cell of the occupation grid map;
2. Check the imposed projection of the centre of mass in each cell taking into

account the 16 layers of the map, that is, considering different robot’s orien-
tation;

3. Check the safety limit of the robot in each cell, blocking the dangerous cells.

The normal vectors are estimated the digital elevation map, which contains
information about the coordinates (x, y, z) of each cell. With this information, it
is possible to extract the roll and pitch of the cells and project the robot’s centre
of mass into the horizontal plane. Figure 8 shows the centre of mass projection
for different robot’s orientations.

Fig. 8. Centre of mass projection in inclined zone (left) and on a plain zone (right).
Red - Robot footprint; Blue - Center of mass projection; Triangle - front of the robot;
θ - robot’s orientation (yaw) [30]

As it is impossible to guarantee a static environment, AgRobPP includes
a local planner, Fig. 7. A 2D LIDAR placed in the front of the robot detects
the presence of an obstacle and uses A* to generate a new path that will par-
tially replace the previous trajectory. With this method, safety restrictions are
considered.

5.2 Point Cloud to Grid Map and DEM - PC2GD

The previous stages can only be tested without this tool providing simulated
data, that is, virtual maps of steep slope vineyards. In order to obtain real data,
this method follows the next steps:

1. Extraction of tri-dimentional point cloud;
2. Point cloud segmentation;
3. Occupancy grid map extraction;
4. Extraction of elevation map;
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The 3D map was, in a first stage obtained by a 2D LIDAR vertically posi-
tioned, with the segmented map visible in Fig. 9a. Later, these maps were
obtained with a 3D LIDAR (VLP-16), Fig. 9b. These point clouds are useful
to project a 2D occupation map and extract an elevation map.

Fig. 9. (a) - Real vineyard Segmented PointCloud; Brown - floor; Green - vegeta-
tion/wall; (b) - Real vineyard PointCloud obtained with VLP-16

5.3 Extra Path Planning Extensions

According to the mission of the robot, path planning may depend upon sev-
eral factors besides the initial and goal points. For different purposes, we have
developed different extensions described below.

Path Planning for Automatic Recharging System. Automatic recharging
methods are useful for long autonomous tasks. With these methods, the robot
can perform long-time operations that would exceed the autonomy of its bat-
teries. In the work of Santos et al. [29], we propose an off-line path planning
approach to plan the trajectory to the nearest recharging point, and a dock-
ing method based on visual tags. The trajectories for the recharging points are
previously generated according to energy costs, as a long downhill path may be
more efficient than a shorter uphill path.

Path Planning Aware of Soil Compaction. Soil compaction is the process in
which stress is applied to the soil, causing its densification as air is displaced from
the pores between the soil grains. The intensive use of agricultural machinery is
aggravating this problem, and agricultural robots may intensify soil compaction
due to its capacity to replicate the same trajectories. To minimize this problem,
in the work of Santos et al. [27], we have proposed an extension to the A*
algorithm to avoid soil compaction. With the introduction of a compaction map,
which recorded all the trajectories performed by the robot, the path planning
algorithm can avoid repetitive paths, minimizing the soil compaction effects.
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PathPlanningAware ofWallVegetation (VineTrees). Performing robotic
agricultural tasks like monitoring, spraying, pruning or harvesting will require the
robot to navigate at a certain distance from the vegetation wall (vine trees). For
example, spraying tasks will require the robot to keep a distance to the vine trees
to cover a certain area properly, and monitoring tasks may require to acquire a
set of high-resolution pictures, which is highly affected by the distance. For this
purpose, we developed an A* extension with a modified cost function to navigate
preferentially at a desired distance from the vegetation wall [28].

Extraction of Vineyard Topological Maps. The big dimensions of agricul-
tural terrains present a memory problem to the path planning task. The tool
developed in the work of Santos et al. [28], proposes a solution resorting to topo-
logical maps. This tool identifies different zones of a vineyard grid map, with all
possible transaction between these zones. With this, it is intended to prepare a
path planning approach to work with hybrid maps, using topological and grid
maps. Topological maps will be used to load only the necessary grid map zones
of the map zones to generate a path.

6 Safety Verification for Robotic Software - SAFER

Modern robotic systems must be flexible, configurable and adaptive, requiring
safety to be controlled by software, rather than through physical barriers or hard-
ware mechanisms. SAFER project aims to develop such techniques for one of
the most popular frameworks for developing robotic software, ROS. In this con-
text, HAROS - High Assurance ROS [26], a static analysis tool of ROS software
was considered to verify the quality of the developed code in AgRobPP. This
tool verifies computational metrics and conformity with programming guides1.
Table 1 shows some of the results of this tool’s application.

Table 1. Static code analysis of AgRobPP code with HAROS

HAROS Code metrics Code style Number of files Total number of issues

Excess of lines

of code

Total Non-specified

integer

Total

Before 34 75 744 5730 716 5782

After 17 41 32 2722 650 2747

7 Results

Many experiments using the navigation stack were performed in real-time on
several steep slope vineyards. Here, a few results are presented for feature detec-
tion, feature mapping, localization and path planning.

1 Google C++ Style Guide - https://google.github.io/styleguide/cppguide.html.

https://google.github.io/styleguide/cppguide.html
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7.1 Feature Detection

Two approaches were proposed to perform feature detection. Figure 10 shows a
result using the ViTruDe system.

Fig. 10. Output results obtained by hLBP plus colour with four classes. Red rectangles
classified as sky, green as mast/trunks, blue as ground [16].

Using an RGB and a NoIR camera, with and without filter, four classes are
detected with success: sky, masts and trunks, and ground. Figure 11 shows an
example of a processed image frame by the CNN proposed approach. It is visible
that the DL-based approach presents a good performance extracting the trunks
location on the images.

Fig. 11. CNN-based trunk detection results.
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7.2 Feature Mapping

The vine map is constructed using the previously described EKF approach.
A single trunk is mapped using the landmark bearing observation, and wheel
odometry. Figure 12 shows a simulation of this procedure, for a single trunk.
The bearing observation on the current image frame is projected in a line on
the previous one, using the odometry measure. The two lines, corresponding to
the two bearing observations, are intercepted, resulting in an estimation of the
trunk position that is then used in the EKF. Figure 12(a) shows the interception
of the lines, and Fig. 12b the final EKF estimation.

Figure 13 shows two simulated examples of two vine corridors mapping using
the EKF approach.
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Fig. 12. EKF-based single trunk mapping (centimeters).

Fig. 13. EKF-based vine corridor mapping (meters).

It is visible that the trunks are mapped with precision, and the error associ-
ated with the mapping is propagated during the robot motion.
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7.3 Localization

Figure 14 overlaps the trajectory of the robot with the trajectory estimated by
VineSLAM node. The orange line represents the real trajectory of the robot,
and the blue line represents the estimated trajectory. During the vineyard row
transition, the robot does not see any natural feature and estimates its local-
ization with odometry information. So the estimation diverges from the real
trajectory. On average, the VineSLAM localization error was 10.12 cm, with a
standard deviation of 4.54 cm. So, with an accurate and robust natural feature
detector, the VineSLAM can, in the future, accurately localize the robot using
the proposed hybrid map [8].

Fig. 14. Real robot trajectory in orange. Estimated robot trajectory in blue [8]

7.4 Path Planning

This section presents the results of AgRobPP with simulated and real data
acquired by AgRobv16-v1 considering PC2GD. Rviz2 tool was used to visualize
the tests as well to select the start and destination points. The robot’s dynamics
was not simulated; only the generated paths were visualized to validate the pro-
posed concept. The maps resolution is 5 cm/cell. Figure 15 represents a simulated
occupation and elevation map of a steep slope vineyard, and Fig. 16 presents the
application of PC2GD to the point cloud of Fig. 9, with an occupation grid map
and an elevation map.

The generation of a safe path is illustrated in Fig. 17 an in Fig. 18, where it is
compared to different variations of the A* algorithm without the centre of mass
feature. Table 2 presents details about the robot posture in specific waypoints
generated by the path planning algorithms. The results show that the A* without
the centre of mass would impose risky posture on the robot.

2 Rviz - http://wiki.ros.org/rviz.

http://wiki.ros.org/rviz
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Fig. 15. Simulated maps of steep slope vineyard: a) Simulated occupation grid map;
b) Simulated elevation map [30]

Fig. 16. PC2GD map extraction of real steep slope vineyard - a) Occupation grid map;
b) Elevation map [30]

The results of the extra features developed for the path planning method are
briefly expressed in Fig. 19. Figure 19 presents an example of a compaction map
and the paths generated by different robot configuration after ten trajectories
generated between the same two points avoiding soil compaction. Without this
feature, all the paths would match the green one, which was generated without
considering soil compaction. Figure 19b shows a topological representation of a
vineyard grid-map. Figure 19c presents the paths generated with A* aware of
vegetation wall, where the green path was generated by the regular A* while
blue and orange paths were generated with this extension, considering 1 and
1.5 m of distance to the vine trees.
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Fig. 17. Simulated data tests

Fig. 18. Real data tests with A*: Red - A* with just orientation; Blue - A* aware of
center of mass (AgrobPP)

Table 2. A* detailed results with real vineyard [30]

Waypoint Altitude

(m)

Roll

(degrees)

Pitch

(degrees)

Yaw

(degrees)

Safe zone?

A* with just 6 −0.54 0.9 −0.9 0.0 Yes

orientation 27 −0.7 45 45 90 No

28 −0.8 45 45 112.5 No

AgRobPP 6 −0.54 0.9 0.9 90 Yes

27 −0.66 0.9 0.9 90 Yes

28 −0.78 0.0 2.3 112.5 Yes
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Fig. 19. A* extensions results - (a) A* avoiding Soil Compaction [27]; (b) Topological
representation of grid map [28]; (c) A* aware of vegetation wall [28]

8 Conclusion

The proposed work presents an autonomous navigation stack for steep slope
vineyards. This stack provides two main tools: Localization and Mapping, and
Path Planning. The localization and mapping present VineSlam, a hybrid SLAM
approach with topological and natural features. This approach comprises a natu-
ral feature detection tool, a feature mapping approach and a localization system
based on natural and artificial features.

The path planning consists of an algorithmic approach, AgRobPP, with a cell
decomposition planner using A*. This planner is aware of the robot’s centre of
mass and ensures the generation of a safe path for any robotic platform. Besides
PC2GD tool, split a 3D PointCloud into two maps: a 2D occupation grid map
and a high-resolution DEM. AgRobPP provides different extensions for specific
tasks, like automatic recharging, avoid soil compaction and keep a distance to
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the vine trees. Besides, a tool to extract a topological map from the grid map
is presented. The main limitation of this approach is the high computational
memory requirements, which prevents its use in large maps. The topological
map will help to solve this memory issue of AgRobPP.

As future work, the most recent tools for feature-based localization (particle
filter) needs to be validated in a real scenario. Also, the topological map will
be integrated with AgRobPP in order to improve the computational efficiency
of the path planning system in big dimension terrains. For the segmentation
of satellite imagery, new data-sets will be tested with higher resolution images
(drone, aeroplane or helicopter) to improve the path classification.
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Abstract. It is pointed out in this paper that we have been discussing intelligence
with focus on control, but coordination becomes increasingly important. In other
words, intelligence up to now has been knowledge-based, but now we need to be
wisdom-focused, because changes take place frequently and extensively and in an
unpredictable manner. We need to interact directly with the outside world to adapt
to such rapidly changing environments and situations. To describe it another way,
we need to go ahead by trial and error. Thus, Pragmatic approach, PDSA, plays
an important role. But to learn from failures, we need a quantitative performance
indicator to improve. It is pointed out in this paper that non-Euclidean Distance,
Mahalanobis Distance (MD), which does not require orthonormality and units
enables simple expansion of dimensionality and easy and fast processing. So, it
serves as an excellent quantitative performance indicator. Further, if we introduce
pattern approach and integrate MD and pattern, then we can have a performance
indicator, which is not only quantitative, but also holistic.

Keywords: Coordination · Balancing · Performance indicator · Non-Euclidean
approach · Mahalanobis Distance · Pattern · Robot human teamworking · IoT

1 World is Changing

Knowledge is our structured experience. Knowledge is effective when the environments
and situations do not change or change in a predictable manner. In short, when the
changes are static, knowledge plays a very effective role.

But changes yesterday and today are completely different. Changes were smooth
yesterday, so we could differentiate them and predict the future. We could understand
how the environments and situations change. But today changes are sharp. So, we can
no more differentiable them and predict the future (Fig. 1).

Thus, “Adaptability” becomes important. How we understand the current environ-
ment and situation becomes crucially important.

In addition to changing changes, our world is quickly expanding (Fig. 2). Yesterday,
our world is small and closed with boundary, but now it becomes open and the boundary
disappears. In a closed world with boundary, we can apply rational approaches. Thus,
our knowledge worked very effectively.
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Fig. 1. Changes yesterday and today

Fig. 2. Closed world to open world

But in an open world, we cannot apply rational approaches in a straightforward
manner. We needed some idea to expand rational approaches to a quickly expanding
world. This is the idea of “System Identification”. Its basic idea is the same as how we
identify the name of a river. If we look at the river flow, it changes every minute so we
cannot identify its name. But if we look around, we can find mountains, forests, etc. that
do not change. So, we can identify its name easily (Fig. 3).

Until very recently, although our world expanded very quickly, changes did not
change very much. We still could foresee the future. Thus, by entering the known input,
and observe the output (Fig. 4), we could expand the rational approaches and established
the controllable world (Fig. 5).

But our world expanded more and more rapidly, and changes are becoming unpre-
dictable. In other words, until very recently we could be on the bank. But now we are
thrown into the water. As the flow changes every minute and there are no feature points
to apply rational approaches, the only way for us is to make decisions by trial and error.
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Fig. 3. How can we identify the Nname of a river?

Fig. 4. System identification

Fig. 5. Rational world to controllable world

To put it another way, in a predictable world, our focus has been on control. How we
can get to the goal faster and more effectively, because the goal and the track are clearly
defined from the beginning. But today, environments and situations change frequently
and extensively and in an unpredictable manner, so there is no other way than trial and
error approach. In other words, learning from failures becomes important. We need to
interact directly with the outside world in order to understand how we should move
forward.
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2 Increasing Importance of Coordination

Thus, control has been very important in our engineering up to now. It may not be too
much to say that our engineering has been rigid and static. Our world up to now has
been a controllable world.

But when the environments and situations change frequently and extensively and in
an unpredictable manner, we need to perceive correctly and put all pieces of information
and tools together in an adaptive way to cope with the changes of the outside world.

Control is more associated with our brain, but coordination is more associated with
our body, because it is our body that directly interacts with the outside world. In this
sense, wemust learn from invertebrate. The octopus represents invertebrate and it tells us
howwe should directly interact with the outside world. Octopus parents die immediately
after their babies are born. So, there is no transfer of knowledge or past experience from
generation to generation. They have no other way than to live only on their own instinct.

Figure 6 shows the Evolution Tree. Octopus and human are on the opposite side of
the evolution tree. Although the octopus brain looks almost the same size as human’s,
its role is to coordinate its arms and body. Human brain, on the other side, is to process
information.

Fig. 6. Evolution tree – octopus and human

We may call our intelligence Brain Intelligence and octopus’s Body Intelligence. Or
we may call “Brain Intelligence” Artificial Intelligence and “Body Intelligence”Natural
Intelligence.

Mind-Body-Brain issue is often discussed. But we should remember that when we
make decisions, we say “Wemake up our mind”.We do not say “Wemake up our brain”.
Then, what does mind mean?
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Figure 7 shows my interpretation of “Mind”. Indeed brain plays an important role in
decision making as it constitutes mind together with body. But such example of reflex
indicates not all information is transferred to brain. Some of them are processed at the
level of body. And it is our body that directly interacts with the outside world.

But when we discuss decision making, we often forget about the role of body. We
only focus our attention on brain. The octopus teaches us how important instinct is to
directly interact with the outside world. In fact, the octopus is known as “Expert of
Escape”. Even if we screw them up in a container, they make many trials and errors and
escape. If we are locked up in a screwed container, we would be panicked and may not
be able to escape.

Fig. 7. Mind-Body-Brain

As we are now in the water and we need to make decisions by trial and error, we
should learn from the octopus andwe should utilize our instinct more. Thismay be called
Wisdom. Our engineering will be changing fromKnowledge-based toWisdom-focused.

Figure 8 shows Nikolai Bernstein’s cyclogram of hammering. Bernstein is well-
known in human motion control and he pointed out that human motion trajectories vary
widely from time to time at first, but it is fixed when we get close to the target object.

Fig. 8. Nikolai Bernstein’s cyclogram of hammering

He pointed out the tremendously large degrees of freedom is the big issue in human
motion control. He also pointed out the importance of coordination in human motion
control in his book [1].
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At the latter stage when our trajectory is fixed, it is nothing other than the issue of
control. We have a clear goal. But at the first stage when our trajectories vary widely, we
coordinate our body parts and balance our body. The body parts used vary from time to
time. So, we need to find out what parts we should use and we coordinate by trial and
error.

Further, trajectories vary from time to time not only with respect to one person in
order to coordinate our body parts and balance our body, but also from person to person,
because our body builds are different from person to person. Thus, there is no single rule
for control.

Interestingly,most robots are controlled.Wegive instructions fromoutside and robots
respond. And when we discuss humanoid robots, it is modeled based upon our skeleton
model as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Humanoid robot

But if we consider such a robot which works together with a human (Fig. 10), we
should consider that our motions vary from person to person and even with a single
person, from time to time, as Bernstein made clear. Thus, the degrees of freedom are
tremendously large, and we need approaches other than rational ones for coordination.

Fig. 10. Robot working together with human

Interestingly enough. Our muscles harden when we finalize our trajectory [2]. Thus,
if we note this latter portion of our motion, then skeleton model works well and we can
apply rational approaches. That is the basic concept of humanoid robots.
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But we need to remember babies swim in amniotic fluid before they are born. And
when we coordinate our body’s parts and balance our body, we use muscles rather than
skeleton. We use these muscles to swim in the water. But after we are born and start
walking on earth, our world changes and we start to move in gravitational field. And
muscles closely related to skeleton works together with bones. But in the water or in
amniotic fluid, we use other kinds of muscles for coordination and balancing [3, 4].

To achieve such movements, we need other approaches which can accommodate
large degrees of freedom, but still can provide a performance indicator to improve our
motion. This is nothing other than pragmatic approaches. In Pragmatism, learning from
failures plays an important role. Fail here means not failures, but in the sense that our
model fails our expectations. Thus, as Fig. 11 shows, which is known as PDSA, Plan (we
think of a hypothesis) → Do (apply to the problem) → Study (observe if it works) →
Act (if it works, then use it. Otherwise, repeat this process until we find out the working
hypothesis).

Fig. 11. PDSA (Plan-Do=Study-Act) cycle

To repeat this cycle and find the appropriate hypothesis, we need a performance
indicator to judge the hypothesis or a trial satisfies our expectations.

To describe it from another perspective, this is nothing other than satisficing. Her-
bert Simon coined the word “satisficing”, which is satisfy + suffice [5]. He introduced
this idea because the problem of computational complexity comes up with increasing
dimensionality. So, we cannot optimize the solution and we need to accept, if the result
is satisfactory enough. Pragmatism is a way of thinking how we can find a satisficing
results.

In fact, in simulated annealing in global optimization, we repeat the process many
times and after many trials, we regard the highest peak as the highest (the optimum),
but higher peak might follow immediately after. No one knows. We just make ourselves
satisfied by repeating the cycle many times.

But to swim in the water, we need to know how better we are doing this time or how
we can improve. If no performance indicator is provided, then, trials and errors end up
as unorganized. To learn to swim, we need to organize our trials and errors as shown in
Fig. 12. In order to organize appropriately, we need a holistic performance indicator.
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Fig. 12. Organized trials and errors.

3 Mahalanobis Distance (MD)

The Mahalanobis Distance (MD) a measure of the distance between a point P and
a distribution D, introduced by P. C. Mahalanobis in 1936. It is a multi-dimensional
generalization of the idea of measuring how many standard deviations away P is from
the mean of D [6] (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Mahalanobis Distance (MD)

Although MD is originally proposed for multivariate statistics, let us think much
simpler. Our purpose is not to discuss rigorous multivariate statistics, but to utilize it for
learning how to control motions in much easier and in more self-convincing way.

MDis uniquebecause it normalizes distance from themeanby standard deviation. So,
it is unitless and can be extended tomulti-dimensionwithout considering orthonormality.

Mahalanobis proposed MD to find out the outliers, because the outliers cause seri-
ous problems in statistical analysis. He was interested in Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA). Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses an
orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated vari-
ables (entities each of which takes on various numerical values) into a set of values of
linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components.

The primary interest of Mahalanobis was to remove the outliers, because outlines
affect the dataset, so that principal component may not be correctly obtained (Fig. 14).

Further Principal Components have orthogonal relations with each other (Fig. 15).
As PCA is based on orthonormality, Euclidian Distance can be used. To rigorously
discuss PCA, Euclidian Space and Euclidian Distance are useful. But units come with
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Fig. 14. Point affecting PCA

them. In fact, the purpose of multivariate analysis is to represent multivariate data in
fewer dimensions. And eigenvectors describe directions in space.

Fig. 15. Principal components are orthogonal to each other

But if the main purpose is to remove outliers, we do not need to stick to Euclidean
Distance. We can introduce a much simpler approach. That is MD.

What matters is how much far away the point is from other observed data. If MD
is too large, it means that it is far away from other observed data. So, possibly it is an
outlier. Such outliers may be due to some errors or due to some other reasons and it is
not appropriate to consider them as good and reliable data.

Just to remove the outliers from good dataset, it is enough to know standard devia-
tion/mean. If this is too large, it means that the point is too far away from other data. So,
it can be regarded as an outlier and can be removed. This is very simple and does not call
for any orthogonality. Thus, it can be easily extended to multidimensional applications
and further we do not have to care about the unit. So, multidimensional unitless metric
approach can be established.

Although the original aim of Mahalanobis is considered to be just to simplify the
procedures of finding out outliers, MD is coming to be used more and more today,
because in addition to its simplicity, due to its unitless feature, it can be used for many
different cases where each sample data is composed of many different units [12].
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4 Pattern

4.1 Mahalanobis Taguchi System (MTS)

Taguchi realized that although Mahalanobis was interested in finding outliers and to
exclude them to secure good dataset, he can utilizeMD in a different way if he introduces
patterns. Then Taguchi’s definition of quality can be evaluated very easily.

Taguchi’s quality definition is unique. His quality is based on Loss. Usually when
we discuss quality, we are thinking how better functions can be added. But Taguchi’s
definition is substantially the same as cost/performance and how we can reduce cost. He
introduced the idea of Loss Function [7] to reduce the cost of flow in production.

Another point characterizinghisLossFunction is he considers theLoss of theSociety.
Industries emphasize the importance of cost reduction. But if the reduction is made at
the expense of social loss, then the company cannot continue their business in the long
run. So, he emphasized the importance of considering loss from the society perspective.
In other words, his Loss Function is how to minimize the energy consumption and it
truly matches the concept of sustainability.

Taguchi is very well known for his Taguchi Method. Original Taguchi Method uses
orthogonal table and it is orthonormality-based. But he introduced his original S/N ratio
idea. This is very much different from S/N ratio used elsewhere. To describe Taguchi’s
S/N Ratio in a simple way, it is the distance of P from the Distribution of Noise. Roughly
speaking, his basic idea of Variance/Mean is the same as MD. But Mahalanobis used it
for removing outliers, but Taguchi used MD for securing quality.

If this figure is large, we need to adjust parameters to stay within the acceptance
level. If the figure is within the acceptance level, then we do not need to pay any special
attention to each parameter.

To describe this in another way, if the parameters are represented as patterns, and
the pattern is within the acceptance level, then quality is good. Taguchi realized that if
he uses MD, then he does not have to care about orthonormality and as MD is unitless,
he can introduce pattern approach to evaluate quality.

Figure 16 illustrates the idea. Unit space is created based on typical samples (Fig. 17)
andMD is calculated for each quality pattern. If aMDof the pattern exceeds the threshold
value, then that pattern is not acceptable.

We should note that we use pixels to produce a pattern (Fig. 18), so that any images
can be represented as patterns.

This ideawas verymuchwelcomed by industries who cannot control quality element
by element. What is better, this approach does not call for orthogonal arrays. So, it is
quite easy for them to control quality, because it is not on an element basis but on the
whole product or production basis. Thus, Malahanobis Taguchi System [8] spread very
widely in a very short time. So, Mahalanobis Taguchi System is now being applied in
many different fields.

It should be pointed out that Euclidean space based Taguchi Method is based on the
idea of “Control”, but MTS is how we can coordinate different quality-related elements
and balance them to secure quality. So, it is “Coordination”.

We must remember that Taguchi’s definition of quality is totally different from the
usual definition of quality. When we say, quality, we think of how we can have better
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Fig. 16. MD based pattern identification

Fig. 17. Defining unit space

working products. But Taguchi’s definition is how we can reduce the loss in production.
So, he introduced Loss Function to evaluate quality. When the Loss Function is reduced
to the minimum, then quality is secured (Fig. 19). If we compare, Fig. 12 and Fig. 20,
we will understand why Taguchi noticed MD.

This may sound very strange to quality control engineers, but this is very popular in
industry. Industry emphasizes cost/performance. Taguchi’s assertion is, in other words,
to reduce the cost as much as possible. What differentiates his assertion from industries
is he is not thinking industry alone. He is thinking about Society. Even If one industry
succeeds in achieving the best cost/performance for that particular company, but if it
introduces large cost to the society, then that strategy would not last long and from the
social point of view, it is not controlling quality in the appropriate way. The loss should
be minimized from the social point of view. This is his assertion.
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Fig. 18. Representing images as a pattern

Fig. 19. Loss function

Thus, pattern approach using MD is widely introduced in many fields, not only in
quality control, but in other fields as well.

Let us consider Taguchi’s Approach of Loss Function from another perspective. It
is not too much to say that Taguchi knows human psychology very well.

Of course, everybody would like to have better products, but once he or she has it, he
or she would like to have one more step better product. So, they continue wanting better
products. But of course, that requires a lot of money and efforts, but such investments are
not always successful. If the customers are not satisfied, then what a large damage that
industry will suffer. But even if your product remains the same in terms of functions, etc.
you will feel satisfied, if the quality remains the same, no matter under what situations
you are using them.

It is not a homerun, but a small hit. But if the player strikes a hit every time, even
though it may be small, then you can trust that player. This is the problem of trust and
it is nothing other than establishing brand for the company.

As the idea of Loss Function includes Loss at the Society level, we cannot introduce
orthogonal arrays easily. We cannot carry out Design of Experiments with the Society
included. The problem is too much complicated and complex. Thus, the idea of the Loss
Functions serves to secure trust and it leads to establishing brand, Taguchi’s pattern-based
MD approach is, therefore, widely accepted by a large number of industries.
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4.2 Detection of Emotion from Face

Fukuda noticedTaguchi’s pattern approach because he used to study detection of emotion
from face. His group tried many different image processing techniques, but they were
too much complicated and took a lot of time. But the results were not satisfactory. Then,
he realized that we can understand emotions of the characters in cartoons without any
difficulty.

At that time, cartoons were black and white, and characters were very simple. But we
can understand their emotions at once. So, he introduced the cartoon face approach and
his group succeeded in detecting emotion from face easily in a very short time (Fig. 20)
[9, 10].

Fig. 20. Cartoon face model

At that time, Fukuda team used Cluster Analysis to group datasets. And in this
series of research, they found out that acceleration plays an important role for emotional
detection. Thus, they realized the importance of dynamic approach.

When Fukuda came across Taguchi’s pattern approach using MD, he realized that as
MDandCluster analysis share the same idea, he can introduceTaguchi’s pattern approach
tomotion control. But Taguchi was interested only in static pattern identification. But the
problem here is dynamic. So, Fukuda extended Taguchi’s approach to dynamic pattern
recognition or it is better to say to dynamic pattern creation.

Vlaho Kostov wrote another paper, which utilizes an electromagnetic tool to extract
motion. This is not an emotion-related study, but it will illustrate how such tools can be
used for coordinating motion [11].

5 MD Pattern Approach (MDP) to Motion Coordination

Mahalanobis Distance (MD)-Pattern Approach (MDP) Fukuda developed is the exten-
sion of MTS. Taguchi develop MD-Pattern approach, but it is for pattern matching, so
it is static.
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Fukuda extended it to dynamic issue of motion coordination. Interestingly enough,
although the same issue of human movement control is taken up, it is called motion
control when we observe from outside. And it is called motor control, if we pay attention
to inside of our body. As Bernstein’s cyclogram indicates, the latter movement trajectory
is fixed. So, it is straightforward to apply rational approaches. It boils down to the control
problem. But in the first portion, our trajectories vary very widely. Therefore, research
on “Coordination” is important.

If we only observe trajectories from outside, our movements can be captured as
images and we can evaluate our performance quantitatively using MD and patterning
images (Fig. 19). We must note we need to process not only the image of the body
position, but also the image of the body changes (speed, acceleration). We can use MDP
approach in this way, but only the change of body positions can contribute a great deal
toward improving our trials.We can leave the decision to humans how he should improve
his performance based on this information. Anyway, we need to compare the images of
the trial this time and previous ones and understand how we should improve. Thus, in
MTS, MD gives the criterion whether the pattern matches or not, but in Fukuda’s MDP,
the image patterns are compared to study whether the difference between this time and
the previous times decreases or not. If it does not decrease, then we need to try another
movement. If it does, then we can keep on improving that way.

Regrettably enough, although research on motor control is being carried out in many
different areas, but how inside of our body works for motor control as a whole is not
clear yet. So, at the present time, we have no other choice but to use motion control data
and leave the decision how we should improve our movement to instinct.

But as invertebrate, such as the octopus, demonstrates, we need to use our instinct
more to directly interact with the outside world. So, in this sense, the way MDP utilizes
our instinct may be reasonably acceptable.

6 Applications

MD Pattern Approach (MDP) works very well for such application as shown in Fig. 21.
Asmentioned beforemany times,MDP can solve the problemswhose parameters cannot
be identified. Swimming is the typical example. But if we remember that sensing fibers
are being developed, it is easy to develop a shirt which expands when it is hot and which
shrinks when it is cold. It may be called a very personal air conditioner. In artificial legs
or arms, the interaction between these artifacts and human bodies is very often discussed.
But as our body builds are different from person to person and how we feel is different
also from person to person, such a tool as MDP will serve a great deal to find the best
break-in conditions so that patients can move in their own way. This would bring them
great happiness. Such careful attention towards individual characteristics would be taken
care of by MDP very well so that it will bring satisfaction and happiness to patients in
rehabilitation and in healthcare.

It should also be emphasized that MDPwill contribute to create physical arts. Figure
skating is a typical example. But all sports are in essence physical art. So MDP will
serve a great deal for creating physical arts and for enjoying them (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 21. Wearable robots

Fig. 22. Physical arts

7 11 Best to Best 11

Kute Rockne emphasized the importance of “11 Best to Best 11” He points out that even
if we form a team with 11 best players, we cannot make up the best team. The best team
is composed of 11 players who understand the changes of the game flow and can play
adaptively.

To illustrate his words in another way, the goal was clear yesterday so that our world
was tree-structured. Each member is expected to work best in his role. But with the rapid
shift to frequent and extensive unpredictable changes, we need to adapt to such changes.
Therefore, our world shifted to network-structure, because in a network, all nodes can
be an output node. But until recently, fixed network worked well, but the changes of
environments and situations become more and more frequent and extensive, so that we
need truly “Adaptive Network”. In short, “Coordination” becomes crucially important
(Fig. 23).

Fig. 23. Tree to network

As Fig. 24 shows the change of our position from yesterday to today. Yesterday, we
instructed machines from outside and they responded. But today, we work together with
machines in the system.
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Ifwe takeup soccer,we canunderstand this shift.Yesterday, eachplayerwas expected
to do his best at his position and formation did not change during the game. Thus, the
manager can be off the pitch and give instructions from outside.

But today, games change very frequently and extensively so that a team need to
play in a different formation to adapt to the rapid changes and to win. Therefore, the
manager needs to play on the pitch to understand the rapidly changing game flow in
order to organize a team in a very flexible and adaptive way. Thus, midfielders are now
playing-managers in soccer.

Fig. 24. Outside to inside

Figure 25 illustrates why Coordination becomes more important than Control. Up to
now, changes have been predictable and we can identify system parameters. Thus, our
world has been explicit and verbal. Therefore, we could apply rational approaches.

But today, changes become unpredictable and our world becomes tact and nonverbal.
Therefore, how we adapt to such frequent and extensive unpredictable changes becomes
crucially important. To achieve such a challenge, we need more heads or more things. In
short, nothing can be achieved without teamworking. In order to maximize the effect in
teamworking, team members need to communicate in a proactive manner or to be ready
in advance for the next network formation.

Fig. 25. Control to coordination

Figure 26 shows traditional to next generation engineering.
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Fig. 26. Traditional to next generation engineering

8 Summary

“Coordination” becomes increasing important to adapt to the frequent and extensive
unpredictable changes today. To organize an appropriate adaptive network, we need a
holistic and quantitative performance indicator, because we have no other choice but to
go ahead by trial and errors and we need some performance indicator to improve our
trials.

MahalanobisDistance (MD) -PatternApproach is proposed for coordination. Its ben-
efits are free fromorthonormality andunit requirements so that anynumber of dimensions
can be processed easily and in a very short time.
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Abstract. In this work, we address the problem of mobile robot social
navigation in crowded environment. As a formal framework, we propose
a new approach based on the proxemia principal. Since all previous works
considered only static case, independently from the activity nature, the
modality of interaction, the support of communication (phone, ...) and
the spatial organisation of the group persons with which we interact. In
this paper, we propose a formal framework of the “Dynamic Proxemia
modeling approach” (DPMA) to produce a heat map of social navigation
and interaction for a group of people. We validate it by experiments using
ROS on simulation and on a Pionner robot in a mediation event example,
which shows promising results.

Keywords: Social navigation · Human-robot interaction · Proxemia

1 Introduction

Actually, the robots are very present in our life to make it easier by providing
services. Like the guide robot in an airport, the cleaning robot, the server robot
and the assisting robot for elderly persons. These robots should navigate in
crowded environments and interact with persons. So, it must be accepted by the
people adapting a social behavior in order to respect the persons’ comfort and
safety rules.

In the interaction the robot approaches persons, but in navigation it avoids
them. It has two different behaviors respecting the proxima rules. The proxemia,
as defined by Hall et al., represents the study of the distance which is established
between the persons during an interaction, it changes according to the culture
of the country [1]. This distance is static. In an interaction using a speaker,
the person does not need moving to interact, contrary to when she uses direct
speech, the interaction distance is not the same. As well as, welcoming visitors
with a sign of hand or serving coffee, the proxemia is depending on the type of
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 303–321, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-55180-3_23
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interaction. Some activities have targets, such as explaining posters, the poster
must be targeted during interaction, which influences the proxemia, contrary to
activities without targets. The Proxemia is depending on all these factors, it can
not be static, it is dynamic and varies according to the nature of the activity.

In another hand, for interacting with a group, Kendon et al. defined three
types of spatial organisations of the group: L-shape, vis-a-vis and side by side,
called the F-Formation [2]. So, the type of F-Formation must be considered in
the proxemia.

The previous works considered the proxemia static in interaction. Several stud-
ies were developed for social navigation. Pandey et al. used the human inten-
tion to adapt the robot behavior to the environment. Their work is based on
the reflection and the robot behavior during the interaction [3]. Dewantara et
al. used social forces to propose a guiding behavior [4], and Ramirez et al. used
the Inverse Reinforcement Learning to teach the robot how and where to app-
roach the person [5]. Lindner et al. defined modeled different spaces types, with-
out formulating them [6]. Then, Papadakis et al. modeled the spatial interac-
tions of person depending on context, and encoded it as a social map [7]. Sven-
strup et al. modified the personal space by introducing the intention estimation of
the person [8]. The latest works did not treat each person of a group separately,
but sought associations among them to provide a social map [9]. Then, Vazquez
et al. proposed a technique to control the orientation of the robot while interact-
ing with a group of persons [10]. Chen et al. modified the algorithm of A* in order
to avoid persons by using social rules as well as the position, orientation and dis-
placement of persons [11]. Charalampous et al. considered the group activity (talk-
ing, walking, working) in the proxima, which is used in social navigation only [12].
Truong et al. developed an approach of Dynamic Social Zone, including the per-
sonal space, the type of interaction and the space of activity [13].

The cited works consider the navigation or the interaction separately and
do not take into account the activity. Only the direct speech is considered in
interaction. The personal space, the interaction space, the activity nature and
the F-Formation were not formalized, nor taken into account together in navi-
gation and interaction. Then, the proxemia is considered static for all activities.
Bellarbi et al. proposed a new dynamic proxemia modeling approach DPMA, by
considering all these factors [14].

Our contribution is to improve and complete the DPMA approach, by propos-
ing its formal framework and validating it with experiments on the Pioneer
robotic platform.

In the following, we define an example illustrating the scenario used in this
work. Then, we present our contribution by formalizing the concepts in the navi-
gation, and how they impact the space of interaction. We implement the approach
to validate it on a real robot using ROS, and present the experiments results.

2 The Scenario

We choose a scenario of a scientific mediation event, the environment is rep-
resented by the Fig. 1. The robot should guide and assist the guests. First, it
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announces the conference by using a speaker and welcomes the visitors at the
entrance of the conference room. Then, it explains posters and serves coffee. It is
represented by a gray circle, the tables by brown squares, the posters by yellow
rectangles, the people in blue and pink. We assume that the persons are not
moving. The perception gives the locations of the persons and the map of envi-
ronment. The activity nature and the F-Formation type of a group are deducted
from the locations of persons and the map of environment.

Fig. 1. Scenario of the activities

3 Formal Framework

3.1 Dynamic Proxemia

The dynamic proxemia is the study of the distance that is established between
persons during an interaction, and influenced by the interaction modality, the
interaction support, the activity nature and the group spatial organisation. The
DPMA global diagram is described by the Fig. 2. The guide robot navigates
in the environment and interacts with persons. There are two constraints: (i)
the navigation constraints impacting the path planning, and (ii) the interaction
constraints impacting the interaction location. In order to describe these con-
straints, we use cost functions. The selected path and interaction location are
the ones with a minimal cost.

3.2 The Activity Model

The activity model is defined by a tuple s. t.:

Act(Modl, Supp, SAct,Move,Objc, Targ, Prio) (1)

Where, “Act” is the activity, “Modl” is its modality, “Supp” is the interaction
support in the case of an indirect activity, “SAct” is the activity space, “Move” if
the activity needs a move action or not, “Objc” is the activity interaction object,
“Targ” is the activity interaction target and “Prio” is the activity priority.
The location of each activity is known on the environment map. Therefore, the
activity nature can be deducted from the location of the person to interact with.
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Fig. 2. The DPMA global diagram

3.3 The Feasibility of the Activity “Feas”

The activity is performed under some conditions. We study the feasibility of the
activity Feas defined by a logic proposition:

Feas(Act, PosR, PosP ) = (Move ∨
Move ∧ (Supp ∧ FSpa(PosR) ∨ Supp ∧ FAct(PosP ))) (2)

FSpa is the cost function of the space, FAct is the activity space cost function,
PosR and PosP are the positions of the robot and the person respectively.

The feasibility is verified if the activity requires a move Move, because it is
up to the robot to find the goal position. In the opposite case, the robot should
perform an activity without moving. If it is a direct interaction, we check if
the cost function of the space for the robot position has a low value (ie it is
an authorized position), or if it is an indirect interaction, we check if the cost
function of the activity space for the person’s position has a low value.

3.4 The Accessibility “Accb”

The inaccessible position, surrounded by obstacles, can not be Before a goal posi-
tion G (represented by the vertice SJ). we must check all costs of the occupancy
grid map cells Mij (represented by the edge weight aIJ ), by using the naviga-
tion function FNavIJ . Then, We compute the cost of each path Wz connecting
the position PosR (represented by the vertice SI) to SJ , using a classical path
planning algorithm such as Dijkstra [15], Dijkstra(SI , SJ , FNavIJ ).

The accessibility cost function FAccbIJ of the cell SJ , checks the minimum
navigation cost of the paths leading to this cell through the cells Sk. This cost is
the minimum sum of the navigation costs of Sk cells. Nz is the number of paths
for each cell and Nk is the cells number of the path for each cell SJ .
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A Gij goal position is considered accessible, if its accessibility condition
AccbGij

is checked (if there is at least one path leading to that cell with a
low cost), described by Eq. 6. So, if the minimum navigation cost is below a
threshold, we have:

Dijkstra(SI , SJ , FNavIJ ) =
Nz

min
z=1

{W1, ...,Wz, ....WNz
} (3)

Wz = {SI , ..., Sk, ....SJ} (4)

FAccbIJ =
Nz

min
z=1

Nk∑

k=0

FNavIJzk (5)

AccbGij
=

{
1 if FAccbIJ < threshold
0 else. (6)

3.5 The Navigation Cost Function FNavIJ

The FNavIJ is an N × N matrix, it contains real positive values if I �= J , null
values if I = J or ∞ if there is no connection between SI and SJ . It is computed
from the function FNIJ , which is a matrix n × m ( n, m are dimensions of the
occupancy grid map), includes the function of security cost FSecIJ for obstacle
avoidance, the function of task cost FTaskIJ to choose the closest goal, and the
function of comfort cost FComfIJ , to respect the social and security rules. These
functions are n × m matrix.

FNIJ = αFSecIJ + βFTaskIJ + γFComfIJ (7)

where, α, β and γ are the positive weighting constants that sum up to 1, to
prefer one criterion over the others.

Security Cost. For security, the selected path is the one with a minimum of
clearance Clrij . This clearance is the clearance of obstacle for each cell Mij ,
depending on the distance between the cell and the obstacles. The real positive
values Secij of the security cost function matrix FSecij depends on the clearance
Clrij or ∞ if this cell represents an obstacle Obs.

Secij =
{∞ if Mij = Obs

1/Clrij else. (8)

Task Cost. For rapidity, the robot chooses the shortest path (commonly used
in classical approaches) to reach the goal. So for each map’s cell Mij , the real
positive values Taskij of the task cost function matrix FTaskij is proportional
to the Euclidean distance from Mij to Gij : Dis(Mij , Gij).

Taskij = Dis(Mij , Gij) (9)
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Comfort Cost. For respecting the persons’ comfort, the social constraints are
considered in the choice of the path, to guarantee the persons’ comfort. The
robot should pass in front of persons and not behind them. So, for each person
p, we have a comfort cost function, FComfpij . The total comfort cost function
FComfij is the sum of FComfpij . We distinguished between two group types: GA
is the group to avoid and GI is the group to interact with, and defined two cost
functions for each type because the personal space of each person depends on
the group type. So, this cost function is defined as follows:

FComfpij =

{
FComfGApij

if p ∈ GA

FComfGIpij
if p ∈ GI

(10)

Fig. 3. Graphs representating the comfort cost for GA and GI

The cost functions FComfGApij
and FComfGIpij

allow us to respect the per-
sonal space of people to avoid and to interact with respectively, as described in
Fig. 3. So, for each map’s cell Mij , the real positive values Comfpij of these
cost functions matrix are proportional to two half Gaussians which depend on
the distance to the person Dpij . The Gaussian function is described by the Eq.
12, such as the X variable represents the Euclidean distance Dpij between Mij

and the person position Posp. The Comfpij values can be positive or negative
depending on the orientation of the person θp. We determined the parameters of
each cost functions, according to the personal space dimensions, as mentioned
in Fig. 3.

Dpij =
{

Dis(Mij , Posp) if θp = FRONT
−Dis(Mij , Posp) if θp = REAR

(11)

Gaussian(X) =
K

σ
√

2π
e
−

1
2

⎛
⎝X

σ

⎞
⎠

2

(12)

The total cost function FNavIJ represents the cells total weight.
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3.6 The Goal Point G

When the feasibility of an activity is verified, the goal cell is determined by
Eq. (13):

Goal(Feas,Act, AccbMij
, PosR, PosP )

= Feas ∧ (((Move ∧ AccbMij
) ×

n,m

min
i=j=0

FIntij) ∨ Move × PosR) (13)

Where, “Goal” is the goal point of the activity, “FIntij” is the interaction
cost function of the activity for each cell Mij . The Goal cell of an activity
Goal(Feas,Act, AccbMij

, PosR, PosP ) is computed if the feasibility of the activ-
ity conditions Feas hold, and if the activity requires a move action (Move). The
Goal cell is the cell accessible with the minimum cost of the interaction cost
function

n,m

min
i=j=0

FIntij . In the opposite case (Move), the Goal point is equal to

the current robot position PosR.

3.7 The Interaction Cost Function FIntij

For respecting navigation rules (security, comfort ...), the FIntij includes a nav-
igation cost FNij and a space cost function FSpaij . These functions are repre-
sented by matrix n × m.

FIntij = FNij + FSpaij (14)

– The space cost FSpaij :
When interacting with a group of persons (Grp = True), the FSpaij is the
FSpij sum, for each person to interact with.

FSpij = α′ × (Supp ∨ Targ) × FEIpij

+β′ × (Grp ∧ Move ∧ Supp) × FFormpij + γ′ × FActpij (15)

Where, “FEIpij” is the cost function of the interaction space, “FFormpij” is
the cost function of the F-Formation, “FActpij” is the cost function of the
activity and α′, β′, γ′ are the positive weighting constants that sum up to 1,
to prefer a criterion over the others.

The space cost function of each person FSpij is the sum of two types of
space functions under some conditions. However, when the activity is a direct
activity (Supp) or has an interaction target (Targ), the cost function of the
interaction space FEIpij is considered. When the activity is direct (Supp),
requires a move (Move) and the robot must interact with a group (Grp),
the F-Formation cost function FFormpij is considered, while the activity cost
function FActpij is considered in all cases.

We will study the space cost function for each activity of the example.
The functions of the interaction spaces FEIpij and F-Formation FFormpij do
not vary according to the activity, so we will formulate them in a general way
to use them for all the activities. The activity space function FActpij varies
according to the activity, so it is studied for each activity.
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Interaction Space Cost: In order to interact with a person, the robot must
reach the interaction space. This interaction space takes into account three cri-
teria: distance, orientation and obstacles.

FEIpij = FEIDispij + FEIOripij + FEIObspij (16)

Where, “FEIDispij” is the interaction space cost function of the distance,
“FEIOripij” is the interaction space cost function of the orientation and
“FEIObspij” is the interaction space cost function of obstacles.

• Interaction space cost “Distance”: The robot must not be too close or too far
from the person, so we use the function FEIDispij . Its values are real values
of a Gaussian (Eq. 12) added to an exponential (Eq. 17), which depends on
the absolute value of the distance Dpij (X = |Dpij |), between the person and
the cell Mij (Fig. 4a). This distance is defined above.

Fig. 4. Graphs representating the interaction space cost “Distance” and “Orientation”

Exponential(X) = Ke(X−x0) (17)

• Interaction space cost “Orientation”: The robot must be in the vision field
of the person, so we use the function FEIOripij depending on the orientation
difference Opij between the person and the cell Mij . The values of FEIOripij

are proportional to the Opij orientation (Fig. 4b).

FEIOripij =
{∞ if Opij > π/2

KO2
pij else. (18)

• Interaction space cost “Obstacle”: The activities concerned by this function
are direct activities or with interaction target, so the person must see the
robot. We must check if there is no obstacle between the person and the
robot that hides to one another, by using the FEIObspij function.

FEIObspij =
{∞ if Obs

0 else. (19)

We determined the parameters of the cost functions, according to the dimensions
of the interaction space (Fig. 4).
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F-Formation Type Cost: The people in a group interact together according
to a spatial organization type, called F-Formation. In order to interact with a
group, it is necessary to respect its F-Formation type (which is deducted from
the person’s location of the group), and the agent region changes according to
the F-Formation type. Consequently, this function FFormpij includes three types
of costs.

FFormpij =

⎧
⎨

⎩

FLpij if TypeF = L-shape
FV ispij if TypeF = Vis-a-vis
FSidepij if TypeF = Side by side

(20)

• L-shape: The “L-shape” F-Formation is a spatial organization, where people
set up themselves in the form of L. A third person who joins this group can
keep the L-shape, or change it into an U-shape. In the case of a scientific
mediator robot, which must be in the vision field of all the group persons,
the U-shape is the most suitable.
The best location is the point MC by considering an error tolerance
(Fig. 5). To determine the coordinates of this location, we will use this U-
curve equation, where a represents the half-side of the square. The parameter
K must be small to have a U-curve:

y = K

(
1

(
√

a2 − x2
− 1

a

)
(21)

Fig. 5. Illustration of U-shape curve and positioning principle

• Vis-a-vis: The “Vis-a-vis” F-Formation is a spatial organization, where people
come face to face. A third person who joins the group, must target a loca-
tion at the P-space of this F-Formation, which is represented by the space
between two circles, encompassing the locations of the group persons. The
cost function FV ispij must prefer all this P-space.

• Side by side: The “Side by side” F-Formation is a spatial organization, where
people stand side by side. A third person who joins this group, can stand
next to the two persons, or change this organization into an L-shape. In the
case of a scientist mediator robot, which must be in the vision field of all the
persons in the group, the L-shape is the most suitable.
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The best location is to get in L-shape with the other persons. In order to cover
the L-shape of each person in the group, we use the equation of U-curve as in
the case of “L-shape” F-Formation (Eq. (21)), by covering both sides of the
curves (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Illustration of U-shape curve and positioning principle

Activity Space Cost

• The activity space cost function FActpij: This space includes all the space,
objects, and targets of the activity. When an activity does not require moving,
we will only check if the position of the person is an authorized position for
the interaction. Whereas when the activity requires movement, the robot
must put itself in the best position of interaction. If this activity has not
an interaction target, then the FActpij function will only serve to limit the
activity space SAct. In the opposite case, we will need more precision, so we
vary this function according to the positive distance DTargij between the cell
Mij and the interaction target, taking into account the absolute value of the
orientation difference OriTargij between the target and the cell Mij , and this
in the case of an activity with a target. We define this cost function as follows:

FActpij =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 if Mij ∈ SAct and Targ
Apij else if Mij ∈ SAct
∞ else.

(22)

Where:
Apij = Move(FActDispij + FActOripij) (23)

“FActDispij” is the activity space cost function of the distance and
“FActOripij” is the activity space cost function of the orientation.

* Activity space cost “Distance”: The robot must not be too close or too
far from the target, we use the function FActDispij . This function is a
Gaussian function illustrated in Fig. 7, which depends on the absolute
value of the distance DTargij (X = |DTargij |) between the target and the
cell Mij .
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Fig. 7. Graph representating the activity space cost “Distance”

* Activity space cost “Orientation”: The robot must not be in the percep-
tion space of the target, we use the function FActOripij . This function has
the same form as the function FActDispij (Fig. 7). Its values depend on
the absolute value of the orientation difference OTargij (X = |OTargij |),
between the target and the cell Mij . The values of the FActOripij function
are inversely proportional to the OTargij orientation.

We determined the cost functions parameters, according to the dimensions of
the activity space.

• The activity space SAct: This space has a rectangular shape. Its center
(OSAct) and its dimensions (LSAct and lSAct) vary from one activity to
another. So, we study the SAct space of each activity.

* “Welcome” activity: This activity involves standing in front of the door
and inviting people to enter the room with only a hand sign. It is described
by this model:
“Welc” = Act (gesture, None, Visibility space, No, None, Door, Yes)
The modality of this activity is the gesture, it is a priority direct activity
(without support) without displacement, without object and with a target
(the door). Its space is the visibility space. This space SAct is all the space
of the person to interact with, not too far or too close or next the door
(Fig. 8). We set the center of the door in the middle of one side of the
rectangle SAct. Its dimensions are for this activity: LSAct = lSAct = 3m.
This space is shown in dashed line in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Activity space of “Welcome” activity
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* Activity “Speaker”: This activity consists of inviting the persons to the
conference room, it is described by this model:
“Spk” = Act(Speech, Speaker, Audibility Space, No, None, None, Yes)
The modality of this activity is speech, it is an indirect priority activity
that uses a speaker but no displacement required neither object nor target.
Its space is the audibility space. This SAct space is the space where the
person should be in order to interact with her, i.e. in the speaker audibility
space (Fig. 9). We set the center of the rectangle OSAct in the middle of the
room. Its dimensions are for this activity equal to the room dimensions.
This space is shown in dashed line in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Activity space of the “Speaker” activity

* Activity “Poster”: This activity consists in explaining the posters to the
guests, it is described by this model:
“ExP” = Act(Speech, None, Audibility Space, Yes, None, Poster, Yes)
The modality of this activity is the speech, it is a priority direct activity,
which requires a displacement to reach the poster. Its target is the poster,
but there is no object. Its space is the audibility space. This space SAct
is the space where the robot must be placed in order to interact with the
person, i.e. neither too far nor too close nor behind the poster (Fig. 10).
We fix the center of the poster in the middle of one side of the rectangle
SAct. This space is shown in Fig. 10 in dashed line.

Fig. 10. Activity space of the “Poster” activity
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* Activity “Serve Coffee”: This activity consists in serving coffee to the
guests, it is described by this model:
“Serv” = Act(Exchange, None, Exchange Space, Yes, Coffee, None, No)
The modality of this activity is the exchange, it is a direct secondary
activity, which requires a displacement to reach the person. Its interaction
object is the coffee, but it does not have a target. Its space is the exchange
space. This space SAct is the space where the robot must be placed in
order to interact with the person, i.e. close to the person and not behind
her (Fig. 11). We set the position of the person in the middle of one side
of the rectangle SAct. This space is shown in dashed line in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Activity space of “Serve Coffee” activity

* Activity “Put Coffee”: This activity consists in putting the coffee on a
table, in the case where the robot can not reach the person. This activity
is described by this model:
“Put” = Act (Exchange, Table, Exchange Space, Yes, Coffee, Table, Yes)
The modality of this activity is the exchange, it is a priority indirect
activity, it requires a displacement to reach the target which is the table,
its object is the coffee. Its space is the exchange space. This space SAct
is the space where the robot must be placed in order to interact with the
person, ie close to the tables (Fig. 12). We set the center of the rectangle
OSAct in the center of the table. This space is shown in dashed line in
Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Activity space of the “Put Coffee” activity
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• Set of activity spaces: Some activities have multiple activity spaces, and the
robot must choose the best space for this activity. For example, for the
“Poster” activity, if we have several posters (Fig. 10), in order to interact
with the person P , the robot must choose the activity space SAct, including
the closest poster of this person, and which is in her perception space. Similar
to the “Put coffee” activity, if there are several tables in the room (Fig. 12),
the robot must choose the activity space SAct containing the closest table
to this person, and which is in her perception space, so she can see where
the robot has dropped her coffee. We define the set of activity spaces for Ns

space SAct:

SAct = {SAct0, SAct2, .., SActq, ...., SActNs
} (24)

In order to select the best space SActc of the target Targc to interact with the
person P , the robot must choose the space SActq containing the interaction
target Targq which is accessible, closest to the person and in her vision field.
We are looking for the corresponding target for this space, using our computed
function FEIpij , to find the target Targq(xq, yq) that has the lowest cost.

Targc = {
Targq if

Ns

min
q=0

FEIpxqyq
and AccbTargq = 1 (25)

The interaction cost function FIntij represents the total weight of the cell Mij ,
which is the weighted sum of all these studied costs.

Now, using this function, as well as the feasibility, the accessibility and the
determination of Goal equations, we will select the most optimal Goal G, con-
sidering the modality and nature of the activity, as well as different criteria and
social rules.

3.8 Implementation

This approach is tested by using the environment and the scenario described
previously. Where, S is the start position and G is the goal position, I is the
group to interact with and A is the group to avoid. The trajectory of the robot is
represented by the black diamonds. We start by testing each activity separately
for different types of F-Formation, different orientations and locations of persons.
We evaluate results in simulation and on a real robot for the “Poster” and the
“Put Coffee” activities.

– Simulation results:
We use the stage ROS simulator for evaluation. The environment of simulation
is obtained by the map of our real environment (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. Simulation environment of Stage ROS

• Activity “Poster”
The simple navigation tests of this activity show that the robot takes the
shortest path and the nearest location of interaction. This approach does
not consider the modality and the nature of the activity, as well as security
and social rules. The robot approaches the group to explain a poster
without respecting the type of F-Formation of the group I, neither be in
poster and group perception space. This is not the right way to explain
a poster (Fig. 14a). While, the DPMA tests show that the trajectory of
the robot avoids the personal space of the A person. The robot joins the
I group to interact, by respecting the F-Formation types. It modifies the
“L-Shape” group organisation to the “U-Shape”. Then, it respects the
space of poster, the space the group perception. Thus the feasibility of
activity is satisfied (Fig. 14b).

Fig. 14. Results of “Poster” activity. a: Simple navigation. b: The DPMA

• Activity “Put Coffee”
For this activity, the simple navigation and the DPMA tests provide the
same results, because the nearest location of interaction from the robot
given by the simple navigation is near the location with a low cost. But the
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simple navigation considers the activity as an activity with a single target,
by selecting the table of interaction (Fig. 15a). Our approach considers
this activity as multi-target activity, ie the robot finds the right target,
the closest to the person and in the space of person perception. The
activity feasibility is checked, the robot selects the right table to interact
(Fig. 15b).

– Experimentation on real robot:
We use the environment of Fig. 16a with the pioneer robot. We present the
implementation results of the “Poster” and the “Put Coffee” activities, tested
with several targets and spatial organisations.

• Robotic platform:
The Pioneer is an indoor robot (Fig. 16b). It is equipped with a laser
scanner, and connected to a laptop by USB port. The laptop contains a
robotic control software “ROS”, the DPMA package and other drivers.

Fig. 15. Results of “Put coffee” activity. a: Simple navigation. b: The DPMA

Fig. 16. The environment and the pioneer robot
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• The “Poster” activity:
In this activity, there is one person A to avoid, and the group I with
a “L-shape” F-Formation to interact with (Fig. 17a, 17d). The result
shows that the correct poster is selected. The person A is avoided by
front. The I group is approached without crossing its personnel space.
The interaction location is selected in the poster space. The “L-shape”
formation is modified to a “U-shape”, and the robot orients itself towards
the group (Fig. 17c, 17f).

• The “Put Coffee” activity:
The robot should put coffee on an accessible table to the I group, which
is in “L-shape” F-Formation (Fig. 18a, 18d). This result shows that the
robot chooses the nearest table to the I group and in the space of group
perception, and the table selected is the correct target. When the per-
son is from back, the robot avoids passing near her (Fig. 18b, 18e). The
selected interaction location is in the exchange space and in the space of
persons interaction. The robot orients itself towards the table and persons
(Fig. 18c, 18f).
We presented the most interesting activities results, to combine and verify
several criteria. We obtain good results validating the “DPMA” approach.

Fig. 17. Results of “Poster” activity. a, b, c: Robot trajectory. d, e, f: The real video
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Fig. 18. Results of “Put Coffee” activity of experimentation 1. a, b, c: Robot trajectory.
d, e, f: The real video

4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a formal framework of the dynamic proxemia modeling
approach (DPMA), using the proposed model of activity and several criteria
and social conventions. We implemented the “DPMA” in simulation using the
“Stage” simulator and on a real robotic platform, providing promising results.
In future works, we consider the dynamic environment and model the activity
space. A validation with reception and guidance scenarios is suggested, in order
to evaluate the DPMA according to robustness and performance criteria.
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Abstract. In this paper, the authors present a tracked mobile robot structure that
is the subject of national invention patent number Ro a 00562 from 2017, granted
by the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks, Bucharest, Romania, to our
institution. For this specific tracked mobile robot structure, the authors present
the mathematical algorithm in order to determinate the operational and general-
ized coordinates by using the method of 3 * 3 rotation matrices and the iterative
method for a trackedmobile robot structure, respectively. A brief description of the
organology of this technological product implemented in operations of humanitar-
ian demining is given. Moreover, we present the working area chart of the tracked
robot. The tracked mobile robot prototype, made in the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Laboratory II within our institution, pertains to the field of advanced military
technologies and falls in the categories of artificial intelligence, technological
humanism and human-artificial partnership. The paper highlights, in detail, the
advantages, the novelty and the originality of the proposed solution, the technical
problem solved by the technological robotic product, the operating mode and the
use of the mobile tracked robot in special operations.

Keywords: Mobile tracked robot · Concern for the health of the planet ·
Protection of the human factor · Humanitarian demining

1 Short Description of the Technological Product

The invention refers to the creation of a technological product - tracked robot for human-
itarian demining operations - “Humanitarian PetSim Robot”, integrated in the technical
field - advancedmilitary technologies, from the category of trackedmobile robots that are
capable of replacing the human factor (as a vanguard element) in high-risk areas where
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the health and life of a human operator are likely to be in danger. Our robot helps human
personnel to avoid accidental detonation [6]. It also helps by detecting and demining
anti-personnel and armor-piercing minefields in countries affected by military conflicts
and thus it contributes to giving them back their economic and social circuit according to
the standards stipulated by the UNO [1]. There are tracked robots that are currently being
used in humanitarian demining operations, an example in this respect being the Nemesis
robot HD, respectively the RMA tEODor robot [4, 5]. The disadvantages of these robots
consist in the fact that they use fossil fuels for functioning. In this case, the running time
is reduced, so there occurs the impossibility to simultaneously perform the operations
of detecting and demining unexploded munitions thus increasing energy consumption.
These robots have a complicated construction, with large dimensions, which leads to the
diminution of flexibility and of the working space, respectively. Less attention is paid
to modular interchangeability and, implicitly, to the possibility to carry out, in a timely
manner, several operations specific to humanitarian demining.

The ever-changing military environment must be connected to the current impera-
tives of responsible intelligence and applied human technology in conjunction with the
initiatives to ensure a stable balance between global operational challenges, protecting
the human factor and taking care of the health of the planet by reducing pollution through
the use of innovative renewable energy solutions.

The technical problem solved by our invention consists in increasing the flexibil-
ity of action through the simultaneous accomplishment of several operations, specific
to humanitarian demining, combined with the reduction of pollution, minimization of
energy consumption, modular exchange according to the requirements of the assigned
missions, as well as the increase in the time allotted for the operations that are to be
accomplished. The robot overcomes the disadvantages listed above and solves the techni-
cal problemby being capable to detect and demine, simultaneously, anti-personnelmines
and anti-armor mines in minefields by means of high-performance detection equipment
(video, audio, and radio communication), mounted on the mechanical structure of a
translation system made up of nut-screw-guide elements, attached to the front of the
tracked base and electrically driven, step by step, by electric motors. The technological
product is able to move autonomously, by means of electric motors that take energy
from solar photovoltaic cells encased in solar panels. It is provided with a storage com-
partment for the explosive necessary for humanitarian demining. It has a completely
modularized compact structure, easy to mount and maintain, using materials and com-
ponents resistant to dangerous environments, the communication between the human
operator and the robot taking place wirelessly, based on a predefined computer program
(Fig. 1).

The tracked robot is composed of two main structures: the tracked base and the
serial-modular robot of TRTTR (3 Translations and two Rotations) type (Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2) with the translation system of the device for unexploded mine detection.

We should also specify that, on the one hand, each mobile crew of the robot operates
independently, and, in the event of failure of an electric drive motor, this can be replaced
without affecting the operation of the other modules. The repair time is short and it does
not compromise the robot’s operations during this period. On the other hand, the transla-
tion or rotationmodule and the horizontal and vertical arms respectively, can bemounted
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Fig. 1. The 3D model of the tracked robot

Fig. 2. The kinematic diagram of the TRTTR modular serial tracked robot

on various architectures of robotic structures necessary for humanitarian demining. Extra
translation and/or rotation modules can also be mounted for the accomplishment of the
optional tasks/operations assigned to the robot.

2 The Geometric Model of the Technological Product

The kinematic diagram of the TRTTR modular serial tracked robot is presented in
Fig. 2 where the following notations are introduced: li, i = 0 ÷ 6 → constructive robot
parameters, qk, k = 1 ÷ 2; vk, k = 1 ÷ 3 → generalized robot coordinates.

The robot is composed of: horizontal translation module 1 at the robotic base (T1),
rotation module 2 along the vertical axis in the robotic arm (R1), horizontal translation
from the component arm module 3 (T2), vertical translation module 4 in the robotic
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arm structure (T3) and rotation module 5 along the vertical axis in the robotic arm (R2)
assembled together with the clamping device (PD).

First, direct and inversemodelingwill be carried out, using the 3 * 3 rotationmatrices
method and the algebraic method, respectively [2].

The relative orientation matrices expressing the orientation of each Oi, (i = 0 ÷ 5)
system, in relation to the previous Ti - 1, system are the following:

[R]01 = [R]23 = [R]34 = [R]56 = [I3] =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; [R]12 = R
(

k̄, q1
)

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
sq1 cq1 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

[R]45 = R
(

k̄, q2
)

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2 −sq2 0
sq2 cq2 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (1)

The position vectors relative to the Oi,(i = 0 ÷ 5) origins of Ti,(i = 1 ÷ 5) systems
in relation to the previous system have the following expressions:

r̄01 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l0 + v1

0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; r̄12 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
l1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; r̄23 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l3 + v2
l2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; r̄34 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0

l4 + v3

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; r̄45 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
l5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; r̄56 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l6
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (2)

In order to determine the set of (αz − βx − γz) independent orientation parameters,
the following matrix relation must be considered:

[R]06 = R(αz − βx − γz), (3)

where:

R(αz − βx − γz) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cαzcγ z − sαzsγ zcβx −cαzsγ z − sαzcγ zcβx sαzsβx

sαzcγ z + cαzsγ zcβx −sαzsγ z + cαzcγ zcβx −cαzsβx

sγ zsβx cγ zsβx cβx

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

(4)

The absolute rotation matrices, which express the orientation of each Oi, (i = 2÷ 6)
system in relation to the O0 fixed system, are the following:

[R]02 = [R]01 · [R]12 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
sq1 cq1 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; [R]03 = [R]02 · [R]23 =
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∣
∣
∣
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∣
∣
∣
∣

;

[R]04 = [R]03 · [R]34 =
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∣
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∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
sq1 cq1 0
0 0 1

∣
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∣
∣
∣
∣

; [R]05 = [R]04 · [R]45 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2 −cq1sq2 − sq1cq2 0
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∣
∣
∣
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∣
∣
∣

;

[R]06 = [R]05 · [R]56 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2 −cq1sq2 − sq1cq2 0
sq1cq2 + cq1sq2 −sq1sq2 + cq1cq2 0

0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

(5)
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Given relation (4) and the last relation in set (5), the (αz − βx − γz) independent
orientation parameters set is determined:

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

αz

βx

γz

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

−π
2

π
2 + q1
q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (6)

The following relations are used to determine the origin position of each
Oi, (i = 1÷ 6) reference system in relation to the Oi - 1 system:

p̄10 = r̄01 =
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∣
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0
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0
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∣
∣
∣
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∣
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0
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∣
∣
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p̄32 = [R]02 · r̄23 =
∣
∣
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∣
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−sq1(l3 + v2)
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l2
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p̄43 = [R]03 · r̄34 =
∣
∣
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∣
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0
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∣
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; p̄54 = [R]04 · r̄45 =
∣
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∣
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0
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∣
∣
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∣
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p̄65 = [R]05 · r̄56 =
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∣
∣
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∣

−(

cq1sq2 + sq1cq2
)

l6
(−sq1sq2 + cq1cq2

)

l6
0
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∣
∣
∣
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. (7)

Given the relations (7), we use the following expressions to obtain the position of
the origin of every Oi system in relation to the O0 system fixed to the robotic base:

p̄1 = p̄10 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
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0
l0 + v1

0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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∣
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∣
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p̄3 = p̄2 + p̄32 =
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∣
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p̄4 = p̄3 + p̄43 =
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; p̄5 = p̄4 + p̄54 =
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;

p̄6 = p̄5 + p̄65 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

−sq1(l3 + v2) − (

cq1sq2 + sq1cq2
)

l6
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(

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2
)
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l1 + l2 + l4 + l5 + v3

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (8)

Next we introduced the column vector in the operational coordinates:

X̄
0
=

[

px py pz αz βx γz

]T
=

[

fj
(

qk, vk,k= 1÷h
)

, j= 1 ÷ 6
]T, (9)
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The results obtained from relation (6) and the last relation in set (8), helped us to
obtain the following expression:

X̄
0
=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

px6
py6
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. . .
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∣
∣
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∣
∣
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∣
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∣
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−sq1(l3 + v2) − (

cq1sq2 + sq1cq2
)

l6
l0 + v1 + cq1(l3 + v2) +

(

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2
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l1 + l2 + l4 + l5 + v3
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π/2+ q1

q2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.. (10)

The homogenous transformation matrix is the following:

[T]06 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

[R]06
.
.
. [P]6

. . .
.
.
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∣
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∣
∣
∣
∣
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cq1cq2 − sq1sq2 −cq1sq2 − sq1cq2 0
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. −sq1(l3 + v2) − (
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l6
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∣
∣
∣
∣

.

(11)

Relation (11) expresses the equations of the direct geometric model for the TRTTR-
type serial modular tracked robot. By means of these equations we can determine the
position and orientation of the clamping device of the robot.

Starting from the matrix expressing the position and orientation of the clamping
device of the robot in relation to the O0 fixed system, we obtained the following
expression:

[T]06 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

r11 r12 r13 px
r21 r22 r23 py
r31 r32 r33 pz
0 0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

, (12)
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After the identification of the homogeneous transformation matrix (11) elements,
the equations of the inverse geometric model or the geometric command functions were
derived:

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

v1
q1
v2
q2
v3

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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∣
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∣
∣
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∣
∣
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py − [

l0 + q1(l3 + v2) + r11l6
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a tan[ −(px+r12l6)
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±
√
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∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (13)

3 The Kinematic Model of the Technological Product

The direct kinematic modeling [3] originates in the geometric modeling that helped us
to determine the homogenous transformation matrices (see Fig. 1 and 3):

Fig. 3. The 3D model of the TRTTR robot
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; (14)
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... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; [T]56(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1 0 0
...
(−cq1sq2 − sq1cq2

)

l6

0 1 0
...
(−sq1sq2 + cq1cq2

)

l6

0 0 1
... 0

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

0 0 0
... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

,

We used the following respective matrices:

[T]02(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
... 0

sq1 cq1 0
... l0 + v1

0 0 1
... l1

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

0 0 0
... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;[T]03(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
... −sq1(l3 + v2)

sq1 cq1 0
... l0 + v1 + cq1(l3 + v2)

0 0 1
... l1 + l2

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

0 0 0
... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

[T]04(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 −sq1 0
... −sq1(l3 + v2)

sq1 cq1 0
... l0 + v1 + cq1(l3 + v2)

0 0 1
... l1 + l2 + l4 + v3

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

0 0 0
... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

[T]05(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2 −cq1sq2 − sq1cq2 0
... −sq1(l3 + v2)

sq1cq2 + cq1sq2 −sq1sq2 + cq1cq2 0
... l0 + v1 + cq1(l3 + v2)

0 0 1
... l1 + l2 + l4 + l5 + v3

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

0 0 0
... 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; (15)
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[T]06(t) =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2 −cq1sq2 − sq1cq2 0
.
.
. −sq1(l3 + v2) − (

cq1sq2 + sq1cq2
)

l6

sq1cq2 + cq1sq2 −sq1sq2 + cq1cq2 0
.
.
. l0 + v1 + cq1(l3 + v2) +

(

cq1cq2 − sq1sq2
)

l6

0 0 1
.
.
. l1 + l2 + l4 + l5 + v3

. . . . . . . . .
.
.
. . . .

0 0 0
.
.
. 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

The inverse rotation matrices are determined by means of the following relation:

[R]ii−1 = [[R]i−1
i ]−1 = [[R]i−1

i ]T. (16)

Thus,

[R]10 = [R]32 = [R]43 = [R]65 = [I3] =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;[R]21 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq1 sq1 0
−sq1 cq1 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

[R]54 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2 sq2 0
−sq2 cq2 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

(17)

The unit vectors along the axes have the following expressions:

k̄
1
1 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; k̄
2
2 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; k̄
3
3 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; k̄
4
4 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; k̄
5
5 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (18)

The elements corresponding to the base of the robot are the following:

ω0
0 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; v̄00 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; ε00 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; ā00 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
g

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (19)

The operational angular velocities are the following:

ω1
1 = [R]10 · ω0

0 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;ω2
2 = [R]21 · ω1

1 + q̇2 × k̄
2
2 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̇2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;ω3
3 = [R]32 · ω2

2 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̇2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ω4
4 = [R]43 · ω3

3 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̇2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ω5
5 = [R]54 · ω4

4 + q̇5 × k̄
5
5 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0

q̇2 + q̇5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;ω6
6 = [R]65 · ω5

5 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0

q̇2 + q̇5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (20)
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The operational linear velocities are the following:

v̄11 = [R]10 · {

v̄00 + ω0
0 × r̄01

}

+ q̇1k̄
1
1 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
q̇1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; v̄22 = [R]21 · {

v̄11 + ω1
1 × r̄12

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̇1
cq1q̇1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

v̄33 = [R]32 · {

v̄22 + ω2
2 × r̄23

}

+ q̇3k̄
3
3 = [I3] · {

⎧

⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̇1
cq1q̇1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 −q̇2 0
q̇2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

⎫

⎪⎬

⎪⎭

×

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l3 + v2

l2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

} + q̇3 ·

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
1
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

=

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
cq1q̇1 + q̇3

0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

v̄44 = [R]43 × {

v̄33 + ω3
3 × r̄34

}

+ q̇4k̄
4
4 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
cq1q̇1 + q̇3

q̇4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

v̄55 = [R]54 × {

v̄44 + ω4
4 × r̄45

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ sq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
)

−sq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ cq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
)

q̇4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

v̄66 = [R]65 ×
{

v̄55 + ω5
5 × r̄56

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ sq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
) − l6

(

q̇2 + q̇5
)

−sq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ cq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
)

q̇4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

(21)

The angular/operational accelerations can be expressed by using the relations:

ε11 = [R]10 × ε00 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; ε22 = [R]21 × ε11 +
{

[R]21×ω1
1×q̇2k̄

2
2 + q̈2k̄

2
2

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ε33 = [R]32 × ε22 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ε44 = [R]43 × ε33 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ε55 = [R]54 × ε44 +
{

[R]54 ×ω4
4×q̇5k̄

5
5 + q̈5k̄

5
5

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2 sq2 0
−sq2 cq2 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

s

+{
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2 sq2 0
−sq2 cq2 0
0 0 1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 −q2 0
q̇2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0
q̈5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

} =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0

q̈2 + q̈5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ε66 = [R]65 × ε55 =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
0

q̈2 + q̈5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

. (22)
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ā11 = [R]10 ×
{

ā00 + ε00 × r̄01 + ω0
0 ×

(

ω0
0×r̄01

)}

+
{

2ω1
1 × q̇1k̄

1
1 + q̈1k̄

1
1

}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
q̈1
g

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ā22 = [R]21 ×
{

ā11 + ε11 × r̄12 + ω1
1×

(

ω1
1 × r̄21

)}

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̈1
cq1q̈1
g

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ā33 = [R]32 ×
{

ā22 + ε22 × r̄23 + ω2
2 ×

(

ω2
2 × r̄23

)}

+
{

2ω3
3 × q̇3k̄

3
3 + q̈3k̄

3
3

}

=

= [I3]×{
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̈1
cq1q̈1
g

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 −q̈2 0
q̈2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l3 + v2
l2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 −q̇2 0
q̇2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 - q̇2 0
q̇2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
l3 + v2
l2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

}+

+{2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0 −q̇2 0
q̇2 0 0
0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
q̇3
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

0
q̈3
0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

} =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3

g

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

;

ā44 = [R]43
{

ā33+ε̄33×r̄34 + ω3
3×

(

ω3
3×r̄34

)}

+
{

2ω4
4×q̇4k̄

4
4 + q̈4k̄

4
4

}

=

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3

g + q̈4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; ā55 = [R]54
{

ā44+ε̄44×r̄45 + ω4
4×

(

ω4
4×r̄45

)}

=

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ sq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

−sq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ cq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

g + q̈4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

; (23)

ā66 = [R]65

{

ā55 + ε̄55 × r̄56 + ω5
5 ×

(

ω5
5 × r̄56

)}

=

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ sq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

− l6
(

q̈2 + q̈5
)

−sq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ cq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

− l6
(

q̇2 + q̇5
)2

g + q̈4

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.

The operational kinematic parameters in system (T6) can be written in the following
form:

˙̄X 6
=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ sq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
) − l6

(

q̇2 + q̇5
)

−sq2
[

sq1q̇1 − q̇2(l3 + v2)
]

+ cq2
(

cq1q̇1 + q̇3
)

q̇4
0
0

q̇2 + q̇5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

, (24)

¨̄X 6
=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

cq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ sq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

− l6
(

q̈2 + q̈5
)

−sq2
[

sq1q̈1 − q̈2(l3 + v2) − 2q̇2q̇3
]

+ cq2
[

cq1q̈1 − q̇22(l3 + v2) + 2q̈3
]

− l6
(

q̇2 + q̇5
)2

g + q̈4
0
0

q̈2 + q̈5

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

.
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S.Dm.
M.Tr.Ba. M.Ro.

Br.Tr.1

Br.Tr.2.Ro.2

J3 < 350o

J1 < 620 mm

Fig. 4. The workspace defined by the kinematic axis J3 of the rotation module and of the
translation system

The operational kinematic parameters in the fixed system (T0) at the robot base are
determined by using transformation relations. Thus we obtained:

v̄06 = [R]06 × v̄66;ω
0
6 = [R]06 ×ω6

6; ā
0
6 = [R]06 × ā66; ε

0
6 = [R]06 × ε66. (25)

Operational velocity and acceleration in the fixed system (T0) can be expressed by
means of the relation below and the workspace of the robot is presented in Fig. 4:

˙̄X 0
=

∣
∣
∣
∣

v̄06
ω0
6

∣
∣
∣
∣
; ¨̄X 0

=

∣
∣
∣
∣

ā06
ε̄06

∣
∣
∣
∣
. (26)

4 Applications

The technological product the invention refers to has applicability in (a) the military
domain, by improving the operational flexibility in humanitarian operations of detecting
and demining antipersonnel and anti-armormines in dangerous areas as it helps to protect
the civilian/military human factor, the active organological components in the area, and
(b) in the environmental and the educational fields, through the formation of highly
educated and specialized human resources in the academic field, able to cope with the
diversity of the present operations and challenges.
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5 Conclusion

The tracked robot designed for humanitarian operations represents, according to the
invention, a technological product belonging to the category of tracked mobile robots,
capable of replacing the human element in high-risk areas for its health and life, either
by avoiding accidental detonation, or by detecting and demining anti-personnel and
armor-piercing minefields in countries where there were military conflicts. The robot is
able to move autonomously using electric motors which take their energy by means of
electric engines that take energy from solar photovoltaic cells encased in solar panels,
which is provided with a storage compartment for the explosive necessary for humani-
tarian demining; it has a completely modularized structure, compact, easy to mount and
maintain.

Acknowledgment. The publication and the presentation of this scientific work in the plenary of
the conference will be supported by UEFISCDI Romania.
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Abstract. We present the successful demonstration of the Autonomous naviga-
tion based on maneuvers under certain human positions for an omnidirectional
KUKA YouBot robot. The integration of human posture detection and navigation
capabilities in the robot was successfully accomplished thanks to the integra-
tion of the Robotic Operating System (ROS) and working environments of open
source library of computer vision (OpenCV). The robotic operating system allows
the implementation of algorithms on real time and simulated platforms, the open
source library of computer vision allows the recognition of human posture signals
through the use of the Faster R-CNN (regions with convolutional neural networks)
deep learning approach, which for its application inOpenCV is translated to SURF
(speeded up robust features), which is one of the most used algorithms for extract-
ing points of interest in image recognition. The main contribution of this work is
that the Estimation of Human Postures is a promise method in order to provide
intelligence in Autonomous Navigation of Robot KUKA YouBot due to the fact
that the Robot learn from the human postures and it is capable of perform a desired
task during the execution of navigation or any other activity.

Keywords: Maneuvers · Human postures · Autonomous · Navigation · KUKA
YouBot

1 Introduction

Robotics is the field of science that is responsible for studying the construction, pro-
gramming and design of robots [1] that when interacting with engineering fields such
as: electronics, mechanics, control systems, artificial intelligence, neural networks, can
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generate systemsof specific purposes, towork in different areas thanks to the autonomous
navigation [2].

Wide range of approaches have been developed based on autonomous navigation of
robots in order to provide service for humanbenefits. Traffic signals recognitionwithPath
Planning is one of the basements for autonomous navigation [3], in which the integration
of Robot Operating System, MATrix LABoratory software and Open Source Computer
Vision Library is the main approach. Similarly, Human rescue service is provided thanks
to the autonomous navigation by using the integration of open source and Single Shot
Detector algorithm [4]. Also, advanced techniques like Objects Detection and Deep
Learning Networks have been used with the intention of providing the challenging
autonomous navigation approach for robots [5].

With this premise, to implement a navigation with the autonomous robot KUKA
YouBot [6], it is prudent to know the physical characteristics, the software that it handles
and the different communication interfaces that the robot has, these are obtained by
analyzing manuals of the KUKA platform itself and background of works related to the
subject in repositories of national and international universities [7].

Most of the applicationsmadewithKUKAYouBot, are frompreviously programmed
navigations on your computer where instructions from route planning are loaded from
the YouBot API, sending data such as position or angular speed to the platform and
KUKA arm [8]. The application previously programmed is obviously limited to have
a navigation that adjusts to the needs of the operator in case of needing an extra route.
But, for this work the application is improved by performing an autonomous navigation
controlled by an artificial vision system that oversees sending route orders and being able
to perform the maneuvers taken from human postures [9] that are needed to complete a
task.

The main objective of this research is to provide Maneuvers Under Estimation of
Human Postures for Autonomous Navigation of Robot KUKA YouBot, with this app-
roach the Robot, not only is able to detect and avoid the object, but also it provides more
intelligence to the robot due to the fact that it is able to identify the posture and perform a
smart navigation. In order to comply this work, the integration of the Robotic Operating
System (ROS) [10] and working environments of open source library of artificial vision
(OpenCV) [11] with SURF (speeded up robust features) algorithm [12] were required.
So that the artificial vision system can detect the signals generated by human postures
and send this data to the KUKA YouBot for providing smart autonomous navigation.

2 Methodology

The present research project is emphasized in carrying out autonomous navigation of the
KUKA YouBot Robot, using commands generated by an artificial intelligence system
suitable to control and plan efficiently the trajectories of an autonomous omnidirectional
robot, for the improvement of free movement in a Difficult access environment. The
artificial vision system that runs inside theNVIDIA JetsonNanoDeveloperKit is a small,
powerful computer that lets you run multiple neural networks in parallel for applications
like image classification, object detection, segmentation, and speech processing [13].
The Developer Kit allows to obtain the human positions of the robot operator and send
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the data wirelessly to the autonomous robot KUKA YouBot, so that the human operator
can say the route hewants that the robot takes to fulfill the desired task. Themethodology
used in this project is detailed below:

2.1 Global Analysis of Artificial Vision

The central point of the artificial vision is to be able to replace human vision, under-
standing. It is a discipline with which we can understand, analyze and capture objects
or images from a specific place with the help of a camera and a central computer.

A. Object Tracking and Detection. Object tracking refers to the process of following
a specific object of interest, or several objects, in each scene. Traditionally, it has video
applications and real-world interactions where observations are made after an initial
detection of objects. Now, for example, it is crucial for autonomous driving systems,
such as the self-driving vehicles of companies like Uber and Tesla [14].

B. Object Detection Algorithms. The functionality of the algorithms is to detect or
track objects in a short timewith optimal image processing, object detection applications
cover multiple and diverse industries, from permanent surveillance to real-time vehicle
detection in smart cities [15]. In Table 1, all object detection algorithms with their main
characteristics are sketched.

Table 1. Comparison of object detection algorithms.

Algorithm Characteristics Prediction
time/Image

Limitations

CNN
Convolutional Neural
Network

Divide the image into
several regions
Then classify each region
into several classes

More than
1 min

You need a lot of regions
to predict accurately
High calculation time

R-CNN
Region with
Convolutional Neural
Network

Use selective search to
generate regions. Extract
about 2000 regions from
each image

40–50 s High calculation time,
also uses three different
models to make
predictions

Fast R-CNN Each image is passed only
once to CNN and feature
maps are extracted.
Combine the three models
used in RCNN together

2 s Selective search is slow
and therefore the
calculation time is still
high

Faster R-CNN It replaces the selective
search method with the
region proposal network
that made the algorithm
much faster

0.2 s Calculation time and,
since there are different
systems that work one
after another
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For the detection of human postures, it has been decided to implement the algorithm
of “Convolutional neural network based on the fastest region” (Faster R-CNN) which
mainly looks for reducing the running time in detection [16]. We select this approached
because we will work on a set of data related to detection and tracking of objects, this is
where Deep learning models play a vital role as it can classify and detect the different
postures that the person makes [17].

The solution presented begins with the capture of the body image by means of a
webcam considering the lighting and the background which are very important for the
result. An intuitive acceleration solution is to integrate the regional proposal algorithm
into the CNN model. R-CNN FASTER is doing exactly this: it builds a unique and
unified model composed of RPN (region proposal network) and Faster R-CNN with
layers of shared convolutional features [18].

2.2 Analysis of the Autonomous Robot KUKA YouBot

KUKA YouBot has the characteristic of having maximum maneuverability on a flat
surface, it can maneuver in any direction without the need to reorient, this is a great
advantage compared to another robots. Omnidirectional robots can be assembled with
three, four or more omnidirectional wheels. These robots have four omnidirectional
wheels and this leads to them having complex mechanics and control with the great
advantage of greater stability and traction. TheKUKAYouBotmobile platform is shown
in Fig. 1.

2.3 Development and Implementation of the Selected Algorithm

In Fig. 2, the architecture of the complete system can be seen, the artificial vision system
mounted on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano Developer Kit is shown, working with the ROS-
MELODIC because the Jetson nano systemworkswith the Linux-UBUNTUdistribution
18.04, the camera that will collect the person’s data is processed through OpenCV, the
communicationwith the autonomousKUKA robot is through the 802.11 communication
protocol applying the ROS nodes, taking ROS – HYDRO installed in the autonomous
robot as the master node.

OpenCV and ROS Integration. To be able to work with ROS obtaining the OpenCV
facilities, you need to install the Vision_OpenCV stack, which provides a package from
the popular OpenCV library for ROS. The integration of OpenCV and ROS is depicted
in Fig. 3.

• OpenCV IpIImage: Vision_OpenCV provides several packages.
• CvBridge: Bridge between ROS and OpenCV messages.
• ROS Image Message: collection of methods to treat image and pixel geometry.
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Fig. 1. KUKA YouBot mobile platform.

Fig. 2. Architecture of the complete system.
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Fig. 3. Integration of OpenCV and ROS.

3 Results

Once having all the previous components, such as the interaction between OpenCV-
ROS-KUKA YouBot, the system takes the data from the camera managed in OpenCV
and processes it by sending data through Cv_Bridge which is the interaction bridge with
ROS this creates a node Subscriber loaded in the NVIDIA Jetson Nano Developer Kit
and this connects to KUKA YouBot that creates the Publisher swim and sends the speed
and position data to the KUKAAPI. The Interaction of the complete integration is shown
in Fig. 4.

ROS Node: Image processing converts ROS images to OpenCV format or vice versa
through CvBridge, a library that allows you to send or receive images with OpenCV
image processing. In addition, this node obtains images with the subscribers of the
editors established in the ROS Nod: User application and sends different commands
with its editor to the subscriber in the ROS node: controller_node.

User Application: Executes communication between the Client and the Server through
the ROSAction Protocol, which is built on ROSmessages. Then, the client and the server
provide a simple API (application program interface, which is a set of routines, protocols
and tools to create software applications) for users to request objectives (client-side) or
execute objectives (server side) through function calls and callbacks. User_application
and controller nodes communication provide the controller node with logical commands
to be interpreted as physical actions. ROSAction Clients send the position and trajectory
information processed with the API and other tools and protocols to the Action Server
of the controller node. Meanwhile, the ROS editor of the User_application node sends
the commands as speed.

Controller Node: Transforms commands into measurements or signals that can be
understood by robot actuators.

YouBot Hardware: It is the space where the robot system is represented as a combi-
nation of decoupled functional subsystems. The manipulator arm and the base platform
are arranged as the combination of several joints. At the same time, each joint is defined
as a combination of an engine and a gearbox. Communication with the hardware and
the controller is done through the Serial Ethercat connection.
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Fig. 4. Interaction of the complete integration.
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For the recognition of human postures, OpenCV creates a space of 2D descriptors,
where the angles of the shoulder and the elbow are obtained, choosing the positions by
means of lines of code which onewishes to write. These values are from the body located
in different ways using the arms located laterally and only making movements that do
not detach from the image plane. The total analysis of the human posture is detailed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Human posture analysis.

Posture Action

With this posture Open CV takes the 
inclination of the right arm with the legs 
closed and interprets that the robot must 
move to the left.

With this posture Open CV takes the 
inclination of the left arm with the legs 
closed and interprets that the robot must 
move to the right.

With this posture Open CV takes the right 
arm up with the legs closed and interprets 
that the robot must move forward.

With this posture Open CV takes both arms 
down with the legs closed and interprets that 
the robot must move backward.

The total analysis of the human posture with the loaded image, the points of interest
and the actions of the KUKA YouBot robot are detailed in Table 3. In which, the action
of the movement of the robot is also described, in which we can identify the main
movements like move to the left, move to the right, move forward, and move backward.
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Table 3. Human posture and actions of Robot KUKA YouBot.

Posture Points of interest Action of KUKA YouBot

The inclination of the right arm with the legs closed. 
The robot must move to the left

The inclination of the left arm with the legs closed.
The robot must move to the right.

The right arm up with the legs closed. The robot must 
move forward.

Both arms down with the legs closed. The robot must 
move backward.
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4 Conclusions

We have presented the successful demonstration of the Autonomous navigation based on
maneuvers under certain human positions for an omnidirectional KUKA YouBot robot.
The integration of human posture detection and navigation capabilities in the robot was
successfully accomplished thanks to the integration of the Robotic Operating System
(ROS) and working environments of open source library of computer vision (OpenCV).
The Faster R-CNN algorithm uses a selective search that generates regions of interest,
taking characteristicmaps of an image generating a set of proposals of objects, within this
algorithm we have several procedures in the form of a cascade that result in an optimal
detection and the most important a response time approximately 0.2 s. As a result, the
estimation of Human Postures is a promise method in order to provide intelligence in
Autonomous Navigation of Robot KUKA YouBot due to the fact that the Robot learn
from the human postures and it is capable of perform a desired task during the execution
of navigation or any other activity.
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Abstract. The fine-scaled striation structure as a relevant quality fea-
ture in laser fusion cutting of sheet metals cannot be predicted from
online process signals, today. High-speed recordings are used to extract
a fast melt-wave signal as temporally resolved input signal and a surro-
gate surface profile as output. The two signals are aligned with a sliding-
window algorithm and prepared for a one-step ahead prediction with
neural networks. As network architecture a convolutional neural net-
work approach is chosen and qualitatively checked for its suitability to
predict the general striation structure. Test and inference of the trained
model reproduce the peak count of the surface signal and prove the gen-
eral applicability of the proposed method. Future research should focus
on enhancements of the neural network design and on transfer of this
methodology to other signal sources, that are easier accessible during
laser cutting of sheet metals.

Keywords: Time series forecasting · Convolutional neural networks ·
Laser fusion cutting · Signal processing

1 Introduction

Machine learning approaches to enhance productivity and quality in industrial
laser cutting are not very common today. Applications usually focus on classi-
fication of parameter sets [1] or in-process detection of faulty parts [2]. Besides
online detection of faulty parts, i.e. unsuccessful cuts, there is a strong interest
in online prediction of relevant quality features of the cut. Pronounced stria-
tion patterns as shown in Fig. 1 are caused by irregular melt expulsion during
laser fusion cutting of sheet metals and result in mean surface roughnesses Rz5

of several 10µm. Although sheet metal cutting is one of the most important
applications of industrial lasers (total revenues for metal cutting systems equal
B$1.5 out of B$4.3 total for industrial lasers in 2017 [3]), the exact mechanism
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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Fig. 1. Cut surface in laser cutting of stainless steel with thickness a = 6 mm. The
surface profile y(x, z) shows a certain roughness due to instabilities in the melt film
during cutting.

of striation formation is not fully understood yet. There are various theoretical
[4,5] and diagnostic [6,7] studies to extend the process understanding and derive
measures to reduce the mean surface roughness.

The work presented in this paper aims on the interconnection between melt
wave dynamics and surface roughness near the top of the cut surface by means
of machine learning. For this purpose high speed recordings of laser cuts, which
incorporate the so-called trim-cut technique [7] (Fig. 2) to provide optical access
to the process, are used to train convolutional neural networks. To predict the
surface structure, two signals are extracted from the high speed recordings:

Fig. 2. Sketch of trim cut technique: the cut is performed along the edge of a metal
sheet. The missing half of the material is replaced by a transparent substrate to preserve
the major behavior of the process. This enables high speed video recordings of the melt
film dynamics.
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(1) Melt-wave signal: an integrated brightness signal that represents the melt
film dynamics in the upper 20% of the cut (Input).

(2) Surface signal: a brightness signal of the cut surface, that represents the
basic structure of the striations at a certain height of the cut (Output).

First studies presented in this paper show that a causal relation between the
history of a melt wave signal and the surface signal might be found by convolu-
tional neural networks. Current research aims on the transfer of this procedure
to signal sources that are accessible during real laser cuts, like coaxial process
observation optics or photo-diodes. By analyzing which features of the signal
are considered as important by the neural network or by analyzing the effect of
additional noise at certain parts of the input signal, the process understanding
will be extended in future research.

The purpose of this paper is to present and prove the general applicabil-
ity of a novel method to analyze sensor data in laser fusion cutting on a sub-
millisecond time scale using neural networks to predict the general striation
structure. Upcoming work aims at

• deepening the understanding of the correlation between melt wave dynamics
and striations by analyzing the features extracted by the neural network,

• derive measures for closed-loop control in laser fusion cutting to reduce stri-
ations.

2 Related Work

Time series forecasting using neural networks usually works on a one-step-ahead
mechanism, so that input data from sensors of a certain duration until the current
time step is used as input. The output is one scalar value per output quantity for
the next time step. Both, input and output, can consist of multiple data sources,
also called features.

Horelu et al. [8] focused on recurrent neural networks (RNN) with long-short
term memory (LSTM) architecture for time series with long term dependencies
and achieved high accuracy in one- and multi-step ahead prediction of tempera-
ture values. As RNNs have an integrated memory ability and thus seem to be the
first choice for time series forecasting, simpler approaches, like multi-layer per-
ceptrons (MLP) and convolutional neural networks (CNN) offer clear advantages
over recurrent approaches in terms of robustness and training speed.

Binkowski et al. [9] presented a method to predict time series data from
asynchronous input data using Significance-Offset CNNs. This method is based
on CNNs and is designed for multi-variant asynchronous inputs in the presence
of noise. Binkowski et al. also compared the performance of standard CNN and
LSTM approaches for synchronous input data and both result in nearly the same
prediction error (Mean squared error 0.029 vs. 0.028 for synchronous data set).

Koprinska et al. [10] compared the errors of different NN designs while
predicting solar and electricity data for particular countries. They found clear
advantages of MLP and CNN designs over RNN approaches. The selected LSTM
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method resulted in a greater error, than a plain persistence model, that just uses
the last time step as prediction for the next one. Besides bad prediction quality
in this example, a single LSTM model cannot be calculated in parallel and thus
cannot benefit from modern multi-processor architectures. As a consequence
training durations for LSTMs are usually several orders of magnitude greater
than for CNN or MLP networks.

Kim and Cho [11] predict residential energy consumption in Korea using com-
bined CNN-LSTM neural networks. They use a sliding window algorithm [12]
to forecast power consumption from multivariate input data with a combination
of convolutional and pooling layers to filter noise and LSTM layers followed by
dense layers to model the irregular temporal behavior. The proposed linear com-
bination of CNN and LSTM provided better prediction accuracy than standard
LSTM approaches.

Closed-loop control in laser fusion cutting using coaxial process observation
is presented by Peng et al. [13]. Current approaches focus on retaining process
parameters inside stable domains.

For the planned online prediction method for surface profiles in laser cutting
we collect:

• One-step ahead forecasting is performed with a sliding window algorithm.
• CNNs are a valid starting point for time series analysis and have proven to

be more robust and to be trained faster than LSTMs.
• Future approaches should combine CNN and LSTM layers.

3 Methodology

The proposed method uses 1-dimensional input data to predict the structure of
the cut surface with a one-step ahead sliding window technique. To train a neural
network, we need to extract temporal input data from a signal source and align it
to the output data, which is the surface profile in this work. As starting point and
to proof the general applicability of the concept, we use high speed recordings
from trim-cut diagnosis. Future applications should utilize sensor signals, that
can be retrieved from the real process, i.e. signals from photo-diodes or coaxial
process monitoring systems.

3.1 Signal Preparation

Figure 3 shows a single frame of a trim-cut recording. The sheet thickness is
a = 6mm, the recording frame rate is fr = 70 kHz, the image size is 132×298 px2.
The resulting length scale is l0 = 43.5 px/mm and the cutting speed translates
to vsurf = 59.04 frames/px in horizontal direction, which means that every 59.04
video frames the work piece should have moved 1 pixel to the left. The main
part of the trim-cut recording (red region in Fig. 3 b) shows the slow moving
cut surface as gray-scale video-signal. The front part (green region) shows the
fast motion of the melt waves flowing downwards. Figure 4 shows 6 video frames
with an offset of 20 video frames each.
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a) b)

Melt front

Cut surface

Streak line

Streak signal

Front signal

Fig. 3. Extraction of front and surface signal from trim cut recordings. a) Plain video
frame. b) Highlighted features.

Extraction of Surface Signal (Output). The high speed recording in Fig. 3a)
shows a gray-scale image of the cut surface and thus the intensity of the reflected
light. It depends on the direction of the surface normal, the viewing direction
and the source of light. As the viewing direction is constant and we assume an
ambient light source, the distribution of intensity reflects the surface structure.
The height of the surface profile cannot be reconstructed from this signal, but
basic information like striation wavelength and change of striation wavelength
with depth of cut can be derived. We select a fixed depth of cut zp = 0.2a to
extract the surface profile y(x, z = zp) along a horizontal line. The gray-scale
signal inside the slow moving part of the image is extracted at this depth (red
line in Fig. 3b) and interpreted as surface signal for this time step (light-red
profile). By aligning these signals from all video frames in time, a surrogate
surface profile by a temporal median value can be extracted. Figure 5 shows this
surface profile for a recording of N = 15 500 frames. The total cutting distance
L equals

L = v0
N

fr
= 6.6 mm (1)

with a cutting speed of v0 = 1.8 mmin−1. The comparatively high peaks at
the end of the signal for frames n ≥ 14 000 are due to the sudden end of the
recording and the fact, that we use a temporal median gray-scale value. This
overestimates the peak height and such the rear part of the surface signal is not
usable for training of the neural network. However, we might use it for infer-
ence to check, if the general structure of the signal (wave length) is reproduced.
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Fig. 4. Extraction of front and surface signal from trim cut recordings. a) Plain video
frame. b) Highlighted features.

Fig. 5. Extracted surrogate surface signal, represented by temporal median gray-scale
value.

This is possible because the input signal does not suffer from this overestimation
as it is retrieved differently.

Because the surface signal is moving comparatively slow with a dimensionless
rate of vs ≈ 1/60 pixels per frame, the total amount of discrete surface profile
data points is Ns = 350. This value is greater than N/vs = 258 because of the
initial signal length that is observable in the recording.

Extraction of Front Signal (Input). The selection of the Input-signal source
for the neural network is motivated by the physical task, that is be analyzed here:
How does the dynamics of the melt waves at the top of the cutting front affect
the structure of the cut surface? For this purpose we extract an integrated signal
as first guess for the melt film dynamics. As the melt waves are running down-
wards, we select only melt wave data that lies above the extracted profile z ≥ zp.
The dark green area (Front signal) in Fig. 3 indicates this integration region.
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Fig. 6. Extracted front signal for frames 0.49N ≤ n ≤ 0.51N . The orange curve shows
the evolution of the fast melt wave signal. The blue curve shows the slow evolution of
the aligned surrogate surface signal.

The motivation to use an integrated signal is driven by the perspective to use real
process signals in future works, like photo-diode signals, which can be recorded in
practice, easily. As the norm of the integrated signal is the size of the integration
area, the front signal is retrieved as mean value inside this area. Figure 6 shows the
dynamics of the front signal for the central 2% of the input frames. The aligned
surface signal is plotted in blue and the wavelength of the Output-Signal can be
recognized as at least one order of magnitude greater than the Input-Signal.

3.2 Preparation of Data

We use a sliding window approach of the melt front signal (Input Xn
i ) to per-

form a one-step ahead prediction of the surface profile (Output Y n), with
i ∈ [0, NW − 1] the frame index inside the time series window and time series
index n ∈ [0, NS−1]. The window size NW is estimated as at least one full period
of the (Output) signal, for the analyzed recording, we set NW = 2000. Due to
the slow moving surface profile, the amount of discrete output data points is
NS = 350. Because of the moving window algorithm with NW > 0, the first
NW /vs = 33 data points of the output signal cannot be used for training.

Each output data point Y n is aligned with an input vector Xn
i , i ∈ [0, NW −1],

so that

t(Y n) ≥ t(Xn
NW −1), (2)

where t(·) is the time for a specific data point, represented by the frame index.

3.3 Model Setup

We implement the NN in python using the Keras [14] open-source library as
front-end for tensorflow-GPU. As selected NN architecture we start with con-
volutional neural networks. CNNs are well suited for pattern recognition and
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Table 1. Proposed CNN model architecture

Layer Type # Filter Kernel size Stride Rate # Parameters

Conv1D 200 10 1 2200

ReLU – – – – –

Dropout – – – 0.2 –

Conv1D 100 10 1 – 200100

ReLU – – – – –

Dropout – – – 0.2 –

MaxPooling1D – 30 2 – –

Conv1D 100 20 1 – 200100

ReLU – – – – –

Dropout – – – 0.2 –

Conv1D 200 10 1 – 200200

ReLU – – – – –

Dropout – – – 0.2 –

Flatten – – – – –

Dense 1 – – – 189801

Total parameters 792401

have been applied to time series forecasting successfully. CNNs are also easier
to implement and exhibit a more robust convergence behavior when the hyper-
parameters of the model are changed. Table 1 shows the selected model architec-
ture. It consists of several connected convolutional layers that extract features
from an input vector. If xnk

ij is the input vector for data sample n and layer k,
then the output ynk

ij of the jth feature map of a convolutional layer is given by

ynk
ij = σk

⎛
⎝bkj +

Mk−1∑
m=0

wk
mjx

nk
i+m,j

⎞
⎠ , (3)

where m is the index value of the filter. The function σk(·) is the activation
function of layer k and is responsible for the non-linear behavior of the neural
network. In the proposed work, we select

σk(·) = ReLU(·) = max(0, ·) (4)

for all layers, except the final collection layer. The pooling layer is a typical
feature of CNNs and reduces the outputs of a cluster of neurons to a single
pooling value, in the case of MaxPooling to the maximum value. This drastically
reduces the number of parameters for the next layer and lowers the risk of
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overfitting. In image recognition, pooling layers enhance the robustness of the
model against translation of individual features. The pooling output of layer k
for feature map j using output of layer k − 1 is

pnkij = max
(
yn,k−1
i·s+m,j , m ∈ [0,Mk − 1]

)
(5)

with stride multiplier s ∈ N>0 and pooling size Mk of layer k.
The Dropout layers added after each convolution layer l with dropout rate

rl randomly set the values of a fixed fraction of output neurons to zero. This
technique is used to prevent overfitting.

The final layer (Dense) sums up the flattened outputs of all feature maps j
with weights wk

ij and bias bk. Because we do regression – output is one scalar
value for one-step ahead prediction – and not classification with this model, no
activation function is applied to the final layer.

4 Findings

Fig. 7. Convergence of mean square error during training of neural network.

The input data time series Xn
i and output scalar values Y n with n < 161 are

fed into the fitting routine of the model. Figure 7 shows the convergence of the
mean squared error

MSE =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

(
Y n − yn,L−1

)2
(6)

for training and validation data, where yn,L−1 is the prediction for data set n as
output of the final layer L− 1. For validation the final 20% of the input data set
is used (n > 128). The batch size has been set to the amount of data sets, the
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number of training epochs to 1000. Adam [15] was selected as optimizer with
a learning rate of α = 0.001. All Xn and Y n were scaled to the range [0, 1]
using the global minimum and maximum values. The training was performed
on a Intel Xeon Platinum 8168 system, equipped with one Nvidia GP104GL
(Quadro P5000) GPU and took ttrain = 195 s for the presented model and data
set.

4.1 Prediction

Figure 8 shows the unscaled prediction of the trained model (red curve) for the
surrogate surface profile, the blue curve represents the objective output of the
model. The vertical dashed line displays the split between training and testing
data. Within the training region (left of the split line), the red curve follows
the general structure of the surface profile without matching the peaks heights
exactly. Within the testing region peak positions and heights are not matched
correctly. However, taking the simple CNN model into account and the lack of
large amounts of input data (N = 161), the general structure, i.e. wave-length
of the signal, is met astonishingly well. Slight modifications of the model hyper-
parameters given in Table 1 have no strong impact on this fundamental result
of the model. This also proofs the robustness of the CNN approach. Until today
the authors were not able to reproduce this result with a plain LSTM approach.
A combination of CNN and LSTM is planned.

Fig. 8. Surface data and prediction of trained neural network.

4.2 Inference

Because of the extraction method of the output signal, the final data sets n > 161
cannot be used for training. The sudden break of the high speed recording and
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Fig. 9. Surface signal and prediction.

the reconstruction of the surface structure as temporal median values lead to
overestimated peak heights. However, the general structure of the signal is valid
and might be used for model inference. Figure 9 displays the inference result
as red curve inside the light-red region on the right-hand side of the plot. The
blue curve represents the objective output, thus the surrogate surface profile in
gray-scale values. As inside the testing region, the position of the peaks is not
reproduced correctly, but the count of the largest peaks matches the count of
the objective signal.

This is a surprisingly good result, as we use an integrated melt wave dynamics
signal from high speed recordings to predict the general surface structure with
a very simple CNN approach.

4.3 Integral Vs. Local Input Signal

The Input time series signal has been extracted as mean value from a box-
area in the high-speed recording (dark green area in Fig. 3). The motivation to
integrate this area was driven by the assumption, that every melt-wave signal,
that crosses this region contributes to the surface structure. Figure 10 proves,
that the integrated signal provides a better qualitative description of the surface
profile than a local melt-front signal. The local melt front signal is extracted from
a horizontal line at the same height as the extracted surface profile. This is an
important finding for upcoming studies with photo-diode signals, that provide
an integrated signal inherently.
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Fig. 10. Surface signal and prediction for integrated and local input data.

5 Conclusion

We present a neural network approach to predict the general structure of cut
surfaces in laser fusion cutting of sheet metals. As input data, a time series
representing the melt film dynamics in the upper part of the cut is extracted
from trim cut recordings. The general applicability of a simple CNN approach
is proven on an example data set with N = 210 one-step ahead forecasting
time-series.

5.1 Discussion

To the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that the general surface structure
of laser cut surfaces can be reconstructed from online-process signals. If this
method proofs its applicability on real process signals, it can drive the process
understanding of laser cutting and lead to new modeling and control approaches.
The one-step ahead prediction technique using convolutional neural networks has
proven to be very robust and surprisingly accurate given the small size of the
training data set. By analyzing which features of the input signal have been
extracted by the neural network, the understanding of the melt film dynamics
in laser fusion cutting will be extended in the future. A first important hint is,
that an integral signal in the upper part of the cut provides at least the same
prediction quality compared to a local brightness signal.

5.2 Limitations

The work presented is a prove of concept for a novel method of signal processing
in laser fusion cutting based on a single trim-cut recording of melt film dynamics.
The applicability for differing process parameters and other kinds of observation
is expected, but has to be verified.
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5.3 Future Work

Enhancements of the proposed CNN approach should incorporate the combined
CNN-LSTM method presented by Kim and Cho [11]. Another option are so
called fully convolutional networks (FCN) as demonstrated by Wang et al. [16]
with global average pooling to identify those regions in the signal, that con-
tribute to specific characteristics of the output. Prospective studies should use
signal sources available in real cutting processes, like photo-diode or coaxial
process monitoring signals. To deepen the understanding of the formation of
striations in laser fusion cutting, the Neural Network has to be analyzed further,
to understand, which characteristics of the melt film dynamics are responsible
for an irregular cut surface.
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Abstract. Sparsification of neural networks is one of the effective com-
plexity reduction methods to improve efficiency and generalizability. We
consider the problem of learning a one hidden layer convolutional neural
network with ReLU activation function via gradient descent under spar-
sity promoting penalties. It is known that when the input data is Gaus-
sian distributed, no-overlap networks (without penalties) in regression
problems with ground truth can be learned in polynomial time at high
probability. We propose a relaxed variable splitting method integrating
thresholding and gradient descent to overcome the non-smoothness in the
loss function. The sparsity in network weight is realized during the opti-
mization (training) process. We prove that under �1, �0, and transformed-
�1 penalties, no-overlap networks can be learned with high probability,
and the iterative weights converge to a global limit which is a transforma-
tion of the true weight under a novel thresholding operation. Numerical
experiments confirm theoretical findings, and compare the accuracy and
sparsity trade-off among the penalties.

Keywords: Regularization · Sparsification · Non-convex optimization.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNN) have achieved state-of-the-art performance on
many machine learning tasks such as speech recognition (Hinton et al. [8]), com-
puter vision (Krizhevsky et al. [10]), and natural language processing (Dauphin
et al. [3]). Training such networks is a problem of minimizing a high-dimensional
non-convex and non-smooth objective function, and is often solved by sim-
ple first-order methods such as stochastic gradient descent. Nevertheless, the
success of neural network training remains to be understood from a theoreti-
cal perspective. Progress has been made in simplified model problems. Shamir
(2016) showed learning a simple one-layer fully connected neural network is
hard for some specific input distributions [20]. Recently, several works (Tian
[22]; Brutzkus and Globerson [1]) focused on the geometric properties of loss
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 360–374, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-55180-3_27
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functions, which is made possible by assuming that the input data distribution
is Gaussian. They showed that stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with random
or zero initialization is able to train a no-overlap neural network in polynomial
time.

Another notable issue is that DNNs contain millions of parameters and lots
of redundancies, potentially causing over-fitting and poor generalization [26]
besides spending unnecessary computational resources. One way to reduce com-
plexity is to sparsify the network weights using an empirical technique called
pruning [11] so that the non-essential ones are zeroed out with minimal loss of
performance [7,14,24]. Recently a surrogate �0 regularization approach based
on a continuous relaxation of Bernoulli random variables in the distribution
sense is introduced with encouraging results on small size image data sets [12].
This motivated our work here to study deterministic regularization of �0 via its
Moreau envelope and related �1 penalties in a one hidden layer convolutional
neural network model [1].

Fig. 1. The architecture of a no-overlap neural network

Our contribution: We propose a new method to sparsify DNNs called the Relaxed
Variable Splitting Method (RVSM), and prove its convergence on a simple one-
layer network (Fig. 1). Consider the population loss:

f(w) := Ex∼D
[
(L(x;w) − L(x;w∗))2

]
. (1)

where L(x,w) is the output of the network with input x and weight w in the
hidden layer. We assume there exists a ground truth w∗. Consider sparsifying
the network by minimizing the Lagrangian

Lβ(w) = f(w) + ‖w‖1 (2)

where the �1 penalty can be changed to �0 or Transformed-�1 penalty [15,27].
Empirical experiments show that our method also works on deeper networks,
since the sparsification on each layer happens independently of each other.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly overview
related mathematical results in the study of neural networks and complexity
reduction. Preliminaries are in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we state and discuss the main
results. The proofs of the main results are in Sect. 5, and numerical experiments
are in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

In recent years, significant progress has been made in the study of convergence
in neural network training. From a theoretical point of view, optimizing (train-
ing) neural network is a non-convex non-smooth optimization problem, which
is mainly solved by (stochastic) gradient descent. Stochastic gradient descent
methods were first proposed by Robins and Monro in 1951 [18]. Rumelhart
et al. introduced the popular back-propagation algorithm in 1986 [19]. Since
then, many well-known SGD methods with adaptive learning rates were pro-
posed and applied in practice, such as the Polyak momentum [16], AdaGrad [6],
RMSProp [23], Adam [9], and AMSGrad [17].

The behavior of gradient descent methods in neural networks is better under-
stood when the input has Gaussian distribution. In 2017, Tian showed the popu-
lation gradient descent can recover the true weight vector with random initializa-
tion for one-layer one-neuron model [22]. Brutzkus & Globerson (2017) showed
that a convolution filter with non-overlapping input can be learned in polynomial
time [1]. Du et al. showed (stochastic) gradient descent with random initializa-
tion can learn the convolutional filter in polynomial time and the convergence
rate depends on the smoothness of the input distribution and the closeness of
patches [4]. Du et al. also analyzed the polynomial convergence guarantee of
randomly initialized gradient descent algorithm for learning a one-hidden-layer
convolutional neural network [5]. Non-SGD methods for deep learning were also
studied in the recent years. Taylor et al. proposed the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to transform a fully-connected neural network
into an equality-constrained problem to solve [21]. A similar algorithm to the
one introduced in this paper was discussed in [13]. There are a few notable dif-
ferences. First, their parameter � (respectively our parameter β) is large (resp.
small). Secondly, the update on w in our paper does not have the form of an
argmin update, but rather a gradient descent step. Lastly, their analysis does
not apply to ReLU neural networks, and the checking step will be costly and
impractical for large networks. In this paper, we will show that having β small is
essential in showing descent of the Lagrangian, angle, and giving a strong error
bound on the limit point. We became aware of [13] lately after our work was
mostly done.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 The One-Layer Non-overlap Network

In this paper, the input feature x ∈ R
n is i.i.d. Gaussian random vector with

zero mean and unit variance. Let G denote this distribution. We assume that
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there exists a ground truth w∗ by which the training data is generated. The
population risk is then:

f(w) = EG [(L(x;w) − L(x;w∗))2]. (3)

We define
g(u,v) = EG [σ(u · x)σ(v · x)]. (4)

Then:

Lemma 1 [2]. Assume x ∈ R
d is a vector where the entries are i.i.d. Gaussian

random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. Given u,v ∈ R
d, denote by θu ,v

the angle between u and v. Then

g(u,v) =
1
2π

‖u‖‖v‖ (sin θu ,v + (π − θu ,v ) cos θu ,v ) .

For the no-overlap network, the loss function is simplified to:

f(w) =
1
k2

[
a(‖w‖2 + ‖w∗‖2) − 2 kg(w,w∗) − 2b‖w‖‖w∗‖]

. (5)

where b = k2−k
2π and a = b + k

2 .

3.2 The Relaxed Variables Splitting Method

Let η > 0 denote the step size. Consider a simple gradient descent update:

wt+1 = wt − η∇f(wt). (6)

It was shown [1] that the one-layer non-overlap network can be learned with high
probability and in polynomial time. We seek to improve sparsity in the limit
weight while also maintain good accuracy. A classical method to accomplish this
task is to introduce �1 regularization to the population loss function, and the
modified gradient update rule. Consider the minimization problem:

l(w) = f(w) + λ‖w‖1. (7)

for some λ > 0. We propose a new approach to solve this minimization problem,
called the Relaxed Variable Splitting Method (RVSM). We first convert (7) into
an equation of two variables

l(w,u) = f(w) + λ‖u‖1.
and consider the augmented Lagrangian

Lβ(w,u) = f(w) + λ‖u‖1 +
β

2
‖w − u‖2. (8)

Let Sλ/β(w) : = sgn(w)(|w|−λ/β)χ{|w |>λ/β} be the soft thresholding operator.
The RSVM is:
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Algorithm 1. RVSM
Input: η, β, λ, maxepoch, maxbatch

Initialization: w0

Define: u0 = Sλ/β(w0)
for t = 0, 1, 2, ..., maxepoch do

for batch = 1, 2, ..., maxbatch do
wt+1 ← wt − η∇f(wt) − ηβ(wt − ut)
ut+1 ← arg minu Lβ(wt, u) = Sλ/β(wt)

end for
end for

3.3 Comparison with ADMM

A well-known, modern method to solve the minimization problem (7) is the
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (or ADMM). In ADMM, we con-
sider the Lagrangian

Lβ(w,u,z) = f(w) + λ‖u‖1 + 〈z,w − u〉 +
β

2
‖w − u‖2. (9)

and apply the updates:
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

wt+1 ← arg minw Lβ(w,ut,zt)
ut+1 ← arg minu Lβ(wt+1,u,zt)
zt+1 ← zt + β(wt+1 − ut+1)

(10)

Although widely used in practice, the ADMM method has several drawbacks
when it comes to regularizing deep neural networks: First, the loss function f is
often non-convex and only differentiable in some very specific regions, thus the
current theory of optimizations does not apply [25]. Secondly, the update

wt+1 ← arg min
w

Lβ(wt+1,u,zt)

is not applicable in practice on DNN, as it requires one to know fully how f(w)
behaves. In most ADMM adaptations on DNN, this step is replaced by a simple
gradient descent. Lastly, the Lagrange multiplier zt tends to reduce the sparsity
of the limit of ut, as it seeks to close the gap between wt and ut. In contrast,
the RVSM method resolves all these difficulties presented by ADMM. First, we
will show that in a one-layer non-overlap network, the iterations will keep wt

and ut in a nice region, where one can guarantee Lipschitz gradient property
for f(w). Secondly, the update of wt is not an arg min update, but rather a
gradient descent iteration itself, so our theory does not deviate from practice.
Lastly, without the Lagrange multiplier term zt, there will be a gap between wt

and ut at the limit. The ut is much more sparse than in the case of ADMM, and
numerical results showed that f(wt) and f(ut) behave very similarly on deep
networks. An intuitive explanation for this is that when the dimension of wt is
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high, most of its components that will be pruned off to get ut have very small
magnitudes, and are often the redundant weights.

In short, the RVSM method is easier to implement (no need to keep track of
the variable zt), can greatly increase sparsity in the weight variable ut, while also
maintaining the same performance as ADMM. Moreover, RVSM has convergence
guarantee and limit characterization as stated below.

4 Main Results

Before we state our main results, the following Lemma is needed to establish the
existence of a Lipschitz constant L:

Lemma 2. (Lipschitz gradient)
There exists a global constant L such that the iterations of Algorithm1 satisfy

‖∇f(wt) − ∇f(wt+1)‖ ≤ L‖wt − wt+1‖, ∀t. (11)

An important consequence of Lemma 2 is: for all t, the iterations of
Algorithm 1 satisfy:

f(wt+1) − f(wt) ≤ 〈∇f(wt),wt+1 − wt〉 +
L

2
‖wt+1 − wt‖2.

Theorem 1. Suppose the initialization of the RVSM Algorithm satisfies:

(i) Step size η is small so that η ≤ 1
β+L ;

(ii) Initial angle θ(w0,w∗) ≤ π − δ, for some δ > 0;
(iii) Parameters k, β, λ are such that k ≥ 2, β ≤ δ sin δ

kπ , and λ
β < 1√

d
.

Then the Lagrangian Lβ(wt,ut) decreases monotonically; and (wt,ut) converges
sub-sequentially to a limit point (w̄, ū), with ū = Sλ/β(w̄), such that:

(i) 0 ∈ ∂uLβ(w̄, ū) and ∇w Lβ(w̄, ū) = 0;
(ii) ∇w Lβ(wt,ut) = O(ε) in O(1/ε2) iterations;
(iii) The limit point w̄ is close to the ground truth w∗ in the sense that

θ(w̄,w∗) < δ and ‖w̄ − w∗‖ = O(β).

The full proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section. Here we overview
the key steps. First, we show that the iterations of Algorithm 1 will eventually
bring wt to within a closed annulus D of width 2M around the sphere centered
at origin with radius ‖w∗‖. In other words, there exists a T such that for all
t ≥ T, ‖wt‖ ∈ [‖w∗‖ − M, ‖w∗‖ + M ], for some 0 < M < ‖w∗‖. Then with no
loss of generality, we can assume that wt is in this closed strip, for all t.

Next, for the region D of the iterations, we will show there exists a global
constant L such that the Lipschitz gradient property in Lemma 2 holds.

Finally, the Lipschitz gradient property allows us to show the descent of angle θt

and Lagrangian Lβ(wt,ut). The conditions on η, β, λ are used to show θt+1 ≤ θt;
and an analysis of the limit point gives the bound on θ(w̄,w∗) and ‖w̄ − w∗‖.
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From the descent property of Lβ(wt,ut), classical results from optimization [1] can
be used to show that after T = O

(
1
ε2

)
iterations, we have ∇w Lβ(wt,ut) = O(ε),

for some t ∈ (0, T ]. This leads to the desired convergence rate and finishes the
proof.

It should be noted that without the condition on β being small, one may
not guarantee monotonicity of θt. However, it still can be shown that Lβ(wt,ut)
decreases and thus the iteration will converge to some limit point (w̄, ū). In this
case, the limit point may not be near the ground truth w∗; i.e. we may not have
θ(w̄,w∗) < δ. Furthermore, the bound on ‖w̄ − w∗‖ will also be weaker.

Corollary 1. Suppose the initialization of the RVSM Algorithm satisfies Theo-
rem 1, then the w̄ equation below holds:

w∗ =
kπ

π − θ
β(w̄ − Sλ/β(w̄)) + Cw̄, (12)

where θ := θ(w̄,w∗), constant C ∈ (0, 1
1−2kλ

√
d
). Since component-wise, w̄−

Sλ/β(w̄) has the same sign as w̄, the ground truth w∗ is an expansion of C w̄,
or equivalently w̄ is (up to scalar multiple) a shrinkage of w∗.

The proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 do not require convexity of the
regularization term λ‖u‖1, hence extend to other sparse penalties such as �0
and transformed �1 penalty [27]. We have:

Corollary 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 however with the l1 penalty
replaced by an �0 or transformed-�1 penalty, the RVSM Algorithm converges
sub-sequentially to a limit point (w̄, ū) satisfying ∇w Lβ(w̄, ū) = 0. The
Lagrangian and angle θt also decrease monotonically, with the limit angle satis-
fying θ(w̄,w∗) < δ. Here ū is a thresholding of w̄, and equation (12) holds with
Sλ/β(·) replaced by the thresholding operator of the corresponding penalty.

5 Proof of Main Results

The following Lemmas will be needed to prove Theorem 1:

Lemma 3. (Properties of the gradient, [1])
For the loss function f(w) of Eq. (5), the following holds:

1. f(w) is differentiable if and only if w �= 0.
2. For k > 1, f(w) has three critical points:

(a) A local maximum at w = 0.
(b) A unique global minimum at w = w∗.
(c) A degenerate saddle point at w = −

(
k2−k

k2+(π−1)k

)
w∗.
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For k = 1, w = 0 is not a local maximum and the unique global minimum w∗ is
the only differentiable critical point.
Given θ := θ(w,w∗), the gradient of f can be expressed as

∇f(w) =
1
k2

[(
k +

k2 − k

π
− k

π

‖w∗‖
‖w‖ sin θ − k2 − k

π

‖w∗‖
‖w‖

)
w − k

π
(π − θ)w∗

]
.

(13)

Lemma 4. (Lipschitz gradient with co-planar assumption, [1])
Assume ‖w1‖, ‖w2‖ ≥ M , w1,w2,w

∗ are on the same two dimensional half-
plane defined by w∗, then

‖∇f(w1) − ∇f(w2)‖ ≤ L‖w1 − w2‖

for L = 1 + 3‖w∗‖
M .

Lemma 5. For k ≥ 1, there exists constants Mk, T > 0 such that for all t ≥ T ,
the iterations of Algorithm 1 satisfy:

‖wt‖ ∈ [‖w∗‖ − Mk, ‖w∗‖ + Mk]. (14)

where Mk < ‖w∗‖, and Mk → 0 as k → ∞.

From Lemma 5, WLOG, we will assume that T = 0.

Lemma 6. (Descent of Lβ due to w update)
For η small such that η ≤ 1

β+L , we have

Lβ(ut+1,wt+1) ≤ Lβ(wt,ut).

5.1 Proof of Lemma 2

By Algorithm 1 and Lemma 5, ‖wt‖ ≥ ‖w∗‖ − M > 0, for all t, and wt+1 is in
some closed neighborhood of wt. We consider the subspace spanned by wt,wt+1,
and w∗, this reduces the problem to a 3-dimensional space.

Consider the plane formed by wt and w∗. Let vt+1 be the point on this plane,
closest to wt, such that ‖wt+1‖ = ‖vt+1‖ and θ(wt+1,w∗) = θ(vt+1,w∗). In
other words, vt+1 is the intersection of the plane formed by wt,w∗ and the cone
with tip at zero, side length ‖wt+1‖, and main axis w∗ (See Fig. 2). Then

‖∇f(wt) − ∇f(wt+1)‖
≤‖∇f(wt) − ∇f(vt+1)‖ + ‖∇f(vt+1) − ∇f(wt+1)‖
≤L1‖wt − vt+1‖ + L2‖vt+1 − wt+1‖ (15)

for some constants L1, L2. The first term is bounded since wt,vt+1,w∗ are
co-planar by construction, and Lemma 4 applies. The second term is bounded
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the update of wt and the corresponding wt+1, vt+1.

by applying Eq. 13 with ‖wt+1‖ = ‖vt+1‖ and θ(wt+1,w∗) = θ(vt+1,w∗). It
remains to show there exists a constant L3 > 0 such that

‖wt − vt+1‖ + ‖vt+1 − wt+1‖ ≤ L3‖wt − wt+1‖
Let A,B,C be the tips of wt,vt+1,wt+1, respectively. Let P be the point on w∗

that is at the base of the cone (so P is the center of the circle with B,C on the
arc). We will show there exists a constant L3 such that

|AB| + |BC| ≤ L3|AC| (16)

Case 1: A,B, P are collinear: By looking at the cross-section of the plane formed
by AB,AC, it can be seen that AC is not the smallest edge in �ABC. Thus
there exists some L3 such that Eq. 16 holds.
Case 2: A,B, P are not collinear: Translate B,C, P to B′, C ′, P ′ such that
A,B′, P ′ are collinear and BB′, CC ′, PP ′//w∗. Then by Case 1:

|AB′| + |B′C ′| ≤ L3|AC ′|
and AC ′ is not the smallest edge in �AB′C ′. By back-translating B′, C ′ to B,C,
it can be seen that AC is again not the smallest edge in �ABC. This implies

|AB| + |BC| ≤ L4|AC|
for some constant L4. Thus Eq. 16 is proved. Combining with Eq. 15, Lemma 2

is proved.

5.2 Proof of Lemma 5

First we show that if ‖wt‖ < ‖w∗‖, then the update of Algorithm 1 will satisfy
‖wt+1‖ > ‖wt‖. By Lemma 3,

∇f(w) =
1
k2

[(
k +

k2 − k

π
− k

π

‖w∗‖
‖w‖ sin θ − k2 − k

π

‖w∗‖
‖w‖

)
w − k

π
(π − θ)w∗

]

=
1
k2

(C1w − C2w
∗)
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so the update of wt reads

wt+1 = wt − η
Ct

1 + βk2

k2
wt + η

Ct
2

k2
w∗ + ηβut+1,

where Ct
2 > 0. Since ut+1 = Sλ/β(wt), the term ηβut+1 will increase the norm

of wt. For the remaining terms,

Ct
1 = k +

k2 − k

π
− k

π

‖w∗‖
‖wt‖ sin θ − k2 − k

π

‖w∗‖
‖wt‖

≤ k +
k2 − k

π

(
1 − ‖w∗‖

‖wt‖
)

When ‖w∗‖
‖w t‖ is large, Ct

1 is negative. The update will increase the norm of ‖wt‖
if Ct

1 + βk2 ≤ 0 and ∥
∥
∥
∥

Ct
1 + βk2

k2
wt

∥
∥
∥
∥ >

∥
∥
∥
∥

Ct
2

k2
w∗

∥
∥
∥
∥

This condition is satisfied when

−
[
k +

k2 − k

π

(
1 − ‖w∗‖

‖wt‖
)

+ βk2

]
>

k

π

‖w∗‖
‖wt‖

When ‖w∗‖
‖w t‖ > 1, the LHS is O(k2), while the RHS is O(k). Thus there exists

some Mk such that wt will eventually stay in the region ‖wt‖ ≥ ‖w∗‖ − Mk.
Moreover, as k → ∞, we have Mk → 0.
Next, when ‖wt‖ > ‖w∗‖, the update of wt reads

wt+1 = wt − η
Ct

1

k2
wt + η

Ct
2

k2
w∗ − ηβ(wt − ut+1)

the last term decreases the norm of wt. In this case, Ct
1 is positive and

Ct
1 ≥ kπ − k

π
+

k2 − k

π

(
1 − ‖w∗‖

‖wt‖
)

The update will decrease the norm of wt if

kπ − k

π
+

k2 − k

π

(
1 − ‖w∗‖

‖wt‖
)

>
k

π

‖w∗‖
‖wt‖

which holds when ‖w∗‖
‖w t‖ < 1, and the Lemma is proved.

5.3 Proof of Lemma 6

Proof. By the update of ut, Lβ(wt,ut+1) ≤ Lβ(wt,ut). For the update of wt,
notice that

∇f(wt) =
1
η

(
wt − wt+1

) − β(wt − ut+1)
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Then for a fixed u : = ut+1, we have

Lβ(wt+1,u) − Lβ(wt,u)

=f(wt+1) − f(wt) +
β

2
(‖wt+1 − u‖2 − ‖wt − u‖2)

≤〈∇f(wt),wt+1 − wt〉 +
L

2
‖wt+1 − wt‖2

+
β

2
(‖wt+1 − u‖2 − ‖wt − u‖2)

=
1
η
〈wt − wt+1,wt+1 − wt〉 − β〈wt − u,wt+1 − wt〉

+
L

2
‖wt+1 − wt‖2 +

β

2
(‖wt+1 − u‖2 − ‖wt − u‖2)

=
1
η
〈wt − wt+1,wt+1 − wt〉 +

(
L

2
+

β

2

)
‖wt+1 − wt‖2

+
β

2
‖wt+1 − u‖2 − β

2
‖wt − u‖2

−β〈wt − u,wt+1 − wt〉 − β

2
‖wt+1 − wt‖2

=
(

L

2
+

β

2
− 1

η

)
‖wt+1 − wt‖2

Therefore, if η is small so that η ≤ 2
β+L , the update on w will decrease Lβ .

Fig. 3. Worst case of the update on wt

5.4 Proof of Theorem 1

We will first show that if θ(w0,w∗) ≤ π − δ, then θ(wt,w∗) ≤ π − δ, for all t.
We will show θ(w1,w∗) ≤ π − δ, the statement is then followed by induction.
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To this end, by the update of wt, one has

= Cw0 + η
π − θ(w0,w∗)

kπ
w∗ + ηβu1

for some constant C > 0. Since u1 = Sλ/β(w0), θ(u1,w0) ≤ π
2 . Notice that the

sum of the first two terms on the RHS brings the vector closer to w∗, while the
last term may behave unexpectedly. Consider the worst case scenario: w0,w∗,u1

are co-planar with θ(u1,w0) = π
2 , and w∗,u1 are on two sides of w0 (See Fig. 3).

We need δ
kπ w∗ +βu1 to be in region I. This condition is satisfied when β is small

such that

sin δ ≥ β‖u1‖
δ

kπ ‖w∗‖ =
kπβ‖u1‖

δ

since ‖u1‖ ≤ 1, it is sufficient to have β ≤ δ sin δ
kπ .

Next, consider the limit of the RVSM algorithm. Since Lβ(wt,ut) is non-
negative, by Lemma 6, Lβ converges to some limit L. This implies (wt,ut)
converges to some stationary point (w̄, ū). By Lemma 3 and the update of wt,
we have

w = c1w + ηc2w
∗ + ηβu (17)

for some constant c1 > 0, c2 ≥ 0, where c2 = π−θ
kπ , with θ := θ(w̄,w∗), and ū =

Sλ/β(w̄). If c2 = 0, then we must have w̄//ū. But since ū = Sλ/β , this implies all
non-zero components of w̄ are either equal in magnitude, or all have magnitude
smaller than λ

β . The latter case is not possible when λ
β < 1√

d
. Furthermore,

c2 = 0 when θ(w̄,w∗) = π or 0. We have shown that θ(w̄,w∗) ≤ π − δ, thus
θ(w̄,w∗) = 0. Thus, w̄ = w∗, and all non-zero components of w∗ are equal in
magnitude. This has probability zero if we assume w∗ is initiated uniformly on
the unit circle. Hence we will assume that almost surely, c2 > 0. Expression (17)
implies

c2w
∗ + βū//w̄ (18)

Expression (18) implies w̄, ū, and w∗ are co-planar. Let γ := θ(w̄, ū). From
expression (18), and the assumption that ‖w∗‖ = 1, we have

(〈c2w∗ + βū, w̄〉)2 = ‖c2w
∗ + βū‖2‖w̄‖2

or

‖w̄‖2(c22 cos2 θ + 2c2β‖ū‖ cos θ cos γ + β2‖ū‖2 cos2 γ)

=‖w̄‖2(c22 + 2c2β‖ū‖ cos(θ + γ) + β2‖ū‖2)
This reduces to

c22 sin2 θ − 2c2β‖ū‖ sin θ sin γ + β2‖ū‖2 sin2 γ = 0,

which implies π−θ
kπ sin θ = β‖ū‖ sin γ. By the initialization β ≤ δ sin δ

kπ , we have
π−θ
kπ sin θ < δ

kπ sin δ. This implies θ < δ.
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Finally, the limit point satisfies ‖∇f(w̄)+β(w̄−ū)‖ = 0. By the initialization
requirement, we have ‖β(w̄ − ū)‖ < β ≤ δ sin δ

kπ . This implies ‖∇f(w̄)‖ ≤ δ sin δ
kπ .

By the Lipschitz gardient property in Lemma 2 and critical points property in
Lemma 3, w̄ must be close to w∗. In other words, ‖w̄ − w∗‖ is comparable to
the chord length of the circle of radius ‖w∗‖ and angle θ:

‖w̄ − w∗‖ = O

(
2 sin

(
θ

2

))
= O(sin θ)

= O

(
kπβ‖ū‖ sin γ

π − θ

)
= O(kβ sin γ).

6 Numerical Experiments

First, we experiment RVSM with VGG-16 on the CIFAR10 data set. Table 1
shows the result of RVSM under different penalties. The parameters used are
λ = 1.e − 5, β = 1.e − 2, and a = 1 for T�1 penalty. It can be seen that
RVSM can maintain very good accuracy while also promotes good sparsity in
the trained network. Between the penalties, �0 gives the best sparsity, �1 the
best accuracy, and T�1 gives a middle ground between �0 and �1. Since the only
difference between these parameters is in the pruning threshold, in practice, one
may simply stick to �0 regularization and just fine-tune the hyper-parameters.

Secondly, we experiment our method on ResNet18 and the CIFAR10 data set.
The results are displayed in Table 2. The base model was trained on 200 epochs
using standard SGD method with initial learning rate 0.1, which decays by a
factor of 10 at the 80th, 120th, and 160th epochs. For the RVSM method, we use
�0 regularization and set λ =1.e-6, β = 8.e-2. For ADMM, we set the pruning
threshold to be 60% and ρ =1.e-2. The ADMM method implemented here is
per [28], an “empirical variation” of the true ADMM (Eq. 10). In particular, the
arg min update of wt is replaced by a gradient descent step. Such “modified”
ADMM is commonly used in practice on DNN.

It can be seen in Table 2 that RVSM runs quite effectively on the benchmark
deep network, promote much better sparsity than ADMM (93.70% vs. 47.08%),
and has slightly better performance. The sparsity here is the percentage of zero
components over all network weights.

Table 1. Sparsity and accuracy of RVSM under different penalties on VGG-16 on
CIFAR10.

Penalty Accuracy Sparsity

Base model 93.82 0

�1 93.7 35.68

T�1 93.07 63.34

�0 92.54 86.89
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Table 2. Comparison between ADMM and RVSM (�0) for ResNet18 training on the
CIFAR10 dataset.

ResNet18 Accuracy Sparsity

SGD 95.07 0

ADMM 94.84 47.08

RVSM (�0) 94.89 93.70

7 Conclusion

We proved the global convergence of RVSM to sparsify a convolutional ReLU
network on a regression problem and analyzed the sparsity of the limiting weight
vector as well as its error estimate from the ground truth (i.e. the global min-
imum). The proof used geometric argument to establish angle and Lagrangian
descent properties of the iterations thereby overcame the non-existence of gra-
dient at the origin of the loss function. Our experimental results provided addi-
tional support for the effectiveness of RVSM via �0, �1 and T�1 penalties on
standard deep networks and CIFAR-10 image data. In future work, we plan to
extend RVSM theory to multi-layer network and structured (channel/filter/etc.)
pruning.
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Abstract. The work presented in this paper aims to improve the accuracy of fore-
casting models in univariate time series, for this it is experimented with different
hybrid models of two and four layers based on recurrent neural networks such as
Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). It is exper-
imented with two time series corresponding to downward thermal infrared and all
sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface obtained from NASA’s repository.
In the first time series, the results achieved by the two-layer hybrid models (LSTM
+ GRU and GRU+ LSTM) outperformed the results achieved by the non-hybrid
models (LSTM + LSTM and GRU + GRU); while only two of six four-layer
hybrid models (GRU + LSTM + GRU + LSTM and LSTM + LSTM + GRU
+ GRU) outperformed non-hybrid models (LSTM + LSTM + LSTM + LSTM
and GRU + GRU + GRU + GRU). In the second time series, only one model
(LSTM + GRU) of two hybrid models outperformed the two non-hybrid models
(LSTM + LSTM and GRU + GRU); while the four-layer hybrid models, none
could exceed the results of the non-hybrid models.

Keywords: Hybrid recurrent neural networks · Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) · Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)

1 Introduction

The forecast of time series is one of the most interesting [1] and useful tasks in dif-
ferent areas of knowledge [2] such as meteorology, marketing, biology, economics,
demography, etc.

The need for increasingly accurate predicted data is crucial for proper decision
making: In meteorology more accurate predictions are required to be able to predict
natural phenomena andmitigate negative effects, inMarketingmore accurate predictions
are required to be able to predict future sales of certain products or services and thus
maximize profits and provide a better service to customers, and so on in each area of
knowledge.

According to that indicated in the preceding paragraph, the work presented is aimed
at improving the accuracy of the time series forecast models. In that sense, the implemen-
tation of hybrid prediction models is proposed as it is done in [3, 4] and [5]. However,
state of the art proposals that use LSTM and GRU only use a basic two-layer architec-
ture fundamentally LSTM + GRU. In this work, in addition to the basic architecture,
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a four-layer architecture is experimented, creating different models combining LSTM
layers and GRU layers in a balanced way. Table 1 shows the different hybrid models
experimented in this work.

Table 1. Hybrid recurrent neural networks

Number of layers Architecture

Two (2) LSTM GRU

GRU LSTM

Four (4) LSTM LSTM GRU GRU

GRU GRU LSTM LSTM

LSTM GRU LSTM GRU

GRU LSTM GRU LSTM

LSTM GRU GRU LSTM

GRU LSTM LSTM GRU

The time series chosen for experimentation correspond to downward thermal infrared
and all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface in the southern region of Peru,
an area that throughout the year enjoys a dry and sunny climate typical of the Atacama
region of South America. Figure 1 partially shows the time series mentioned.
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Fig. 1. Time series for experimentation.
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The analysis of this type of time series would allow determining the negative effect
on health of solar radiation such as skin cancer, premature aging, and cataracts, among
others; likewise, it would allow determining the level of solar energy that could be
obtained as an alternative to the energy obtained from fossil fuels. However, this study
is limited only to the analysis of the effectiveness of hybrid forecasting models.

Thiswork has been structured as follows: The second section shows theworks related
to the work presented. The third section describes certain theoretical concepts that will
allow a better understanding of the paper content. In the fourth section, the process of
implementing hybrid models is described. In the fifth section, the results achieved are
described and discussed. In the sixth section the conclusion of the work is described and
finally the future work that can be carried out from the work presented is described.

2 Related Work

Some works that show results of hybrid models are detailed below:
In [3] authors propose a hybrid model for predicting stock prices based on deep

learning. The hybrid model was based on Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) and Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) and it had only two layers, the first layer being LSTM and the
second GRU. The results achieved show that the hybrid model exceeds the models with
which it was compared: CNN, MLP, RNN, etc.

In [4] the authors proposed several hybrid models based on Singular SpectrumAnal-
ysis (SSA) Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), and
Support Vector Regression (SVR) for wind speed forecasting. The results show that the
hybrid model based on SSA CNN GRU and SVR in the three case studies analyzed
achieved the best results.

In [5] the authors propose a hybrid model for time series classification based on Fully
Convolutional Networks (FCN) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). The results show that
proposed hybrid model FCN GRU outperforms the results of the models with which it
was compared.

In [6] the authors proposed a hybrid model for the detection and classification of
volcano-seismic signals with recurrent neural networks based on vanilla and RNN. The
results are compared with those achieved by the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) independently. From three study cases, GRU was better
in two cases and LSTM in one case.

Some works with experimentation on solar irradiance time series are:
In [7] the authors present a review of different techniques used to forecast solar

irradiance such as ARMA, ARIMA, CARDs, Artificial Neural Networks, and Wavelet
Neural Network.

In [8] the authors analyze eleven statistical and machine learning techniques which
are used to forecast solar irradiance. The proposed models are compared with the Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) metric, of which Auto-Regressive Moving Average and
Multi-Layer Perceptron techniques stand out as the most efficient.

In [9] the authors propose a comparison of different supervised machine learning
techniques such as neural networks, Gaussian processes and vector support machines.
Likewise, a simple linear autoregressive technique is implemented. The results show
that machine-based techniques outperform the autoregressive linear technique.
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3 Background

3.1 Deep Learning

Deep Learning is a set of machine learning algorithms that attempts to model high-level
abstractions in data using computational architectures that support multiple non-linear
and iterative transformations of data expressed in matrix form [10].

Deep learning algorithms contrast with shallow learning algorithms by the number
of transformations applied to the signal as it propagates from the input layer to the
output layer [11]. Each of these transformations includes parameters that can be trained
as weights and thresholds.

3.2 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

A RNN is a neural network for modeling time series [12]. The structure of this type of
neural network is very similar to perceptron multilayer (MLP) with the difference that
it allows connections between hidden units associated with a time delay. Through these
connections, the neural network can retain information from the past [13], allowing it
to discover temporal correlations between events that may be very far from each other.
Figure 2 shows the typical architecture of recurrent neural network.

Fig. 2. Architecture of recurrent neural network

3.3 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

The LSTM network was created with the goal of addressing the vanishing gradients
problem, this due to the unfold process of an RNN. LSTM units allow gradients to
also flow without changes, due to this, LSTM networks can still suffer the problem of
gradient explosion. LSTM networks have proved to be better than conventional RNNs
[14], especially when they have several layers for each time step. Figure 3 shows the
typical LSTM architecture.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of LSTM Network

3.4 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)

GRUs are a gating mechanism in recurrent neural networks [15]. The GRU is a recurrent
neural network inspired by LSTM and it contains fewer parameters than LSTM, since it
does not have an output gate. GRUs have been shown to exhibit even better performance
in certain smaller datasets. However, the LSTM is stronger than the GRU, since it can
easily perform an unlimited count, while the GRU cannot [16]. Figure 4 shows the
architecture of Gate Recurrent (GRU) Unit network.

Fig. 4. Architecture of GRU Network

From Fig. 3, it is possible to get the following equations:

Zt= σg(Wzxt + Uzht− 1 + bz) (1)

rt= σg(Wrxt + Urht− 1 + br) (2)

ht=(1 − zt)o ht− 1 + zto σh(Whxt + Uh(rtoht− 1) + bh (3)

Where:
xt : input vector
ht : output vector
zt : updated gate vector
rt : reset gate vector
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W,U and b: matrix parameters and vector
σg : sigmoid function
σh: hiperbolic tangent

4 Hybrid Models

To implement the hybrid models, the following procedure was performed:

4.1 Time Series Selection

The time series chosen correspond to daily downward thermal infrared and all sky insola-
tion incident on a horizontal surface inMoquegua city (South of Perú: Lat.-17.1898, Lon.
-70.9358). Data was obtained from the NASA repository through the Power Data Access
Viewer tool. For the training of hybrid models, data from 2008-01-01 to 2015-12-31 is
used.

4.2 Imputation of Missing Values

The data obtained presented some missing values, which were completed through
the univariate imputation technique known as Local Average of Nearest Neighbors
(LANN) [17].

4.3 Architecture of Hybrid Models

The architecture of the two-layer hybrid models is similar to Fig. 5 and for four-layer
hybrid models is similar to Fig. 6 [1]. These were implemented in Python language.

Fig. 5. Architecture of two-layer hybrid model.
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Fig. 6. Architecture of four-layer hybrid model.

4.4 Evaluation of Predicted Values

The results of each hybrid model are evaluated through Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) that is calculated through Eq. (4) using testing data. Testing data correspond to
the year 2016.

RMSE =
√∑n−1

i=0 (Pi − Ri)2

n
(4)

Where:
n: number of predicted values
Pi: vector of predicted values
Ri: vector of real values (testing data)
The process followed for the first time series (downward thermal infrared) is repeated

for the second time series (all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface).

5 Results and Discussion

After the implementation of the different hybrid models, the following results were
obtained.

According to Table 2, for downward thermal infrared time series with two-layer
models on average the results of the hybrid architectures outperformed the non-hybrid
ones, being the best hybrid architecture GRU LSTM (RMSE 0.4335). Likewise, it is
appreciated that the GRU LSTM hybrid model in 6 of the 7 prediction cases exceeds
the non-hybrid models. Only for the case of 90 predicted data was it surpassed by the
non-hybrid GRU GRU model.
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Table 2. Two-layers results for downward thermal infrared.

Model Predicted days Average

15 30 60 90 120 150 180

LSTM GRU 0.5000 0.4880 0.5118 0.4506 0.4728 0.4391 0.4585 0.4744

GRU LSTM 0.4431 0.4170 0.4447 0.4107 0.4472 0.4301 0.4418 0.4335

Non-hybrid architectures

LSTM LSTM 0.4509 0.4766 0.5516 0.4814 0.5102 0.4911 0.4960 0.4939

GRU GRU 0.4710 0.4259 0.4158 0.4812 0.5159 0.5477 0.5828 0.4914

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

15 30 60 90 120 150 180 Average

RM
SE

 

Predicted days 

LSTM GRU GRU LSTM LSTM LSTM GRU GRU

Fig. 7. Comparison between hybrid architectures and the non-hybrid.

Figure 7 shows a graphical comparison between the hybrid architectures and the
non-hybrid.

According to Fig. 7, it can be seen that hybrid architectures show less variability in
their RMSEs compared to non-hybrid architectures.

According to Table 3, for downward thermal infrared time series with four-layer
models on average the best hybrid architectureGRULSTMGRULSTM (RMSE0.4298)
outperformed the non-hybrid architectures. Of the 7 prediction cases analyzed, the non-
hybrid GRU LSTM architecture outperformed the non-hybrid in all cases.

Figure 8 shows a graphical comparison of the two best hybrid architectures GRU
LSTM GRU LSTM (RMSE 0.4298), LSTM LSTM GRU GRU (RMSE 0.4308) and the
non-hybrid.
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Table 3. Four-layers results for downward thermal infrared.

Model 15 30 60 90 120 150 180 Average

LSTM LSTM GRU
GRU

0.4314 0.4254 0.4511 0.4146 0.4348 0.4177 0.4409 0.4308

GRU GRU LSTM
LSTM

0.5590 0.5591 0.6030 0.5219 0.5454 0.5155 0.5358 0.5485

LSTM GRU LSTM
GRU

0.5033 0.4612 0.4984 0.4781 0.5224 0.5825 0.6293 0.5250

GRU LSTM GRU
LSTM

0.4268 0.4070 0.4123 0.4240 0.4470 0.4353 0.4565 0.4298

LSTM GRU GRU
LSTM

0.5458 0.5348 0.5824 0.5134 0.5401 0.5259 0.5542 0.5423

GRU LSTM LSTM
GRU

0.4944 0.4994 0.5876 0.5108 0.5313 0.5353 0.5640 0.5318

Non-hybrid architectures

LSTM LSTM LSTM
LSTM

0.4568 0.4225 0.4307 0.4321 0.4818 0.5375 0.5714 0.4761

GRU GRU GRU
GRU

0.5043 0.4590 0.4907 0.5097 0.5406 0.6141 0.6721 0.5415
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the best hybrid architectures and the non-hybrid.
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Figure 8, similar to Fig. 7, shows a lower variability of the RMSEs of hybrid architec-
tures compared to non-hybrid architectures, thus demonstrating its better effectiveness
in the prediction task.

According to Table 4, for all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface with
two-layer models on average the hybrid architecture LSTM GRU (RMSE 3.0279) out-
performed the non-hybrid architectures. Likewise, it is appreciated that, of the 7 cases
of prediction of the time series, in all of them the hybrid LSTM GRU model surpasses
the non-hybrid models.

Table 4. Two-layers results for all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface.

Model Predicted days Average

15 30 60 90 120 150 180

LSTM GRU 1.5760 1.5464 3.8935 3.6683 3.7493 3.4282 3.3338 3.0279

GRU LSTM 2.5195 2.0451 4.7721 4.0971 4.2327 3.8511 3.7752 3.6132

Non-hybrid architectures

LSTM LSTM 1.6270 1.9600 4.5927 4.3173 4.3926 4.0273 3.8883 3.5436

GRU GRU 1.9020 1.6714 4.3897 3.9588 4.0990 3.7578 3.6914 3.3528

Figure 9 shows a graphical comparison between the hybrid architectures and the
non-hybrid.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between hybrid architectures and the non-hybrid.
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In this time series, unlike the previous one, it is appreciated that hybrid andnon-hybrid
models have similar variability in their RMSEs.

According to Table 5, for all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surfacewith four-
layer models on average the non-hybrid architectures outperformed the hybrid ones,
being the best LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM (RMSE 2.5953). Here it is important to
highlight that it is the only case in which none of the proposed hybrid architectures
managed to overcome any of the non-hybrid models. Figure 10, shows a graphical
comparison between the two best hybrid architectures and the non-hybrids.

Table 5. Four-layers results for all sky insolation incident on a horizontal surface.

Model 15 30 60 90 120 150 180 Average

LSTM LSTM GRU
GRU

3.3609 3.9263 6.0509 6.1983 6.2816 5.9595 5.8507 5.3754

GRU GRU LSTM
LSTM

1.7583 2.3174 5.5325 5.3325 5.5490 5.2295 5.2260 4.4207

LSTM GRU LSTM
GRU

1.5180 1.8676 4.2194 4.3025 4.3880 4.0956 4.0323 3.4890

GRU LSTM GRU
LSTM

3.2353 3.9226 6.8127 6.8240 7.0579 6.7756 6.8005 5.9183

LSTM GRU GRU
LSTM

2.8995 3.4487 5.6140 5.7787 5.8555 5.5534 5.4818 4.9473

GRU LSTM LSTM
GRU

3.7407 4.3944 6.9911 7.0074 7.1882 6.8734 6.8124 6.1439

Non-hybrid architectures

LSTM LSTM LSTM
LSTM

1.4821 1.3885 2.9905 3.2183 3.2216 2.9803 2.8862 2.5953

GRU GRU GRU
GRU

1.9428 1.6308 3.9893 3.6428 3.7453 3.4272 3.3732 3.1073

Regarding the variability of the RMSEs for predictions of all sky insolation incident
on a horizontal surface time series, it is appreciated that in the two-layer models and in
the 4-layer models the variability is very similar for hybrid and non-hybrid models.

At this point, it is important to highlight that not all hybrid models produce results
that exceed the results of non-hybrid models, therefore, according to the characteristics
of the time series to be analyzed, the best non-hybrid models proposed in this work can
be or experiment with all those proposed, as well as unbalanced hybrid models can be
implemented, for example GRU GRU GRU LSTM, LSTM GRU GRU GRU, etc.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the best hybrid architectures and the non-hybrid.

6 Conclusion

For two-layer architectures, of 14 case studies in 13 of them hybrid architectures out-
performed non-hybrid architectures. For 4-layer architectures of 14 case studies, hybrid
architectures outperform non-hybrid architectures in 50% of cases. Generalizing from
28 case studies in 21 of them, hybrid architectures surpass non-hybrid ones. Therefore,
it is concluded that for the time series analyzed in this study, hybrid architectures based
on recurrent neural networks are a great alternative for univariate time series forecasting.

7 Future Work

For future work it would be important to perform the analysis of the proposed hybrid
models in time series with different characteristics to those analyzed in this work, for
example no-trend and non-seasonality time series.

In addition, it would be interesting to experiment with other hybrid configurations,
where the number of layers is not necessarily balanced for each type of recurrent neural
network.
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Abstract. While reaching outstanding prediction rates by means of
black-box classifiers is relatively easy nowadays, reaching a proper trade-
off between accuracy and interpretability might become a challenge. The
most popular approaches reported in the literature to overcome this prob-
lem use post-hoc procedures to explain what the classifiers have learned.
Less research is devoted to building classification models able to intrinsi-
cally explain their decision process. This paper presents a recurrent neu-
ral network—termed Evolving Long-term Cognitive Network—for pat-
tern classification, which can be deemed interpretable to some extent.
Moreover, a backpropagation learning algorithm to adjust the parame-
ters attached to the model is presented. Numerical simulations using 35
datasets show that the proposed network performs well when compared
with traditional black-box classifiers.

Keywords: Recurrent neural networks · Backpropagation · Evolving
Long-term Cognitive Network · Interpretability

1 Introduction

Pattern classification [4] is one of the most popular machine learning problems.
Roughly speaking, it consists in assigning the proper category (often referred
to as decision class) to each observation. Therefore, state-of-the-art classifiers
aim at producing the most accurate prediction rates possible. The rise of deep
learning [8] has shaken our perception of what is possible within the Artificial
Intelligence field. In that regard, pattern classification problems concerned with
computer vision have benefited the most. Convolutional neural networks [3,11],
deep Bayesian networks [6], deep feed-forward neural networks [2,7], and deep
Boltzmann machines [13,19] are representatives of these models.

However, the new EU regulations [9] introducing the right to an explana-
tion for outputs of machine learning models has brought another variable to
the equation: the interpretability. This implies that producing outstanding pre-
dictions is no longer the only goal to be reached. Reasoning models should be
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capable of explaining (to some extent) how they arrived at a particular conclu-
sion. Unfortunately, most accurate classifiers are not well-suited in doing that
as they regularly perform as black boxes.

We have two approaches to deal with the EU regulations: either we use post-
hoc procedures to elucidate the decision process of existing black-box classifiers,
or we develop new interpretable algorithms able to intrinsically explain their
predictions. An issue with the first approach is that the intuition behind some
explanation methods is probably more difficult to understand than the classi-
fier itself, so they are not transparent. On the other hand, these methods often
provide just local explanations for a single instance [14], thus proving a limited
picture of the problem domain. An issue with the second approach is that reach-
ing a trade-off between interpretability and accuracy can become a nightmare.
However, the idea of having a prediction model able to explain its decisions
without the need of using a post-hoc method is attractive.

This paper proposes an interpretable neural system, termed Evolving Long-
term Cognitive Network (ELTCN), to deal with pattern classification prob-
lems. The new recurrent model is built upon the Long-term Cognitive Networks
(LTCNs)[17] which are deemed interpretable to some extent since all neural con-
cepts in the network have a specific meaning. The distinctive characteristic of
this model is that it allows the weights to change from an iteration to another
during the reasoning process. While having well-defined neurons help understand
the model and its decision process, it posses the problem of obtaining accurate
results without having explicit hidden neurons. The second contribution of this
paper is related to a new backpropagation algorithm which is used to adjust the
weights and some transfer function parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the LTCN
model. Section 3 presents the proposed neural system, while Sect. 4 elaborates
on the backpropagation algorithm. Section 5 contains an empirical study of the
developed algorithms. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Long-Term Cognitive Networks

Roughly speaking, LTCNs are interpretable recurrent neural networks where
each neural concept Ci denotes either an input or output (continuous) variable
in a given domain, while the weight wji ∈ R denotes the rate of change in the
conditional mean of Ci with respect to Cj , assuming that the activation values
of the remaining neurons impacting Ci are fixed. This is similar to interpreting
the coefficients in a regression model. Hidden neurons are not allowed as they
cannot be interpreted naturally [18]. It also holds that:

– wji > 0: If positively activated, Cj will impact positively Ci. More explicitly,
the higher (lower) the activation value of Cj in the current iteration, the
higher (lower) the value of Ci in the following iteration;

– wji < 0: If negatively activated, Cj will impact negatively Ci. More explicitly,
the higher (lower) the activation value of Cj in the current iteration, the lower
(higher) the value of Ci in the following iteration.
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Equation (1) shows the reasoning rule of LTCNs, which computes the activa-
tion value A

(t+1)
i of the neural concept Ci in the (t + 1)-th iteration for a given

input pattern as the initial activation vector,

A
(t+1)
i = f

(t+1)
i

⎛
⎝

M∑
j=1

wjiA
(t)
j

⎞
⎠ (1)

where M denotes the number of neural concepts in the network, whereas f
(t+1)
i

is the transfer function adopted to confine the activation value of each neuron
to the desired interval. The nonsynaptic learning of LTCNs [15,17] is devoted
to computing the shape of the sigmoid transfer function fi(·) in each iteration
while preserving the weights defined by human experts.

3 Evolving Long-Term Cognitive Networks

This section presents a new recurrent neural system termed Evolving Long-term
Cognitive Networks (ELTCNs) for pattern classification.

3.1 Network Architecture

Let X = {X1,X2, . . . , XM} be a set of numerical variables describing a classi-
fication problem such that each problem instance is associated with a decision
class. The classification problem [4] consists in building a mapping ψ : X M → Y
that assigns to each instance the proper decision class from the N possible ones
in Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . , YN}. This problem can be modeled by using an LTCN-based
architecture. Remark that the added value would probably rely on the model’s
interpretability rather than its outstanding accuracy.

In the proposed model, problem variables are denoted as input neurons, which
can be either dependent or totally independent [16]. The former ones do admit
other input neurons to impact them, whereas the latter ones just propagate
their initial activation vector and they are not influenced by any other input
neuron, therefore their activation values remain static. Output neurons are used
to compute the decision class for an initial activation vector.

In the proposed architecture, input neurons are connected with each other
(unless the domain experts state otherwise) thus providing the system with a
recurrent network topology. Moreover, each input neuron is connected with the
output ones. Figure 1 shows, as an example, the topology of an LTCN-based
classifier involving three features and three decision classes.

3.2 Evolving Reasoning Rule

One might think that this type of comprehensible neural architecture is “lim-
ited” when it comes to the number of hidden neurons and layers. However, any
recurrent neural network can be unfolded into a multilayered network with a
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Fig. 1. Neural model comprised of three input neurons (C1, C2, C3) and three output
neurons (C4, C5, C6) encoding the decision classes.

fixed width but unlimited length, theoretically speaking. The problem with this
multilayered network is that we will have the same weight connecting the neurons
Ci and Cj in all of these abstract hidden layers.

The most distinctive feature of the ELTCN model is that it allows the weights
to change from an iteration to another. This causes the emergence of T abstract
hidden layers, each containing M abstract hidden neurons, therefore equipping
the network with improved learning capabilities.

Equation (2) shows how to compute the activation values of input neurons
by following the evolving principle,

A
(t+1)
i = f

(t+1)
i

⎛
⎝

M∑
j=1

w
(t)
ji A

(t)
j

⎞
⎠ (2)

where f(·) can be either the sigmoid function,

s
(t)
i (x) =

1

1 + e−λ
(t)
i (x−h

(t)
i )

(3)

or the hyperbolic tangent function,

q
(t)
i (x) =

e2λ
(t)
i (x−h

(t)
i ) − 1

e2λ
(t)
i (x−h

(t)
i ) + 1

(4)

such that λ
(t)
i > 0 and h

(t)
i ∈ R are two parameters denoting the function slope

and its offset, respectively. Given N decision classes, the activation values for
output neurons will be computed as follows:

A
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(t)
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(t)
j

)

e

(∑N
k=1

(∑M
j=1 w

(t)
jk A

(t)
j

)) . (5)
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4 Backpropagation Learning

This backpropagation algorithm is devoted to estimating the weights and the
offset parameter associated with each neural entity. The first step is to perform
the forward pass so that we can compute the total error E , which is calculated
by using the cross-entropy between the expected response (binary) vector Y and
the predicted one for a given instance.

Case 1. When t = T , we have the following:

E = −
N∑

i=1

YilogA
(t)
i (6)

where Yi is the actual value of the i-th decision class, while A
(t)
i is the activation

value of that decision neuron. Consequently,

∂E
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(t)
i

= − Yi

A
(t)
i

+
1 − Yi

1 − A
(t)
i

. (7)

Since the output neurons use a softmax transfer function, we need to calculate
the partial derivatives of the output they produce A

(t)
i with respect to the raw

activation values Ā
(t)
j . More generically we have:
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Case 2. When 1 < t < T , we have the following:
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is given by f
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j . For the sigmoid function we have:
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while for the hyperbolic tangent we have:
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Subsequently, we need to obtain the partial derivatives of the total error with
respect to the transfer function parameters h

(t)
i as follows:
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. (10)

– For the sigmoid transfer function we have:
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– For the hyperbolic tangent function we have:
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Finally, Eq. (13) shows the partial derivative of the total error with respect
to the weights in the t-th abstract layer,
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Equations (15) shows the gradient vector for the transfer function parameters
attached to the (input) neurons in the t-th abstract layer. Similarly, Eq. (16)
shows the gradient vector corresponding with the weights connecting the t-th
abstract layer with the following one.
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The reader can notice that such gradient vectors are all we need to adjust the
network parameters by means of a gradient descent method. In this paper, the
Adam optimization method [10] was used to perform the numerical simulations.
It is worth mentioning that the proposed backpropagation algorithm could be
adjusted to deal with a large number of abstract layers coming from the reasoning
process, however, that is beyond the scope of this paper.
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5 Numerical Simulations

This section is devoted to evaluating the discriminatory power of the proposed
ELTCN model on 35 pattern classification datasets. Such benchmark problems
(see Table 1) have been collected from both the KEEL [1] and UCI ML [12] repos-
itories. A brief inspection of these datasets shows that the number of instances
goes from 106 to 10,9992. The number of attributes ranges from 4 to 29 while
the number of decision classes goes from 2 to 15.

The state-of-the-art classifiers selected for comparison include: Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), Logistic Regression (LR),
Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) using
two hidden layers, each with 50 ReLU neurons. Moreover, we used the ADAM
optimization algorithm and the sparse cross-entropy to measure the error dur-
ing the training process. The numbers of epochs in ADAM was set to 200 in all
cases to keep the simulation time low. The parameters attached to the remaining
models were configured as provided in Scikit-learn. Hence, no model performed
hyperparameter tuning, which is convenient to assess their performance when
their parameters have not been optimized for each dataset.

This experiment includes two ELTCN models, both performing 5 iterations
during the recurrent inference process. The first model (ELTCN-S) uses sigmoid
transfer functions, while the second one (ELTCN-H) uses hyperbolic tangent
ones. Figure 2 shows the average prediction rates on the 35 datasets, after per-
forming 10-fold cross-validation. It can be noticed that RF reports the highest
prediction rates, followed by ELTCN-H and MLP, while the ELTCN-S variant
ranked last. The poor performance of ELTCN-S could be a result of the satura-
tion issues of the sigmoid transfer function.
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Fig. 2. Average prediction rate achieved by each classifier on the 35 benchmark prob-
lems adopted for simulation purposes.
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Table 1. Benchmark problems used during the simulations.

ID Name Instances Attributes Classes Noisy

DS1 Acute-inflammation 120 6 2 No

DS2 Acute-nephritis 120 6 2 No

DS3 Appendicitis 106 7 2 No

DS4 Cardiotocography-10 2,126 20 10 No

DS5 Collins 500 22 15 No

DS6 Dermatology 366 16 6 No

DS7 Echocardiogram 131 11 2 No

DS8 Ecoli 336 7 8 No

DS9 Flags 194 29 8 No

DS10 Glass 214 9 6 No

DS11 Heart-5an-nn 270 13 2 Yes

DS12 Heart-statlog 270 13 2 No

DS13 Iris 150 4 3 No

DS14 Libras 360 27 15 No

DS15 Liver-disorders 345 6 2 No

DS16 Mfeat-morphological 2,000 7 10 No

DS17 Mfeat-zernike 2,000 26 10 No

DS18 Monk-2 432 6 2 No

DS19 New-thyroid 215 5 2 No

DS20 Page-blocks 5,473 11 5 No

DS21 Parkinsons 195 22 2 No

DS22 Pendigits 10,992 14 10 No

DS23 Pima 768 8 2 No

DS24 Planning-relax 182 12 2 No

DS25 Saheart 462 9 2 No

DS26 Segment 2,310 19 7 No

DS27 Vehicle 846 18 4 No

DS28 Vertebral2 310 6 2 No

DS29 Vertebral3 310 6 3 No

DS30 Wall-following 5,456 25 4 No

DS31 Wine 178 13 3 No

DS32 Wine-5an-nn 178 13 3 Yes

DS33 Winequality-red 1,599 11 6 No

DS34 Winequality-white 4,898 11 7 No

DS35 Yeast 1,484 8 10 No
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To determine whether the observed performance differences are statistically
significant or not, the Friedman test [5] has been conducted. This non-parametric
test will reject the null hypothesis when at least two classifiers perform signif-
icantly different. The p-value=0.0 < 0.05 suggests rejecting the null hypothesis
for a 95% confidence interval. However, this does not mean that we can certainly
conclude that the ELTCN-H method (best-performing variant) significantly con-
tributes to the differences reported by the Friedman test.

Therefore, the following analysis is dedicated to performing pairwise compar-
isons with ELTCN-H being the control algorithm. Such pairwise comparisons are
conducted using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [20]. Table 2 shows the p-values
reported by this non-parametric test, the negative (R−) and the positive (R+)
ranks, the corrected p-values according to Holm, and whether the null hypothesis
was rejected or not for a significance level of 0.05.

Table 2. Wilcoxon pairwise analysis with Holm correction for a significance level of
0.05 such that ELTCN-H is used as the control classifier.

Algorithm p-value R− R+ Holm Hypothesis

SVM 9.345E-03 11 21 2.804E-02 Reject

GNB 2.476E-06 4 30 1.733E-05 Reject

LR 4.710E-04 8 24 2.355E-03 Reject

RF 1.942E-02 23 9 3.884E-02 Reject

DT 4.890E-03 9 24 1.956E-02 Reject

MLP 2.452E-01 17 13 2.452E-01 Fail to reject

ELTCN-S 3.247E-06 3 30 1.948E-05 Reject

The reader can observe that the ELTCN-H variant outperformed all classifiers
but RF and MLP. What is perhaps more important is that ELTCNs have a
shallow architecture in which each neuron has a specific meaning for the domain
problem. This makes ELTCNs quite interpretable, as opposed to traditional
neural systems that operate as black boxes.

6 Conclusions

The results suggest that the ELTCN-H model is able to produce competitive
prediction rates when compared with traditional classifiers. This feature in con-
junction with the interpretability of ELTCNs supports the attractiveness of the
proposed neural system. The reader can notice, however, that this research
does not elaborate on the interpretability issues. Instead, it is assumed that
we could understand how the decision classes were derived by simply inspecting
the weights describing the system. This naive assumption oversimplifies the com-
plexity behind an FCM-based classifier. The future work will focus on shedding
light on the interpretability of the proposed neural system.
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Abstract. The magnitude of the tasks facing modern society increases the rel-
evance of the problem of human competence, e.g. intellectual productivity (in
professional and everyday activities). However, the problem of intellectual com-
petence is open to research. The purpose of this study: to determine the construct of
“intellectual competence” using neural network programming. Intellectual com-
petence is a special type of organization of knowledge that provides the ability to
make effective decisions in a certain subject area, so we can talk about the compe-
tence of a poker player, a schoolboy, etc. Thus, we have identified as the basis of
intellectual competence several components: conceptual, metacognitive and inten-
tional abilities, which manage of human mental activity; Study participants: 90
students at the age of 15 years; and Techniques: “Conceptual Synthesis”, “Method
for Diagnosing the Degree of Development of Reflexivity”, “Comparison of Sim-
ilar Figures”, “Intentions” and “Interpretation”. In accordance with the obtained
results, it can be concluded that a multi-level construct of intellectual competence
in older adolescents can be modeled using neural network analysis with an accu-
racy of the constructed model of 99.5%. The residual variance explained by the
complexity and heterogeneity of the structure of intellectual competence and the
participants’ transitional age.

Keywords: Productive intellectual activity · Neural network modeling ·
Intellectual competence · Abilities

1 Introduction

Features of adolescence determine the dramatic and significant changes in all aspects
of human life. In the context of intellectual development, this period is characterized by
an increase in mental capabilities due to the maturation of conceptual, metacognitive
and intentional abilities that are useful for the implementation of productive intellectual
activity in a certain field, that is, intellectual competence.

It should be noted that the specificity and properties of competence, including intel-
lectual competence, are manifested almost exclusively in any specific real practical
activity. In this regard, new questions arise regarding nature and the essence of the com-
petence construct. Is there a component of competence in any activity that is not subject
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to consciousness, or is it inherent only to a certain age, is it like a transitional stage to a
more advanced way of thinking?

Regardless of how theoretical problems are solved, the study of competence, its fea-
tures and properties is of great interest and will undoubtedly be useful both in the light
of a deeper understanding of the thinking mechanisms themselves and possible vec-
tors of improvement, development of practical activities and optimization of expended
resources.

This article attempts to determine intellectual competence and its structural compo-
nents using neural network modeling, as well as the results of an empirical study that
reveals the relationship of conceptual, metacognitive and intentional experience in the
framework of the construct of intellectual competence.

In a number of studies, the components of intellectual competence were identi-
fied, among which cognitive, metacognitive, personality, motivational indicators were
identified:

1) subject knowledge [8, 10];
2) conceptual, categorical, semantic abilities [8, 9, 12, 13];
3) intellectual self-regulation [3, 7, 8, 16];
4) intentional knowledge [9, 16];
5) specific motivation [4, 5, 9, 11, 14];
6) the quality of thinking, namely: cognitive need, flexibility, criticality, creativity

[13–16].

Therewere investigated: 1)manifestations of intellectual competence as the ability to
interpret (transforming individual experience); 2) voluntary and involuntary metacog-
nitive abilities; 3) intentional abilities; 4) conceptual (generative) abilities in present
work.

1.1 Research Questions

The theoretical hypothesis of the study: the ratio of conceptual, metacognitive and
intentional experience is an important factor determining the uniqueness of individual
intellectual competence.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

Purpose: to reveal the neuronal structure of intellectual competence in its cognitive
components.

The objective of this study is to determine the neuronal structure of the construct of
intellectual competence in the context ofmanifestations of conceptual abilities, voluntary
and involuntary metacognitive abilities, and intentional abilities.
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Thus, the subject of this study is the neuronal network structure of intellectual com-
petence, the object of study is students at the age of 15 years who have intellectual
competence formed in the process of learning.

2 Study Participants

The sample consisted of 90 students (54 girls and 36 boys) at the age of 15 years.

3 Research Methods

3.1 Method of Diagnosing Conceptual Abilities. “Conceptual Synthesis” [9]

Indicator: generative (conceptual) abilities.

3.2 Methods for Identifying Metacognitive Abilities

Methods of Diagnosing the Degree of Development of Reflexivity [7]
Indicators: reflexivity.

Comparison of Similar Drawings [6]
Indicators: 1) latent time of the first response (amount); 2) the total number of errors.

3.3 Method of Diagnosis of Intentional Abilities “Intentions” [15]

Indicators: 1) mindset, 2) beliefs.

3.4 Methodology for Assessing Intellectual Competence “Interpretation” [1, 2,
13, 17]

Indicators: intellectual competence (total score).

4 Results

In connection with the previously obtained facts about the descriptors of intellectual
competence, we used a neural network to build a regression model of the construct of
intellectual competence. In the data, seven variables are represented: six independent,
predictors and one - target, dependent. At the first stage of the analysis, we built a
three-dimensional scattering diagram in order to see how this data is distributed in
space.

The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 1.
We see that the data are linear in shape and form three compact clusters located along

the main discriminants of intellectual competence.
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Fig. 1. Network model of intellectual competence

There were no significant emissions beyond the boundaries of the range of interest to
us; accordingly, we started building neural network models of intellectual competence.

Due to the fact that we did not have pre-built hypotheses regarding the structure of the
resulting neural network, we used the strategy of automated selection of the perceptron
type neural network and got five models. Having trained the obtained networks through
two trainingmodes: a user neural network and interactive training (multiple subsamples),
we received a set of five constructed networks, presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Resulting neural networks of intellectual competence

Index Net. name Training
performance

Test
performance

Validation
performance

Training
algorithm

Output
activation

1 MLP 2-3-1 0,416510 0,592603 0,779625 0,298961 0,214043

2 MLP 2-5-1 0,410779 0,763825 0,778725 0,302728 0,197014

3 MLP 2-8-1 0,445119 0,622301 0,608530 0,289715 0,194303

4 MLP 2-5-1 0,380366 0,717208 0,634722 0,311312 0,198481

5 MLP 2-4-1 0,415067 0,782290 0,687751 0,299550 0,167666
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In further analysis, to verify the adequacyof the constructednetworks,we constructed
a histogram of the most plausible and reliable model presented in Histogram 1.

Hist. 1. Network model 15 MPL 6-6-1 of intellectual competence.

Next, we built a response surface to demonstrate the relationship between the com-
ponents of intellectual competence and the objective function, which is presented in
Fig. 2.

The response surface demonstrated the previously obtained fact that manifestations
of high intellectual productivity, i.e. intellectual competence are also characterized by a
high degree of formation of conceptual and arbitrary metacognitive abilities.

Choosing for further analysis the 15th model that has the highest performance in the
control sample, we checked its quality in the test sample (Table 2).

According to the Table 2, one can make an input that a multi-level construct of intel-
lectual competence in older adolescents can be modeled using neural network analysis
with an accuracy of the constructed model of 99.5%. The residual variance explained by
the complexity of the structure of intellectual competence and the transitional age of the
study participants. The method of neural network modeling of productive intellectual
activity revealed the structure if the construct of intellectual competence within con-
ceptual, voluntary metacognitive and intentional abilities, while arbitrary metacognitive
abilities are not so important at the neural network structure.
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Fig. 2. Response surface.

Table 2. Quality in the test sample of the 15th model

Case name Interpretation Target Interpretation-Output
15. MLP 6-6-1.

Interpretation-Abs.
Res.
15. MLP 6-6-1.

Mape
V3/Abs(V1)

Mean Case
1–13

2 3,0000000 2,892991 0,107009 0,03566972 0,0503109704

9 3,0000000 3,011474 0,011474 0,00382483

10 3,0000000 2,832345 0,167655 0,05588486

27 3,0000000 2,868030 0,131970 0,04399011

28 3,0000000 3,015313 0,015313 0,00510422

29 3,0000000 2,951831 0,048169 0,01605619

40 1,0000000 1,190589 0,190589 0,19058901

49 3,0000000 2,740186 0,259814 0,08660473

61 3,0000000 2,767422 0,232578 0,07752606

63 3,0000000 3,020743 0,020743 0,00691437

68 3,0000000 2,832038 0,167962 0,05598747

72 3,0000000 2,936764 0,063236 0,02107877

73 2,0000000 1,890375 0,109625 0,05481225
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5 Findings

The results obtained in this study allowed us to form a neural model that describes the
structure of the construct of intellectual competence with its most significant compo-
nents - conceptual, metacognitive and intentional abilities. The dedicated neural network
model is highly accurate and predictive in strength, which will make it possible to use it
in any such studies of human intellectual abilities. In addition, a high predictive power
allows further use of the obtained neural network for other samples - gerontological and
cross-cultural. Thus, we have become one step closer to understanding the underlying
mechanisms that underlie individual intellectual resources.

Acknowledgments. The study was carried out by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation
(project 19-013-00294).
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Abstract. The present paper aims to propose a new type of method,
where complicated and incompressible components are temporarily
black-boxed, to apply model compression for interpretation to more com-
plicated networks. Then, those partially black-boxed components are
estimated in forward and backward ways, namely, bi-directional estima-
tion. Finally, the network with the estimated component is compressed
as much as possible to have the simplest prototype model for easy inter-
pretation. Then, we try to estimate the black-boxed layers in a new
type of network architecture where the self-organizing map (SOM) is
combined with the convolutional neural network (CNN) to process two-
dimensional feature maps from the SOM. The method was applied to
two well-known data sets, namely, the pulsar and occupancy detection
data sets. In both experiments, we could successfully improve the gen-
eralization. In addition, the final compressed weights were very close to
the correlation coefficient between inputs and targets of the original data
sets for easy interpretation.

Keywords: Bi-directional · Compression · Partially black-boxed ·
Interpretation · SOM · CNN · Generalization

1 Introduction

Machine learning has shown brilliant success in many application fields recently.
As well, many types of methods have penetrated into our daily life, causing much
confusion for ordinary people [29]. This is because one of the main problems
of machine learning, and in particular the neural networks dealt with in this
paper, have been considered one of the typical black-box models where it is
almost impossible to interpret the main inference mechanism. In particular, we
have much difficulty in persuading ordinary people to accept the decisions made
by machine learning, because it is impossible to explain the main inference in
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ordinary language. Thus, it is absolutely necessary to respond to the right-to-
explanation requests [9], and it is urgently needed to develop interpretation
methods.

In this context, the recent rapid development in convolutional neural net-
works, particularly applied to image and visual data sets, has been accompanied
by many different kinds of methods to interpret the convolutional operations
and show how the features can be extracted in many convolutional and higher
layers. For example, to visualize the features in the higher layers, the methods of
maximizing the activations, sampling, and linear combination of previous layers’
filters were used [8]. A masking method for the salient parts of input images was
proposed for fast and model-agnostic saliency detection [5]. For visual expla-
nation with a high-resolution and class-discrimination property, the gradient-
weighted class activation mapping was proposed [23]. The smooth grad [25] is a
method to reduce the visual noises by sampling images by adding some noises
to the images and taking their averages. Thus, it seems that the internal mech-
anism has been gradually clarified, at least, in the field of convolutional neural
networks. Though those methods have been popular as interpretation methods
for the convolutional neural networks, there have already been some concerns
about those methods. For example, the experimental results have already shown
that those visualization methods do not satisfy the input invariance, giving mis-
leading interpretation results [16]. In addition, some experimental results have
already confirmed that the random initialized weights could produce a visual
explanation similar to those by the learned weights [1].

For the internal interpretation of multi-layered neural networks, we propose
a novel approach called “neural compressor” to compress multi-layered neural
networks into the simplest ones without hidden layers [14] and with important
characteristics. First, relations between inputs and outputs should be understood
by interpreting all possibilities among the relations. In actual cases, the relations
between inputs and the corresponding outputs can be represented by taking
into account all the possible routes from the inputs. Second, the interpretation
should consider all possible realizations from different input patterns and initial
conditions. We think that all possible realizations from different neural networks
should have equal importance, and we should take into account all possible ones
as much as possible. The interpretation has been so far confined to one individual
case, and the compressor has tried to interpret all the possible realizations as
much as possible.

Though the neural compressor has shown good applicability for many differ-
ent data sets, one of the main problems is that there are many cases where the
compression operations cannot be applied. For example, when the neighboring
layers are connected in too complicated ways, or in extreme cases, when those
layers may be disconnected for some reason, the compression cannot be applied
naturally. For this problem, we propose a new approach where some specific
components to which the compression cannot be applied are black-boxed, and
the behaviors of the components are inferred from the inputs and outputs from
the parts.
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For application, we use the SOM-based convolutional networks. The self-
organizing maps (SOM) have been well known as a method to visualize complex
input patterns over a two-dimensional feature space [17,18], and many different
types of methods have been developed so far [7,15,21,24,26,30–35]. In addi-
tion, the SOM knowledge can be naturally used in training supervised learning,
and many attempts have been made to extend the SOM to supervised learning
[2,6,10–12,17–19,22,27,28]. From our viewpoint, those approaches have not nec-
essarily been successful. One of the main reasons is that the SOM knowledge has
been represented mainly over two-dimensional feature spaces, and the conven-
tional neural networks have not the abilities to deal with those two-dimensional
feature spaces.

To overcome this problem with the two-dimensional SOM knowledge, we
introduce here the convolutional neural networks (CNN), because the CNN have
produced many good results for large-scaled visual data sets as well as natural
language processing. However, one of the main problems of CNN is that we have
had difficulty in interpreting the inference mechanism inside. As explained above,
many different types of interpretation methods have been developed, but those
approaches, from our viewpoint, have been dependent on the characteristics,
namely, image and visual, of data sets. Image and visual data are easily and
intuitively understood. When the CNN is applied to the more abstract inputs,
used in this paper, it is almost impossible to trace the inference mechanism. Thus,
here we temporally black-box the CNN component whose inference mechanism
is inferred by examining the inputs and outputs from the CNN components.

Then, we must propose how to estimate the black-boxed components to com-
press the original multi-layered neural networks. The estimation of black-boxed
components is accompanied by information loss in multi-layered neural networks.
As is well known, information content in inputs as well as targets gradually dis-
appears when information in many layers is processed step by step. Thus, due to
this information loss, we have a serious problem of estimating the black-boxed
components. For overcoming this problem of information loss, we introduce here
the bi-directional estimation method with forward and backward information
augmentation. In the interpretation method, there are several methods to esti-
mate the inner processing in forward and backward ways. For example, one of
the well-known methods in the interpretation method is the layer-wise relevance
propagation [3] with the relevance conversation property. However, we do not
deal here with the relevance but a mechanism to produce the relevance. Thus,
it is necessary to deal with the information in inputs and targets in forward and
backward ways. At this point, we propose a method to extract information in
inputs and targets, necessary to estimate the black-boxed components, and they
are processed in forward and backward ways for clearer estimation.
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2 Theory and Computational Methods

2.1 Collective Interpretation

We have proposed the collective interpretation for interpreting the internal mech-
anism of neural networks [13]. We assume that neural networks should be inter-
nally interpreted, and in addition, all the realizations from different input pat-
terns and initial conditions should be taken into account. Neural networks have
been considered one of the major black-boxed models in machine learning tech-
niques, because of complex network architecture and uncertainty connected with
different initial conditions and input patterns. However, we suppose that this
uncertainty in producing many different kinds of internal representations should
be considered one of the major good points, meaning that a data set can be
viewed from a number of different points. In the collective interpretation, we
have two operations, namely, horizontal and vertical compression. In the hori-
zontal compression, all the routes from inputs to outputs should be taken into
account to represent the collective routes from the input to output. In the ver-
tical compression, all those weights from different initial conditions and input
patterns should be taken into account, and actually averaged. Thus, the present
method of collective interpretation aims not to interpret one realization of neural
networks but to deal with all collections of neural networks for different initial
conditions and input patterns (Fig. 1) .

First, let us explain the horizontal compression in more detail. We suppose for
simplicity that, for different initial conditions, different weights can be obtained,
but in actual situations, for different initial conditions and different input pat-
terns, a number of different weights can be produced. We suppose that, for the
tth initial condition (t = 1, 2, ..., r), two connection weights of the last two layers,
namely, tw

(5)
jj′ and tw

(6)
ij , are combined into

tw
(6∗5)
ij′ =

n5∑

j=1

tw
(6)
ij

tw
(5)
jj′ (1)

Then, supposing that tw
(6∗3)
ij′ denotes the compressed weights from the sixth

layer to the third layer, the final compressed weights are

tw
(6∗2)
ik =

n2∑

j=1

tw
(6∗3)
ij

tw
(2)
jk (2)

Then, the vertical compression is the ordinary average operation; in other words,
the collective weights can be obtained by averaging all connection weights

w̄
(6∗2)
ik =

1
r

r∑

t=1

tw
(6∗2)
ik (3)

The final and compressed weights represent the relations between inputs and
outputs directly.
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(b) Original network
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(d) Compressed network
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(6)
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Fig. 1. Network architecture with six layers, including four hidden layers to be com-
pressed immediately into the simplest one.

2.2 Bi-directional Estimation of Black-Boxed Layers

The above conventional compression can be applied to conventional multi-
layered neural networks without specific and complex configurations of connec-
tion weights. However, for some cases with complex configurations, it is quite
difficult to trace all routes from inputs to outputs, because of too complicated and
truncated routes. For those cases, we temporarily black-box those complicated
components, and we try to estimate the content of complicated components by
using the interpretable components.

Let us show an example of the partially black-boxed interpretation by using
the six-layered neural networks in Fig. 2(a). We suppose that connection weights
between the second and fifth layer cannot be interpreted because of too compli-
cated or truncated problems between them. Thus, we must estimate relations
between the second and fifth layer by using the knowledge between the first to
the second and the fifth to the sixth layer.

We have two types of estimation procedures, namely, the forward and back-
ward methods. In the forward method, the estimation is based on the normal
flow of information from the input to the output. The backward method traces
the information route from the output to the input layer. Let us take a network
shown in Fig. 2(b), which can be obtained by black-boxing components from the
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(a) Partially black-boxed

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(5)

(5)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(b) Bi-directionally

(c) Compressed network

Fig. 2. Network architecture with six layers, including four hidden layers.

second to the sixth layer. First, we should compute the backward output z from
the fifth layer

sz
(5)
j = f

(
n6∑

i=1

w
(6)
ij

sti

)
(4)

where sti is the target for the ith output neuron. Then, the output from the
second layer can be computed by

sz
(2)
j′ = f

⎛

⎝
n5∑

j=1

w
(5)
jj′

sz
(5)
j

⎞

⎠ (5)

The target for the second layer should be the output from the second layer, and
it can be computed in a forward way

sv
(2)
j′ = f

(
n1∑

k=1

w
(2)
j′k

sxk

)
(6)

The final error is computed by

E =
q∑

s=1

n2∑

j′=1

(svj′ − szj′)2 (7)
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The connection weights between the second and fifth layer can be estimated by
minimizing this equation, fixing connection weights from the first to the second
and from the fifth to the sixth layer.

2.3 SOM-Based Convolutional Neural Networks

We use in this paper a new type of network architecture in which the SOM and
CNN are combined with each other.

As is well known, the SOM has been used to detect features in input patterns
and, in particular, to visualize the features in multi-dimensional spaces. Thus,
the SOM has an ability to capture rich information in input patterns and to
visualize over multi-dimensional spaces. However, this rich information has not
necessarily been utilized for training supervised learning. This is mainly because
the SOM can produce multi-dimensional feature spaces, and the conventional
supervised neural networks cannot extract important information represented
over multi-dimensional spaces (Fig. 3).

At this point, we propose here to combine the SOM with the CNN, because
the CNN has been developed to deal with two- or three-dimensional data of
images. The convolutional neural network is described, following the architec-
ture used in the experimental results discussed below. In the architecture, we
have three convolutional layers and one max-pooling layer. All these layers are
supposed to be black-boxed.

As mentioned above, we use the bi-directional approach to estimating the
black-box layers in the CNN component. First, the forward method is based on
the SOM, Let sx and wj denote input and weight column vectors; then, distance
between input patterns and connection weights is

‖sx − w(2)
j ‖2 =

L∑

k=1

(sxk − w
(2)
kj )2. (8)

The csth winning neuron is computed by

sc = argminj ‖sx − w(2)
j ‖. (9)

The SOM tries to update connection weights into the winners and their neighbors.
The forward method is based on the outputs from the SOM, which can be

computed by

sv
(2)
j′ = exp

(
−‖sx − w(2)

j ‖2
σ

)
(10)

On the contrary, the backward method inversely computes the output of the
original network. Then, the output from the seventh layer is computed by

sz
(7)
j = f

(
n8∑

i=1

w
(8)
ij

sti

)
(11)
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(a) Original SOM-based CNN

(b) Bi-directional Partially black-boxed network

(c) Compressed network
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connected

Input
Output
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Fig. 3. SOM-based convolutional network by partially black-boxed operation to be
compressed into the simplest one.

Then, the output from the second layer is computed by

sz
(2)
j′ = f

⎛

⎝
n7∑

j=1

w
(7)
j′j

sz
(7)
j

⎞

⎠ (12)

The target for the second layer should be the output from the SOM component.
The final error is computed by

E =
q∑

s=1

n2∑

j′=1

(
sv

(2)
j′ − sz

(2)
j′

)2

(13)

The connection weights between the second and fifth layer can be estimated by
minimizing this equation, fixing connection weights from the first to the second
and from the fifth to the sixth layer.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Pulsar Data Set

Experimental Outline. The first experiment used the HTRU2 or pulsar data
set [20], where we tried to classify input patterns into pulsar and non-pulsar
ones. The original number of pulsar candidate patterns was 16,259, of which only
1,639 were actually pulsar ones. Thus, for easy comparison of the final results,
we chose the even number of pulsar and non-pulsar ones, and the total number
was reduced to 3,000. The attributes were the mean of the integrated profile,
standard deviation of the integrated profile, excess kurtosis of the integrated
profile, skewness of the integrated profile, mean of the DM-SNR curve, standard
deviation of the DM-SNR curve, excess kurtosis of the DM-SNR curve, and
skewness of the DM-SNR curve.

The number of inputs was nine, and the SOM mapped those inputs into a
two-dimensional space with a 20-by-20 size. The SOM used the built-in SOM
package in the Matlab. The outputs from the SOM were given into the CNN
component in which there were three convolutional layers, and the filter size
was 3 by 3 or 5 by 5, and the number of filters increased from 10 to 100. The
outputs from the convolutional layers were transformed by the leaky rectified
linear activation function. The final max pooling had the rectangular size of 2
by 2. All learning parameters were set to the default ones except the use of the
leaky rectified linear activation and the validation data set with the 3 patience
number for the present results to be easily reproduced.

SOM and Generalization. Figure 4 shows outputs from the SOM component.
As can be seen in the figure, pulsar patterns were located on the upper side of the
feature map in Fig. 4(a). On the other hand, non-pulsar patterns were located on
the lower side of the feature map in Fig. 4(b), though non-pulsar patterns on the
lower side were more widely spread over the feature space. Because the SOM can
successfully classify the pulsar candidate patterns by representing the patterns
over a two-dimensional feature space, this can contribute to the improvement of
supervised learning.

Figure 5(a) shows generalization errors by the present method, bagging
ensemble method, and logistic regression method. As mentioned above, those
two conventional methods were used because they can produce the importance
of input variables. As can be seen in the figure, the generalization errors by the
present method were mainly lower than those by the two conventional methods.
The lowest generalization error of 0.0563 was by the present method with 30
filters and a filter size of 3 by 3. The second lowest error of 0.057 was produced
by the present method with 100 filters and a filter size of 5 by 5. The bagging
ensemble method produced the error of 0.0592, the second worst generalization
error. Finally, the logistic regression produced the worst error of 0.0599. These
results confirmed that the SOM knowledge represented over a two-dimensional
feature space and analyzed by the CNN component can be used to increase
generalization performance.
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Fig. 4. Outputs from the SOM component, representing the existence of pulsar (a)
and non-existence of pulsar (b).

Collective Interpretation. Then, we try to interpret the final connection
weights by the present method, comparing the results with those by two conven-
tional methods and the original correlation coefficients of inputs and targets.

Figure 5(b) shows the correlation coefficients between the correlation coeffi-
cients between inputs and targets of the original data set and weights strength
of the present method, bagging method, and logistic regression and weights
strength of compressed networks without knowledge or weights from the CNN
component. The present method with 100 filters and the filter size of 3 by 3
produced the highest correlation coefficient of 0.9793. In addition, the present
method with the filter size of 5 by 5 and 100 filters produced the second highest
of 0.9758. This means that the compressed weights represent well the origi-
nal correlation coefficients between inputs and targets. The compressed network
without knowledge or weights from the CNN component produced the corre-
lation coefficient of 0.1610. We can see that the weights or knowledge from
the CNN could contribute to the performance of compressed networks, and the
compressed weights have a possibility to represent the original weights of orig-
inal SOM-based CNN networks. The bagging ensemble method produced the
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Fig. 5. Generalization errors by the present method, bagging, and logistic regression
method (a) and correlation coefficients (b) between the original coefficients of inputs
and targets and weights by the present method, importance by the bagging method
and regression coefficients by the logistic regression analysis.

correlation coefficient of 0.5614, and the logistic regression analysis produced
the second lowest coefficient of 0.1751. The logistic regression analysis could not
produce stable results over different input patterns, and the final average coeffi-
cients were obtained in one sense by canceling out the individual coefficients for
different input patterns.

Figure 6 (a) shows the correlation coefficient between inputs and targets of the
original data set. When the knowledge or weights from the CNN were not injected
in Fig. 6(b), the compressed weights were far from the correlation coefficients of the
original data set in Fig. 6(a). When the bagging ensemble method was applied in
Fig. 6(c), input No. 3 had the highest importance. The logistic regression analysis
showed also that input No. 3 was the most important. Finally, the mutual infor-
mation Fig. 6(e) showed a completely different result from the correlation coeffi-
cients. However, the most important input was input No. 1, which was also the
largest absolute coefficient of the original correlation coefficients in Fig. 6(e). As
explained in the reference paper [20], this mutual information may represent the
characteristics of input patterns, but it is quite difficult to state that the results can
represent input patterns. In addition, because mutual information cannot repre-
sent the negative effect of importance as is the case with the importance of the
bagging ensemble method, the absolute importance of the correlation coefficients
in Fig. 6(a) were not so different from the corresponding mutual information in
Fig. 6(e). In the mutual information, importance gradually decreased from left to
right, and in the original correlation coefficients in Fig. 6(a), the absolute strength
of correlations gradually decreased from left to right. These results show that the
original correlation coefficients between inputs and targets cannot be fully repre-
sented by the conventional methods as well as the simple estimation and method
without knowledge from the CNN.
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Fig. 6. The original correlation coefficients (a), weights without knowledge (b), impor-
tance by the bagging method (c), regression coefficients by the logistic regression anal-
ysis (d), and mutual information between inputs and outputs for the pulsar data set.

Figure 7 shows the compressed weights when the number of filters increased
from 10 (a) to 100 (j). As can be seen in the figure, compressed weights were
quite similar to the correlation coefficients of the original data set in Fig. 6(a).
As explained in Fig. 5, the correlation coefficients between connection weights
and the original correlation coefficients between inputs and targets were over
0.9 for almost all numbers of filters; it is natural that connection weights by all
different filters showed weights similar to the original correlation coefficients.

Figure 8 shows the compressed weights averaged over 10 different initial
conditions and 10 different filter numbers. As can be seen in the figure, the
average weights were quite similar to the correlation coefficients, but the inputs in
the middle decreased gradually, which is different from the correlation coefficients
of the original data set.

3.2 Occupancy Data Set

Experimental Outline. The second experiment tried to classify inputs into an
occupied or non-occupied state by five input variables: temperature, humidity,
light, CO2, and humidity ratio [4]. The number of patterns in the training data
set was 8,143, of which only 1,729 were considered occupied. For easy comparison,
we used the even number of occupied and non-occupied patterns, and the actual
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number of patterns was reduced to 3,000 with 1,500 occupied and non-occupied
states. We used the Matlab deep learning package, and the defaults parameters
were used as much as possible for the present results to be able to be reproduced
easily.

SOM and Generalization. Figure 9 shows the outputs from the SOM com-
ponent. As can be seen in the figure, the occupancy states were represented on
the upper right-hand side of the feature map in Fig. 9(a). On the other hand, the
non-occupancy states were represented on the lower left-hand side of the feature
map. Those two types of input patterns seem to be classified by the diagonal
boundary. Those feature maps can be expected to contribute to the improvement
of generalization performance.

Figure 10(a) shows generalization by four methods. As can be seen in the
figure, the generalization errors by the present method with filter sizes of 3 by 3
and 5 by 5 gradually decreased when the number of filters increased. When the
number of filters was 100, the present method with a 3-by-3 filter size produced
the lowest error of 0.0064. The filter size 5 by 5 produced even a smaller error
of 0.0057 when the number of filters was 90. The bagging ensemble method
produced good performance with the error of 0.0067, close to that by the present
method with a 3-by-3 filter size. The logistic regression analysis produced the
worst error of 0.0081.

Collective Interpretation. Collective weights were quite similar to the corre-
lation coefficients between inputs and targets of the original data set. Figure 10
(b) shows correlation coefficients between the original correlation coefficients
between inputs and targets and connection weights by the present method,
importance by the bagging method, and the regression coefficients by the logistic
regression analysis. The present method with 3 by 3 produced the correlation
coefficient of 0.9759, the largest coefficient. The 5-by-5 filter size produced the
second largest coefficient of 0.9576. The bagging ensemble method also produced
the larger value of 0.8956. On the contrary, the compressed network obtained
without the knowledge or connection weights by the CNN component produced
the lower coefficient of −0.1238. Finally, the logistic regression analysis produced
the coefficient of −0.2138.

Figure 11(a) shows the correlation coefficients between inputs and targets of
the original data set. As can be seen in the figure, the third input of “light”
showed the largest importance, and the second one was “CO2,” followed by the
third one of temperature, while the input variables of “humidity” and “humid-
ity ratio” did not play an important role in classification. Figure 11(b) shows
compressed weights without knowledge or weights from the CNN component. As
can be seen in the figure, the first input showed much larger importance, while
all the others took the smaller strength. As shown in Fig. 11(c), the bagging
ensemble method produced an importance that was very close to the correla-
tion coefficients in Fig. 11(a). Finally, the regression coefficients by the logistic
regression analysis were different from the correlation coefficients in Fig. 11(d).
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Fig. 7. Connection weights in the compressed networks when the number of filters
increased from 10 (a) to 100 (j).

Figure 12 shows the compressed weights by the method with a 5-by-5 filter
size when the number of filters increased from 10 to 100. When the number of
filters was 10 in Fig. 12(a), differences in the strength among six input variables
were relatively small. Then, gradually, the compressed weights became close to
the original correlation coefficients, making input variable No. 3 stronger.
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Fig. 8. Averaged weights over 10 initial conditions and 10 different numbers of filters.

Fig. 9. The outputs from the SOM for the occupancy (a) and non-occupancy (b).

Figure 13 shows the average compressed weights over 10 different initial con-
ditions and 10 different numbers of filters. As can be seen in the figure, the
compressed weights were very close to the correlation coefficients in Fig. 11(a).
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Fig. 10. Generalization errors by the present method, bagging, and logistic regres-
sion analysis (a) and correlation coefficients between the original coefficients and their
corresponding weights and coefficients (b) for the occupancy data set.

Fig. 11. Correlation coefficients (a), weights without knowledge (b), importance by the
bagging method (c), and regression coefficients (d) by the logistic regression analysis
for the occupancy data set.

As mentioned, the bagging ensemble methods could produce smaller errors, close
to those by the present method. In addition, the importance of the bagging method
was close to the correlation coefficient. This explains why the present method
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Fig. 12. Connection weights when the number of filters increased from 10 (a) to 100
(j) for the occupancy data set.

and the bagging method showed better generalization performance, because
both methods could capture linear relations between inputs and targets clearly.
The results obtained by the present experimental results were very close to those
explained in the original paper dealing with the occupancy data set [4].
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Fig. 13. Weights averaged over 10 different initial conditions and 10 different numbers
of filters.

4 Conclusion

The present paper proposed a new type of interpretation method for complex and
multi-layered neural networks. We have developed an interpretation method called
“neural compressor” to compress multi-layered neural networks into the simplest
ones without hidden layers. However, we have found that there are some cases
where it is impossible to compress directly the complex multi-layered neural net-
works. In those cases, we have proposed a new method in which some parts with dif-
ficulty in compression are temporarily black-boxed, and then connectionweights in
those layers are estimated by examining the knowledge in the other parts. Thus, the
method is called the “partially” black-boxed interpretation model. For this model,
we proposed the bi-directional method, where the black-boxed parts are estimated
by knowledge from the targets as well as from the inputs.

The method was applied to the SOM-based convolutional neural networks.
The SOM has been extensively used in many applications, in particular for visu-
alization of complex data over two-dimensional feature spaces. The rich knowl-
edge created by the SOM has produced many supervised learning methods or
hybrid methods to incorporate the SOM knowledge to improve generalization
performance. However, those methods have not necessarily produced successful
results. This is because the conventional methods cannot deal with the two-
dimensional feature spaces created by SOM. Thus, we proposed a method here
to combine the SOM with the CNN in one framework. However, it is very hard to
compress the CNN component into the simplest one, and we black-box the CNN
component. Then, we make a multi-layered neural network with the black-boxed
components for the CNN component. To estimate the inference mechanism of
the black-box components, we proposed the bi-directional method to estimate
the black-boxed parts of original multi-layered neural networks.

The method was applied to two well-known data sets, namely, pulsar and
occupancy detection. In both data sets, improved generalization performance
was obtained by the present method. In addition, the final compressed weights
were very close to correlation coefficients between inputs and targets of the
original data sets.
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Several problems should be pointed out. For the estimation of black-boxed
components, we developed the bi-directional approach, which tries to acquire
information from targets as well as inputs as much as possible. However, infor-
mation from targets is processed not through the inverse activation function but
through the ordinary activation function. Thus, we need to weaken the fixed
connection weights from the CNN component to adjust connection weights for
the new activation function. More study is needed to simplify the bi-directional
method for easy implementation. The other problem is that the number of
neurons in the CNN component increases rapidly when the number of layers
increases. Then, the number of neurons in the estimation networks correspond-
ingly grows with heavy computation even for small data sets. Thus, we need
to reduce the number of neurons in the CNN component before the black-box
operation is applied.

Finally, one of the main future directions is the interpretation of the black-
boxed component of CNN. We need to interpret fully the inference mechanism
of the method and to interpret the black-boxed components.
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Abstract. Each person generates a plethora of information just by
browsing the Web, some of which is publicly available and some other
that should remain private. In recent years, the line between public and
private/sensitive information is becoming harder to distinguish and the
information generated on the Web is being sold and used for advertising
purposes, turning the personal lives of users into products and assets. It
is extremely challenging for users and authorities to verify the behavior
of trackers, advertisers and advertising websites in order to take action
in case of misconduct. To address these issues, we present PrivLeAD,
a domain independent system for the detection of sensitive data leak-
age in online advertisement. Specifically, PrivLeAD leverages Residual
Networks to analyze the advertisements a user receives during normal
internet browsing and thus detect in real time potential leakage of sensi-
tive information. The system has been tested on real and synthetic data
proving its feasibility and practical effectiveness.

Keywords: Online privacy · Web advertisement · Transparency

1 Introduction

Billions of users browse the web to read news, connect with their friends via
social networks, buy products from online stores and more. This online activity
generates a huge amount of data which, in the current information era, has
proven to be the most valuable resource. [18]. In fact, several companies have
built their whole business model on user data aggregation and utilization, which
they later provide, for a fee, as a service. The larger and most commonly known
of such ecosystem is advertising. When users start browsing the web, trackers
that are present in each visited website, will try to construct the online persona of
each user via various techniques [11,13]. Publishers use the collected information
to target users with more personalized advertisements, so that they can increase
their revenue in order to cover the cost of their utilities and make some profit.
On the other hand, users continue to use their favorite online services for free
and also receive advertisements tailored to their interests and needs, which could
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be proven useful. This two way relationship is the gas that fuels the web and is
proven beneficial for both parties. A problem arises when trackers begin to gather
information about sensitive topics, such as medical conditions, political views,
and sexual orientation. Most users would consider these pieces of information
private and would not be willing to share or publicly disclose them. Furthermore,
leakage of such sensitive information could publicly expose, or in some cases even
harm, users. For example, insurance companies might decline services, based on
information collected from third parties, which might indicate an all alleged
previous medical condition.1

With the establishment of legislation like General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) users are entitled
to more control over their data, but it is still unclear how well publishers com-
ply with such legislation. Additionally, it is extremely challenging for users and
authorities to verify the behavior of advertising websites or advertisers in order
to take action in case of misconduct.

In this paper our motivation is to enhance transparency on the sensitive
data trackers and advertisers collect. We aim to uncover how the private and
personal information of a user are used by third parties. We therefore propose
a first of its kind methodology that reveals information leakage by inferring
the content delivered to the user. We design and implement Privacy Leakage
Detection (PrivLeAD), a system for the detection of privacy leakage in online
advertisements that allows users to define sensitive information policies and noti-
fies them when misuse of their data is observed. This follows the work of other
researches, such as [3] where the authors describe the necessity of tools to cre-
ate awareness among Internet users about the monetary value connected to the
commercial exploitation of their online personal information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mechanics
behind tracking and online advertising and defines our motivation. Section 3
presents in detail our systems architecture while Sect. 4 describes the building
blocks from the methodological point of view. Section 5 explores the feasibility of
our system and provides our experimental results. Section 6 discusses the related
work and finally in Sect. 7 we summarize our contribution.

2 Motivation

Tracking is a technique used to collect information about users based on specific
patterns or habits. During the last decade data companies have been in a contin-
uous spree to obtain larger and more accurate data. Currently, most websites use
several elements of JavaScript code which are executed each time a user loads a
page. This code is responsible for reporting several pieces of information, such
as the visited web-page, user identifiers, geolocation, browser information, and
more, to a third party company. These third party companies, namely trackers,
try to collect information about the users, reconstruct their browsing history in
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/jessicabaron/2019/02/04/life-insurers-can-use-

social-media-posts-to-determine-premiums.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jessicabaron/2019/02/04/life-insurers-can-use-social-media-posts-to-determine-premiums
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jessicabaron/2019/02/04/life-insurers-can-use-social-media-posts-to-determine-premiums
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order to reveal user interests and habits, and then sell this information for profit
to anyone interested. The effectiveness of a tracker is defined by its reach, as in
how many web-pages, and by its collaborations with other trackers. Currently
95% of web-pages contain at least one tracker, 78% of which try to send unsafe
data [20].

Trackers are central to the Real-Time Bidding (RTB) ecosystem. RTB is
a programmatic way to sell advertisement ad-slots, i.e. placeholders inside a
website where advertisement are rendered, to the highest bidder of a real time
auction. Every time a user visits a website utilizing RTB, advertisers compete
for an ad-slot. The advertiser that offers the highest bid wins the auction, which
subsequently renders its advertisement. RTB accounts for more than 74% of
the online advertising [14]. RTB is a complex and closed ecosystem with several
entities competing and collaborating. We briefly present the most important of
them:

– Publisher: the owner of a website and where advertisement auctions take
place. Each publisher reserves placeholders (ad slots) where the ads will be
rendered.

– Advertisers: the buyers of the ad slots. They create ad campaigns and define
the audience they want to target.

– Supply-Side Platforms (SSPs): an entity that allows the publisher to
manage its ad-slots, define minimum prices willing to sell them, and so on.

– Ad-exchange (ADX): a real time market place, similar to a stock exchange
that allows advertisers and publishers to sell and buy ad slots.

– Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs): an agency that utilizes sophisticated
algorithms to help advertisers draw better bidding decisions and buy better
ad-slots.

In order for RTB to work, advertisers need to obtain user information to
tune their bidding policies and to decide if they are interested in specific users.
Trackers take upon the task of collecting information about the users in order to
sell it to advertisers. Without trackers, advertisers would not be able to target
users making advertisement campaigns less effective and thus generating less
revenue. Motivated by the relationship between trackers and the RTB entities,
we try to infer sensitive data leakage on the web. To do that, we leverage the
mechanics behind online advertising and the intuition that, in order for users
to get specific advertisements, the advertisers need to collect some knowledge
about them. Hence, we can infer how sensitive information are exploited in the
wild by observing the type of served advertisements.

3 System Architecture

PrivLeAD consists of two main components and an ancillary one. Namely, a
web browser plugin (the Client), a collection of remote services (the Server)
and, optionally but strongly recommended, the Obfuscation Proxy.
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3.1 PrivLeAD Browser Plugin

The plugin runs on the user’s browser and it is responsible for retrieving all the
advertisements that the user receives when browsing. At the same point, the
plugin sends the identified advertisements to the server. The plugin’s design has
been driven by the following requirements:

– Privacy by Design: It must not expose user’s identity or compromise
her/his security.

– Real time operations: It must promptly report any leakage to the user.
– Lightweight: It should not change the user experience by consuming a sig-

nificant amount of resources such as processor, memory or bandwidth.
– Transparency: All the operations performed by the plugin should be trans-

parent to the user.

The plugin leverages the webRequest API to collect all of the images received
by the browser. As we focus only on advertisements, we need to exclude images
related to the website in order to reduce the traffic with the server. For this
reason, we exclude all of the images originating from the website’s domain.
Additionally, we created a list with Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) serv-
ing images. Before sending the images for inspection to the server, we check if
they are served by a known CDN, in which case we exclude them as not adver-
tisements (see Sect. 4.1). We also manage a cache of the alleged advertisements
that a user sees per session, to further reduce the traffic.

On the “front-end” side, PrivLeAD provides to the user a friendly and easy
to use UIİt allows the definition of policies, characterizing what topics, or combi-
nation of, are considered sensitive and in what context. Furthermore, it provides
reports about the topics associated with each identified advertisement and it
alerts the user for policy violations. Note that the policies are stored and val-
idated only locally, reducing the chances of information leakage cause by the
plugin. PrivLeAD is written if a few hundred lines of JavaScript code, and it
currently supports Chrome and Firefox browsers.

3.2 PrivLeAD Server

The server acts as the heart of our system. It is responsible for further distin-
guishing advertisements from images and detecting the topics correlated to each
advertisement. Although the client component tries to remove all non advertise-
ments, we observed that this is not enough. For this reason we further classify the
images upon arrival on the server, as advertisement or non-advertisement by uti-
lizing the residual network for advertisement classification described in Sect. 4.
Following this task, we proceed to extract the topics from the advertisements.
Again, we use the models described in Sect. 4 to achieve this outcome. When
the classification is finished, we aggregate the results and send them back to the
client. On the client side, the plugin checks if the identified topics match any of
the ones that the user defined as sensitive. In such cases, it notifies her about
possible sensitive information leakage highlighting the violating advertisement.
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3.3 PrivLeAD Obfuscation Proxy

When performing the information leakage detection, we must ensure that the
system does not leak any information itself. Even without sending Personal Iden-
tifiable Information (PII), an honest but curious server would be able to recreate
user sessions by observing specific patterns such as frequency of requests or infor-
mation like the IP address of a user. Using this information, the server would be
able to identify specific users and their online habits based on the advertisements
they receive. To address this problem, we introduce a middle proxy. The proxy
is responsible for removing the real IP address before sending the image to the
server for the analysis, as well as shuffling the received images from several differ-
ent users. This way we leave the server in an agnostic state because it only sees
the proxy’s IP address. Hence, it cannot infer user sessions based on frequency
patterns. Once deployed at scale, we envision the PrivLeAD proxy assigned to
globally trusted organization to further enhance the trust in the system.

Note that similar functionality can be obtained by leveraging systems like
TOR2, either by configuring the browser to use or by just redirecting the traffic
generated by the plugin. The main purpose of suggesting the utilization of a
proxy is to simplify the users’ experience while utilizing PrivLeAD, while aiming
at high privacy standards.

Fig. 1. High level architecture of PrivLeAD

2 https://www.torproject.org/.

https://www.torproject.org/
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3.4 PrivLeAD Operational Workflow

Figure 1 shows a high level overview of all the components and their interactions.
When a user visits a web-page and starts receiving the content (1), the PrivLeAD
plugin will send all the alleged advertisements to the proxy (2). In turn, the
proxy will forward the request to the server (3) hiding the user’s identity. Once
an advertisement is forwarded to the server, more advanced classifications are
applied to reduce false positives, and if the advertisement is confirmed a such, a
score for each topic is computed. These “raw” scores are combined and reasoned
upon to identify higher level topics that are returned to the proxy (4) and then
back to the client (5). The client validates the extracted high level topics against
the user’s preferences also leveraging further contextual information and it alerts
the user in case of potential violations (6).

4 Methodology

As we already mentioned, our goal is to detect and report back to the user any
kind of leakage that could be considered as a privacy breach. We do not aim to
minimize the privacy leakage as other systems already do [15,16]. Rather, we
provide a supplementary role, by informing the users of what kind of data may
have been leaked and which advertisements leverage them to be more relevant
and appealing. Our approach is advertisement-centric and leverages the following
idea: In order for an advertisement to be presented to a user, the advertiser must
have some kind of knowledge related to the user. Which is the building block of
the real time bidding advertising ecosystem [12–14,20].

In order to be able to detect private data leakage we need to identify 1) the
advertisements in each web page and 2) the topic (or topics) of each advertise-
ment. In what follows, we describe in more detail how the required classification
is performed.

4.1 Advertisement Classification

Firstly, we need to classify which of the images are advertisements and which
are not. We obtained the dataset of [6] which consists both of advertisement
and non-advertisement images. Similarly to their approach, we trained a resid-
ual network [5] with 50 layers using 8, 348 advertisements and 13, 597 non-
advertisements. After tuning the hyper-parameters of the model and the opti-
mizer, we achieved 89% precision on a corpus of 2, 000 images of the previous
dataset. We also achieved 86% precision on a dataset containing 18, 000 images
collected by automatic website crawling.

PrivLeAD is meant to be domain independent and, thus, it embodies an
agnostic approach. This means that we try to detect all the advertisements and
not only for well known advertisers. This generates false positives, where images
may be classified as advertisements. To tackle this problem we investigated two
possible solutions. The first one involves the creation of a blacklist containing
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known CDNs that prevents content from those sources to be sent to the server.
The second approach consists of the definition of empirical rules for not process-
ing images with easily measurable characteristics that are not similar to known
advertisements. As a first approach we use image sizes, both in terms of pixels
and bytes.

Fig. 2. Sizes of advertisement images.

We analyzed the images classified as advertisements by the model in terms
of their URL and size. Figure 2 shows the sizes of the images grouped in 5
categories defined as follows: very small (≤ 80× 80 px), small (≤ 300× 250 px),
medium (≤ 500 × 400 px), big (≤ 800 × 600 px) and huge. By simply removing
the very small images false positives drop 24%, with only a 4% increment in false
negatives. Furthermore, after analyzing the image URLs we were able to refine
the CDN, reducing false positives by 26% with no impact on false negative.

4.2 Topic Classification

After classifying an image as advertisement we need to extract the topic (or top-
ics) relevant to it. Again, we leveraged the dataset provided by [5]. The authors
have already classified the images into 39 categories. From those categories, we
could distinguish 16 sensitive categories, 6 of which had enough samples to prop-
erly train a model. We followed a one-vs-all approach to create models for each
category for two reasons. First, it is faster and easier to train. When we need
to add a new category we just need to train a model for it and not re-train the
whole model for each category. Second, by having multiple smaller models the
system is more scalable as the classification can be executed in parallel by faster
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models. Therefore, we decided to train a distinct 32 layers residual network for
each of the 6 categories, namely alcohol, financial, health, law regulations, travel,
and shopping habits.

5 Experimental Evaluation

To test and validate PrivLeAD we used both real and carefully crafted personas
of specific interests.

We created the personas following the approach described in [17]. Namely, we
designed 6 personas, each focused on a different area among education, financial,
gaming/gambling, healthcare, shopping, and travel. For each persona we identified
a set of web pages that were used for training. The training pages are of similar
interests for each persona and they had active ad campaigns. We developed a
crawler, based on Selenium, that simulates the browsing behavior by scrolling
on the page, clicking on internal links and introducing random latency between
the various actions. Note that the crawler accepts privacy popups and stores
cookies to better simulate a real user. The training activity aims at correlating
each synthetic persona to a specific interest. After the training, we visit a set of
control pages. The control pages consist of neutral web pages, such as weather
websites. Between the visits of the control pages, we introduce at random visits
to some of the training pages to reduce the noise potentially generated from
control pages. When crawling with the personas, we collected all the images
available and the correlated metadata, such as the image’s URL, the publisher’s
domain and a timestamp of the collection. Note that these information are not
collected in the real implementation of PrivLeAD. Nonetheless, during testing
phase this helped in refining the list of CDN used to reduce the false positives,
as described in Section 4.1, and to better understand the characteristics of the
studied ecosystem.

We collected between few hundred to tens of thousand images per day over
a month, to a total of 243, 452 images. We separated the images based on the
day they where collected and the persona they correspond. After removing the
duplicate images, we ran an analysis to correctly distinguish between actual
advertisements and the rest of the images. Figure 3 shows the percentage of
advertisements received by each persona. Note that each persona received a
different percentage of advertisements, with shopping and health being the most
targeted.

Beside collecting and identifying advertisements, the server needs to be able
to detect which topics are expressed in the advertisements themselves. To cor-
rectly understand the accuracy of our topic extraction models, we used the adver-
tisements received from the personas and we classified them with on our top-
ics extraction module. After that, we leveraged human annotators to validate
the correctness of the classification. In order for the classification to be con-
sidered correct, the majority of the human annotators need to agree with the
result from our model [6]. Figure 4 shows the results from the model annotation.
Each advertisement can, and should, be classified with more than one topics but
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Fig. 3. Percentage of advertisements per persona.

for clarity reasons we plot only the dominant topic. The topic travel has the
highest amount of advertisements across the personas, followed by finance and
healthcare. The experiment took place during summer, we are therefore not sur-
prised that advertisements about traveling and vacation are the most popular.
The smallest percentage is, surprisingly, observed for advertisement primarily
classified as shopping. One would expect shopping to hold a much higher per-
centage. This is the result of plotting only the dominant topic. After further
analysis of the results of the topic classification, we indeed observed that shop-
ping is a strong secondary topic. This is the reason why, when reporting the

Fig. 4. Sensitive topics classified per persona.
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topic to the users PrivLeAD displays all the sensitive topics found ranked by
confidence. This would help the users to better understand about the seman-
tic of the advertisements. For example, an advertisement classified as alcohol
and shopping implies “buying alcohol”, while alcohol and law regulations imply
“awareness when drinking and driving”.

We extracted a large sample of the classified images and we gave it to human
annotators. The human annotators agreed in 61.6% of the cases with the pre-
dictions of the models.

5.1 Discussion

The empirical evaluation of the system clearly demonstrates the feasibility of
the approach and the utility of the tool itself. Our analysis identified areas that
need improvement and that constitute corollary work to what is here presented.
First of all, the identification of advertisements is based on a set of heuristics and
trained models. Both components can be improved to further increase accuracy
by simply expanding the training set used. We are continuously collecting for
new examples of advertisements with the final goal to produce a larger silver
standard corpus. Also, topic classification can be improved. The results presented
are sufficient to prove feasibility and satisfactory from a practical point of view.
Nonetheless, there is room for improvement either by providing better training
material or exploring new model options for specific topics. On this front, it
is also useful to the set of available topic categories. This is a straightforward
operation given the server’s architecture but it requires more advertisements to
achieve good accuracy.

6 Related Work

Data leakage on the web is a well studied problem over the years. In [10] the
authors propose a two speed system, allowing users to browse the web without
sharing sensitive information within social networks, and to share private infor-
mation only when required. The proposed system leverages a sandbox around
the Facebook login button and it can be adapted to other social networks. On
the other hand, [19] proposes an architecture that enables targeting without
compromising user privacy. In this approach behavioral profiling and targeting
takes place in the user’s browser instead of the online service’s side. In [8] the
authors present an empirical study of privacy-violating information flows, that
is an important class of web vulnerability. The authors implement a flow engine
within the Chrome browser to detect privacy violations such as cookie stealing,
location hijacking, history sniffing, and more. In [9] the authors presents a frame-
work to detect and to categorize the privacy violations in online social networks.
Dual to our approach, [4] presents a system that privately delivers advertise-
ments to users. The system delivers to the client a set of advertisements given
a single interest and generic demographic information. The client system selects
which advertisements to show based on private information stored locally on
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the user’s machine. Thus, an advertiser does not access the user’s private infor-
mation. In [1] the authors investigate the advertisements on Facebook and they
suggest that it commercially exploited potentially sensitive personal data for
advertising purposes through the ad preferences that it assigns to its users. In
a recent study [7] in 136 mental health websites it was discovered that 98.78%
of them contained third party elements and 76.04% contained third-party track-
ers for marketing purposes. It was even observed that in some cases user’s data
was directly shared with trackers and advertisers. Tools like [2,15,16] have been
developed to enhance online privacy by blocking trackers and advertisers. The
here proposed approach is not a competitor of these tools, contrary PrivLeAD
complements them by providing more transparency to the final users.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented PrivLeAD, a novel tool for assisting users in the
identification of the misuse of sensitive data and proper privacy violation. We
designed and implemented our system for both Chrome and Firefox browsers,
to prove its feasibility. We described the technical details relative to our tool
and give guidelines that can be used by systems sharing a similar design. The
effectiveness of PrivLeAD’s approach has been demonstrated with both real and
synthetic users, where we were able to identify advertisements with high precision
and to correctly identify their semantics.
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Abstract. Identifying defective software modules is a major factor in creating
software in a cost effective and timely manner. A variety of machine learning
techniques are available for predicting defective software modules. This paper
investigates the effectiveness of using a fuzzy neural network in identifying faulty
modules and the relative importance of the various software metrics in predicting
defective modules and their role in explaining the presence of software defects.
The conclusions of the work is that the model provides good accuracy but low
probability of detecting software defects. However, the model does provide useful
insight into the predictive and explanatory power of the various metrics affecting
defect detection. The work shows that the most influential predictive metrics are
those related to the measurement of program length and complexity. However,
the degree of their relative influence is different for different datasets. On the
explanatory side, metrics relating to program complexity, program length, and
number of operators and operands are the most influential in explaining the pres-
ence of software defects. Again, their relative importance and the importance of
other metrics vary for different datasets. These results are tentative and influenced
to some degree by the model architectural parameters and configurations. Future
work will concentrate on tuning the model and identifying a group of software
characteristic that collectively can provide a good probability of defect detection.

Keywords: Neuro-fuzzy inference · Software defects prediction · Neural
networks · Fuzzy systems

1 Introduction

Identifying defective software modules is critical to the success of software projects in
terms of functionality and can have huge impact on the time and cost of developing and
maintaining the software. Software modules require different amount of testing efforts
and resources, consequently defect prediction models can play a vital role in focusing
testing resources on the most likely defective software components. Research efforts
in software defect prediction attempt to build models using software metrics to train
the models and use the models to predict defects on newly developed software. These
efforts has contributed to the research on software metrics as well as the development
of machine learning algorithms for this purpose [1].
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The problem of detecting software defects have been approached from two different
perspectives. The first is to design a suitable set of relevant software features and met-
rics, and the second is to develop prediction models based on data mining and machine
learning techniques [2]. Halstead [3] developed a set of software metrics such as pro-
gram length, program volume, difficulty level, and line count software metrics based on
operators and operands count. McCabe [4] developed a set of software metrics based
on program complexity such as cyclomatic complexity, essential complexity, design
complexity among others. Chidamber and Kemerer [5] developed a CK metrics suit for
object-oriented design measures based on inheritance depth, coupling between classes,
and methods’ cohesion. As for defect prediction, a variety of algorithms have been pro-
posed using random forests, naive Bayes, support vector machines, decision trees, and
neural networks [6].

A cost-effective software defect prediction model should have low false negatives
(faulty modules not detected) so that modules with high probability of containing errors
are identified and can be inspected first [7]. This issue becomes even more important for
safety critical systems where software errors cannot be tolerated in any component of
the system.

2 Literature Review

Cui et al. [8] investigated the effect of the number of predictors on the performance of
eight different defect prediction models based on AUC values obtained for each model.
They used the correlation coefficient as an indicator of model stability. They concluded
that the performance of the C4.5 model is highly dependent on the number of features
used and that the Sequence Minimum Optimization (SMO) model is the least affected.
The performance of other models was highly dependent on the dataset used with change
in the number of features used having little effect.

Rodrigues et al. [9] have studied the problem of imbalanced data in datasets and
its effect on software defect prediction models’ performance. They used two different
versions of NASA datasets obtained from the PROMISE repository and the other a
cleaned andpreprocessedversion prepared byShepperd et al. [10]. Their results indicated
that predictive models that deal with imbalanced data achieve higher identification rates
of defects. They concluded that preprocessing of the datasets for errors and duplicates,
characteristics of the datasets, degree of data imbalance, and the prediction model itself
played a significant role in the classifications results [10].

Okutan andYildiz [11] developed a Bayesian networkmodel to determine the proba-
bilistic dependencies among software metrics. They used the Promise repository metrics
in addition to two metrics they defined: number of developers, and lack of code quality.
The model has been designed to learn the marginal defect probability of the whole soft-
ware system, the most significant metrics, and the causal relationships among metrics
[11]. Their experiments on nine Promise datasets indicated that response for a class,
lines of code, and lack of coding quality constitute the most likely indicators of defec-
tive software. While, coupling, weighted methods per class and lack of cohesion are the
least effective metrics in identifying faulty modules. They also showed that the number
of children, and depth of the inheritance tree have a marginal effect in addition to being
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unreliable. In addition, they showed that the probability of detecting a software fault
becomes higher as the number of programmers increases [11].

Maheshwari and Agrawal [12] developed a two-stage defect prediction model for
object oriented software based on the premise that defect prediction is a cost-sensitive
classification problem where misclassification cost consists of the cost of testing none-
defectivemodules and the cost ofmissing on defectivemodules. Themodel usesRandom
Forest classification ensemble and three-way decision process. In the first stage, modules
are divided into three categories: defective, non-defective, and differed.Differedmodules
are further classified in the second stage. They reported that their three-way decision
model gives better results in terms of classification error and decision cost compared
with a two-way decision model.

Gupta et al. [13] constructed a stepwise regression model to assess the relevance of
CK (Chidamber and Kemerer), Halstead, and object-oriented metrics to the identifica-
tion of different defect categories to reduce testing costs. Pearson correlation was used
to identify the relationship between metrics suites and defect categories. They reported
that reuse ratio, lack of cohesion inmethods, packages imported, and response for a class
metrics are good predictors of correctness defect. Lack of cohesion in methods, reuse
ratio, and average cyclomatic complexity are best for bad practice defect. Unweighted
class size, LCOM2, instance variable declared, number of lines of code, weighted meth-
ods per class, Halstead effort, response for a class, and LCOM are the best predictors for
performance defect with message passing coupling, and reuse ratio as best metrics for
unreliable code defect. They used structural equation modeling to validate the results of
their prediction model.

Lu et al. [14] investigated the performance of a semi-supervised random forest algo-
rithm for software fault prediction. They used embedded multidimensional scaling strat-
egy to reduce the dimensional complexity of software metrics. They concluded that the
same semi-supervised learning algorithm with dimension-reduction as a preprocessing
step performs significantly better than without preprocessing in situations where few
modules with known defective content are available for training. They pointed out that
their approach is particularly suitable in cases where the number of software modules
available for model training is low.

Petric et al. [15] built an ensemble of classifiers from different families using a
stacking approach for predicting faulty modules. Their results showed an improved
performance compared to the most commonly used bagging technique. They also stated
that a stacking ensemble does not require many base classifiers as long as the classifiers
are diverse and come from different families. They also stated that Naïve Bayes and
Sequential Minimum Optimization seems to work well in combination.

Mehdi [16] has investigated the use of radial basis function and probabilistic neural
networks in software defect prediction. The work has shown that these types of neural
networks provide an acceptable level of accuracy but a poor probability of detecting
a faulty module. However, probabilistic neural networks performed consistently better
than radial basis functions using the Promise datasets. The conclusion of the investigation
is to use a range of software defect prediction models to complement each other rather
than relying on a single technique.
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This paper investigates the effectiveness of using an adaptive neuro fuzzy inference
system based on the Sugeno fuzzy model to predict software defects. In addition, the
work also examines the relative importance of the metrics affecting software defect
prediction.

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Adaptive Neural Network Based Fuzzy Inference System

Neural networks are computational mechanisms that can solve problems requiring
human intelligence by learning from data, while fuzzy systems are concerned with
making inferences in the presence of vagueness and ambiguity based on a set of fuzzy
rules provided by human experts [17]. A shortcoming of fuzzy systems is the lack of
ability to learn and adapt to changes in their environment. The opposite is true with neu-
ral networks, they can learn but their reasoning is embedded in the connection weights
of their neurons [18]. The integration of fuzzy inference systems and neural networks
can provide a platform to build intelligent systems [17] by replacing the weakness of one
system by the strength of the other [17]. To realize this integration, Jang [19] proposed a
neural network that is functionally equivalent to a Sugeno fuzzy inference model called
theAdaptive Neural Network Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) that integrates the
mechanisms of neural networks and fuzzy inference systems to utilize the capabilities
of both.

3.2 ANFIS Architecture

Jang’s ANFIS [19] is normally represented by a six-layer feedforward neural network.
Figure 1 shows theANFIS structure that corresponds to a first-order Sugeno fuzzymodel
with two inputs and twomembership functions per input [17]. The network has two types
of neurons: fixed, represented as a circle and adaptive depicted as a square. The following
exposition is adapted from [17].

For a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model, a two-rule rule base is expressed as follows:

1. If x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = p1x + q1y + r1
2. If x is A2 and y is B2, then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2

Let the membership function of each fuzzy set Ai, and Bi for i = 1,2 be defined by
a Gaussian membership function µF as follows:

µAi (x) =
1

1+
(
x−ci
ai

)2bi (1)

In evaluating the rules, a product T-norm (logical and) is chosen. Evaluating the rule
premises using product T-norm results in,

wi = µAi (x)µBi (y), i = 1, 2. (2)
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Evaluating the implication and the rule consequents gives,

f (x, y) = w1(x, y)f1(x, y)+ w2(x, y)f2(x, y)

w1(x, y)+ w2(x, y)
. (3)

Leaving the arguments out,

f = w1f1 + w2f2
w1 + w2

(4)

The above equation can be rewritten as,

f = w1f1 + w2f2, where

wi = wi

w1 + w2
(5)

Fig. 1. An adaptive Sugeno neuro-fuzzy inference system Architecture.

3.3 ANFIS Learning

ANFIS uses a combination of least-squares estimator and the gradient descent algorithm
to learn its parameters [19]. Initially, an activation function is assigned to each neuron
representing a membership function. The centers of the membership functions are set
so that the range of an input is divided equally and the widths and slopes are set to allow
sufficient overlapping of the respective membership functions. For each epoch, training
is conducted in two steps: forward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass, the
ANFIS learning mechanism uses training patterns to estimate the parameters of the
rules’ consequents by a least-squares algorithm. Once the rules’ consequent parameters
are established, the network can compute the error. In the backward pass, the errors are
propagated backward and the parameters of themembership functions are adjusted using
the back-propagation learning algorithm [17]. In theANFIS training algorithm suggested
by Jang [19], both antecedent parameters and consequent parameters are optimized. In
the forward pass, the consequent parameters are adjustedwhile the antecedent parameters
remain fixed. In the backward pass, the antecedent parameters are modified while the
consequent parameters are kept fixed. When the input-output data set is relatively small,
membership functions can be described by a human expert and kept fixed throughout
the training process [17].
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3.4 Programming Environment

To implement the neuro-fuzzy system, the following Matlab functions were used [20]:

1. genfis3(Xin, Xout, type, clusterNum, fcmOptions), genfis3 generates a fuzzy infer-
ence system using fuzzy c-means clustering by extracting a set of rules that models
the data behavior with fcm (). The function fcm () determine the number of rules
and membership functions for the antecedents and consequents. The arguments for
genfis3 are as follows [20]:

• Xin: a matrix where each row contains the input values of a data point. The matrix
Xin have one column per input.

• Xout: a matrix where each row contains the output values of a data point. The
matrix Xout has one column per output.

• type: has two options, ‘mamdani’ or ‘sugeno’.
• clusterNum: number of clusters to be generated by fcm(). The number of clusters

determines the number of rules that model the system’s behavior. The value can
be an integer or ‘auto’. When clusterNum is ‘auto’, the function uses Matlab
subclust algorithm with a radius of 0.5 and the minimum and maximum values
of Xin and Xout to find the number of clusters.

• fcmOptions, [option (1) option (2) option (3) option (4)]:
• option (1): a parameter that controls the degree of fuzzy overlap between clusters.

This value must be greater than 1, with smaller values creating more crisp cluster
boundaries, default value is 2.0.

• option (2): Specify the maximum number of optimization iterations.
• option (3): Specify the minimum improvement in the objective function between

successive iterations for the learning process to continue.
• option (4): a zero-one value that allows the user to choose whether to display the

value of the objective function or not after each iteration.
When omitting fcmoptions, the function uses the default values.

2. anfis(trainingData, options), This function fine-tune Sugeno-type fuzzy infer-
ence system using training data and options. It generates a single-output Sugeno
fuzzy inference system (FIS) and tunes the system parameters using the specified
input/output training data and options. The FIS object is automatically generated
using grid partitioning. The options allow the user to specify an initial FIS object to
tune; validation data for preventing overfitting to training data; training algorithm
options; and whether to display training progress information. The training algo-
rithm uses a combination of the least squares and backpropagation gradient descent
methods to model the membership functions of the training dataset.

3. output = evalfis(fis,input) uses the fuzzy inference system fis with input values in
input and returns the resulting output values in output.

3.5 Software Defect Prediction Datasets

The following NASA software defect prediction datasets available publicly from the
PROMISE repository are used in this research [21]:
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• KC1: a C++ system implementing storage management for receiving and processing
ground data.

• KC2: same as KC1 but with different personnel.
• CM1: is a NASA spacecraft instrument written in “C”.
• JM1: A real-time predictive ground system written in “C”.
• PC1: is s flight software for earth orbiting satellite written in “C”.

3.6 Performance Measures

In this work, accuracy and probability of detection are used for the evaluation of model
performance. These statistics are computed from the confusion matrix. A confusion
matrix is used to measure the performance of a classifier. Figure 2 illustrates a confusion
matrix for a two-class classifier. A good classifier would have large true positives and
true negatives, and small number of the other two statistics [22].

Fig. 2. Confusion matrix parameters.

Based on the confusion matrix, accuracy and probability are computed as:

Accuracy = (TP + TN )/(TP + TN + FP + FN ) (6)

Probability of detection = TN/(FN + TN ) (7)

3.7 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the accuracy and predictive power of the neuro fuzzy model for the
PROMISE datasets. Derived attributes were removed and only the following attributes
were used as predictors:

1. McCabe’s line count of code – LOC
2. Cyclomatic complexity – CYC
3. Essential Complexity – ECP
4. Design Complexity – DCP
5. Halstead total operators and operands – TOO
6. Halstead Effort – EFF
7. Halstead Line Count – HLC
8. Flow graph branch count – FBC
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Table 1. Accuracy and prediction of the neuro fuzzy model.

Data
set

Accuracy Prediction

KC1 0.853 0.357

KC2 0.828 0.739

CM1 0.848 0.214

JM1 0.825 0.404

PC1 0.860 0.133

The results in Table 1 are compared with those shown in Table 2 obtained from a
previous study using radial basis function and probabilistic neural networks [16]. On
average, the performance of the model with regard to accuracy for the five datasets
is slightly better than the accuracy shown in Table 2 for other neural networks based
models. Probability of prediction is higher for all the datasets comparedwith those shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Accuracy and prediction of the RBNN and PNN.

RBFNN PNN

Dataset Acc % PD % Acc % PD %

KC1 77.0 44 83.1 29.7

KC2 78.0 50 83.4 50.0

CM1 82.5 20 87.3 33.3

JM1 77.0 31 77.5 30.0

PC1 89.2 32 91.6 40.0

3.8 Relative Importance of Predictors

One of the main objective of this work is to investigate the effectiveness of the individual
predictors used in the model in terms of their predictive and explanatory power of
software defects.

3.9 Predictive Performance

To examine the predictive power of each explanatory input variable (metric), the neuro-
fuzzy model was retrained by removing one input variable at a time and examining the
predictive power of themodel using test data for each dataset. Table 3 gives the predictive
power of the model for each removed predictive input variable. The lower the resulting
predictive power the model, the more effect the removed input variable has on the model
predictability.
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Table 3. Model predictive power resulting from removing one predictor at a time.

Data set LOC CYC ECP DCP TOO EFF HLC BCN

KC1 0.38 0.26 0.31 0.33 0.29 0.26 0.3 0.24 0.36

KC2 0.74 0.65 0.78 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.61 0.69 0.74

CM1 0.51 0.50 0.36 0.38 0.43 0.22 0.36 0.29 0.29

JM1 0.43 0.38 0.28 0.28 0.4 0.26 0.29 0.38 0.29

PC1 0.34 0.20 0.27 0.16 0.2 0.33 0.27 0.20 0.13

Table 3 shows that the number of lines of code (LOC, and HLC), total number
of operators and operands (TOO), and program complexity as measured by BCN are
the most influential input variables. This indicates that program length and program
complexity are the most important predictors of software defects. However, the degree
of their influence is different for different datasets, i.e. the type of software projects
dataset represents.

3.10 Explanatory Performance

To identify the relative explanatory power of each input metric, sensitivity analysis was
conducted to determine the causal importance of each predictor. For each dataset, each
input variable was perturbed by steps of 5% from 0% to 100% at a time and the accuracy
of the model was calculated. Changes in model accuracy for each input variable and
dataset are shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 7.

Fig. 3. Changes in accuracy as a function percentage increase in predictors for the CM1 dataset.
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Fig. 4. Changes in accuracy as a function percentage increase in predictors for the KC1 dataset.

Fig. 5. Changes in accuracy as a function percentage increase in predictors for the KC2 dataset.

Fig. 6. Changes in accuracy as a function percentage increase in predictors for the JM1 dataset.
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Fig. 7. Changes in accuracy as a function percentage increase in predictors for the PC1 dataset.

For the CM1 dataset, see Fig. 3, high degree of program complexity as measured by
design complexity (DCP) and flow graph branch count (BCN) are the most influential
in explaining the presence of software defects. Figure 4 shows that BCN is the most
important input variable explaining the presence of software defects in KC1 dataset
followed by Halstead number of lines of code (HLC). For the KC2 dataset, Fig. 5
indicates the program length (HLC) and number of operators and operands (TOO) are
most important factors in explaining software defects. BCN is the most important single
factor affecting the presence of software for the JM1 dataset, Fig. 6. For the PC1 dataset,
software defects seem to be influenced by the number of lines of code (LOC) while the
other input variables have no or little effect.

4 Conclusions

In thiswork,we have built a neuro fuzzy inference systems for detecting software defects.
The model provides good accuracy but low probability of detecting software defects.
However, the model does provide valuable insight into the predictive and explanatory
power of the input metrics used in software defect detection. The work shows that
the most important predictive input variables are those related to program length and
program complexity. However, the degree of their influence is different for different
datasets. On the explanatory side, factors relating to program complexity and program
length and number of operators and operands are the most influential in explaining the
presence of software defects. However, their relative importance and the importance of
other factors varies for different datasets. These results are tentative and future work will
concentrate on identifying the most influential group of factors that influence software
defects detection.
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Abstract. Automatic understanding of sports is essential to improve
viewer experience and for coaches and players to analyze, strategize and
improve game performance. To achieve this it is essential to harness
the ability to localize and recognize the actions in sports videos. In this
paper we focus on the fast paced sport of badminton. The challenge
is to extract relevant spatio-temporal features from several consecutive
frames and to classify them as an action or a no-action in minimal time
and with minimal computational power. We propose two novel Neural
Accumulator (NAC) based frameworks, namely NAC-LSTM and NAC-
Dense for aforementioned objective. Neural Accumulator is employed for
spatial and temporal feature extraction respectively followed by classifi-
cation. The actions of the players were annotated as react,lob, forehand,
smash,backhand and serve. An Autoencoder-LSTM Network, Dilated
Temporal Convolutional Networks (TCN) and Long Term Recurrent
Convolutional Network (LRCN) have been designed for comparison. Mul-
ticlass recognition has been performed with 5-fold cross validation on
several test-train data splits (from 10–50%) to verify the efficacy of the
results. The proposed methods achieve a high classification accuracy in
strikingly minimal CPU time.

Keywords: Neural Accumulator · Video action classification ·
Machine vision

1 Introduction

In the last decade, as the available sports multimedia has grown, the technol-
ogy for analysis of content-based sports video has followed. Thereafter, due to
high commercial potential and wide viewership, it has become paramount to
develop a potent representation of sports video content (Zhu et al. [1]). Several
investigations using traditional approaches relying on learning a frame based
spatio-temporal features (Zhao and Elgammal [2]) for action recognition and
motion tracking focusing on close-up view of human body parts motion have
been carried out (Pingali et al. [3], Shah and Jain [4]). Such an approach is con-
strained with the requirement of high resolution and multiple near-view cameras.
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In case of far-view frames, tracking human body motion for the purpose of action
classification becomes less efficient and hence inapplicable. The advent of deep
learning techniques in motion tracking enabled extracting robust spatio-temporal
features with lesser constraint on the input. The success of Deep convolutional
networks (CNNs) in visual and Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in sequential
data interpretation tasks, encouraged its utilization in video action recognition.

In this context, Donahue et al. [5] employed a temporal feature based deep
learning scheme incorporating a recurrent neural network and conventional 2D-
CNN with end to end training for activity recognition and captioning of videos.
This is contrary to the learning scheme based on a frame by frame spatio-
temporal representation by either pooling over motion features or time-varying
weight learning. Single stream networks also utilized the prowess of 2-D CNNs
for feature extraction from frames and fusing the information at different levels of
the network (Karpathy et al. [6]). Tran et al. [7], assessed the merits of 3D-CNNs
for spatio-temporal feature learning over 2D-CNNs. A 3D-CNN followed by a
linear classifier was designed which outperformed other LSTM and pre-trained
2D-CNN based methods. Other studies include the integration of 3D-CNN and
RNN networks Yao et al. [8] and convolutional two stream fusion network Feicht-
enhofer et al. [9]. These networks work well to derive spatio-temporal representa-
tions in video analysis, however at the cost of high computation which affects its
real-time application and deployment in broadcasted events especially in games
with rapid motions such as badminton.

In this work we aim to address the aforementioned issue. It should also be
noted that one of the drawbacks of CNNs and LSTMs used so far in action clas-
sification frameworks is vanishing and exploding gradients, which result due to
arbitrary scaling after each consecutive layer. These contribute to the computa-
tional complexity of the said models. Neural Accumulator (Trask et al. [10]) or
NAC, on the other hand, maintains a consistent scale of the input owing to its
weight matrix consisting of simply 1, 0 and −1. NAC works as an affine trans-
formation layer where the scale of the output remains consistent as a result of its
weight matrix. This enables multiple NAC units to be stacked together without
dealing with the drawbacks, as faced by CNNs or LSTMs. We aim to exploit
this characteristic of NAC in our video action classification method.

The main contributions of this paper are two novel end-to-end trained NAC
based frameworks for action classification in video analysis. The proposed models
need not be trained on GPUs. They achieve high classification accuracy in strik-
ingly minimal training and testing time. For the purpose of comparison three
deep learning based methods viz. Denoising FCN Autoencoder, Temporal con-
volutional network and CNN-LSTM (LRCN) for stroke classification have been
implemented. These models were required to be trained on GPUs since they
take more than 2 h to train on a CPU. The proposed models perform better, in
terms of classification accuracy, than the comparing methods, except the LRCN.
As far as the computation time, our models always exhibit lower training and
testing time, even when they are run on CPU while the comparing methods on
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GPU. In other words, if all are run on either GPUs or CPUs, the contrast in time
difference (i.e the superiority of the proposed models) will be more prominent.

Experiments have been performed using 5-fold cross validation for several
test-train splits varying from 10% to 50% to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed model. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows, a brief discussion on
related work in sports video action classification is presented in Sect. 2, followed
by the proposed NAC based architectures and comparing methods in Sects. 3
and 4, respectively. In Sects. 5 and 6 we discuss different experimental proto-
cols (viz. Dataset used, its pre-processing and preparation) and results obtained
after thorough investigation. Lastly the effectiveness of the proposed method
and future scope is summarized in Sect. 7. The code and dataset for this work
is available on GitHub1.

Fig. 1. Frame instances for three different Youtube badminton matches in UIUC2
dataset

2 Related Works

Badminton is a fast paced sport, analyzing a players strokes and performance
can be exploited to be of some benefit to the player. Chu and Situmeang [11]
studied classification of player strategy based on pose and stroke information
of the player. Ghosh et al. [12] discussed an end to end framework for analysis
of badminton videos, performing object detection, action recognition and seg-
mentation. Furthermore, Yoshikawa et al. [13] proposed an automatic serve scene
detection method using no prior knowledge, without segmentation and were able
to extract motion and posture features of players using shift-invariance informa-
tion. Following this by employing linear regression they detected specific scenes
from the extracted features, and achieved high precision and recall values. Chu
and Situmeang [11] clustered the player strategies into two categories namely

1 https://github.com/poojacos/NAC-LSTM.

https://github.com/poojacos/NAC-LSTM
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offensive and defensive and performed stroke classification on badminton video
after detecting the players and court.

Studying players strategies retrieved through several successful badminton
video analysis tools could add another dimension to the game play and prepa-
ration for the players. In this study, three 2006 Badminton World Cup match
videos from UIUC2 dataset have been used which are far-view, low resolution as
they are captured using static camera. Of the 3 matches one is a singles match
and the other two are doubles matches as shown in Fig. 1. We extract the player
instances from the video frames using segmented masks. These instances are then
annotated into six different action sequences namely forehand, backhand, lob,
serve, smash and react. The same stroke sequences of top and bottom players
are classified together as one action. Serve and react sequences were found to be
the least and the most respectively. Multivariate recognition is performed on the
annotated actions and accuracies are reported. Similarity in poses of the players
among different actions and low spatial resolution made the classification task
more challenging.

3 Proposed NAC Framework for Stroke Classification

Two Novel NAC based frameworks have been proposed in this section. First one
explores the advantages of using a NAC unit for feature extraction (spatial fea-
tures per frame) as opposed to using a computationally expensive Autoencoder
or a Convolutional neural network model. Following this the extracted features
are fed as input to the LSTM model for classification. The second approach
utilizes NAC in a way such that it learns the pixel-wise temporal dependencies
from input frames, replacing LSTM. Additionally a dense layer carries out the
multivariate classification in this scheme.

3.1 Neural Accumulator (NAC)

The neural accumulator (NAC) is a neural network unit where the weight param-
eter (W ) assigned by these units are 1, 0 or −1. Trask et al. [10] proposed a
differentiable and continuous parameterization of weights easily trainable with
gradient descent.

Weights = tanh(Ŵ ) · σ(M̂) (1)

where Ŵ and M̂ (1) are randomly initialized. tanh is a hyperbolic function
whose values lie between −1 and 1, whereas a sigmoid function lies between 0
and 1, hence there dot product ranges in between values [−1,1] with bias towards
−1, 0 and 1. Two NAC implementations are simple and complex that support
the ability of simple linear operations such as subtraction, addition and complex
numeric operations i.e division and multiplication respectively. These two imple-
mentations with a gated logic form the basis for NALU or Neural Arithmetic
Logic Unit. For the scope of this study we explored the utility of NAC for spatial
and temporal feature extraction towards badminton stroke classification.
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3.2 NAC for Spatial Feature Extraction

In this framework the prepossessed data sequences each made to be 44 frames
long, and of frame dimension 32× 32 are given as input to a NAC unit and
transformed frame wise spatially. Number of NAC units stacked together is the
same as the number of pixels in a frame, which is 1024 (32 * 32) in this case, to
get the same number of input and output units. Here the intuition is to transform
the (number of frames * number of pixels) input to a sparse representation with
only relevant pixels kept non zero using the NAC layer. This transformed entity
is then given as an input to an LSTM layer with number of LSTM cells equal to
the number of frames to learn the relations of these pixels across the temporal
dimension. The NAC unit will thus have two weight matrices of shape (number
of pixels * number of NAC units). In this case number of units is equal to
the number of pixels, thus the number of parameters in this layer is equal to
2 * (number of pixels)2. This framework is trained end-to-end.

The major contribution of the proposed architecture is that it eliminates the
requirement of using a CNN or an autoencoder based model for feature extrac-
tion. NAC easily distinguishes between relevant and non relevant pixels such as
background pixels. The weights learned allow maximum signal to pass from the
player body and racquet pixel positions that are most deterministic for a stroke
such as hand and leg stances. Further the number of computations to extract fea-
tures by NAC is significantly lower than in the convolutional frameworks owing
to reduced number of matrix operations performed. A single layer of NAC units
is sufficient compared to multiple convolutional layers. Learning a NAC function
over the sequences followed by a LSTM proves to be sufficient to classify the
strokes with high accuracy in significantly lesser training time. Considering xnac

as the input set of images (each frame of a sequence) to the NAC, and Alstm be
the output of NAC to be fed to a LSTM layer (as a sequence of 44 frames),

Alstm = σ(Weights · xnac) (2)

Where Weights is initialized randomly as given by (1), and σ is the activation
function. Following this the output gate of Lstm unit with Alstm (2) as input
can be defined as,

Olstm = σ(WoAlstm + ht−1Uo) (3)

Where ht in (3) is the hidden state, Wo and Uo are randomly initialized weights
for output gate. Similarly input gate, forget gate outputs and output of hidden
state can be estimated using Alstm as input. For training of the proposed network
Adam optimizer with a learning rate 1e−4 is used to minimize the mean square
error function. The weights are updated with respect to the gradients calculated
by the optimizer after every 32 training samples using backpropagation-over-time
algorithm. Table 1 shows the number of parameters and output shape details of
the designed framework.
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Table 1. Detailed layer configurations NAC-LSTM model

Layer Type Output shape Parameters

in 1 Input layer 44× 1024 –

nac 1 NAC unit 44× 1024 2097152

lstm 1 LSTM layer 6 24744

tanh 1 Tanh activation – –

3.3 NAC for Temporal Feature Extraction

In this framework the NAC unit is trained to learn meaningful temporal trans-
formations of the features across time from the input sequence of frames. The
intuition is to determine the inter dependency of a pixel at a fixed position
across all the frames of a sequence. The input is of dimension (number of pixels
* number of frames) to the NAC layer that outputs a compressed representa-
tion of size (number of pixels * k), where k ≤ number of frames. When number
of NAC units (k) is chosen to be less than the number of frames, this model
performs dimensionality reduction. It can be thought of as the video being com-
pressed to smaller number of frames where each non zero pixel in this form
contains information most deterministic for a stroke. The outputs of NAC layer
are then given as an input to a dense layer with sigmoid as activation function,
for stroke classification. This framework has about the same parameters as the
previous one, however its training time and testing time is halved. This because
the weight matrices for NAC layer are of size (number of frames * k). Thus
even for a small image of size 32 * 32 this reduction in the size of weight matrix
significantly improves the computation time. Considering xnac as the input set
of images (each frame of a sequence) to the NAC identical as the NAC-LSTM
framework, and Adense be the output of NAC.

Adense = σ(Weights · (xnac.T )) (4)

where Weights are initialized randomly as given by (1), and σ is the activation
function. The output Adense (4) is flattened and given to a dense layer with
sigmoid activation. It classifies the input into different stroke actions as shown
in (5).

Odense = σ(WoAdense) (5)

where Odense gives the output of the dense layer and Wo being weights initialized
with glorot uniform. The batch size is taken as 32 and the model is trained with
the optimizer Adam with a learning rate of 1e−4, the following Table 2 gives
the detailed network configurations.
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Table 2. Detailed layer configurations NAC-Dense model

Layer Type Output shape Parameters

in 1 Input layer 1024× 44 –

nac 1 NAC unit 1024× 44 3872

flatten 1 Flatten layer 45056 –

dense 1 Dense layer 6 270342

sigmoid 1 Sigmoid activation – –

4 Comparing Methods

4.1 Denoising Autoencoder Fed LSTM for Stroke Classification

In this study a Denoising Autoencoder fed LSTM model was implemented where
initially the autoencoder model was trained using stochastic gradient descent
through backpropagation to optimize the mean square error function. Weights
were updated after every defined batch size of noisy or corrupted training samples
(noise factor of 0.2) with the rate: 1e−3 times the partial derivative of error w.r.t
the initial weight. The LSTM model was trained on the latent space features
extracted from the denoising autoencoder, multivariate classification required a
one-hot coding of all classes. Further 5-fold cross validation was carried out for
300 epochs with Adam optimizer (learning rate = 1e−4) to acquire the accuracy
for each of the defined classes.

The Encoder unit for the designed autoencoder consists of four weight layers,
each convolutional, with three 7× 7 and one 5× 5 size filters. In between convo-
lution layers, a simple max pooling operation is employed with kernel dimension
2 × 2. The decoder model has eight weight layers, each convolutional, with ker-
nel dimensions identical to the encoder in an attempt to reconstruct the input.
In place of a maxpooling layer in encoder the decoder has an upsampling layer
with filter dimension 2× 2. For adding non-linearity, Relu activation for encoder
unit and LeakyRelu for decoder unit has been used, to prevent back propagating
gradients from vanishing or exploding often faced when using sigmoid activation.
In LSTM model, we experimented with both a NAC and a sigmoid unit as the
top layer for class prediction.

4.2 TCN for Stroke Classification

TCN described by Lea et al. [14], namely Dilated TCN was utilized for experi-
mentation. The Dilated-TCN model is similar to the wavenet architecture, where
a series of blocks are defined with several convolutional layers. For the ease of
combining activations from different layers, the number of filters is kept same
for these layers. Each layer has a set of dilated convolution with the rate param-
eters. The dilation rate increases for consecutive layers in a block. A residual
connection combines the layer’s input and convolution signal.
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The performance of dilated TCN model is evaluated for multiple dilation
rate settings varying from 1 to 64 (i.e. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64) and with different
number of filters ranging from 64 to 256. Training is done using the Adadelta
optimizer for 110 epochs. In this work instead of using an additional spatio-
temporal feature extractor and using the TCN to learn on those features, the
TCN network is used to perform both the tasks since the image size is small
(32 × 32) and the idea is to allow the network to learn the pixel wise variation
across the frames of sequence instead of learning the variation of features.

4.3 Long Term Recurrent Convolutional Network (LRCN)
for Stroke Classification

LRCN (CNN-LSTM) combines a deep convolutional model for spatial fea-
ture extraction and a separate model for temporal feature synthesis (Donahue
et al. [5]). In this framework a Time Distributed convolution Network is designed
followed by a RNN unit for sequence prediction. The implemented model has 4
time distributed convolutional layers. The filter dimension is kept same for all
the layers, set to 3 × 3 and the number of filters chosen with ablative experimen-
tation are 32 and 64. A time distributed MaxPool unit is employed after every
two convolutional layers in an effort to check the number of trainable parame-
ters. Use of regularizers such as batch normalization and dropout ensure that
the network does not overfit the training samples. Following this, a bidirectional
LSTM layer and a fully connected layer classify the input sequence of frames
into 6 classes. The network is trained using the Adadelta optimizer adhering
to the five fold cross validation scheme with the number of epochs equal to 80.
Similar test train protocol is followed to verify the efficacy of the results.

5 Experiments

This section first provides an overview about the experiments performed followed
by the dataset used and the pre-processing techniques employed.

5.1 Overview

Experiments have been performed on the badminton matches in UIUC2 dataset
which were taken from Youtube 2006 badminton world cup matches. Every
player is cropped out of the frames and the corresponding stroke played is deter-
mined. Six different stroke sequences played each consisting of 44 frames have
been annotated. Following data preparation, total number of sequences were
427, 5-fold cross-validation has been used for training all the models. The split
between train and test data was set at different percentages from 10% to 50%
for thorough evaluation. Table 3 shows the data split statistics. For comparison
Dilated Temporal convolutional networks (TCN), Autoencoder-LSTM and Long
term Recurrent convolutional networks (LRCN) have been implemented.
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In addition, the models were trained on a i7 7700 processor with Nvidia
GPU 1050Ti and the GPU Tesla K-80. The models were implemented with
Keras libraries using python as the programming language and Google Colab
for GPU (K-80). The training time of different proposed models were between
half to two hours.

Table 3. Test data statistics

Test data (%) # Frames in Test set # Frames in Train set

10 43 384

20 86 341

30 129 298

40 171 256

50 214 213

5.2 Dataset

In the dataset there are video frames from three different matches consisting of
one singles and two doubles-matches. The total number of frames for the one
singles and two doubles-matches were 3071, 1647 and 3936 respectively. Since
the frames are derived from a Youtube video, the resolution of the images is
quite low. Low quality of these images restricted us from using well researched
approaches for action classification such as pose or posture estimation. It also
prevented us from exploring the advantage of analysing footwork of the players
for the purpose of strategy prediction. Utilizing the segmentation masks and
bounding boxes data present in the dataset, we extracted every player’s seg-
mented image for the given frames from three matches. Total number of unique
players from UIUC2 dataset can be estimated to be ten given one singles match
and two doubles matches.

For this study we required player instances for different strokes played in
order to classify them into six different annotated actions. There were several
challenges to prepare the required data set such as occlusion and irregular frame
instances per stroke. Occlusion made it difficult to extract the bounding boxes
of players separately, hence we had to avoid all instances where severe occlusion
occurred. In singles match dataset most of the bounding boxes for top and bot-
tom players were easily separable, however in a few cases the stroke played could
not be discerned. Occlusion posed a bigger problem with the doubles matches
dataset, as it not only occurred between the top and bottom players but also
among the two top and two bottom players themselves. Examples of occlusion
is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. (a),(c) and (b),(d) display occlusion instances in bottom and top players respec-
tively for doubles matches dataset, (e) and (f) shows occlusion instances in singles
match.

5.3 Data Preparation and Pre-processing

After extracting the bounding boxes of the top and bottom players separately
from above discussed dataset, we manually annotated the strokes into six cat-
egories referencing from the initial badminton video frames. Different strokes
recognised were react, forehand, backhand, lob, serve and smash (Fig. 3). An
additional label chosen was no-play referring to the instances when the players
were neither reacting to a stroke played by the opponent nor playing any of the
defined strokes. These instances thus have no effect on game play and were thus
discarded for the purpose of stroke classification.

The second challenge faced while data preparation was that an unequal num-
ber of frames for each of the defined strokes could be extracted due to occlusion.
In order to avoid adding complexity to our stroke classification framework we
required same number of frames for all the sequences. This was achieved by
augmenting the initial set of extracted sequences uniformly to constitute a fixed
number of frames. Each stroke sequence for simplicity and uniformity were made
to have exactly 44 frames each. The extracted stroke sequence frames were made
uniform and then converted to gray scale and resized to 32× 32 for NAC-LSTM,
CNN-LSTM models and 80 × 80 for Autoencoder-LSTM model, to reduce the
number of trainable parameters and avoid over fitting, while extracting useful
features. The total number of stroke sequences per dataset obtained by adhering
to the above discussed protocols are presented in the Table 4. Furthermore, the
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stroke sequences have been sample-wise normalised along the mean using the
equation.

Table 4. Stroke sequences per dataset

Stroke Doubles match 1 Doubles match 2 Singles match 1 Total

Backhand 19 22 21 62

Forehand 4 18 35 57

Lob 16 12 41 69

React 16 67 113 196

Serve 1 1 5 7

Smash 2 16 18 36

Xnorm =
X − Xmean

Xstd
(6)

where, Xnorm (in (6)) is the normalised vector Xmean is the mean of the sample
Xstd is the standard deviation of the sample. Data normalization is a powerful
pre-processing tool that subdues the overall impact of outliers on the general-
ization of the network.

Fig. 3. Instances of different strokes annotated, (a) backhand, (b) forehand, (c) lob,
(d) react, (e) serve and (f) smash
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6 Results and Discussion

The following section discusses the performance evaluation and comparisons of
the proposed NAC based models with other deep learning based approaches.

6.1 Average Classification Accuracy

NAC based frameworks have been implemented on CPU, in an effort to develop
an algorithm capable of real-time applications in comparison with other models
executed on GPUs as they are computationally intensive. Table 5 shows the
classification accuracies obtained from LRCN, TCN, Autoencoder-LSTM and
NAC (CPU) based models for different test data splits. The autoencoder-LSTM
models with NAC and sigmoid units performed poorly on the combined dataset
and took substantially more time (an average of 2 h on GPU) to train than the
other models. However with the singles-match videos consisting a total of 233
sequences the model with NAC and Sigmoid achieved an average classification
accuracy (over all the test split scenarios) of 85.37 and 84.66 respectively. LRCN
was able to achieve the highest average accuracy over the combined dataset,
although it took much longer for training than other frameworks. NAC-Dense
and NAC-LSTM performed equally in terms of the average accuracy although
the average training time (Table 6) taken by the NAC-LSTM was almost double
to that of NAC-Dense, this is due to the difference between the number of NAC
units stacked together in both the frameworks which in turn affects the size of
weight matrices. In NAC-LSTM a total of 1024 (32 * 32) units determined by the
dimension of the input frames were stacked together compared to NAC-Dense
in which only 44 (Number of frames in a sequence) units were stacked.

Table 5. Accuracy Values for the discussed models

Models Test data split

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% Average

Autoencoder + LSTM+ NAC 77.70 77.70 75 77.70 78.00 77.22

Autoencoder + LSTM+ SIG. 81.00 75.00 80.50 83.30 83.30 80.63

Dilated TCN 83.72 83.3 84.11 83.72 83.41 83.65

LRCN 89.53 89.15 89.15 87.72 87.46 88.60

NAC + LSTM (CPU) 87.6 86.05 85.53 85.19 84.66 85.80

NAC + Dense (CPU) 87.6 86.43 85.95 85.26 84.29 85.90

6.2 Computation Time

The following Table 6, shows the training time taken by different models when
run on GPUs in comparison to the proposed NAC-Frameworks run on CPU.
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The proposed models are superior to other comparing models in terms of com-
putation time. In addition, on CPU the comparing models take 2 to 8 h to train,
whereas the proposed model exhibit better training time even when compared
with the other models GPU runtime. For determining the deployability of the
proposed networks in real time application the testing time evaluation is nec-
essary. The following Table 7 shows the testing time for different models for
the same protocol of test data split. NAC-Dense gives the best test time of
0.0453 s averaged over all the data splits. NAC-LSTM with the average test
time of 0.1314 s performs better than the LRCN model (with avg. test time of
0.8359 s).

Table 6. Training time (in seconds) for the discussed models

Models Test data split

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% Average

Dilated TCN 498 742 764 918 947 773

LRCN 2305 2119 1922 1730 1537 1922

NAC + LSTM (CPU) 706 673 638 582 508 621

NAC + Dense (CPU) 358 322 304 279 264 305

6.3 Performance Analysis

The performance evaluation graph Fig. 4 is a plot between the average training
time and the average classification accuracy over all test-train split scenarios. It
can be observed that Dilated-TCN and NAC-LSTM have comparable training
time, although the accuracy of NAC based model is still higher. Additionally
it is evident that the trade-off between time and average accuracy is best for
NAC-dense framework. To further verify the classification ability of the pro-
posed models, single stroke classification with NAC-Dense has been performed
as shown in Table 8. Six classifiers each attuned to a single stroke has been
trained following Similar 10% to 50% test-train split protocol. The performance
of the model is computed as the average for all classifiers over all splits which
comes out to be 88.10.

Table 7. Test time (in seconds) for the discussed models

Models Test data split

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% Average

Dilated TCN 0.0398 0.0991 0.1738 0.1245 0.1529 0.1180

LRCN 0.3246 0.5165 0.9025 1.1310 1.3051 0.8359

NAC+ LSTM (CPU) 0.0670 0.1320 0.1980 0.2600 0.3290 0.1314

NAC+ Dense (CPU) 0.0180 0.0270 0.0650 0.0505 0.0660 0.0453
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Fig. 4. Performance evaluation of the proposed Architectures

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work an attempt has been made towards developing an architecture to
extract rich spatio-temporal features from videos in minimal time with less com-
putational requirement. The ability of Neural Accumulator (NAC) to maintain
a consistent scale enables it to preserve gradients over multiple stacked NAC
units. This results in faster convergence of NAC based frameworks over other
CNN and LSTM based models. Following this, two novel NAC based frame-
works viz, NAC for learning spatial (NAC-LSTM) and temporal (NAC-Dense)
transformations have been developed and applied for the task of action clas-
sification. as an example, in video analysis. The dataset used in this study is
from UIUC2 which contains low resolution, far-view, static-camera videos of one
‘singles’ and two ‘doubles’ matches taken from Youtube. Six stroke sequences
for all the three videos namely, forehand, backhand, lob, smash, serve and react
have been annotated and pre-processed for the task of classification. Perfor-
mance of the proposed models is compared with some state-of-the-art networks,
e.g., FCN Autoencoder-LSTM, CNN-LSTM and Dilated TCN. 5-fold cross val-
idation protocol for training, with test data splits from 10% to 50% have been
used, and average accuracy values, training and testing time have been com-
puted. The proposed models are superior to all the comparing models in terms
of computation time. Performance (classification accuracy) wise they are also
better than FCN autoencoder and Dilated TCN models. One may note that the
superiority in computation time of the proposed models is achieved even when
they are run on CPUs whereas the comparing models on GPUs. This contrast
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becomes more prominent when all are run on CPUs or GPUs. In addition NAC-
Dense achieves the best trade off between average classification accuracy and
training time. Thus, for future work it can be employed for real-time applica-
tion of broadcasted sport events with least computational requirement. Player
and stroke-played dependencies could be learned via deep learning models and
consequently player-wise stroke prediction in real time can be performed.

Table 8. NAC-Dense stroke wise classification accuracy

Models Test data split

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% Average

Backhand 83.72 87.21 87.21 85.96 84.58 85.736

Forehand 88.37 86.05 83.72 83.63 82.72 84.89

Lob 86.05 89.53 86.05 85.96 84.50 86.41

React 76.74 86.05 80.62 84.21 80.84 81.692

Serve 100 100 98.45 97.66 98.13 98.848

Smash 88.37 91.86 91.47 92.40 91.12 91.04

Overall average 88.10
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Abstract. We present a GPU algorithm for performing convolution
with decomposed tensor products. We experimentally find up to 4.85x
faster execution times than Nvidia’s cuDNN for some tensors. This is
achieved by extending recent advances in compression of CNNs through
use of tensor decomposition methods on weight tensors. Progress had
previously been limited by a lack of fast operations to compute the
decomposed variants of critical functions such as 2D convolution. We
interpret this and other operations as a network of compound convolu-
tion and tensor contraction on the decomposed factors (i.e., generalized
tensor operations). The prior approach sees such networks evaluated in
a pairwise manner until the resulting output has been recovered, by com-
posing functions in existing libraries such as cuDNN. The computational
cost of such evaluations depends upon the order in which the index sums
are evaluated, and varies between networks. The sequence of pairwise
generalized tensor operations that minimizes the number of computa-
tions often produces large intermediate products, incurring performance
bottlenecks when communicated with the scarce global memory of mod-
ern GPUs. Our solution is a GPU parallel algorithm which performs 2D
convolution using filter tensors obtained through CP-decomposition with
minimal memory overhead. We benchmark the run-time performance of
our algorithm for common filter sizes in neural networks at multiple
decomposition ranks. We compare ourselves against cuDNN traditional
convolutions and find that our implementation is superior for lower ranks.
We also propose a method for determining optimal sequences of pairwise
tensor operations, achieving a minimal number of operations with mem-
ory constraints.

Keywords: Tensor methods · Neural network inference · Parallel
algorithms

1 Introduction

Tensor decomposition methods have emerged as a means of training highly
accurate convolutional neural networks while greatly reducing the number of
model parameters [3,9,17,21,31]. So-called Tensorial Neural Network methods
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involving the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [16,31] in par-
ticular demonstrate significant promise; some models achieve accuracy scores
99% those of larger models with 1% of the parameters. These Tensorial Neural
Networks express individual layers in deep neural networks as a graph of oper-
ations between input data and the factor tensors obtained from decomposing
that layer’s parameter tensor. This graph is referred to as a tensorial neural net-
work, and these operations are generalized tensor operations [31]. Although these
methods demonstrate significant promise, they are hampered by slow training
speeds even on state-of-the-art hardware.

In this work we present our analysis of the causes of these slowdowns, along
with part of our solution: a new GPU kernel to compute the forward pass of
the critical 2D convolution using filter tensors derived from the CP decompo-
sition. Written in CUDA, we refer to this as a Fusion method since it fuses
the component operations of participating tensors, performing them in a single
pass. This algorithm takes advantage of the many-thread concurrency of the
GPU to execute the fused operation in parallel while minimizing communica-
tion with global memory. This algorithm does not achieve a minimal number
of floating point operations; it redundantly recomputes intermediate values in
parallel to avoid excessive global memory access. We benchmark our algorithm
for runtime performance against the highly-optimized convolution algorithms in
Nvidia’s cuDNN library. As Fig. 6 shows our fusion algorithm is largely superior
for a variety of common convolutional layer sizes found in neural networks [19].

We also propose an alternative approach, a graph search algorithm which
determines the optimal sequence of pairwise operations needed to evaluate the
tensorial neural network. This approach is a modification of a similar method
in the field of quantum many-body physics: the netcon [28] solver for optimal
sequences of tensor network contractions [5,7] where no convolution operations
are involved. We extend this as gnetcon to support all generalized tensor oper-
ations, rigorously defined later in this paper.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: the rest of Sect. 1 describes
important background information on tensor networks, tensorial neural networks
and the CP decomposition. Section 2 analyzes the 2D convolution operation in
both the full-sized and CP decomposed domains. Section 3 describes our GPU
algorithm for performing the convolution forward pass with decomposed filter
factors. Section 4 presents our work on identifying optimal pairwise sequences
for evaluating tensorial neural networks. In Sect. 5 we outline our testing and
benchmarking methodology, and in Sect. 6 we present the results. We discuss
related works in Sect. 7, and our conclusions in Sect. 8.

1.1 Generalized Tensor Operations

Following the convention in quantum physics [11,25], Fig. 1 introduces tensor
diagrams, graphical representations for multi-dimensional mathematical objects.
Here an array (scalar/vector/matrix/tensor) is represented as a node in the
graph, and its order is denoted by the number of edges extending from the node,
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a

(a) Scalar

v
I

(b) Vector

M
IJ

(c) Matrix

IJ

K

(d) Tensor

Fig. 1. Tensor Diagrams of a scalar a∈R, a vector v ∈R
I , a matrix M ∈ R

I×J , and
a 3-order tensor T ∈ R

I×J×K .

where each edge corresponds to one mode (whose dimension is denoted by the
number associated to the edge).

An algebra of primitive tensor operations has been presented which when
compounded generalize existing neural network architectures [31]. This extends
the tensor network concept originally from the field of quantum and condensed
matter physics [6] with operations that equate to higher-order multilinear eval-
uations of individual layers in a neural network, along with derivative and back-
propagation rules.

Fig. 2. Primitives of generalized tensor operations. X ∈ R
I0×I1×I2 and Y ∈

R
J0×J1×J2 are input tensors, and T 1 ∈ R

I1×I2×J0×J2 , T 2 ∈ R
I0×I1×I2×J0×J2 and

T 3 ∈ R
I′
0×I1×I2×J0×J2 are output tensors of corresponding operations. Existing tensor

operations are only defined on lower-order X and Y such as matrices and vectors.

Three primitive operations are defined, the compound of which are gener-
alized tensor operations. Figure 2 presents the primitives for generalized tensor
operations on high-order tensors, extending the matrix/vector operations1 using
tensor diagrams. In tensor diagrams, an operation is represented by linking edges

1 In Fig. 2, we illustrate these operations with simple examples of third-order tensors
X and Y, but they also apply for higher-order tensors as rigorously defined in [31].
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from the input tensors, where the type of operation is denoted by the shape of line
that connects the nodes: solid line stands for tensor contraction/multiplication,
curved line is for tensor partial outer product, and dashed line represents ten-
sor convolution. The tensor contraction generalizes matrix multiplication, while
the tensor partial outer product generalizes the outer product for fibers of the
operands. Finally, the tensor convolution can be defined by any convolution
operation ∗ defined for 2 tensors.

A generalized tensor operation can be arbitrarily complicated, which can take
more than two tensors as inputs, and multiple edges are linked simultaneously
among the tensors (an example is Fig. 4b). In such a compound operation, differ-
ent orders of evaluating the primitive operations yield the same result, though
at the cost of different computational complexities. In general, it is NP-hard to
obtain the best order to evaluate a compound operation with multiple tensor
operands [20]. Using various tensor decomposition methods, Su et al. [31] con-
vert the layers of existing network architectures into higher-order tensor network
mappings, then use generalized operations to evaluate and retrain the nets. In
doing so they demonstrate a significant reduction in model size while maintaining
or in some cases improving upon the accuracy of the original network.

1.2 CANDECOMP/PARAFAC Decomposition

H

W

S

H

W

S T

R

Fig. 3. Tensor dia-
gram of CP decom-
position of K.

The CP decomposition [16] is a factorization of an order
M tensor as a sum of R outer products between M vectors,
where R is the tensor rank of the decomposition and each
component vector’s length is equal to the length of the
corresponding mode in the original tensor. For example
consider a 4-order tensor K ∈ R

T×S×H×W , with compo-
nent vectors t (r) ∈ R

T , s(r) ∈ R
S ,h (r) ∈ R

H ,w (r) ∈ R
W ,

the rank R decomposition of K is the sum (1).

K =
R∑

r

t (r) ⊗ s(r) ⊗ h (r) ⊗ w (r) (1)

where ⊗ denotes the vector outer product. It is common to concatenate the
matching component vectors into M matrices of R columns. In our example this
would produce four matrices T ∈ R

T×R,S ∈ R
S×R,H ∈ R

H×R,W ∈ R
W×R.

We can now express the CP decomposition of K element-wise as (2).

Ktshw =
∑

t,s,h,w,r

Ttr · Ssr · Hhr · Wwr (2)

Using our tensor diagram notation described earlier, the CP decomposition of
K would factorize the 4th-order tensor into four matrices, each sharing the R
mode in a 4-way contraction, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 and in Eq. (3).

K = 1 ×R
R (S ⊗R

R H ⊗R
R W ⊗R

R T ) (3)

where 1 is an all-ones vector of length R.
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1.3 Problem Description

The method of [31] has a drawback—the computational and memory cost of
the existing implementation of the generalized tensor operations is high. This
problem is mainly due to the following challenges:

1. Existing neural network frameworks like Tensorflow [10] and Pytorch [27]
use tuned GPU library functions [4] to perform the critical operations of
convolution and dense matrix multiplication. No such operations exist for
tensor operations on decomposed kernels.

2. Consequently, researchers evaluate decomposed operations as a sequence of
pairwise tensor operations composed of existing functions like tf.nn.conv2d.
This introduces memory-access overhead due to materializing the intermedi-
ate products. In some cases the storage requirements for these intermediate
products exceeds the available GPU memory.

3. Moreover, there is often no pre-existing implementation of the optimal pair-
wise sequence which minimizes the number of floating point operations when
memory is constrained. Discovering such sequences is in general NP-hard.

Our goal is then to provide implementation schemes that are computation-
and space- efficient. We propose two alternative solutions:

1. Fusing all the component operations in a generalized tensor operation into
a memory minimal fused operation, avoiding computation and memory over-
head/bottlenecks of the intermediate products.

2. Finding sequences for performing pairwise operations for any generalized ten-
sor operations to achieve minimal number of floating point operations under
some memory constraint.

1.4 Contributions

We introduce a Fusion method, a new GPU kernel to compute the forward
pass of the critical 2-D convolution using filter tensors derived from the CP
decomposition. We also propose an alternative approach, gnetcon a graph search
algorithm which determines the optimal sequence of pairwise generalized tensor
operations needed to evaluate the forward pass. Our fused approach implements
a space/time trade-off. We store some small intermediate products to reduce
onerous redundant computation, while redundantly computing other intermedi-
ates to maintain data locality and eliminate excessive global memory access. We
confirm the speed of this approach empirically in Fig. 6 and Table 2. Similarly,
we find that our fusion method significantly reduces total global memory usage
as presented in Fig. 8 and Table 3. Further details provided in Sects. 5 and 6.

2 Convolution in Tensorial Neural Networks

The goal of our research is to take neural network layers which have been decom-
posed using the tensor decomposition methods (a.k.a., Tensorial Neural Net-
works (TNNs)) in [31] and execute them efficiently on a GPU in parallel. We
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Fig. 4. Tensor diagram of (a) Convolutional-layer in CNNs and (b) CP-
decomposed Convolutional-layer in TNNs. Both layers map a 4-order input ten-
sor U ∈ R

N×S×X×Y to another 4-order output tensor V ∈ R
N×T×X′×Y ′

, where X,Y
and X ′, Y ′ are heights/widths of the input and output feature maps.

consider a layer in a TNN as a generalized neural network, that is a graph of
Generalized Tensor Operations on the multiple component tensors within a layer.
The component tensors consist of the input tensor and the weight tensors which
have been decomposed from a higher-order convolutional layer.

2.1 Convolution-Layer in CNN

A traditional 2D-convolutional layer is parameterized by a 4-order kernel K ∈
R

H×W×S×T , where H,W are height/width of the filters, and S, T are the num-
bers of input/output channels. Our implementation and experiments were con-
ducted using the “channels first” data format for both the input tensor U and
the output tensor V. As illustrated in Fig. 4a, the operation is compound as
in Eq. (4), where multiple primitive operations along different modes are exe-
cuted. Specifically, two tensor convolutions at mode-(Y,H), mode-(X,W ) and
one tensor contraction at mode-(S, S) are performed simultaneously:

V = U
(
∗YH ◦ ∗XW ◦ ×S

S

)
K (4)

Commonly convolution in neural networks is implemented as a cross-
correlation [4], as we do here. The element-wise direct convolution of input tensor
U with the filter tensor K is expressed in Eq. (5), although optimized variants
such as Fast Fourier transform and Winograd convolution are often preferred for
performance.

Vnty′x′ =
∑

s,h,w

Ktshw · Uns(y′+h)(x′+w) (5)
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2.2 CP-Decomposed Convolution-Layer in TNN

A CP-decomposed Convolution-layer in tensorial neural network is parameterized
by 4 decomposed kernels S ∈ R

S×R, H ∈ R
H×R, W ∈ R

W×R and T ∈ R
T×R, as

shown in Fig. 4b. The weight kernel K in Fig. 4a is CP-decomposed as

K = 1 ×R
R (S ⊗R

R H ⊗R
R W ⊗R

R T ) (6)

where 1 is an all-ones vector of length R, and H,W are height/width of the filters,
and S, T are the numbers of input/output channels. Both tensor contraction
×R

R and tensor partial outer product ⊗R
R are primitives of generalized tensor

operations as defined in Fig. 2.
TNN allows interactions between adjacent kernels through shared edges,

crucial for modeling general multi-dimensional transformations without loss of
expressive power. As illustrated in Fig. 4b, each mode of the input tensor U
interacts with the one of the decomposed kernels. The forward pass is as follows:
U0 = U ×S

S S, U1 = U0(∗YH ◦ ⊗R
R)H, U2 = U1(∗XW ◦ ⊗R

R)W and V = U2 ×T
T T ,

where U0, U1 and U2 are intermediate objects. We combine the above equations
into a sequence of generalized tensor operation

V = U ×S
S S(∗YH ◦ ⊗R

R)H(∗XW ◦ ⊗R
R)W ×T

T T . (7)

Consider the naive single-element calculation for convolution between an
order-4 input tensor U , and four decomposed kernels S, H, W and T

Vnty′x′ =
∑

s,h,w,r

Ttr · Ssr · Hhr · Wwr · Uns(y′+h)(x′+w) (8)

A single element in Eq. (8) minimally requires (5SHWR) floating point opera-
tions to compute. However computing Vn(t+1)y′x′ shares many common opera-
tions with Vnty′x′ a fact generally true for Vnt(y′+1)x′ , Vnty′(x′+1) and other ele-
ments covered by the same filter. Computing the fiber of all T output channels
using Eq. (8) takes (5TSHWR) floating point operations. To compute Vn:y′x′

while minimizing redundant computation for an entire fiber of T output channels,
we must share intermediate products.

Applying the distributive property of scalar arithmetic, and storing the inter-
mediate accumulation in a vector of length R, we can express (8) as (9):

ar =
∑

s,h,w

Ssr · Hhr · Wwr · Uns(y′+h)(x′+w)

Vnty′x′ =
∑

r

Ttr · ar

(9)

Computing (9) would require (4RSHW + 2TR) floating point operations for a
fiber of T elements. This is more efficient when T < 1/2SHW , a fact commonly
true in neural network layers. With the added trade off of storing the intermedi-
ate accumulation vector. Similar intermediate storage options are available for
the other modes of the tensor.
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3 GPU Fused CP Convolution Operation

All results presented in this paper report performance obtained on the Nvidia
RTX 2080-Ti (Turing) GPU. This device has a theoretical maximum single pre-
cision (32-bit) floating point performance of 14.1 TFLOPS, which it achieves
with 4352 CUDA cores spread across 68 streaming multiprocessors on chip [8].
This parallelism is exposed to the programmer in an organizational hierarchy of
computation with threads, warps, blocks and grids.

Threads are the smallest unit of compute and are organized into warps of at
most 32 sequential threads executing simultaneously, and further grouped into
blocks of execution that may communicate via shared memory. A grid of blocks
is executes in an arbitrary sequence to perform the desired calculation on data
resident in the devices global memory. The 2080-Ti has theoretical peak band-
width for global memory access of 616 GB/s. While impressive this is insufficient
to promptly deliver data to the all active threads on chip. Thus many compute
kernels are performance limited by memory load/store operations, not FLOP
count. Such kernels are known as bandwidth-bound kernels. The 2080-Ti allevi-
ates this bottleneck somewhat with a small L1/L2 cache, which can improve the
performance of bandwidth-bound kernels that exploit data locality. The GPU also
exposes a set shared memory that may be accessed collaboratively by threads
in a block, a core method of thread communication. The other is the use of
warp-level primitives, where threads in a warp communicate directly.

3.1 Naive Implementation

Algorithm 1. Naive CP Convolution single element
Input: n, t, x′, y′

1: for r < R do
2: for s < S do
3: for h < H do
4: for w < W do
5: Vn,t,y′,x′ += TtrSsrHhrWwrUn,s(y′+h)(x′+w)

6: end for
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

A naive implementation of Eq. (8) can be seen in Algorithm 1. The deeply
nested loops redundantly recompute many subproduct terms, and share neither
intermediate products, nor common input elements. This latter part causes it to
suffer from substantial bandwidth constraints as adjacent threads load repeated
data elements from global memory.
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3.2 Proposed Implementation

For our algorithm to utilize the parallelism provided by the GPU we must
split the input tensor into small independent tiles of data. The output elements
obtained from these tiles are computed at the block level, independently of other
blocks in the grid. Thus we introduce a redundant computation trade off: inter-
mediate results obtained from data elements fully in the block are shared, while
those in the in boundary regions must be recomputed in each tile.

The fused kernel accepts input data from tensor U in the “channels first”
data format, the format most favorable to cuDNN. Thus a 4-order tensor U has
modes batch size (N), input channels (S), feature height (Y ), and feature width
(X) ordered from least to most frequently varying.

In our Algorithm 2, a block of threads is allocated for each tile of input. At
kernel launch, the threads are assigned coordinates denoting which y′, x′ input
they will convolve, and which subset of s channels they will contract. As input
channels often outnumber threads available for contraction, threads loop over
channels, striding by the channel tile size “S TILE”. Each thread maintains
a local vector of length R into which intermediate values accumulate. Assum-
ing small R this vector can be maintained entirely in a thread’s local registers.
Threads read input data from a few contiguous regions of global memory, to
maximally utilize global memory bandwidth.

Algorithm 2. GPU Fused CP Convolution
Input: n, t, x′, y′ ,U , T ,S ,H ,W

{Allocate Length R vectors for local intermediates}
1: q ← 0
2: p ← 0
3: for s <S ; stride == S TILE do
4: p ← 0
5: for h < H do
6: for w < W do
7: p ← p+ Un,s(y′+h)(x′+w) ◦ Hh: ◦ Ww:

8: end for
9: end for

10: q ← q+ p ◦ Ss:

11: end for
12: for t < T do
13: a ← 〈q , Tt:〉
14: a ←WarpReduce(a, S TILE INDEX)
15: SyncWarp

16: if S TILE INDEX== 0 then
17: Vnty′x′ ← a
18: end if
19: end for
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Algorithm 2 assumes the tensor dimensions and the memory constraints are
known at runtime, which is satisfied in TNNs. It further assumes that minimizing
FLOPs count within the provided memory constraint is sufficient for finding an
optimal sequence. If gnetcon fails to satisfy the memory constraint, another
approach (such as fusion) with a smaller memory footprint must be used.

Most global data loads occur in the inner-most loop at line 7. Warps load con-
tiguous chunks of U and perform an element-wise Hadamard product on the length
R row vectors of the filter factors H and W. Here we exploit the data locality of the
L1 and L2 cache. The participating elements from U will be shared by adjacent
warps. Sequential warps which depend upon that region of memory are very likely
to find it in the cache when executing, avoiding global memory loads. Warps also
share the same row of the filter tensors H & W, which is also cached.

The vector p is local to the thread and never shared. It is element-wise scaled
with a slice of the input channel tensor S for each thread at line 10. Input channel
sizes are commonly large in neural network layers. Accessing that chunk of global
memory is likely to eject the previously cached loads and cause a reduction in
performance, so we perform it independently of the operation at line 7.

After striding over the input channels of the tensor, each thread now contains
a length R vector q , which is a partial sum. Looping over output channels t ∈ T ,
at line 13 each thread performs an inner product calculation with its local q and
the output channel tensor for t, accumulating the product in the scalar a. These
threads are adjacent, thus executing in the same warp, thus at line 14 we use
the warp level primitives to share intermediates, performing a reduction on the
values in a spread across each thread. This performs the reduction in at most
log2 (32) = 5 operations, and accumulates the final sum in the a variable of the
warp with index 0. Line 15 is a barrier for the warp of threads ensuring they have
all completed, thus the accumulated sum is correct. This synchronization barrier
does not extend to the rest of the block, and so does not hinder performance.
Finally the thread which has accumulated the result writes it out to global
memory in the output tensor V.

4 Optimal Operation Sequences

Minimizing the number of floating point operations in the evaluation of an input
tensor is a standard approach we consider and measure against the fusion app-
roach. To develop an algorithm which could determine the minimal number of
operations needed to evaluate an input in a tensorial representation of a neural
network, we extend the techniques used in networks consisting solely of contrac-
tions, which are very well-studied. Consider the following sequence of tensors,

∑

i,j,k,l

XijkYiklZmln +
∑

p,q

WprVqs, (10)

where the sums are over same-dimensional modes between tensors, i.e., contrac-
tions. A classical question arises when attempting to evaluate such a network:
should memory consumption or the number of intermediary operations be mini-
mized? In this section, we concern ourselves with the latter. For a simpler exam-
ple, consider a matrix multiplication such as A = B × C × D which consists
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of a sequence of contractions Aij =
∑

k B ikC klD lj . One may ask if (BC )D
or B(CD) costs less floating-point operations. Efficient contraction of tensor
networks has a vast literature, and appears in many quantum computational
chemistry problems. The problem rapidly becomes intractable if the network
contains many tensors with a total collection of many modes.

Finding the optimal contraction sequence which minimizes the number of
floating point operations is known to be NP-hard, but fast algorithms do exist.
One such well-known breadth-first algorithm is netcon() due to Pfeifer et al.
[28]. We refer to the summary of the breadth-first approach as described in [28]:

1. Let L1 = {T1, . . . , Tn} be the set of tensors in the network.
2. Let i be an index counter from 2 to n. For each i:

(a) Let Lc be the set of all possible subnetworks created by contracting i
tensors from L1.

(b) For each pair of sets Ld, Lc−d, 1 ≤ d ≤
⌊
c
2

⌋
, and for each Ta ∈ Ld,

Tb ∈ Lc−d such that each element of L1 appears at most once in the
subnetwork (TaTb):
i. Compute the cost c of contracting Ta with Tb.
ii. If Ta and/or Tb are not in L1, then add the cost of constructing of Ta

and/or Tb to c.
iii. Let the contraction sequence S for constructing this subnetwork be

written S = (TaTb). If Ta and/or Tb are not in L1, then optimal
contraction sequences for Ta and Tb will have been recorded already.
In S, replace the occurrences of Ta and/or Tb with these sequences.

iv. Locate the subnetwork in Lc which corresponds to (TaTb). If c is
the cheapest cost for constructing this subnetwork, record c and the
associated contraction sequence S against this subnetwork.

3. The optimal cost cbest and associated sequence Sbest are recorded against the
only element of Ln.

netcon() contains a cost-capping feature: subnetworks may be rejected for oper-
ation if the intermediate product exceeds a predefined memory constraint and
other cheaper paths to the final product are available. While netcon() may be
used to evaluate a network such as Fig. 5a, it cannot be used to evaluate the
generalized tensor operations which involve, for instance, convolutions and par-
tial outer products. For instance, one layer of the network A ∗37 B ×6

6 C ⊗4
4 D in

Fig. 5b.
One of the core contributions of this paper is a generalization of netcon()

which we refer to as gnetcon() capable of finding the optimal operation
sequence for a given tensorial neural network. gnetcon() modifies netcon()
by introducing an updated cost model to handle any generalized operation. For
U ∈ R

I0×I1×...×Im−1 , V ∈ R
J0×J1×...×Jn−1 , we introduce the following float-

ing point operation complexities2 to obtain optimal pairwise sequence for the
generalized tensor operations:

2 Note that for convolution cost (12), we assume no Fast-Fourier Transform is used.
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Fig. 5. Example networks. (a) An example of tensor network. (b) An example of 1
layer of a deep tensorial neural network involving generalized operations.

cost[U ×k
l V] = O((

∏m−1
u=0 Iu)(

∏n−1
v=0,v �=l Jv)) (11)

cost[U ∗kl V] = O((
∏m−1

u=0 Iu)(
∏n−1

v=0 Jv)) (12)

cost[U ⊗k
l V] = O((

∏m−1
u=0 Iu)(

∏n−1
v=0,v �=l Jv)). (13)

Furthermore, gnetcon() maintains the cost-capping feature of necton() and
thus can handle predefined memory constraints. As an example, running
gnetcon(A ∗37 B ×6

6 C ⊗4
4 D) for the generalized tensor operation in Fig. 5b, we

obtain the optimal pairwise operation sequence ((A×6
6C)∗37B))⊗4

4D). The above
costs 38,016 floating point operations, whereas a naive implementation in a order
such as, (((A ∗37 B) ×6

6 C) ⊗4
4 D), costs 45,360 floating point operations.

Using gnetcon(), we can execute a forward pass in a tensorial neural network
according to an operation-minimizing strategy.

Forward Passes in CP-decomposed Convolution-layer in TNN As Generalized
Tensor Operation Sequences. In a CP-convolutional layer as shown in Fig. 4b,
the forward pass is a general tensor operation sequence V = U ×S

S S(∗YH ◦
⊗R

R)H(∗XW ◦ ⊗R
R)W ×T

T T . Once the dimensions of U , S,T ,H and W are set,
Eq. (7) is passed into gnetcon() to determine the optimal order of operations.
Similarly, ourgnetcon() determines the minimal number of floating operations
needed to carry out a forward pass in one layer of a convolutional neural network
(CNN). We measure the time needed to execute a forward pass in the order rec-
ommended by gnetcon() and use these times as a baseline comparison against
the fusion approach.

5 Performance Benchmarking

To test the correctness and performance of our CP Convolution kernel we relied
heavily on facilities provided by the CUDA library. All tests were conducted on
a private workstation running 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04, with a 12 core Intel Xeon
CPU E5–1650 v4 CPU and 64 GB RAM. The GPU is an Nvidia RTX 2080-Ti
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with driver Version: 418.87.00. Our implementation was compiled using CUDA
Version: 10.1.243, while cuDNN version 7.4.2.24 was used as both a benchmark
and an oracle for operator correctness.

5.1 Correctness Testing

All output values from the fused CP convolution kernel were verified as correct
to a floating point tolerance of ε = 10−5. The testing procedure was as follows.
In advance, we determined a list of input and filter tensor shapes. For all shapes
in the list we allocated in GPU global memory a 4th-order input tensor U with
uniformly random elements between 0 and 1. These elements were generated by
cuRAND using a constant seed of “1234”. We also generated four filter matrices
with S, T, Y , and X rows respectively, and R columns, where R is the rank of
the CP decomposition. We vary R for the tests and benchmarks, allowing it to
take on the values [1, 2, 4, 8, 16].

The 4-order, rank R filter tensor K was composed from the CP factor matrices
by applying Eq. (1). The traditional convolution V = U ∗K was computed using
the function cudnnConvolutionForward, and a cuDNN convolution algorithm got-
ten with the CUDNN CONVOLUTION FWD PREFER FASTEST selection. The CP convo-
lution was calculated using our algorithm to produce V. Implicit padding values
were chosen to replicate a “SAME” padding often used in deep neural networks.

Correctness was determined by comparing each element of tensors V, and V ′

for approximate equality to within a floating point tolerance of ε = 10−5. This
was done using both a CPU library function and a custom GPU comparison
function. The CPU library was the C++ DocTest unit test framework. The cus-
tom GPU comparison implemented “close enough” comparison from [14] §4.2.2,
Eq. 37. Both were used for verifying the final kernel.

5.2 Fused CP Convolution Performance Benchmarking

Input tensors for timing benchmarks were generated using the same method
used for correctness testing. The sizes and shapes of these tensors are described
in more detail in Table 1. All are stored on device in GPU global memory before
benchmarking began. The cuDNN library provides many algorithm options for
forward convolution in the channels first data format. We executed the one
selected by cuDNN using the CUDNN CONVOLUTION FWD PREFER FASTEST algo-
rithm preference. Many of these algorithms require some amount of “workspace
memory” to be allocated in global memory, which was fully provided for our
tests.

Timing values were captured by decorating the kernel launch code with profil-
ing calls using the cudaEventRecord features exposed by the CUDA API. Calls
for start and stop to cudaEventRecord were placed immediately before the ker-
nel launch, and after the cudaSynchronizeDevice call to ensure full recording
of only the kernel launch and complete execution. Each operation was repeated
47 times and the duration of each run was captured. Results presented are the
arithmetic mean of all run durations expressed in microseconds (μs).
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Fig. 6. Fused CP Convolution Execution Time of different operators on common
convolution layers of neural networks Nvidia cuDNN with full-sized filter tensors vs. our
Fused CP Convolution operation at various decomposed tensor ranks.

5.3 Pairwise Sequential Convolution Performance Benchmarking

We also benchmark the performance of our optimal pairwise sequence of general-
ized tensor operations using the TensorFlow deep neural network framework [10].
We express the graph of tensors in tensor diagram and generate the order to eval-
uate shared edges. Results are obtained using the built-in tf.test.Benchmark
class and Tensorflow version 1.14.

Table 1. Convolution Operation Data Sizes. Tensor sizes taken from common
convolution layers in neural networks. All batch sizes are 1. (S): # of input channels.
(Y ): feature tensor height. (X): feature tensor width. (T ): # of output channels. (H):
filter height. (W ): filter width. (Rank) ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.

Convolution
layer

(S Y X) (T H W ) # Features # Filter params. # CP Filter
params.

1 (3, 224, 224) (96, 11, 11) 150,528 34,828 121·Rank

2 (48, 55, 55) (256, 5, 5) 145,200 307,200 314·Rank

3 (256, 27, 27) (384, 3, 3) 186,624 884,736 646·Rank

4 (192, 13, 13) (384, 3, 3) 32,448 663,552 582·Rank

5 (192, 13, 13) (256, 3, 3) 32,448 442,368 454·Rank

6 Benchmarking Results

Our benchmark results are summarized in Fig. 6 and Table 2. As Fig. 6 shows our
fusion algorithm is superior to cuDNN in most low-rank instances for common con-
volutional layers. Fused CP convolution is the faster in most cases below rank 16.
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The fastest relative performance occurred at the rank 1 decomposition of
layer 2. Our code performed 4.85x faster than cuDNN with 75% of the
memory usage. The superior performance of our Fused CP convolution kernel
extends even to higher ranks. The rank 4 run of deep layer 4 ran 1.61x faster,
while using 26.1x less memory.

A deeper look suggests that our algorithm scales linearly with rank, note
the rank step size increments in sequential powers of 2. Another observation is
that all ranks of fused CP convolution scale very well with channel depth, but
somewhat poorly with input feature height and width. This is a limitation shared
by cuDNN for traditional convolution.

Table 2. Execution Time in µs. cuDNN convolution benchmarked against our Fused
CP-convolution operator, and our Pairwise optimal sequencer implemented in Tensor-
Flow. Data sizes defined in Table 1.

Layer: cuDNN

(µs)

Fused CP convolution (µs) Pairwise sequential CP convolution (µs)

Rank 1 2 4 8 16 Rank 1 2 4 8 16

1 499.4 116.3 117.9 141.7 267.6 521.5 3069.5 3178.9 3308.4 3519.5 3720.0

2 270.7 55.8 56.9 80.1 143.2 267.9 2079.7 1911.0 1838.0 1961.8 2073.7

3 177.4 76.6 82.5 99.8 182.5 368.8 2033.9 2047.5 2066.2 1985.0 1936.4

4 71.3 35.4 37.3 44.2 84.7 122.8 1810.0 1812.5 1907.5 1860.3 1759.7

5 52.1 26.9 27.9 32.8 62.6 95.5 1741.4 1790.6 1779.8 2399.3 1761.5

The pairwise sequential operation implemented in TensorFlow does not share
the same superior performance characteristics as our fused convolution kernel.
This is starkly visible in Fig. 7 which plots the execution time of the pairwise
sequential forward convolution for various ranks of the different convolutional
layers. We contribute much of this to the overhead introduced by tensorflow,
which will automatically manage migration of intermediate tensors in and out of
device memory during execution. Nevertheless this comparison is warranted as
TensorFlow, along with the other popular neural network frameworks, remains
the only widely available means of evaluating a tensorial neural network layer.

Our pairwise sequencer, implemented in TensorFlow, is the current state-of-
the-art for TNN implementations, which are not currently addressed by other
libraries like cuDNN. It is entirely possible that we registered slower execution
times exclusively due to TensorFlow overhead. The cuDNN “baseline” we com-
pare our pairwise sequencer against is an “equivalent” convolution after merging
the sequence of operations being processed by our pairwise sequencer into one
convolution; therefore not a fair comparison. A fair comparison would be to
implement the sequence directly in cudnn library calls, a non-trivial task that
we defer to a future work.
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Fig. 7. Pairwise Sequential Forward Convolution Execution Time of different
operators on common convolution layers of neural networks Nvidia cuDNN with full-
sized filter tensors vs. our pairwise sequential CP Convolution operation at various
decomposed tensor ranks.
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Fig. 8. Global Memory Usage (log KiB) of different operators on common con-
volution layers of neural networks, including traditional cuDNN convolution, Fused
CP convolution, and pairwise sequential CP convolution at various decomposed tensor
ranks.

Turning to the memory usage in Fig. 8 and Table 3, we see that the fused
operator uses the least memory in all cases. We use a log-scale along the verti-
cal axis for better visualization due to the scale difference between layers. All
operations materialize the input and output feature tensors, which account for
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the bulk of the memory footprint in the shallower layers. The increased cuDNN
memory usage in later layers is largely a consequence of the extra “workspace
memory” these particular cuDNN algorithms require. The values for the pair-
wise sequential convolution memory usage express the cumulative total of all
participating tensors, including intermediate products. The full impact of the
large footprint is alleviated somewhat by TensorFlow, which will act to stream
intermediate data out of GPU memory and into host memory to reduce global
memory pressure. Thus the true allocation size maximally resident in the GPU
at during pairwise sequencing is often lower than the cumulative values.

Our two approaches are state-of-the-art for TNNs. There are directions to
improve our approaches such as FFT, Winograd, GEMM lowering, or Tensor
Core approaches. Such implementations represent possible future work.

Table 3. Global Memory Usage (KiB) of different operators on common con-
volutional layers of neural networks, including traditional cuDNN convolution, Fused
CP convolution, and pairwise sequential CP convolution at various decomposed tensor
ranks.

Layer: cuDNN

(KiB)

Fused CP Convolution (KiB) Pairwise Sequential CP Conv. (KiB)

Rank 1 2 4 8 16 Rank 1 2 4 8 16

1 19834 19405 19405 19406 19408 19412 19992 20972 24108 35085 75854

2 4810 3593 3595 3597 3602 3612 3628 3687 3877 4539 6999

3 14880 1825 1828 1833 1843 1863 1832 1847 1895 2059 2659

4 10174 383 385 389 398 417 383 387 399 439 583

5 6825 298 299 301 310 324 299 303 315 355 498

7 Related Works

In the field of unsupervised learning, advancement has come through applying
tensor decomposition methods to the problem of learning latent variable mod-
els [1]. Much research on tensor decompositions is directed at approximations of
the CP decomposition described in Sect. 1.2; leading to research applying tensors
and tensor decompositions to neural networks. In [18], the authors replace fully
connected layers and the flattening step necessary to transition to them from
convolutional layers with a novel pair of tensor-based layers, retaining struc-
tural information. Another instance of tensorizing existing neural network layers
appears in [21] where the authors reduce the processing time incurred on convo-
lution kernels through sequential application of CP decomposed factor tensors.
This early work demonstrated the potential for considerable speedups in CPU
implementations of convolution using tensor decomposition.

Ideas for fully tensorizing neural networks are also popular. The authors
in [24] transform the dense matrix weights of fully connected layers into decom-
posed tensors represented with the Tensor-train decomposition from [26]. This
can be applied to all fully connected layers in a network, resulting in a totally
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tensorized neural network. Tensor decomposition methods were used to prove
theoretical guarantees on the generalization error of two-layer neural networks
in [12], and deep CP decomposed CNNs by [22], with state of the art generaliza-
tion guarantees proven by statistical bounds on generalization error.

Other fields have focused on efficient tensor contraction due to the primacy
of contraction in molecular chemistry models. The Tensor Contraction Engine
automatically compiles contraction code for high performance computing envi-
ronments [2]. This was extended to GPU code in [23].

An alternative approach described by [15] consists in first using transposi-
tion to matricize each tensor in the calculation, then applying a fast GEMM
kernel, and transposing again for the final result. This approach takes advan-
tage of existing kernels but the transposition operations are total overhead. [30]
attempt to avoid the transposition cost by performing the transpositions as
data is loaded into shared memory. This in conjunction with specialized ker-
nels avoids the overhead of transposition. Separately [29] avoid transposition by
developing stridedBatchedGemm for single-mode contractions. In effect looping
over GEMM operations without reshaping the tensor; which can experience poor
memory access patterns if the tensor modes are highly rectangular. Recently [13]
exploit domain specific properties of data reuse in tensor contractions, applying
their insights to devise an explicit code generator and demonstrate superior per-
formance on most test cases of the TCCG benchmark.

None of these tensor contraction works support generalized tensor operations,
and in particular do not generalize to operations between more than two tensors,
nor support convolution along any tensor mode. Therefore, our work is unique
and novel.

8 Conclusion

The fused CP convolution has considerable potential as a viable and high per-
forming operation in future deep learning tasks, particularly for tensorial neural
networks. The runtime performance is superior to the current baseline for exactly
the types of low-rank approximations we expect to be of most interest to neu-
ral network researchers. The reduction in global memory usage is considerable
when compared to both a traditional convolutional layer, and an optimal pairwise
sequential evaluation. We speculate that the alleviation of global memory limits
will enable researchers to find other novel ways to use the available memory, for
example, on larger training batches.

The fusion approach is not without downsides however. Foremost is the
required engineering and development time. Next, the lack of flexibility for use
in other network architectures based on alternative tensor decompositions. The
fused CP convolution is not applicable to either a Tucker or Tensor Train decom-
position. All alternative tensorial neural network layers that employ generalized
tensor operations would need custom fused operators.

These drawbacks are not shared with the optimal pairwise sequencer app-
roach. By taking advantage of existing library functions and their gradient oper-
ations, current TNN training schemes can proceed with existing implementations,
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while potentially benefiting from a reordering of pairwise evaluations. Unfortu-
nately, even when optimally sequenced, pairwise evaluation must store interme-
diate values, limiting use of scarce GPU global memory.

Source code for this work including implementations and benchmark tests is
available at https://github.com/Areustle/ParallelTNNLayers.
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Abstract. In the digital world unlabeled data is relatively easy to
acquire but expensive to label even with use of domain experts. On
the other hand, state-of-the-art Deep Learning methods are dependent
on large labeled datasets for training. Recent works on Deep Learning
focus on use of Active Learning (AL) with uncertainty for model train-
ing. Although most uncertainty AL selection strategies are very effective,
they fail to take informativeness of the unlabeled instances into account
and are prone to querying outliers. In order to address these challenges,
we propose a Budget Active Learning (BAL) algorithm for Deep Net-
works that advances active learning methods in three ways. First, we
exploit both the uncertainty and diversity of instance using uncertainty
and correlation evaluation metrics. Second, we use a budget annotator to
label high confidence instances, and simultaneously update the selection
strategy. Third, we incorporate AL in Deep Networks and perform clas-
sifications on untrained and pretrained models with two classical and a
plant-seedling sets of data while minimizing the prediction loss. Exper-
imental results on the three datasets of varying sizes demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed BAL method over other state-of-the-art Deep
AL methods.

Keywords: Active learning · Budget learning · Deep network

1 Introduction

Current ICT technologies include Internet of Things [1], Remote Sensing [2],
Cloud Computing [3] and Big Data [4]. The continuous use of these technologies
to collect, monitor, measure, store and analyze data has led to a phenomena of
Big Data [5] which is in abundance of unlabeled data. Unlabeled data is relatively
easy to acquire and it is expensive to label even with use of domain experts. For
example, its expensive to hire dermatologists to annotate 129,450 skin cancer
images [6]. Even when using state-of-the-art computing resources, training a
Machine Learning (ML) model on large data sets can take long time. However,
like other ML researchers [7], we believe that ML algorithm does not need all of
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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the available data for training. The main motivation for use of Active Learning
(AL) is that, if a learning algorithm can pick the data it want to learn from,
then a small set of selected data-points can be used for training. Typically this
process would involve randomly sampling large amount of data from underlying
distribution for training a model. Collecting large amount of labeled data for
training is time consuming and expensive. AL provides methods for analyzing
vast amount of data with improved efficiency than other computing approaches,
because of the ability to iteratively select the most informative data samples [8].
AL is a semi-supervised method meaning that it does not require labels of all the
samples in a dataset. In unsupervised methods no labeled samples are used and
for fully supervised all samples are labeled. The decision of how much data to
use for training a Deep Learning model or alternatively the level of performance
required is a resource management decision.

The emphasis in AL is to evaluate the informativeness of an instance, with an
assumption that an instance with higher classification uncertainty is more crucial
to label. This classical approach usually uses statistical theory such as entropy
and margin to measure instance utility, however it fails to capture the data
distribution information contained in the unlabeled data. This can eventually
cause the classifier to select outlier instances to label Therefore, its important to
consider the classification uncertainty as well as instances diversity in a popula-
tion while developing an AL solution. In this paper, we present a Budget Active
Learning (BAL) for Deep Networks a new robust AL method created by com-
bining both uncertainty and correlation measure as an instance informativeness
evaluation metric. An instance is selected based on its informativeness measure
and then a budget annotator is used to label the instance. After each successful
labeling the model selection strategy is updated with the new labeled data infor-
mation. We perform various experiments on batched SVHN, CIFAR10 and plant-
seedling-V2 datasets using Deep Networks models: Inception-V3, DenseNet and
SqueezeNet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights related
works. Section 3 presents our proposed Budget AL algorithm. Section 4 presents
the experiments and results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

Successful investigations on ways to reduce labeling cost by use of AL has been
going on for years now [9]. AL helps reduce the training data by selecting the
most informative instances to label for training the model [10]. In a typical
AL method, learning proceeds sequentially, while actively querying the labels of
some instances from the membership queries. In AL there are three scenarios
in which the ML algorithm will query the label of an instance, they include:
a) Membership Query Synthesis that generates constructs of an instance from
underlying distribution [11]; b) Stream-Based Selective Sampling that uses query
strategy to determine whether to query the label of an instance or reject it based
on informativeness [12]; c) Pool-Based Sampling that uses instances that are
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drawn from a pool of unlabeled data according to some informativeness measure
[13]. Many recent works focuses on use of pool-based sampling approach. The
aim is to query labels of the most informative instances, consequently reducing
labeling costs and accelerating the learning.

In recent time, there are a number of works focusing on AL strategies to
reduce the labeling cost. Yang et al. (2017) defines in [14] ways to segment
biomedical images by combining fully convolutional network and AL to reduce
annotation effort by making suggestions on the most effective annotation areas.
In their approach, the network is used to provide uncertainty and similarity
information which is used to evaluate the most informative areas for annota-
tion. Sener et al. (2017) in [15] defines AL as a core-set selection problem by
choosing a set of points that the model can use to learn in a batch setting envi-
ronment. A geometrical method is used to characterize the performance of the
selected subset. Wanh et al. (2016) in [16] introduced a framework for updating
the feature representation and the classifier simultaneously. A sample selection
strategy is used to improve the classifier performance while reducing the manual
annotation. Huang et al. (2018) in [17] uses fine tuned pretrained model on most
useful examples. The examples are estimated based on potential contribution
of an instance to feature representation. Iscen et al. (2019) in [18] introduces a
transductive method that uses nearest neighbor graph to make predictions for
generating pseudo-labels of the unlabeled dataset. Wang et al. (2014) in [19]
combines AL and transfer learning into a Gaussian process based approach, and
sequentially uses predictive covariance to select most suitable queries from the
target domain. In their study Kale and Liu in [20] uses a combination of AL and
Transfer Learning to learn labeled data from source domain for classification in
target domain. Kale et al. (2015) in [21] introduces a framework for generating
effective label queries by performing transfer learning. The framework is able to
perform both the un-supervised and semi-supervised learning. Cai et al. (2019)
in [22] defines online video recommendation as a multi-view AL problem and
they proposed a framework to learn the mapping from visual view to text view.
In their work Joshi et al. (2009) proposes an uncertainty measure that general-
izes margin based uncertainty to the multi-class [23]. Chakraborty et al. (2011)
propose a dynamic-batch-mode-AL combined with selection criteria as a single
formulation [24].

The conventional way to reduce the cost of designing Deep Learning model
and optimizing its parameters is by exploiting available pretrained models. Use
of pretrained models trained on large benchmark dataset can helps reduce the
training cost by utilizing the learned information. This is also referred to as
Transfer Learning (TL) [25]. In TL, instead of starting the learning process
from randomly initialized model weights, learning starts from patterns that have
been learned when solving a different problem. This way there is leverage on
previous learnings. The information transfer between the source and the target
domain is done through feature sharing [26] and components transformation [27].
Performing batch training with gradient descent optimization helps address the
challenge of limited computing power in deep learning. However, it is not possible
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to train Deep Networks efficiently with large training set. To overcome this
challenge, a mini-batch gradient descent is performed by splitting the training
set into smaller sets and gradient descent is implemented on each of the batches.
This approach make training more faster and efficient. Classical state-of-the-art
Deep Network models include: AlexNet [28], NIN [29], ENet [30], ZFNet [31],
GoogLeNet [32] and VGG 16 [33]. Modern models include: Inception [34], ResNet
[35], and DenseNet [36]. These networks have achieved impressive performance
on computer vision, speech and text recognition with effective representations
for visual objects [37].

From the literature presented, recent AL works focus on selecting a single
informative unlabeled instance to label using uncertainty metrics. One main
shortcoming of the above approaches is poor generalization for unseen instances
in the domain. This is due to the fact that they only select queries based on how
the instance related to the classifier while ignoring unlabeled instances. Also
with a large set of instances classification response time can be slow, therefore
use of budget annotator will help reduce active selection and labeling time.

3 AL with Budget Annotation

In this section, we first describe the general AL algorithm, then we introduce
our algorithm detailing each component. The following notation will be used
in this paper. Let x represents instances and y represents labels, D = DL ∪
DU , DL denotes labeled instances where DL = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...., (xn, yn)},
DU denotes unlabeled instances where DU = {(x1, ?), (x2, ?), ...., (xn, ?)}, DH

denotes high confidence instances and Θ denotes the model defined by model
parameters. For label space LS with m classes in D the label of DU can be
expressed as yi = l, l ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}. Therefore, instance selection criteria in this
study will be based on probability of xi belonging to lth class which can be
expressed as:

p(yi = l|xi; θ) (1)

where θ denotes the CNN network weights and Eq. 1 denotes the network soft-
max output for lth class.

Fu et al. presents a survey on instance selection and introduces in [38] an
inefficient general AL algorithm for Deep Networks. We present in Algorithm 1
a new generalized form of AL. From lines 4 to 10, the model is iteratively defined
according to a budget m.

Figure 1 describes the conceptual representation of our method. The method
progressively get data as input from the unlabeled set. While on initial model
parameters, the most informative instance is selected from the unlabeled set
for labeling by the Budget Annotator. On successful selection and labeling the
labeled instance is added to the training set and the model selection strategy is
simultaneously updated and validated. Most informative samples and the classi-
fied samples are applied on the classifier output. The process to select and label
instances will iterate until the budget is achieved while simultaneously updating
the selection strategy.
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Algorithm 1: General Active Learning.

1 Input: labeled instance set DL, unlabeled instance set DU , a budget m;
2 Output: a model Θ;

3 Θ ← getModel(DL);

4 while |DL| < m do
5 DU ← D \ DL;

6 for each xi in DU do
7 ui ← u(xi, Θ);

8 x∗ ← argmax
i

(ui);

9 DL ← DL ∪ {x∗};

10 Θ ← getModel(DL);

11 return Θ;

Unlabeled
Samples

Labeled
Samples

Selection Strategy
Uncertainty
Correlation

Informativeness

Budget Annotation CNN

label

Testing
 Samples

Fig. 1. BAL conceptual representation

In order to avoid the problem of generalization of unseen instances and
to learn an accurate model, we present a robust approach by combining the
strengths of different learning strategies. An AL annotator use evaluation metrics
to compute the instance utility in order to select the most appropriate instance
to label. The utility metrics considered in this work are uncertainty, correla-
tion and informativeness measure, thus we present four main components: a) an
uncertainty measure, b) correlation measure, c) an informative measure and d)
and budget annotator.

3.1 Uncertainty Measure

Given a label space LS the uncertainty measure fu of a sample (features & label)
can be defined as:

fu(x) :

{
LS → R, (i) features view
(DU × LS) → R, (ii) features-label view

(2)
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to a real number space R. From Eq. 2, (i) the uncertainty measure is computed
from sample features only while (ii) the measure is computed from both the
sample features and label. In our method we consider the uncertainty measure
computed from sample features and label view which is considered the most
effective [39]. Out of the three common uncertainty measure criteria namely least
confidence, sample margin and entropy, we considered sampling margin since it
integrates the second most probable class label in the uncertainty metric hence
able to reduce the error rate by defining the decision boundary. We therefore
define uncertainty measure as:

fu(xi) = p(yi = l1|xi; θ) − p(yi = l2|xi; θ) (3)

High uncertainty value fu implies current model have little knowledge of the
instance, and including it into the training set can help improve the prediction
performance of the model.

3.2 Correlation Measure

When developing efficient AL methods, its is critical to consider samples distri-
bution information [40]. The instance diversity information aids in selecting most
representative instances. In order to have more information about the unlabeled
instances its appropriate to select a candidate instance in a more dense region. In
addition, selecting an instance to label only based on uncertainty measure may
lead to redundancy, therefore exploiting sample instance diversity will provide
an optimal instance to label. Our method is based on the fact that the trade
off between instance uncertainty and correlation is an essential AL problem to
address. Given a label space LS , we can define different groups of correlation of
an instance x in a set of unlabeled set as;

fc(x) :

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

DU × DU → R, feature view
LS × LS → R, label view
(DU , y) × (DU , y) → R, combined view

(4)

to a real number space R. In Eq. 4, the combination of feature and label cor-
relation is called combined view. Different algorithms exist for exploiting this
type of combination [39]. Majorly these algorithms are used in a multi-label
learning tasks when an instance has more than one label. This setting is ideal
for mining tasks on instances with complex structure. On our work we focus on
exploiting the pairwise similarities of instances, therefore the informativeness of
an instances is weighed by average similarity to its neighbours. Let xi and xj be
a pair of instances. To cope with the drawback of uncertainty based selection, we
then consider the diversity by evaluating the correlation of the instances. Given
a label space LS the correlation measure fc(xi, xj) between a pair of instances
in a sample xi and xj can be defined as:

fc(xi) =
1

DU

∑
xj∈DU

(xi, xj) (5)
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The value of fc(xi) represents the instance density of xi in the unlabeled set.
The larger the value, the more densely an instance is correlated with others. A
low value of the correlation measure indicates an outlier instance which should
not be considered for labeling.

3.3 Informativeness Measure

Our motivation is that the most representative instances of a distribution can be
very informative for improving the generalization performance. Therefore, given
correlation measure fc(xi) and uncertainty measure fu(xi) the informativeness
of an instance can be defined as:

fi(x) = fu(xi) × fc(xi) (6)

It can be rewritten as:
x∗ = argmax

i
(ui.ci) (7)

3.4 Instance Evaluation and Budget Labeling

Instance evaluation is based on the instance informativeness in a set. In our
method we use query by a single model evaluation learned from the training
set. The model is trained on all labeled instances: feature and label views. After
querying for an unlabeled instance, a model prediction result is generated based
on output probability distribution. Each instance xi = {f i

1, f
i
2, ...f

i
q, y

i} in labeled
set DL = {x1, x2, ....xs} is represented in a feature space F consisting of a feature
space and its class label yi. The size of DL is denoted by s and xi denoted the
ith instance in DL. The prediction can be denoted as a mapping function from
the feature space F to the class label space Y which can be expressed as;

p(x) : F �→ Y (8)

The query strategy used in this work is based on the value of fi discussed in
Eq. (6). Instances are ranked based on the value fi with top ranked instances
being the most appropriate to label. Budget annotator is used to pick classes
which has maximum predicted probability as if they were true labels. For CNN
implementation we use entropy regularization, this way we are able to separate
low density between classes. High confidence samples from DH are selected and
then assign predicted labels to them. For lth category we define the budget label
yi as follows;

y∗ = argmax
i

(p(yi = l|xi; θx,y )) (9)

Under the current distribution p(yi = l|xi; θ) each possible instance (x1, ?) from
the selected instances DH will be labeled with label yi. When yi = 1, xi is
regarded as a high confidence sample. The model update strategy is to learn
a model based on the information provided by model weights computed from
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Algorithm 2: Efficient Budget Active Learning (BAL).

1 Input: labeled instance set DL, unlabeled instance set DU , a budget m;
2 Output: model Θ;

3 Θ ← getModel (DL);

4 while |DL| < m do
5 for each xi in DU do
6 ui ← fu(xi);
7 ci ← fc(xi);

8 x∗ ← argmax
i

(u, c);

9 DH ← ∅;

10 for each i in DU do
11 x ← argmax

i
fi(x);

12 DH ← DH ∪ {x};

13 yi ← getLabel(DH);

14 DU ← DU \ {yi};

15 DL ← DL ∪ {yi};

16 Θ ← getModel (DL);

17 return Θ;

model validation of the performance. The Algorithm 2 describes the Budget
Active Learning (BAL) with budget annotation.

BAL is designed to train a classification model using a small labeled pop-
ulation sample proportion. At first the BAL is trained using the initial set of
labeled data DL, using the initial weights for pretrained models and random
initialized weights for untrained models. In Algorithm 2, the labeling is defined
by the budget m with model updates after each iteration (lines 4–16). Instance
evaluation is done to identify the most informative and representative instance
to label (lines 5–8). This evaluation returns the high confidence instances DH

selected from the unlabeled population (lines 10–12). For each of the selected
instance, its label is queried and consequently the labeled set is updated. The
model selection strategy is updated with the learned parameters after every
iteration.

4 Experiments

To examine the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we have considered public
available datasets and state-of-the-art models.

4.1 Datasets

Three public available datasets namely CIFAR10 [41], Street View House Num-
bers (SVHN) [42] and plant-seedling-V2 [43] datasets are used. The statisti-
cal information of the datasets are summarized in Table 1. For large datasets
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(CIFAR10 and SVHN), in regards to their size, we split the data into two sets;
20% as labeled set and 80% as unlabeled set. Half of the labeled set is randomly
sampled as the training set, and the remaining as the validation set. The testing
samples for each of the dataset is as shown in the table. For the other dataset
(plant-seedling-V2), due to its very small size, 40% was randomly sampled as
labeled set and 70% as the unlabeled set. In both cases, we tried to minimize
the size of the training data, in order to demonstrate the efficiency of our budget
AL method. For all data input, resize and normalize transformation was done
in order to match the models input sizes and shapes.

4.2 Fine-Tuning Network Parameters

In order to suite the pretrained network to the dataset classes, the last layer
(softmax layer) is truncated and replaced with a layer that matches the dataset
classes. Back propagation is performed to fine-tune the pretrained weights. 10
model updates were carried out with a training batch size of 32 and a learn-
ing rate of 0.05. The number of model updates is sufficient to demonstrate the
classification performance and efficiency of our method over the other methods.
The training rate is carefully considered to ensure a good training stability and
generalization is achieved.

Table 1. Selected datasets used in this work

Data # Instance # Label # Train # Validation # Testing

CIFAR10 [41] 50k 10 5k 5k 10k

SVHN [42] 73k 10 7k 7k 26k

Plant-seedling-V2 [43] 6539 12 1k 807 807

4.3 Models

Table 2 presents six state-of-the-art Deep Networks models that have compar-
ative few model parameters (M) expressed in million. While Deep Networks
provide state-of-the-art prediction accuracy to many Machine Learning tasks, it
comes at a high computational cost [44]. Model with more parameters (i.e. bigger
networks and learnable parameters) is slower than a model with less parame-
ters. The experiments were done using three of these models which have achieved
best performance in ILSVRC and have lower parameters number (Inception-V3,
DenseNet-169 and SqueezeNet). Instead of only training an entire CNN from
scratch (with random initialization) we considered also transfer learning in order
to leverage the training and then use ConvNet as an initialization and a fixed fea-
ture extractor for the task. In our experiments, we have used pretrained models
given by Pytorch v1.3.0. In this section we will briefly discuss the architectures
of the selected models.
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Table 2. Deep networks models comparison on ImageNet [47].

Model Input size M Top-1 acc (%) Top-5 acc (%)

Inception-V1 [32] 224 × 224 5 70 90

Inception-V2 [45] 224 × 224 5 74 92

Inception-V3 [34] 299 × 299 24 78 94

Inception-V4 [48] 299 × 299 46 80 95

DenseNet-169 [36] 224 × 224 14 76 93

SqueezeNet [49] 224 × 224 3 68 88

GoogLeNet, a 2014 ILSVRC winner, was inspired by LeNet but implemented
a novel Inception module. Their Inception module performs series of convolu-
tions at different scales and subsequently concatenate the results. The module is
built with several small convolutions. There has been tremendous efforts done to
improve the performance of this architecture: a) Inception-V1 [45] has 3 different
sizes of filters (1 × 1, 3 × 3, 5 × 5) and max pooling. The outputs are concatenated
and sent to the next Inception module; b) Inception-V2 [45] and Inception-V3
[34] factorize 5 × 5 convolution to two 3× 3 convolution operations to improve
computational speed. A 5 × 5 convolution is 2.78 times costly than a 3× 3 con-
volution; stacking two 3× 3 convolutions leads to a boost in performance; c) In
Inception-V4 and Inception-ResNet the initial set of operations were modified
before introducing the Inception blocks. The Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show the predic-
tion accuracy comparison between our approach and other baseline methods on
previously cited models.

When Deep Networks start converging, then degradation become apparent
challange to performance. Thats means as the network depth increases, the accu-
racy gets saturated and then degrades rapidly. Deep Residual Neural Network
(ResNet), a logical extension of DenseNet [36] created by Kaiming et al. [35]
introduced a novel architecture with insert shortcut connections. The connec-
tions turns the network into a residual network. This was a breakthrough which
enabled the development of much deeper networks. The residual enables the net-
work learn to adjust the input feature map. Following this intuition the authors
proposed a pre-activation variant using the insert shortcut connections by the
gradients flowing through the shortct connections to the earlier layes unim-
pended. Each ResNet block is either 2 layer deep or 3 layer deep. It achieves a
top-5 error rate of 3.57% which outperforms human-level performance. DenseNet
which is a logical extension of ResNet, brings improved efficiency by concatenat-
ing each layer feature map to every successive layer within a dense block [36].
This enables feature reuse within the network by allowing later layers within the
network to directly leverage the features from earlier layers. Now the feature-
maps of all preceding layers can be used as inputs, and its own feature-maps can
be used as inputs into all subsequent layers, this helps alleviate the vanishing-
gradient problem, feature reuse and consequently reduce number of parameters.
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In recent times with use of Internet of Things and Cloud Computing, there
is constant communication between the servers and the clients. This brings a
need for a smaller sized model with similar or improved efficiency as the state of
the art models. SqueezeNet [46] achieves AlexNet-level accuracy with 50x fewer
parameters [47]. Additionally with model compression technique one can achieve
510 times smaller than AlexNet compression. In order to reduce the number of
parameters by 9 times, a 3 × 3 filters are replaced with 1× 1 filters. Subsequently,
number of input channels is reduced to 3× 3 filters. Finally, the feature map is
down-sampled in order to have larger activation maps.

4.4 Results

The proposed approach was implemented on NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU. Using
few model update iterations, our method demonstrates impressive prediction
accuracy over the other Deep AL methods.

In the experiments losses and accuracies per model update were monitored
while comparing the following Deep Active Learning baseline methods:

– Budget AL (BAL): our proposed method.
– Core-Set AL (CSAL): method proposed in [15] which defines the AL prob-

lem as a competitive sample core-set selection which is then applied to a CNN
in a batch setting.

– Deep Bayesian Active Learning (DBAL): a Bayesian framework pro-
posed in [8] for high dimensional data which considers Deep Learning problem
of dependence on big amount of data.
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Fig. 2. Prediction comparison on CIFAR10 dataset.
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Fig. 3. Prediction comparison on SVHN dataset.

– Adversarial AL for Deep Networks (AAL): a margin based approach
proposed in [50] for Deep Networks with intention of reducing the number of
queries to the oracle during training.

Impressive performance is recorded by the methods on the pretrained models
as compared to the un-trained models. In general, from the results the pre-
trained DenseNet and Inception models on CIFAR10 leverage much better than
SqueezeNet on same dataset. This means that the model weights for DenseNet
and Inception model leverage better that those of SqueezeNet to this type of
dataset. On all the training instances, BAL performs better than all other base-
line active learning methods as shown in Fig. 2. On the un-trained models the
prediction performance seem to edge up as the model selection strategy gets
updated.

On SVHN dataset, all Deep Active Learning methods performs poorly except
on un-trained DenseNet and Inception models. The performance on these models
improves after the fifth model update. This is so because initially the models
weights do not perform well with this dataset but after several self tuning there
is improved prediction accuracy. Following the poor performance exhibited in
SquezeNet on both CIFAR10 and SVHN data, we did not conduct experiments
with SqueezeNet on the plant-weed detection problem.

Plant Weed Detection. Agriculture is a critical for human survival and it
remains a major driver of many economies around the world. With increase
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Fig. 4. Prediction comparison on plant-seedling-V2 dataset.

demand for food and other agricultural production challenges, there is sure need
to improve on production output. Current agricultural machine vision solutions
are faced with accurate and reliable large scale weed detection. In this section
we present a plant seedling weed detection problem using a plant-seedling-V2
dataset [43]. The plant-seedling dataset contains 6539 images from 960 RGB
unique seedlings of plants belonging to 12 species at different growth stages with
a physical resolution of 10 pixels/mm. Because of small dataset available, 15% of
the set was used for training our algorithm for weed identification and 12% used
for validation, the rest of the data used as unlabeled dataset. In addition, in an
effort to avoid overfitting the convolutional base of the networks was frozen and
its output used in the classifier.

In Fig. 4(a) and 4(c) we compare our method with other Deep Active Learn-
ing methods in both pretrained Inception-V3 and DenseNet-161 models on plant-
seedling dataset. The results indicate the efficiency of our method as compared
to performance of other Deep AL methods discussed. Our method is able to
adapt better with the pretrained parameters and quickly provide better predic-
tion. Figure 4(b) and 4(d) show the performance on the untrained versions of
the models on the same dataset. Using the initial pretrained parameters to ini-
tialize the models yields to better prediction accuracy quickly within few model
updates. The main results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Overall, BAL (in blue
line) is able to outperform other Deep AL methods on major datasets including
the plant-seedling dataset. By comparing our method with other methods, we
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notice an apparent increase in classification accuracy which indicate that using
both instance uncertainty and correlation measure is more efficient. BAL is able
to pick the most representative candidate point from the unlabeled population.
In addition, from the plant-seedling shown in Fig. 4, we observe the superiority
of our method tends to be more obvious even when the number of instances
is small. Its clear that our method can generalize better than other discussed
methods by selecting the most representative instances with only few queries.

5 Conclusion

The main objective of AL is to label the most informative instance in order
to achieve high prediction accuracy with minimum cost. Use of AL in recent
technologies is an active research area with efforts to improve on the prediction
accuracy while using less data. In this paper, we propose a BAL method for
cost-effective training of Deep Networks. Instead of training from scratch with
random initialization, a pretrained model parameters can be used to initialize a
model to a new target task by fine tuning with a few actively queried examples,
thus significantly reducing the cost of designing the network architecture and
cost of labeling a large training set. Using BAL, classification task was able to
record 85% prediction accuracy quickly using fairly small amount (10 to 20% of
data) of data as training data as compared to conventional AL methods on Deep
Network Models. In the future, we plan to apply the approach on more real life
datasets and more pretrained models. In addition, the feature transformation on
each layer will be further studied while considering different types of data input.
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Abstract. Detecting defects on surfaces such as steel, can be a challenging task
because defects have complex and unique features. These defects occur in many
production lines and vary from one production line to another. In order to detect
these defects, the You Only Look Once (YOLO) detector which uses a Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN), is used and received only minor modifications.
YOLO is trained and tested on a dataset containing six kinds of defects to achieve
accurate detection and classification. The network can also obtain the coordinates
of the detected bounding boxes, giving the size and location of the detected defects.
Since manual defect detection is expensive, labor-intensive and inefficient, this
paper contributes to the sophistication and improvement of manufacturing pro-
cesses. This system can be installed on chipsets and deployed to a factory line
to greatly improve quality control and be part of smart internet of things (IoT)
based factories in the future. YOLO achieves a respectable 70.66% mean average
precision (mAP) despite the small dataset andminor modifications to the network.

Keywords: YOLO · Defect detection · CNN · Computer vision · Transfer
learning

1 Introduction

In every factory, defects can occur on products rolling out at the end of the conveyor line.
This is due tomany factors such as contamination, human error, machinerymalfunctions
and more. These defects include scratches and patches and not only is the defect purely
cosmetic, in some cases it is structural and can cause damage to the steel surface such as
corrosion, low wear resistance and short fatigue life which can lead to disastrous results
where the products are meant to be used [1]. In order to show the importance of catching
steel surface defects, tests are conducted on structural steel with and without defects and
the results showed that metal surfaces with defects have 40% less strength with much
faster strength degradation [2]. Safety is another crucial factor to consider since metal
surfaces are used in all kinds of applications ranging from automotive applications all
the way to construction.

To keep up with production line requirements, the designed defect detector must
be accurate and fast. Factories these days have come a long way and work at a very
high pace rolling hundreds of products out every hour. The detector must also be able to
distinguish between defects and non-defective interference such as dust. Inspection and
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quality assessment used to be done manually by humans who are prone to suffer from
exhaustion and can be slower thanmachines. Moreover, training operators requires time,
money and a difficult process finding people fit for the job and as mentioned earlier the
usage of steel plates ranges over a large number of applications with some being critical
and dangerous in the case of defects not being caught. Computer vision is helping in
visual inspection and replacing manual labor in many industries [3].

CNNs are one of the best options for computer vision tasks and have allowed many
advances in applications like image segmentation [4, 5] and the classification of objects
[6, 7]. CNNs have also been used in industrial applications [8–10]. Moreover, CNNs
have convolution layers that take care of feature extraction, they are rugged when it
comes to shifts and distortions in the image, they require less memory, are easier to train
and are better and faster due to the reduced number of parameters.

In this paper, the YOLO network is used for detection and classification of various
defects in steel surfaces. The network is also able to extract the coordinates of the defects
which in return gives the locations and sizes.

This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, the background is presented, in Sect. 3,
the methodology is explained including the training and testing process, Sect. 4 contains
a discussion and analysis of the results and finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper and
mentions future work.

2 Background

2.1 YOLOV3 and Darknet-53

YOLO [11] is a one-shot object detection algorithm and is one of the fastest algorithms
that exist today. It is mostly used in areas where speed is a crucial element, without
the loss of too much accuracy. It uses a convolutional neural network which is essential
when it comes to feature extraction. The way YOLO works is it divides an image into
an S × S grid of cells where each cell is then responsible for predicting the presence
of an object in it, P(object), as well as producing a number of bounding boxes which
are likely to encompass objects. Each of the predicted bounding boxes has a confidence
score where confidence is:

P(Object)× IOU(pred, truth)

Intersection Over Union (IOU), an evaluation metric, is used to measure the differ-
ence between the ground truth bounding box which is already defined in the dataset and
the bounding box predicted by YOLO (Fig. 1). The predicted bounding boxes that are
closest to the ground truth are kept and their confidence scores are increased whereas the
boxes that have a low IOU intersection with the ground truth are given a low confidence
score. Five values are predicted by the network for each bounding box. (x, y) are the
center of the bounding box and (w, h) are the width and height.

The next prediction is the conditional probability, P(Class|Object), where the prob-
ability of a certain class being in one of the bounding boxes is calculated. The final
predictions are several bounding boxes scattered all around the image. YOLO thresh-
olds these predictions using non-maximum suppression (NMS) to remove unwanted and
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Fig. 1. Intersection over union [12]

duplicate bounding boxes. The network then ends up with only the necessary predictions
shown on the image. Figure 2 shows an example of how the image is divided and each
object is defined and at the end, surrounded by a bounding box.

Fig. 2. YOLO network pipeline [13]

The backbone of YOLO is called DARKNET [14] created by Joseph Redmon, which
is a neural network framework written in NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architec-
ture (CUDA) and C. Its advantages are that it is quick, slim and easy to work with.
Unlike its predecessor, YOLOv3 uses DARKNET-53 instead of DARKNET-19 where
the former has 53 convolutional layers trained on ImageNet and is much deeper than
the previous versions. It composes mainly of 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 filters with shortcut con-
nections. It is also faster due to better utilization of the GPU. Darknet-53 is also proven
to have better performance than ResNet-101 and it is 1.5 times faster and compared to
ResNet152 it has similar performance but is 2 times faster [11]. DARKNET has its own
commands and parameters which are used to train, test, calculate and perform many
other operations on the model being worked on. This paper uses a slightly modified
DARKNET53 by AlexeyAB [15] to allow for training on custom datasets.
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2.2 Related Work

There are many methods for surface defect detection. In a paper [16], a simple CNN
model is presented to detect defects in metal steel surfaces where the model achieved
moderate results. However, with changes in the number of batches, as well as some data
augmentation, 99% accuracy is achieved in training and testing. In [17], a two-layer
convolutional network is proposed to detect surface defects where the loss function is
calculated using categorical cross-entropy. After testing the system on testing images,
the system is found to be 64.7% accurate which is acceptable given the small dataset.
The disadvantage here is that there are only two convolutional layers which is not enough
to extract features from a very small dataset. This issue is tackled in another paper [18]
where it is decided to modify the YOLO detector to be fully convolutional where the
network has 25 convolutional layers for feature extraction and 2 convolutional layers to
predict the defect class and bounding box. With this architecture, the YOLO network
is able to learn its own spatial downsampling instead of deterministic spatial downsam-
pling. In this case,YOLOachieved amAPof 97.55%and a recall rate of 95.86%.Another
paper [19] which explored an approach for surface defect detection using deep learn-
ing used a twostage method which comprised of a segmentation network and decision
network. The model worked fine and better than other approaches when experimenting
on the Kolektor Surface-Defect Dataset (KolektorSDD); however, it still experienced
5 misclassifications and suffered a bit when it came to images with lower resolution.
It did, however, achieve an accuracy of 99%. Table 1 shows a comparison of different
approaches used to achieve the same goal as this paper with some of them using similar
images and different performance metrics.

Table 1. Performance comparison of different methods

Model Performance measure

CNN, Gathered dataset [16] Acc: 99% mAP: N/A

2 Layer CNN, NEU surface defect database [17] Acc: 64.7% mAP: N/A

Fully Convolutional YOLO, Gathered dataset [18] Acc: N/A mAP: 97.55%

Segmentation + Decision Network, KolektorSDD [19] Acc: 99% mAP: N/A

3 Methodology

Originally, YOLO is a pretrained object detector, trained to detect everyday objects such
as tables, chairs, cars, phones and others. A modified version of YOLOV3 is used in this
paper. Changes to the hyperparameters are made to be able to train and test using the
custom dataset provided. The original dataset labels needed some modifications since
YOLO only accepts a specific format and 5 specific parameters to associate the labels
to the images and train properly.
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3.1 Dataset

The images are obtained from the Northeastern University (NEU) surface database [20–
22] which contains six types of defects (rolled-in scale (Rs), patches (Pa), crazing (Cr),
pitted surface (Ps), inclusion (In) and scratches (Sc)) with 300 images for each defect
(1800 total). Image size is 200 × 200 pixels with a.bmp format and the images are
in grey-scale. The defects in the images vary and are provided in many shapes, sizes,
illumination and orientation. The images are already labelled, and the labels contained
information such as the location and size of the bounding box in an XML format. For
this paper, the images are resized to 608 × 608 pixels using an online resizing tool
[23] since the original size is too small. YOLO automatically resizes the input images
to smaller dimensions when training, so it is crucial to start off with a somewhat large
image so that the defects to be detected in the images are not too small, but closer in size
to defects in images and videos provided by cameras in factories [24]. After many trials,
it is found that 608 × 608 pixels is the best size and gave the best results. The labels
are modified as well to fit the YOLO format since YOLO takes five values to produce
the bounding boxes. Therefore, the results are 1800 text files each containing the five
values in the following format: “(object-id) (xcentre) (y-centre) (width) (height)”. The
images are split into 10% for testing and 90% for training. It is important to note that
data augmentation is not used in this paper on purpose in order to show that YOLO
achieved good results with limited data.

3.2 Google Colab

All training and testing tasks are performed using a 12 GB NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU
provided by Google Colab which is compatible with DARKNET since, as mentioned
earlier, DARKNET iswritten in C andCUDA. TheNVIDIACUDAdeep neural network
library (cuDNN) is used to make it all work.

3.3 Training and Testing

Since DARKNET-53 is pretrained, transfer learning is used to train YOLO on the NEU
dataset. When training an object detector, it is always good to start from an existing
model trained on very large datasets and then use the weights of this model to train. This
is fine even if the trained weights do not contain the objects required in this experiment.
This process is called transfer learning. A pretrained model that contains weights trained
on ImageNet is used as starting weights so that the network can learn quicker. This is
also beneficial since fewer data will be required [25] which is convenient since the NEU
dataset only has 300 images per class before train/test split.

Several parameters are changed in order to train and test YOLOV3 using a custom
dataset. However, one of the goals of this paper is to achieve this with very minor
modifications to the network.Which is whymost of the parameters are left the same way
they came with YOLOV3. Some of the unchanged parameters include the loss function
where YOLOV3 uses the sum-squared error in the loss function and to maximize the
efficiency of this function, the network increases the confidence score asmuch as possible
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for it to be equal to the IOU between the ground truth and the predicted bounding box
and decreases the confidence score when there are no objects in the bounding box.

Another intact parameter is the activation function. YOLOV3 uses leaky activation
function for each convolutional layer except the last one before each YOLO layer where
a linear function is used. The linear activation function is also used in the shortcut
connections.

At first, YOLO training reached an average loss of 0.11which is supposed to be good;
however, the network did not converge, the mAP was very low, no detections were made
even on training images, true positive and false positive values were almost null and
finally, the accuracy for each class was mostly 0.00% which meant more research and
changes had to made in order to get better results (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Results with 0.03% mAP

The next attempt was to troubleshoot the problem so 4 classes were removed, and
then YOLO was left to train for only two classes which had defects easy to detect. After
training, the results obtained were about the same; however, YOLO was able to detect
defects in some images with very low confidence. But obviously, the results were not
good considering only two classes were used.

Another trial was attempted where YOLO was left to train for more iterations and
the results barely improved. This meant that the number of iterations was not the cause
of bad results.

The dataset images were 200 × 200 in size; however, the network size was 416 ×
416. YOLO has a built-in feature which allows it to resize images on its own in order to
get the best out of the training; however, it was later discovered that this was not working
properly since the network size was bigger than the images. After experimenting with
resizing the images and resizing the network it was concluded that with a network size
of 416 × 416 and image size of 608 × 608 the network achieved the best results so far
(Fig. 4).

A Mini-batch gradient descent is used where a certain number of batches is taken
during training. A Mini-batch gradient descent finds balance between the robustness of
stochastic gradient descent and the efficiency of batch gradient descent. Smaller batch
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Fig. 4. Results with 20.21% mAP

sizes are noisy, offering a regularizing effect and lower generalization error and make it
easier to fit one batch worth of data in memory. The number of batches is lowered from
64 to 24 and the subdivisions from 64 to 8. The use of small batches as opposed to the
typical use of large mini-batches, is proved to get better generalization and allows for a
smaller memory footprint [26]. This is by far themost affecting factor in this experiment.
The results improved significantly, and the network can converge and detect defects in
all images including test images with high confidence.

4 Results and Analysis

In the final attempt, YOLO is trained for approximately 25000 iterations using the six
types of defect images. As mentioned earlier, the batch number is lowered from 64 to 24
which helped raise the mAP. The learning rate is expected to start off high and then drop
as the network learns and has more information and therefore requires less aggressive
learning. This is exactly what happened; however at the beginning, the learning rate
increased before reaching the point where it should decrease. This is called the burn-in
period or the warmup period. Training took about 55 h on the single 12 GB NVIDIA
Tesla GPU.

YOLO successfully made accurate detections and classifications on the test images
provided with each detection taking up to an average of 85 ms. The network achieved a
mAP of 70.66%, 79% precision and 68% recall. The results can be seen in Fig. 5. Some
sample detections are shown in Fig. 7 where it can be seen how YOLO detects, localizes
and classifies each of the six defects by drawing a bounding box around the defect and
displaying the percentage of confidence as well as the time it took for detection.

As an example in Fig. 7, in the image containing patch defects, YOLOdrewbounding
boxes around what it thinks are patches. It is 100% confident that the defect is correctly
classified, and it took only 88.77 ms for the whole process to be done.

The proposed model in this paper can also extract the coordinates of the resulting
bounding boxes which in return allow obtaining the position and size of the defects.
The network outputs the coordinates to a text file, along with the name and accuracy
for each of the defects detected. Figure 6 shows detections on a metal sheet suffering
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Fig. 5. Final detection results

Fig. 6. Coordinate extraction

from many scratches with the network giving the accuracy for each scratch as well as
the center coordinates, height and width of the bounding box enclosing the scratches.
The model can also make predictions in a matter of milliseconds and can be deployed
on mobile devices such as cameras to be used in production lines since it is considered
lightweight and can perform fast detections on just about any regular laptop. It can
smoothly track and detect defects and it is robust enough when it comes to changes in
size and orientation.

AlthoughYOLOcanmake detections and classifications correctly, one of the defects,
crazing, has an average precision (AP) of 24% as opposed to the high AP that the other
defects have. This is return caused the mAP to drop. Even with a lower AP, the network
is still able to detect and classify crazing defects and with high accuracy.

The other papers mentioned in the background section, used either the NEU dataset
[17] or preferred to gather their own images and labels or use known datasets [16, 18, 19]
which are very similar to the NEU dataset images. Another thing to note is that a direct
comparison of this paper with the other methods is not possible since most methods
used have their own metric for measuring performance depending on the model used.
In YOLOs case, the mAP is used. When it comes to detectors such as YOLO it is much
better to use the mAPmetric instead. The mAP has many advantages over other metrics,
like avoiding the “accuracy paradox” which is when accuracy increases even though
the model is not actually good. This usually happens when True Positive (TP) < (False
Positive) FP.
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5 Conclusion

YOLOV3 detector is modified and then trained on a dataset containing six types of
defects on steel surfaces. The dataset is prepared and the labels configured to fit the
YOLO format. After many trials and changes to the hyperparameters such as batch size
and network size, YOLO is able to achieve a mAP of 70.66% with 79% precision and
68% recall. Most of the defects have high average precision with the exception of one
which received 24% which in return affected the mAP. This is a limitation which might
be overcome by applying noise reducing filters. Despite this, the network still achieves
accurate detections and classifications taking up to an average of 85 ms. It must be
noted as well that the results in this paper are obtained using a relatively small dataset
with no data augmentation which is usually not enough to train a neural network or
achieve decent results. The network also obtains the coordinates of resulting bounding
boxes in order to calculate the sizes and locations of the defects. This is important for
improving the manufacturing process and the quality of products rolled out of factories.
It is important to note that even though YOLO trained on metal steel surfaces, it can be
used and trained on other surfaces such as wood, glass and paper.

Further work includes heavier modifications to the source files and hyperparameters
such as learning rate, anchors, loss function and even altering the layers of the network
by changing the values of filters and maybe adding or removing certain layers. Accuracy
may also be improved in the case of a bigger dataset, preprocessing of the data and data
augmentation techniques.
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Abstract. Most of researchers use the vehicle re-identification based on
classification. This always requires an update with the new vehicle mod-
els in the market. In this paper, two types of vehicle re-identification will
be presented. First, the standard method, which needs an image from
the search vehicle. It produces a feature vector, which will be applied by
the re-identification of the search vehicle. VRIC and VehicleID data set
are suitable for training this module. It will be explained in detail how to
improve the performance of this method using a trained network, which
is designed for the classification. The second method takes as input a rep-
resentative image of the search vehicle with similar make/model, released
year and colour. It is very useful when an image from the search vehicle is
not available. It produces as output a shape and a colour features. This
could be used by the matching across a database to re-identify vehi-
cles, which look similar to the search vehicle. To get a robust module
for the re-identification, a fine-grained classification has been trained,
which its class consists of four elements: the make of a vehicle refers
to the vehicle’s manufacturer, e.g. Mercedes-Benz, the model of a vehi-
cle refers to type of model within that manufacturer’s portfolio, e.g. C
Class, the year refers to the iteration of the model, which may receive
progressive alterations and upgrades by its manufacturer and the per-
spective of the vehicle. Thus, all four elements describe the vehicle at
increasing degree of specificity. The aim of the vehicle shape classifica-
tion is to classify the combination of these four elements. The colour
classification has been separately trained. After the training, the classifi-
cation layer will not be used. By both methods, even data of vehicles by
some makes/models/released years/perspectives or by some colours are
not available, it will be possible to re-identify each vehicle. The results
of vehicle re-identification will be shown. Using a developed tool, the
re-identification of vehicles on video images and on controlled data set
using a search image will be demonstrated. The results of a proposed
mix-mode, which is the combination of shape matching and colour clas-
sification, will be presented. This work was partially funded under the
grant.
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1 Introduction

The objective of the vehicle re-identification module is to recognize a vehicle
within a large image or video data set. Two different methods will be trained
and tested.

– First, the standard vehicle re-identification. The known data set VRIC and
VehicleID have been used separately for training and testing. VRIC data set
contains 2811 vehicle-IDs with 54808 images and VehicleID contains 13164
vehicle-IDs with 113346 images for training. Also Multiple loss and a merged
data set have been used to train on both data set. This, can increase the
robustness of the module. Starting the training from the scratch using a
network, which has been trained on shape classification using about eight
million images, can significantly improve the results. The results of the fusion
will be also presented.

– In the training of the second method, which requires just a representative
image looks similar to the search vehicle in case its sample image is not
available, a fine-grained vehicle classification has been used, which leads to
feature representation with small intra-class variance. The modules have been
trained using CNN-Networks. The combination of the shape and the colour
feature vectors leads to a robust re-identification of vehicles.
• Training: Typically, a fine-grained class consists of four elements: the make

of a vehicle refers to the vehicle’s manufacturer, e.g. Mercedes-Benz, the
model of a vehicle refers to type of model within that manufacturer’s
portfolio, e.g. C Class, the year refers to the iteration of the model, which
may receive progressive alterations and upgrades by its manufacturer and
the perspective of the vehicle. Thus, all four elements describe the vehicle
at increasing degree of specificity. The aim of the vehicle shape classifica-
tion is to classify the combination of these four elements. We trained our
vehicle shape network on 11906 classes using about eight million images.
We trained the colour classification separately on 10 classes using about
two million images.

• Application: In the application of our trained CNN-Network, the classi-
fication layer will not be used. Our module supports searches using an
image sample or a representative image of the search vehicle, which is
sent to the template creation component. The search engine performs the
template matching across a video database using shape and colour fea-
tures and returns the search results to the user. This method does not
require the training of all vehicle classes. To get an alarm the make, the
model, the released year, the perspective and the colour of the probe and
of the gallery images should be similar.

2 Related Works

Some research has been performed on make/model classification to re-identify a
search vehicle. Most of it operated on a small number of make/models because
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it is difficult to get a labeled data set panning all existing make/models. Man-
ual annotation is almost impossible because one needs an expert for each make
being able to recognize all its models and it is very tedious and time consuming
process. Author in [9] developed a make/model classification based on feature
representation for rigid structure recognition using 77 different classes. Two dis-
tances have been tested, the dot product and the euclidean distance. Author in
[7] tested different methods by make/model classification of 86 different classes
on images with side view. The best one was HoG-RBF-SVM. Author in [10]
used 3D-boxes of the image with its rasterized low-resolution shape and infor-
mation about the 3D vehicle orientation as CNN-input to classify 126 different
make/models. The module of [8] is based on 3D object representations using lin-
ear SVM classifiers and trained on 196 classes. In a real video scene all existing
make/models could occur. Considering that we have worldwide more than 2000
models, make/model classification trained just on few classes will not succeed in
practical applications. Author in [6] increase the number of the trained classes.
His module is based on CNN and trained on 59 different vehicle makes as well as
on 818 different models. His solution seems to be closer for commercial use. Our
developed module in our previous work [1] was trained on 1447 different classes
and could recognize 137 different vehicle makes as well as 1447 different models
of the released year between 2016 till 2018. Other research has been operated
on the known standard vehicle re-identification. Space-time contextual knowl-
edge has been exploited for vehicle re-id subject to structured scenes. Author
in [3] incorporated spatio-temporal path information of vehicles. This method
improves the re-id performance on the VeRi-776 data set, it may not generalize
to complex scene structures when the number of visual spatio-temporal path
proposals is very large with only weak contextual knowledge available to facili-
tate model decision. [4] considered 20 vehicle key points for learning and aligning
local regions of a vehicle for re-identification. Clearly, this approach comes with
extra cost of exhaustively labeling these key points in a large number of vehicle
images, and the implicit assumption of having sufficient image resolution/details
for computing these key points. Author in [5] worked on VehicleID data set,
which includes multiple images of the same vehicle captured by different real
world cameras in a city. This data set is challenging in term to separate between
similar vehicles with few of differences but it is only constrained test scenarios
due to the rather artificial assumption of having high quality images of con-
stant resolution. This makes them limited for testing the true robustness of re-id
matching algorithms in typically unconstrained wide-view traffic scene imaging
conditions. Author in [2] introduced the Veric data set to address the limitation
of other Vehicle re-identification Benchmarks, which provides conditions giving
rise to changes in resolution, motion blur, weather, illumination, and occlusion.
In this paper, we show two methods of the vehicle re-identification, which could
re-identify vehicles even if their classes are not included in the training. First
method is the standard vehicle re-identification, which requires a probe image
of the search vehicle. This module has been trained using a merged data set
of Veric and VehicleID. Its training has been started from the scratch of the
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make/model network used in the second method, which is trained on classifica-
tion using 11906 classes with about eight million images for the shape and using
10 classes with about two million images for the colour. It uses shape and colour
feature vectors for the re-id. It works even if a probe image of the search vehi-
cle is not available. A representative image with similar make, model, released
year and colour of the search vehicle would be enough for the re-identification.
It could be downloaded e.g. from the web. Experimental results show that the
first method outperforms all state-of-the-art approaches on Veric and VehicleID
data set. Here, the comparison has been done just to the best published results.
The second method helps to improve the performance of the first method, and
it gives a solution in case a probe image of the search vehicle is not available.
Here, there are no defined data set we could use to compare the results to other
research. Tests has been evaluated on an internally data set.

3 Network Architectures and Feature Extraction

Neural networks have been used in computer vision for a long time, but with the
progress in hardware capabilities and growth of available training data over the
last few years deep neural networks have become the most successful methods
for many computer vision tasks. In some visual recognition tasks, even human-
level accuracy can be surpassed. We used a CNN-networks based on ResNet
architecture. Their coding time is 20 ms (CPU 1 core, i7-4790, 3.6 GHz). In Fig. 1
and 2, we show our way to extract the feature vector, which will be used in the
matching step by the vehicle re-identification. The Fig. 1 shows the trained CNN
for the vehicle re-identification based on shape and colour classification (method
2), and Fig. 2 shows the trained CNN for the standard vehicle re-identification
(trained on gray images/method 1). Here, we started from the scratch using
the CNN from the method 2, which has been trained on 11906 classes with
about eight million images. This CNN-net is an expert to separate between
vehicles with different makes, models or released years. By this way the training
is focusing to separate between different vehicles with similar makes, models
and released years but without forgetting to separate between vehicles with
different makes, models or released years. Here, two CNN-nets have been trained.
By the first training all parameters are trainable. By the second CNN-net the
convolution block is not trainable. Here, the training tunes just the IP-Layer for
the separation between the classes. The fusion shows the best results on Veric
and VehicleID.

4 Matching and Fusion

Our feature vectors (templates) are normalized to unit length. The matching as
such is performed by calculating the dot product between two feature vectors
which i.e. the cosine of the angle between both vectors. Hereby by the method 2,
the matching scores of the color and of the shape feature vectors have different
distributions. Fusion uses a weighted sum of the match scores of both modalities.
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Fig. 1. Feature vector extraction. The network CNN1 for the vehicle re-identification
based on shape and colour classification (method 2). Trained on 11906 classes for shape
and on 10 classes for colour.

Fig. 2. Feature vector extraction. The network CNN2 for the standard vehicle re-
identification (method 1). Starting from the scratch (using trained CNN1 from the
method 2). Blue indicates trainable parameters. Green shows not trainable parameters.
Both CNNs are trained on a merged data set of Veric and VehicleID. CNN2 is the fusion
of CNN-nets and shows the best results.
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Optimal weights have been determined based on a predefined set of data. By
method 1, the fusion score is the sum of the match scores, which have similar
distributions.

5 Mix-Mode

According to our method 2 for vehicle re-identification based on shape and colour
features, we need for a vehicle search a respective search image of a certain
make/model, released year and color. The make and model of the search image
does not need to be part of the make/models categories used during training.
In practice, we could have the case that we have an image just with the same
shape but not with the same color of the search vehicle, e.g. downloaded from
a manufacturer’s internet homepage. In this case, we could apply our developed
Mixed-Mode, which is the appropriate solution for this problem. In this mode,
we combine the shape matching together with color classification. We use the
shape feature vector for matching. As results, we get all vehicles that have the
same shape as the searched vehicle however potentially with different colors.
After that, we apply the color classification to filter the results by the selected
color. This mode is intended specifically to be used in investigational scenarios.

6 Experiments

6.1 Experiments of the Vehicle Re-identification Based on Shape
and Colour Features

In total, 406 best-shots and 85.130 detections were computed from Cam2, and
621 best-shots with 199.963 detections from Cam4. Additionally, 33 controlled
images were acquired from the web (“Google”) for subsequent experiments.
Based on these VICTORIA data sets, we performed a number of tests using

Fig. 3. The image on the left side shows a sample of a best-shot computed from the
VICTORIA data set (“Cam2”). The image on the right side depicts a best-shot from
“Cam4”, respectively.
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Fig. 4. The color “silver” is not included in our training of color classification. Right
vehicle is labeled as gray but with sunlight looks close to white. It produces higher
impostor scores with white vehicles like the vehicle on the left, this leads to a reduction
of the verification rate as depicted by the black ROC curves in Fig. 5 and 6

Fig. 5. This figure shows ROC-curves of shape, color, fusion of color and shape and
using multiple probe images by shape. Computation was done matching of controlled
single images from the internet against video data set Cam2 from the project Victoria.
Color: matching using color template (black curve). Shape: matching using shape
template (blue solid curve). Fusion Shape&Color: Fusion of shape and color match-
ing scores (red solid curve). Shape Multiple: matching using shape template and
using multiple probe images (blue dashed curve). Fusion Shape&Color Multiple:
Fusion of shape using multiple probe images and color matching scores (dashed solid
curve). FAR: False Acceptance Rate. VR: Verification Rate.
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the shape feature, the colour feature and the fusion of both. multiple probe
images by shape matching have been also tested. Here, we have a set of images
of the search vehicle with different views. By matching across a gallery image,
we get a set of scores. Their maximum is the finale match score. This reduces the
dependency of the perspective by matching. Tests have been evaluated on video
data across still images. The Fig. 3 shows sample images from the video data set
Cam2 and Cam4. Results are shown in the Fig. 5 and 6. Here as shown, we got
some high impostor scores by matching of color templates, leading to a fall of
the ROC curves. The reason for this is that the color “silver” is currently not
included in the classes used for the training, thus we labelled it as “grey”. Due
to the sun-light conditions however, the silver color was mapped onto “white”.
The Fig. 4 shows two sample images illustrating this effect.

Fig. 6. This figure shows ROC-curves of shape, color, fusion of color and shape and
using multiple probe images by shape. Computation was done matching of controlled
single images from the internet against video data set Cam4 from the project Victoria.
Color: matching using color template (black curve). Shape: matching using shape
template (blue solid curve). Fusion Shape&Color: Fusion of shape and color match-
ing scores (red solid curve). Shape Multiple: matching using shape template and
using multiple probe images (blue dashed curve). Fusion Shape&Color Multiple:
Fusion of shape using multiple probe images and color matching scores (dashed solid
curve). FAR: False Acceptance Rate. VR: Verification Rate.

6.2 Experiments of the Standard Vehicle Re-Identification

Data Sets. For evaluation, we utilised two most popular vehicle re-identification
benchmarks. The VehicleID data set [5] provides a training set with 113,346
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images from 13,164 IDs and a test set with 17,377 probe images and 2,400
gallery images from 2,400 identities. It adopts the single-shot re-id setting, with
only one true matching for each probe. The VRIC data set [2] has 54,808 images
from 2,811 IDs in training set. The probe and the gallery of the testing data
set contain 2,811 images with 2,811 vehicle IDs. The data split statistics are
summarised in Table 1. The Fig. 7 shows a hard negative pair.

Evaluation. Table 2 compares our method1 (CNN2) explained in sections before
with state-of-the-art methods on two benchmarks. Our method outperforms all
other competitors with large margins. It surpasses the best competitor in Rank-1
rate by 8.53% (this means 16.0% error reduction) and in Rank-5 by 9.55% on
VRIC, and in Rank-1 rate by 2.8% (this means 7.6% error reduction) and in
Rank-5 by 4.2% on VehicleID.

Table 1. Data split of standard vehicle re-identification data sets evaluated in our
experiments.

Dataset Training IDs/Images Probe IDs/Images Gallery IDs/Images

VehicleID [5] 13,164/113,346 2,400/17,377 2,400/2,400

VRIC [2] 2,811/54,808 2,811/2,811 2,811/2,811

Table 2. Comparative of standard vehicle re-identification results on two benchmark-
ing data sets.

Method VehicleID [5] VRIC [2]

Rank-1 in % Rank-5 in % Rank-1 in % Rank-5 in %

OIFE (Single Branch) [4] 32.86 52.75 24.62 50.98

Siamese-Visual [3] 36.83 57.97 30.55 57.30

MSVF [2] 63.02 73.05 46.61 65.58

Our method 1 (CNN2) 65.82 77.25 55.14 75.13

7 Manual Testing Using Our Vehicle Re-identification
Tool

Besides the statistical experiments from the section before, we performed manual
tests on the second method trained on shape and colour features with the vehicle
re-identification tool. We tested also the mix-mode, which has been defined in
this research. The Fig. 8 shows exemplary the search for a green “Ford Ka”.
The left side of the figure depicts the selected search image, the middle part
shows the best-shots of the matches against the VICTORIA data (Cam3 video
sequence), and the right side presents all detections belonging to the selected
best-shot. The subsequent Fig. 9 shows an example for the Mixed Mode. In this
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Fig. 7. Example of hard negative pair.

Fig. 8. This figure shows the vehicle re-identification based on shape and color features.

scenario, the user searches for a ‘white’ Hummer 2. In case that a sample image
of that Hummer 2 is available, however with a different color, here ‘orange’, he
nevertheless can apply the search that provides all occurrences of that Hummer
2 however with any color. In a follow-up step, color classification is applied to
filter those result images with the searched color, here ‘white’.
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Fig. 9. This figure shows the vehicle re-identification using the Mix-Mode based on
shape feature and color classification.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

– Both vehicle re-identification methods work on classes even if they are not
included in the training. They have not immediately to be updated with new
released models.

– The perspectives of the probe and of the gallery samples by mates should
be similar to get an alarm. Using multiple probe images with different views
make the re-identification independently of the perspective.

– Vehicle re-identification based on shape and colour classification works even
if an image of the search vehicle is not available. A representative image
is sufficient. It re-identifies all vehicles with similar makes, models, released
years and colours.

– An image of the search vehicle is required for the standard re-identification,
which could re-identify exactly the same vehicle.

– The training of the Vehicle re-identification based on shape classification helps
the training of the standard re-identification because the size of the training
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data of the first training is much larger than the second training. Its results
beats the best published methods as shown in the Table 2.

– We are working on the classification of the perspective of the vehicle based
on image or template.

– We plan to augment training data for the standard vehicle re-identification.
– We are working on different methods to improve the vehicle shape classification.
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Abstract. Criminal Investigation (CI) plays an important role in policing, where
police use various traditional techniques to investigate criminal activities such as
robbery and assault. However, the techniques should hybrid with the use of artifi-
cial intelligence to analyze and determine different crime types for taking actions
in real-time. In contrast with the manual process of investigating a large amount
of data collected related to a criminal investigation. In this paper, we present a
novel Cognitive Computing enabled Convolution Neural Networks (CC-CNN)
approach for identifying crime types, such as robbery and assault, collected from
unstructured textual data. We develop learning algorithms and provide a cognitive
assistant to assist a police investigator in easily understanding crime types. We
train and validate the CC-CNN technique on two datasets including handcrafted
text-crime dataset and sentiment polarity dataset of negative and positive reviews.
The experimental results show that our approach performs at a high level in terms
of accuracy, error rate and time processing using both datasets.

Keywords: Crime Investigation · Convolution Neural Networks · Cognitive
Computing · Police investigation

1 Introduction

Serious crimes have become ongoing criminal justice threats, which considerably con-
tributes to the risks with high costs nationally and globally [1]. Police have the full
responsibility to investigate, react and respond to serious crimes using a criminal inves-
tigation process. This process aims to legally investigate the crime scene to lawfully
collect evidence, concerning the rights of victims. It includes the powers of police to
keep accused, interrogate and to find out and seize property, across the suitable use
of warrants and other legal procedures [2]. Police investigators usually utilize various
methods and techniques to investigate crimes that have a great impact on examining
whether a lawbreaker is defined, arrested and/or makes a confession, which can affect
either case are well-defined or convictions secured [1].
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Criminal Investigation (CI) is a complex and step-wise problem-solving process
that involves the employment of a diversity of investigative strategies and making deci-
sions at every phase to ascertain whether an individual charged with wrongdoing is
guilty, or if a suspect should be prosecuted for an offense [19]. The commencement
of a criminal inquiry can be based on reactive responses to general public reports, rec-
ommendations by other investigative agencies, identification of criminal patterns from
ongoing inquiries, or re-investigations following the emergence of novel information.
Similarly, law enforcement officers can embrace intelligence-gathering technologies to
proactively investigate ongoing illegal practices or prevent looming delinquency [20].
After arriving at the crime scene, a police officer should quickly screen the environment
and make critical choices, often grounded on limited data within a dynamic setting of
active and ongoing actions [21]. Once a felonious event ceases to be active, the officer
is anticipated to preserve the scene, gather evidence, and formulate a fact-finding plan
that will result in the establishment of reasonable grounds for identifying and charging
the perpetrators of the delinquency.

To illustrate the police investigation of crimes, the process startswhen avictim reports
a crime, such as a robbery and assault, to the police department. During the investigation
process, the police officer may request statements of the crime description from victims,
statements from witnesses if possible, and a collection of evidence to the crime [3]. The
victims and witnesses make statements to police, which include detailed information
about describing the crime and answering questions that provide more details about
what happened. The collected information provides significant evidence, which assists
police charge the offenders and prevent them from committing the crime again [31–33].
The police gather all the evidence of the crime scene, such as photographs, clothes and
fingerprints, to present them at court [4]. The process of investigating crimes using data
analytics is stillmanual,whichneeds specialist investigators to determine cases and crime
types [1, 3]. The manual investigation is ineffective and takes a long time to examine
a huge amount of data collected about crime and find significant evidence. Ineffective
investigations of crimes can have consequences on many levels for victims, the general
public, police and the criminal justice system. There is a threat that further major crimes
could be committed, and victims could be reluctant to report serious crimes in the future
[1, 5]. An ineffective manual investigation process could be automated by inspecting
data collections of crimes using Artificial Intelligence to find intelligent patterns and
identify evidence of crimes [29, 30].

In this study, we present a novel Cognitive Computing enabled Convolution Neural
Networks (CC-CNN) to classify crime categories and their criminal acts. We develop
learning algorithms and provide a cognitive assistant to assist a police investigator in
easily understanding crime types. The cognitive assistant will enable predicting crimes
by analyzing victim and witness statements, and any annotations and notes entered by
the police investigator. We train and validate the CC-CNN technique on two datasets
including handcrafted text-crime dataset (includes 10 crime types, e.g., sacrilege and
housebreaking, larceny and credit stealing, and over 50000 criminal cases) and sentiment
polarity dataset of negative and positive reviews. The experimental results show that our
approach performs at a high level in terms of accuracy, error rate and time processing
using both datasets. The remainder of this paper is structured as fellows. Section 2
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explains the background and related studies on investigating crimes using CNN. The
proposed methodology is discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present the experimental
study before concluding the paper with remarks for future directions in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Studies

This section describes the concepts related to the crime investigation process and the
use of deep learning algorithms for investigating crime types.

2.1 Crime Investigation Process

A crime investigation process is a strategy applied by police to collect evidence to
define and arrest criminals, elicit confessions, close cases and secure [6]. A criminal
investigation can be instigated using either a reactive (e.g., a report from the general
public or referral by other agencies) or a proactive (e.g., a crime pattern analysis or
operational intelligence assessment) approach [7]. The police have a policy that guides
call takers, public counter staff and patrol officers on the information that they need to
gather and subsequent action to take. Most crimes reported to the police are not major
incidents and usually, the officer who first attends is the only resource that is required.
This officer could be the investigator throughout the inquiry.

The quality of an initial investigation of a crime, whether carried out in person or
over the telephone, is a significant factor in gathering material that leads to the detec-
tion of a crime, as depicted in Fig. 1. There may be limited opportunities to locate and
gather material and those who conduct the initial investigation must ensure that material
is not lost. The initial investigation phase is concluded when several actions have been
completed. A crime is allocated for further investigation, investigators should develop
a clear plan for how they intend to bring the investigation to a successful conclusion.
Despite criminal investigation is a considerable role of police for dealing with serious
crimes, obtaining evidence often lacks the level of synthesis seen in other fields of polic-
ing demand multiple steps of investigations [1, 7]. The use of deep learning algorithms,
specifically CNN, could help to automatically learn and infer evidence for problems of
crime scene investigation [8].

The CI process is broadly described as the police endeavour to gather evidence that
will result in the identification and capture of the committer of an offense, and that will
ensure the prosecutor obtains a conviction [20, 21]. Baber et al. [22] define CI as a
sequential procedure that commences with a report of lawbreaking and concludes with
the apprehension of a suspect or the exhaustion of all lines of investigations and the
filing of the crime. This work outlines eight steps in the CI process which are equivalent
to ones from the College of Policing’s [20] instigation, including initial investigation,
investigative evaluation, additional inquiry, suspect management, evidential evaluation,
charge, and court presentation phases.

Braga et al. [23] highlight the significance of the fast-track actions indicating that
the most serious criminalities are resolved by the first responders, often patrol officers,
through information gathered from the victim(s) instead of leads generated by criminal
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Fig. 1. Investigation process for defining criminal events.

investigators. This argument is grounded on the landmark outcomes of a Rand Corpo-
ration publication in 1975, which found that in more than 50% of the solved cases, the
perpetrator’s identity is established or quickly determined at the time the crime was
reported in [23]. The College of Policing [24] recommends that police officers should
carry out comprehensive documentation of all the occurrences in the initial investiga-
tion phase. The latter eases the exploratory evaluation, contributes to the creation of an
intelligence snapshot of the crime surrounding, permits supervisors to review the quality
of the inquiry, and facilitates the abdication of the investigation in case it is assigned to
another criminal detective.

The concluding stage of the initial investigation is followed by the analytical evalua-
tion phase, where the inspector evaluates the gathered data and establishes whether there
is a need for additional lines of inquiries [22]. Whenever a crime file necessitates further
investigation, detectives ought to come up with strategic plans for how they anticipate
to successfully collect information that will result in the identification and detention
of the perpetrator. CIs employ a myriad of techniques to carry out follow-up inquiries,
including motivational interviewing of victims, witnesses, and offenders, conducting
concealed surveillance of a suspect, developing and managing informants, and using
technological applications to simulate the crime scene events [23]. In the suspect man-
agement phase, e.g. the Police and Criminal Evidence Act of 1984 (an Act of Parliament
which instituted a legislative framework for the powers of police officers in England and
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Wales to combat crime and provided codes of practice for the exercise of those powers)
should be observed in the identification of the probable crime perpetrator [25]. As per
the Act, when the identity of the suspect is unknown, an available eyewitness should
describe the individual before they are partaking in video and group identification. The
eyewitness accounts, physical evidence, and any gathered information ought to engender
some reasonable, objective bases to confirm that the isolated suspect has committed the
offense.

2.2 Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and Text Classification

CNN is a type of artificial neural network which trains and tests multi-layers, as well
as estimates weight sharing to decrease the network parameters [9]. It includes optional
convolutional and pooling layers, whereby both layers collaborate to form several convo-
lution groups. This allows extracting features layer by layer and enables the classification
through various fully connected layers. A typical architecture of CNN is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Standard architecture of CNN [8].

The convolutional layer executes a convolution procedure, which includes a linear
filter (i.e., kernel) that makes inner product operations at every input feature across the
sliding window. The outcome of the inner product is employed by a non-linear activation
function that generates an activation value related to the position of the input feature
[8]. The pooling layer, called sub-sampling or down-sampling, reduces the number of
parameters when the data matrix is too large, along with preserving useful information.
The fully connected layer is used to encode a feature map matrix a vector space. The
properties of CNN estimate the relation between the entire layers, layer connections
and weight sharing [10]. This makes the CNN widely utilised in the domains of images
classifications and objects detections, which is a motivation of using the CNN to classify
textual crime types and their criminal acts.

Text classification is a well-known problem, which processes and classifies unstruc-
tured texts using Natural language processing (NLP). It converts unstructured data into
structured data that can be handled by computer directly. Extracting the most significant
features from textual data is essential to train and validate the CNN [9]. Several studies
have used CNN for text classifications, for example, Conneau et al. [11] proposed a CNN
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model for text classification, but it takes high processing time. In [12], the authors sug-
gested a CNN model with and k-max pooling for text classification. The author applied
a simple CNN algorithm for classifying short texts. The results revealed that the CNN
algorithm achieves no less than conventional machine learning and NLP mechanisms in
the semantic sentence classification [13].

Recent studies show that many technologies use deep learning CNN. For instance,
Simonyan and Zisserman [26] reported that the convolutional networks have success-
fully facilitated extensive image and video identification, and it has formed the basis of
ImageNet, a large public image archive, plus high-performance computing frameworks,
like the graphical processing unit (GPU). Szegedy et al. [27] proposed VGG-Net, a deep
CNN architecture with the hallmark of enhanced utilization of the computing resources
within the network. Generally, the aforementioned convoluted networks are mainly for
recognizing and tracking objects with class-specific bounding boxes. Saikia et al. [28]
argue that crime scene photos and videos play an essential role in providing a visual
report that allows CSIs to recreate the scene for further analysis and the identification of
additional objects whichmay have beenmissed during the initial investigation. Nonethe-
less, owing to the presence of a massive volume of data, the activity of isolating trace
evidence is exceedingly taxing for police departments. As such, the authors designed a
faster Region-based CNN (R-CNN), a system that is intended to act analysing informa-
tion collected at the crime scene via the object detection process. R-CNN was devised
with the hypothesis that it is probable to extract intelligence by distinguishing objects
found at the crime scene to assist the CSI, for instance, to associate diverse locations
where criminal offenses were committed.

Lai et al. [14] developed a recurrent CNN technique that combines CNN and Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN). The proposed technique applied RNN to extract context
information and employed CNN to establish a semantic representation of text. Simi-
larly, in [15], the authors proposed an RNN and CNN technique to identify continuous
short texts, which revealed that CNN operates better than RNN. However, the algorithms
above applied to short text classifications and consume high computational resources.
This study uses CNN to classify long-textual crime types, such as larceny and credit
stealing, and identify crime acts in short-time processing. This assists police in automat-
ing the process of crime investigation that contains a broad range of texts collected from
victims, witnesses and questions of the police.

3 Proposed Cognitive Computing Technique-Based CNN for Crime
Investigation

This section explains the proposed Cognitive Computing technique using CNN (CC-
CNN) for classifying texts of crimes and identifying their acts. The proposed CC-CCN
technique demands cleaning texts of crimes (i.e., tokenization) by removing special
characters (e.g., !, ?, \) and converting upper letters to lower ones. Then, each sentence
is padded to a specific sentence length (L), where padding sentences to a similar length
is essential as it enables batching data with the same length while applying the CC-CNN
technique.
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Since texts of crime data have various lengths, a sliding window function is applied
to each sentence to be converted to vectors (V1, V2, .., Vn), where n is the number of
words in each class (C1, C2, …, Cd), where d is the number of crime classes such as
robbery and assault. Suppose Vi has the k-dimensional word vector corresponding to
the ith word in the text of a class Cd. Short texts with a length less than n are filled so that
all short texts have the same length. The vectorisation of words has been formulated by
concatenating words of each record as follows:

S = V1

∧
V2 . . . .

∧
Vn (1)

such that S is the sentences of each class,
∧

is used for concatenating the words. The
word vectors are merged as a matrix, which is used as input of the CNN model for
extracting important features. A vocabulary index is developed to map every word in the
sentences of a class to a specific integer value so that each sentence becomes a vector of
integers.

The architecture of the proposed CNN techniques is represented in Fig. 3. The first
layer converts words into low-dimensional vectors that include (n x k) representation of
the sentence. The second layer executes convolutions over the embedded word vectors
using many filter sizes, such as sliding over 2, 5 or 7 words at a time. A convolution
operation includes a kernel function T ∈ Rk.h, where h is the height of the convolution
sliding window, a window of h vectors can be converted and generate a new feature set
that can be formulated by

Fig. 3. Proposed CC-CNN technique for classifying texts of crime types.

Ci = f (T .Vi:i+h−1 + b) (2)

Where b ∈ R is a bias value, f is a function, such as Sigmoid and Relu. The Relu
activation function is used in this study as it is a linear function that decreases the
parameters’ dependency and solves the problem of overfitting.

After mapping the feature, the parameters are reduced by the max-pooling layer for
producing the optimal features the outcome of the convolutional layer is max pooled
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into a feature vector. Finally, all the produced local optimal features are linked through
a fully connected layer whose output is the feature vector of each crime class (c). The
fully connected layer uses dropout regularization to improve the performance and then
classifies the outputs of crime types using a softmax function.

4 Experimental Results and Discussions

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Setting

The proposed CC-CCN technique is evaluated using two datasets, namely sentiment
polarity [16] and handcrafted text-crime datasets to provide a fair comparison. The
sentiment polarity datasets involve negative and positive subsets of about 5000 movie-
review records. The text-crime dataset includes more than 50000 records of ten crime
types such as Sacrilege and Housebreaking. An example of a crime text is “I contacted
City Police Station and about 7.10 pm that same day, Detective Wilson and Constable
Smith arrived. I had a conversation with them and went with them whilst they examined
my home.”, which belongs to the crime class of “Sacrilege and Housebreaking”.

The CC-CNN technique is trained and testing by dividing the datasets into 80% for
the training set and 20% for the test set, with random states to ensure shuffling the data
and avoid the overfitting problem. The evaluation criteria of accuracy, error rate and
processing time are estimated to measure the performance of the technique.

4.2 Experimental Design

It is important to extract feature vectors from the text data to build the proposed CC-
CNN technique. The text datasets are mapped into word vectors to be used as the input
of the technique. Stochastic initialization and pre-trained approaches are used for pre-
processing the input data. The stochastic initialization is used to input the datasets into the
proposed technique for tokenizing and quantization texts. In the pre-trained approach,
the text datasets are converted into word vectors using the word2vec embedding function
[17]. This function producesword vectors by executing unsupervised learning on a broad
range of text data.

The CC-CNNmodel uses four layers: an embedding layer, a convolution layer, max-
pooling layer and softmax layer, based on theTensorFlow in Python [18]. The embedding
Layer maps vocabulary word indices into low-dimensional vector representations. The
TensorFlow’s conv2d model produces a 4-dimensional tensor with 148 dimensions. The
model includes 4 convolutions followed by max-pooling where filters of different sizes
(i.e., 2, 5, 7) are applied. This is because every convolution generates tensors of various
shapes, so that the model iterates through them, produce a layer for each of them, and
then merges the outcomes into a feature vector.

A dropout layer is used to prevent neurons from co-adapting and forces them to
learn individually important features. Using the feature vector from max-pooling, along
with applying the dropout, predictions are produced as a matrix multiplication to select
the class with the highest score and lowest loss. Then, a softmax function is applied to
convert raw scores into normalized probabilities, which reflect the crime classes. The
hyperparameters of the model are adjusted as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Hyperparameters and their values of the CC-CNN model.

Hyperparameters Value

Number of epochs 1

Batch size 39

Number of filters 32

Filter sizes 2, 5, 7

Embedding dimensions 60

Steps 200

Learning rate 10ˆ-3

Dropout rate 0.45

4.3 Results and Discussions

TheCC-CNN technique is validated using the sentiment polarity and crime-text datasets.
The technique is compared with three techniques: Support VectorMachine (SVM) using
Radial Basis Function (RBF), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM), in terms of accuracy, error rate and processing time, as demonstrated
in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Evaluation results using the sentiment polarity dataset.

Model Accuracy
(%)

Error (%) Time (sec)

SVM (RBF) 85.30 14.7 190

RNN 87.82 12.18 188

LSTM 88.76 11.24 180

CC-CNN 91.86 8.14 173

Table 3. Evaluation results using the crime-text dataset

Model Accuracy
(%)

Error (%) Time (sec)

SVM (RBF) 68.10 31.90 225

RNN 70.65 29.35 209

LSTM 73.38 26.62 215

CC-CNN 76.59 23.41 210
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The CC-CNN technique achieves the highest accuracy and lowest error rates on both
datasets. Using the results of the sentiment polarity dataset listed in Table 2, the technique
achieves a 91.86% accuracy, an 8.14% error rate with roundly 173 s for training 5000
positive and negative classes. Following that, theLSTMandRNN techniques accomplish
reasonable outcomes compared to the CC-CNN, while the SVM achieves the lowest
outputs.

The CC-CNN technique reaches sensible outcomes using the crime-text dataset, as
illustrated in Table 3. The technique attains a 76.59% accuracy, a 23.41% error rate with
roundly 210 s for training about 50000 records with 10 crime classes. The LSTM and
RNNmechanisms obtain sensible outputs in terms of accuracy, error rate and processing
time comparedwith the CC-CNN technique, whilst the SVMachieves the lowest outputs
which are the same behaviours of output using the sentiment polarity dataset.

There are several why the CC-CNN technique achieves better performances on the
sentiment polarity dataset in comparison with the crime-text dataset. First, the crime text
dataset includes 10 crime classes such as sacrilege, housebreaking, and larceny while
the sentiment polarity dataset includes only two classes of the positive and negative
behaviors of movie watching. Second, the number of records in the crime-text dataset is
greater than the sentiment polarity dataset by 10 times with unbalancing between records
of classes.

The results reveal that the proposed technique can sensibly classify crime types and
identify acts of those crimes using text data. This technique would improve the manual
process on crime investigation in police by learning text data of victims, witnesses and
police questions to identify crime types. This enhances the processing time and helps the
police officers and investigators to provide an accurate report that they use as evidence
in a court of law.

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed the use of the Cognitive Computing technique-based Convolu-
tion Neural Networks (CC-CNN) technique to classify crime types using text datasets.
The proposed technique filters and analyses text data to identify classes from learning
word vectors. The technique is trained and validated using two datasets of the senti-
ment polarity and handcrafted crime-text dataset. The experimental results revealed the
proposed technique produces a reasonable performance on both datasets in terms of
accuracy, error rate and computational time of training the model. From the results, it
was revealed that by increasing the number of records of each class data, the model
improves its performance compared with other machine learning models. The proposed
technique could help the police to investigate crime types and discover the correspond-
ing acts of crimes. This will improve the process of crime investigation that depends on
specialist investigators who take too much time and cost. In the future, this work will be
extended to apply more datasets of crimes and determine its validity in police systems.
New data types, such as videos and images, will be used to investigate crime types.
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Abstract. Data plays an important role in all stages of training, and
usage of machine learning algorithms. Outliers are the samples in data
that are generated by a “different mechanism” and belong to unexpected
patterns that do not conform to normal behaviour. Outlier detection
techniques try to deal with such undesirable events. There have been
exceptional success of deep learning over classical methods in computer
vision. In recent years a number of works employed the representation
learning ability of deep autoencoders or Generative Adversarial Networks
for outlier detection. Basically, methods are based on plugging repre-
sentation techniques to outlier detection methods or directly reported
employing reconstruction error as an outlier score. The error distribu-
tions of inliers and outliers may be still significantly overlapped. This
could be associated with variation of samples inside the class, or cases
with high outliers ratios, etc. In these cases, simply thresholding recon-
struction errors may lead to misclassification. Although the produced
representation is perhaps effective in representing the common features
of the normal data, it is not necessarily effective in distinguishing outliers
from inliers. We present a method that is based on constructing new fea-
tures using convolutional variational autoencoder (VAE) and generate
abstraction based on these features. To identify anomaly detection we
tested two scenarios: utilizing VAE itself as well as using abstractions
to train an additional architecture. Results are presented in the form of
AUC-ROC using four benchmark datasets.

Keywords: Outlier detection · Convolutions · Variational
autoencoder.

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) has become an important tool for solving problems in an
overwhelming number of areas. Algorithms have been invented as effective tool
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for certain types of learning tasks, and a theoretical understanding of learning is
beginning to emerge. Many practical computer programs have been developed
to exhibit useful types of learning, and significant commercial applications have
begun to appear [20].

The application process of ML algorithms is usually associated with some
consequent steps like model’s conceptualization, data collection, model’s train-
ing, assessment etc. Basically, all stages are directly affected by the data quality.
In real world cases data are usually not as good as we would like to them be and
could suffer from undesirable events (such as noise and errors) that may affect
data interpretation, data processing, models that are based on these data as well
as decisions made using these data.

However, sometimes the unusual data also can be due to rare, but correct,
behavior, which often result in interesting findings, motivating further investiga-
tion. For these reasons it is necessary to develop techniques that allow us to identify
such unusual events. Presumably we assume that such events may lead to generat-
ing samples by a “different mechanism” which indicates that these samples belong
to unexpected patterns that do not conform to the normal behavior. In statistics
and machine learning areas we used to call such objects as outliers [7].

In finance and banking areas, fraud detection is one such problem that is often
formulated as an outlier detection problem. In order to protect their customers,
organizations pay special attention to card usages that are rather different from
typical cases. For instance, if a purchase amount is much bigger than common
for a card owner or the transaction is initiated somewhere far from the owner’s
basic location, then it is considered as a suspicious activity. Obviously organiza-
tions want to detect such operations as soon as possible and contact the owner to
validate a transaction. From the perspective of machine learning, we could con-
sider such operation as abnormal which presumably has a different transaction
pattern and is considered as an outlier case [10].

There have been attempts to develop outlier detection systems that could
be effective for different tasks. Usually they utilize some properties of data
and are focused on some specific anomalies. Probability-based techniques
[8,16,19,23,27,31] utilize statistical models for outlining data model to distin-
guish between normal and abnormal events. Domain-based methods [2,13,26]
try to define boundaries that separate outliers from a normal behaviour. Recon-
struction approaches [1,11,14,28,30] usually apply predefined architectures and
their ability to reconstruct a specific domain, where bad reconstruction is consid-
ered as an anomaly event. Information-theoretic [12,29] methods make a decision
about an anomaly by utilizing concepts from an information theory.

Recently deep learning architectures have showed exceptional success over
classical methods in computer vision tasks [3]. In the context of outlier detection,
these methods usually utilize representation learning ability of deep autoencoders
and GANs [9]. Outliers could be found using those representations as input
for classical methods or directly employing a reconstruction error. Still there
could the case of great variation in samples inside the class of images [5] or
incidents when we are dealing with high outlier ratios [30]. Potentially this leads
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to significant overlapping of error distributions between inliers and outliers. In
these cases, simply establishing threshold for reconstruction error might lead to
a misclassification problem. In this case, we can try to construct new samples
based on extracted and generalized features. This information could be used to
generate new synthetic samples from original data.

Sometimes in real-world problems we are dealing with data that do not con-
tain all the possible examples of abnormal behaviour. It could be cumbersome
or even not possible to catch all the deviation of a target class. One way to
deal with that is to try to extract some additional information from the data
that is already presented inside the data. Apparently every domain is described
by some set of features or semantic information that we could extract for fur-
ther purposes of classification. As an example, consider the problem of having
a learner read a large collection of text and then solve object recognition prob-
lems. It may be possible to recognize a specific object class even without having
seen an image of that object, if the text describes the object well enough. For
example, having read that a cat has four legs and pointy ears, the learner might
be able to guess that an image is a cat, without having seen a cat before. We call
such type of learning as a zero-shot learning [9]. Given some semantic descrip-
tions of object class, zero-short learning tries to accurately recognize objects of
the unseen classes, for which no examples are available at the training stage, by
associating them to the seen classes, from which labeled examples are provided
[4]. Presumably it is possible to use this method in the context of outlier detec-
tion by trying to extract vital features from inliers and use it in some way to
distinguish anomalies from normally behaved samples accordingly.

The main purpose of this research is to evaluate the use of reconstructed
abstractions as a source of anomaly detection. For this purpose we used the
principle of zero-shot learning. That is, we do not assume the availability of any
outliers at training time. Our proposal is that it is possible to find a set of features
from only inliers using a common feature extraction technique like convolution,
then generalize those features and generate some new synthetic samples that is
possible to use for a further outlier detection process.

This study is organized as the follows. The second section goes through some
existed techniques for outlier detection and examples of applying abstractions
for identifying anomalies. The third section explains abstraction concept as well
as proposed method. The fourth section shows results of the study and the fifth
chapter provides discussion aspect of the method and problem itself.

2 Related Work

At the moment outlier or anomaly detection is perceived as a separate area in
the machine learning area. Anomaly detection is focused on detecting objects
in data that does not fit well with the rest of the data. This problem covers
different areas and applications such as fraud detection, surveillance, diagnosis,
data cleanup, predictive maintenance, etc. [18,21,31]. Such a wide coverage of
the spheres led outlier detection problem to become a huge area of study that
contains big set of methods.
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Probabilistic-based methods try to identify anomalies by utilizing distribu-
tion properties of the data. The simplest example is a Grubbs test that iteratively
identify an outlier using a t-distribution assumption [31]. More complex meth-
ods are focused on adapting Gaussian-Mixture Model (GMM) method to model
underlying joint distribution of the data using Gaussian distribution assumption
[8,16,19,23,27]. However, in most real world situations the underlying distribu-
tion of the data is not known, which imposes limitations on using parametric
distribution for modelling data patterns.

The other way of identifying outliers is a domain-based paradigm. This group
of approaches are based on creating boundaries on the structure of the training
dataset. These methods are typically insensitive to the specific sampling as well
as density of the target class, because they describe the target class boundary,
or the domain, and not the class density. Class membership of unknown data is
then determined by their location with respect to the boundary [21]. This group
of methods is primarily represented by Support Vector Machines (SVM) and its
different variations [2,13] including One-Class SVM paradigm that aims to find
a decision boundary to separate an inlier class from potential outliers [26].

Reconstruction-based outlier detection group is based on the modelling
underlying data and assumes usage of some distance metric, e.g. reconstruc-
tion error, on the presented data, which is used as an outlier score. Practically
we define the distance between the sample and the reconstructed output of the
system and by using some threshold it is possible to identify an anomaly. There
are bunch of neural network-based and subspace-based methods that can be
trained in this way [21]. The common idea is to train neural network architec-
tures for replication purposes [11,30]. Afterwards a trained architecture could be
used to predict the given data. If an input point is not reconstructed well, which
is associated with a high reconstruction error, these points can be considered as
outliers. In this sense it is used an average reconstruction error as a novelty score.
Subspace-based set of methods is focused on the data transformation into lower-
dimensional space to identify features that catch the most of variance in the data
like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [14] to use distance in the principal
component space to identify outliers or some types of competitive learning like
Kohonen Maps that utilize a neighborhood function to preserve the topological
properties of the data space [1,28] and use a Euclidean distance from a sample
to points (e.g. neurons) that explain some patterns in the data.

Information theoretic methods are based on computation of measures such
as entropy, relative entropy for information content of a data. The hypothesis is
that novelties should significantly alter the information content of the “normal”
dataset. One way to do this is to calculate metrics using the whole dataset and
then gradually remove some subset of points. Subset of points whose elimination
caused the highest difference in the metrics is considered to have anomalous data
[21]. Initially the researchers used entropy to identify outliers in categorical data
[12], which gradually was improved by employing the differential holoentropy [29].
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3 Method

3.1 Abstraction Concept

Usually some objects, events are extremely rich in details. Let us assume that we
can present some set of objects X ∈ {x1, x2, x3, . . . } in the form of an abstrac-
tion. The question is how to define an abstraction? From the general outlook,
abstraction might be referred to the capability of removing inessential details
and to identify a common “essence” inside variability [15]. Specifically we can
assume an abstraction as a simplified representation based on generalized set
of descriptors that define our set of objects. This claims that we can learn
this representation R from the data using appropriate extraction techniques
R = f(X|descriptors). It means we can train a model f(X) that could extract
features, generalize them and generate simplified representations using those fea-
tures. For the purpose of outlier detection, we can use a trained model assuming
that it will create low-quality abstractions for outliers and higher-quality for
inliers accordingly. As a second option, we could use synthesized abstractions as
labels to inliers class to train a new model (e.g. deep autoencoder). The out-
lier detection would stay the same assuming that inliers and outliers produce
abstractions with different level of quality. To assess the quality we can some
score metric, which is used as an outlier score.

Thus, our initial idea is to identify and create an abstraction (or set of
abstractions) that could explain our domain (the inliers) as accurate as pos-
sible and then use them for an outlier detection. The question is how to find and
create this abstraction? One way to deal with that is to try to extract some addi-
tional information from the data that is already presented inside the data and
base our abstractions on that. Apparently every domain is described by some set
of features or semantic information that we could extract for further purposes. It
means that practically we can extract those features using some feature extrac-
tion techniques like convolution [17]. It is widely used in an image processing for
feature detecting without cancelling the spatial associations between pixels. It
searches for a certain feature with the help of corresponding operator in a much
larger pixel set. Convolution is an efficient way of feature extraction, skilled in
reducing data dimension and producing a less redundant data set, also called as
a feature map. Each kernel works as a feature identifier, filtering out where the
feature exists in the original image. Eventually it produces a map whose altitude
reveals how these features are distributed. In this research we adapted and used
a set of deep convolutional layers which are architecturally identical to Deep
Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) [22]. It is stated that
this architecture allows to learn a hierarchy of representations from object parts
to scenes and demonstrated its applicability for general image representations.
This architecture is based on three principles:

1. It uses convolutional nets without using spatial deterministic functions (e.g.
max pooling), which allows samples to learn its own spatial downsampling

2. After every convolution layer, there is a batch normalization which stabi-
lizes learning by normalizing the input to each unit to have zero mean and
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unit variance. This helps deal with training problems that arise due to poor
initialization and helps gradient flow in deeper models

3. The ReLu activation follows by the batch normalization helps to obtain a
bounded activation which presumably allows the model to learn more quickly
to saturate and cover the color space of the training distribution.

Still the main issue is that features usually deviate in different domains as
well as inside the domain itself. Convolution allows to extract features inside the
domain, but it does not contain generalization properties of extracted features
that abstraction is conceptually based on. Intentionally we want an abstrac-
tion that would have properties that explain the domain in a most efficient
way. Presumably we could construct those features and use them to generate an
abstraction accordingly. We must notice that new features do not contain a new
information, because they are built using existing features, which are removed
from the description. Feature construction is one of the most widely used in
Machine Learning or Pattern Recognition area [25]. The process of adding new
functions, relations and descriptors is usually called as The Constructive Induc-
tion. Conceptually, constructive induction is based on the changing of the lan-
guage of representation. In our case, constructive induction aims to create new
descriptors to preserve crucial information of the task. Consequently, we need a
technique that could extract original features, create new features based on the
generalization as well as generate intentional abstractions. Practically what we
want is to combine convolutional techniques that would form joint distribution
of our domain using extracted features, generalize them and generate abstrac-
tions accordingly. For this purpose we could utilize Convolutional Variational
Autoencoder.

3.2 Convolutional Variational Autoencoder

An autoencoder is a neural network which projects data to and from a lower
dimensional representation. It consists of two neural network models: encoder
and decoder. The neural network is trained such that the output is as close to
the input as possible, the data having gone through an information bottleneck:
the latent space [9]. Presumably a vector of a latent space preserves topological
properties on the data. However, in a high-dimensional case, e.g. image data,
this could be insufficient to preserve complex patterns.

Variational autoencoder (VAE) instead preserves latent feature space using a
distribution rather than a vector. This could help to catch additional deviation
inside the domain as well as helps to generate new samples from it. Usually
we approximate this distribution by the Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and unit variance that looks as N ∼ (0, I) for multivariate case. The generation
in this case becomes more smooth and consistent moving from one class to
another containing transitional samples with similar characteristics. Specifically
this property of VAE helps to construct features by generalizing some areas of the
domain in some boundaries, which could contribute in creating representational
abstractions of the domain.
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So far our model consists of encoder with convolution layers to extract fea-
tures and a latent space assumed as a standard normal distribution. In order
to generate abstractions we could use decoder part of the autoencoder, which is
represented as a set of convolution layers in our model.

3.3 Structural Similarity Index Metrics and Outlier Detection

Presumably the proposed architecture can simultaneously perform the following
tasks:

1. It consistently extracts features from the domain
2. It preserves features and generalize them inside the latent feature space
3. It generates abstractions from the latent space.

The next important step is an outlier detection. This can be done by two
different scenarios. It is possible to use the trained VAE itself by relying on the
reconstruction properties of the model or we can use generated abstractions to
train a new model, e.g. Deep Autoencoder, and use it as an anomaly detector.

For the first scenario we can generate some set of abstractions from VAE
assuming that they contain constructed features obtained during the training
process. To identify anomalies, we can compare reconstructed samples with a
chosen abstraction using a metric that could base the metric on similarities
between abstraction and reconstructed sample. For this purpose we could use
Structural Similarity Index Metrics [24]. Made up of three terms, the index
estimates the visual impact of shifts in image luminance, changes in contrast, as
well as any other remaining errors, collectively identified as structural changes. It
is stated that SSIM outperforms such previous techniques as Mean Squared Error
(MSE) and related PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) in measuring the quality of
natural images across a wide variety of distortions [6]. Presumably outliers should
produce abstractions with noticeable distortions that can be catched by SSIM.
We also can use SSIM to find a best abstraction among generated candidates
that might be used for a comparing process.

The second option is to use generated abstractions as a target class to train
another architecture. For example, we can train deep autoencoder by digesting
samples from the inlier class and use abstractions as labels during the training
process. During testing, outliers should generate abstractions that are less similar
(or more distorted) to the abstractions generated by inliers accordingly.

4 Results

Both scenarios were applied on 4 datasets to analyze the method. The results
are presented in the form of Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic
(AUC-ROC curve), which is used as a performance measurement for classifi-
cation problem at various thresholds settings, together with a scatter plot to
visually perceive the predicted clusters of inliers and outliers accordingly.
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4.1 Datasets

Labeled Faces in the Wild. Labeled Faces in the Wild or LFW is a database
of face photographs designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face
recognition. This dataset was created and maintained by researchers at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Amherst (specific references are in Acknowledgments
section). It contains 13,233 images of 5,749 people. 1,680 of the people pictured
have two or more distinct photos in the dataset. For outlier detection it was used
deep-funneled version, as practically it provides superior results for face verifi-
cation algorithms compared to other image types. We could use this dataset
for experiments with outlier detection problem by choosing one person from the
dataset and consider this class as our inlier group while other faces as outliers.
Apparently in order to achieve a robust representation of inliers, it is reasonable
to use a person with most number of photos in the dataset which in our case is
George W. Bush represented by 524 different photos. Each sample is a symmetric
image of 250 pixels for both dimensions that also includes three filters.

MNIST. The MNIST database (Modified National Institute of Standards and
Technology database) is a large database of handwritten digits that is commonly
used for training various image processing systems. For our research it was taken
about 30 000 samples of different digits and separated into train and test sets
with 19 999 samples 9999 samples accordingly. Each digit was normalized to
fit into 28 × 28 pixel bounding box with grayscale channel. For the purpose of
outlier detection, it was chosen zero as an inlier class and outliers all other digits
for a further research.

SVHN. The Street View House Numbers (SVHN) is a real-world image dataset
that is usually used for developing machine learning and object recognition algo-
rithms. Although it shares some similarities with MNIST where the images are
of small cropped digits, SVHN incorporates an order of magnitude more labelled
data (over 600,000 digit images). It also comes from a significantly harder real
world problem of recognising digits and numbers in natural scene images. The
images lack any contrast normalisation, contain overlapping digits and distract-
ing features which makes it a much more difficult problem compared to MNIST.
The dataset consists of 73,257 digits for training and 26,032 digits for testing.
For the purpose of outlier detection, primarily both parts of the dataset were
combined to extract samples of inlier class, which is one in our case. Then due to
significantly big size of the dataset, it was decided to use only 20% of combined
data for the training and 5% as a test data.
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CIFAR-10. The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60000 32 × 32 colour images in
10 classes, with 6000 images per class. There are 50000 training images and
10000 test images. For the experiment, only 40% of the train dataset was used
to extract an assumed inlier class, which is a car class and accordingly separated
for train and prediction.

4.2 Test Results

In order to present results, test sets were created containing equal number of
inliers and outliers. For a better visualisation, samples were ordered in a way that
first half of test dataset would represent the inliers class, whereas the second part
would contain outliers that formed by randomly chosen samples from different
classes accordingly. It should be noted that the outlier classes were not used as
a part of the training set.

Initially the proposed method was tested on the MNIST dataset. Accord-
ing to the obtained results, the first scenario outperformed the scenario with an
autoencoder by 25% (Table 1). Results on the scatter plot (Fig. 1) confirms this
point as well by showing almost separable clusters of SSIM Score for the first sce-
nario. Despite some overlapping of the SSIM score, using variational autoencoder
itself could be an considered as an effective approach. Overall MNIST showed
the most convincing results comparing with other cases. The possible reason is
that MNIST consists of one channel handwritten digits which are based on the
simple patterns that are not difficult to learn for convolution layers. Usually it
provides better results comparing with other cases [3]. For other experiments,
the scenario with training a deep autoencoder where abstraction is used as labels
during a training process outperformed the first scenario for LFW and SVHN
datasets accordingly, while CIFAR-10 showed almost a parity for both scenar-
ios. We could notice that there are cases with ROC < 0.5. Usually ROC of 0.5
defines a “random guess” level and cases with a lower level typically indicate
some irrelevance of the applied technique or that the patterns to be classified
were systematically different for train and test sets. In our case it could be
associated with insufficient pattern explanation of an inlier class by generated
abstractions.

Table 1. AUC-ROC scores

Datasets, % of the data CVAE with AE CVAE only

MNIST, 100% 0.70 0.957

LFW, 100% 0.735 0.42

SVHN, 20% 0.565 0.46

CIFAR-10, 40% 0.56 0.57
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Fig. 1. MNIST dataset

5 Discussion

In this paper, we presented anomaly-based outlier detection based on zero-shot
learning principle. This approach has some limitations as well as sides of possible
improvements.

5.1 Abstraction Decision

Given that an abstraction is considered as something unclear from the practical
point view, it imposes some challenges about how to understand that the model
generates proper abstractions. It means there should be a stopping criteria for
a variational autoencoder, as initially this architecture is used to generate accu-
rately reconstructed data samples. Practically there should be a criteria that
could assess that model has learned enough to generate presumable abstraction
set. In our case, we used a common practice when we stop training when the
training loss is equal to validation loss as well as a visual perception. The latter
one means that we observed the reconstruction set and stop the algorithm at
the moment when model starts to generate visually similar samples for different
sample from the inliers set, as shown in Fig. 2. This could be considered as the
model is trained and generalized enough to start generating possible abstrac-
tions. Practically for LFW dataset it might look as the following:

Fig. 2. Comparing original samples (top) and abstractions (bottom)

Still assessing the quality of abstractions remains challenging.
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5.2 Comparison Process

During the test session, we choose one abstraction among generated candidates
which was used to compare it with abstractions formed by test samples. In order
to select an abstraction for comparison, SSIM was applied for each candidate
and compared with the whole set of candidates. The abstraction with a highest
average score was used further in the training process. We compared candidates
among each other instead of original data, as some candidates might be identical
to some original samples that could distort the results. In addition, it is more
likely that a candidate with a higher score involves other properties of candidates
as well. Still the best way of choosing right abstractions as well as number of
candidates is still unclear. It is worth saying that the choice might considerably
affect the final result.

5.3 Hyperparameter Tuning

During this research we did not utilize any advanced methods of identifying most
relevant architectures as well as hyperparameters given the context of abstrac-
tion and its perceived ambiguity. In this research, we used the following set of
parameters, see Table 2 for all datasets and architectures, which were found
through grid search.

Table 2. Parameters set

Parameter Value

Optimizer Adam

Learning rate 0.001

Size of the latent space 20

Training epochs for VAE 95

Training epochs for AE 20

Number of candidates 500

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research we proposed ab abstraction-based approach for anomaly detec-
tion based on zero-shot learning principle for an image data. We tested two
scenarios: the first assumes using the trained variational autoencoder itself for
detecting anomalies, whereas the second is based on using synthesized abstrac-
tions to train a separate model (e.g. a conventional autoencoder). This approach
involves many sub-elements that could significantly improve results. The main
perspective is to investigate possible architecture improvements, as the presented
architecture is not claimed as the most beneficial. There have been made a big
progress in deep learning that produced many deep architectures that potentially
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could extract inliers’ features better. Also it is not clear whether we should use
a static abstraction during a training of the following model. The appropriate
usage of generated abstractions is also a possible way of improvement.

Results were presented in the form of ROC for several datasets. Overall
proposed approach showed encouraging results for MNIST dataset, while con-
troversial ones for other cases.
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Abstract. Security solutions, especially intrusion detection and blockchain, have
been individually employed in the cloud for detecting cyber threats and preserving
private data. Both solutions demand ensembled models-based learning that can
alert the campaign of complex malicious events and concurrently accomplish
data privacy. Such models would also provide additional security and privacy to
the live migration of Virtual Machines (VMs) in the cloud. This would allow the
secure transfer of one ormoreVMs between datacentres or cloud providers in real-
time. This paper proposes a Deep Blockchain Framework (DBF) designed to offer
security-based distributed intrusion detection and privacy-based blockchain with
smart contracts in the cloud. The intrusion detectionmethod is employed yet using
a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) deep learning algorithm to
deal with sequential network data and is assessed using the dataset of UNSW-
NB15. The Privacy-based blockchain and smart contract methods are developed
using the Ethereum library to provide privacy to the distributed intrusion detection
engines. The DBF framework is compared with compelling privacy-preserving
intrusion detection models, and the empirical results reveal that DBF outperforms
the compelling models. The framework has the potential to be used as a decision
support system that can assist users and cloud providers in securely and timely
migrating their data in a fast and reliable manner.

Keywords: Intrusion detection · Privacy preservation · Blockchain · Deep
learning · Cloud systems

1 Introduction

The lack of trust in the shared virtualised infrastructure deployed in cloud environ-
ments is a major impediment to achieving secure decentralised applications. Malicious
cyber-attacks, such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) and ransomware, target
cloud-based platforms, exploiting the availability aspects of platforms. Such attacks are
increasing in complexity and sophistication, resulting in disruptive consequences that can
compromise data integrity, confidentiality and availability [1]. The ability to detect and
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respond to such attacks is vital to conducting necessary mitigation and limiting any dam-
agecaused to cloud services. IntrusionDetectionSystems (IDSs) are commonlydeployed
to monitor and discover those sophisticated attacks from endpoints of cloud networks,
limiting the deployment of distributed IDSs that correlate security event alerts [2].

Cloud systems still face sophisticated attack scenarios that also increase with the
emergence of blockchain [3]. For example, in June 2018, a number of blockchain crypto-
currency such as, Bitcoin Gold, Zencash and MonaCoin have all fallen victim to a 51%
attack, leading to loss of nearly 18million worth of tokens [4, 5]. Themalicious attackers
were able to exploit each crypto-currency network and gain more than half of the total
global mining hash rate. This vulnerability allowed them to double-spend transactions
and affected the integrity of the whole network. Furthermore, in April 2016 an unknown
attacker managed to drain more than 3.6 Million ether, the Ethereum currency, equating
to $50 million USD from a decentralised autonomous corporation that is based on the
blockchain and smart contracts, which rules the organisation [6]. InAugust 2016, another
120,000 unitswere stolen from the exchange platformBitfinex inHongKongworthmore
than seventy million US dollars [7]. Furthermore, Bitfinex also suffered a temporary
shutdown of service due to several security breaches, where it was targeted with DDoS
and DSN attacks which a system with multiple virus-infected servers [8].

Applications-based blockchain has emerged in various domains to offer trust and
data privacy services. Blockchain offers new opportunities by allowing participants to
exchange transactions and share informationwhilemaintaining adegree of trust, integrity
and enhanced transparency. Blockchain technology has numerous applications across
different domains that go beyond the financial services and digital currency [9], including
online voting [10], energy sector [11], Internet of Things (IoT) [12, 13], supply chain and
manufacturing [14, 15], pharmaceutical and healthcare [16], big data [17], cyber security
[18] and government services [19, 20] and many other disciplines. The history of data
sharing is stored on immutable audit trails that can only be accessed by enterprises or
privately hosted by cloud providers with specific permissions and trust criteria.

IDS and blockchain solutions are individually applied to the cloud systems to identify
cyber-attacks and protect private data. IDSs in the cloud are basically classified based on
deployment locations [21]. On the one hand, a Host-based IDS (HIDS) runs on a host
systemorVM tomonitor and inspect audit data of operating systems such asmemory and
process audits. If theHIDSdetects amalicious activity froman individual host orVM, the
source IP is defined as access to the whole network to prevent user-to-root attacks from
VMhopping and gaining access to another VM.On the other hand, aNetwork-based IDS
(NIDS) system is placed at the infrastructure layer of cloud networks to monitor network
trafficof all connected systemswithin a subnet. It can identify direct and indirect flooding,
backdoor, port-scanning attacks, and suspicious malware activities [22].

Collaborative IDSs (CIDSs) are considered scalable and cost-effective to inspect
various cloud nodes. One of the primary concerns in the cloud is the ability to maintain
data protection and trust management between multi-cloud service providers [23]. The
cloud system of being public, distributed and decentralised potentially leads to the chal-
lenge of trust as different components are controlled by different parties. Cloud providers
are usually reluctant to share data or report intrusion events due to concerns about data
confidentiality and privacy. It is quite difficult to measure the level of reputation among
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untrusted participants. Another major challenge is insider attacks such as collusion and
betrayal attacks,wheremalicious nodes collaborate to give false information and degrade
the efficiency of alarm aggregation [23].

In addition to the discovery of attack events using CIDSs in the cloud, privacy-
preserving techniques are widely used to transform, alter or conceal original data for pro-
tecting them fromunauthorised access [24]. The blockchain and smart contract technolo-
gies are common types of privacy preservation that offer authentication and integrity to
cloud elements. Blockchain technology addresses the lack of security trust and account-
ability through cryptography and consensus mechanisms [25]. Bitcoin is considered one
of the first successful implementation of a distributed crypto-currency, where all transac-
tions are processed without relying on third parties or agencies. This serves to safeguard
data integrity and authenticity. The system architecture of crypto-currencies is protected
by extensive peer-reviewed cryptographic hash algorithms [26].

Ethereum is a cryptocurrency and a decentralised computing platform, that allows
developers to program autonomous agents on a blockchain network in order to act
as smart contracts [27]. However, a reliable model of trust for digital smart contracts
implemented in a systematic approach in blockchains is currently lacking [18]. The smart
contract should give users the flexibility and transparency to view the location of their
migrated data within the blockchain ledger and the ability to track audit files between
clouds. Recent reports have highlighted several security flaws and attacks in blockchain
and its associated technology such as bitcoins and Ethereum [18, 28]. Developing a
CIDS-based blockchain system in the cloud is essential to identify cyber-attacks and
achieve data privacy of IDSengines deployed at various cloud nodes. This paper proposes
a collaborative intrusion detection system based on a deep blockchain framework that
achieves data security and privacy in cloud networks.

2 Related Studies

Blockchain solutions have been used in several studies to improve trust among collabora-
tive IDSs in networks and cloud systems. For instance, Alexopoulos et al. [29] surveyed
the methods of integrating CIDSs and blockchains. The authors introduced the concept
of using blockchain techniques for enhancing the credibility of CIDSs. It is noted that
characteristics of blockchain can benefit CIDSs in the ways of trusting each IDS and
offering accountability and consensus methods. In [18], the authors also reviewed the
significance of using blockchain and its theoretical approaches that would be employed
to secure CIDSs. Liang et al. [28] proposed a decentralised and secured data provenance
framework that offers tamper-proof data blocks. This framework allows data account-
ability and improves data privacy and prevents inference attacks from exploiting cloud
systems. Wan et al. [30] proposed a hybrid consensus algorithm called Goshawk, which
combines multiple layers of chain structure with many levels of PoW mining strategy
and a ticket voting mechanism. This study presented that Goshawk is one of the early
blockchain protocol with such properties having high efficiency, and robustness against
51% attacks.

Liu et al. [31] proposed a framework for IoT applications for securely sharing data
collections. They suggested combining Ethereum blockchain with deep reinforcement
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learning. Three main elements, environments, behaviour and incentives were used by
the learning model. This increased the fairness ratio by more than 35% for the IoT
software applications. In summary, the integration of blockchain and CIDS solutions
would considerably improve security levels when they are deployed in cloud systems.
Although IDS and privacy preservation have been widely used in the cloud. Integrating
both systems could improve data security and privacy. In this paper, a deep blockchain
framework is proposed to detect cyber-attacks using IDS-based on a BiLSTM model
that can learn at any point in time from the surrounding context and can further protect
private data using privacy preservation-based blockchain and smart contract.

3 Proposed Deep Blockchain Framework

3.1 Overall Systematic Architecture

A DBF is proposed to detect cyber-attacks and protect data in the cloud. The systematic
architecture of the proposed framework includes four main components; cloud vendor,
privacy-preservation based blockchain and smart contract, Central Coordinator Unit
(CCU) and CIDS, as discussed below and illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed cloud-based system architecture that includes the Deep Blockchain Framework
(DBF). DBF would be deployed at NIDS and HIDS for cloud data centres. The blockchain/smart
contract layer is designed to offer authentication and integrity to data and alerts generated byNIDS
and HIDS.

• Cloud Vendor - different types of cloud vendors and data centres are represented.
These are donated as data centresA,B,C, . . . ,N . They are identified as entitieswithin
a cloud network located in the blockchain network. These entities are expected to have
enough cloud services to provide them with customer entities.
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• Privacy-preservation based Blockchain and smart contract - this layer is different
from a traditional cloud network as it incorporates a consortium blockchain; specifi-
cally, a distributed digital ledger containing the entire cloud transactions. This entity
is replicated and stored in different nodes of the multi-cloud network, including CCU,
datacentres or individual hosts. The proposed DBF has been constructed in a simi-
lar data structure to the Bitcoin’s structure. Mining new blocks must be sufficiently
rewarded during the process of adding a block to the blockchain.

• Central Coordinator Unit (CCU) - different cloud vendors may exchange data
injected by malicious software activities, network traffic, and events logs among each
other. The CCU acts as a Security Information and Event Management tool to store
IDS audit logs and alerts. By leveraging the capabilities of the CCU, incoming data
from different sources (i.e. cloud data centres) are analysed, filtered and correlated to
distinguish between normal and abnormal events. This would enable network admin-
istrators to swiftly mitigate threats and increase security awareness for participants
within the blockchain cloud network.

• Collaborative IDS (CIDS) - this entity orchestrates the verification of frames running
on the cloud transaction network, and further ensures that they adhere to the speci-
fied rules. They consist of multiple IDSs deployed on large distributed networks or
individual hosts that communicate with each other to detect coordinated cyberattacks
and to prevent possible illegal actions. The primary purpose of CIDS is to enhance
the overall detection accuracy of a single IDS node by correlating attack evidence
over various sub-networks [1]. Thus, the CIDS enforces cooperation between differ-
ent nodes would improve the capabilities to monitor sophisticated intrusions such as
DoS, DDoS and malicious insiders [2].

3.2 Privacy-Preserving Using Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain-based privacy preservation in the cloud extends the idea of a blockchain
protocol, which operates on a peer-to-peer aspect to deliver encrypted data transactions
or network nodes in a discrete way [32]. These encrypted messages form a chain of
records or blocks that are stored on each participating cloud node confirming transaction
integrity, so no records canbe deleted or falsified from the ledger.Blockchain also enables
the development of smart contracts, which are rule-based protocols that run on top of
the blockchain network to enforce the negotiation of data usage policy (i.e., who can
send IDS alerts and how they can be used) between involved cloud nodes. These policy-
based rules define the raw data alerts produced by each IDS node as data transactions
in the blockchain network. Collaborating IDS nodes can use the blockchain consensus
mechanism to guarantee the validity and privacy of the stored alerts to create permanent
and tamper-resistant data usage records.

Although blockchain and smart contract technologies remove the need for interme-
diaries for data protection, they are still inadequate to provide data privacy as all trans-
actions are publicly accessible particularly in public network implementations [33]. To
protect the confidentiality of smart contract data from disclosure by unauthorised users,
we propose a hybrid method for privacy-preserving by integrating blockchain with a
Trusted Executed Environment (TEEs). The TEE can be either hardware or software
implementations that safeguard the confidentiality and integrity of applications [34].
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Only permitted applications can read and write within the protected area of the CPU and
memory. We propose an off-chain collaborative IDS that log alerts in the CCU, which
is protected through the implementation of TEE. The CCU operates as an isolated envi-
ronment running in parallel with the blockchain network as illustrated in Fig. 1 that can
also withstand attacks from other higher privileged software such as the hypervisor. The
goal of the proposed framework is to provide a confidential platform to execute smart
contracts while still provide integration with existing cloud-based blockchain network
such as Ethereum. To guarantee the confidentiality of the code and data of a smart con-
tract, a secure remote assentation between the IDS nodes and CCU is established before
transferring the contract.

4 Collaborative Intrusion Detection System Based Deep Learning

Our CIDS is built and deployed on could computing infrastructure due to its of their
heterogeneous model and virtualised technology. Different cloud vendors may exchange
event logs and shared alert data on malicious software activities amongst themselves.
However, if such IDS systems are not trusted and appropriately integrated, the practical
usage of shared data becomes limited. The unique characteristics of could computing
present several challenges when designing a cloud-based CIDS. These desired charac-
teristics include; efficient detection of insiders and outsiders’ attacks while keeping false
negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) at a minimum. The ability to scale dynamically
across different data centre networks in the entire cloud. Furthermore, the framework
would provide a maximum-security resistance to mitigate zero-day vulnerabilities and
ensure data confidentiality, authentication, and integrity across all CIDS nodes [22].

4.1 Deep Learning Models for CIDS

This section presents the theories and fundamentals of the proposed DBF framework.
RNNs are employed as IDS for detecting attacks from a blockchain-based cloud network
[35]. It can be considered a powerful deep neural network that uses its internal memory
within loops to deal with sequence data. The tackling of the temporal sequence is more
relevant to the problem of intrusion detection, where the temporal patterns are present
in user behaviour. This would improve anomaly or outlier detection which could be
difficult to infer when relying only on the spatial domain (i.e. without accounting for
time dimension). For this purpose, the internal state of the RNNs is used to process
sequenced lists of crypto-records. The input sequence is handled in a series of time steps
and associate memory is updated to produce a hidden state.

The standard RNN is defined as an artificial neural network with the capability of
simulating discrete-time dynamical systems [36]. Such that, given a sequence of input
vectors x(t), a sequence of output vectors y(t) are generated, where each time step
t ∈ [

1, tf
]
for a specific time interval tf , one vector of the input sequence is processed,

such that the internal state vectors are defined as h0(t) = x(t),∀ t ∈ [
1, tf

]
and hj(0) =

x(t),∀ j ∈ [1,N ]. By applying the affine transformation aj to the output vector of the
previous layer and adding the linear transformation Vj ∈ Rnj×nj, the parameters of an
RNN can be calculated using the cost functions below:

Aj(t) = Wj hj−1(t) + Vj hj(t − 1) + bj (1)
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hj(t) = σj(Aj(t)) (2)

where hj(t),Aj(t) ∈ Rnj, and z(t) = hj(t), and Wj is the weight matrix from the input
layer to the hidden layer, Vj is the weight matrix between two consecutive hidden states
(hj(t − 1) and hj(t)), j is the bias vector of the hidden layer and σj is the activation
function to generate the hidden state. The network output can be characterized as:

y(t) = σy(Ujhj(t) + by) (3)

whereUj is theweightmatrix from the hidden layer to the output layer, y is the bias vector
of the output layer and σy is the activation function of the output layer. The parameters
of the RNN is trained and updated iteratively via the back-propagation method. In each
time step , the hidden layer will generate a value y(t), and the last output y(tf ) is the
predicted network attacks.

4.2 Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) Algorithm

One major drawback of RNNs is the inability of learning contextual information for an
extended span of time caused by the vanishing gradient problem.This ismainly attributed
to the prolonged temporal gap ranging from the time an input is obtained to making a
decision. Weakening the ability of RNNs to learn from long distance dependencies [37].
Therefore, a LSTM algorithm, which is an extended version of RNNs-employed the idea
of gates for related units [38]. It overcomes the vanishing gradient problem, and thus
allows for preserving prolonged periods of contextual information.

In this context, the view of BiLSTM originated from bidirectional RNNs [39]. Bidi-
rectional RNNs handles sequences of the input in forward as well as backward input
directions by employing two different hidden layers. Figure 2 demonstrates a BiLSTM
structure with multiple consecutive steps in time. BiLSTMs connects all hidden layers
to the same output layer. A limitation of typical RNNs is that they can only use the
previous context of the input data sequence. BiLSTMs compensates this by allowing for
data to flow in both forward and backward directions [40].

The BiLSTM network estimates the forward hidden layer sequence output �h(t), the
output sequence of the backward hidden layer �h(t) and the output layer y(t) by reiterating
the forward layer starting t = 1 to tf , backward hidden layer since t = tf to 1, and then
updating the final value using following equations [41]:

�h(t) = H (W�jXt + V�jh�j(t − 1) + b�j) (4)

←
h(t) = H (W�jXt + V�jh�j(t − 1) + b�j) (5)

y(t) = U�jh�j(t) + U�jh�j(t) + by (6)

The final output vector, y(t) is calculated as

y(t) = σy(�h,
←
h) (7)
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Fig. 2. Architecture of LSTM with three consecutive layers

The σy function concatenates the output sequences of the neurons in the hidden
layers and cloud be one of four operations: add, multiply, average and concatenate. For
the RNN training stage, the BiLSTM was employed as defined by Schuster et al. [39]
and learning representations by back-propagating errors defined by Rumelhart et al. [42]
(see Fig. 2).

5 Experimental Results and Evaluations

5.1 Experimental Design

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed DBF, a private blockchain was created using
Ethereum [27], which is an open-source blockchain platform where users can establish
and deploy private blockchains within organisation datasets and pre-processing module
used for evaluation. The Ethereum network provides a virtual machine runtime envi-
ronment to run and execute the smart contracts. The Google Colab [43] cloud service
was used for the experiments using TensorFlow library Keras for deep leaning on three
types of hardware accelerators CPU, GPU and TPU for implementing the RNN-based
BiLSTM model as CIDS. The CIDS model was compared with other machine learn-
ing methods; specifically Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Naive
Bayes (NB) and Mixture Localisation-based Outliers (MLO) [22]. The evaluation of
the proposed DBF for intrusion detection was conducted using the network dataset of
UNSW-NB15 [44]. The accuracy (AC), Detection Rate (DR) and processing time are
used to evaluate the CIDS performance.

5.2 Results and Explanations

The RNN-based BiLSTMmodel as IDS was trained and validated using a large amount
of labeled data in the training phase. This gives the model more information to be able to
extract enough reliable features to act as a baseline for the training phase. Themodel was
configured by an input layer fed from the UNSW-NB15 dataset, two hidden layers with
hidden nodes = 60, a tanh activation function, and the output layer includes a softmax
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activation function to predict the two classes of normal and attack types. The model was
adapted using the hyperparameters of loss = ‘binary_correntopy’, optimizer = ‘adam’
batch_size = 100, epochs = 200, metrics = ‘accuracy’.

The performance evaluation of the IDS was conducted on the UNSW-NB15 dataset,
with the overall accuracy, demonstrated for various Hidden Nodes (HN = {10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60}), as listed in Table 1. The training and testing computational processing
times using different hardware accelerators (CPU, GPU, TPU) are evaluated as well. The
proposed framework with HN = 20 requires approximately computational processing
time of 400, 69, 61 s of CPU, GPU and TPU training around 14,000 data observations
for the UNSW-BN15 dataset and 22, 11, 11 s for testing on CPU, GPU and TPU. It
is evident that the relation between estimated accuracy and number of hidden nodes is
proportional; with the best accuracy (99.41%) achieved with 60% hidden nodes for the
UNSW-BN15 dataset.

Table 1. Accuracy of BiLSTMRNNusingUNSW-BN15 dataset with different number of hidden
nodes and hardware accelerators

HN Accuracy Training time (s) Testing time (s)

CPU GPU TPU CPU GPU TPU

10 97.26% 200.3 59.2 54.3 13.3 8.1 7.2

20 97.61% 400.6 69.1 61.2 21.8 11.4 10.7

30 97.94% 891.2 89.5 84.7 34.3 17.4 16.9

40 98.21% 991.2 98.2 122.4 67.5 20.4 19.4

50 98.58% 1120.2 138.7 132.5 71.4 28.1 29.4

60 99.41% 1901.2 190.3 186.4 89.1 43.6 42.7

Central Processing Unit (CPU), Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) and Tensor Processing Unit (TPU)

The accuracyof the proposedmodel using theUNSW_NB15andemployingdifferent
hardware accelerators are shown in Table 1. The accuracy improves as the number of
hidden nodes increases. The results revealed that with increasing hidden nodes size from
10 to 60 the accuracy of the model increases from 97.26% to 99.41% using the UNSW-
NB15 dataset. The proposed model can detect different attack types from the dataset
in an average of 95%–99% as demonstrated in Table 2. Various types of attacks, such
as DDoS TCP, DDoS UDP, DDoS HTTP, DoS TCP, DoS UDP, and DoS HTTP, can
be reliably distinguished with accuracy exceeding 99%. The proposed IDS system can
also detect the remaining malicious activities that attempt to disrupt cloud services, such
as reconnaissance, port scanning, keylogging, and data theft attacks, with reasonable
detection rates.
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Table 2. Detection rates of attack types from UNSW-BN15 dataset

Attack type Dataset type

UNSW-BN15

DoS http 99.79%

DoS udp 99.89%

DoS tcp 99.71%

Backdoor 97.49%

Exploits 97.85%

Analysis 95.65%

Reconnaissance 96.88%

Worms 94.75%

Shellcode 97.90%

Port scanning 95.98%

OS Fingerprinting 93.14%

DDoS http 99.89%

DDoS udp 99.95%

DDoS tcp 99.59%

Keylogging 92.85%

Data theft 98.54%

5.3 Discussions

The proposed framework benchmarks well against other approaches for preserving pri-
vacy and identifying attack behaviours, that can be attributed to the multilevel abstrac-
tion of the data in the IDS model design. The two-fold privacy model of blockchain
and smart contracts can achieve perfect protection by validating data transactions and
extracting features from the source data for training and validation of the IDS model. In
the first phase of the privacy-based blockchain, data integrity is verified and records are
checked for possible poisoning by the applied hash chain, making malicious alteration
of records infeasible (i.e. highly expensive computationally). In the second phase, the
data is encoded by validating unusual behaviour detection as an example of efficiency
and performance measuring.

The RNN-based BiLSTM technique is selected due to its inherent characterisation of
the Spatio-temporal context, and with its synchronous and limited memory properties, it
permits for accurate future conditions predications with all past and last input scenarios.
Results show that the RNN-based BiLSTM technique can efficiently classify legitimate
and suspicious records after encoding the data using the two-phase privacy-preserving
methods. The proposed system could be easily deployed by cloud computing centres.
This could happen when the network data is called a distributed database management
system to collect important features from different network nodes. It can be deployed
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as a service as it has a low computational overhead. This advantage stems from the
fact that its potential design is based on timely estimating features’ parameters of the
CIDS in cloud networks. The future extension of this work will include implementing
the framework on various real-world datasets to evaluate its scalability and utility.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has introduced a collaborative intrusion detection system-based DBF for
the identification of cyber-attacks. It is based around privacy preservation and designed
specifically for the cloud. The DBF framework has two principle goals; privacy preser-
vation and intrusion detection. The privacy-preserving method comprises a hybrid app-
roach by firstly combining blockchain with a trusted executed environment to provide
confidentiality of smart contracts, while simultaneously maintaining integrity and avail-
ability. Subsequently, the network data is encoded through a deep neural network model.
The hybrid privacy-preserving method attains better performance compared with recent
works, as it is resilient to inference and data poisoning attacks. The second method of
intrusion detection is based on a BiLSTM algorithm that was evaluated on the UNSW-
NB15 dataset for classifying attack events that exploit cloud networks. The results
revealed that the proposed intrusion detection method can outperform other techniques
in terms of accuracy and detection rate. The proposed framework enables exchanging
data between cloud simpler, safer and more transparent while also significantly reducing
overheads. It will further act as a decision support tool to help users and cloud providers
securely migrate their data in a fast and flexible manner. The future extension of this
work will include applying the framework on different real-world datasets to evaluate
its scalability and utility.
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Abstract. This work suggests a novel approach to autonomous systems devel-
opment linking autonomous technology to an integrated cognitive architecture
with the aim of supporting a common artificial general intelligence (AGI) devel-
opment. The paper provides a summary of strengths and weaknesses of some of
the most known cognitive architecture and highlights how to support a generic
artificial intelligent approach rather than ad hoc solutions. It also proposes objec-
tive evaluation criteria to assess a cognitive architecture. Finally, the proposed
cognitive architecture is introduced: a Deep-Learning Artificial Neural Cognitive
Architecture (D-LANCA), which aims to overcome current limits of cognitive
frameworks for autonomous systems with the view to create a common artificial
general intelligent (AGI) cognitive approach across industries.

Keywords: Cognitive architecture · Deep neural networks · Deep learning

1 Introduction

1.1 A Subsection Sample

The success of autonomous software platforms to be a ubiquitous enabling capability
delivering significant value across a range of industries and the driving requirement to
implement is dependent upon the abilities for autonomous technologies to reach a high
level of cognition in mimicking the human mind. This implies the design and imple-
mentation of computational routines able to combine cognitive abilities in an integrated
manner, what is referred to the creation of general intelligent systems [1, 2]. The first
challenge it is presented by the definition of “intelligence” within an autonomous sys-
tem. In order to design a system, the definition of what the system is needs to be clear
and associated to mathematical and physical representations. The need for the system to
be adaptable to its environment. Therefore, the author suggests the following design def-
inition for an autonomous system. Intelligence in autonomous platforms can be defined
as the ability for a system to adapt to its environment and survive. Artificial Intelligence
(AI) can be considered as a technology field that aims to embed self-modulated responses
into machines, which will enable them to be self-driven towards a primary goal: the sys-
tem survival in itself. AI can be thought as the combination of various technologies that
will provide machines with the sense of survival, hence what we described as adaptation
capabilities. Adaptation requires the machines to:
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• Sense the environment and themselves;
• Create an inner representation of what they sense;
• Be able to reason and make inferences about the environment;
• React to the environment;
• Learn and update knowledge;
• Re-plan their course of action;
• Actuate the new plan.

For each of the points above, it is possible to associate a mathematical representa-
tion to support the implementation of each functional requirement in the design of an
intelligent system.

It is possible to distinguish two kind of “adaptability” within an autonomous system:
operational and behavioral.

Operational adaptability enables platforms to perform procedural tasks
autonomously. It refers to the “what” to perform, ranging from the sensor payload
selected for a given task to the dynamic stability of the system.

Behavioral adaptability refers to the functionalities embedded within a system that
will enable it to decide how to perform it and to adapt its behavior and reaction to the
environment it operates in. This enables the system to perform autonomously in any
environment condition, it determines the “how” a procedural task should be carried
“how” for the given situation picture.

Current approaches to autonomous systems have seen the implementation of ad
hoc and often divided approaches to this problem, with the implementation of specific
solutions to the challenge of intelligent behavior, such as planning, computer vision, lin-
guistic, problem solving, etc. This fragmented approach has led to significant advances in
computer science but has diverted the attention from the so calledUnifiedCognition The-
ory envisaged by Newell [1–6, 10–15], the creation of an artificial general intelligence
(AGI).

The paper is organized as following. In Sect. 2, an analysis of known cognitive archi-
tectures with their strengths andweaknesses is provided, with a summary of the gap anal-
ysis in current provided solutions. In Sect. 3, we present a suggestion on how to evaluate
objectively cognitive architectures. Section 4 presents the cognitive architecture, a Deep-
Learning Artificial Neural Cognitive Architecture (D-LANCA) that could address the
challenges identified in Sect. 2. Finally, we present conclusions and recommendations.

2 Cognitive Architecture: Strengths and Weaknesses

Cognition implies the ability of interpreting the reality and understand how things could
be in a future state to support the decision-making process. It also highlights the need
to “remember” past events to support forecasting future events outcomes. Therefore, as
reported by Vernon, D. et al. [3], cognition “allows the system to act effectively, to adapt,
and to improve”.
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Cognition can be considered a process through which “the system achieves
robust adaptive, anticipatory, autonomous behavior, entailing embodied perception and
action.” [3].

Cognitive architectures were proposed by Allen Newell, one of the founders of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), in 1980 in an effort to avoid “theoretical myopia” in his
search for a Unified Theory of Mind [4–6].

“Cognitive Architectures” (CA) in machines applications refer to abstract model of
cognition in artificial agents with the associated software functionalities linked to their
implementation in autonomous systems through Artificial Intelligence (AI) methodolo-
gies. As stated byLangley et al. [6], they can be considered “the underlying infrastructure
for an intelligent system”. Profanter, S. [7], defines a cognitive architecture as “a blueprint
for an intelligent system”, whereby “blueprint” refers to the design characteristics of the
framework, such as the assumptions made to support representation, its memory char-
acteristics, and the process used to operate those memories. Their main role is to realize
artificial systems that exhibit intelligent behaviors in general setting mimicking human
behavior [7]. The objective is to model complex and higher-level functionalities, such
as language, reasoning, problem solving, decision making, or planning, which involve
complex knowledge structures and complex information extraction methods [8].

Extensive surveys of cognitive architectures have been carried out by [6, 8, 13,
17], and [13] among others. A summary of the most adopted cognitive architectures’
implementation has been presented by the authors in the table below (Table 1). Herein,
the architectural approach has been highlighted as well as the learning algorithms. The
rational for highlighting the learning algorithms is that they represent the ability of
the system to behaviorally adapt to the environment. In the table, we also highlight
the architecture characteristics and we then assess the weakness that each architecture
presents with respect to its application to autonomous platforms.

2.1 Gap Analysis of Current Cognitive Architectures

It is possible to observe from the analysis in Table 1 that whilst significant achievements
have been accomplished over time by the various cognitive architectures’ developments,
there are still open research questions and challenges related to:

• Integration of distinct cognitive functions;
• Computational efficiency of the platform;
• Parallel processing of data - even though current architectures have some commitment
to parallelism, especially in memory retrieval, they tend to rely on one or few decision
modules [6];

• Integration of heterogeneous knowledge representation;
• Integration of heterogenous reasoning and cognitive functions;
• Integration of planning, acting, monitoring and goal reasoning;
• Knowledge problem - knowledge acquisition, knowledge size, and homogeneity and
homogeneous typology of encoded knowledge used by the agents in reasoning, deci-
sion making, learning, planning, etc. [20, 22]. Knowledge acquisition is the ability
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Table 1. Cognitive architectures characteristics and weaknesses [8–23]

Approach Learning algorithms Characteristics Weaknesses

CLARION
– Connectionist
Learning with
Adaptive Rule
Induction On-line

Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI)
– software agent-based
architecture
Knowledge and
experiences are
represented in CLARION
within an implicit-explicit
dichotomy: using chunks
and rules (for explicit
knowledge), and neural
networks (for implicit
knowledge)
It is based on a four-way
division of implicit versus
explicit knowledge and
procedural versus
declarative knowledge
It addresses both top-down
learning (from explicit to
implicit knowledge) and
bottom-up learning (from
implicit to explicit
knowledge)
It is an hybrid paradigm
architecture

Reinforcement
Learning
Hebbian Learning
Bayesian update
Gradient descent
methods
Learning of new
representations
through new chunks,
new rules, and new
NN representations
Hypothesis testing
rule learning for
explicit learning
Bottom-up rule
learning – implicit
to explicit learning

The working memory is a
separate structure
Semantic, episodic, and
procedural memory are
both implicit and explicit
(chunks/rules, NN)
It has a reward system in
the form of a motivational
subsystem and a
meta-cognitive subsystem
(MCS determines rewards
based on the MS)
Support autonomous
learning from new
representation

No general and
cross-domain
knowledge
– difficulties in
dealing with variety of
data coming from
different sources
The dual-layered
conceptual
information does not
provide the possibility
of encoding (manually
or automatically via
learning cycles) the
information in terms
of the heterogeneous
classes of
representations
Possible co-existence
of different
representations of
prototypes, exemplars
and theories (and the
interaction among
them) is not addressed

SOAR – State,
Operator and
Result

Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI)
– software agent-based
architecture
Rule based architecture
designed to model general
intelligence
Knowledge and
experiences are
represented using rules
(procedural knowledge),
relational graph structure
(semantic knowledge),
and episodes of relational
graph structures (episodic
memory)
It is a symbolic
architecture

Reinforcement
Learning
Chunking to form
new rules
– production rules
(procedural
long-term memory)
Bayesian update
Complex rule sets in
planning, problem
solving and natural
language
comprehension in
real-time distributed
environments
Experience based
learning

Problem Space Hypothesis
framework
Working, semantic, and
episodic memory
– Relational Graph
structure: Knowledge is
represented as rule
organized operators
Procedural memory – Rule
Iconic memory explicitly
defined
Reward system – appraisal
based as well as user
defined internal/external
reward
Specific modalities:
Visual input
Auditory Input

One decision at the
time – single operator
can be selected at
each step, forcing a
serial bottleneck
Impasse – when
knowledge about
operator selection is
insufficient or when
an abstract operator
cannot be
implemented
Goals are
hierarchically
organized
The design of the
perceptual-motor
systems within SOAR
is unrealistic,
requiring users to
define their own input
and output functions
for a given domain
Approximate
comparisons are hard
and computationally
intensive as
implemented through
graph-like
representations

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Approach Learning algorithms Characteristics Weaknesses

SOAR Agents are not
endowed with general
knowledge and only
process ad-hoc built
(or task-specific
learned) symbolic
knowledge structures

ACT-R (Adaptive
Control of
Thought
– Rational)

Biologically based
cognitive architecture to
model human Behavior
Knowledge and
experience are represented
using chunks and
productions
It is a hybrid paradigm
architecture

Reinforcement
learning for
productions (linear
discount version)
Bayesian update for
memory retrieval
Production rules
generation for
learning of new
representations

Supports semantic memory
(encoded as chunks) and
episodic memory
Buffers encode working
and episodic memory
Specific modalities:
Visual input
Auditory Input
Basic motor functions
ACT-R allows to represent
the information in terms of
prototypes and exemplars
and allow to perform,
selectively, either prototype
or exemplar-based
categorization. This means
that this architecture allows
the modeler to manually
specify which kind of
categorization strategy to
employ according to his
specific needs

It cannot learn in real
time
It cannot learn from
arbitrary stationary
large and
non-stationary
databases – lack of
adaptiveness to the
environment
Lack of goal
prioritisation
Lack of Adaptive
heterogeneous fusion
Lack of object feature
search in an
environment
Does not assume a
heterogeneous
perspective – Cannot
deal with conflicting
information
Cannot manage
different reasoning
strategies
It is not able to
autonomously decide
which reasoning
procedures to activate
Task-specific
knowledge and not
with general
cross-domain
knowledge

NARS
– Non-Axiomatic
Reasoning
System

Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI)
– software agent-based
architecture
Knowledge and
experience are represented
using beliefs, tasks, and
concepts
It is a symbolic
architecture

Unified reasoning
mechanism on a
unified memory for
learning,

Inference Engine
Integrated Memory
Control Mechanism
Knowledge representation
with an experience
grounded semantics of the
language, a set of inference
rules with non-axiomatic
logic support adaption in
case of insufficient
knowledge and resources
The whole memory is
semantic and incorporates
cognitive maps

Task-specific
knowledge and not
with general
cross-domain
knowledge
Lack of knowledge
heterogeneity
structures – lack of
interaction between
different reasoning
strategies

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Approach Learning algorithms Characteristics Weaknesses

Strong in reasoning with
insufficient knowledge and
resources
It adopts a unified
reasoning mechanism on a
unified memory

LIDA – Learning
Intelligent
Distribution
Agent

Artificial General
Intelligence (AGI)
– software agent-based
architecture
Knowledge and
experience are represented
using perceptual
knowledge – nodes and
links in a Slipnet-like net
with sensory data of
various types attached to
nodes
Episodic knowledge
– Boolean vectors (Sparse
Distributed Memory
Procedural knowledge
– schemes a la Schema
Mechanism
It is an hybrid paradigm
architecture

Constraint
satisfaction
Global Workspace
Theory paradigms
Reinforcement
learning
Global broadcasting

Cognitive cycle
(action-perception cycle)
acting as cognitive atom
Cognitive cycles include
sensory, perceptive,
associative, workspace,
transient episodic,
declarative, procedural,
global workspace, and
sensory motor memory
Distinct modules for
perception, each of the
listed memories, action
selection,
It can support control
structures for software
agents and robots
It possesses an explicit
attention mechanism [18,
19]

Task-specific
knowledge and not
with general
cross-domain
knowledge
Lack of knowledge
heterogeneity
structures – lack of
interaction between
different reasoning
strategies

ART (Adaptive
Resonance
Theory)

Biologically based
cognitive architecture to
model human Behavior
Tries to model human
memory and
consciousness
Knowledge and
experience are represented
using visual 3D boundary
and surface representation
It is a hybrid paradigm
architecture

Non-linear neural
networks with
feedback
– categorize events
Unsupervised
learning
– categorization
Supervise learning
– anomaly detection
Real-time learning
– match learning and
Vector Associative
Map (VAM)
Reinforcement
learning – model
how amygdala and
basal ganglia
interact with
orbitofrontal cortex
Bayesian effects as
emergent properties
Hebbian and
non-Hebbian
properties in
learning dynamics
Self-organizing
maps with gradient
descent – learning of
new representations

Supports working memory
(LTM Invariance Principle
and Inhibition of Return
rehearsal law), semantic
memory (Limited
association between
chunks), episodic memory
(limited spatial and
temporal representations),
procedural memory
(multiple explicitly defined
neural systems for
learning, planning and
control of action), iconic
memory (emerges from
role of top-down attentive
interactions in laminar
models of how the visual
cortex sees), perceptual
memory (model
development of laminar
visual cortex), cognitive
map (neural networks),
reward system (model how
amygdala, hypothalamus,
and basal ganglia interact
with sensory and prefrontal
cortex to learn to direct
attention and actions
towards valued goals), and
attention control and
consciousness

Computationally
intensive
Lack of knowledge
heterogeneity
structures – lack of
interaction between
different reasoning
strategies

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Approach Learning algorithms Characteristics Weaknesses

ART predicts a link
between processes of
Consciousness, Learning,
Expectation, Attention,
Resonance, and Synchrony
(CLEARS)
Learning from arbitrarily
large databases
The neural network
enables local computations
ART models can
autonomously learn from
non-stationary
environments
Memory stability
– matches bottom up and
top down representations
Heterogeneous sensor
fusion through
multi-modal feature and
hierarchical rule
combinations
Brain imaging studies

CoJACK
(Cognitive Java
Agent
Construction Kit)

Knowledge and
experiences are
represented using
Beliefs-Desires-Intentions
(BDI) architecture that
handles events, plans and
intentions (procedural
memory), belief sets
(declarative memory) and
activation levels
It has been used to model
the variation in human
Behavior
It is a hybrid paradigm
architecture

Reinforcement
learning
Bayesian Update
BDI

It includes sets of beliefs
for long term memory
Procedural memory
addresses events, plans,
and intentions
Event and goal manager
are included
It can function
autonomously
It uses ACT-R declarative
memory equations
It gets input from the world
as events, which are then
processed by plans

Time cost associated
with adding beliefs or
instantiating a plan
Add noise to the
decision-making
process, which can
affect the retrieval of
beliefs and affect the
selection of next
intention to execute

ICARUS Integrated cognitive
architecture for physical
agents with knowledge
specified in the form of
reactive skills, each
denoting goal
It is a symbolic
architecture

Reinforcement
learning
State action pairs
Belief desired and
intention agents
with high utility
selection criteria
Search trees

It includes several
modules:
Perceptual system
Planning system
Execution system
Several memory systems
Concepts are matched to
percepts in a bottom-up
way and goals are matched
to skills in a top-down way
Conceptual memory
contains knowledge about
general classes of objects
and their relationships,
while skill memory stores
knowledge about the ways
of doing things
It has a
Long-Term-Memory
(LTM) and a Short-Term
Memory (STM)

Lack of concurrent
processing to cope
with asynchronous
inputs from multiple
sensors while
coordinating
resources and actions
across different
modalities
Uncertainty is not
addressed
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to dynamically and efficiently store and retrieve knowledge based on the experiences
or events encountered by the system within the environment. Knowledge size refers
to the dimension of the knowledge base available to the agents. Knowledge typology
refers to theories on how humans organize, reason, and retrieve conceptual informa-
tion. In the past, it was believed that concepts representation in the human brain was
homogeneous and that concepts were categorized as classical, a prototype view, exem-
plar view, or theory-theoretical view. However, it is now believed that human may use
in different instances different representation to categorize concepts, which led to the
Heterogeneous Hypothesis about the nature of concepts. The heterogeneous hypoth-
esis claims that different type of representation may exist and perhaps co-exist within
the human brain. All such representations constitute different body of knowledge and
contain different type of information associated with the same type of entity. More-
over, the heterogeneous hypothesis claims that each body of conceptual knowledge is
distinguished by specific processes in which such representations are involved, such
as in tasks like recognition, learning, categorization, planning, etc. The heterogeneous
hypothesis, which assumes the availability of different types of knowledge encoded
in a conceptual structure, is not implemented in any CA [20].

3 Cognitive Architecture: Evaluation Criteria

An additional challenge linked to the implementation of cognitive architectures is rep-
resented by the identification of key performance criteria to support their evaluation.
Anderson and Lebeire [14] proposed to use the 12 criteria identified by Newell in 1980
to evaluate cognitive architectures on how well they do meet these functional criteria.
These criteria represent an attempt for Newell to focus the field of cognitive architec-
tures on the big picture needed to understand the human mind. They suggest calling the
evaluation of the theory by this set of criteria “The Newell Test”.

The criteria are reported in Table 2, first column. The first nine criteria reflect things
that the architecture must achieve in order to implement human intellectual capability.
The last three reflect constraints on how these functions must be achieved. In the second
column of the table, the author has associated the artificial intelligence methodologies
that could be used to assess a software agent architecture. In the third column, the author
has created metrics associated to the functional criteria to objectively evaluate cognitive
architectures criteria in a software agent platform.

The importance of considering quantitative evaluation criteria for cognitive archi-
tecture is to ensure that they can be applied across a range of engineering and industrial
applications, rather than limited to studies on human cognition, behavior, and human
performance. However, in the research the author carried out, cognitive architectures
seem to be almost ignored in engineering autonomous vehicles application design.
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Table 2. Newell’s functional criteria for human cognitive architectures reported in Table 1 in [14]
with associated AI technologies and Metrics for CA evaluation generated by the author.

Criteria AI technologies to realize the
functionality

Metrics to objectively evaluate
CA

Functional criteria

Flexible Behavior – Behave
flexibly as a function of the
environment

Learning
Symbolic reasoning – It
enables to perform arbitrary
task to high level of expertise
– cognitive plasticity
Rule based systems

Percentage in Operational
Performance Accuracy
– Robustness in Operational
changes in tasks
Percentage of Errors in
completing a task as it should
Learning rate

Real-time performance
– Operate in real-time

Neural network – parallel
processing
It becomes a constraint on
learning as well as
performance

Computational time to carry
out a task

Adaptive Behavior – Exhibit
rational, that is, effective
adaptive Behavior – Does the
system yield functional
Behavior in the real world?

Decision Making – Decision
trees and Utility function
maximization

Percentage of action selection
resulting in positive task
completion
Errors in action selected vs
outcomes
Robustness in Action Selection
– Repeatability of right action
selection to complete a task as
it should – error in action
selected can be considered as a
limit that tends to zero

Vast Knowledge Base – Vast
knowledge of the
environment

Expert systems
Big Data technologies,
Data warehousing – Create
heterogeneous classes of data
to use as ground truth for
computational functions

Minimum data required to
perform tasks in a given
environment – Assess
Architecture performance in
completing tasks vs. amount of
data available and stored in
databases
Percentage of Errors in
performing tasks vs richness
of database
Computational Memory
capacity required by the
system

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Criteria AI technologies to realize the
functionality

Metrics to objectively evaluate
CA

Dynamic Behavior – Behave
robustly in the face of error,
the unexpected, and the
unknown. The ability to deal
with a dynamic and
unpredictable environment is
a precondition to survival for
all organisms

Information fusion,
Reasoning
Decision making
Probabilistic model – Bayes
networks

Elapsed Time between
reasoning and action selection
to support states changes in
response to external inputs
Number of False positive and
False Negatives

Knowledge Integration
– Integrate diverse
knowledge: Symbols and
abstraction

Knowledge Base Systems
Inference
Utility functions
Logic

Number of data classes in
current databases – Update of
knowledge databases with
information heterogeneously
sourced
Computational Memory
capacity required by the
system

Natural Language Symbolic reasoning
Speech to text technologies
Classification and clustering

Voice commands – Ability to
control the system through
natural language interaction

Consciousness – Exhibit
self-awareness and a sense of
self

Anomaly Detection
Meta-reasoning
Diagnostic
Prognostic
Forecasting

Percentage of Forecast
Algorithms False positive and
False Negatives – System
health monitoring – diagnostic
and prognostics
Behavior Robustness (%)
Behavior monitoring
– feedback on actions vs.
results – if the action produces
the wanted result/task
completion, then the behavior
is good. Measure percentage
of accomplishing the task
Percentage of reasoning time
per task completion
– Feedback on reasoning
– reasoning technologies
assessed against situation
picture
Computational Memory
capacity required by the
system

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Criteria AI technologies to realize the
functionality

Metrics to objectively evaluate
CA

Learning – Learn from its
environment

Learning
Short and Long-term memory
logical design
Inference engine
Anomaly detection
Rule based systems

Computational Memory
capacity required by the
system
Rate of learning in the system

Functional constraints criteria

Development – Acquire
capabilities through
development

Learning Computational Memory
capacity required by the
system
Percentage of Knowledge
database reusability – Ability
to adapt knowledge acquired
to different scenarios

Evolution – Arise through
evolution – Does the theory
relate to evolutionary and
comparative considerations?

Evolutionary Algorithms
Reinforcement learning

Scalability – Software
Functions self-building
Maintainability – Software
Functions self-upgrades

Brain – Be realizable within
the brain: Do the components
of the theory exhaustively
map onto brain processes?

Integrated knowledge base
algorithms

Overall system performance

4 Deep-Learning Artificial Neural Cognitive Architecture
(D-LANCA)

The aim of this section is to address the current limits of cognitive architectures for
autonomous systems specifically the issue of parallel execution of functionalities, hetero-
geneous knowledge representation,whilst improving computational efficiency,minimiz-
ing the limitations of historic knowledge database and knowledge limit, whilst improving
real-time decision-making abilities. Specifically, the author is focusing on addressing
the heterogeneity problem, which assumes the existence of multiple representations for
a concept, and each concept represented by different kinds of categorization and rea-
soning mechanisms and processes are assumed to exist and require integration within a
common framework. The objective is to create a common artificial general intelligent
(AGI) cognitive architecture that can enable multi-functional processing and real time
learning for autonomous driving systems.

The cognitive architecture is going to be developed through a modified deep learning
neural network (DLNN) framework, which will enable the parallel processing of infor-
mation and will be developed as a multi-agent systems (MAS) framework, interfacing
with a knowledge base system represented by short and long-term memories, as well as
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a goal management system to support indirect communication among nodes in case of
lack of connections.

The rational to adopt a deep learning framework to implement a cognitive architecture
resides in the ability of deep learning to support computational models with multiple
process layers and learn representation of data with multiple level of abstraction [23].

Deep learning has been successfully applied in speech recognition, visual object
recognition [23–29], object detection, drug discovery, genomics, etc. It enables the dis-
covery of “intricate structure in large data sets by using the backpropagation algorithm
to indicate how amachine should change its internal parameters that are used to compute
the representation in each layer from the representation in the previous layer. Deep learn-
ing enables the computer to learn anything without human intervention and differs from
traditional AI techniques as it enables learning though a hierarchical model in which
each layer represents a level of abstraction for the problem versus the feature engineer-
ing, i.e. the manual definition of features within a data set. Also, Deep Learning works
with unlabeled data and, most importantly, enables multiple decisions simultaneously.

The issue of dimensionality and scalability, as well as the knowledge size challenge
previously described, will be addressed by automatically adding or removing nodes and
connections within the network, or the self-programming characteristics of ANN (Rizk
et al. 2019). This will enable to model the brain neuroplasticity. Plasticity can be advan-
tageous to reduce computational time by reducing the search space to support decision
making, actuation, and sensor selection, supporting efficiency in powermanagement and
goal management. Multiple goals can be passed to the system as an additional neural
network layer. Plasticity can ease handling very large, hybrid, knowledge spaces and
selection of actions to support dynamic system adaption and reaction in as real-time
environment. The architecture has been named D-LANCA (Deep-Learning Artificial
Neural Cognitive Architecture).

The cognitive process in D-LANCA is based on Boyd’s OODA (Observe-Orient-
Decide-Act) loop [31] and [32].

The need to associate a cognitive architecture to the OODA loop is funded on the
need to associate operational and behavioral autonomous technologies within a unique
framework.

The association of sensing functional elementswithin the observe class, the reasoning
association within the orient class, and the decision making within the decide class of
the OODA loop enable the autonomous technologies to be mapped onto an operational
framework for the implementation of dynamic real-time autonomous platforms.

It is now important to create a link between the OODA loop and the Deep Learning
Neural Network system as D-LANCA is designed as a modified deep neural network
framework. The D-LANCA cognitive architecture is described in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, in
which the authors highlights the required changes.

Specifically, the modifications proposed to a conventional deep learning neural
network framework are the following and captured in Fig. 3:

1. The propagation function in the neural layer (
∑

) is no longer represented by a
weighted sum of the input multiplied by their weights, but it becomes an opera-
tor node within the framework, whereby sensor fusion, information extraction and
optimization, as well as the vehicle motion control can be implemented.
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Fig. 1. D-LANCA linked to OODA loop

2. The weights modification in the network can be represented through the implemen-
tation principles of a spiking neural network (SNN), which will enable a bio-inspired
learning through the weight modification based on the temporal and performance
information provided by each modified activation function [27, 32–41]. By com-
puting the weights through the temporal contribution of each activation function we
can surpass the issues of training the SNN, as they are implemented through sums
of Dirac delta functions that do not have derivatives to support a backpropagation
algorithm implementation to test the network.

Fig. 2. D-LANCA architecture.

3. The activation function in the neural network is now considered as multi-agent soft-
ware function, whereby computations such as information extraction, learning with
for instance reinforcement learning (RL), decision making, etc. will be performed.
By doing so, the software cognitive functionalities do not require to be executed
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sequentially but they can be processed in parallel and the propagation function will
output a multi-dimensional array to determine which functions need to be enabled.

4. The bias in the neural network are now considered inputs from knowledge databases,
goals, human input, and world model created within the system.

5. As reported in [46], subjective estimation of the environment enables to create mean-
ing within the system. However, subjective bias cannot be constants and they need
to evolve as a function of the increased knowledge of the system. Therefore, as the
databases are updated, the meaning of the semantic knowledge of the system will
change and the bias will support the improvement in the overall inference of the
system.

6. Learning, represented by the adaption of the network to better handle the task at
hand within the given environment, is no longer solely represented by the adaption
of the weights within the system, but by the expansion and contraction of the net-
work through the inhibition of specific agents within the activation function as not
relevant for the task, for instance, or the addition of new nodes to include additional
information or inputs. This enables the implementation of plasticity as an embedded
property within the system to learn the neural network structure and enable adaptive
structures. In Russell and Norvig [30], one of the major problems in modelling a
neural network is identified to be overfitting, which occurs when there are too many
parameters in the model. Where when dealing with deep neural networks, one of the
challenges in modelling the problem is represented by the number of hidden layers
needed to support its solution and their sizes. A potential solution to plasticity is
provided by Russell and Norvig ([30], p. 748) with the introduction of the optimal
brain damage algorithm, which starts with a fully connected neural network and
then removes connections from it, and with the tiling algorithm, which, on the other
hand, starts with a single node network (perceptron) that tries to produce the correct
output for as many example training sets as possible and adds subsequent nodes to
handle the ones that could not be handled by the single perceptron.

The deep neural network is a recurrent neural network with the feedback loops
supporting the implementation of cognition cycle.

Fig. 3. D-LANCA explicit link to Deep Neural Network Architecture.
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5 Conclusions and Further Work

In the work herein presented, the author has provided a systemic approach to support
the design of a cognitive architecture able to support artificial general intelligence (AGI)
implementation for an autonomous system.

Anobjective evaluation of commonly used cognitive architectures has beenpresented
and metrics to evaluate their performance suggested.

The work has presented a deep neural network modified architecture as a cognitive
architecture (D-LANCA). One of the advantages of using D-LANCA is the ability to
support a robust representation of knowledge and support parallel functionalities to be
co-processed in real time, mimicking the structure of a human brain. In addition, D-
LANCA is envisaged to minimize the challenges of working in partially observable or
not observable environment to support increased trust in the machine ability to learn
and make decisions. In D-LANCA the author suggests to use the databases of historic
data on behavior, environmental conditions, performance limits as a bias input within the
system to support reasoning under uncertainty without limiting the learning and decision
making ability of the machine

Further work is currently carried out to derive the mathematical model of D-LANCA
and to implement a simulation model to test its performance against the derived eval-
uation criteria presented in Sect. 3. The author is focusing on the demonstrating the
feasibility of changing the activation function into a MAS processing unit by imple-
menting a reinforcement learning (RL) to create a trajectory planning function within
the decision stage in the cognitive cycle. The rational for adopting RL as one of the func-
tional building blocks in the activation function is that enables a fully data driven and
self-learning model that does not rely on predictions, predefined rules or prior human
knowledge [28]. This will address the challenge in AI of making good sequences of
decisions under uncertainty. It will be assumed that information is readily available for
the decision-making stage to be computed.

The applicability of thismethodwill be demonstrated viamodification of deep neural
network focusing on theDecisionMaking/Thinking subsystem by deriving the equations
to describe this subsystem and implementing a Matlab/Simulink modelling to support
its analysis and evaluation.
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Abstract. In this paper, the concept of adding learn-able slope and
mean shift parameters to an activation function to improve the total
response region is explored. The characteristics of an activation func-
tion depend highly on the value of parameters. Making the parameters
learn-able, makes the activation function more dynamic and capable to
adapt as per the requirements of it’s neighboring layers. The introduced
slope parameter is independent of other parameters in the activation
function. The concept was applied to ReLU to develop Dual Line and
Dual Parametric ReLU activation function. Evaluation on MNIST and
CIFAR10 show that the proposed activation function Dual Line achieves
top-5 position for mean accuracy among 43 activation functions tested
with LENET4, LENET5 and WideResNet architectures. This is the first
time more than 40 activation functions were analyzed on MNIST and
CIFAR10 dataset at the same time. The study on the distribution of
positive slope parameter β indicates that the activation function adapts
as per the requirements of the neighboring layers. The study shows that
model performance increases with the proposed activation functions.

Keywords: Activation function · Dual line · DP ReLU

1 Introduction

The activation functions used across the layers of deep neural networks play a
significant role in the ability of the whole network to achieve good performance.
Though each layer of a deep neural network can have different requirements,
the convention is to use the same activation function at each output of a layer.
Therefore using a good activation function suitable for every output node in the
layer is essential.

Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [14] and its variants such as Leaky ReLU
[11], Parametric ReLU (PReLU) [6] are the most commonly used activation
functions due to their simplicity and computational efficiency. The introduction
of learn-able parameter in the negative axis for PReLU increased the overall
response region. Though extra parameters are introduced in PReLU activation
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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function, the number of parameters added due to PReLU is negligible compared
to the total number of parameters in the network. Another activation func-
tion that makes use of learn-able parameters is Parametric ELU (PELU) [23].
Learn-able parameters in PELU activation function adopted characteristics as
per the requirements of the training stage. In the case of PELU, the positive axis
parameter is dependent as it is defined as the ratio of parameters used to alter
exponential decay and saturation point. In this paper, two activation functions
are proposed, with a positive slope parameter which is independent of other
parameters, allowing it to dynamically update.

In Flexible ReLU [18] and General ReLU, mean shift parameters were intro-
duced to shift the mean activation close to zero. The Dual Line activation func-
tion can be viewed as a combination of DP ReLU with learn-able mean shift
parameter. The better performance of Dual Line compared to DP ReLU clearly
indicates the impact of the mean shift parameter.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our proposed
activation function and Sect. 3 deals with their properties. Section 4 describes
the steps to be carried out to extend the proposed concept to other activation
functions. Experimental analysis and performance evaluation are described in
Sect. 5 and Sect. 6, respectively. Results and discussion are detailed in Sect. 7
and Sect. 8 respectively. The paper is concluded in Sect. 9.

2 Proposed Activation Functions

2.1 Dual Parametric ReLU (DP ReLU)

DP ReLU is a new variant of ReLU with a learn-able slope parameter in both
axes. The difference between Parametric ReLU (PReLU) and DP ReLU is the
usage of learn-able slope parameter in the positive axis. The slope parameters α
and β are initialized with 0.01 and 1 respectively as in PReLU and Leaky ReLU.
For slope parameters (α and β), DP ReLU is defined as

X =

{
α × x, if x < 0 .

β × x, if x > 0 .
(1)

2.2 Dual Line

Dual Line is an extension of the DP ReLU. Learn-able slope parameters are
multiplied to both axes and the mean shift parameter is added. The resultant
activation function resembles the line equation in both axes. Mean parameter is
initialized with a value of −0.22 by adding the mean shift (−0.25) and threshold
(0.03) parameters used in TReLU[10]. For slope parameters (α and β) and mean
shift parameter (m), Dual Line is defined as

X =

{
α × x + m, if x < 0 .

β × x + m, if x > 0 .
(2)
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(a) DP ReLU Activation Function (b) Dual line Activation Function

Fig. 1. Plot of DP ReLU and Dual Line activation function for different values of
learn-able parameter. The values were obtained from WideResNet models trained on
CIFAR10. Red line indicates the default initialization state. The filled region indicates
the overall response region of the activation function, which is obtained by finding the
min and max response curves observed across the network for the activation function

3 Properties of DP ReLU and Dual Line

3.1 Independent

Both the slope parameters are independent of other parameters and act directly
on the input without any constraints as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

3.2 Large Response Region

As shown in Fig. 1, the learn-able parameters can take different values, so the
proposed activation function has a larger response region compared to the vari-
ants without learn-able parameters.

3.3 Slope Parameter in Positive Axis

The value of β > x results in boosting the activation and β < x results in
attenuation of the activation. The final value of β in the model depends on the
position of the activation function with respect to other layers.

3.4 Mean Shifting Due to Mean Shift Parameter

As per Fisher optimal learning criteria, the undesired bias shift effect can be
reduced by centering the activation at zero or by using activation with negative
values [1]. Unit natural gradient can be achieved by pushing mean activation
close to zero. This reduces the risk of over-fitting and allows the network to
learn faster [2,4]. The mean shift parameter in Dual Line activation function
aids to push the mean activation towards zero.
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3.5 Computation Requirements

Using complex mathematical operations in the activation function increases com-
pute time and memory requirement for training and inference. The absence of
exponential or division makes ReLU and its variants faster [16]. ISRLU uses
inverse square roots instead of exponentials as they exhibit 1.2X better perfor-
mance in Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 (Haswell AVX2) [2]. The proposed activation
functions does not have complex mathematical operations. The only bottleneck
in compute time during training is due to the inclusion of learn-able parameters.

4 Extending the Concept to Other Activation Functions

Most activation functions have an unbounded near-linear response in the Ist
quadrant. The concept of adding learn-able parameter in the positive axis and
mean shift parameter can be extended to other activation functions.

An existing activation function (G) can be modified by treating it as a piece-
wise function and replacing the characteristics for x > 0. For value of x > 0, the
function can be defined as input multiplied by learn-able slope parameter and it
remains the same elsewhere.

For an activation function G defined as follows:

X = G(x) . (3)

The proposed concept can be applied as follows:

X =

{
G(x) + m, if x < 0.

β × x + m, if x > 0.
(4)

5 Experimental Analysis

5.1 Data Analysis

MNIST [13], Fashion MNIST [5], CIFAR10 [3], CIFAR100 [3], ImageNet 2012
[8], Tiny ImageNet [22], LFW [9], SVHN [21], and NDSB [15] are the computer
vision datasets used for analyzing activation functions. Experiments are carried
out with MNIST and CIFAR10 in this paper, as they are the most frequently
used datasets.

5.2 Experimental Setup

PyTorch deep-learning library was used for the experiments [17]. Adam optimizer
and Flattened cross-entropy loss are used. Learning rate was estimated using
learning rate finder [19]. The max and min values of learning rate across multiple
runs are presented, which can be an indicator for the range of values the model
prefers.
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With hyper-parameters and all other layers kept constant, the activation
function was replaced to analyze which activation function aids the network to
learn faster and achieve better accuracy in minimal epochs. For each activa-
tion function, five iterations on each of the datasets were done. Computational
speedup required for analyzing 43 activation functions was achieved using mixed-
precision training [12].

5.3 MNIST - LENET5 and LENET4

LENET5 comprises of 2 convolutional layers followed by 3 linear layers. LENET4
comprises of 2 convolutional layers followed by 2 linear layers. Both LENET
networks do not have batch normalization layers.

5.4 CIFAR10 - WideResNet

The hyper-parameters were based on fast.ai submission for the DAWNBench
challenge [20]. The normalized data were flipped, and random padding was car-
ried out. The training was carried out with 512 as batch size for 24 epochs and
learning rate estimated as per the learning rate estimator. Mixup data augmen-
tation was carried out on the data [24].

6 Performance Evaluation

Metrics such as accuracy, top-5 accuracy, validation loss, training loss and time
are estimated for the 3 networks. WideResNet contains batch norm layers and
the LENET network does not. The impact of batch normalization layer would
be one of the factors to consider between these architectures. The main analysis
parameter is mean accuracy across 5 runs.

7 Results

The following sections discuss the results and analysis of training LENET5 and
LENET4 on the MNIST dataset and WideResNet on the CIFAR10 dataset.

7.1 MNIST LENET5

Dual Line achieves the 2nd best accuracy and best mean accuracy. DP ReLU
achieves 18th and 19th in accuracy and mean accuracy respectively. Top accu-
racy is observed in GELU [7] Dual Line achieves 2nd and 3rd rank w.r.t mean
train and validation loss. DP ReLU achieves 18th and 20th in mean train and
validation loss respectively.
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NAME Train Valid Train Valid Min Max
Dual Line 0.4943 0.0542 0.5002 0.0580 0.9901 0.9895 0.0025 0.0275 4.03
SELU 0.5079 0.0609 0.5125 0.0642 0.9900 0.9894 0.0025 0.0030 3.37
CELU 0.5019 0.0575 0.5049 0.0597 0.9896 0.9890 0.0025 0.0191 3.60
PoLU 0.5047 0.0600 0.5085 0.0641 0.9897 0.9889 0.0030 0.0036 3.87
ISRLU 0.5005 0.0584 0.5052 0.0595 0.9898 0.9888 0.0025 0.0229 3.67
PELU 0.4931 0.0513 0.4983 0.0567 0.9897 0.9885 0.0025 0.0025 4.00
SiLU 0.5010 0.0538 0.5061 0.0593 0.9894 0.9885 0.0025 0.0191 3.30
ELU 0.5014 0.0600 0.5079 0.0617 0.9892 0.9884 0.0025 0.0030 3.33
Mish 0.5043 0.0502 0.5117 0.0585 0.9901 0.9884 0.0025 0.0229 3.93
Swish 0.5038 0.0561 0.5113 0.0621 0.9891 0.9883 0.0025 0.0229 3.60
PReLUC 0.5136 0.0619 0.5156 0.0653 0.9896 0.9883 0.0030 0.0191 3.67
PReLU(0.01) 0.5101 0.0532 0.5156 0.0641 0.9897 0.9881 0.0030 0.0191 3.90
LiSHT 0.4930 0.0499 0.5116 0.0565 0.9888 0.9881 0.0025 0.0076 3.67
ELiSH 0.5118 0.0567 0.5166 0.0617 0.9897 0.9880 0.0025 0.0275 3.73
PReLU 0.5107 0.0631 0.5169 0.0657 0.9889 0.9879 0.0025 0.0191 3.47
LeakyReLU 0.5147 0.0640 0.5206 0.0679 0.9886 0.9879 0.0025 0.0030 3.30
GELU 0.5127 0.0541 0.5142 0.0612 0.9905 0.9878 0.0030 0.0229 3.87
TReLU 0.5155 0.0567 0.5207 0.0642 0.9888 0.9877 0.0025 0.0229 3.97
DP ReLU 0.5102 0.0574 0.5183 0.0663 0.9886 0.9875 0.0025 0.0030 4.00
RReLU 0.5263 0.0590 0.5295 0.0643 0.9886 0.9875 0.0030 0.0229 3.30
ARiA2 0.5207 0.0591 0.5249 0.0652 0.9876 0.9872 0.0025 0.0275 3.83
BentIdentity 0.5368 0.0702 0.5456 0.0756 0.9880 0.9872 0.0012 0.0021 3.63
ReLU6 0.5243 0.0657 0.5295 0.0721 0.9872 0.9868 0.0030 0.0275 3.60
SQNL 0.5240 0.0676 0.5262 0.0735 0.9886 0.9866 0.0052 0.0076 3.87
LeakyReLU(0.01) 0.5221 0.0621 0.5302 0.0705 0.9874 0.9865 0.0030 0.0191 3.77
FTSwishPlus 0.5058 0.0609 0.5172 0.0692 0.9878 0.9865 0.0030 0.0275 3.77
RationalTanh 0.5243 0.0724 0.5307 0.0815 0.9874 0.9859 0.0036 0.0052 3.70
ReLU 0.5244 0.0671 0.5335 0.0737 0.9870 0.9859 0.0030 0.0191 3.37
GReLU 0.5293 0.0707 0.5357 0.0731 0.9867 0.9855 0.0030 0.0229 3.67
Tanh 0.5201 0.0695 0.5298 0.0762 0.9862 0.9853 0.0052 0.0132 3.70
Atan 0.5335 0.0739 0.5383 0.0788 0.9859 0.9852 0.0063 0.0076 3.43
HardTanh 0.5296 0.0695 0.5382 0.0772 0.9872 0.9852 0.0030 0.0044 3.47
ISRU 0.5249 0.0736 0.5295 0.0795 0.9865 0.9851 0.0110 0.0158 3.70
Softsign 0.5406 0.0803 0.5456 0.0872 0.9852 0.9848 0.0110 0.0191 3.73
BReLU 0.5365 0.0721 0.5450 0.0756 0.9857 0.9845 0.0036 0.0275 3.97
RectifiedTanh 0.5439 0.0772 0.5492 0.0855 0.9840 0.9827 0.0132 0.0275 3.63
dSiLU 0.5799 0.1001 0.5848 0.1049 0.9837 0.9824 0.0331 0.1738 3.77
HardSigmoid 0.5646 0.0944 0.5823 0.1001 0.9832 0.9818 0.0275 0.0479 3.70
Tanhshrink 0.5799 0.0746 0.5905 0.0840 0.9826 0.9813 0.0063 0.0191 3.40
LogSigmoid 0.5923 0.0934 0.5964 0.1004 0.9794 0.9787 0.0132 0.1738 3.47
HardShrink 0.6253 0.1031 0.6325 0.1073 0.9769 0.9765 0.0025 0.0191 3.37
Softshrink 0.6105 0.0923 1.9630 1.8593 0.9804 0.2869 0.0000 0.1445 3.60
ThresholdedReLU 2.3010 2.3010 2.3011 2.3010 0.1135 0.1135 0.0000 0.0000 3.67

Low High

Time
(s)

Loss Mean Loss Acc Mean
Acc

Learning Rate

Fig. 2. Results for LENET5 network with different activation functions trained on the
MNIST dataset. The lite to dark transition corresponds to low to high values. For loss
and time, low values are preferred. For accuracy, high values are preferred. Time refers
to average training time per epoch in seconds
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Name Train Valid Train Valid Min Max
PELU 0.7169 0.1791 0.7241 0.1848 0.9627 0.9618 0.0191 0.0331 4.00
LiSHT 0.8144 0.2871 0.8292 0.3051 0.9477 0.9436 0.0331 0.0832 3.95
BentIdentity 0.7807 0.2483 0.7855 0.2545 0.9449 0.9417 0.0479 0.0832 3.90
Dual Line 0.8415 0.3101 0.8517 0.3231 0.929 0.9242 0.0832 0.3631 4.00
SELU 0.8395 0.3402 0.8454 0.3457 0.9247 0.9212 0.0832 0.1738 3.60
DP ReLU 0.8384 0.3127 0.8651 0.3379 0.9274 0.9191 0.0575 0.2512 4.00
PoLU 0.8747 0.3665 0.8817 0.3744 0.9158 0.9128 0.1445 0.1738 4.00
ISRLU 0.8855 0.3710 0.8925 0.3788 0.9118 0.9106 0.1202 0.1738 4.00
CELU 0.8782 0.3683 0.8857 0.3769 0.9114 0.9104 0.1202 0.1738 3.55
ELU 0.8742 0.3648 0.8879 0.3783 0.9163 0.9093 0.1202 0.2512 3.55
GELU 0.8942 0.3810 0.9027 0.3892 0.9108 0.9091 0.1738 0.3631 4.00
Mish 0.8942 0.3847 0.9056 0.3923 0.9099 0.9074 0.1202 0.6310 4.00
ARiA2 0.9027 0.3845 0.9154 0.4000 0.9105 0.9072 0.0692 0.3631 4.00
PReLU 0.9035 0.3871 0.9113 0.3935 0.9079 0.9054 0.0692 0.3631 3.40
PReLUC 0.8965 0.3798 0.9071 0.3932 0.9094 0.9049 0.1202 0.2089 3.45
LeakyReLU(0.01) 0.9103 0.3935 0.9151 0.4011 0.9073 0.9038 0.0832 0.2512 4.00
ELiSH 0.9135 0.3979 0.9309 0.4082 0.9084 0.9035 0.1000 0.3631 3.85
RReLU 0.8940 0.3757 0.9203 0.4004 0.9098 0.9028 0.1445 0.2089 3.45
TReLU 0.9145 0.3997 0.9285 0.4105 0.9048 0.9027 0.1000 0.3631 4.00
LeakyReLU 0.9104 0.3907 0.9232 0.4113 0.9108 0.9020 0.1445 0.2512 3.45
GReLU 0.8977 0.3861 0.9195 0.4070 0.9086 0.9015 0.1202 0.2512 4.00
HardShrink 0.8914 0.3853 0.9013 0.3943 0.9036 0.9013 0.0692 0.2089 3.30
ReLU 0.8943 0.3775 0.9306 0.4143 0.9124 0.9013 0.0021 1.9055 3.65
Swish 0.9155 0.3943 0.9262 0.4091 0.9059 0.9012 0.0832 0.3631 3.85
FTSwishPlus 0.9160 0.3965 0.9368 0.4165 0.9051 0.9009 0.1000 0.2089 4.00
PReLU(0.01) 0.9075 0.3910 0.9286 0.4133 0.9088 0.9007 0.0832 0.2512 4.00
SiLU 0.9037 0.3927 0.9362 0.4144 0.9084 0.9006 0.1000 0.2512 3.60
ReLU6 0.9293 0.4298 0.9660 0.4796 0.9096 0.8962 0.0692 1.9055 3.45
HardTanh 0.9844 0.5317 0.9935 0.5401 0.8801 0.8776 0.0832 0.1738 3.40
BReLU 0.9865 0.4770 1.0585 0.5346 0.8844 0.8706 0.1202 0.5248 3.90
RationalTanh 1.0322 0.5980 1.0398 0.6059 0.8703 0.8670 0.1000 0.3020 3.70
Softshrink 0.9069 0.3807 1.2206 0.7472 0.9069 0.8124 0.1445 0.3631 3.50
Atan 1.3547 0.9845 1.3723 1.0030 0.8091 0.8030 0.3020 0.3631 3.75
Tanh 1.4497 1.1027 1.5161 1.1816 0.7933 0.7725 0.3631 0.4365 3.60
SQNL 1.5591 1.2356 1.5823 1.2639 0.7738 0.7598 0.3631 0.5248 4.00
ISRU 1.9906 1.8473 2.0332 1.9064 0.7035 0.6752 0.7586 0.7586 3.95
Softsign 2.0647 1.9518 2.0995 2.0019 0.6998 0.6674 0.7586 1.0965 3.75
RectifiedTanh 2.1375 2.0648 2.1748 2.1170 0.7155 0.6346 0.4365 0.9120 3.75
ThresholdedReLU 1.5965 1.0087 1.8945 1.5258 0.7938 0.5504 0.2089 0.3631 3.70
LogSigmoid 2.1802 2.0915 2.2231 2.1712 0.5505 0.4447 0.7586 1.0965 3.30
HardSigmoid 2.2794 2.2697 2.2839 2.2755 0.2098 0.1737 0.0000 0.7586 3.60
dSiLU 2.2823 2.2742 2.2856 2.2783 0.2042 0.1522 0.7586 1.5849 3.90
Tanhshrink 2.3021 2.3017 2.3024 2.3022 0.1203 0.1061 0.0000 3.3113 3.45

Low High

Time
(s)

Loss Mean Loss Acc  Mean
Acc

Learning Rate

Fig. 3. Results for LENET4 network with different activation functions trained on the
MNIST dataset. The lite to dark transition corresponds to low to high values. For loss
and time, low values are preferred. For accuracy, high values are preferred. Time refers
to average training time per epoch in seconds
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Name Train Valid Train Valid Min Max
ARiA2 0.6730 0.2046 0.6772 0.2103 0.9459 0.9435 0.0021 0.0044 31.44
DualLine 0.6549 0.2025 0.6599 0.2139 0.9451 0.9422 0.0014 0.0036 35.03
FTSwishPlus 0.6785 0.2038 0.6825 0.2111 0.9451 0.9418 0.0025 0.0091 29.52
BReLU 0.6792 0.2026 0.6872 0.2153 0.9461 0.9417 0.0017 0.0052 26.52
PReLU(0.01) 0.6634 0.2095 0.6699 0.2183 0.9429 0.9405 0.0017 0.0025 25.80
ELiSH 0.6933 0.2137 0.6990 0.2210 0.9433 0.9403 0.0017 0.0030 38.08
GELU 0.6815 0.2053 0.6988 0.2249 0.9462 0.9384 0.0010 0.0036 36.73
ReLU6 0.6718 0.2105 0.6923 0.2235 0.9419 0.9384 0.0017 0.0052 24.09
DPReLU 0.6539 0.2024 0.6767 0.2242 0.945 0.9382 0.0010 0.0036 34.17
GReLU 0.6801 0.2068 0.6987 0.2265 0.9443 0.9378 0.0014 0.0044 24.04
PReLU 0.6578 0.2065 0.6869 0.2280 0.9444 0.9369 0.0008 0.0030 25.51
TReLU 0.6869 0.2147 0.7006 0.2273 0.9411 0.9369 0.0014 0.0030 25.02
LeakyReLU(0.01) 0.6795 0.2088 0.7042 0.2309 0.9434 0.9366 0.0010 0.0044 24.65
SiLU 0.7196 0.2224 0.7263 0.2346 0.9416 0.9362 0.0014 0.0044 27.01
Swish 0.7203 0.2288 0.7250 0.2348 0.9375 0.9354 0.0014 0.0063 28.00
ReLU 0.6900 0.2246 0.7021 0.2334 0.9389 0.9347 0.0014 0.0025 24.08
LeakyReLU 0.7039 0.2294 0.7210 0.2413 0.9362 0.9324 0.0010 0.0030 24.01
Mish 0.7128 0.2252 0.7337 0.2469 0.9377 0.9308 0.0010 0.0036 29.00
PELU 0.6723 0.2117 0.7233 0.2488 0.942 0.9301 0.0003 0.0036 42.18
RReLU 0.7469 0.2529 0.7806 0.2817 0.9298 0.9192 0.0007 0.0025 26.00
ISRLU 0.7812 0.2814 0.7921 0.2902 0.9213 0.9178 0.0010 0.0014 40.20
PReLUC 0.7559 0.2662 0.7941 0.3008 0.9229 0.9126 0.0006 0.0010 25.00
RectifiedTanh 0.7340 0.2530 0.7886 0.3046 0.9289 0.9096 0.0012 0.0036 26.00
LogSigmoid 0.8159 0.3091 0.8435 0.3379 0.9129 0.9027 0.0005 0.0025 25.00
CELU 0.8654 0.3565 0.9107 0.4002 0.8959 0.8800 0.0004 0.0010 24.31
ELU 0.8945 0.3837 0.9479 0.4448 0.887 0.8651 0.0002 0.0007 24.08
PoLU 0.8439 0.3334 0.9512 0.4611 0.9023 0.8580 0.0001 0.0014 33.72
BentIdentity 0.9018 0.3904 0.9952 0.4948 0.8847 0.8475 0.0001 0.0010 30.99
LiSHT 0.7050 0.2584 0.9193 0.4894 0.9281 0.8444 0.0004 0.0036 30.50
SELU 0.9964 0.5017 1.1347 0.6773 0.8449 0.7820 0.0001 0.0008 24.18
Softsign 0.9965 0.5185 1.2123 0.7969 0.8393 0.7377 0.0001 0.0017 29.20
Softshrink 1.0440 0.5593 1.2974 0.8722 0.8261 0.7061 0.0001 0.0010 24.11
ThresholdedReLU 1.2577 0.8325 1.3098 0.9247 0.7282 0.6980 0.0036 0.0110 24.00
ISRU 1.1802 0.7664 1.2999 0.9147 0.7487 0.6944 0.0002 0.0006 35.00
SQNL 1.1117 0.6634 1.3628 0.9915 0.7881 0.6636 0.0001 0.0007 39.82
Tanh 1.3810 1.0148 1.4242 1.0742 0.6558 0.6333 0.0001 0.0002 24.37
Atan 1.3802 1.0106 1.4689 1.1309 0.6565 0.6126 0.0001 0.0002 25.03
RationalTanh 1.4147 1.0576 1.5336 1.2174 0.6389 0.5813 0.0001 0.0002 26.00
HardShrink 1.4588 1.0938 1.5582 1.2312 0.6223 0.5747 0.0001 0.0002 24.03
HardTanh 1.6641 1.3785 1.6785 1.3980 0.517 0.5116 0.0000 0.0001 24.08
Tanhshrink 1.4517 1.0636 1.7615 1.7069 0.638 0.3812 0.0000 0.0479 26.14
dSiLU 1.2013 0.7770 1.9105 1.7212 0.7456 0.3508 0.0002 3.3113 31.75
HardSigmoid 1.1086 0.6637 1.8648 1.9718 0.7913 0.2618 0.0005 2.2909 27.52

Low High

Time
(s)

Loss MeanLoss Acc
Mean
Acc

LearningRate

Fig. 4. Results for WideResNet with different activation functions trained on the
CIFAR10 dataset. The lite to dark transition corresponds to low to high values. For
loss and time, low values are preferred. For accuracy, high values are preferred. Time
refers to average training time per epoch in seconds
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7.2 MNIST LENET4

Dual Line secure 4th and 5th rank w.r.t accuracy and mean accuracy. DP ReLU
secures 5th and 6th position in accuracy and mean accuracy. PELU achieves the
best performance in each of the metrics.

Dual Line achieves 5th and 4th in mean train and validation loss. DP ReLU
secures 6th and 5th in mean train and mean validation loss.

7.3 CIFAR10 WideResNet

DP ReLU and Dual Line achieve 9th and 2nd best mean accuracy. Aria2 achieves
the best mean accuracy of 0.9435. The highest accuracy value was observed with
GELU. Dual Line and DP ReLU achieve 4th and 6th best accuracy. Best mean
top-5 accuracy is observed in General ReLU. Dual Line and DP ReLU achieve
5th and 15th in mean top-5 accuracy.

DP ReLU and Dual Line achieve the best and 2nd best in Train and Validation
loss. Dual Line and DP ReLU secure best and 3rd best mean train loss. 3rd and 8th
best in validation loss for Dual Line and DP ReLU respectively. DP ReLU perfor-
mance decrease as the number of linear layers in the model increase, which can be
seen by comparing its performance in LENET4 and LENET5 models.

8 Discussion

8.1 Learning Rate Analysis

The learning rate estimated varies w.r.t activation used. Learning rates were
estimated to indicate the range of values an activation function prefers for a
dataset and are shown in the Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Table 1. Analysis of learning rate values observed for each of the datasets across 5
runs. The ‘Overall’ row indicates the overall maximum and minimum value observed
for a dataset and name of the corresponding activation function

Activation function LENET5 LENET4 WideResNet

Min Max Min Max Min Max

DP Relu 2.5E−03 3.0E−03 5.7E−02 2.5E−01 1.0E−03 3.6E−03

Dual Line 2.5E−03 2.7E−02 8.3E−02 3.6E−01 1.4E−03 3.6E−03

Overall 1.0E−06 1.7E−01 1.0E−06 3.3E+00 1.0E−06 3.3E+00

ThresholdedReLU LogSigmoid Tanshrink Tanshrink Tanshrink dSiLU

Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum values observed for each of the
datasets. Overall, Dual Line prefers the range as 1.4E−03 to 0.363 and DP ReLU
prefers 1E−03 to 0.251. Higher learning rates are observed in LENET4 compared
to WideResNet and LENET5.
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8.2 Parameter Value Analysis

The value of the learn-able parameters used in the activation function decides
the response region, thereby the characteristics of the activation function. The
neighboring blocks have an impact on the activation function as it receives input
from them. The activation function requirement may vary based on the position
of activation function within a block of a network, which can be analyzed by
checking the parameter distribution of the activation function. As LENET5 and
LENET4 models don’t have repeating blocks, no clear patterns were perceived
as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

(a) DP ReLU activation function (b) Dual Line activation function

Fig. 5. Value of parameters w.r.t position of the activation function from top to bottom
of LENET5 model

(a) DP ReLU activation function (b) Dual Line activation function

Fig. 6. Value of parameters w.r.t position of the activation function from top to bottom
of LENET4 model

In WideResNet, activation function occurs twice in each of the nine repeating
blocks of the network. The distribution of parameter values w.r.t each of these
blocks is analyzed to view the relationship existing between activation functions
occurring within a same block, as shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. The value of β
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of the 1st activation function within a block is larger than the 2nd activation
function in the blocks (B1–B8). The first block (B0) which is close to the input,
does not exhibit this pattern.

(a) Distribution of α parameter (b) Distribution of β parameter

Fig. 7. Box plot of parameters of DP ReLU activation within each block. A-1 and A-2
represent the first and second activation function within each block of WideResNet
trained on CIFAR10

(a) Distribution of α parameter (b) Distribution of β parameter

Fig. 8. Box plot of parameters of Dual Line activation within each block. A-1 and A-2
represent the first and second activation function within blocks of WideResNet trained
on CIFAR10
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(a) Value of α and β parameters of DP ReLU trained on CIFAR10

(b) Value of α, β and mean shift parameters of Dual Line trained on CIFAR10

Fig. 9. Distribution of parameter values for proposed activation functions across blocks
of WideResNet. X - axes represent the position of the activation function from top to
bottom of the network. Red vertical blocks (B-0 to B-8) represent each of the blocks
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Box plot analysis was done to understand the distribution of parameter val-
ues. The box plot of α value indicates the marginal difference in distribution
within a block as shown in Fig. 7a.

The distribution of β value differs a lot within a block as shown in Fig. 7b.
The outliers present in the box plot of β values are due to values from block (B0),
which is close to input. This indicates that the activation function requirements
differ within a block of a network.

From Fig. 9b, it can be observed that the α parameter does not exhibit any
significant pattern, the mean shift parameter is nearly constant and β values
differ marginally for Dual Line. The marginal difference in β distribution can
be seen clearly in Fig. 8b. The block-level parameter distribution pattern indi-
cates the final distribution of the parameters and helps us to understand the
requirements of an activation function at the block level. The proposed activa-
tion function can adapt as per the requirement posed by its neighboring layers
due to the inclusion of learn-able parameters.

8.3 Performance on fast.ai Leaderboards

The proposed activation function Dual Line broke 3 out of 4 fast.ai leaderboards
for the image classification task, performing better than Mish activation func-
tion, which was the previous best performer. It was able to achieve more than
2% improvement in accuracy in two leaderboards. Parameter distribution pat-
tern within blocks was observed in XResNet-50 models trained for the above 4
leaderboards. Models with Dual Line activation function took nearly 1.3 times
more time for training compared to models with Mish. The major limitation for
the current activation function is the time taken during the training.

In our current work, the concept of the learn-able slope parameter for the
positive axis and mean shift parameter are analyzed and their performance ben-
efit is shown. Our future work deals with reducing the computation time taken
during training.

9 Conclusion

The novel concept of adding a learn-able slope and mean shift parameter is
introduced in this paper. Overall, our experiments indicate the performance
benefit of the proposed concept. The concept can be added to other activation
functions with ease for performance boost. As the paper captures the activation
function requirement at the block level, the proposed concept can be used as a
supporting guideline for developing new activation functions for computer vision.
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A Appendix

Table A shows the Name of activation functions and their expansion.

Activation Function Expansion

ARiA2 Adaptive Richards curve weighted Activation

Atan Arc-Tangent

BReLU Bipolar Rectified Linear Unit

CELU Continuously Differentiable Exponential Linear Unit

CReLU Concatenated Rectified Linear Unit

DPReLU Dual Parametric Rectified Linear Unit

dSiLU Derivative of Sigmoid-Weighted Linear Unit

ELiSH Exponential Linear Squashing Activation

ELU Exponential Linear Unit

FTSwish Flatten-T Swish

GELU Gaussian Error Linear Unit

GReLU General Rectified Linear Unit

ISRLU Inverse Square Root Linear Unit

ISRU Inverse Square Root Unit

LeakyReLU Leaky Rectified Linear Unit

LiSHT Linearly Scaled Hyperbolic Tangent

PELU Parametric Exponential Linear Unit

PoLU Power Linear Unit

PReLU Parametric Rectified Linear Unit

PReLUC Parametric Rectified Linear Units Channel-wise

ReLU Rectified Linear Unit

RReLU Randomized Rectified Linear Unit

SELU Scaled Exponential Linear Unit

SiLU Sigmoid-Weighted Linear Unit

SQNL Square Non-Linearity Activation

SReLU S-shaped Rectified Linear Unit

TReLU True Rectified Linear Unit
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Abstract. Cattle form an important source of farming in many countries. In lit-
erature, several attempts have been conducted to detect farm animals for different
applications and purposes. However, these approaches have been based on detect-
ing animals from images captured from ground level and most approaches use tra-
ditionalmachine learning approaches for their automated detection. In thismodern
era, Drones facilitate accessing images in challenging environments and scanning
large-scale areas with minimum time, which enables many new applications to be
established. Considering the fact that drones typically are flown at high altitude
to facilitate coverage of large areas within a short time, the captured object size
tend to be small and hence this significantly challenges the possible use of tradi-
tional machine learning algorithms for object detection. This research proposes a
novel methodology to detect cattle in farms established in desert areas using Deep
Neural Networks. We propose to detect animals based on a ‘group-of-animals’
concept and associated features in which different group sizes and animal density
distribution are used. Two state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
architectures, SSD-500 and YOLO V-3, are effectively configured, trained and
used for the purpose and their performance efficiencies are compared. The results
demonstrate the capability of the two generated CNNmodels to detect groups-of-
animals in which the highest accuracy recorded was when using SSD-500 giving
a F-score of 0.93, accuracy of 0.89 and mAP rate of 84.7.

Keywords: Drones · Object detection · Convolution Neural Networks ·
Unmanned aerial vehicles

1 Introduction and Literature Review

The surveillance of large areas/spaces such as farms and deserts has become easier
through the emerging technology of Unmanned Aircraft Vehicles (UAVs). A drone is
a specific, low-cost and simple UAV that significantly facilitates monitoring difficult-
to-access environments [1]. Drones used in agriculture and livestock monitoring appli-
cations have a significant potential to support the respective market sectors according
to ‘Fox-business’ that has reported the current and future estimates of the US inves-
tigations on using drones for digitalizing farms, managing live-stock and improving
general facilities [2]. These technologies could also be useful in countries with large
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areas of desert such as the countries in the Gulf region, e.g. UAE, Saudi-Arabia etc.
Such countries could use drone technologies supported by the latest development of
AI technology to develop agriculture and effectively exploit their natural resources in
support of agriculture, which this research aims to contribute to.

For the proposed research to be conducted, a Drone-based dataset was captured
in a desert area with the aim of using the captured data for automating the detection
of animals using Deep Neural Network models. To ensure compliance with aviation
regulations, safety and enable the coverage of a large area within the shortest time,
drones are usually flown at a high altitude, which presents the challenge that animals or
any other object to be very small, thus making it very challenging to detect any features
that will enable the detection or recognition of the objects. As it is illustrated in Fig. 1,
the object features cannot be clearly deciphered using the human eye. Since the aim is
to localise the animals but at the same time not necessarily counting them, we propose
a localisation model that uses features of a group-of-animals in detecting them. This
method is adopted due to the fact that the features of a single animal are not captured in
an adequate manner to distinguish and localise each single animal. Hence, combining
the features from multiple animals within a group can have a significant impact on the
detection of a group-of-animals. However, there is still a challenge: animals are moving
objects and this makes their distribution and numbers of animals within a specified area
vary with time. Our aim is to investigate how to best use the popular CNN architectures,
SSD and YOLO, to establish learnt models that are capable of detecting groups of any
type of animal, any size, at density of distribution of animals within the space.

Fig. 1. Samples of farm animals in the given dataset. (A)–(C) show group of goats at different
sizes and distributions, (D) shows group of camels.

In general for object detection tasks, DNNs have been proven to outperform con-
ventional machine learning methods [3]. Several application areas have attracted the
attention of both practitioners and academics, who have effectively deployed DNNs in
video surveillance, autonomous driving, rescue and relief operations, the use of robots in
industry, face and pedestrian detection, understanding UAVs images, recognising brands
and text digitalisation etc. Motivated by the success of DNNs in such application areas,
we propose to use DNNs for drone-image analysis in support of livestock monitoring
in farms. It is pointed out that there has not been any previous attempts in analysing the
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drone footage in detecting groups of animals captured at low resolutions and there are
no pre-trained DNNs therefore developed for this purpose. Thus the work presented in
this paper is both novel and contributes significantly to the advancement of the subject
area.

The history shows that the first attempt in applying deep learning in object detection
was conducted when a R-CNN was developed which combined the selective search for
generating 2000 region proposals with convolutional neural network for classification.
The proposed system comprised of three main steps; starting by selective search for
generating 2000 region proposals and using 2000 CNNs to generate the region feature
maps and ending with the application of a Support VectorMachine (SVM) that classified
the regions.

However, the main drawback of the above system is the time consumed which sig-
nificantly improved in Fast R-CNN [4] by running one CNN in pre-processed images
and replacing the SVM by extending the CNN with a softmax layer for classification.
Rather than using the selective search, the third version which called Faster R-CNN [5]
uses region proposal network (RPN) to generate the proposed regions before using either
ResNet or inception for classification. The series R-CNN, Fast R-CNN and Faster R-
CNN are the most popular in this community. Even the detection speed has significantly
improved in the Faster R-CNN, it still separates the procedure into two steps using two
networks; region proposal network (RPN) followed by Fast-R-CNN.

On the other hand, rather than separating the region selection and classification
into two steps, Single-Shot Detector (SSD) conducted by [6] and You Only Looks
Once (YOLO) developed by [7] perform the detection totally different by using a single
convolutional neural network for detection and classification from the raw pixel values
directly. As this is the focus of this research, the networks architectures are explained in
detail in the methodology section.

Three different versions of YOLO has been published in which the first version has
24 conv layers followed by two fully connected layers. In YOLO-V2 [8], the authors
improve the localization accuracy by adding the batch normalization to the conv layers,
increase the image resolutions and using the anchor boxes to predict the bounding boxes
rather than using the fully connected layers. However, SSD performs better than YOLO
V-2 as the predicted boxes for each location is higher than in the first two versions
of YOLO. To compete, YOLO’s authors develop YOLO V-3 [9], which outperform
SSD in several datasets including the benchmark COCO dataset. In YOLO-V3, the
architecture is changed by increasing the conv layers to 106, building residual blocks
and skipping the connection to improve the detection at different scale. Also, they change
the squared errors in the loss function to cross-entropy terms and replacing the softmax
layer with logistic regression which predict the label given a threshold value. Following
this historical development in object detection using deep learning, SSD and YOLO-v3
have been selected and compared to detect cattle in the given dataset.

Despite the advancement of deep learning in general object detection tasks, few
attempts are published for Drone-based cattle detection. Most of the previous activities
employ standard machine learning algorithms including SVM and HOG, such as in [10]
and [11]. Usually, camera trap images or regular images are used as in [12, 13] and [14].
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Considering the fact that Drones has several advantages compared to either camera traps
or satellite images and deep learning outperformed other machine learning techniques,
applying them to cattle detection is still under investigation, we have noted that there
is a scarcity information on this area. To the best of our knowledge, the few attempts
presented below have been published under the criteria mentioned.

In [2], authors make use of images captured in a Namibian wildlife reserve park. The
pre-trained model in AlexNet architecture in combined with their few detection layers
is used for the detection. The results show that a substantial improvement is achieved
when a comparison is made to the standard Fast R-CNN model.

In [15], authors also attempt tomake use of a particular drone referred to asMultirotor
for purposes of detecting cattle. These authors make use of custom network structure and
intensive data augmentation that proliferate the sample to 3600 images from 300. The
authors mention that the framework they employ is able to deliver a significant result for
only one class detection since the network they use is simpler with fewer convolutional
layers. In a similar way, [16] focus area is the counting and detecting of cattle where the
route of the drone is known beforehand so that the overlapping between frames (images)
can be estimated. A record of the specific flying route is kept so that the detected objects
are not counted twice on different images. As the environment is totally different from
ours, YOLO V-2 gives a considerable result in their experiment while its performance
is quite low in our dataset.

Notwithstanding the broad array of comparisons between results obtained from dif-
ferent deep learning object detection architectures in varying applications such as in [17,
15] and [18], there still remains a dearth of explanations as to the reason why particular
net performs better than others with regards to accuracy. Another aspect that will have
a substantial influence that has not been discussed is the training strategies. Hence, this
research seeks to contribute in the following ways.

• Improve the detection of cattle in drone-based images where the animals’ size are
relatively small by extracting group-of animals’ features as opposed to single animals.

• Apply, evaluate, and compare the performance of SSD-500 and YOLO V-3 as two
prominent architectures in single-shot object detection for the given dataset.

• Present a discussion of the two architectures hyper-parameters thatmayhave an impact
on performance.

The rest of this paper comprises of four sections. The configuration of the research
dataset is presented in Sect. 2 while the proposed research methodology is introduced
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the experiment result and discussion is shown followed by the
conclusion and proposed future work in Sect. 5.

2 Research Dataset

The full research dataset comprised of 221 large dimensional Drone-based images cap-
tured in a desert area. The pixel resolution of captured images is 5 cm × 5 cm per pixel
on the ground. The dimensions of a captured drone image is, 5000 × 3000 (see Fig. 2).
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For the purpose of conducting this research a sample of the above data was used. 300
images were collected from the full research dataset, dimensioned at 608 × 608. The
captured images include only the top view of animals and the animal features are not
clear, no facial or body details are visible that will allow the recognition or even the
detection of the animals. This reflects the difficulty in recognizing each single animal,
where the bounding box for each animal do not exceed 12 × 12 pixels in the collected
608 × 608 images. There are not enough discriminative features for each single animal
to enable their use in training millions of parameters in a DNN to create a model to
detect a single animal.

However, a group-of-animals show rich features that can easily and effectively be
used to determine where animals are located in a desert/farm area. Therefore, we have
proposed to localize animals based on the group-of-animals features. A Dataset-1 300
images is collected from the full research dataset with 1760 bounding boxes around
areas comprises of either groups-of-goats or groups-of-camels at different densities of
distribution and bounding box sizes. The animals in some groups are quiet close to each
other while in some cases they are not.

Fig. 2. Sample of the desert animal farm dataset, dimensions 5000 * 3000 pixels.

3 Methodology

The focus of this section is to present the details of configuration and training of the
chosen two competing DNN architectures, SSD-500 and YOLO-v3, in order to create
models that will be capable of detecting groups-of-animals. These architectures were
chosen from a possible set of other available DNN architectures following a careful
process of considering the specific dataset, the object detection requirements and the
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architecture of the networks. Considering the reality that the dataset has restricted volume
of data for training, with small size of objects and low resolution details providing low
quality objects, these architectures take into consideration the detections at varying
scales at different stages. Since the primary aim of this application is to find out where
the animals are located without counting them, we have come up with detecting animals
in groups by extracting features within the group. This section will begin by providing
details of network configurations of YOLO v-3 and SSD-500, DNN architectures.

3.1 SSD vs. YOLO Architectures

The authors in [6] introducedSingle-ShotDetection (SSD) for the task of object detection
based on using VGG-16 architecture developed by [19] for feature extraction followed
by few additional layers for detection of the objects based on the extracted features. In
practice SSD has two versions: SSD-300 and SSD-500. The main difference between
these two is the input image’sminimumdimension.When a comparison ismade between
SSD-500 and SSD-300, it can be noted that the accuracy of the former is better than that
of the latter. This is because starting from the top layers, a larger sized receptive field is
used in SSD-500. Therefore, only the latter is considered for the purposes of this study.

The structure of the SSD network begins with VGG-16 convolutional neural net-
works used in regular object recognition tasks and by replacing the final two connected
layers with auxiliary convolutional layers. In SSD architecture, after extracting the fea-
tures using VGG-16, the fourth convolutional layer contains a feature map of size 38 ×
38 × 512 and SSD predicts four bounding boxes for each location with depth being
disregarded. The result of this is (4 predictions) multiplied by the (boundary box dimen-
sions) multiplied by the (confidence score for all classes). It is important to note that
since this is an early phase of prediction at the feature map size of 38× 38, a resolution
that is far from the original image resolution of 512 × 512, the expectation is that the
results obtained from detecting each individual animal at a dimension of 12 × 12 is not
going to be adequate for detection.

With regards to the YOLO architecture, there are three versions in which train at
different scales have been considered in YOLO V-3. This network contains of 106 con-
volution layers based on darknet-53. It concatenates channels using shortcut connections
and residual blocks. While SSD predicts four bounding boxes for every location in the
feature map, YOLO V-3 predicts three for the three defined scales. What this implies
is that while SSD can determine four bounding boxes for every location in each fea-
ture map, YOLO concatenates the channels at three stages and predicting three at three
different scales.

So, SSD employs less conventional layers when compared to YOLO V-3 which has
106 convolutional layers. However, they employ a specific strategy, as has been dis-
cussed above, to localise an object. Hence, it is important in this particular study area
to understand whether the number of convolutional layers or increasing the prediction
and estimation at each single location is significant in this research dataset. This under-
standing calls for a comparison and experimenting of the performance, a task that will
be done in the experimentation section.
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Both YOLO-v3 and SSD employ cross-entropy for purposes of calculating loss
and giving the confidence loss (Lconf). The computation of localisation loss (Lloc) is
achieved using L2-Norm by compared to the ground truth, as is illustrated in Eq. 1,
where N denotes the matched boxes.

L(x, c, l, g) = 1

N
(Lconf (x, c) + α Lloc(x, l, g))

Both YOLO V-3 and SSD make use of the Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS)
method in the final phase for purposes of eliminating the larger quantity of boxes pre-
dicted at each of the feature map’s locations. This means boxes with a particular IoU
threshold and confidence loss are eliminated so that predictions that are nosier can be
removed.

3.2 Proposed Methodology

Based on the discussion above in regard to YOLO V-3 and SSD-500, theses two archi-
tectures have been applied in the collected dataset which comprises of 300 images with
dimension 608 × 608 as follows:

1. Defining bounding boxes using LabelImg open source in which each box comprises
of group-of-animals. Variant sizes are used to insure there is sufficient training sam-
ples for such case. These boxes have been saved into two formats; TXT and XML
for YOLO V-3 and SSD-500 training respectively.

2. Using 90% of the given dataset for training and 10% for testing and uses the exact
training and testing data to train SSD and YOLO V-3.

3. Creating the LMDB for SSD training.
4. Adjusting SSD and YOLO network parameters for single class detection and tuning

the batch size for optimization.
5. Monitoring the Average loss for early stopping if necessary.
6. Calculating the mAP, precision, recall, F-score and overall accuracy

4 Results and Discussion

This experiment has been conducted using Nvidia GTX - 1070 graphics card andUbuntu
18.04 operating system. Caffe framework has been used for training SSD and Darknet
is used for YOLO V-3. Starting by collecting 300 images from the given desert dataset,
1760 bounding boxes has been labelled as in Fig. 3. Based on the fact that training a very
deep net require a sufficient number of samples, the number of samples is increased by
defining more overlapped bounding boxes with different centre point when the animals
appeared not too closed to each other.

The same annotations have been saved into two formats, TXT and LMDB, for YOLO
and SSD training respectively. This has been divided into 90% and 10% for training and
testing. Given the 30 testing images, there are 161 bounding boxes for testing.
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Fig. 3. Sample of Group Animals annotations using LabelImg.

In Table 1, the main parameters and specific batch size, subdivision and accumulate
batch size is presented. It is shown in this table that YOLOV-3 uses a slight larger image
which reflect a higher receptive field used from the top layer. While SSD uses a slightly
smaller image compared to YOLO V-3, it still predicts four bounding boxes for each
location compared to YOLOV-3 which predict only 3. On the other hand, the maximum
batch size we able to uses for each network is 12 and 4 in YOLO V-3 and SSD-500
respectively. The higher batch size allows to take more samples to calculate the gradient
and we have noticed how the result is dropped out when the batch size = 1. Despite
this fact, this parameter is also depending on the dataset and working environment. It is
well known in the community to tune it between 12, 24 and 32. However, larger batch
size requires a powerful memory or otherwise, the out of memory will be the case for
terminating the process.

Table 1. SSD-512 and YOLO V-3 parameters used in this experiment.

YOLO V-3 SSD-500

Dimension 608 * 608 512 * 512

Conv layers 106 29

Learning rate 0.001 0.0004

Learning decay 0.0005 0.0005

Activation function Relu Leaky

Batch size 12 2

Subdivisions 4 _

Accumulate batch size _ 2
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The average loss has been monitored in each architecture to stop the training once
the model starts to add noise to its parameters. It is noted that this technique which called
Early stopping is crucial in the given dataset. Therefore, it has been applied to select
the best model with lowest loss. While the loss average in YOLO V-3 is 2.71 after 1000
iterations, it was 17.2 in SSD-500. The optimal model with lower loss in YOLO-V3 is
0.22 after 60,000 iterations compared to 0.36 obtained after 160K iterations. In contrast,
the average loss using SSD-500 is gradually decreased and the lowest average loss is
1.83 after 160K iterations.

To evaluate the learnt models, the precision, recall and F1-score are calculated using
Eqs. 1, 2, 3 and 4. The interpretation of these terms is shown in Table 2.

Presion = TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall = TP

TP + FN
(2)

F1 score = 2.
Presion.Recall

Presion+ Recall
(3)

Accuracy = TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(4)

Table 2. The interpretation of performance evaluation terms.

True Positive (TP) The number of correctly detected G-Animals

True Negative (TN) Correctly not detecting and localize not G-Animals

False Positive (FP) The number of false detected G-animals

False Negative (FN) The number of missed detections

Precision The ratio of correctly detected Group-Animals to the total detection;
True and False

Recall The ratio of correctly detected Group-Animals to baseline or ground
truth Group-animals in the given dataset

However, unlike conventional object detection problems where the object location
is precisely localized in the image, the group-of-animals at different distributions and
numbers is vary.As the result is basically evaluated on unseen images, the detection using
the learnt model can be different from the annotations. It has been noted the efficiency of
the leant model for detecting group-of-animals different from the annotations, especially
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when the animals are sparsely distributed. Figure 4 shows sample of the pre-defined
annotation and detection result of the learnt YOLO V-3 model. Therefore, evaluating
the detection for each test image has been conducted to insure the TP, TN and FP are
accurately calculated.

The result of training YOLO V-3 and SSD-500 in the given dataset is presented in
Table 3 and Fig. 7. It is shown that the True Positive (TP) is improved in SSD compared
to YOLO V-3. On the other hand, the precision is 1 in YOLO V-3 where the FP is 0
which reflects there is no false detection in the test set. While SSD-500 gives higher TP
rate compared to YOLO V-3, there is a very small FP in the test set as shown in Fig. 5.
On the other hand, the average confidence rate is 5% better in YOLO V-3 because the
final average loss was lower in YOLO compared to SSD.

Table 3. The result of training SSD and YOLO in the given dataset in the term of Precision, recall
and F1-score.

TP FN Precisions Recall Avg.
confidence

F1 score

YOLO V-3 131 30 1 0.81 89.68 0.89

SSD-500 144 17 0.98 0.89 84.7 0.932

Fig. 4. Difference of Data annotations and detections results. Both cases are corrected in
estimating and detecting Group-animals.

Despite the higher TP rate in SSD-500, the precision in YOLOV-3 is better. In Fig. 6,
Sample of the FP in SSD-500 is presented.
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Fig. 5. Sample of themissed True Positive (TP) detection inYOLOV-3 (B) compared to SSD-500
(A).

Fig. 6. Sample of the FP sample using the learnt SSD-500 model. The false detection (FP) is
shown in the top right corner.
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Fig. 7. Final Result of testing YOLO V-3 and SSD-500 learnt models in left and right columns
respectively. This reflect the models efficiently on detecting and localizing any size, type and
distribution of group-of animals using the proposed methodology.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, a cattle detection based on the state-of arts DNN architectures in object
detection, SSD-500 and YOLOV-3, is proposed. Cattle detection in drones-based can be
performed by training group-of-animals features rather than training each single animal
separately. Labelling more boxes for each cattle area with different size improve the
result of detected and localized animals. The SSD-500 outperformed YOLO V-3 in this
studied dataset because it predicts more boxes for each location in the features map.
The result indicates the possibility of using the proposed strategy for localizing animals
in Drone-based even the images resolution is low with no clear features appeared. As
an extension for this work, the authors tend to detect multiple classes with the aim to
investigate the applicability of the CNNs in analysing drone footage in such areas.
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Abstract. This paper presents an anomaly detection approach based on deep
learning techniques. A bidirectional long-short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) was
applied on the UNSW-NB15 dataset to detect the anomalies. UNSW-NB15 repre-
sents raw network packets that contains both the normal activities and anomalies.
The data was preprocessed through data normalization and reshaping, and then fed
into the Bidirectional LSTM model for anomaly detection. The performance of
the BLSTM was measured based on the accuracy, precision, F-Score, and recall.
The Bi-LSTMmodel generated high detection results compared to other machine
learning and deep learning models.

Keywords: Intrusion detection · LSTM · Bidirectional LSTM · Deep learning

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, Machine learning (ML) approaches have been used to detect intru-
sions. However, the needs of significant human effort for feature engineering impeded
the real-world applications of ML in the area of intrusion detection [1]. Intrusion detec-
tion system (IDS) is classified as Active IDS or Passive IDS based on their responsive
nature. An active IDS works by automatically blocking the malware attacks, without
the need of human intervention; on the other hand, passive IDS alert the users after
monitoring the network traffic [2]. IDS can also be classified into Signature-Based IDS
and Anomaly based IDS. The IDS accesses a database of known signatures and vul-
nerabilities in the signature based approach. To detect and prevent future attacks, attack
signature that contains details of each intrusion attack is used. The need of the database
updates frequently for the new and unseen is themajor disadvantage of this approach. On
the other hand, the Anomaly-based IDS detect new intrusions by learning from the base-
line patterns. Attacks alarms are triggered when there is any deviation from the existing
baseline pattern [2]. IDS can be classified based on the place in which it is mounted.
It can be network intrusion detection system when an IDS is located on the network
section, whereas, IDS considered host-based when it is deployed in workstations. There
are many disadvantages in using host-based IDS mentioned in [2]. Network Intrusion
Detection Systems (NIDSs) are necessary tools to detect different security attacks inside
an organization’s network [3].

Deep learning, or deep structural learning, is a form of machine learning that is
broader in its structure, complexity, and representations of how the data learn [4].
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It consists of layers of deep neural networks throughwhich features are learned hierarchi-
cally and automatically [5]. To find the patterns in the network, deep learning algorithms
need an enormous data amount compared to traditional machine learning algorithms [2].
Deep Learning is useful to detect anomalies in IoT networkwith diverse andmulti-modal
data [12].

Traditional machine learning algorithms fail to deliver results for IoT devices, which
are connected for long time-durations, for extended period of time [2]. The capability
to learn from the previous time-steps and the less dependency on human intervention is
what recurrent neural networks (RNN) [2] offer. At each time-step in RNN, each node
provide an output that will be an input to the same node in the hidden layer. Information
that is useful is kept in the memory used later in the future time steps for learning
purposes [2].

Deep learning algorithms transform long short-term memory networks (LSTMs)
from recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to an effective model in learning patterns in
long serious [6]. LSTM models is more effective than RNN models, when data has
a long reliance on time [7]. This long reliance can be found in IoT applications [8].
LSTM networks can be used in learning features and patterns to classify network data
as ‘benign’ or ‘attack’. Since it operates on raw data, LSTM as deep learning algorithm
minimize the difficulty of feature engineering over traditional ML. Adversaries will not
be able to be adapted to feature learning algorithms to promote their intrusion techniques,
therefore the LSTMnetwork is flexiblewhen compared to adversaries. LSTM is effective
on unstructured training data that can be used for Internet of Things (loT), while most
of the DL algorithms work on numeric datasets [5].

A further development of LSTM is the Bidirectional long short term memory
(Bi-LSTM) [9]. Bi-LSTM can access both the previous and following contexts by merg-
ing the front and the back hidden layers. LSTM only exploits the historical context
compared to Bi-LSTM. Therefore, Bi-LSTM can be better than LSTM in solving the
sequential modelling task [9]. The purpose of this paper is to provide performance
evaluation of Bidirectional LSTM on UNSW-NB15 dataset [9].

2 Related Work

Many researchers described the use of ML and DL in anomaly detection that reported
high detection rates. In [10], the LSTM was applied along with Gradient Descent Opti-
mization on the KDD 99 dataset, and the model achieved an accuracy of 97.54% and
recall of 98.95% [10]. In [11] authors applied LSTMon theKDD99 data set and obtained
sufficient result. The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) structure has been applied to
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), it is used to train the IDS model with KDD Cup
99 dataset. By performing the test, it was found that the deep learning method LSTM is
efficient for IDS by achieving the highest accuracy of other classifiers 96.93% [6]. Most
of the state-of-the-art use KDD 99 [12] and NSLKDD [13] datasets to test the perfor-
mances of the IDSs. However, KDD99 dataset suffers from data duplication. There is
a duplication in about 78% and 75% of the train and test set records in KDD dataset
[12]. As a result, the learning algorithms will be biased towards in the train and test sets.
The NSL-KDD dataset [13] removed the redundant data, however, fails to represent the
actual networks and associated attack scenarios.
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In this research, we used UNSW-NB15 dataset [14] to evaluate the performance
of our IDS. The UNSW-NB15 dataset consists of real modern normal behaviors and
current synthesized attack activities. Training and testing sets of this dataset have same
probability distribution. The UNSW-NB15 contains the network packets which involve
a set of features from the payload and header of packets. In [15], authors applied different
MLalgorithms onUNSW-NB15 dataset, and decision tree obtained a highest accuracy of
85.65%.In [12], authors also applied some traditional ML algorithms, including support
vector machines (SVMs), Naïve Bayes and Random Forest on UNSW-NB15 dataset.
The random forest archived a highest accuracy of 97.49%. This paper will investigate
the Bi-LSTM performance, which is extension of LSTM, using UNSW-NB15 dataset.

3 Methodologies Used

This section descries the methods and dataset used in this paper for network anomaly
detection.

3.1 LSTM

LSTM extended from RNNs [8]. Although the advantages of the RNNs of having the
ability of using information context between the sequences of input and output,the range
of contextual information itmay store is limited [16]. Therefore, information propagation
will be affected and result in reducing impact of hidden layers [17]. To overcome this
limitation of being dependent in a long-term and having a vanished gradient, the LSTM
was proposed [18]. Every cell in LSTM considered as memory block [13] the memory
block is consisted of: (a) forget gate ft, (b) input gate It, and (c) output gate, The forget
gate remove the memories that are irrelevant according to the cell state, the updated
information will be controlled by the input gate in the LSTM cell, and the output gate
controls how the output is filtered. The logistic sigmoid and network output functions
are denoted by σ and tanh, respectively. Furthermore, the LSTM output layer will be
connected to the LSTM cell output [16].

3.2 Bidirectional LSTM

TheBi-LSTMneural network is an extension of Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network
(BRNN). Bi-LSTM also is an extension form of the one-way LSTM. For prediction
purpose, it utilizes additional information. The sameoutput layer is connected by forward
and a backward layer as shown in Fig. 1. There is no connection between forward and
backward cell states, future information will be included when there is no introduction
of delays [16].

3.3 UNSW-NB15 Dataset

For creation of UNSW-NB 15 dataset, IXIA PerfectStorm tool used to collect a mixture
of modern normal and current intrusion activities of network traffic [19]. The dataset
has two categories: normal and attack. The attack category involves nine attacks [19].
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Fig. 1. Bi-LSTM structure [16]

Part of the dataset is segregated into training set and testing set. The training set contains
175,341 records, and the testing set contains 82,332 records. The training and testing
sets contain all types of records that is categorized as normal and attacks [19].

The nine attack types involved in the dataset shown in Table 1: Fuzzers, Analysis,
Backdoor, DoS, Exploit, Generic, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and Worm.

Table 1. b UNSW-NB15 dataset distribution [19]

Category Training set Testing set

Normal 56,000 37,000

Analysis 2000 677

Backdoor 1746 583

DoS 12,264 4089

Exploits 33,393 11,132

Fuzzers 18,184 6062

Generic 40000 18871

Reconnaissance 10491 3496

Shellcode 1133 378

Worms 130 40

Total records 175,341 82332

3.4 Data Processing

Toprocess the data to fit the LSTMandBiLSTMmodel, the following steps are followed:

1. Use dummy encoding to convert unique strings in [‘proto’, ‘service’, ‘state’] to
numerical features. Also transform the categorical values in [‘attack_cat’] column
in training and testing sets to numerical values.
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2. Labels and categories [‘attack_cat’, ‘label’]moved to the end columns.Also, features
in the two subsections of datasets need to be in the same order.

3. Dropna() function used to drop ‘nan’ values in training and testing sets to avoid
training errors.

4. Normalizing all numerical features: with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
5. Input reshape [samples, time steps, features]: LSTM and Bi-LSTM input must be

as the following (num sample, time steps, num features) format, therefore reshape()
function is used on the NumPy array.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Evaluation Measures

The measures used to study the Bi-LSTM performance are discussed in this section.
Table 2 describes the classification of data. In [20], the categorization of measures used
to analyze the data is identified.

Table 2. Data classification [20]

Predicted

Attack Normal

Actual Attack TP FN

Normal FP TN

Accuracy can be identified as the rate of data categorized accurately, for which actual
attack data are classified as attacks and normal data as normal [20]:

Accuracy = TP+ TN

TP+ TP+ FP+ FN
[20]

Precisionmeasures the correct amount of positive predictions by dividing the number
of true positives by the number of predictive positives. Recall measures the percentage of
actual positive cases by dividing the true positive by the number of actual positives. The
output value of precision and recall is between 0 and 1. It is always desired in intrusion
detection systems to have high recall and precision values. Low false positives and false
negatives are recommendable assessment criterion in an attack detection system because
they indicate high relevancy [5].

ROC the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, defined in [21], is widely
used and an effective method of evaluating the performance of the model.
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Sensitivity and specificity as defined in [21] are used to evaluate the AUC. AUC is
a measure of the overall performance of model and is identified as the average value of
sensitivity for all possible values of specificity [22]. It can take on any number between
0 and 1. It is recommended for AUC to be closer to 1. This provides a positive indication
of the model performance. When AUC value of a model is 1, it means it is perfectly
accurate [21].

The loss function described in [23]. The lower the loss, the better a model. The main
objective in a learning model, with respect to the model’s parameters, is to decrease the
loss function’s value [23].

4.2 Performance Evaluation

To analyze performance of variant classification algorithms onUNSW_NB15 dataset for
the binary classification: RandomForest, Support VectorMachine, LSTMandBi-LSTM
are used to train models through the training set (using 10-layer cross-validation). The
models then applied to the testing set. The results are mentioned in Table 3. Compared
with other classifiers, the accuracy of Bi-LSTM classification show the highest rate of
99.66. Bi-LSTM also shows high value for both precision and recall as shown in Table 4.

Bi-LSTM ROC curve in Fig. 2 shows AUC value of 1 for 10 folds.It means the
performance of Bi-LSTM is highly accurate. Figure 3 shows two line plots for the loss
function over epochs for the LSTM validation (green) and Bi-LSTM validation (red)
datasets. Figure 3 implies that Bi-LSTM behave well because the loss value decreases
for several iterations.

Table 3. Accuracy rates of different used approaches.

Approach Accuracy

SVM 97

LSTM 99.66

Bi-LSTM 99.70

RF 98

Table 4. Bi-LSTM classification report.

Class Class F1-score Precision

Precision 1 1 1

Attack 1 1 1
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Fig. 2. Bi-LSTM ROC curve

Fig. 3. LSTM vs Bi-LSTM validation loss

5 Conclusion

In this paper the deep learning is utilized to develop efficient and flexible intrusion detec-
tion system. The long short term memory model has been described and its extension
Bidirectional LSTM, both show strong intrusion detections modeling ability, the models
show also high accuracy in binary classification. Compared with traditional classifica-
tion approaches, such as SVM and random forest, the result of BI-LSTM achieves better
accuracy rate and detection rate with a low false positive rate under the task of binary
classification on the UNSW15 dataset. The Bi-LSTM model can advance the accuracy
of intrusion detection efficiently. In the forthcoming papers, the performance of LSTM
andBidirectional LSTMclassification using other dataset in the network-based intrusion
detection systems will be evaluated.
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Abstract. In this research paper, the problem of Incremental Learn-
ing is addressed. Based on the idea of extracting features incrementally
using Auto-Encoders, CNNs, Deep Learning architectures are proposed.
We implemented proposed architectures on Raw dataset (containing col-
lection of main classes and dummy classes) and compared the results
with CIFAR10 dataset. Experimental investigations are reported.

Keywords: Incremental learning · Auto-encoders · Convolutional
Neural Networks · Classification

1 Introduction

The research area of Computational Neuro-Science encompasses Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs). The first stage of progress on designing and implementing
ANNs culminated in the back propagation algorithm utilized in the Multi Layer
Percepton (MLP) implementation. The next stage of progress on ANN’s was
initiated with the deep learning paradigm. Specifically, Convolutional Neural
Networks showed excellent progress in achieving better than human accuracy
in many real world classification problems. But, CNNs are far away from being
able to achieve functions performed by the human brain. For instance, the human
brain acquires knowledge incrementally in classification, association and many
other tasks. Thus, the human brain is endowed with “incremental learning”
ability. This research paper is an effort in achieving incremental learning based
on Deep Neural Networks.

This research paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2, known related Literature is briefly reviewed. In Sect. 3, CNN archi-

tectures to learn one object at a time are discussed. In Sect. 4, auto-encoder based
IL architectures are discussed. Also CNN based IL architectures are discussed.
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2 Review of Related Research Literature

Human brain has the ability to acquire knowledge (classification, associa-
tion, memory etc tasks) from natural physical reality INCREMENTALLY.
Researchers are thus motivated to study models of INCREMENTAL LEARN-
ING (IL) using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Adaptive Resonance Theory
(ART) is dedicated to enable INCREMENTAL LEARNING [3]. The first author
attempted the problem using ensemble classifier models [4–6]. There were some
successful results that were reported. This research paper is a culmination of
such efforts. Some researchers reported Incremental Learning (IL) using Convo-
lutional Neural Networks [1,2].

3 Novel Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Architecture: Learning One Object at a Time

The innovation in the CNN architecture for Incremental Learning (IL) is sum-
marized below.

– The input images have only one object such as a CAT. It also has a dummy
object so that there are two classes. The Convolutional & Pooling layers are
trained using such input achieving good accuracy.

– A separate ANN is trained (i.e. The Convolutional & Pooling layers are
trained) using images containing a single different object such as a DOG
and a dummy object.

– The trained architectures based on CNNs are fed to fully connected layers
(Dense layers) in a parallel architecture. Such a novel architecture is fed with
input images containing both a CAT and DOG separately.

The testing accuracy is determined with such ANN.

Remark: The goal is to enable the ANN to incrementally learn new objects
while remembering the existing knowledge.

Here we introduced different Deep Leraning architectures built with Convo-
lutional Neural Networks and Autoencoders. These architectures perform well
in the classification by providing good training and validation accuracies.

4 Incremental Learning Architectures

In this section, we describe various deep learning architectures we have experi-
mented with for incremental learning.
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4.1 Auto-Encoder Based Architecture for IL

Architecture-1
In this architecture-1, we consider classification problem with finitely many
classes.

Step1: Auto-Encoders (particularly convolutional) are trained (i.e. Encoder-
decoder combination is utilized to extract features through nonlinear dimension-
ality reduction) individually for each class.

Step2: The encoder parts (for each class) are stacked in parallel and fed
to fully connected layers. Such a stacked architecture is then fed with objects
belonging to various classes and the validation accuracy is determined.

The architectures which we used in the model are depicted in the below
diagrams (Fig. 1 and 2). In this Convolutional Autoencoder we used 6 Convolu-
tional layers, 3 pooling layers and 2 sampling (upsampling) layers. We used 3 ×
3 kernels in the Convolutional layers and 2 × 2 kernels in the pooling(maxpool)
layers. Here in this architecture of Convolutional Autoencoder we give images of
shape (256, 256) as input. We train the encoder and decoder part of Convolu-
tional Autoencoder with the dataset of images belonging to one class like cats.
Repeat the same procedure for the other class like dogs. Take the encoder parts
from both the models and flatten them.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of model-1 for Architecture-1.

Put the trained autoencoders in parallel and feed them to fully connected
layers. The first fully connected layer comprises of 256 neurons with Relu as the
activation function the output of which is connected to second fully connected
layer with 128 neurons by using the activation as Relu. Then a dropout of 0.2
is used. The final fully connected layer is included with 2 neurons as the output
with Softmax as the activation function. In the final merged model we used loss
function as the binary cross entropy with optimizer Adam (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of model-2 for Architecture-1.
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Fig. 3. Final block diagram of Architecture-1.

Here are the details of CNN architectures.

4.2 CNN Based Architecture for IL

Architecture-2
The effective idea is to train CNN’s incrementally and feed them to fully con-
nected layers for incremental classification.

The Convolution Neural Network is having five Blocks and three Dense layers
including output layer. Each Block contains one Convolution layer, one Pooling
layer and one Batch Normalization layer. So, this Convolution Neural Network
is having five Convolution layers, five Pooling Layers, five Batch Normalization
layers and three Dense layers including output layer (Fig. 4).

CONV MAX POOL
BATCH

NORMAL-
IZATION

Fig. 4. Block diagram of block.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of model-1 for Architecture-2.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of model-2 for Architecture-2.

In this architecture, we have used 3 × 3 as kernel size with different depth
for convolution layers and Max-Pooling with 2 × 2 as kernel size. The first
Dense layer is having 256 neurons, second Dense layer is having 128 neurons and
Output layer contains N neurons with Softmax as activation function (where N
represents number of classes).

In Architecture-2, for two-class classification, we had taken two models (Fig. 5
and 6). We extracted features in CNN for each class separately. Then we merged
these models and their output is given as input to three Dense layers including
Output layer. The first Dense layer is having 256 neurons, second Dense layer
is having 128 neurons and Output layer contains N neurons with Softmax as
activation function (where N represents number of classes) (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Final block diagram of Architecture-2.
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of model-1 for Architecture-3
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of model-2 for Architecture-3

Architecture-3
We had developed another CNN based architecture with three Convolutional

layers, three Max Pooling layers. We used 3 × 3 kernels in the Convolutional
layer & 2 × 2 kernels in the Maxpooling layers (Fig. 8 and 9).

We train this CNN model with the raw dataset of images having two classes
(main class and dummy class) with input image shape of (64, 64) for classifying
main class. Repeat this procedure to classify another main class with another raw
dataset of images having another main class and dummy class. Put these trained
CNNs in parallel and feed them to fully connected layers having 128 neurons.
And Output layer contains N neurons with Softmax as activation function (where
N represents number of classes) (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Final Block diagram of Architecture-3
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4.3 Multi-class IL (Fig. 11)

CNN-1

CNN-2

CNN-N

FULLY
CON-

NECTED
LAYERS

Softmax
Output

Fig. 11. Block diagram of MULTI-CLASS IL

– Train a CNN with multiple classes i.e, training phase and validation phase
with good accuracy is completed (e.g. 95% accuracy).
e.g. Multiple classes correspond to different animals : Horses, cats, etc.

– Extract convolutional & pooling layer outputs with freezed weights i.e.
Trained CNN-1.

– Train other CNN on non living objects i.e, Extract convolutional and pooling
layers with freezed weights.

– Put CNN-1, CNN-2 in parallel and feed to fully connected layers.

Need for IL

– Number of classes is unknown ahead of time.
– The trained network need not be retrained after new objects are presented

to network.

Architecture-4
Train the CNN for 4 classes and give it to fully connected layers (Fig. 12).

CNN for
4 classes

FULLY
CON-

NECTED
LAYERS

Fig. 12. Block diagram of 4-class CNN for Architecture-4
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Train the CNN for 5 classes and give it to fully connected layers (Fig. 13).

CNN for
5 classes

FULLY
CON-

NECTED
LAYERS

Fig. 13. Block diagram of 5-class CNN for Architecture-4

Architecture-5: Architecture-5
Train 4 classes with CNN (mentioned in Architecture-4) and train the 5th class
with Auto-Encoder (AE) (Fig. 14). And give the output of the two corresponding
models to the fully connected layers.

CNN for
4 classes

AE-5

FULLY
CON-

NECTED
LAYERS

Fig. 14. Block diagram of Architecture-5
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Architecture-6 (Fig. 15)

AE-1

AE-2

AE-3

AE-4

AE-5

FULLY
CON-

NECTED
LAYERS

Fig. 15. Block diagram of Architecture-6

Architecture-7
Train classes 1, 2, 3, 4 with Auto-Encoders AE-1, AE-2, AE-3, AE-4, respectively.
Train the 5th class with separate Auto-Encoder. And give the output of the two
corresponding models to the fully connected layers.

Train two classes (main class and dummy class) with CNN-1 followed by
Auto-Encoder-1. Again train another two classes (main class and dummy class)
with CNN-2 followed by Auto-Encoder-2. Put these two trained models in par-
allel and feed them to fully connected layers (Fig. 16).

CNN-1
Auto

Encoder-1

CNN-2
Auto

Encoder-2

FULLY
CONNE
CTED

LAYERS

Fig. 16. Block diagram of Architecture-7
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5 Experimental Results

We had trained our Architectures on raw dataset (contains main class and
dummy class) and CIFAR 10 dataset. The accuracies of the given architectures
are mentioned in the below table (Table 1).

Table 1. Experimental results of all Architectures

Architecture Raw dataset CIFAR10

Train acc Val acc Train acc Val acc

Architecture-1 99% 77% 92% 91.5%

Architecture-2 93% 71% 93.5% 88.52%

Architecture-3 88% 57% 90% 90%

Architecture-4 97% 78% 93.5% 88.52%

Architecture-5 76.56% 69% 93.5% 88.52%

Architecture-6 94% 81% 84.69% 80.36%

Architecture-7 78.57% 78.06% 94.27% 90.26%

6 Conclusions

In this research paper using various Deep Learning architectures, Incremental
Learning is demonstrated. We observed that some architectures are giving better
accuracy on training with Raw dataset than CIFAR10 dataset. We are actively
investigating novel ANN architectures for improving the classification accuracy.
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Abstract. Natural language processing (NLP) captured the attention
of researchers for the last years. NLP is applied in various applications
and several disciplines. Arabic is a language that also benefited from
NLP. However, only few Arabic datasets are available for researchers.
For that, applying the Arabic NLP is limited in these datasets. Hence,
this paper introduces a new dataset, SNAD. SNAD is collected to fill the
gap in Arabic datasets, especially for classification using deep learning.
The dataset has more than 45,000 records. Each record consists of the
news title, news details, in addition to the news class. The dataset has
six different classes. Moreover, cleaning and preprocessing are applied to
the raw data to make it more efficient for classification purpose. Finally,
the dataset is validated using the Convolutional Neural Networks and
the result is efficient. The dataset is freely available online.

Keywords: Dataset · Arabic text · Deep learning · Classification ·
Natural language processing

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) is one of the cores of artificial intelligence.
It is formulated to process the human language. Processing the human language
arises in applications like text classification, text summarization, speech recogni-
tion, and others. Having data is the first and most significant phase for creating
such applications. Applications can have different languages based on the human
language selected. The Arabic language is one of the semantic languages and the
official language of 22 countries [1].

Arabic NLP researches are limited as there is a lack of Arabic datasets.
Hence, Natural Language Processing for the Arabic language is bounded in a
specified number of datasets. Moreover, the count of instances for these datasets
is not large hindering the use of Deep Learning models which have proven to
provide high classification results. Due to the lack of Arabic datasets, this paper
introduces a new Arabic dataset called Saudi Newspapers Articles (SNAD) Ara-
bic Dataset. The dataset is collected from the Saudi Press Agency (SPA) and
AlRiyadh Newspaper websites. It is available for the scientific community.

This research presents a brief background of the Arabic language. The fol-
lowing section covers the current available Arabic text datasets. Then the new
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 630–640, 2021.
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dataset SNAD is presented along with its features, format, cleaning and pre-
processing steps. At the end, SNAD is validated using the Convolution Neural
Network classification technique.

2 Arabic Language

The Arabic language is spoken by more than 250 million people as it is one of
the semantic languages and the language of the Islamic religion [2]. For Muslims,
Arabic is essential since it is the language of Qur’an, the holy book for Muslims,
which is read by none native Arabs as well. Additionally, Arabic is the native
language of Middle Eastern and North African countries. It has several dialects
due to the large geographic area for people who speak Arabic. Although vari-
ous dialects exist, Arabic has one written script in which sentences are written
from right to left. The Arabic language has 28 different letters that can be con-
nected forming different words and sentences. Vowel, Nunation, and Shadda are
the main properties of the Arabic language that can be used to provide differ-
ent interpretations of sentences. Another characteristic of the Arabic language
is the shape of letters which is based on their positions in the word and also
the sentence. Several other characteristics of the Arabic language exist causing
ambiguity and complexity and raising various challenges in processing the Arabic
language [3].

3 Related Work

This section goes over the studies that developed Arabic datasets. Only six
datasets have been found.

3.1 SANAD

Single-Label Arabic News Articles dataset (SANAD) is a recent dataset pub-
lished in 2019 for the purpose of text classification. The dataset was collected
from three newspaper websites, AlArabiya, Akhbarona, and AlanbaAlKhaleej.
It has seven categories, which are culture, finance, medical, politics, religion,
sports and technology. The dataset is organized into three folders, each repre-
sents the articles’ source. Inside each folder, there are sub-folders for the different
categories and each holds the different text files [4]. All articles are in their raw
format as scraped from the webistes. The distribution of data is illustrated in
Table 1. Though the number of articles in the dataset is large, it is not validated
using machine learning models. Additionally, the dataset must be preprocessed
so it can be used and the cleaning will be very time consuming due to the dataset
size.
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Table 1. SANAD dataset categories distribution

Category Text files

Finance 45856

Sports 44935

Culture 18865

Technology 23110

Politics 24847

Medical 23162

Religion 14022

TOTAL 194797

3.2 Moroccan Dataset

The Moroccan newspaper dataset, proposed by [5] for the purpose of classifica-
tion. It is a collection of 111,728 Moroccan articles extracted from three Arabic
online newspapers: Assabah [9], Hespress [10], and Akhbarona [11]. The articles
are distributed into five different categories including sports, politics, culture,
economy, and others. The dataset is provided as a csv file with two columns,
the text and the target class. The distribution of classes is illustrated in Table 2.
After collecting the data, the authors applied some pre-processing to prepare
the data for classification. The pre-processing steps included removing the dig-
its, punctuation marks and stopwords, and also stemming to get the root words.
Moreover, they used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) as a Deep Learning
technique to classify the dataset, in addition to Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Linear Regression (LR) as Machine Learning Classifiers. The classification
resulted an accuracy rate of 92.94%, 88.2%, and 86.3% for CNN, SVM, and LR
respectively. However, the authors did not remove null values from their data
which can affect the classification results.

Table 2. Moroccan newspapers articles dataset documents details

Resource Sports Politic Culture Economy Diverse Total

Assabah 34,244 2,381 5,635 2,620 9,253 54,133

Hespress 6,965 5,737 3,023 3,795 7,475 26,995

Akhbarona 5,313 12,387 5,080 7,820 0 30,600

Total 46,522 20,505 13,738 14,235 16,728 111,728

3.3 NADA Dataset

NADA dataset was developed by [6] for the purpose of classification. the
dataset is collected from two Arabic datasets OSAC and Diab Dataset (DAA).
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The DAA dataset contains nine categories, each category consists of 400 docu-
ments. In addition, OSAC is divided into six categories, each category consists
of 500 to 3000 documents. The OSAC had raw Arabic data which required some
pre-processing such as removal of digits, punctuation marks, none Arabic char-
acters and Arabic stopwords. Also, light stemming was applied to get the root
of the words. The final outcome of the dataset was published as CSV file. More-
over, it includes ten categories which are Arabic Literature, Economical Social
Sciences, Political Social Sciences, Law, Sports, Art, Islamic Religion, Computer
Science, Health, and Astronomy with a total number of 7310 text files. The
distribution of text files is illustrated in Table 3. After finalizing the dataset,
WEKA is used to measure the performance of applying classification to NADA.
It was tested using SVM classifier which resulted an accuracy rate of 93.8792%
in a duration of 24 min and 28 seconds. NADA is a well organized dataset which
is pre-processed and ready for classification, however it only consists of 7,310
documents which will not be beneficial with Deep Learning methods.

Table 3. NADA dataset categories distribution

Category Text files

Arabic literature 400

Economical social sciences 1307

Political social sciences 400

Law 1644

Sports 1416

Art 400

Islamic religion 515

Computer science 400

Health 428

Astronomy 400

Total 7, 310

3.4 TALAA-ASC

The TALAA-ASC courpus [7] was created for the purpose of sentence compres-
sion for Arabic Natural Language Processing. The corpus includes five article
categories, management and work, medicine, news and politics, sports, and tech-
nology. A total of 70 articles were collected from newspaper websites. The dis-
tribution of categories is illustrated in Table 4. The XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) structure is used to represent the data as illustrated in Fig. 1. As
observed in the figure, there are two versions of each article, the first is the
original article while the second is the compressed version.
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3.5 TALAA

TALAA is an Arabic dataset published in 2015 [7] for the purpose of classifi-
cation. The dataset contains a total of 57,827 articles extracted from several
public newspaper websites. These articles are enclosed under 8 topics, culture,
economics, politics, religion, society, sports, world, and others. The distribution
of article topics is illustrated in Table 5. After obtaining all the articles, the
authors refined the dataset structure by segmenting the articles, applying fea-
ture selection techniques, then using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
as a format. The TALAA dataset has a convenient number of instances, how-
ever, the topics World and Others are vague. For instance “a spanish football
team became a champion in one of its games”, what is the topic of this article?
sports or world? maybe both!. Additionally, the datasaet is not available unless
authorized.

Table 4. TALAA-ASC dataset categories distribution

Category Text files

Management and work 10

Medicine 11

News and politics 14

Sports 10

Technology 25

Total 70

Fig. 1. TALAA-ASC corpus structure sample
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Table 5. TALAA dataset categories distribution

Category Text files

Culture 5322

Economics 8768

Politics 9620

Religion 4526

Society 9744

Sports 9103

World 6344

Other 4400

Total 57827

3.6 MSA Dataset

The Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) dataset was built in 2014 [8] for the pur-
pose of classification and clustering. The dataset articles were collected from
different news sources based on the category of the article. Nine categories were
created including art, economy, health, law, literature, politics, religion, sports,
and technology. Each category has 300 articles resulting in a total of 2700 arti-
cles. Table 6 illustrates the distribution of the articles in the MSA corpus. Each
article in the dataset is saved in a text file along with its category name. The
authors provided five versions of the dataset. The first version provides the raw
article script as is. The following provides a refined version with the Arabic
script without common stop words and punctuation. The third and fourth ver-
sions provide the same articles but with different stemming techniques. Finally,
the last version provides the articles after extracting their words’ roots. The
authors of [9] used the MSA dataset to classify Arabic text using an advanced
version of Support Vector Machine (SVM). The obtained classification accuracy
was 90.62%. Additionally, in [10], the authors used the same dataset for the
purpose of comparing different feature selection techniques. Furthermore, the
dataset was used in [11] for clustering Arabic text providing an F1-Measure and
purity equal to 87.32% and 93.3% respectively. Since the number of instances
in the MSA dataset is small, it was used for different purposes as classification,
clustering, feature-selection and especially in proposing new machine learning
models. However, the number of instances of MSA dataset is not sufficient when
applying deep learning models.

3.7 Summary

The discussed related work presented several Arabic datasets. However, some
of these [6,8] have a small number of instances which weakens the classification
results. Such dataaets are not suitable for deep learning methods. Additionally,
all of these contain raw instances requiring the user to process and clean the
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dataset which is time and effort consuming. importantly, dealing with raw data
consumes a large amount of memory which hinders the researchers from using
it. In addition, not all the discussed datasets published their work to be freely
available online. For that, this paper aims to enrich the Arabic content. The
introduced dataset contains a large amount of data allowing users to use it with
different models. Also, the dataset was cleaned to be ready to be used by other
researchers. Finally, the dataset can be accessed freely.

4 Data Preparation

Table 6. Modern standard Arabic dataset categories distribution

Category Text files

Art 300

Economy 300

Health 300

Law 300

Literature 300

Politics 300

Religion 300

Sports 300

Technology 300

Total 2700

4.1 Data Collection

The data was scraped and collected from two of the most famous news sources
in Saudi Arabia. The selected sources were chosen since news are added more
frequently. Also, due to the limitation of time only two data sources were selected,
which are:

– Saudi Press Agency (SPA) [12]
– AlRiyadh Newspaper [13]

The tool used to scrape the data is ParseHub [14]. It is a cloud based free
web scraping tool extracting up to 200 rows in each run. ParseHub tool is
easy to export data from any website using the csv format. The collected
data consists of news titles and news text details. Moreover, the news are
categorized into six classes: Political, Economical, Sports, Arts, Social and
General news. The dataset contains 45,936 records. More details about the
categories and their totals are provided in Table 7 and Fig. 2. Furthermore,
the data collection process lasted for several months, from May until Octo-
ber, 2019. The dataset is publicly available at https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1uwD56jaVIbsQQWVqqyL08TgjuTraYFJC.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uwD56jaVIbsQQWVqqyL08TgjuTraYFJC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uwD56jaVIbsQQWVqqyL08TgjuTraYFJC
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Table 7. Detailed classes of Saudi newspapers articles dataset

Resource Political Economical Sports Arts General news Social Total

SPA 6,126 5,637 3,180 4,101 7,786 6,544 33,374

AlRiyadh 3,442 1,992 3,954 591 2,362 220 12,561

Total 9,568 7,629 7,134 4,692 10,148 6,764 45,935

4.2 Data Cleaning

The data was collected from different websites, therefore it required some clean-
ing to remove some unnecessary texts. For the data gathered from the Saudi
Press Agency (SPA), the news details contained a header with the date of the
news and the location. Also, at the end of the news article, it had a timestamp
and the news URL, as shown in Fig. 3.The text in red shown in Fig. 3 (at right)
was removed to be ready to use as displayed in the same figure at left. Besides,
1300 records had an empty news detail which was filled with the news title.
Moreover, the news categories in the dataset was categorical (political, sports,
etc.) which was converted to numerical values (0, 1, etc.) to facilitate its use in
the classification process.

Fig. 2. Dataset distribution for different categories
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Fig. 3. An article before (right) and after cleaning (left)

5 Data Validation

To validate the quality of the collected dataset (SNAD), the Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) deep learning technique is applied. CNN is selected as it is known
to perform well in processing the data with high dimensionality structure [15].

5.1 Data Preprocessing

After preparing the data, the preprocessing steps are employed as follows. First,
cleaning the data from punctuation marks displayed in Fig. 4. Second, normal-
izing the dataset by removing digits, none Arabic characters, and removing dia-
critics. Third, removing stop words and tokenizing the texts. Finally, applying
stemming to get the roots of each obtained token.

Fig. 4. Punctuation marks

5.2 Classification Results

The corpus is classified using CNN with a division of 70% for training, 15% for
validation, 15% for testing. The training and validation sets are used to set the
parameters of CNN. After several experiments (omitted in this article to save
space), the parameters of CNN are set as follows.
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– Ephocs = 40
– Batch size = 1000
– Optimizer: RMSprop

The training and validation accuracy rates reached 94.31% and 88.08%
respectively. The Running time was 2:26:52 h. After finding the training model
with the optimal parameters, the testing set is used. To confirm the efficiency of
using the proposed dataset in classification, several metrics are used to evaluate
the results as shown in Table 8.The classification accuracy reached a high value of
84% with a precision value achieving 85%. This explains that a large number of
instances are correctly classified with a high precision. Moreover, the recall value
indicates that almost 90% of the instances (text articles) are correctly classified
into the associated class. Finally, the F1 score shows the balance between the
recall and the precision reaching 86%. Consequently, the obtained results show
that the proposed dataset is effective to be used in the classification purpose,
especially in Deep Learning.

Table 8. CNN classification results for SNAD

Metric Accuracy F1 score Recall Precision

Results 0.8432 0.8584 0.8704 0.8499

6 Conclusion

This paper aimed to propose a new Arabic Text Classification dataset called
Saudi Newspaper Articles dataset (SNAD). The dataset has a large size to be
used in deep learning for text classification. It is collected from the Saudi Press
Agency (SPA) and AlRiyadh Newspaper websites. It has six different categories
with 45,935 articles. The dataset is cleaned and deeply preprocessed. It is vali-
dated using the CNN classifier reaching an accuracy of 84.32% which proved its
efficiency in the classification purpose.
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Abstract. The very exciting and promising approaches of deep learning are
immensely successful in processing large realworld data sets, such as image recog-
nition, speech recognition, and language translation. However, much research dis-
covered that it has biases that arise in the design, production, deployment, and use
of AI/ML technologies. In this paper, we first explain mathematically the causes
of biases and then propose a way to evaluate biases based on testing results of
neurons and auto-encoders in deep learning. Our interpretation views each neuron
or autoencoder as an approximation of similarity measurement, of which grey-box
testing results can be used to measure biases and finding ways to reduce them.
We argue that monitoring deep learning network structures and parameters is an
effective way to catch the sources of biases in deep learning.

Keywords: Neural Networks · Deep learning ·Mathematical interpretation ·
Deep learning evaluation · Bias measurement

1 Introduction

Neural Networks (NN) with multiple layers of perceptron and deep learning (DL)
with multiple convolutional layers are currently the two mainstream techniques for AI
machine learning because they are successful in performing many machine-learning
tasks, such as image recognition, speech recognition, and language translation. Of par-
ticular interest with this paper are AI machine learning systems that sort and classify
people according to various attributes, as are used in algorithms involved in criminal
sentencing or hiring and admission practices [1]. Studies found that the algorithms now
in use to automate the pre-trial bail process unfit to do so, as they suffer from data sam-
pling bias [2] and bias in statistical predictions, as well as human-computer interface
issues and unclear definitions of high risk and low risk [3].

It remains a pressing open problem to understandmathematically where biases come
from and how to measure them [4]. Understanding biases [5] of deep learning has many
benefits, including attribution of accountability, better design of NN, determination of
the unbiased design of DL, and improvement in their applications. Many NN or DL
systems are implemented using existing tools, such as TensorFlow [6], Keras [7] and
PyTorch [8], where the white-box testing of the source code is not feasible. On the other
hand, the full black-box testing of such systems has the issue of not being able to cover
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all possible scenarios to be encountered by the system. Therefore, the grey-box testing
to validate a NN or DL structure is the most suitable for ML-based systems. It at least
compliments other testing techniques for the evaluation of ML-based systems. In the
grey-box testing of an ML-based system, we look into the neuron structures and their
parameters of a NN or DL to calculate their potential biases.

One of the most prominent success of NN was Hinton’s work on the recognition of
one thousand images using six million training images in 2012 [9]. Since then, many
researchers have attempted to interpret NN or explain how and why it works. Subse-
quently, DL became more popular as reported in [10, 11] with eye-catching success
stories. We tried to explore the mathematical explanations of the success of NN and
DL, using our interpretation of each neuron in NN and the convolutional layer in deep
learning. We then use the interpretation to measure biases based on grey-box testing
results.

2 Interpretation of Deep Learning

Currently there are two schools of NN and DL interpretations. Traditionally, each neu-
ron/perceptron is considered to be a node taking the accumulated effect of each decision-
impacting factor with synaptic weights as input. The input factor with a higher weight
value has more impact on the output decision of the node. The second more recent
interpretation of DL uses topological manifold concepts to explain encoders of a con-
volutional layer as transformers to lower dimensions while keeping manifold structure
homeomorphism. We will explain the two existing interpretations and discuss how to
use them for the measurement of biases.

2.1 Interpretation 1: Neural Multipliers are Weights

A neuron is traditionally defined as a function of z = f(X, W, T), where X is a vector of
the input factors, W is a vector of multipliers with one value for each input factor, and
T is the threshed for output decision of different categories, which was later replaced by
a sigmoid generation function [12]. Assuming that the desired output is d = g(X), then
the training of a neural network is to maximize the performance function of negative
error, P = −|d − z|2. This definition suggests some kind of regression to calculate the
weights for each contributing factor so that the output will be the closest to the desired
one.

To validate the conventional interpretation of neuron multipliers as contributing
weights of output decisions, we designed grey-box test cases to modify the multipliers
to be the values within a scale. In a grey-box testing, we do not have the access to
the source code, but we can examine and modify neuron structures, i.e. we adjust the
multipliers to percentage values. Since the overall contribution of all weights should
add up to one, the summation of the multipliers should also be one with each multiplier
as the percentage of the weighted contribution. If the multipliers are indeed weights,
they should be able to scale proportionally and the usage of the percentage values of all
weights should not affect the performance of the neuron.
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In our testing, the neural network with scaled weights consistently performed worse
with higher error rates. Every time when we adjusted the multiplier to be a percentage
weight that adds up to one, the neuron failed to perform. This observation suggests that
themultipliers of each neuron arenotweights that are scalable. They are approximation
values.

2.2 Interpretation 2: Learning of Manifold Structure

The second type of interpretation considers deep learning as the learning of manifold
structure where the space transformation [13] through autoencoders (and decoder) keeps
the homeomorphism of the manifold structures [14].

To validate this type of interpretation, we use deep learning implemented in Tensor-
Flow to be trained with chemical component structures and regenerate new ones. Again,
we used grey-box testing where we can monitor NN or DL structures and parameters,
but not their source code. If the new space after the autoencoder transformation is indeed
the reduction of the original space, then the regenerated structure should be homeomor-
phic with the original one. However, our testing results demonstrated that the generated
structures were not homeomorphic with the original ones, which seems to suggest that
the interpretation of manifold structure learning might not be complete. Depending on
the decoder, the output might not be in a homeomorphic space. In fact, the autoencoders
of a convolutional layer abstracts the meaning of the structure of the training data and
the decoder could potentially move to a different domain using a different abstract.

2.3 Interpretation 3: Neuron/Autoencoder as Similarity and Bias as the Difference

In our interpretation, both neuron and autoencoder approximate the degree of similarity
between the input factors and the stored or entered factors of the target feature through
a rough calculation of their square differences. The multipliers of the neuron inputs
are not weights. They are actually a target feature of fixed values, which does not scale
proportionally and does not add up to one. The autoencoder of deep learning is also
an approximation of the similarity between the input and the target images roughly
calculated through their differences. The higher the value is, the less difference between
the two images and the more similar they are. The biases are the difference between
the multipliers and the actual inputs or between the feature and the actual inputs. If
multipliers or features do not have biases, then the NN or DL system reflects the correct
situations.

Each Neuron and Autoencoder Approximates the Similarity and the Biases are
Their Difference from the DesiredModels. This interpretation is also consistent with
how human thinks. Human uses image or situation similarity to make decisions. Iden-
tifying degree of similarity is the foundation of many of human cognitive abilities. It
also explains biases. The multiplier values or features depend on the training set and its
difference with the actual input is the bias.

The convolutional layer of deep learning includes encoder for filtering, pooling
to select maximum, and normalization to remove negative numbers, as well as fully
connected layer to calculate the probability for each output category. Like neurons,
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the autoencoders compare the similarity of the input vector with a target feature. The
pooling selection of the largest similarity value is in fact the selection of the best fit to the
feature, which seems reasonable. However, the normalization of removing the negative
similarity might not be necessary because negative means completely different from the
target feature and such information could be useful to detect untrained patterns in some
applications such as cybersecurity attack detection. With this interpretation of neurons
and autoencoders as similarity calculator,we cannowexplain the characteristics of neural
networks and deep learning, as well as measuring biases based on testing results through
monitoring of deep learning network structures and parameters. We can also calculate
the optimal designs of neural networks and the optimal number of convolutional layers,
leading to quicker training algorithms.

3 Theoretical Explanation of Bias Sources

First with the similarity interpretation and the bias definition and measurement, we can
explain the following scenarios of NN and DL and the causes of biases.

Question 1: Why does more training produce better results?
As presented byMichael Belkin in [15], they discovered that when the training ofNN

continuous and keeps going, the fit gets better, i.e. so called “double deep phenomena”.
Since the neuron multiples are the storage of the vectors, to which the input vector is
measured against for similarity, themultiplier vector is representing all the training inputs
to that neuron. Themore trainingmeansmore data being counted into that representation.
When more data are included, it will eventually converge to the “correct” answer, which
may consist of biases. To minimize the absolute error between the representation and the
data set, we can use their median value as the representation and to minimize the square
error, we can use their mean. More training will help the system to eventually converge
to the median or the mean of the training set. The biases come from the drifting of the
median/mean when the input samples are not truly representative.

The highly cited paper by Ben Recht [16] also stated that randomly generated data
could be fit essentially exactly with enough training. The explanation is the same as the
above paragraph. The random data aremost likely to represent a normal distribution. The
more training, the more likely for it to converge to the mean or medium of the training
data set.

Question 2: Why does not increasing the number of layers of a multi-layer perception
neural network improve its performance? The performance seems to plateau after five
or six layers.

In multiple-layer neural network, the input to the next layer is the output of the
previous layer. Since each neuron approximately calculates the similarity/difference
between the input and theWmultiplier, the input to the next layer is actually a calculation
of the difference from the previous layer. For example, the second layer input is the
calculation of the difference of the first layer and its output is the difference of the
difference. Similarly, the third layer calculates the difference of the difference. When
we move on to the fourth layer and so on, it calculates the difference of difference, etc.
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As it can be seen from this pattern of continuation, the difference of differences will
eventually be exhausted out. Therefore, we can see that the performance of a neural
network is maximized at certain number of layers and does not improve or even gets
worse after certain number of layers of perceptron.

This raises another question of where the maximum boundary is and how to design
an optimal neural network. We addressed this question in another report due to the space
constraint of this one.

Question3: Whydoes reducing the number of neurons on each layer sometimes actually
improve its performance?

Experimental research shows that “dropout techniques” improves performance. Here
is the explanation. Each neuron roughly calculates the difference between the input and
the desired test subject. The number of subjects on that layer determines the need of
each layer. More neurons than are necessary given the number of test subjects will not
affect the output. Often replicate neurons may arise due to imprecise training of the NN.

For example, as discovered and reported in [17], dropout tends to make the norm of
incoming/outgoing weight vectors of all the hidden nodes equal. The explanation is that
the dropout includes the neurons that do not represent any subject and are redundant
one that should be removed. The weight vector becoming equal means that there is only
one subject to be compared with and thus only one neuron is needed at that layer. This
confirms our similarity interpretation of neurons.

On the other hand, if the neuron number were too small, not all subjects to be com-
pared with would be included in the network for recognition, and then the performance
of the NN would suffer as well. There is a certain number of neurons on each layer for
a NN to achieve the best performance. Missing neurons may also cause biases in the
decision made by the network.

Question 4: Why do neural networks have impressions? i.e. once NN learn a pattern,
it is difficult to unlearn.

Contrary to popular understanding, each neuron is a storage unit of a target pattern
that the input will be compared to, checking for similarity. Because the neuron is acting
as static storage, an entire NN will tend towards impressions because each neuron will
not change its stored pattern and a NN is just a construction of layered neurons, each
of which is difficult to change. This also explains biases. If the impression is not the
desired ones for the users, then it has biases, which comes from the multiplier values,
which can be obtained through grey-box testing.

Question 5: Why does deep learning with a controlled number of autoencoders perform
better than multi-layer neural networks?

Deep learning with a controlled number of autoencoders only includes a precise
number of layers. However, multi-layer NNs often have redundant layers of neurons
because they are randomly assembled by trial and error. These extra layers may even
create deviations from the accurate output.

Additionally, autoencoders compare inputs to dynamically entered features while
each neuron in a multi-layered NN uses a predefined pattern, which is stored in its mul-
tipliers to compare with the input, makingmulti-layered NN less versatile in recognizing
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patterns. Features represented by autoencoders are changeable to remove biases, while
it is difficult to change NN once trained.

Question 6: Why does Radius Neighbor (themethodwe invented in 2016 [18]) perform
better than multi-layer neural networks and with drastically reduced training time? Will
it also be better than deep learning?

RadiusNeighbor uses amathematical approach to identify themultipliers of a neuron
without the need for gradient descent, which reduces the training time significantly. In
addition, it uses the optimal design of NN structure based on the similarity interpretation
of the meaning of each neuron; thus, its performance should be comparable to that of
deep learning. Their comparison study through testing is ongoing.

Question 7: Why does a convolutional neural network [19] only capture local “spatial”
patterns in data? If the data does not look like an image, it is less useful.

The autoencoder of the convolutional layer uses a feature vector to compare to a
window of an image. Because for images, the data closer together are more related. For
example, image data within a window are more likely to form a feature than the data
from one end of an image to the other end. The traditional way of scanning images row
by row does not work well because data of each row are less related to data of each
window, which are close together. Therefore convolutional neural network should work
for any data of which window features can be identified, regardless of the source of data
whether are from an image or not.

Question 8: Why does deep learning have such a rule of thumb: If your data is just
as useful after swapping any of your columns with each other, then you cannot use
convolutional neural networks.

The reason why the convolutional layer does not work for swappable data is con-
sistent with the similarity and bias interpretation for two reasons. First, the position of
a factor in the vector affects the similarity calculation. Supposed the feature vector is
<W1, W2> and the input vector is <X1, X2>. Swapping X1 and X2 will totally mess
up the similarity calculation. Secondly, when the rows are columns are switchable, the
data close in the position of the table are not necessary more related to each other, and
thus might not work using the window features. Therefore, switchable columns or rows
make it difficult to find an appropriate feature for similarity and bias measurements. It is
unimportant if columns are switchable. The key of the convolutional layer is to arrange
the data in a way that features are certainly identifiable.

Question 9: Why are convolutional neural networks so great for finding patterns and
classifying images?

As explained above, the convolutional layer compares windows of an image to fea-
tures. As long as data in closer positions are more related and features are identifiable,
it should always work well.

Through answering the above nine questions of deep learning networks, we identify
the network structures and parameters as one source of biases. The next section we
explain how to design networks with less biases and how to test for biases using a
grey-box approach of monitoring network structures and parameters.
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4 Design and Testing of (Convolutional) Neuron Network
Structures and Parameters

The similarity and bias measurement of neurons and autoencoders can help to design
optimal networks, decide the number of convolutional filtering and pooling layers in
deep learning, and validate them through grey-box testing of monitoring W multipliers
and autoencoder feature vectors.

We start with a simple example of designing a neuron to recognize AND gate oper-
ation. We want the neuron to have the maximum similarity with the input pairs of (0, 1),
(1, 0), and (1, 1) to generate the output of “1”. And the input pattern similar to the pair
of (0, 0) should generate the output “0”. For the convenient of discussion, we assume
that our neurons use a threshed to decide the output rather than the sigmoid function.
The discussion here should also work for sigmoid situation.

We now convert theANDgate problem to similarity problem that can use neurons. To
decide if an input is similar to any of the three, we need to minimize the error between
the input and the three training patterns. Mathematical prove of the minimization is
straightforward. Tominimize the absolute error, we can use theirmedian and tominimize
the square error, we can use their mean. Therefore, to check if an input is similar to the
three pairs, we can use the mean of 1/3 and 1/3 on each input. We now create a neuron
that can recognize patterns of producing an output of one. Figure 1 shows this neuron.
The threshed for the final output can be anything between (0, 1/3), from which we pick
1/6 to maximize the margin to be 1/3. The goal of maximizing the margin is to avoid
overfitting.

Threshold = 1/6 
Z W1=1/3 

W2=1/3 
X2 

X1 

Fig. 1. An optimal design of a neuron to recognize an AND gate.

Now the question is how to calculate the biases based on the testing results of the
NN in Fig. 1? As stated previously, the grey-box testing monitors the values enter into
each neuron/autoencoder and the biases are calculated as the difference between these
values and the multipliers or the features. We were able to prove the correctness of this
formula mathematically.

Weuse another example to demonstrate the design and testing ofNNandDL systems.
Classification and recognition of anXOR function is a classical problem [20] formachine
learning to demonstrate various learning algorithms such as kernel tricks [21], Support
Vector Machines, Radial Basis Functions and neural networks. Our Radius Neighbor
method derived based on similarity interpretation of neurons can also quickly construct
a neural network with multipliers calculated mathematically without the need of going
through gradient decent training.
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In XOR, the input pairs of (0, 1) and (1, 0) produce “1” as the output and the pairs of
(0, 0) and (1, 1) generate output “0”. Again, we use the two cases of generating output
“1” as similarity patterns to create a neuron to roughly calculate the similarity between
the neuron input and the two pairs of (0, 1) and (1, 0), as shown in Fig. 2.

The above two design examples shows that the biases come from the training set and
are embedded in the network structures and parameters, which can be detected through
grey-box testing.

Latent 
space Threshold? 

W1=1/2 

W2=1/2 

? 
X1 

X2 

Fig. 2. An initial neuron for partial XOR.

At this point, only the multipliers of one neuron are calculated. The next step in the
NN construction is to feed all training cases to this one neuron to generate their output
values. All output values are now data of one dimension to be separated into various
object categories recognized by the neuron. For the convenience of visualization, we
put all output values from the neuron on an X axiom line and mark them with output
categories, as shown in Fig. 3.

0    ¼       ½      ¾    1 

(1,1) (0,1) 
(1,0) (0,0) 

Fig. 3. A linear segmentation line with more than two segments.

The current neuron threshed approach or sigmoid function can only separate the
one dimension output linearly into two categories. Figure 3 shows a situation when the
outputs on a line have more than 2 segments. Therefore, no threshed or linear divider
can be determined and thus another layer of neuron is necessary in this case.

The second layer of neurons now have three inputs, the pair of the original input plus
the additional similarity information from the first layer. For the pairs of (0, 1) and (1, 0),
we still want the similarity to be as close to them as possible and thus the multipliers of ½
and½will still be used for them. In addition, we now also have a similarity measurement
as the output of the first neuron to be fed into the second layer as an additional input.

To separate the second segment away from the third one with the maximum margin,
we select the middle value between ½ and 1, which gives us the value of ¾ to be used
as the threshed of the first neuron. With this threshed, we now shift the output of the
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similarity from the first neuron by “−3/4”, i.e. each of the two pairs have the difference
of -3/4 from the first neuron. Again, we want the second neuron to be the most similar
to both (0,1) and (1,0), as well as the difference of −3/4. Therefore, the second neuron
should have the multiplers of original two ½ with an additional of −3/4 for the output
from the first neuron. In two steps with the computation of O(1), we obtain a neural
network for interpreting XOR as shown in Fig. 4.

X1 

X2 

W1=1/2 
Z 

W2=1/2 
Threshold=3/4 

Threshold 
Range (1/4,1/2) 

W1=1/2 

W2=1/2 

W3=-3/4 

Fig. 4. A linear segmentation line with more than two segments.

Based on the above example, the computation intensive step of network training,
gradient decent, is not used anymore and an optimal network design based on the training
data can be created algorithmically. It also seems that there is a lower bound on the
number of neural layers needed for each training set. We define a concept of Linear-
Segmentation (LS) to help with the determination of the number of neuron layers and
number of neurons on each of them.

We found that the value of LS determines the lower bound of the number of
convolutional layers.

Definition: Linear-Segmentation (LS) counts the number of segments on the linear line
of the output of a neuron before its sigmoid function.

Lemma 1: The lower-bound of the number of layers needed for NN or DL is the value
of LS minus 1 for neurons and LS minus 2 for autoencoders of DL.

The above examples describe our Radius Neighbor algorithm for creating and train-
ing NN and DL convolutional layers without the usage of gradient descent, based on the
similarity interpretation of neurons and autoencoders.

We applied the above-mentioned deep learning networks to object recognition of
videos streamed from drones. More specifically, we use drone video streaming to auto-
matically identify open parking spaces.We then use the grey-box testing to validate such
a ML-based systems. Besides checking the correct identifications, we also calculate the
biases based on values collecting from the difference between the input and the desired
open space feature. Due to the space constraint, we will report these testing results in
another paper.

5 Concluding Observations

We discovered an interpretation of neurons and deep learning autoencoders and used
them to explain NN characteristics and DL convolutional layers, as well as calculating
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biases through grey-box testing of monitoring neuron structures and their parameters.
This interpretation helps us to better understand NN and DL to generate new research
topics with the potential of improving neural network-based machine learning and their
testing. We used an orthogonal array to validate the coverage of the testing set [22].

We use the interpretation of neurons, autoencoders and biases to explain all char-
acteristics of NN and DL that we have encountered so far. We also use it to create
an algorithmic approach for training neural networks with the potential of drastically
reducing time and resource requirements. The bias calculation through grey-box testing
provides another layer of assurance for ML-based systems. Overall, this work is promis-
ing in achieving groundbreaking results by providing methodologies to design optimal
NN and DL convolutional layer and to train and test the network to complement the
computationally intensive gradient decent based training methods.

Beyond investigating mathematical interpretations and testing, many more research
topics are enabled by this research, such as the invention of new kind of neurons and
their effectiveness testing with less biases [23], the exploration of learning evolution
and relearning, the definition of effective networks, the identification of upper bound
of neural layers for optimal performance, and the investigation of hierarchical multiple
concurrent neural networks for human brain simulation. The results of this work of
testing ML-based systems also helped us realize that NN and DL are a closer resemble
of human brain than we had expected. Through this work, we hope that we contribute
to the understanding and testing of human brain simulation using neuron networks.
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Abstract. Mobile phones have become one of the most common and essential
tools of humans life. What initially started as a basic hand model with telephone
like features has developed into a mini computer that has all our personal and
professional life stored into it. But is this information protected and safe? Hacking
and using our information has been a common problem for a long time. In case
of websites, we have several tools and applications to protect our computer from
hacking and blocking the advertisements that can track our computer. But there are
no tools like this available for mobile applications. We install several applications
and provide access to all our information stored in our phone. It is the duty of the
operating systemmakers like Google (Play Store) and Apple (App store) to create
proper guidelines for the applications to protect our privacy, and enforce them.
But with the increasing number of applications and its usage, not everything is
policed properly. For example, even though applications installed in apple iPhone
requires the permission of users to access and transfer the data, the apple does not
intervene and check these applications if they are accessing only the permitted data
or not. This research paper concentrates on developing an algorithm to prevent
and detect uncertainty in these applications. The algorithm constructed is based on
deep learning model, which is a consolidated tool used to predict the uncertainty
in mobile computing. The challenge of calculating this uncertainty estimation is
done by learning both target output and its corresponding variance. Then a similar
estimation is performed in the newly constructed result model which contains one
network for target output and another for variance. This method prevents error
occurrence at a higher percentage than other algorithm available.

Keywords: Deep learning · Uncertainty · Convolution neural network · Mobile
computing
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1 Introduction

When mobile phones were initially developed they were simply basic modeled phones
which were technically landline telephones that can be taken everywhere. The biggest
revolution in the world of mobile phones came when Google introduced Android Oper-
ating system in 2008. From then the growth of Android phones have been enormous,
taking over the whole world and also exceeding iOS andWindows system along the way.
The main reason for this growth and success is because of the number of applications
that were developed based on the android operating system. Applications like Facebook,
Gmail, Chrome, YouTube etc. which were available only available in computers were
remodeled to run in Android operating system. Based on this many other applications
were also developed. Now users can download applications for everything from ordering
food to booking tickets, watching movies, etc. The applications are available for down-
load from either original Googlemarket or third partymarket. These applications besides
attracting several users also have gained the attention of Malware developers who make
some applications that can obtain private information from the mobile devices. And it
would depend upon the settings of his application. The truth is the data and everything
in our phone can be tracked and hacked based on the applications and its settings in our
phone. With the development of technology and its applications, several applications
are being downloaded every day. People download without knowing the functioning of
the applications. Each and every application is required to get the permissions of the
users before accessing their information. But the fact is that even though the permission
is obtained, there is no saying how much data is extracted, and how it is used. There
is no one checking or guarding these data. A recent report showed that several Trojan
infected applications were not detected during the normal Google checkup and some
popular applications were already downloaded by several numbers of people before it
was detected and removed, in the year 2018 Google analyzed and announced the types
of malicious applications available. These details were updated in Google Play. Even
Google’s very own Google protect software to destroy these malwares may sometimes
result in failure due to variations. The malwares are divided into four types namely,

• First is malwares that hack the phone, steals the data available and destroys the device
in the process.

• Next is Spyware which steals the important private data like phone numbers, bank
id’s passwords etc. and moves it to others.

• The last two are Grayware and Adware that inserts various unwanted advertisements
or popup in between the programs while it is running.

Then this model is inserted into our application which can detect the malware in
other applications effectively. The initial or the traditional method that was created to
evaluate these malwares is now useless in front of the new technology malwares that
have been created. With the updating of the malwares the detecting methods must also
be upgraded and more efficient than them. The continuous research in this field gave rise
to an automatic mechanismwhich is trending right now in the field. The deep learning or
themachine learningmodels (multi-level Convolutional Neural Network) are being used
increasingly to create the algorithm to detect these new generation malware. The paper
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is classified as: Sect. 2 analyses the researches and studies that had previously been done
on this idea uncertainty prediction; Sect. 3 describes research analysis of related work;
Sect. 4 analyses the problems and provides a new technique for detecting the malwares
by creating a model based on CNN or convolutional neural network and fusion based
network; Sect. 5 describes the method in which the data for feeding into the model is
prepared and perform the evaluation of deferent number of machine learning algorithm,
and how the model is trained and evaluated and finally the conclusion is given in Sect. 6.

2 Uncertainty Prediction

A recent study found that there was data exchange available between the android appli-
cations in the same phone. Two applications in the same phone can sometimes share
information, which can be leaked to another source. It called as inter component com-
munication or ICC. Here one application which had been permitted to access the phones
location can access it and share it with another application in the phone, which can
send the data to an unknown external server. The application uses ICC to communicate
among themselves [3, 4]. Continuous researches are being made in this field to develop
an antidote for detecting these malware. Various methods have been suggested to detect
these malwares. Some of the methods include Static analysis, Dynamic analysis and
Hybrid analysis. Static analysis is a light weight method used to detect abnormal sig-
natures, functions in the source code. It detects the malware without really running the
application. Though this method of analysis is faster compared to others it cannot be run
on powerful applications that can hide or freeze themselves during examination to pass
over. To overcome the disadvantages of static analysis, dynamic analysis was found.
This analysis runs in the real device Table 1: Features set for analysis and evaluates the
application directly to detect the network traffic and the application is examined while
running to detect the errors and various malwares available. This procedure is time con-
suming compared to static analysis. It also occasionally results in large overhead. To
overcome the disadvantages of both these methods, the researchers combined them to
produce hybrid analysis, which provides a higher performance comparatively.

The main aim of this study is to prevent our data from being extracted or hacked by
building a Convolutional Neural Network that can predict the uncertainties in mobile
computing. The uncertainties are initially estimated and calculated and then using it in
a newly constructed model will help us detect these data extraction and prevent them
from getting hacked. Deep learning model otherwise known as hierarchical learning is
a most recent method used to build and train neural networks, by learning the represen-
tation data available. It is nothing but a collection of high ended algorithms that could
train and produce neural networks. Neural networks are nothing but decision making
nodes, and the networks built using deep learning model are of higher quality com-
pared to other neural networks. Deep learning is a part of machine learning family, but
unlike other machine learning algorithms whose accuracy stops at a particular level,
accuracy of deep learning will never reach a end. The accuracy grows with the amount
of data you feed them. The more data you feed them the higher the accuracy. Now
days with everyone using internet, we have access to large amount of data. So using
deep learning model, we can easily train neural networks to provide better performance.
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Table 1. Features set for analysis

Static analysis Dynamic analysis Hybrid analysis

Required permission Sensitive API Dynamic behavior Higher performance
comparatively

Camera, contact,
voice recording, CPU
usage, media, GPS,
SMS reading, profile
account linking,
cookies, profile hack,
reading mail, read
location

Background process
Application usage,
Timely behavior, read
back ground process
behavior
Shutdown,
Restart package

Load Application
Application usage,
Timely behavior, read
back ground process
behavior
Kill Background
process,
Service restart

Camera, contact,
voice recording, CPU
usage, media, GPS,
SMS reading, profile
account linking,
cookies, profile hack,
reading mail, Load
Application
Application usage,
Timely behavior, read
back ground process
behavior

Convolutional and recurrent neural networks which are the products of deep learning
model are highly popular and used in several applications like, computer vision, speech
recognition, bio informatics etc. The only problem with deep learning neural networks
is they are poor at collecting predictable uncertainties, and believe that their predictions
are perfect. So in order to solve this problem the uncertainty output prediction is done
by learning the targeted output data and its corresponding variance. The uncertainties
are available in different varieties for different applications. It is a vast area of data. But
vaster the data is, more accurate the output will be. The data of several target outputs
and is corresponding variables are fed and learned through the deep learning model and
then a target output and variance is calculated. These are then fed into a final model and
the uncertainty is calculated by reducing the error to a greater extent. The final model
contains one network for target output and another one for the variance. This model pre-
vents both Aleatoric and Epistemic uncertainty from occurring. Aleatoric uncertainty
or statistical uncertainty provide different unknown every time we run it. Epistemic or
systematic uncertainty is what is known in principle but not in practical application.
Both these uncertainties can be overcome using this model with the help this model,
with its expanding feature. This model is then used in our mobile applications to detect
the uncertainties occurring in our applications. The several uncertainty data collected
from other models and application are already fed into our model. So the when these
uncertainties are occurring in our applications they can be easily detected and resolved.
The models are trained to detect any new form theft scheme also. They are also found
and the data of his new hacking methods will also be stored into our model and used for
future applications. Thus this model algorithm using deep learning method will adapt
and grow, continuously providing results and also reducing errors simultaneously. The
chief objective of this paper is that detect these malware by using a deep learning model.
The static features of various applications are collected and then they are organized in
strings and converted into vector based data and fed into the deep learning model. The
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model/algorithm will analyze the data and learn the combination and structure of the
malware in the process.

3 Related Work

Zegzhda, P. et al. [1] provided amethod to detect themalwares by using the deep learning
model,most commonly called as CNNor convolutional neural networks. Here the design
of the android application is used to find the malwares or other malicious applications.
Instead of constraining ourselves to one particular type, here they have observe and study
on all types of malicious applications available. Backes, M. et al. [2], used a Bayesian
based pipeline method along with LUNA which is used to detect the uncertainties in
the applications. The datasets are collected using the idea and tools of probabilistic
programming. Then a model that protects the uncertainties is created to apply a large
quantity of dataset that contains the details about the malware into the machine learning
model. The results are then analyzed along with the parameters. Peiravian, N et al. [3] by
merging the API calls with permission, the functioning of the applications are received
through machine learning.

Droid-Sec [4] in order to detect the malicious applications, he suggested the usage
of deep learning models since traditional models were less effective in finding the mali-
cious program. He called it deep android malware detection [5]. With the failure of the
traditional approach of the android detection a much better solution with the usage of
CNN Zhang, Y et al. [6] which is comparatively faster than the traditional methods like
linear –SVM and KNN was introduced. Yeh, C.-W. et al. [7] by merging both property
along with flattened data set, the dimensions are decreased using K-skip-n-gram tech-
nique. This method allows learning both flexible and complex malwares data. Canfora,
G., et al. [8] his method involves collecting the data of resources that has been used by
the application since hiding these would be far more difficult.

4 Proposed Methodology

SVM and Linear SVM that follows old methods have poor structural composition with
the usage of less computation unit layers. This was overcome with the development of
deep layer technology.Training canbedoneusingvarious approaches andmethods.Deep
learning model [9] because of its expanded structure any kind of method or algorithm
can be used to construct and train it. Since the model consists of both learning and
training, two levels are implemented. The first level is unsupervised pre-training phase
in which the back propagation neural network are bundled together to construct the DBN
or deep belief network. This is used for determining the character of android applications.
The second level is Back propagation, the network from previous level is refined using
labeled values under supervision. The deep learning model is constructed perfectly after
this level. The model consists of a merging network called multi-level Convolutional
Neural Network or MLCNN which is made up of three components:

• Accentuate classification component: the applications are subjected to a wide range
static analysis and the data is taken fromAndroidManifest xml files and disassembled
Dex files.
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• Accentuate interleaving component: the data sets of various dimensions are joined
together in a single vector space in order to increase the feature space.

• Discover component:multi-levelCNNis used for finding themalware [10] and arrange
it.

ARChon, Bliss, Bluestacksis used to learn about the data in the Android samples. It
is capable of breaking down the Android files to extract data like XML and DEX files.
The data are obtained from the malicious applications and built as an accentuate classifi-
cation model. The requested permission is obtained fromManifest.xml. The application
can perform a task only if it had been permitted by the user. Like for the android com-
mand READ CONTACTS, the application will gain permission to get the entire contact
information. Sowe need tomake sure that the permission given by the user depends upon
the current task of the running application. The extracted application component which
gives a description about the Activity, service and Broadcast receiver of the application.
Since themalwares files carry the name of the original component, the component names
occurring as notification are the families of themalware. The filters are obtained from the
Manifest.xml. They are used to enhance interactions between android’s internal compo-
nents. Like for instance, when the system booting is finished, the application can start as
soon as the device starts to run. The feature hardware is received from the Manifest.xml
[11]. It provides permission to access the hardware. Like, if we want to access a camera,
classes.dex issues the API command. A search is conducted in the broken codes of the
application for checking if the command is permitted or not. So if any application tries
to access a command that’s not in their basic code, they can be determined as malicious
[12]. For instance an application that has permission to send messages won’t get permis-
sion each time it sends. So by receiving the data from classes.dex and analyzing it to find
the original intention of the application may tell whether the application is original or
malicious. Url, IP addresses, servers should also be taken into account along with user
permissions to find an malware. They are then changed into vector space and data is fed
to multi-level CNN orMLCNN. These seven attributes are the important parts of feature
set. One of the most important concepts we have been seeing in the above methods is
converting the data sets obtained into vector space to feed them into the deep learning
[13] algorithm. During training the data’s are needed for prediction most of the time.
So these data are converted into numerical vectors. For converting, initially these seven
attributes are combined into a single set L

L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ . . . ∪ L7

If L is the set then the vector space dimension of the set is represented as |L|. The
dimension is either 0 or 1. If the application is i then the vector is vi. It is described as

Wm → ((m, l))

Where: l ∈ L and (m, l) = {1 if application m contains features, otherwise it is 0}
in order to solve the memory problem that arises due to high level of feature or data set
that contains number of elements but the value of most of the elements is 0, the data set
is converted into a sparse matrix. The vector Wm is converted. The value 0 is neglected
in this method. The value 1 is alone included. Here label is either 0 or 10 if benign and
1 for malware. Feature - the index number of the application. The value is always 1.
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5 Evaluation

Here we use two methods to evaluate our model that finds the malware applications
[14]. To perform the evaluation a computer was used. In the first test, the evaluation
performance of our model is analyzed [15] by cross checking it with the evaluation
performance of four other machine learning models. In the second test, the performance
while running is evaluated and cross checked with two other machine learning [16]
models taken from the first test. For this nearly 2000 malicious and normal applications
were taken by using an APK file crawler. The collected data were used for evaluations.
Various formulas were used for calculating the data’s measurement factors here:

TP (True positive) – are the perfectly arranged malware data’s
FN (False negative) – wrongly arranged malware data’s
TN (True Negatives) – perfectly arranged benign data’s
FP (False Positive) – wrongly arranged benign data’s.
Accuracy – it determines how similar the calculated value is to the standard value [4, 5].

Accuracy = tp + tn

tp + tn + fp + fn

Precision – how much the measured values are similar to each other.

Precision = tp

tp + fp

Recall/sensitivity – fraction of positive instances found to the total positive instances.

Recall = tp

tp + fn

Each researcher chooses their own method and data to perform detection and clas-
sification. A well knowledge person would definitely choose data that provide good
information on the malicious application [17] to get accurate results. Because choosing
poor data may lead to poor results. The MLCNN is initially tested for perfect effec-
tiveness using a variety of feature sets. The combination of all the feature set gives a
perfect value compared to others. But still the API [18] and string also provide a better
value compared to the others. The permission in Table 2: Comparing it with machine
learning methods, is a bit better than the intent feature set. But there might be many
variables for these results. Like if the permission set contains only 200 features which
are low for MLCNN. After this MLCNN is compared with three models that are based
on machine learning (Linear SVM, SVMG–RBG, BPNN). The BPNN method uses the
constant empirical value. The evaluation uses same data on both sides.

Table 2 shows that ourMLCNNmodel is greater and accurate than the other machine
learning models. To represent Fig. 1: The comparison between machine learning meth-
ods, about 98.5% of the malicious applications are detected which is greater than the
other machine models. The proposed model is greater in precision, recall, accuracy, and
F-score. Our model also produces fewer false alarms compared to the other models.
Even though the other models are effective and the difference is smaller for some, our
model is better than everything else.
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Table 2. Comparing it with machine learning methods

Algorithm Feature set

Precision Recall Accuracy F-score

SVM 0.854 0.991 0.910 0.918

Linear SVM 0.910 0.990 0.920 0.925

SVMG–RBG 0.948 0.989 0.958 0.959

BPNN 0.955 0.988 0.980 0.981

MLCNN 0.975 0.988 0.985 0.985

0.75

0.825

0.9

0.975

1.05

SVM Linear
SVM

SVMG –
RBG 

BPNN MLCNN

Feature set 

Feature setPrecision Feature setRecall

Feature setAccuracy Feature setF-score

Fig. 1. The comparison between machine learning methods

6 Conclusion

The android malware detection model we proposed based on Convolutional neural Net-
works has providedMLCNNmodel which is accurate and higher than the other machine
learning models and comparatively faster. It uses static, dynamic and hybrid analysis
techniques to provide feature sets based on which the evaluation is done. The result
is analyzed with the results of other models and it has proved that MLCNN can pro-
vide 98.5% accuracy and low false alarms compared to other models. Though the other
models are effective their performance is comparatively low with our model. For future
reference, our model can be subjected to dynamic analysis for more accuracy and speed.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel spatial constrained cluster-
ing method, it is simple yet very effective, which has been validated it for
image segmentation. The key observation of our model is that traditional
K-Means clustering is popular for segmentation but it lacks effective
spatial constraint. To address this issue, a general spatial constrained
K-Means clustering framework is proposed and shows its effectiveness
in image segmentation. Spatial constraints are expressed by points on
adjacent positions, which cannot be segmented only by color gaps. With
the expectation maximization algorithm, our method could be efficiently
optimized, and a locally optimal solution could be guaranteed. Experi-
ments on the Berkeley image segmentation dataset show that our method
outperforms compared methods.

Keywords: K-Means · Spatial constraint · Image segmentation

1 Introduction

Image segmentation is one of the most basic and important fields in image pro-
cessing and computer vision. It is the fundation for visual analysis and pattern
recognition of images [1–3]. Image segmentation refers that an image is divided
into non overlapping regions according to the features, typically including: gray
scale, color, texture and shape feature, where these characteristics in the same
area show the similarity and show obvious difference in different regions [8].

Clustering is a basic and important technique for exploratory data analysis
[9–11], and has been widely applied to image segmentation [13–15,30]. There
are many articles summarizing the use of clustering for image segmentation
[5–7]. The clustering algorithms for image segmentation generally consider each
pixel in the image as one data point and then perform clustering. Afterwards,
the segmentation result [12,16,29] is obtained according to the clustering result.
Among these clustering methods, K-Means algorithm is widely used due to its
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Fig. 1. The yellow boxes indicates the 8-neighborhood pixels of P , and in the process
of image segmentation using K-Means algorithm, the spatial constraint is seamlessly
incorporated.

simplicity and effectiveness. Although simple and interpretable, directly utiliz-
ing it for image segmentation is usually improper for the following reason. For
image segmentation task, beyond the color attribute, the locations of pixels also
should be taken into consideration for meaningful results. However, the result
obtained by conventional clustering algorithm is usually not promising due to
only considering the relationships in color space, i.e., the pixels with the simi-
lar colors are partitioned into one region, while the pixels with unsimilar colors
are partitioned into different regions. Accordingly, the image segmentation by
directly using K-Means algorithm is risky and unpromising [17]. To incorporate
the spatial information into clustering, we introduce a constrained K-Means clus-
tering algorithm which could be applied for image segmentation with both color
feature and spatial information used.

To consider the constraint relationship between adjacent pixel points, we
introduce the concept of pixel neighborhood. Our model is shown in Fig. 1, the
category of this pixel is no longer dependent on the effect of the same color region
and is related to the 8-pixel neighborhood of the point. As a result, the problem
of only considering the color property is solved, and the real spatial constraint
in the picture is added, and the segmentation effect is obviously improved.

To summarize, the main contribution of this work includes:

1. We propose a general constrained K-Means clustering algorithm, which can
well address the image segmentation task by simultaneously making use of
color feature and spatial information.

2. Our method could be effectively solved with Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm, which makes our method not only effective but also efficient.
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3. Experimental results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the advantages of
our method.

2 Related Work

Threshold-based segmentation is a traditional image segmentation way. Due to
its simple in implementation, small amount of computation and stable perfor-
mance, it has become the most basic and widely applied segmentation technol-
ogy in image segmentation. The classical Otsu algorithm [18] adaptively selects
threshold based on the maximum inter class variance of the characteristics of the
image itself. The edge detection-based method tries to solve the segmentation
problem by detecting the edges of different regions. These methods are usually
based on the observation that the gray values on the edge will show a signifi-
cant change. The differential operator can be used for edge detection, such as
Laplacian of a Gaussian (LoG)1.

The region-based segmentation methods usually divide an image into dif-
ferent regions according to the similarity criterion. The basic idea of a region
splitting and merging method [19] is to divide the image into a number of inter-
secting regions, and then these regions are divided or merged according to the
relevant rules to complete the segmentation task, which are not only suitable for
gray image segmentation, but also suitable for texture image segmentation. The
representative method, watershed segmentation [20], is a mathematical morphol-
ogy method based on topology theory.

The graph-based segmentation methods are associated with the problem of
minimum cut problem of a graph, in which an image is usually mapped into a
weighted undirected graph. Each node in the graph corresponds to a pixel in the
image, with each edge connecting a pair of adjacent pixels. The representative
methods include spectral clustering [21–23], affinity propagation [24] and incre-
mental aggregation [25]. The K-Means algorithm is usually directly utilized for
image segmentation [16,26–28], while they neglect the spatial information in the
clustering process.

3 Our Method

3.1 K-Means Clustering with Image Segmentation

K-Means is one of the representative clustering algorithms. Suppose we are given
a data set X = {x1,x2, ...,xN} with each data points xn ∈ �d, we aim to
partition this data set into K disjoint clusters C1,C2, ...,CK . Without considering
the background of the problem, from the point of view of Euclidean space, we
should gather the nearest point of the distance into a cluster, and the distance

1 http://www.cse.dmu.ac.uk/sexton/WWWPages/HIPR/html/log.html.

http://www.cse.dmu.ac.uk/sexton/WWWPages/HIPR/html/log.html
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between the points of different clusters is far away. The K-Means clustering
objective is given by

min
γnk,µk

N∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

γnk||xn − µk||2

s.t. γnk ∈ {0, 1},

K∑

k=1

γnk = 1,

(1)

where γnk ∈ {0, 1} indicates the assignment of the nth point to the kth cluster,
and µk is the kth cluster centroid.

Specifically, each pixel in a color image is considered as a data point in a
3-dimensional space that corresponds to the intensity of RGB. Then each pixel
is replaced by its corresponding cluster center, and the image is reconstructed.
The traditional K-Means clustering only considers the distance in color space
while lacks effective spatial constraint.

3.2 Our Objective Function

According to the analysis above, we combine the requirements of the spatial
constraint of the 8-neighborhood pixels with the K-Means algorithm to obtain
our new objective function as follows:

min
γnk,μk

N∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

(γnk‖xn − µk‖2 + α

P∑

p=1

|γnk − γpk|)

s.t. γnk ∈ {0, 1} ,
K∑

k=1

γnk = 1,

(2)

where α > 0 is a hyperparameter to balance the reconstruction error and the
violation of spatial constraint. γnk ∈ {0, 1} indicates the assignment of the nth

point to the kth cluster, and P ∈ {3, 5, 8} indicates the number of neighborhood
points, as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, the numbers of neighborhood pixels are 3,
5, and 8 for the pixel located on the corner, boundary and interior, respectively.
Adding spatial constraint items makes the clustering effect not only affected by
the similar colors, but pixels that are in close proximity are more likely to be
divided into the same category.

We optimize our objective function in Eq. (2) through the EM algorithm,
and alternatively optimize the objective function with respect to γnk and µk.
Specifically, by taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to
µk, we have

−2
N∑

n=1

γnk(xn − µk) = 0. (3)
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Fig. 2. The yellow box represents the 8-pixel neighborhood of points, the figure shows
all the cases of the 8-pixel neighborhood in the image.

Accordingly, we can update µk with the following rule:

µk =

N∑
n=1

γnkxn

N∑
n=1

γnk

. (4)

Similar to K-Means clustering, the assignments can be updated with the follow-
ing rule

γnk =

⎧
⎨

⎩
1, if k = arg mink||xn − µk||2 + α

P∑
p=1

|γnk − γpk|
0, otherwise.

(5)

According to the above formulation, we can see that our method is relatively
simple in form and to optimize. The solution is basically consistent with the
ordinary K-Means algorithm, but ours considers the effect of neighborhood con-
straints, which makes the image segmentation more reasonable. For clarity, the
proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments

In the experiments, we conduct our method for image segmentation task, and
compared ours with existing state-of-the-art image segmentation methods.
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Algorithm 1. Spatial K-Means for Image Segmentation
Input: An original image, and K.
1: Convert the image to the RGB feature matrix and randomly initialize each point’s

γnk according to the K value.
2: n = 0
3: repeat
4: n = n + 1
5: Update µk according to Eq. (4)
6: Update γnk according to Eq. (5)
7: Update the objective function according to Eq. (2)
8: until the objective function converges.
Output: An image of the result of the image segmentation.

Image Otsu LoG Ncuts NormTree MCSpec K-Means Ours

Fig. 3. Image segmentation results compared with the classical Otsu algorithm (Otsu)
[18], the Laplacian of a Gaussian (LoG), the normalized cut algorithm (NCuts) [21],
the normalized partitioning tree (NormTree) [22], the multiclass spectral (MCSpec)
[23], and K-Means.

4.1 Experiment Setting

Dataset. We test our method on the well-known Berkeley image segmentation
dataset [31] - Berkeley Segmentation Data Set (BSDS500)2 - consisting of 500
natural images, ground-truth human annotations, and benchmark codes.

Evaluation Metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the overall segmentation per-
formance, we employ five different quality metrics: Accuracy (ACC), Rand Index

2 https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/grouping/.

https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/grouping/
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Table 1. Performance (mean ± standard deviation) of comparisons. Comparison of
different methods on Berkeley image segmentation dataset by Accuracy (ACC), Rand
Index (RI), Precision, Recall and F1-measure. The best results are highlighted in bold.
Our method shows competetive results compared to state-of-the-arts.

Methods Metrics(%)

ACC RI Precision Recall F1-measure

Otsu 56.23± 12.21 61.60± 7.96 47.05± 15.83 80.40± 15.53 56.57± 12.25

LoG 47.69± 16.44 42.45± 10.27 36.39± 17.17 82.19 ± 4.52 48.48± 15.39

NCuts 53.63± 11.61 72.82± 14.18 73.03± 11.06 49.59± 20.18 50.98± 11.46

NormTree 59.86± 12.83 61.71± 8.53 46.29± 16.43 72.80± 17.06 57.19± 14.11

MCSpec 43.39± 11.20 56.64± 12.84 42.03± 17.05 59.72± 24.93 43.88± 12.03

K-Means 46.77± 8.45 72.20± 12.53 73.32 ± 12.04 42.42± 7.67 48.25± 8.67

Ours 62.36±10.61 74.96±11.42 62.68± 11.79 75.91± 12.45 64.56±11.04

(RI) [32], Precision, Recall, and F1-measure [4]. For all these metrics, large value
indicates good segmentation result. For accuracy, we specify the definition used
in our experiments as follows: given a data point xi, we denote the result label
and ground-truth label as ωi and ci, respectively, then we have

ACC =

N∑
n=1

δ(ci,map(ωi))

N
,

(6)

where δ(x, y) = 1 when x = y, otherwise δ(x, y) = 0. map(ωi) is the permutation
map function, which maps the result labels into ground-truth labels. The best
map can be obtained by Kuhn-Munkres algorithm.

4.2 Experiment Results

We compared our method with the existing state-of-the-art segmentation
algorithms: the classical Otsu algorithm (Otsu) [18], the Laplacian of a Gaus-
sian (LoG), the normalized cut algorithm (NCuts) [21], the normalized parti-
tioning tree (NormTree) [22], the multiclass spectral (MCSpec) [23], and K-
Means. We use the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set and repeated 10 times for
each image. Table 1 summarizes the performance for all methods. Our proposed
method shows competitive results compared with state-of-the-art methods. It
is observed that although the performance of our method are not the best in
terms of Precision and Recall, they are also comparable. More importantly, the
results in terms of F1-measure which is more comprehensive than Precision and
Recall, further verify the advantage of our method over all the other compared
approaches. The scores of ACC and RI also validate that our method is much
better than the other methods. For visual comparison, we demonstrate the seg-
mentation results in Fig. 3. We can see that the segmentation results of ours are
more accurate than other state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms. Accordingly,
Table 1 and Fig. 3 demonstrate the advantages of our method, both quantita-
tively and qualitatively.
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α = 0 α = 1α = 0.1 α = 10 α = 100Image

Fig. 4. α > 0 is hyperparameter to balances the pixels distance constraint error and
the pixels position constraint error for the whole objective function. As shown in the
figure, when α = 0 the effect is the result of the common K-Means algorithm. With the
increase of α, the constraint ability of the 8-pixel neighborhood can be clearly seen,
which makes the image segmentation effect obvious.
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Fig. 5. The effect of the value of α on the evaluation metrics. Set α from 0 to 20, the
blue line is the average and standard deviation of the performance curve of 5 random
run. We observed the F1-measure, and our method is always better than K-Means, so
we set α = 10 all the time in our experiment.
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Fig. 6. Convergence curves on Berkeley Segmentation Data Set (BSDS500). It is clear
in the figure that several iterations are required to quickly approach convergence (nor-
malized to [0, 1]).

We also provide the investigation for the hyperparameter α. Specifically, with
the same image as input, we vary the value of α and report image segmenta-
tion results. As shown in Fig. 4, the importance of spatial information is clearly
shown. For α = 0, our method is actually degraded to the conventional K-Means.
With the value of α getting larger, we can find that the segmentation results is
consistent with the assumption of our model. Furthermore as shown in Fig. 5,
by continuously varying the value of α, the F1-measure scores are reported. We
find that our method is always better than the K-Means method since with a
non-zero value of α the performance is much better than that of K-means (when
α = 0). For simplicity, we set α = 10 in our experiments.

As shown in Fig. 6, the value of our objective function decreases monoton-
ically with the iterative optimization, which is consistent with the theoretical
analysis. For conciseness, the axes are normalized to [0, 1]. It is worth noting
that, although the computational cost is high for image data (e.g. an image of
100 × 100 is equivalent to 10,000 sample points), our model holds the flexibility
to balance the performance and computation time due to the fast convergence
rate at the beginning of a small number of iterations.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel and simple image segmentation method by
extend K-Means clustering into spatial constrained clustering. We take the con-
straints of the natural spatial information in image into consideration, and obtain
promising segmentation result. Although plenty of the existing literatures also
use K-means algorithm for image segmentation, they usually directly applied
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K-Means for segmentation task. Instead, our work incorporate the spatial infor-
mation into K-Means as a unified framework. In future, we will extend our model
for hierarchical clustering and more real-world applications will be considered.
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Abstract. On the base of the first-order disproportion functions, an algorithm
recognizing fragments of standard images under conditions when the analyzed
signal contains these fragments in a distorted form due to passing through a non-
linear device, the static characteristic of which can be represented by a polyno-
mial with unknown coefficients, is developed. Both, continuous signals and those,
described by discrete pixel brightness values of a video image, are considered with
the presence of additive impulse noises.

Keywords: Image recognition · Standard fragments · Disproportion functions ·
Additive impulse interferences · Signal distortion · Integral disproportionality
functions · Static characteristic · Nonlinear device · On-line recognition ·
Multiplicative interference

1 Introduction

There is a wide class of problems, to solve which, it is necessary to recognize standard
signals. For example, during flaw detection, it is necessary to recognize oscillograms
characteristic of a certain defects type [1].

The problem of recognition of acoustic pulsed signals against a background of
industrial noise arises during coal mining [2].

The need for automatic identification of one of the predefined sound samples exists
during radio signals transmission [3].

Waveform recognition is also used in Asynchronous Address Communication Sys-
tems. Each channel (subscriber) is assigned to a specificwaveform,which is the hallmark
of this subscriber [4].
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Also, the need to recognize fragments of standard images arises in the processing of
images received in real time from camcorders.

In practice, the recognition problem has to be solved in the presence of a number of
factors which complicate problem solution significantly. First of all, recognition should
occur promptly based on current data. In addition, not the entire standard object can
arrive for recognition, but only its fragment. It should also be borne in mind that, as a
rule, the amplitude of the signal depends on its reception and transmission conditions.
Therefore, its value can be arbitrary. For example, the signal from the camcorder depends
on the object brightness. In wireless data transmission, the signal level depends on the
distance, direction of the transmitting and receiving antennas, and many other factors.

In addition, oftenwhen transmitting a signal over a communication channel, it under-
goes non-linear distortion.These distortions appearwhen a signal passes through adevice
which static characteristic has non-linear sections. For example, such device as video
amplifier. Its static characteristic is nonlinear near zero [5].

In the general case, the input signal can be so weak that its amplitude does not
exceed the width of the nonlinear part of the static characteristic of the video amplifier.
Therefore, its recognition becomes almost impossible due to unknown values of the
nonlinearity parameters. In addition, these parameters can randomly change over the
time.

It should also be borne in mind, that interferences that may be superimposed on the
transmitted signal, usually, have unknown characteristics.

Thus, it is required to carry out recognition of fragments of standard signals from
current data in the presence of interference and non-linear distortions of the analyzed
signal. The recognition should be invariant with respect to the amplitude of the standard
signal.

There are many different ways to recognize signals. For the recognition of affine-
distorted images there is an effective method of normalization [6].

A non-classical approach to solve the problem of signal recognition in automated
radio monitoring is described in [7]. It is proposed to use the decision rule for selecting
and recognizing these signals in the presence of unknown signals. This rule is based on
a description of signals operating in the frequency channel using a probabilistic model
in the form of orthogonal extensions.

Operational recognition of fragments and signal complexes and the allocation of
video data objects using the object systems of wireless networks was developed in
[8]. In this case, the so-called weighty values are used. Among them, with the help of
information parameters, significant weighty values are selected. They are the basis for
operational data processing.

The task of accelerating the process of detecting objects in the images was solved in
[9]. Multiscale scanning is used. To solve this problem, it is proposed to use preliminary
processing of candidates, using integral characteristics. This processing is implemented
as the first stage of the cascade of classifiers of a mixed type.

The neural networks are used for pattern recognition [10, 11]. In particularly, deep
neural networks-based (DNN) algorithms are quite productive and efficient for pattern
recognition [12]. Nevertheless, one of the minor points of the DNN is the necessity to
accumulate databases of enormous size to make the DNNmethods useful. For example,
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the ImageNet database is the outcome of a collaboration between Stanford University
and Princeton University and has become a reference in the field of computer vision. It
contains around fourteen million images originally labeled with Synsets of theWordNet
lexicon tree.

Also, wavelet analysis [13] is used to solve the problem.
However, all these methods require either training or observation of the analyzed

signal for a certain period of time.
In [14], operational recognition of fragments of standard signals in the presence

of additive or multiplicative noise was considered. But, at the same time, the standard
signals were not distorted. Also, the video signals recognition was not considered.

The principle of recognition of a distorted image is given in [15]. It describesmethods
for recognizing fragments of one-dimensional and two-dimensional both continuous and
discrete standard signals. These signals are distorted due to passage through nonlinear
devices. In addition, the recognition is carried out in the presence of random interference
with unknown characteristics. Cases where the interference appears and disappears at
random times, so that, they are pulsed by nature, are considered.

The standard signal is included to the analyzed signal with some constant, previously
unknown scale factor. In addition, it is believed that the nonlinear part of the static
characteristic of the device, throughwhich the analyzed signal passes, can be represented
by a polynomial with unknown coefficients.

According to the current data of the analyzed signal and the known data of the
standards, it is necessary to quickly recognizemoments,when the interference disappears
and to recognize fragments of the standard signals during these intervals.

For 2-D images, they are assumed to be of the same size and without rotation. The
listed conditions, in particular, correspond to stationary cameras that are installed under
arbitrary low light conditions.

To solve the problem, disproportion functions are used [15, 16], the practical
application of which can be found in more detail in [17–21].

2 Disproportionality Functions

The Disproportionality or shortly the disproportion functions are characteristics of
numerical functions. They allow to quantify the deviation of the relationship between
two numerical functions from the proportional relationship.

The following types of disproportionalities are distinguished [15]:

• disproportionality with respect to the derivative of n-order;
• successive n-order disproportionalities;
• disproportionality in the value of n-order;
• relative disproportionality of n-order;
• n-order integral disproportionality [17].

The following is a summary of the disproportion functions used in this paper.
If there is a proportional relationship, all these disproportionalities are equal to zero,

regardless of the value of the coefficient of proportionality.
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So the disproportion function with respect to the derivative of the n-th order of the
function y(x) with respect to x is described by the expression:

@d (n)
x y = y

xn
− 1

n! · d
ny

dxn
(1)

This disproportion is equal to zero for the power function y = kxn regardless of the
factor k. Here n ≥ 1 is an integer.

For n = 1:

@d (1)
x y = y

x
− dy

dx
(2)

The @ symbol is chosen to indicate the operation of disproportion calculating, d -
from the English derivative. The left side is read “at d one y by x”.

For the functions y = ψ(t) and x = ϕ(t) defined parametrically (t is a parameter),
the disproportion with respect to the derivative of the n-th order (1) is calculated taking
into account the rules of finding dny/dxn with the parametric dependence of y on x.

In particular, for n = 1

@d (1)
x y = @d (1)

ϕ(t)ψ(t) = y

x
− y′

t

x′
t

= ψ(t)

ϕ(t)
− ψ ′(t)

ϕ′(t)
. (3)

Obviously, if ψ(t) = kϕ(t), then disproportionality (3) is equal to zero in the entire
area of existence x = ϕ(t), regardless of the value of k.

It is easy to verify that disproportion functions have the following properties:

1. Multiplication of the function y by any scalar m leads to the multiplication of its
disproportion function by the same scalar.

2. The disproportion function of the sum (difference) of numerical functions is equal
to the sum (difference) of their disproportion functions.

Remark 1. In other words, the operator @d(n)x defined on the space Cn(�) of n times
continuously differentiable real functions is linear on this space.

To detect polynomial dependencies, the so-called sequential disproportion function
with respect to the first order derivative is used [15].

This is a sequential calculation of disproportion for previously calculated dispropor-
tion. For example, disproportion (3) was first calculated with respect to the first-order
derivative of the function y(x) with respect to x.

For the result obtained, the disproportion (3) with respect to x is again calculated. So
repeated S-times. The result is the so-called value. S-disproportion (SDF) with respect
to the 1-st order derivative.

For example, the first-order S-disproportion function for S = 3 is obtained by the
formula

@(3)d (1)
x(t)y(t) := @d (1)

x(t)

{
@d (1)

x(t)

[
@d (1)

x(t)y(t)
]}

(4)
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Its calculation is performed in steps, the number of which is equal to the degree of
the polynomial. In the last step, the disproportion is zero, regardless of the values of the
coefficients of the polynomial.

This can be seen in the example of calculating S-disproportionality (4) for a third-
order polynomial y = a3x3 + a2x2 + a1x

Step 1: z1 = @d (1)
x y = y

x − y′ = −2a3x2 − a2x

Step 2: z2 = @d (1)
x z1 = z1

x − z′1 = 2a3x

Step 3: z3 = @d (1)
x z2 = z2

x − z
′
2 = 0

An equality SDF to zero is used in signal recognition.

3 Overview of Methods for Recognizing Undistorted Standard
Signals with the Presence of Impulse Interference

A finite set of reference signals described by functions f i(t), where t ∈ [0;Ti], i =
1, 2, …,M.

These functions are smooth, continuous, having first derivatives.
In the presence of additive interference, the analyzed signal is described by the

expression:

y(t) = kfi(t + τi) + η(t) (5)

where fi(t)is the i-th standard function;
τi ∈ [0;Ti] - time shift between the signal and the i-th standard;
η(t) - additive interference, which is known only that it can disappear and appear at
random points in time;
k - is a coefficient whose value is unknown

For multiplicative interference

y(t) = kfi(t + τi)η(t) (6)

It is necessary to determine from the current values of the signal y(t) and its first
derivative which of the standard functions is present at the given moment in the analyzed
signal.

For the case when the analyzed signal is described by expression (5) or (6), the
disproportion function with respect to the first-order derivative for the numerical func-
tions defined parametrically [15, 16]was used for this purpose [14]. This disproportion of
function (5)with respect to the standard function fj

(
t + τj

)
is described by the expression:

@d (1)
fj(t+τj)

y(t) = kfi(t + τi) + η(t)

fj
(
t + τj

) − kf
′
i (t + τi) + η′(t)

f
′
j

(
t + τj

)

= k@d (1)
fj(t+τj))

fi(t + τi) + @d (1)
fj(t+τj)

η(t) (7)
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For the case when j = i, disproportion (7) has the form:

@d (1)
fi(t+τi)

y(t) = η(t)

fi(t + τi)
− η′

f ′
i

= @d (1)
fi(t+τi)

η(t). (8)

Obviously, when the interference disappears, η(t) = 0, η′(t) = 0, and with a cor-
rectly selected time shift τi ∈ [0;Ti], disproportion (8) is equal to zero. Thus, the fact
that disproportion (7) is equal to zero indicates that at time t the interference disappeared,
and the standard function fi(t) shifted by τi is present in the analyzed signal. For other
reference functions, disproportion (7) will not be zero at any time shifts. An exception
may be the case when several standards have matching fragments.

In the presence of multiplicative interference, when the analyzed signal is described
by expression (6), the disproportion (3) of y(t) with respect to fi(t + τ) for time shift τi
has the form:

@d (1)
fi(t+τi)

y(t) = −kη
′
(t)

fi(t + τi)

f
′
i (t + τi)

(9)

At the moment when the derivative of the interference η′(t) = 0, disproportion (9)
becomes equal to zero. That is, in this case, the operational recognition of the standard
signal occurs even in the presence of interference.

4 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem for Nonlinear
Distortion Without Interference

Consider the case when the standard signal fi(t + τi) arrives at the non-linear area of
the device’s static characteristic, so it is distorted. Suppose that non-linearity can be
represented by a p-th degree polynomial with zero free term.We also assume that τi = 0.

Then the analyzed signal at the output of a nonlinear device is described by the
expression:

y(t) = apf
p
i (t) + ap−1f

p−1
i (t) + . . . + a1fi(t) (10)

It is required to recognize the standard signal at the current time t with unknown
coefficients of the polynomial (10). To do this, S-disproportion (SDF) (4) can be used.
When it is calculated using the standard function fi(t), at the p-th step SDF (t) will be
equal to zero.

Consider an example for the case when p = 3.

Step1. The disproportion z1(t) (3) of y(t) with respect to fi(t) is calculated:

z1(t) = @d (1)
fi(t)

y(t) = y(t)

fi(t)
− y′(t)

f
′
i (t)

= −2a3f
2
i (t) − a2fi(t) (11)
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Step 2. The disproportion z2(t) (3) of z1(t) with respect to fi(t) is calculated:

z2(t) = @d (1)
fi(t)

z1(t) = z1(t)

fi(t)
− z

′
1(t)

f
′
i (t)

= 2a3fi(t) (12)

Step 3. The disproportion z3(t) (3) of z2(t) with respect to fi(t) is calculated:

SDF(t) = z3(t) = @d (1)
fi(t)

z2(t) = z2(t)

fi(t)
− z′2(t)

f ′
i (t)

= 0 (13)

The fact that z3(t) is equal to zero indicates that at the current time t, a fragment of
the standard signal fi(t) is being input to the recognition system. For all other standard
functions, this condition will not be met. Exceptions is possible if different standard
functions contain the same fragment.

In the common case, a polynomial describing a nonlinear portion of the static charac-
teristic of a device may contain a free term that is non-zero. To use the method proposed
above, it is proposed to differentiate the analyzed signal y(t) and use standard function
derivatives instead of the standard functions themselves.

If the order of the polynomial is unknown, then it is proposed to gradually increase
it to a predetermined pmax value. If at its achievement SDF(t) does not equal to zero
for any of the standards, we can assume that the recognition did not take place.

5 Recognition of Distorted Video Image Without Interference

First, we consider the problem when there are no interferences. For a digital camera,
e.g., camcorders the images are represented as two-dimensional arrays of pixels. Each
pixel has its own color value. These are intensity of red, green, and blue components.
Each of them can vary from 0 to 255.

Assume that there arem reference images (standards) represented bymatrices of pix-
els. Suppose also that after scanning we have the arrays of red Rk = {Rk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N },
green Gk = {Gk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N }, and blue Bk = {Bk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N }, brightness values
for every pixel and for every standard, where the notation is explained in the table below:
Nomenclature:

k = 1,2, ..., m  is the order number of the standard; 
q i w j   is the pixel order number on the screen; 
w   is the number of pixels in one line; 1w ; 
j   is the pixel order number in a row; 1 j w ; 
h   is the total number of rows in the screen; 
I   is the line number; 0 i h;

1N h w   is the total number of the pixels on the screen. 
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Similarly, the measured (output) red, green and blue components of the color pix-
els of the analyzed image are arranged in the arrays rk = {rk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N }, gk =
{gk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N } and bk = {bk(q)|1 ≤ q ≤ N } respectively (k = 1, 2, …, m).

Assume, as in the previous case, that the nonlinear part of the static characteristic is
described by a polynomial of degree p with zero free term.

If the pixel in the analyzed image corresponds to the pixel of the k-th standard image,
their values of red, green and blue brightness, taking into account non-linear distortions,
are described by polynomials with unknown coefficients. For example, for p = 3 they
have the form:

rk(q) = ark3R
3
k(q) + ark2R

2
k(q) + ark1Rk(q), 1 � q � N

gk(q) = agk3G
3
k (q) + agk2G

2
k (q) + agk1Gk(q), 1 � q � N

bk(q) = abk3B
3
k(q) + abk2B

2
k(q) + abk1Bk(q), 1 � q � N ,

where ark3, a
r
k2, a

r
k1, a

g
k3, a

g
k2, a

g
k1, a

b
k3, a

b
k2, a

b
k1, k = 1,K,m - unknown coefficients.

Thus, the task is to recognize the fragment of the standard image by the current
values of the brightness of the pixels and the data of the standard images. It should
be performed, despite the fact that the parameters of the nonlinear part of the static
characteristic of the device through which the signal passes are unknown.

As in the previous case, you can use the sequential disproportion function (SDF) for
this. However, it should be noted that the pixel luminance’s of the standard signals are
measured in integers from 0 to 255. Therefore, instead of the disproportion (3) used in the
calculation of SDF (4) for continuous functions, the first-order integral disproportions
can be used [17].

I(q) = @I (1)Rk
rk(q) := rk(q − 1) + rk(q)

Rk(q − 1) + Rk(q)
− rk(q)

Rk(q)
, q = 2, . . . ,N . (14)

Thus, it is necessary to calculate the sequential disproportion of the SDF using
integral disproportion. For example, for the red component of the k-th standard, if
p = 3, in order to calculate the sequential integral disproportion, three steps should
be performed:

Step 1. We calculate the integral disproportion of the red component rk(q) arriving at
the recognition system with respect to the red component of the k-th standard image
Rk (q):

I1(q) = @I (1)Rk
rk(q) = rk(q − 1) + rk(q)

Rk(q − 1) + Rk(q)
− rk(q)

Rk(q)

Step 2. The integral disproportion of I1(q) with respect to Rk(q) is calculated:

I2(q) = @I (1)Rk
I1(q) = I1(q − 1) + I1(q)

Rk(q − 1) + Rk(q)
− I1(q)

Rk(q)

Step 3. The integral disproportion of I2(q) with respect to Rk(q) is calculated:

SDF(q) = I3(q) = @I (1)Rk
I2(q) = I2(q − 1) + I2(q)

Rk(q − 1) + Rk(q)
− I2(q)

Rk(q)
(15)
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If the disproportion (15) is equal to zero at the last step, this means that the cor-
responding pixel of the k-th standard image matches to the q-th pixel of the analyzed
image.

However, in practice, the errors will accumulate when calculating the sequential
disproportionality of SDF(q). As a result, at the last stage, a result close to zero, but isn’t
zero, can be obtained. Therefore, the result of the calculation at the last stage should be
compared with some number E close to zero. If modulo of this disproportion is less than
or equal to E, it is considered that the recognition has taken place.

6 The Recognition Algorithm

As an example, let’s consider the recognition of fragments of standard images using the
red component of the color of the pixels of the analyzed signal.

Algorithm

Step 1. Fix a (small) positive tolerance threshold. It will be used to compare the
disproportion function’s (absolute) value with this parameter for recognizing.
Step 2. Read the red brightness values of the pixels belonging to all standards.
Step 3. Select standard and read the red pixel components of analyze signal as rk(q),
1 � q � N.
Step 4. Calculate the disproportion function SDF(q) of rk with respect to Rk by (15) and
store its values as the array

DR
k (q) = SDF(q), q = 2,K,N

Step 5. The recognition test. If
∣∣DR

k (q)
∣∣ ≤ ε it means that pixel q of the analyzed image

can be associated (identified) as the q-th pixel of standard (fragment) k. It is copied to
pixel q of the result image.
Else if

∣∣DR
k (q)

∣∣ > ε, the appropriate pixel of result image remains empty. This procedure
is repeated for each of pixel.
Step 6. Set k = k + 1. If k ≤ m go to Step 4, else go to Step 7.
Step 7. End and show the obtained image.

Remark 2. In practice, the tolerance parameter E can be initially set equal to zero and
then increased by and by in order to improve the recognition of the standards. That is, E
should be increased until fragments of the standard images begin to appear. In practice,
the researcher can always assign the maximum value for E depending on the problem
being solved.

Obviously, as E increases, the recognition becomes easier. However, it should be
remembered that in doing so it becomes rougher. If the difference between the stan-
dard signals is within E, then they become indistinguishable. The result may be false
recognition.
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7 Example of Recognition of a Distorted 2-D Image in the Absence
of Interference

The system of technical vision is simulated, in which the color components of Red,
Green and Blue are used without any preliminary processing.

We will also assume that the scales of the reference and analyzed images are the
same and rotation is absent.

Suppose, that due to poor object lightning, most part of the signal falls into the bright-
ness range from 1 to 15 (at a maximum of 255), which is called “Blacker Than Black”
or BTB. Often it is not used, and, for example, for video amplifiers, synchronization
pulses are located in the corresponding voltage range. However, the hardware settings
allow, if necessary, to use this area [22].

The signal from the photodetector of the photodiode array is fed to the input of the
transistor. Near the zero value of the input signal, the current – voltage characteristic
(CVC) of the p – n junction has a nonlinear region [23].

We assume that the incoming signal does not go beyond the nonlinear portion of the
current – voltage characteristic of the transistor.

With a decrease in the illumination level of the object, a proportional relationship
is maintained between the brightness of the image entering the photodiode array and
its standard [24]. However, after passing through non-linearity, the signal is distorted.
The purpose of the simulation is to show the fundamental possibility of recognizing a
fragment of a standard image from a distorted and attenuated signal.

The BTB part is about 6% of the entire brightness scale. We take the interval of the
nonlinear portion of the current-voltage characteristic 5%.

In a normalized form, the signal at the input of the transistor can vary from 0 to 0.06
within the non-linear CVC, that is, from 0 to 0.05.

We consider the case when the nonlinear part of the current – voltage characteristic
has the form Fig. 1.

0
0.5
1

1.5
2

2.5
3

3.5
4

0 0.02 0.04 0.06

Fig. 1. The nonlinear part of the current-voltage characteristic of the p-n junction used in the
example
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It is described by a 3-rd order polynomial:

y = x + 1000x2 + 10000x3,

where x - is the relative value of the input signal (red component of the reference image);
y - is the parameter at the output of the nonlinear device.
This parameter is then reduced to the absolute values of the Red_new brightness

so that the signal converted after the nonlinear device falls into the blacker region by
multiplying, in this example, by 255/100. For them, the SDF- disproportion is calculated
(15) in accordance with the above algorithm. When calculating it, pixels were excluded
forwhichRed_new is zero or forwhich division by zero occurred.Allowable discrepancy
E = 10−4.

Figure 2 shows the recognition results for E= 10−4 (top) and for E= 10−8 (bottom).

Fig. 2. Distorted and recognized images for E = 10−4 (top) and for E = 10−8 (bottom).

At the bottom of each picture, distorted signal that is received for recognition is
shown. The recognized reference image is shown at the top of each picture. The number
of pixels used and excluded from the analysis is also shown in each picture.

The comparison of the results shows that the decreasing of E led to the worst darker
recognized image. This shows the importance of choosing the right value of the tolerance
threshold.
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8 Recognition of Distorted Image with Presence of the Impulsive
Interference

Consider the case when the signal η(t) is superimposed on the analyzed signal (5) and
it is now described by the expression:

y(t) = apf
p
i (t) + ap−1f

p−1
i (t) + . . . + a1fi(t) + η(t) (16)

Naturally, now when calculating SDF (4), the component determined by the inter-
ference η(t) will be added. In the common case, this component will not be equal to
zero.

The algorithm proposed above makes it possible to automatically detect the fact that
interference has disappeared and recognize the standard signals at this time. In the limit,
even one pixel of standard can be recognized.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a method for the operational recognition of fragments of
standard images, both continuous and discrete, based on the use of disproportion func-
tions with respect to the first-order derivative. Recognized signals are distorted as a
result of passing through nonlinear devices whose static characteristic is described by a
polynomial with unknown coefficients. A recognition algorithm is proposed.

Theproposedmethod is demandingon the speed andmemory capacity of the comput-
ing device. However, it should be noted that the recognition process is easily parallelized.
Indeed, each standard signal can be recognized in parallel. Moreover, for each of them,
you can set a certain time shift between the analyzed and standard signals.

As a result, it becomes possible to recognize weak signals, the processing of which
is impossible, for example, due to the nonlinear area of static characteristic of the ampli-
fying device near the zero value of the input signal. In particular, using this method, it is
possible to expand the working range of the brightness of the objects of vision systems
by using a nonlinear portion of the current-voltage characteristic of the transistor in the
region of zero. It is assumed that in these vision systems, R, G, B signals are processed
without any correction, which is often used to bring the image color closer to the color
perception of the human eye.
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Abstract. The timedrivers spend stuck in traffic is increasing annually, on aglobal
level. Time lost in traffic imposes costs both economically and socially. Tracking
congestion throughout the road network is critical in an Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS), of which vehicle detection is a core component. Great strides have
been made in deep learning over the last few years particularly with the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), a deep learning architecture for image recognition
and classification. One area in image recognition where the use of CNN has been
studied is vehicle detection. This paper explores an area of vehicle detection where
a little study has been made, that is the detection and classification of vehicles in
difficult environmental conditions. The purpose of this paper is to build a CNN
able to detect vehicles from low resolution, highly blurred images in low illumi-
nation and inclement weather and classify the vehicles in one of five classes. The
final model built in this paper is able to achieve 92% classification accuracy on
images in difficult environmental conditions. This model can be deployed to a
smart traffic management system.

Keywords: Deep learning · Convolutional neural network · Vehicle detection ·
Vehicle classification · Traffic video analysis

1 Introduction

Global traffic is an increasing problem across the globe. INRIX, Inc., the world leader
in mobility analytics and connected car services [1], in a 2018 study of global vehicular
traffic revealed staggering figures. In the United States, drivers in Boston and Washing-
tonD.C. spent up to 164 and 155 hours respectively sitting in traffic in 2018. Nationwide,
drivers lost 97 hours in congestion costing US$87 billion in lost productivity, with an
average of US$1,348 per driver [2]. The picture is the same for Europe [2]. In the United
Kingdom, drivers on average spent 178hours stuck in traffic, costing the countryUS$10.3
billion, or US$1,725 per driver. Drivers in Germany lost an average of 120 h due to con-
gestion in 2018, costing the country US$5.8 billion, or US$1,203 per driver. Traffic will
continue to increase. The U.S. federal highway administration (FHWA) projects the total
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) by all vehicle types to grow at an average rate of 1.1%
annually over the 20 years through 2037, a total increase of 23% on current figures [3].
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Malta, the country on which this investigation is based, is one of the most traffic-
congested places in Europe. Despite having a population of fewer than 500,000 people,
Malta currently has the second-highest number of cars per capita in the European Union
– nearly two passenger cars for every three inhabitants. The average commuter spends
around 52 h a year in gridlock, despite the average commute in Malta being less than
six kilometres [4], and traffic congestion is expected to cost Malta e317 million [5] in
2020, a relatively large proportion of Malta’s GDP which is around e10 billion.

This paper uses images captured from a publicly accessible online traffic monitoring
webcam.The images are used to train a convolutional neural network (CNN) to detect and
classify vehicles into one of five classes. Images are low resolution, and those captured
in the low illumination of early morning or late afternoon hours are highly blurred, as are
those captured in inclement weather. These images represent conditions which a smart
traffic management system, also referred to as Intelligent Transportation System (ITS),
should be capable of handling. An ITS would record data such as vehicle count, travel
speed, vehicle class and could help to minimise traffic problems by predicting potential
congestion and redirect traffic through the use of electronic road signs.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes different technologies making
up the current state of the art in vehicle detection. Section 3 analyses traffic and environ-
mental conditions, and the vehicle images captured in these conditions. Section 4 dis-
cusses the convolutional neural network architecture and its implementation. Section 5
presents training results and testing. Section 6 discusses limitations and future work, and
Sect. 7 puts forward final conclusions.

2 Current State of the Art

Vehicle detection and traffic surveillance technologies are core components of an ITS.
Methods used for vehicle detection and traffic surveillance are based on sensor technolo-
gies, machine learning techniques, or a combination of sensor technologies and machine
learning techniques. Sensor technologies are classified as either intrusive, non-intrusive
or off-roadway [6].

In [7] the authors propose the development of a portable roadside magnetic sensor
system for vehicle counting, classification, and speedmeasurement. The research carried
out in [8] uses a dynamic traffic simulator to generate flows using historical traffic data
from road sectors in the network equipped with sensors. The study made by the authors
of [6] report on the development and implementation of an innovative smart wireless
sensor for traffic monitoring, called intelligent vehicle counting and classification sensor
(iVCCS). In [9] a video analysismethod for counting vehicles is proposed, using adaptive
bounding boxes to detect and track vehicles according to their estimated distance from the
camera given the scene-camera geometry. The system described in [10] is a vision-based
system and uses dedicated cameras already installed on road networks.

The technique adopted in [11] uses a large diverse dataset of cars created from
overhead images. This dataset is used for classification and detection using a neural
network called ResCeption. A deep learning approach used in [12] proposes a system to
detect and count the number of vehicles in traffic surveillance videos based on the use of
a Fast Region-based Convolutional Network (Fast R-CNN). The technique proposed in
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[13] uses a method to detect vehicles from images based on road direction; it utilizes 3D
carmodels to generate car poses and groups them into four pairs of viewpoint orientation.
A different and innovative machine learning technique shown in [14] is based on mobile
data usage to measure traffic flow and the prediction of traffic flow changes over time,
using a combination of data mining and machine learning techniques.

The approach taken in [15] is to collect data from traffic sensors and process the data
using machine learning, where traffic volume, speed, and road occupancy are used to
predict short-term traffic flow. A different approach taken in [16] is to use data collected
frommultiple sensor sources before processing using deep learning. The authors propose
a deep-learning-based traffic flow predictionmethod using a stacked autoencoder model.
The researchers in [17] propose a hybrid modelling method that combines an ANN
ensemble and a simple statistical approach to provide one-hour forecasts of urban traffic
flow rates. Another deep learning technique can be seen in [18], where a deep neural
network is used based on long short-termmemory (LSTM) units. The deep LSTMmodel
is used to forecast peak-hour traffic and to identify unique characteristics of the traffic
data. The approach taken in [19] is to use a learning-based aesthetic model to estimate
the state of traffic on traffic surveillance video. The training dataset consists of images
obtained from traffic surveillance cameras.

Intrusive road sensors have the disadvantages of high installation costs and traffic
disruptionwhen carrying out installation,maintenance and repairs; non-intrusive sensors
provide intrusive sensors’ functionality with fewer difficulties, but they in turn are highly
affected by climate conditions [20]. The machine learning techniques reviewed in this
paper detect vehicles and estimate traffic flow in normal traffic scenarios only; those not
affected by environmental conditions such as in [14] detect but do not classify vehicles.

3 Background

During the autumn and winter seasons in Malta, early morning and late afternoon rush
hours occur when ambient light is low andwith the additional possibility of rain. Figure 1
is an image showing heavy traffic during afternoon rush hour and the light conditions at
that time of day. Images are captured from a publicly accessible traffic camera [21] on
a busy main road in Malta which experiences heavy traffic during rush hour.

Figure 2 shows changing light conditions during morning rush hour; vehicles appear
blurred in images from 06:00 up to 07:45. Figure 3 shows changing light conditions
during afternoon rush hour; vehicles appear blurred in images from 16:30 onwards.

4 Proposed Method

Great strides have been made in deep learning over the last few years, leading to very
good performance in diverse areas such as visual recognition, speech recognition and
natural language processing, with convolutional neural networks being one of the deep
learning architectures most extensively studied [22].
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Fig. 1. Image showing traffic and light conditions during afternoon rush hour [21]

Fig. 2. Images showing changing light conditions during morning rush hour; these images were
captured between 06:00 (top left corner image) and 08:00 (bottom right corner image).

In this paper a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is built and trained to
successfully:

• detect and classify vehicles from low-resolution images
• detect and classify vehicles from images where the vehicle is blurred
• detect and classify vehicles from images in varying environmental conditions, such
as very low illumination due to time of day or rainy weather

• detect and classify vehicles into one of five classes: Bus, Car, Motorbike, Truck, Van.

The training dataset consisted of Background, Bus, Car, Motorbike, Truck and Van
images:

• 107,000 images used for training
• 17,000 images used for validation.
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Fig. 3. Images showing changing light conditions during afternoon rush hour; these images were
captured between 16:30 (top left corner image) and 18:30 (bottom right corner image).

The Background class is used to denote a lack of vehicle present in the image.
The training dataset included vehicle images from the time of daywhere illumination

is very low, that is between 06:00 and 07:45 and between 16:30 and 18:30, as well as
images captured during rainy weather.

4.1 Architecture

Figure 4 depicts the CNN architecture used in this study. Themodel has over 34.5million
parameters. The CNN is based on a modified VGG-16 model [23], with the following
changes:

• added batch normalization layers
• added L2 regularization
• used different filter sizes in the first four convolutional layers
• changed to ‘no padding’ from the third to the thirteenth convolutional layer.

The CNN included five batch normalization layers [24]; dropout layers were
only applied after all batch normalization layers, as recommended in [25] where
improvements in prediction accuracy were observed when using this approach.

To reduce overfitting, regularization techniques were used. These included random
data augmentation so that the CNN would see different versions of an image in subse-
quent epochs using label-preserving transformations [26], Dropout [27] applied to the
fully-connected layers, L2 weight decay parameter regularization applied to the first
convolutional layer, and early stopping.

4.2 Data Input, Normalization and Real-Time Random Augmentation

The input to the CNN was a fixed 240 × 240 pixel size RGB image, with each image
being a portion of the image shown in Fig. 1 captured from a traffic camera [21].
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Fig. 4. Convolutional Neural Network.

One of the following forms of augmentation was randomly performed on the image
before input to the CNN:

• horizontal flip
• rotation: rotate the image by up to 20°
• zoom: zoom out or zoom in by a factor of between 0.8x to 1.2x, respectively.

5 Training Results and Testing

Training different CNNmodels was an iterative approach till the hyperparameters which
gave the best performance, in terms of training, validation and test accuracy, were iden-
tified. The number of epochs set for training was 250 with mini batch size of 32, initial
learning rate was 0.001, L2 Regularization was 0.0005 and dropout was 0.5.

The CNN was then finetuned twice to achieve better performance. In the first fine-
tuning iteration the first 7 convolutional layers were frozen and the CNN retrained using
a learning rate of 0.0001. In the second finetuning iteration the first 10 convolutional
layers were frozen and the CNN retrained using a learning rate of 1 × 10−6. The best
performing CNN model achieved training accuracy of 97.3% and validation accuracy
of 97.0%.
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The CNN was tested on 350 vehicle images covering the morning rush hour. These
consisted of 140 images in a normal traffic scenario and 210 images in difficult environ-
mental conditions. The latter included images from the time of day where illumination
is very low, between 05:45 and 07:45, and images in rainy weather. Table 1 shows the
classification metrics on this test data; average precision was 93%.

Table 1. Classification report showing classification metrics on test data.

Class Precision Recall F1-score Support

Background 0.87 1.00 0.93 27

Bus 0.96 0.96 0.96 26

Car 0.92 0.96 0.94 98

Motorbike 0.92 0.85 0.88 27

Truck 0.93 0.94 0.94 90

Van 0.96 0.88 0.92 82

The lowest performing class was the Motorbike class with an F1-score of 0.88; the
other classes achieved an F1-score of 0.92 or better.

Table 2 shows the accuracy by class for all images of vehicles in the test data with
difficult environmental conditions. From the 210 test images with difficult environmen-
tal conditions 193 were predicted correctly, resulting in an accuracy of 92%. Lowest
accuracy was in the Motorbike class with 64%. This can be explained by the fact that
it is the class with the lowest number of images in the training set. Better accuracy
can be achieved through additional motorbike images, depicting difficult environmental
conditions, in the training dataset.

Table 2. Accuracy by class on difficult images in the test data.

Class Correct Actual Accuracy

Background 17 17 100%

Bus 18 18 100%

Car 56 59 95%

Motorbike 7 11 64%

Truck 50 53 94%

Van 45 52 87%

Total: 193 210 92%

Figure 5 shows a car which was incorrectly classified as a motorbike. The training
dataset did not include similar cars, however there were quadbikes which were labelled
as motorbikes. The misclassified car is similar in shape and size to a quadbike.
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Fig. 5. Left image is a car incorrectly classified as motorbike. Right image is a quadbike from
the training dataset.

Figure 6 shows two samples of theMotorbike class which were incorrectly classified
as Background. The motorcyclist cannot be seen in any of the images, as illumination
is too low. The streak made by the motorbikes’ headlamps is right on top of the white
road markings. This could have been the cause of the misclassification.

Fig. 6. Two motorbikes which were not classified correctly.

Figure 7 shows some images from the test dataset which were classified correctly.
They are images from the test data with difficult environment conditions, for the time
period between 05:45 and 07:45, and also include two images captured in rainy weather.

6 Limitations and Future Work

Current limitations of the CNN proposed in this paper include: training data, which
is extracted from only one traffic camera source and thus shows vehicles being driven
in only one direction; detection and classification, which is only carried out on images
displaying a single vehicle. Futureworkwill focus on additional trainingdatawith images
from other traffic cameras; extending the model to use an object detection approach
similar to [28–30] allowing detection, classification and counting of multiple vehicles
present in an image; deploying the model to a smart traffic management system capable
of classifying traffic density.
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Fig. 7. Images in difficult environmental conditions correctly classified by the CNN. The first 10
images were captured in low illumination. The last 2 images were captured in rainy weather.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a CNN is implemented which achieved 93% average precision on test data.
The CNN classified images in difficult environmental conditions with 92% accuracy. To
the author’s knowledge, no studies have been carried out for the detection and classi-
fication of vehicles in environmental conditions like those covered in this paper. The
solution presented in this paper could form part of an ITS helping in traffic flow analysis
and traffic management planning in cities by being able to detect and classify vehicles
in all environmental conditions including very low light conditions like those shown in
Fig. 1. Doing this would help in traffic management by predicting potential congestion
and redirecting traffic through the use of electronic road signs. Vehicle classification
would also benefit pollution management by setting a limit, for example, on the num-
ber of trucks passing through particular sections of the road network. With traffic flow
data being captured using low-cost internet cameras, and with high bandwidth internet
increasingly widespread, the relative ease and low cost of implementing the hardware
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would allow this system to be implemented in larger numbers and thus allow potential
city-wide coverage.
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Abstract. Scene parsing requires effectively discovering context infor-
mation and the structure of the network plays a critical role in the task.
To handle the problem of segmentation objects at multiple scales, we
proposed a tree-structured channel-fuse network (TCFNet) to obtain
more representative information. In detail, we create a tree structure to
merge the multiple-level feature maps, which are fused by the channel-
fuse module, with multi-scale context information in a hierarchical way.
And the module refines the feature maps during the process of propagat-
ing context between channels. The proposed TCFNet achieves impressive
results on Cityscapes validation set and test set, verify the effectiveness
of our proposed approach.

Keywords: Scene parsing · Tree-structured · Channel fuse

1 Introduction

Scene parsing is a significant and challenging task in semantic segmentation,
whose goal is to apply an appropriate label for each pixel in scene images. It
takes advantage of semantic information to split the image into blocks. It helps
us understand the scene better and plays a key part in many fields such as robot
sensing, automatic driving and so on.

One main difficulty in scene parsing is the existence of objects at multiple
scales. There are mainly two structures to overcome it. As showed in Fig. 1(a),
one way [3,34] is to add multiple branch with different scales context information
after the backbone network. PSPNet [34] create multiple branches by adopting
pyramid pooling module. However, it only takes advantage of final output of the
backbone network. The low-level feature maps with small receptive fields and
high resolution, which restore more details and contain more small scale context,
are not used in PSPNet. While another structure, the U-shape structure [20,28],
overcomes this problem. The skip connection is widely adopted to make the
shortcut between high-level and low-level feature maps in the U-shape structure,
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illustrated in Fig. 1(b). While in UNet [20], the higher feature map utilizes the
lower feature map and the lower feature map is coarser though contains more
low context information. UNet performs well in the medical dataset since the
medical images are relatively simple in semantic, which are more sensitive to the
low-level information such as edges and lines. In contrast, for the scene parsing
dataset, the semantic information is richer and more abstract. The unprocessed
low-level information not only has little effect, but also introduces a lot of noise.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the structure to handle multiple scales. (a) presents the way to
add multiple branches with different scale context information. (b) indicate the U-shape
structure which widely uses the skip connection to associate low-level and high-level
features. (c) is our proposed tree structure. The regular stream is framed by a red
border whose goal is to generate multi-level features. The tree stream contains many
repeated sub-tree to fuse the adjacent features in a hierarchical way.

To handle the problem of segmentation objects at multiple scales, we pro-
posed a tree-structured channel-fuse network (TCFNet). TCFNet creates the
channel-fuse module to fuse multiple input feature maps, different from above
methods that take simple add or concatenate operation. This module split the
input feature maps into multiple groups and each group generates the output
considering adjacent groups, which harvests more precise context information.
To overcome the shortage of U-shape mentioned above, we take adjacent fea-
ture maps output by the inner layers of the backbone network as input and use
the channel-fuse module to fuse them together in a hierarchical way, which con-
stitutes a tree structure. So as showed in Fig. 1(c), we use both low-level and
high-level feature maps with multiple context information as input and reduce
the number of feature maps layer by layer in tree stream, which harvest more
representative information to obtain a coarse-to-fine result.
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We have conducted extensive experiments to show the performance of our
TCFNet. Our proposed TCFNet with ResNet-101 as backbone achieves superior
performance on the challenging scene parsing dataset, Cityscapes. In summary,
our main contributions are threefold:
• We introduce a novel tree-like structure in this work, which effectively cap-
tures the multi-scale context information from the different stage features in a
hierarchical way.
• We create a channel-fuse module by propagating the information along the
channels to harvest more representative features.
• We achieve superior results on the validation set and test set in Cityscapes,
obtaining the result of 79.7% on the Cityscapes test dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Scene Parsing

Recently, many methods [2–4] based on CNN have sprung up and achieve great
success in scene parsing. FCN [18] is the first network which extends image-level
classification to pixel-level classification. Following this work, many FCN-based
methods have achieved remarkable progress in scene parsing. RefineNet [15],
DFN [29] adopt the encoder-decoder structure to do the dense prediction task.
Unet [20] concatenates the output of the front layer and the back layer together
to adaptively choose the representations. SAC [32] and Deformable Convolu-
tional Networks [7] improve the traditional convolution operation to handle the
challenge in scene parsing like deformation. Most methods focus on two main
challenges in scene parsing, (i) multi-scale: the scene images contain various
object with many different scales, which is obvious in the scene parsing dataset
Cityscapes. (ii) context: scene parsing is aiming to predict every pixel in the
image, so it is of vital importance to fully utilize the connection between the
images to do the dense prediction. To handle the above problems, Deeplabv3 [3],
Deeplabv3+ [4] all use atrous convolution to gain bigger receptive fields. Pyra-
mid pooling is widely used in many networks like PSPNet [34], which is proved
to be useful to handle the multi-scale problem. GCN [11] adopts global convo-
lution module to gain richer context information. Recently, HRNet [23] restores
rich context information in the long range of the network by taking advantage
of high resolution. Inspired by previous work, we adopt dilated convolution in
our TCFNet. In addition, we keep the resolution of the high resolution in our
Tree Stream and obtain the 1/4 of the input image’s size. Our model not only
takes advantage of multi-scale input feature maps, but also gains richer context
information.

2.2 Context

Discovering richer contextual information is the most vital goal for scene pars-
ing. These methods concentrate on three aspects including spatial context, chan-
nel context and stage context. The spatial context is commonly used to boost
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the model performance, including global spatial context and multi-scale spatial
context. ParseNet [17] fuse all pixels and thus gain a wider receptive field to
have much more spatial context. Ma et al. [19] propose a similarity method
to effectively harvest context information. Chen et al. [2] utilize atrous convo-
lution and collect long range of information in the feature map. OCNet [31]
introduce the attention mechanism to calculate the similarities between all the
pixels. Other methods focus on multi-scale spatial context. PSPNet [34] pools
multi-scale region to generate different scales of context information. Similarly,
ASPP in DeepLabV3 [3] employs atrous convolution with different rates, which
enables the network gaining wider and multi-scale features. The channel con-
text is also widely used in scene parsing. ShuffleNet [33] apply channel shuffle
operation to consider channel contextual information relevance. SENet [8] add
another squeeze and excitation layer and assign different weights to different
channels. BiseNet [28] further uses channel context both in ARM module and
FFM module. Recently, more and more methods prefer to fuse low layer and
high layer information. Low layer tends to have some information like shape,
size, color and so on. While some high layer includes much more context infor-
mation learned by deep convolutional neural network (DCNN). Deeplabv3 uses
context information generated by stage2 in ResNet. HRNet [23] fuse the different
scale resolution feature map, gaining good performance in scene parsing.

2.3 DCNN Structure

The structure is critical for DCNN to achieve better performance in various
computer vision tasks. The early networks mostly have the linear structure
like LeNet [13], AlexNet[22]. With the development of calculation ability, the
networks became deeper and the networks with deeper structure tend to per-
form better in various tasks. VGG [5] has better performance compared to
AlexNet [12]. The GoogLeNet [24] and Incepton [25] add additional paths to the
network structures. Networks’ structures have some no-linearly parts in them.
To handle the gradient vanishing problem, residual block constructs some skip
the path to make the network deeper. ResNeXt [27] combines the previous work
and it broadens the width of the ResNet. The networks become deeper and
wider to improve performance on a variety of visual problems [36]. Recently,
Unet [20] adopts an u-shape structure to fuse low-level and high-level features.
DenseNet [9] widely use the skip structure and fuse the features from the previ-
ous stages. HRNet [23] creates parallel branches with different resolutions. The
networks become deeper, wider and more non-linear. Inspired by the develop-
ment of these networks, we propose a tree-like structure to fuse the feature maps
made by two adjacent stages in ResNet.

3 Approach

In this section, we will introduce our network in detail. Firstly, we present our
TCFNet for scene parsing, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). Then we formulate the
information propagation between channels in our channel-fuse module.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of TCFNet contains two main streams. The regular stream and
the tree stream. The regular stream is usually the backbone network like ResNet-101.
The tree stream is a tree-like structure focusing on fusing different stage feature maps
generated by regular stream through SE blocks and channel-fuse modules. The SE
block in tree stream aims to refine the input feature maps and the channel-fuse module
fuse two refined feature maps by exploiting the context between channels.

3.1 Overall

The framework of our proposed TCFNet is shown in Fig. 2. Our network is
composed of two streams. The first stream is called regular stream and it is a
standard segmentation CNN like ResNet-101. It is used for generating multi-
scale feature maps with different resolutions or channels. Then the generated
feature maps are delivered to the tree stream. The tree stream consists of some
basic repeating sub-trees to fuse neighboring feature maps in upper layers of our
TCFNet.

Regular Stream. Regular stream, denoted as R(I), takes image I ∈ R
H×W×3

with height H and width W as input. It produces dense pixel features Xi with
the spatial size of Hi×Wi after stage i in ResNet. In order to retain more context
information, we remove the last two down-sampling layers and replace them with
dilated convolutions, just like the modifications in PSPNet. So the size of output
X4 of the last stage is 1/8 of the input image I. Generated output feature maps
Xi are as given as following,

Xi =

{
φ(I) i = 1
φ(Xi−1) i = 2, ...,N

(1)

where φ denotes several convolution operations in the backbone network. Output
Xi is also the input of tree stream.
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Tree Stream. Tree stream, denoted as T (X), fuses the neighboring features
T j−1
i−1 and T j−1

i in upper level j − 1 by a repeating basic sub-tree and generates
a feature map T j

i , which is formulated as:

T j
i = F (S(T j−1

i−1 ), S(T j−1
i )) (2)

where S is the SE block and F is the channel-fuse module. Each basic sub-
tree includes two SE blocks and a channel-fuse module. The SE block is a little
different from the classical SE block, the structure of which can be observed
in Fig. 3. In our SE block, a convolution layer is first used to generate the
feature map with appropriate channels. Then we replace the linear layers of 1 ×
1 convolution layers to form a bottleneck structure.

Fig. 3. The details of SE block in tree stream

Fig. 4. The details of channel-fuse module in tree stream.

3.2 Channel-Fuse Module

Channel-fuse module is a basic module in tree stream, contributing to fuse and
discover important context in the upper-level feature maps of tree stream. Many
methods just use simple adding operation to fuse two input feature maps without
considering the connection between channels. To solve this problem, we propose
a channel-fuse module to better utilize channel context for scene parsing.
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As vividly shown in Fig. 4, the input features Ti, T2 ∈ R
C×H×W are added

together, then we split the features along the channels and produce several small
features denoted as ti, where ti ∈ R

C′×H×W , i ∈ 1, ..., N . C ′ is the channel
number of these feature maps after split and N is the number of small feature
maps. After obtaining feature maps ti, we further generate the feature maps
fi, i ∈ 1, ..., N via the channel-fuse operation which is given as follows:

fi =

{
Biti i = 1
Bi(fi−1 + ti) i = 2, ...,N

(3)

F = ΩN
i=1fi (4)

In channel-fuse operation, we first produce the first feature map f1 ∈
R

C′×H×W via a bottleneck block. The bottleneck block, denoted as Bi, includes
two 3 × 3 convolution to decrease to the input channel C ′ to 1

4C ′ and a con-
volution layer with 1 × 1 filters to increase the channel 1

4C ′ to C ′. We denote
the bottleneck block as Bi, i ∈ 1, ..., N . While for other feature maps, we add
fi−1 and ti. Finally, we apply concatenation operation Ω to fi and generate the
feature map F ∈ R

C×H×W , enhanced by our channel-fuse module.

4 Experiment

We conduct comprehensive experiments on urban scene understanding dataset
Cityscapes [6]. Experimental results demonstrate our TCFNet has the ability to
make dense prediction and achieve remarkable performance on Cityscapes.

4.1 Dataset

Cityscapes [6] dataset is tasked for scene understanding, which provides 5,000
finely annotated images and 20,000 coarsely annotated images captured from 50
different cities. The finely annotated 5,000 images contain 2,975, 500, and 1,525
images for training, validation, and testing, respectively. The labeled images of
the test dataset are not given. So to verify the performance on the test dataset,
the images generated by the model need to be submitted to the official server.
Each image in this dataset holds the resolution of 1024 × 2048 and contains 19
classes for scene parsing.

4.2 Implement Details

Backbone. We use ResNet-101 pretrained on the ImageNet dataset as the back-
bone of ResNet Stream, and replace the convolutions within the last two blocks
by dilated convolutions with dilation rates of 2 and 4, following PSPNet [34].
We save feature maps generated by stage 1, 2, 3, 4, with the stride 4, 8, 8,
8 to respectively feed them into tree stream. Meanwhile, we replace the stan-
dard BatchNorm with InPlace-ABN [21] to the mean and standard-deviation of
BatchNorm across multiple GPUs.
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Tree Stream. We employ a dimension reduction module (1 × 1 convolution)
to reduce the channels of the feature maps output from ResNet stream by half.
To gain a high resolution feature map, we keep the resolution of the feature map
on the leftmost branch in tree stream without any down-sampling operation.
The SE block in our tree stream adjusts the channels of the feature maps of the
left and right branch to the same in the basic sub-tree unit of tree stream, and
refines them to have better representations.

Loss Function. We employ class-balanced cross entropy loss with the same
weight in OCNet [31] on both the final output of tree stream and mediate output
from ResNet stream. We use the feature map output from tree stream as the
final output, where the weight over the final loss is 1 and the auxiliary loss is
0.4 following settings proposed in PSPNet [34].

Training Settings. We adopt stochastic gradient descent with mini-batch for
training. Following prior work [31,34], the initial learning rate is set as 0.01 and
the weight decay is 0.0005 by default. The input image size is 1024 × 2048, and
we employ crop size as 769 × 769. We only use 2975 train-fine images to train our
model with the batch size of 8. We do all experiments with 2 × SKU200 GPUs.
We train our model for about 40 K iterations, taking about 41 h. Following [2,3],
we apply the “poly” learning rate strategy in which the initial rate is multiplied
by (1 − iter

max iter )power.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

We compare our TCFNet with other state-of-the-art semantic segmentation solu-
tions on Cityscapes validation set. As shown in Table 1, DeepLabv3 [3], OCR [30]
and CCNet [10] all use ResNet-101 as the backbone. While DeepLabv3+ [4] and
DPC [1] take stronger backbones like Xception-65 and so on, DeepLabv3 [3] and
CCNet [10] take the structure of multiple branches to handle the multi-scale
problem. These methods only take the final output of the backbone network
to discover multi-scale context information. We also discover the multiple con-
text information in the multiple stage feature maps. The result shows that our
proposed TCFNet achieves the state-of-art performance. In order to view the
effectiveness of our model more intuitively, we visualize the final output of our
TCFNet on Cityscapes validation set, shown in Fig. 5.

In addition, we also train our TCFNet on the training and validation datasets
with the pretrained ResNet-101 as the backbone, following [28,34] do. We evalu-
ate our best learned TCFNet on the test set by submitting our test results to the
official server of Cityscapes. Most of the methods like [2,28,32,34] take ResNet-
101 as backbone and we take some representative methods as comparison. From
Table 2, it is obvious that our method outperforms all the previous techniques
in Table 2 in Cityscapes test dataset. Among the methods, BiSeNet [28] takes
the U-shape in the context path and widely applies the SE block. While the
tree-structure taken in TCFNet generates the feature maps layer by layer to
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avoid the negative effects of low-level features. Result shows that our TCFNet
outperforms BiSeNet [28] by nearly 1.0%.

Fig. 5. Visualization of the predicted images compared to ground truth on Cityscapes
validation set.

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes validation set.

Methods Backbone mIoU(%)

w/o multi-scale w/multi-scale

DeepLabV3 [3] ResNet-101 77.8 79.3

DeepLabV3+ [4] Xception-65 79.1 –

DPC [1] Xception-71 80.8 –

FCN+ OCR [30] ResNet-101 79.6 80.6

CCNet [10] ResNet-101 – 81.3

FCN(baseline) ResNet-101 73.5 75.8

TCFNet(ours) ResNet-101 81.6 81.9

4.4 Ablation Study

To further confirm the effectiveness of the TCFNet, we adopt some ablation
experiments on the test set of Cityscapes with different settings. We utilize online
hard example mining (OHEM), multi-scale (Ms), left-right flipping (Flip) and
training with a validation set (w/ Val) to observe the performance of TCFNet
on Cityscapes test dataset. All related results are presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. Comparison with leading competitive models on Cityscapes test set.

Methods Validation Backbone mIoU(%)

FCN 8s [18] × VGG16 63.1

DeepLab-v2 + CRF [2] × ResNet101 70.4

SAC [32] × ResNet101 78.1

PSPNet [34] × ResNet101 78.4

PSANet [35] × ResNet101 78.6

Adelaide [16] � VGG16 66.4

RefineNet [15] � ResNet101 73.6

DUC-HDC [26] � ResNet101 77.6

DSSPN [14] � ResNet101 77.8

BiSeNet [28] � ResNet101 78.9

TCFNet(ours) × ResNet101 78.7

TCFNet(ours) � ResNet101 79.7

OHEM. OHEM [22] is used to select some hard examples as training samples
to improve the network performance and hard examples refer to samples with
diversity and high loss. We choose the same setting in [41] on Cityscapes and
improve 0.3 on test dataset.

Training W/Validation Set. We further boost the performance of our
TCFNet on the test set by adding the validation set for training. We keep the
training setting except adding another 20 K training iterators and improves the
performance from 79.0 to 79.5.

Ms+Flip. We also adopt left-right flip and multi-scales including [0.75×, 1×,
1.25×] to gain a better result from 79.5 to 79.6.

Fine-Tuning. Following DeepLabv3 [3], we fine-tune our model by training our
model for additional 10 K iterations with fine-labeled dataset. This also improves
performance from 79.6 to 79.7.

5 Conclusion and Future Task

In this paper, we proposed TCFNet for scene parsing, in which the tree-like
structure and the channel-fuse module were designed together to capture the
context information from different stage feature maps with various resolutions
and channels. We demonstrated our TCFNet’s effectiveness on the challenging
scene parsing benchmark like Cityscapes and visualized multiple examples. In
our future task, we will apply TCFNet to other challenging tasks like object
detection and so on.
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Table 3. The effect of the OHEM, MS + Flip, training w/ the validation set and fine-
tuning, the results are tested on Cityscapes test set.

OHEM w/Val Ms + Flip Fine-tuning Test. mIoU(%)

× × × × 78.7

� × × × 79

� � × × 79.5

� � � × 79.6

� � � � 79.7
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Abstract. Driver fatigue causes tragic events and hazardous consequences in
transportation systems. Especially, in developing countries, drivers have longer
working hours and drive longer distances with short breaks to gain more money.
This paper develops a new real time, low cost, and non-intrusive system that
detects the features of fatigue drivers. It detects cues from the face of people who
didn’t sleep the right hours or who have over worked. It identifies eye-related cues
such as red eyes and skin-related cues who have like dark areas under the eye.
This work uses CascadeObjectDetector that supports the Haar Cascade Classifier,
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) to
develop a new algorithm, and locates the areas under the eye and reference areas
on the face to compare the skin color tone. It uses the semi-supervised anomaly
detection algorithm to recognize abnormality of the area under the eyes and eye
redness. The system was evaluated with 7 participants with different skin colors
and various light conditions. The results are very promising. The accuracy is quite
high. All cues are detected correctly.

Keywords: Driver fatigue · Image processing · Facial cues

1 Introduction

Driver fatigue is a serious threat to road safety. Insufficient sleep and a long stint at work
increases the risk of road accidents. Detection of driver fatigue or drowsiness in the early
stages can help in reducing this risk. Automotive industry has realized the importance of
automatic detection of driver fatigue. It is taking priority in companies such as Toyota [1],
Volkswagen [2] and Nissan [3]. Toyota works on detecting car lane deviation. Nissan’s
Maximamodel tracks the driver’s steering patterns and identifies unusual deviation from
the regular pattern [4]. Volkswagen [2] offers a lane tracking system by tracking pedal
use and erratic steering wheel movements to judge driver fatigue level.

Research reported in [5, 6] is exploring other methods using camera to detect cues
of fatigue from the face. These cues are limited to eye blinking, yawning, and head pose.
Sundelin et al. [7] investigated other facial cues to recognize sleep deprivation. They
have classified cues into eye-related cues such as red eyes and skin-related cues like
darker circles under the eyes.
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This paper presents a novel work that automatically detects skin and eye-related cues
such as dark circles under the eyes and red eyes. This non-intrusive approach utilizes
image processing and anomaly detection machine learning techniques.

In data mining, anomaly detection is referred to the identification of items or events
that do not conform to an expected pattern or to other items present in a dataset.
Typically, these anomalous items have the potential of getting translated into some kind
of problem [8].

This paper starts with the related work done to solve the problem and the current
solutions of detecting fatigue drivers. This is followed by the proposed system and its
evaluation in different conditions. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion.

2 Related Work

2.1 Current Systems

Research in the area of fatigue detection uses either intrusive or non-intrusive devices
or a hybrid of both.

The former, i.e. the intrusive uses sensors attached to the human body to detect
physiological fatigue signals from breathing rate, heart rate, brain activity, muscles,
body temperature and eye movement. The physiological signals start to change in early
stages of drowsiness [9, 10].

Devices such as Electroencephalogram EEG, Electrocardiogram ECG, and Elec-
troculogram EOG are attached to the body to read these signals. Electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals of the heart vary significantly between the different stages of drowsiness
[11–13]. Electroencephalography (EEG) signals of the brain are categorized as delta,
theta, alpha, beta and gamma. A decrease in the alpha frequency band and an increase
in the theta frequency band indicate drowsiness [13].

Sweat Rate and Electromyogram (EMG) [14] are detected to discriminate mental
stress and stress caused by physical discomfort; like the one that could occur during
abrupt acceleration or deceleration in a car race. Additionally, Skin Potential Response
(SPR) SPR [14] measures the nervous pulses which activate sweat glands.

Electrooculography (EOG) detects the electric difference between the cornea and
the retina that reflects the orientation of the eyes. It identifies the Rapid Eye Movements
(REM) which occur when a subject is in a drowsy state [15]. These systems need to be
attached to the human body to get any reading and this ismain challenge to implementing
these systems. They cause discomfort to the drivers especially if they are attached for a
long time.

The latter i.e., non-intrusive, uses devices or sensors attached to the car. For exam-
ple, a camera captures eyes’ closed [16, 17], head nodding, orientation [18], and
yawning [19].

These techniques are tested with images of faces that have different states of fatigue
or with videos and a few are tested with real time streaming videos. The evaluations as
well have been done in a lab with a simulator. A few have been tested outdoors.

To gain more confident in the techniques, the accuracy of these techniques need to
be tested in different conditions such as in different lighting conditions of day or night.
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These conditions affect the accuracy of extracting the facial features and the measures
of eye blinks.

This work presented in this work develops a system that detects the face features and
extracts a fatigue measures and tests this system in different light conditions.

3 Methodology

This novel work uses non-intrusive devices and detects cues of the drivers’ fatigue. It
develops an original images processing algorithm to locate the area under the eye and a
reference area on the face to compare the skin color tone.

Additionally, it uses the anomaly detection semi-supervised machine learning tech-
nique to spot fatigue cues. The anomaly detection, known as outlier detection “is the
identification of rare items, events or observations which raise suspicions by differ-
ing significantly from the majority of the data” [8]. In this work, the system applies a
semi-supervised learning algorithm where it is trained on a combination of labeled and
unlabeled data and uses a statistical scheme for the anomaly detection. Here are the main
steps of the system (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The algorithm steps

1. Image Acquisition
2. Image Processing and Detecting Face Areas

1. Detect Face.
2. Detect Eyes.
3. Detect Areas Under the Eye.
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4. Detect Reference Areas.
5. Calculate the RGB in Each Area.

3. Anomaly Detection

1. Detect the Anomalies of the Area Under Eyes.
2. Detect Unusual Red Eyes.

3.1 Image Acquisition

To develop a model that detects the fatigue, the system uses images from the National
Institute of Standard and Technology dataset [20]. These images are 512 pixels in width
and 768 pixels in height. The images include people with different nationalities and
with different skin color tones. For the training model, the system used 86 images that
includes 51 images for male and 35 images for female.

3.2 Image Processing and Detecting Face Areas

3.2.1 Face Detection

To detect the face and the eyes regions, this work used a combination of different algo-
rithms, namely, Haar Cascade Classifier, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), and Histograms
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [21].

The Haar Cascade Classifier is an object detection method. It uses the Viola-Jones
algorithm to detect people’s faces, noses, eyes, mouth, or upper body. It was proposed
in 2001 by Paul Viola and Michael Jones [22]. Haar Cascade Classifier overlays the
positive image over a set of negative images to train the classifier. A Haar-like feature
considers neighboring rectangular regions at a specific location in a detection window,
sums up the pixel intensities in each region and calculates the difference between these
sums. This difference is then used to categorize subsections of an image.

The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [23] is an effective texture descriptor for images
which thresholds the neighboring pixels based on the value of the current pixel. It has
discriminative power and computational simplicity. The histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) is a feature descriptor used in computer vision and image processing for the pur-
pose of object detection. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descriptor
used to detect objects in computer vision and image processing. The HOG descriptor
technique counts occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions of an image
detection window, or region of interest (ROI) [21].

The CascadeObjectDetector library supports three types of features: Haar Cascade
Classifier, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
algorithms [24]. In Fig. 2, the red i.e., largest rectangle represents the boundaries of the
face.

3.2.2 Eyes Detection

Identifying the face region increases the ability of detecting each eye individually with
high accuracy. Within the face area in the image, the same algorithms are used for
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Fig. 2. Locating the face, eyes, under the eyes and the reference areas

detecting the eyes and the area under the eye. In Fig. 2, two intermediate sized rectangles
that represent the boundaries of the eyes.

3.2.3 Areas Under the Eye Detection

After identifying the eyes regions, the system detects the regions under the right and left
eyes. It uses the location of eyes to get the area under eyes. The system adds a height to
the area under the eyes equal to 10 pixels. It calculates its starting point with respect to
the eye boundaries. Figure 3 displays the position x, y of the eye rectangle and the dx
and dy of the area under the eye rectangle.

Fig. 3. The eyes and area under the under rectangles
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For each eye, labelling the x axes and y axes are done as it is labeled in Fig. 3.
For the left eye, dxl represents the width values of the area under the left eye while

dyl represents the height of the rectangle. The dyl values range from 0 to 10 pixels. The
area under the left eye is dxl × dyl.

For the right area, the under the eye is represented by dxr × dyr. where dxr represents
the width of the area eye and dyr represents the height of the area. dyr ranges from 0 to
10 pixels. In Fig. 2, the rectangles under the eyes are the boundaries of these areas.

3.2.4 Reference Area

To decide whether the person has dark circles under her/his eyes or not, the system
identifies a reference area on the face to compare between the skin tone of this area and
the area under the eyes. From the area under the eyes, the system finds a symmetry point
to draw a vertical line. This point is an intersection of two white dashed lines in Fig. 2:

• To draw the vertical symmetric line, the distance between the rectangle of both eyes
is calculated and divided by 2. This is to get the central point between the left eye and
the right eye.

• Using the rectangles bounding each eye, the system draws a horizontal line that links
the bottom lines of the rectangles with a length of 30 pixels.

• Then, the system draws two perpendiculars lines from the intersect point (symmetric
point) of the vertical and horizontal symmetric lines. To draw these lines and the
reference area accurately, the system calculates the offset because the 90° angle of
the person in the image is not the same for all images. The offset rule is:

∅ = tan−1 yi − yr

xi − xr
(1)

• Knowing the calculated angle, the system draws a line of 30 pixels long to get the
start points of each reference areas. The values of the height and width are fix to 10
pixels.

The reference areas are shown in Fig. 2.

3.2.5 Calculate the RGB and Get the Vector of Each Area

To compare both areas color tones, i.e., the areas under the eye and the reference areas,
the system extracts the color components of red, green, and blue. Each pixel of ith row
and jth column has aij which is a vector of the three color components.

aij = (r · g · b)ij (2)

Figure 4, 5 and 6 are a visualization of each color, i.e. red, green and blue components,
of the feature vector.

Aeye vector has the RGB values of all pixels’ area under the eye. Ar vector has RGB
values of all pixels in the reference area.
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Fig. 4. The red component of the feature vector

3.3 Anomaly Detection

3.3.1 Detecting the Anomalies of the Area Under Eyes

Figure 7 shows the steps of detecting fatigue related to the skin cues. After identifying
the area under the eye and reference areas, and calculating RGB, the system extracts the
feature vector, calculates the Multivariate Gaussian Distribution and fits the parameters.
From that, the probability density function model is generated and the threshold is
decided.

3.3.1.1 Feature Vector
The feature vector λ is the subtraction of the areas under the eyes from the reference
area RGB values.

λ = Āeyes − Ār (3)

Feature vector is the difference of the RGB vectors

λ = (
λr,λg,λb

)
(4)

We get the matric of all 86 images

Feat − MAT =
λ

(1)
r λ

(1)
g λ

(1)
b

...
...

...

λ
(86)
r λ

(86)
g λ

(86)
b

(5)
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Fig. 5. The green component of the feature vector

3.3.1.2 Anomaly Detection Algorithm Using Multivariate Gaussian Distribution
and Fit the Parameters
The system applies the Multivariate Gaussian Distribution on the feature vector λ that
produces a vector for μ and another for �.

Given a training set of examples, x(1), x(2) . . . .x(m) where each example is a vector

x ∈ R, p(x) =
n∏

j=1
p
(
xj;μj;σ 2

j

)

calculate:

μj = 1

m

∑m

i=1
x(i)
j (6)

σ 2
j = 1

m

∑m

i=1

(
x(i)
j − μj

)2
(7)

μ =
μr

μg

μb

(8)

∑
=

σ 2
r

σ 2
g

σ 2
b

(9)
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Fig. 6. The blue component of the feature vector

Fig. 7. Detecting the anomalies of the area under eyes.
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3.3.1.3 Probability Density Function Model
The probability density function is to get the (x) random variable equation:

p(ƛ;μ,Ʃ)=( ) (10)

The size of vector λ; n = 3. After training this model, we can use the probability
density function to recognize any abnormal dark areas under the eyes in any untrained
image.

3.3.1.4 Anomaly Detection and Identifying the Threshold
In order to flag anomaly detection and define the threshold, we had to experiment with
the images that define normality to determine the best and most realistic threshold. The
threshold is empirically chosen to be 0.1x mean of the probability density function of
the trained model.

The threshold is the Mean calculated which is 1.5121e.05. This sample is declared
an anomaly if the probability of the new picture is less than the expected value calculated
from the trained model (x) < �.

3.4 Detecting Unusual Red Eyes

Our second feature is to detect the unusual red eyes. To check whether the eye has
unusual red color or not (see Fig. 8). The system follows these steps:

Fig. 8. Sample of the red eye area.

• Detecting the eye region as performed in the earlier steps.
• In this region, the system performs the RGB function and the regular red color
distribution of the eyes is extracted

• The mean of the red value of the normal images is calculated.
• From all the images the threshold is computed and it is set to the mean +2. In this
model, the threshold is 113.5549.

• To detect abnormality, the mean of the red value of the new image is compared with
the threshold. If the average of the red is greater than the red threshold that means that
the red has high intensity.
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4 Evaluation

To gain some confident of the algorithm, this work has been evaluated with image of
regular people who are tired and fatigue.

4.1 Equipment

The evaluation was carried out using a laptop, which is HP intel CORE i5 7th Gen. with
a 4 GB RAM and 500 GB Hard Disk. The Laptop’s Camera and External HD 1080
Camera attached to the laptop for a live video streaming works as input to the system.

4.2 The Participants and Procedures

The system was assessed with seven participants. They are three females. The age distri-
bution is as follow. One female average age is between 20–25 and the second is between
45–50 and the third is between 65–70. There are 4 males. Average age of three of them
is between 20 and 25 and one is between 30 and 35. Their color skin varied.

The system has been tested with the variance of the light shade because the shade
can affect detecting the area under the eye and the reference area (see Fig. 8 and 9).

Fig. 9. Normal eye and area under the eyes.

To make sure the participants are fatigue. The study was done at night and the
participants were too tired and did not sleep well in the previous night.

In the study, the participants were asked to sit in five different places to change the
light and the shades and the camera will take picture of your face.

4.3 Results

The results are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9, the picture is for a male and his age is
between 20 and 25. His eye is normal and he doesn’t have dark area under his eye. The
system recognized correctly the eye and the area under the eye.

Figure 10 has pictures of the other six participants. The images have different light
shade and all participants have dark areas under their eyes and the system successfully
detected.
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Fig. 10. Normal eye and abnormal under.

5 Discussions and Conclusions

This work has presented a novel contribution in the domain of detecting driver fatigue.
The system doesn’t require continuously monitoring of the face. It can be used once in
a while to check the drive and send the appropriate alert.

The Viola-Jones algorithm through the CascadeObjectDetector identified the face
and the eye regions. The system develops a new approach to define the dark area under
the eyes and reference areas on the face to compare the skin color tone.

The system builds a semi-supervised anomaly detection model to detect the
abnormality of the area under eyes and eye redness.

The system is evaluated with seven participants with different skin colors and various
light conditions. The results are very promising. The accuracy is quite high. All cues are
detected correctly.
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Abstract. In recent years, discriminative correlation filter (DCF) based trackers
using convolutional features have received great attention due to their accuracy in
online object tracking. However, the convolutional features of these DCF track-
ers are mostly extracted from convolutional networks trained for other vision
tasks like object detection, which may limit the tracking performance. Moreover,
under the challenge of fast motion and motion blur, the tracking performance usu-
ally decreases due to the lack of context information. In this paper, we present
an end-to-end trainable discriminative context-aware correlation filter network,
namely DCACFNet, which integrates context-aware correlation filter (CACF)
into the fully-convolutional Siamese network. Firstly, the CACF is modeled as
a differentiable layer in the DCACFNet architecture, which can back-propagate
the localization error to the convolutional layers. Then, a novel channel attention
module is embedded into the DCACFNet architecture to improve the target adap-
tion of the whole network. Finally, this paper proposes a novel high-confidence
update strategy to avoid the model corruption under the challenging of occlusion
and out-of-view. Extensive experimental evaluations on two tracking benchmarks,
OTB-2013 and OTB-2015, demonstrate that the proposed DCACFNet achieves
the competitive tracking performance.

Keywords: Correlation filter · Siamese network · Channel attention · Visual
tracking

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of many visual applications such as human-computer inter-
action, pose estimation and autonomous driving, visual object tracking, one of the
basic research tasks of computer vision, has attracted more and more attention from
researchers. The key point of object tracking is how to estimate the state of an arbitrary
target accurately in continuous video sequences [1–3]. Different from object detection,
the tracking target object can be of any class. Despite significant advances in recent years
[4–9], the performance of object tracking usually drops in many complex scenes.
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According to their principles, almost all the visual object trackers can be divided
into two main paradigms. One is generative trackers[10–12], which predict the location
and the scale of the tracking object that is best match with the target in help of the joint
probability density between targets and search candidates. The other is discriminative
trackers that utilize a pre-trained classifier to efficiently identify the tracking targets
from a search area [13–16]. In terms of current research, discriminative trackers are
more popular than generative trackers.

In recent years, as one of the discriminative trackers, discriminative correlation filter
based trackers have attracted great interest by reasons of their trade-off between accuracy
and speed, such as KCF [16], CN [17], DSST [18], SRDCF [19], Staple [20], AT [21],
CACF [22].Most of these DCF trackers exploit handcraftedmulti-channel features (e.g.,
HoGs), which has a negative effect on their accuracy. Later, as the convolutional neural
network (CNN) has achieved great success in object classification and object detection,
the visual tracking community has paid significant attention to the combination of con-
volutional neural network and correlation filter tracking [23–27]. Representative DCF
trackers using deep CNN features include HCF [23], DeepSRDCF [26] and UPDT [27].
However, these DCF trackers using pre-trained CNN features independently combine
CNN with DCF tracking process, which can hardly benefit from deep integration of the
two methods.

Recently, the CFNet [28] and the DCFNet [29] were proposed to address the deep
integration of CNN and DCF tracking. These two methods unify the DCF and the fully-
convolutional Siamese framework, which interpret the back-propagate of the DCF and
embed theDCF into theCNNas a differentiable layer. It turns out that usingCNNfeatures
that are best suited for the DCF tracker can extremely increase the tracking performance.
However, the performance of these end-to-end DCF trackers often drops significantly
under the challenge of fast motion and motion blur due to the boundary effects. Further-
more, these DCF trackers do not take full advantage of the context information around
the object, which limits the discriminative capability of these trackers.

In addition, the CFNet and the DCFNet are not able to distinguish different tracking
object because they don’t conduct online adaption during online tracking. In otherwords,
they treats tracking object equally. In particularly, their target adaption ability needs to be
improved. And they usually update the model at each frame, which ignores the accuracy
of the tracking results. This model update strategy is not wise when the target’s tracking
results are poor under some complex scene, which causes in a deterministic failure [30].

To address the aforementioned limitations, the main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows. With the goal of improving the discriminative ability, an end-
to-end context-aware correlation tracking framework using CNN features is proposed,
which treats CACF as a special layer to be embedded into the Siamese framework. Then,
on the template branch of the DCACFNet architecture, a novel channel attention module
is added after the convolutional layer to select important convolutional feature channels
for different visual objects. Finally, in order to avoid the model corruption, this paper
proposes a novel model update strategy that takes fully advantage of the tracking results
to decide whether to update the model or not. Comprehensive experiments on OTB-2013
and OTB-2015 show the effectiveness of the proposed DCACFNet.
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2 Discriminative Context-Aware Correlation Filter Network

The overall DCACFNet architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Different from SiamFC, the
proposed DCACFNet architecture is asymmetric. In contrast to the search branch, the
temple branch adds the channel attention module [31] after the convolutional feature
transform. The outputs of these branches are fed into the CACF layer to locate the
tracking target.

Fig. 1. The overall DCACFNet architecture.

In order to detail theDCACFNet architecture, this section briefly reviews the context-
aware correlation filter at first. We subsequently drive the back-propagation of the
context-aware correlation filter layer, which conducts online learning during the for-
ward propagation. Then, a novel channel attention module is introduced to be embedded
in the DCACFNet architecture. At last, the high-confidence update strategy is given to
improve the tracking performance under the challenging of occlusion.

2.1 Context-Aware Correlation Filter

We start to revisit the overview of the general DCF tracker. A DCF is used for inferring
the location of the target in successive frames. A DCF can be efficiently learned with
the help of dense sampling around the target. In order to form the feature matrix X0 with
the circulant structure, the DCF concatenates the CNN features of which are from all
possible translations in the search window of the tracking object. The solution of the
DCF filter can be viewed as the optimization of the ridge regression problem.

min
w

‖X0w − y‖22 + λ1‖w‖22 (1)

Here, the vector w denotes the learned DCF, each row of the feature matrix X0
is composed of the features extracted from the image patch x

′
0 and its certain cyclic
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shift. The two-dimensional vectorized Gaussian image is denoted by the regression
objective y.

In the Fourier domain, this circulant feature matrix provides an efficient closed-form
solution to the ridge regression problem of the DCF:

ŵ = x̂∗
0 � ŷ

x̂∗
0 � x̂0 + λ1

(2)

Motivated by the CACF method [22], we add the global context to our correlation
filter for larger discriminative power. The context sampling strategy usually plays an
essential role in the tracking performance. Our CACF selects context sample patches
uniformly in the surrounding of the tracking target. According to the sampling strategy,
k context image patches x′

i are sampled around the target image patch x′
0 of each frame.

Intuitively, various target distractors and diverse background clutter are reflected in the
context patches, which may be a kind of hard negative samples. Then, what we want to
learn is a correlation filter that has different response for the target patch and context
patches. Specifically, while its response is high for the target patch, its response is close
to zero for context patches, which can suppress various target distractors.

min
w

‖X0w − y‖22 + λ1‖w‖22 + λ2

k∑

i=1

‖Xiw‖22 (3)

Here, both Xi and X0 are their corresponding circulant feature matrix based on the
extracted CNN features.

Similar to the solution of the DCF in the Fourier domain, the closed-form solution
for our CACF can be written as:

ŵ = x̂∗
0 � ŷ

x̂∗
0 � x̂0 + λ1 + λ2

∑k
i=1 x̂

∗
i � x̂i

(4)

Here, x0 represents the CNN feature of the image patch x
′
0, i.e., x0 = ϕ

(
x

′
0

)
, ϕ(·)

means a feature transformation mapping of the convolutional layers in our network,
the discrete Fourier transform of x0 is denoted by the hat x̂0, x̂∗

0 denotes the complex
conjugate of the hat x̂0, and � means the Hadamard product.

2.2 DCACFNet Derivation: Back-Propagation

Compared to CACF that performs correlation analysis using hand-crafted features, we
design a novel end-to-end trainable Siamese network that learn fine-grained representa-
tions suitable for a CACF by modeling CACF as a differentiable CACF layer after con-
volutional layer. Due to the fined-grained representations, the network is quite sufficient
for accurate location. z = ϕ

(
z′, θ

)
refers to the feature representation, where z′ means a

search image and θ represents the parameters of the network. Then, representations can
be learned via the following objective function:

L = ∥∥g
(
z′

) − y
∥∥2
2 + γ ‖θ‖22 (5)
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g
(
z′

) = Zw = F−1(ẑ � ŵ∗) (6)

Here, Z denotes the circulant feature matrix of the search image patch z′, F−1 rep-
resents the Inverse Discrete Fourier transform, and w means the learned CACF based
on the CNN features of the target image patch and the global context. The derivatives
of the above objective function are then derived.

In order to simplify the derivation process, this paper does not consider the regular
term about θ . It can be seen from the objective function that ∂L

∂x0
, ∂L

∂xi
and ∂L

∂z must be
derived for end-to-end training. Since the intermediate variable in the derivative is a
complex number type, the chain rule becomes complicated. Inspired by [32], the partial
derivative of Discrete Fourier transform and Inverse Discrete Fourier transform can be
written as:

ĝ = F(g),
∂L

∂ ĝ∗ = F

(
∂L

∂g

)
,
∂L

∂g
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ ĝ∗

)
(7)

For the back-propagation of the template branch,

∂L

∂x0
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ x̂∗
0

)
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ ĝ∗
∂ ĝ∗

∂ŵ

∂ŵ

∂ x̂∗
0

)
(8)

∂L

∂xi
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ x̂∗
i

)
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ ĝ∗
∂ ĝ∗

∂ŵ

∂ŵ

∂ x̂∗
i

)
(9)

For the back-propagation of the search branch,

∂L

∂z
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ ẑ∗

)
= F−1

(
∂L

∂ ĝ∗
∂ ĝ∗

∂ ẑ∗

)
(10)

To get ∂L
∂x0

, ∂L
∂xi

and ∂L
∂z , this paper derives

∂L
∂ ĝ∗ ,

∂ ĝ∗
∂ŵ , ∂ ĝ

∗
∂ ẑ∗ ,

∂ŵ
∂ x̂∗

0
and ∂ŵ

∂ x̂∗
i
as follows.

∂L

∂ ĝ∗ = F

(
∂L

∂g

)
= 2

(
ĝ − ŷ

)
(11)

∂ ĝ∗

∂ŵ
= ẑ∗ (12)

∂ ĝ∗

∂ ẑ∗
= ŵ (13)

∂ŵ

∂ x̂∗
0

= ŷ − x̂0 � ŵ

x̂∗
0 � x̂0 + λ1 + λ2

∑k
i=1 x̂

∗
i � x̂i

(14)

∂ŵ

∂ x̂∗
i

= −λ2x̂i � ŵ

x̂∗
0 � x̂0 + λ1 + λ2

∑k
i=1 x̂

∗
i � x̂i

(15)

The localization loss is propagated to the convolutional features by the above formu-
las, and the remaining back-propagation is implemented through the traditional CNN
optimization process. The back-propagation of the CACF layer is conducted using
Hadamard product in the Fourier domain, so the advantages of the fast computation
of the CACF tracker can be maintained, and it can be applied to large-scale datasets
for end-to-end training. After completing offline training, CNN features suitable for the
CACF tracker are extracted for real-time tracking.
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2.3 Channel Attention in DCACFNet

A convolutional feature channel has different effects on tracking different visual objects.
It is neither efficient nor effective for object tracking to use all convolutional channels
features. Especially, some feature channels play more important roles than the others
in certain circumstance. In order to keep the target adaption of deep network under the
appearance variation,we incorporate a novel channel attention [31]which is trained using
a shallow neural network. The channel attention can be regarded as selecting important
convolutional feature channels for different visual objects. The channel attentionmodule
is only involved in the temple branch during online tracking, which has little effect on
the tracking efficiency.

As shown in Fig. 2, the channel attention consists of global average pooling and two
fully-connected layerwith aReLU activation and a Sigmoid activation, respectively. One
is used to reduce the channel space of 64 dimensions to 16 dimensions, the other is used
to increase the channel space dimension to 64 dimensions. The global average pooling
layer encodes global spatial information into a one-dimensional channel descriptor.

G
lobal pooling

FC

Sigm
oid

FC

× 

125×125×64
125×125×64

R
eLU

Fig. 2. The Channel Attention architecture

The input of the channel attention module is d channel convolutional features X =
[x1, x2, · · · , xd ] with xi ∈ RW×H ,W = H = 125, i = 1, 2, · · · , d . The output of the
channel attention module is denoted by X̃ = [

x̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃d
]
with x̃i ∈ RW×H ,W =

H = 125, i = 1, 2, · · · , d . This can be achieved by executing the production of a set of
channel parameter and the input.

x̃i = βi · xii = 1, 2, · · · , d (16)

Here, βi represents the parameter of certain convolutional channel.

2.4 High-Confidence Update

Due to the challenging of illumination variation, deformation and occlusion, the appear-
ance of the target often changes during the tracking process. The existing DCF trackers
usually update the tracking model every frame without evaluating the tracking result.
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Such an update strategy improves the tracking effect to a certain extent, but if the tar-
get is located inaccurately or partly occluded, the update strategy is not wise without
considering the tracking result, which may cause the total tracking process to fail.

In response to this problem, this paper designs a high-confidence update strategy.
The high-confidence update strategy combines the peak value of the response map and
the average peak-correlation energy (APCE) [30] to evaluate the tracking results, which
is used to determine whether to update the model or not.

The peak value G is the maximum response value in the response map g
(
z′

)
, which

can be defined as

G = max g
(
z′

)
(17)

We calculated the peak value G of the CACF response map at each frame and
grouped them into a set QG = {

G(2),G(3), · · · ,G(t)
}
, which has always no more than

10 elements. The average of QG is denoted by Ḡ.
The APCE reflects the fluctuation degree of the response maps, which can be

defined as

APCE = |gmax − gmin|2
mean

(∑
w,h

(
gw,h − gmin

)2) (18)

Similar toG, we calculated theAPCE value of the CACF responsemap at each frame
and grouped them into a set QAPCE = {

APCE(2),APCE(3), · · · ,APCE(t)
}
, which has

always no more than 10 elements. The average of QAPCE is denoted by APCE.

G ≥ α1 · Ḡ (19)

APCE ≥ α2 · APCE (20)

Here, α1 and α2 mean the control parameters.
During the tracking process, if the tracking result satisfies the formula (19) and (20)

at the current frame, it is high-confidence. Then, the model should be updated with a
fixed learning rate β as the formula (21).

ŵt = (1 − β)ŵt−1 + βŵ (21)

The peak and the fluctuation degree of the response map can convey the reliability
of the tracking results. When the detected target closely matches the correct target, the
ideal tracking result should have only one sharp peak and be smooth in all other regions.
The sharper the correlation peak, the better the predicting accuracy is. Otherwise, the
entire response map will fluctuate sharply, and its pattern will be significantly different
from the normal response map.

3 Experiments

This section introduces the experimental details of our DCACFNet at first. Then we per-
form an experimental analysis on two challenging tracking dataset: OTB-2013[2] with
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50 videos and OTB-2015[3] with 100 videos. The experimental results demonstrate the
end-to-end trainable discriminative context-aware correlation filter network can improve
the tracking performance.

3.1 Implementation Details

Our lightweight network uses VGG-like network as base network, which consists of the
convolutional layers, the channel attention module and the CACF layer. Compared to
conv1 fromVGG,we adopt two convolutional layers (3×3×64, 3×3×64) by removing
the pooling layer. The outputs of the temple branch and the search branch are the size of
125×125×64, which are then fed into the CACF layer to improve localization accuracy.
Our whole network is trained on the ILSVRC 2015 dataset [33], which includes more
than 4000 sequences and a total of about twomillion labelled frames. For each sequence,
two frames within the nearest 10 frames are randomly picked, which are cropped with
double size of the target and then scaled to 125×125×3. We utilize stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) to train the network in an end-to-end way. We train the model for 40
epoch with the learning rate of 10−2 and the mini-batch size of 32.

In online track, the hyper-parameters in the CACF layer play a vital role in the
tracking performance. The regularization coefficients are set as λ1 = 0.0001 and λ2 =
0.1. For high-confidence update strategy, the model updating rate is set to 0.01 and two
control parameters α1 and α2 is set to 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. Meanwhile, the gaussian
spatial bandwidth is set to 0.1. Moreover, we adopt 3 scale layers and then set the scale
step and the scale penalty to 1.0275 and 0.9925.

The proposed DCACFNet is implemented with Pytorch framework. All experiments
are executed on a PC with a GeForce RTX 1080Ti GPU of 12 GB RAM.

3.2 Experiments Analyses

We evaluate our tracker on the OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 which contain 50 and 100
tracking sequences, respectively. The evaluation metrics consist of precision rate and
success rate [2, 3]. The precision rate refers to center location error and the success rate
means bounding box overlap ratio.

Comparison on OTB-2013. In OTB-2013 experiment, we test our tracker in compari-
son with recent state-of-the-art trackers, including UDT (CVPR 2019) [34], SiamFC-tri
(CVPR 2018) [35], DCFNet (arXiv 2017) [29], CFNet (CVPR 2017) [28], Staple_CA
(CVPR 2017) [22], SiamFC (ECCV2016) [5], Staple (CVPR 2016) [20], DSST (BMVC
2014) [18]. In Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the precision and success plot, respectively. Com-
pared with the other eight popular tracking algorithms, DCACFNet in this chapter ranks
first in the two indicators of accuracy and success rate of the OTB-2013 dataset, achiev-
ing the scores of 89.2% and 66.6%, respectively. It clearly indicates that the proposed
tracker, denoted by DCACFNet, achieves competitive performance among these com-
pared trackers in two indications. Compared with the two end-to-end correlation track-
ing algorithms of DCFNet and CFNet, the proposed DCACFNet outperforms DCFNet
and CFNet by 9.7% and 7.0% in the precision rate respectively, because the proposed
DCACFNet fully unifies background information, target adaptation, and tracking result.
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At the same time, the proposed DCACFNet outperforms DCFNet and CFNet by 4.4%
and 5.6% in the success rate, respectively.

Fig. 3. Experimental results on OTB-2013

Comparison on OTB-2015. In OTB-2015 experiment, we compare our tracker against
recent state-of-the-art trackers, which include UDT (CVPR 2019) [34], SiamFC-tri
(CVPR 2018) [35], DCFNet (arXiv 2017) [29], CFNet (CVPR 2017) [28], Staple_CA
(CVPR 2017) [22], SiamFC (ECCV2016) [5], Staple (CVPR 2016) [20], DSST (BMVC
2014) [18]. In Fig. 4, (a) and (b) show the precision and success plot about these com-
pared trackers, respectively. Compared with the other eight popular tracking algorithms,
the proposed DCACFNet ranks first in both the precision and success rates of the OTB-
2015 dataset, obtaining the scores of 85.1% and 63.9%, respectively,. It can be seen that
our DCACFNet provides the best tracking performance in terms of precision and success
metric. In contrast to the integration of correlation filter and Siamese network, our tracker
outperforms DCFNet and CFNet by 4.8% and 3.8% in the precision rate respectively
because of the fully combination of context-aware correlation filtering, channel attention

Fig. 4. Experimental results on OTB-2015
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mechanism and high confidence update strategy, Meanwhile, our tracker outperforms
DCFNet and CFNet by 7.1% and 4.5% in the success rate, respectively.

Attribute-Based Analysis. In order to further analyze detailed performance, we report
the results under 11 challenging attributes in OTB-2015, and the results are shown in
Fig. 5. The results demonstrate that the tracking performance of our tracker is best under
all challenging attributes except for deformation and low resolution. In particular, the
success rate undermotion blur, fast motion, and out-of-view increase by 8.4%, 9.9%, and
8.3% over the baseline DCFNet, respectively. For the deformation attribute, our tracker
obtains a lower success score than the Staple and Staple_CA trackers, which benefit from
the complementary of HOG features and color name. Compared to the SiamFC-tri and
SiamFC trackers, our tracker achieves a lower success score in the challenging of low
resolution due to the usage of the shallow CNN features. Compared with other popular
trackers, the overall performance of the proposed DCACFNet is optimal.

Fig. 5. Success plots obtained by the 9 state-of-the-art trackers about the 11 attributes annotated
in OTB-2015.
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Qualitative Analysis. For qualitative analysis, Fig. 6 shows the qualitative comparison
with recent trackers under four challenging video sequences. As shown in Fig. 6, our
DCACFNet is relative successful to track object under some challenging scenarios such
as fast motion, motion blur and background clutter, while other trackers hardly cope with
these challenging at the same time. For the third row and the fourth row, the proposed
DCACFNet successfully locates the target under the challenging of background clutter,
while other trackers is poor to track the target.

Fig. 6. Qualitative results of our proposed tracker with three state-of-the-art trackers on the bolt,
ironman, matrix and soccer video sequences.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end lightweight network architecture for visual
tracking which makes use of the global context to improve the tracking performance
under the challenging of fast motion and motion blur. The CACF is treated as a special
layer which is embedded into the Siamese network. In order to keep target adaption
of our tracker, this paper adds a channel attention module after the convolutional layer
in the template branch of the DCACFNet framework. A novel high-confidence update
strategy is proposed to determine whether to update the model or not, which effectively
avoid the model corruption. Evaluations on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach. In futurework, wewill paymore attention to the deep level
feature representation and the effective feature fusion strategy, which will furthermore
improve the robustness of the tracker.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the pressure on prevent invasive methods for
diagnostics is still increasing in the health care sector. In the case of
the lower urinary tract, early diagnosis can play a significant role to pre-
vent a surgery. Here, the widely used non-invasive test, the uroflowme-
try, is observed. As the new measurement devices are being created,
new algorithms for basic urinary flow classification must be developed.
There, the feature extraction methods are developed and introduced for
further use in combination with standard classifiers based on machine
learning. In the further work, the methods will be reviewed on extensive
dataset, which is currently being created. As the credible dataset verified
by several urologist will be obtained, the proposed methods should be
examined. Direction of further development will depend on the results
of introduced methods.

Keywords: Uroflowmetry · Urine flow classification · Feature
extraction · Pattern recognition

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the pressure on prevent invasive methods for diagnostics is still
increasing in the health care sector. In the case of the lower urinary tract, early
diagnosis can play a significant role to prevent a surgery. Moreover, the percent-
age of men with lower urinary tract symptoms over age of 40 is slightly rising and
counts 60% [8]. As so, the voiding dysfunction should have major impact on the
life quality for a large proportion of men. The diagnosis is often based on urinary
flow measurements evaluation, called uroflowmetry. The uroflowmetry (UF) is
widely used non-invasive test, which evaluates emptying of the bladder [4].

The UF is basically carried out on an outpatient basis, at specific process
involving the person urinate into the measurement device (uroflowmeter) at
predetermined time. This procedure is not comfortable for the most patients.
Fore-more, the voiding “on-demand” is unnatural, which causes the significant
test-to-test variability [13]. As so, the test repetition is recommended, which is
time-consuming and costly ineffective [6,12]. Therefore, the demand for new
small devices for comfortable use, but also for easy and practical methods
signaling emerging problems, is growing.
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 737–746, 2021.
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The one of mostly used urodynamic measurement method in clinical envi-
ronment rests on weighing of the voided urine in time [19]. Since the dominant
methods for plausible diagnoses are based on the urine flow, the derivative of
weighted urine in time must be determined or calculated. Block diagram of the
typical uroflowmeter widely used in clinical environment is shown in Fig. 1.

Container

Load cell
Amplifier
+ Filter

A/D
converter

Micro
controller

PC

Urine

Fig. 1. Block diagram of uroflowmeter, where A/D converter stands for analog to
digital converter and PC is personal computer.

When the urinary flow curves are obtained, the significant parameters are
measured according to the recommendations of the ICS - International Conti-
nence Society [18]. Not only parameters are tracked, but it’s also highly rec-
ommended to evaluate the whole urinary flow curve. At first, the curves can
be divided into continuous and discontinuous types. For more, the continuous
curves are divided into normal, box and compressive type [7]. These clusters often
indicate a disease. However, since the curve evaluation is mostly performed by
urologist or other specialist, the result may be affected by human error. There-
fore, the obvious direction of the research is to develop and to propose a method
capable of helping the doctor make decisions. Here, the authors try to propose
a set of possible machine learning approaches in order to provide the mentioned
capability.

In this article, the curves of the urinary flow and the urine weight in time,
acquired by mostly used clinical uroflowmeter [19] are observed.

The article is structured as follows. At first the problem is formulated. This
includes the description and examples of the typical UF curve shapes and param-
eters. In the next section, the proposed methods are introduced. Then the pos-
sible use is discussed. The article is finished with conclusions.

2 Problem Formulation

The lower urinary tract symptoms are diagnosed with urodynamic methods by
default. Urodynamics is a study, where bladder and urethra are on the scope
of view when performing their function of storing and releasing urine. One of
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mostly used method is an uroflowmetry. The UF is widely used, because of its
benefits like non-invasiveness, easy reproduction, simple use, and possibility of
repetition over time [3]. The aim of this paper is to propose and discuss a chain
of steps necessary for the UF autonomous application.

The UF is widely researched topic based on analysis of bladder emptying
divided into a two main branches. The first one is the analysis of the urinal flow
curves, where mainly the shapes are observed. The second direction is about
analysis of quantitative parameters. Casually, the measured data must be pre-
processed for further use in mentioned directions.

2.1 Curves Selection

The uroflowmetric curves measured in typical case cannot be automatically used
before preprocessing. It is caused by voiding in unnatural conditions, where the
beginning of urination is often repeated, total voiding amount is below minimal
limit and the psychical influence occurs when patient urinates in the presence of
another person (nurse, doctor). Thus, the only data where total volume of urine is
bigger than 150ml are selected for further consideration as recommended in [16].
Then, from the whole measurement process, only the part from real start of
urinating and its finish are chosen. As the raw data are considerably affected by
noise, the filtering is executed. The curve selection and preprocessing for possible
automatic processing is implied in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Measured data from uroflowmeter and preprocessed data for possible use.

2.2 Curve Types

The basic diagnoses are based on the shape of the uroflowmetric curve. The
uroflowmetric curve shows the flow of urine through the urethra captured in
time. The standard uroflowmeters are measuring the total weight of urine voided
into the container in defined time steps. This measurements must be processed
to obtain the uroflowmetric curve. The curve shape for health patient is visibly
different with patients with any lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS).
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The normal uroflometric curve, representing the patient with healthy lower
urinary tract, have a typical bell shape.

Among the frequently observed LUTS, compressive and constrictive type can
be mentioned, as was implied in Introduction section. The constrictive type arises
with urethra stricture, where the curve have the box shape. The uroflowmetric
curve of patient with enlarged prostate (BPH obstruction) has a special shape
in between of bell and box shapes. The flow of urine in time graphs for normal
and both mentioned obstructions are captured in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Uroflowmetric curves.

2.3 Quantitative Parameters

For a simplified information, only several parameters, summarizing main indica-
tors of urine voiding process, can be used instead of the whole curve. The total
volume of voided urine is the first parameter. As next, the maximal and aver-
age flow can be obtained as suitable parameters. As last major parameters, the
urination time and time to reach maximum flow can be selected. These param-
eters are typically read from uroflowmetric curve by urologist, but could be also
numerically calculated from data.

3 Proposed Methods

As the types of curves are visually separated by urologist, the use of classifica-
tion and clustering algorithms comes in consideration. Not only with the curves,
but also with the quantitative parameters or other feature extraction technique,
can be possibly the classification realized in practice. As the prevention plays
a significant role, the main purpose should be just to separate the bell shape
curves (healthy LUT) from others. Accordingly, the pattern recognition tech-
niques should be applied.

3.1 Pattern Recognition System

The process of recognizing patterns with machine learning methods is called
pattern recognition. The pattern recognition algorithms are basically composed
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of sensing part, preprocessing part, feature extraction algorithm and description
algorithm [15].

In pattern recognition system, the preprocessing is a process where data are
divided into multiple segments based on obvious data difference. In the case of
UF curves, the segmentation is based on LUT symptoms, which are changing
curve shape.

The feature extraction mechanism starts on initial set of measured data and
builds derived values intended to be informative and non-redundant. The differ-
ent types of feature extraction applicable to UF data are described in the next
section.

3.2 Feature Extraction

As the UF curve is a typical graph containing a dependent variable changing in
time, the different approaches of feature extraction could be realized. Fore-more,
the urinal system should be described by the VBN model [20]. Here, individual
feature extraction approaches are examined. For all possible approaches data
must be preprocessed as described in Sect. 2.1 and normalized.

Raw Data as Features. This proposed approach is based on the idea that
whole sequence of data could carry enough information for specific pattern recog-
nition [17]. As so, the idea is about putting the normalized UF curve data to
description algorithm with its output pairs represented by assigned class. The
classes are sufficiently separable, which increases possibility of time series clas-
sification by this approach. The scheme is shown in Fig. 4.
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Input
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Fig. 4. Time series classification with raw data as features.

Model Parameters Estimation. From the physical essence, the weight of
voided urine in time is some kind of transition characteristics. Thus, the general
mathematical model of LUT can be defined. Model parameters should vary for
each person. However, the correlation of parameters between patients with same
symptoms could be detected.
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One of methods is to try the data for model identification [2]. For this purpose
the weight in time dependency data could be used. At first, the type and the
complexity of the model should be defined. ARX, ARMAX, NARX, NARMAX
or neural models are only a few of many possible architectures to be selected.
The mean square error between data and model can be also tested. Based on
minimal error, the best model structure can be selected.

When the model structure is defined, the model parameters could be obtained
by model training or fitting. As an input, a step function should be used with
max value equal to total weight of voided urine and starting in time of voiding
start. Based on model structure, the output could be affected by its previous
values. Then, the model parameters should be used as an input to classification
algorithm. An example of this approach, considering a neural model, is implied
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Schema of the classification using parameters from trained neural model as an
inputs.

Polynomial Approximation. Based on same data, the characteristics can
be interpolated with defined lines or should be approximated by splines or
other mathematical functions. Finding the parameters is an optimization prob-
lem often solved by minimization of the mean square error. Subsequent to the
data acquisition, the parameters of the splines or mathematical functions can be
considered as an input for classification algorithm.

Quantitative Parameters. The quantitative parameters of UF curves are
widely used as initial assessment of healthy patient in practice. One of the ideas
is to test the possible classification with only quantitative parameters as an input
data (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Quantitative parameters used as features for classification.

3.3 Description Algorithm

Providing a reasonable answer for all possible inputs is generally the main aim
of pattern recognition systems. That can be basically achieved using classifica-
tion methods, clustering or regression methods. As the classes are defined by
urologist, the classification methods are on the scope of the article.

Classification Trees. The classification tree methods are used to predict class
membership of a categorical dependent variable from their measurements on
one or more predictor variables [14]. Predictor or ordered predictor variables
categorical splits could be easily realized by binary trees. Not as only at binary
decision, but also on linear combination splits the classification can be compute.

Nearest Neighbor. In the pattern recognition, the k-nearest neighbor algo-
rithms are used. It is a non-parametric method used for regression and classifi-
cation. The input consist of the k closest training examples in the feature space
[1]. In the classification problem, the output is a class membership. An object is
classified due to voting count of its neighbors, where it is assigned to the most
common class among its k nearest neighbors.

Naive Bayes. The naive Bayes classification algorithms are based on the Bayes’
theorem, which describes the probability of event, based on prior knowledge of
conditions that might by related to the event [11]. Naive Bayes is a simple
technique for constructing classifiers, which is the model that assign class labels
to problem instances, represented as vectors of feature values.

SVM Classification. The main objective of the support vector machine algo-
rithm is to find a hyperplane in a N -dimensional space, where the N is the
number of features, that clearly classifies the data points [5].
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Feedforward Neural Networks. The main ability of the neural networks
is that they can learn complex non-linear input-output relationships. That is
achieved by the sequential training procedures and by great self adeptness to
the data [10]. The most commonly used family of the neural networks for the
classification task is the feedforward neural network [9].

The feedforward neural network (FFNN) is composed by the input layer,
where every input variable must be connected to its neuron, then by the hidden
layers and finally by the output layer, where the count of neurons in the output
layer is the same as count of outputs. The learning process involves updating of
neuron connections weights, which makes the FFNN capable to perform cluster-
ing and classification tasks.

4 Conclusion

In the article were presented methods and designs for an automatic uroflow
curves recognition and classification. Urologists often use only several indicators
on the intuitive bases for the urinary flow curve classification, which in hand
with knowing of patient history could lead to clear LUTS diagnoses. Accord-
ing to this idea, the use of only classical recognition methods could finish with
failure. As such, the main objective is to use a different approaches for features
extraction. The probability of successful LUTS diagnose is increasing with the
feature extraction methods diversity. The presented methodology and designs
tries to keep the same idea and for that could provide the base for the automatic
uroflow curves classification.

5 Discussion and Future Work

As a lot of the clinical measurement devices uses weighting of the voided urine
carried out on outpatient basis, the urinary flow curve can be considerably dis-
torted. The data acquisition in natural environment should be preferred, even at
the cost of reduced quality caused by unprofessional measurement. Hence, the
automatic classification could help with LUT diagnoses based on knowledge of
the patient LUT model.

For possible classification of lower urinary track symptoms a several
approaches were introduced. In the further work, the methods will be reviewed
on extensive dataset, which is currently being created. As the credible dataset
verified by several urologist will be obtained, the proposed methods should be
examined. Direction of further development will depend on the results of intro-
duced methods. If the results of the methods are comparably accurate with the
urologist decisions, their further extensions will be researched. In the other case,
the new concepts for LUTS classification must arise.
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Abstract. Deep learning has been widely applied in the regression prob-
lem. However, little work addressed both visual and textual features in
one unit frame. In this paper, we are the first to consider the deep feature,
shallow convolutional neural network (CNN) feature, and textual feature
in one unit deep neural network. Specifically, we propose a mixing deep
visual and textual features model (MVTs) to combine all three features
in one architecture, which enables the model to predict the house price.
To train our model, we also collected large scale data from Los Angeles
of California state, USA, which contains both visual images and textual
attributes of 1000 houses. Extensive experiments show that our model
achieves higher performance than state of the art.

Keywords: Deep feature · Textual feature · Convolutional neural
network · House price prediction

1 Introduction

In recent years, the real estate market continuously attracts attentions of govern-
ment and public. The real estate industry gradually becomes an essential pillar
of national economy in each country and a necessary part in the development of
federal and local economies [12]. Although it has made a great contribution to
the growth of economy, it also brings lots of issues, such as, the high-speed ris-
ing of housing prices has made many low-income groups in a dilemma since they
cannot afford it, and the contradiction between the rich and the poor becomes
increasingly prominent. Housing price becomes the focus of various social prob-
lems, and it can threaten the sustainable development of society. Moreover, the
oscillation of house prices not only affects the value of asset portfolio for most
households but also affects the profitability of financial institutions and the sur-
roundings of financial system [1]. The house renovation and construction can
also cause difficulty for householder.

The prediction of house price is beneficial for individual investors and they
can more intuitively analyze the real estate market. More importantly, it can
help the government to regulate the real estate market reasonably and make the
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
K. Arai et al. (Eds.): IntelliSys 2020, AISC 1250, pp. 747–760, 2021.
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house price more reasonable and the development of the real estate market more
stable. Therefore, it is important and necessary to predict the house price with
high accuracy.

However, due to the low liquidity and heterogeneity of the real estate market
from both physical and geographical perspective, and there are many factors that
can affect the house price, they bring great challenges of house price prediction.
Although previous studies analyzed the relationship among social, economic,
demographic changes and characteristic house prices, quantifying such a corre-
lation is not enough to accurately estimate or predict house prices [17,23]. In
addition, most previous work focused on textual features of house price predic-
tion [10,14]. Although Ahmed et al. 2016 first combined the visual and textual
features, they have a limited sample size and less textual attributes [1].

In this paper, we address these challenges within one unit deep neural network
frame. Specifically, we address the house price prediction issue through consid-
ering both deep visual and textual features with exploring several pre-trained
deep neural networks.

Our contributions are three-fold:

– We provide a large scale house price prediction dataset, it combines deep
visual and ten textual features. The dataset can be of significant value in
future research for the community.

– We are the first to propose one unit deep neural network to consider the deep
feature, shallow CNN feature, and textual feature. The designed architecture
can output the house price with less mean absolute percentage error.

– We are the first to propose a novel absolute mean discrepancy loss to insure
that mean predicted price closes to actual mean house price.

Extensive experiments on competitive benchmark housing datasets show that
ResNet50 is the best neural network for feature extraction in house price pre-
diction problem.

2 Related Work

House price prediction is a regression problem that aims to output house price
given either visual or textual features as input. In the past decade, many meth-
ods are proposed for regression problem, such as support vector regression
(SVR) [1,16,27], time-series forecasting [6,26], artificial neural network [13,33],
deep neural networks [2,31,34], etc.

There are also many studies addressed house price prediction problem. Lim-
sombunchai et al. proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) to predict house
prices using 200 house information in Christchurch, New Zealand, and they found
that their ANN model significantly improved its predictive power than Hedonic
price model [13]. Khamis et al. compared the performance between the multiple
linear regression (MLR) model and neural network (NN) model for predicting
the house price. They concluded that the prediction of the house price in the NN
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model is closer to the ground truth, comparing with the MLR model. Neverthe-
less, there are some limitations in their model. Firstly, the used house price is
not the actual sale price but the estimated price. Secondly, this study considered
only the specific year’s information on the houses and ignored the time effect of
the house price. Finally, the house price could be affected by some other eco-
nomic factors that are not included in the estimation [10]. Ahmed et al. collected
535 sample houses in California, USA, which contained both visual images and
textual features. They compared the NN and support vector machine methods
on the effect of predicting house prices, and they observed that using NN can
achieve better results than SVM model. In addition, they found that compared
to the individual textual features, the combination of both visual and textual
features produced better estimation accuracy. However, they had less training
data, which may lead to overfitting; they also used a lower level feature, which
is from SURF feature extractor, and deeper neural networks can be applied
to extract features [1]. Nguyen identified the four most essential attributes in
housing price prediction across three counties that are assessment, comparable
houses’ sold price, listed price, and the number of bathrooms [15]. Varma et
al. considered another seven features that affect house price (area, number of
bedrooms, number of bathrooms, type of flooring, lift availability, parking avail-
ability, and furnishing condition). Differing from the traditional hedonic house
price model, they focused on spatial econometrics and cross-validates the out-
of-sample prediction performance of 14 competitive models, which contributes
to house price prediction. Their results indicated that a nonlinear model, which
considered the spatial heterogeneity and flexible nonlinear relationship between
a specific individual or regional characteristics of a house and its price is the best
strategy for predicting house prices [24]. Wang et al. designed a multilayer feed-
forward neural network with a memory resistor, which realized automatic online
training. Memristor weights of the ANN can be adjusted by the BP algorithm to
build up a regression model simultaneously. The neural network is trained and
predicted by using the housing price samples of several cities in Boston, USA,
and the predicted results close to the target data [25]. Gao et al. noted that
the location of the buildings is the most critical attribute that affects the house
price, and they defined and captured a fine-grained location profile powered by
a diverse range of location data sources [5].

However, none of these work addressed both visual and textual features in one
unit deep neural network. First of all, for the visual feature in image regression,
the community focused on feature representation from the hand-crafted features
to the extracted features from the deep pre-trained neural networks. Before the
rise of the convolution neural network, hand-crafted features were well used (e.g.,
SURF [1]), and since deep features can substantially improve the performance
of domain adaption, they are now widely used in both classification [30,35] and
regression problem [4,31,34]. Secondly, our work include more influential factors
of house price. Furthermore, we investigate both deep visual and textual features
on house price estimation in one unit frame.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes our collected
house data. Section 4 first defines the house price prediction problem and then
describes the proposed network architecture and objective function for solving
the optimization problem. Section 5 reports the experimental results. We further
discuss the results in Sect. 6 and conclude in Sect. 7.

3 Los Angeles Housing Dataset

We collected house images and their associated attributes from www.zillow.com.
The data consists of 1,000 sample houses from Los Angeles, California state
in the United States. We collected both visual and textual information from
houses. For visual features, we saved most representative images of houses, that
each house has four different views: frontal, bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen.
Figure 1 shows one house image from four different views.

For textual features, there are nine factors in our collected data (number
of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, area, zip code, year build, year renovation,
house type, parking space, and sun number). Therefore, we have a total of ten
attributes on one house, including the house price. Table 1 lists the detailed
information of the collected dataset (mode is reported for Zipcode attribute).

We also extract deep visual features from pre-trained models. Figure 2 shows
the extracted feature vectors using pre-trained ResNet50 model. It also presents
both visual and textual features of the house.

Fig. 1. One sample house image from (www.zillow.com), it is represented by four dif-
ferent views: frontal, bathroom, bedroom, and kitchen.

4 Methods

4.1 Problem and Notation

For house price prediction, it is a regression problem. Given house data (including
visual images and textual factors) X with its associated house price Y; our
ultimate goal is to predict the house price (Y ′) by given X , which closes to the
actual house price Y, that is to minimize the difference between the Y ′ and Y.

www.zillow.com
www.zillow.com
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Fig. 2. Sample features from one house. The top left is the original image, and top
right is the extracted feature from the ResNet50 model, which shows the frequency of
occurrence of features. In the bottom, we list the ten attributes of house (Area: square
ft, and there are five types of the house (0: single family, 1: townhouse, 2: condo, 3:
multi-family, 4: apartment), M: million).

Table 1. Some detailed statistics of Los Angeles housing dataset

Details Minimum Maximum Average

No. bedrooms 1 32 3.52

No. bathrooms 1 12 2.9455

Area (sqft) 528 31520 2211.6

Zipcode 90020 90292 90045 (mode)

Year build 1902 2019 1952.4

Parking space 0 8 2.162

Sun number 22.56 95.75 86.5714

House price ($) 0.2295 M 10.9 M 1.6813 M

4.2 Mixing Deep Visual and Textual Features Model (MVTs)

The architecture of our proposed MVTs model is shown in Fig. 3, we have three
modules in the model. First of all, we extract deep feature from a pre-trained
ResNet50 model. Second, we design the shallow CNN module to extract the
shallow feature from raw images. Third, we add textual feature, that includes the
number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms, area, zipcode, year build, year
renovation, house type, parking space, and sun number. We then concatenate
all three modules together to form our MVTs model1.

Our model minimizes the following objective function:

L(X ,Y) = arg min LM(X ,Y) + α LA(X ,Y) (1)

1 Dataset is available at https://github.com/heaventian93/House Price.

https://github.com/heaventian93/House_Price
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Fig. 3. The architecture of our proposed mixing deep visual and textual features for
house price prediction. There are three modules in the model: deep feature module,
shallow CNN feature module and textual feature module. In deep feature module, the
feature is obtained from the pre-trained ResNet50 neural network. The shallow CNN
feature module directly gets features from raw images via three repeated blocks. The
textual feature module majorly contains two layers. The model consists of two differ-
ent loss functions, including mean absolute percentage error loss and absolute mean
discrepancy loss. The mean absolute percentage error loss measures mean percentage
difference between predicted price and actual house price, and absolute mean discrep-
ancy loss ensures that the mean predicted price approximates the mean house price.

where LM is the mean absolute percentage error loss, LA is the proposed abso-
lute mean discrepancy loss and α is the balance factor between two loss functions.
Specifically ( · is the mean house price),

LM =
1
N

N∑

i=1

|Yi − Y ′
i

Yi
|, LA = |Y − Y ′

Y |. (2)

In deep feature module, we followed the protocol from [29,30,32,35], that all
features are extracted from the last fully connected layer. Thus the final output
of one image becomes one vector 1×1000. Feature extraction is implemented via
two steps: (1) rescale the image into different input sizes of pre-trained neural
networks; (2) extract the feature from the last fully connected layer. After feature
extraction, it follows by two repeated blocks. In each block, it has a dense layer
and a “ReLu” activation layer. The units of the dense layer are 1000 and 4,
respectively.

In the shallow CNN feature module, it first includes three repeated blocks,
and each block has four layers: convolutional 2d layer, “ReLu” activation layer,
batch normalization layer and maxpooling layer. In the convolutional 2d layer,
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the kernel size is (3, 3) in all three blocks and the filter size is 16, 32, 64,
respectively. The pool size in maxpooling layer is (2, 2). After a flatten layer,
it then followed by the same block as deep feature module, but the units of the
dense layer are 16 and 4.

In the last textual feature module, the input includes nine factors of the house
price (number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, area, zipcode, year build, year
renovation, house type, parking space, and sun number). It also followed by the
same block as deep feature module, but the units of the dense layer are 8 and 4
since it has fewer features than the other two modules.

We then concatenate all three modules together, it majorly consists of four
layers: a dense layer with units number of 4, the “ReLu” activation layer, a dense
layer with units number of 1 and finally ends with a “linear” activation layer.
Therefore, it can output the house price in the last layer.

There are three obvious advantages of the proposed mixing deep visual and
textual features (MVTs) model. First of all, we consider the mixing features from
both deep visual and textual features. By contacting all three features, our MVTs
model can take advantage of all these features and achieve high performance.
In addition, we propose a novel loss function: absolute mean discrepancy loss.
It effectively measures the mean difference between the predicted house price
and real house price. The performance of this loss function is shown in Sect. 6.
Furthermore, the designed Dense and Activation block can successfully leverage
deep visual and textual features to predict the house price without overfitting
problems. If there are more layers added (e.g., repeated Dense, ReLU, Normal-
ization, and Dropout several times), the final error will be first stuck in a global
minimum number and then increased.

5 Results

5.1 Experimental Setting

Our experiment is based on Keras and runs on top of TensorFlow. In addition,
our network is trained on a graphics processor NVIDIA Geforce 1080 Ti equipped
with 11 Gb of memory on a 16 GB RAM Alienware computer to exploit its
computational speed. The network parameters are set to:

1. Batch size: 32
2. α: 10
3. Iterations: 60

We also randomly split our data into training and testing data, and there are
500 samples in both training and testing stages.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

Figure 4 compares the predicted house prices with the actual house prices.
We find that the predicted house prices close to the actual house prices, which
represents our proposed MVTs is suitable for house price prediction.
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Fig. 4. Two examples of house price prediction. The actual price and predicted price
are labeled in house images (M: million).

To show the effeteness of our proposed MVTs models on house price predic-
tion, we report both the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the mean
square error (MSE) of the testing data (500 samples). MAPE is defined in Eq. 2,
and MSE is measured by Eq. 3. Notice that, the smaller of these two metrics,
the better the performance of the model.

MSE =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi), (3)

where yi is the actual house price, and ŷi is predicted house price.
As shown in Table 2, it lists the MAPE and MSE of different settings of our

model. We first run each feature individually to predict the house price in testing
data and then report the result of combination of all three features. Across all
three different features, the textual feature achieves a higher performance than
the other two features. Although textual features have fewer features than deep
features, it contains more useful information than just simply the exterior and
interior of a house such as the location and area. Moreover, deep feature has a
better result than shallow CNN feature since the deep neural network is trained
with millions of images. Therefore, we can extract a better feature than the
shallow CNN feature. However, a combination of all three features achieves the
highest performance (lowest MAPE and MSE). We also observe that all four
different variant results are better than the previous SVR model [1].

Furthermore, MAPE is a better metric than MSE. For shallow CNN fea-
ture and deep feature, the normalized MSE closes to each other, but there is
a significant difference between the two MAPE scores. To further validate this
observation, we show the effectiveness of two metrics in Table 3. we find that
the MSE is significantly changed if the data is normalized. However, MAPE still
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keeps similar as before. As shown in Table 3, it lists the number of iterations and
time of different data processing. It suggests that normalized the house price
leads to less time, smaller number of iterations and higher performance than the
unnormalized data. Therefore, our MVTs model will benefit from the normalized
house price.

Table 2. House price results prediction

Deep feature Textual feature Shallow feature MVTs SVR

MAPE (%) 42.06 20.93 60.77 18.01 72.97

MSE 0.00998 0.00546 0.08012 0.00477 0.1304

Table 3. Iterations and time of different data processing

No. Iterations times (s) MAPE MSE

Unnormalized price 300 2405 34.45 8.87908e11

Normalized price 60 535 18.45 0.003438

5.3 Our Model on Ahmed et al. 2016 Housing Dataset

To show the applicability of our model, we also test our model using previous
dataset. The housing data is from [1], it consists of 535 house images and we use
75% as training and 25% as the testing. Our model is significantly better than
the SVR model as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. House price prediction results of [1]

MVTs SVR

MAPE (%) 34.29 56.09

MSE (norm.) 0.01734 0.1494

6 Discussion

From above results, our proposed MVTs model is able to predict the house
price with lower MAPE and MSE values, which demonstrate the robustness of
our model. Also, we compare the effectiveness of two different loss functions
in Table 5, we find that the performance of single LA loss is worse than sin-
gle LM loss since LA only measures that mean average of absolute percentage
error. However, the combination of these two loss functions achieves the highest
performance.
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Table 5. House price results with different loss functions

LM LA Combination

MAPE (%) 22.10 25.77 18.01

MSE 0.00447 0.00589 0.00477

Table 6. MAPE and MSE of predicted house price with minimizing LM and LA using
sixteen pre-trained neural networks

Task MAPE (%) MSE

SqueezeNet 42.09 0.01005

AlexNet 49.66 0.01095

GoogleNet 51.33 0.00985

ShuffleNet 47.76 0.00943

ResNet18 41.10 0.00884

Vgg16 46.21 0.00869

Vgg19 49.69 0.00942

MobileNetv2 48.18 0.00946

NasnetMobile 48.32 0.00925

ResNet50 40.58 0.00652

ResNet101 43.92 0.00794

DenseNet201 43.89 0.00830

Inceptionv3 45.76 0.00818

Xception 47.13 0.00882

InceptionresNetv2 49.17 0.00851

NasnetLarge 44.14 0.00869

In addition, we explore how different pre-trained models affected the final
results. We examine sixteen well trained models. Specifically, these sixteen neu-
ral networks are Squeezenet [9], Alexnet [11], Googlenet [21], Shufflenet [28],
Resnet18 [7], Vgg16 [19], Vgg19 [19], Mobilenetv2 [18], Nasnetmobile [36],
Resnet50 [7], Resnet101 [7], Densenet201 [8], Inceptionv3 [22], Xception [3],
Inceptionresnetv2 [20], Nasnetlarge [36]. As shown in Table 6 and Fig. 5, the
ResNet50 surprisingly achieves higher performance than the other models. We
further explore the relationship between the top-1 accuracy of sixteen pre-trained
neural networks and the MAPE value in Fig. 6. However, we find that the cor-
relation score and R2 value are relatively smaller. The smaller of these values,
the correlation is less [31]. Therefore, we cannot observe a significant trend that
how to choose the best pre-trained model via top-1 accuracy. Although we do
not know the underlying mechanisms, ReseNet50 is useful in the house price
prediction problem.
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Fig. 5. Bar plot of MAPE values with extracted features from sixteen pre-trained
models (x-axis is the order of Top-1 accuracy on ImageNet model).

Table 2 shows that the performance of image features (both deep feature and
shallow CNN feature) is significantly lower than the single textual feature. What
causes this problem? Actually, the price of house can be affected by lots of factors
such as the factors in the textual features. Especially, location is one of the most
important factors that affects house prices. However, house images come from
four different views, and it only considers the exterior and interior of a house.
Therefore, we expect the performance of single deep feature and shallow CNN
feature is worse than the single textual feature.

We clearly observe several advantages of our proposed mixing deep visual and
textual features model. First of all, our model considers three different features:
deep feature from the pre-trained model, shallow CNN feature, and textual fea-
ture. Secondly, we propose a novel loss function called absolute mean discrepancy
loss, and it can jointly reduce the difference between predicted house price and
actual house price.

One interesting phenomenon is that we find the performance of our new data
is better than the results of the dataset. One reason is that we collected more
images (1000 samples) with 500 samples in the training stage. The second reason
is that we collected more factors which can affect the house price. We have nine
factors in new house data, while there are only four factors in Ahmed et al. 2016
dataset.

However, our model also has some limitations. Firstly, the lowest MAPE score
of testing data is higher than 18%, which implied that the predicted house price
can be 18% away from the real price. Therefore, our model can still be improved.
Secondly, the MAPE scores of both visual features (deep feature and shallow
CNN feature) are relatively lower. This further indicates the deep architecture
of images needs to be further investigated.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between ImageNet accuracy of sixteen pre-trained models and
MAPE in the house price prediction.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we are the first to consider both visual and textual features for
house price prediction in one unit architecture. The proposed mixing deep visual
and textual features model shows its robustness in house price prediction. Our
experiments show that aggregating both visual and textual attributes yielded
better prediction results than the deep feature, shallow CNN feature, and tex-
tual feature alone. In addition, ResNet50 is the best pre-train model for feature
extraction in our dataset.
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Abstract. Anomaly detection is a difficult problem in many areas and
has recently been subject to a lot of attention. Classifying unseen data
as anomalous is a challenging matter. Latest proposed methods rely on
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to estimate the normal data
distribution, and produce an anomaly score prediction for any given data.
In this article, we propose a simple yet new adversarial method to tackle
this problem, denoted as History-based anomaly detector (HistoryAD).
It consists of a self-supervised model, trained to recognize ‘normal’ sam-
ples by comparing them to samples based on the training history of a
previously trained GAN. Quantitative and qualitative results are pre-
sented evaluating its performance. We also present a comparison to sev-
eral state-of-the-art methods for anomaly detection showing that our
proposal achieves top-tier results on several datasets.

Keywords: Anomaly detection · Generative Adversarial Networks ·
Wasserstein and total variation distances

1 Introduction

Anomaly detection usually refers to the identification of unusual patterns that
do not conform to expected behaviour of data, be it visual data such as images
and videos, or other modalities such as acoustics or natural language. Its applica-
tions are numerous and include the detection of anomalies in medical or biolog-
ical imaging such as failure of neurocognitive functions in damaged brains [1–3],
real-life image forgery resulting in fake news or even fraud [4–7], anomaly detec-
tion in image or video for autonomous navigation, driver assistance systems
or surveillance systems for, e.g., violence alerting or evidence investigation [8–
13], or for detection of violation and foul in sports analysis, detection of defec-
tive samples in manufacturing industry [14–16], sea mines in side-scan sonar
images [17] or extrange aerial objects in aerial images that may produce colli-
sions [18], anomalies from multi-modal data including visual data, audio data or
natural language [19], to name but a few of its applications.
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Fig. 1. Method trained on SVHN and evaluated on several datasets.

Table 1. AUPRC for SVHN compared to other datasets.

Test split CIFAR-10 CelebA Tiny ImageNet

AUPRC 0.941 0.976 0.949

The precise definition of anomalous data is inherently difficult as, in prac-
tice, an unexpected anomaly can be detected only against the ground of a pat-
tern regularity. This is one of the reasons that anomaly detection is frequently
approached as out-of-distribution or outlier detection. A detailed account of the
many existing methods to approach this problem can be found in [20–23].

This paper proposes a new method for anomaly detection in the context of
image processing that is based on the unsupervised learning of the underlying
probability distribution of normal data through appropriate GANs and the pro-
posal of a new anomaly score for the detection of abnormal images. Our anomaly
detector leverages a recorded history of the normal data generator to fully dis-
criminate regions where true data points are more dense and use this learning
to successfully detect anomalies. It results in a general anomaly detector that
is free of assumptions on the data and thus it can be applied in any context
and data modality. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the performance of our
anomaly detector on structurally different datasets. In this experiment, the dis-
tribution of the Street View House Numbers (SVHN) dataset [24] is first learned
(details in Sect. 3) and considered as normal data. Then, our anomaly score is
computed on samples of it and also on samples from the CIFAR-10 [25], CelebA
[26] and ImageNet [27] datasets. The approximated density of the anomaly score
distribution for each dataset is shown at the top of Fig. 1. Let us notice that, for
the normal data, its anomaly values are around −1 while for all the ’anomalous’
datasets, the anomaly scores are around +1. On the other hand, Table 1 in Fig. 1
bottom shows the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC).

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews related research.
Section 3 details our proposal. In Sect. 4, the model architecture and implemen-
tation details are provided while the experimental results are presented in Sect. 5.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.
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2 Related Work

The automatic identification of abnormal or manipulated data is crucial in many
contexts [2,4,6,7,10,16,28]. Anomaly detection, has been a topic in statistics for
centuries (see [20–23] and references therein). The authors of [22] classify the
methods in the literature by the structural assumption made on the normality.
Other works challenge anomaly detection with unsupervised or self-supervised
learning strategies by taking advantage of the huge amount of data frequently
at our disposal [29,30]. Some of them use generative models to learn the (nor-
mal) data distribution. Generative models are methods that produce novel sam-
ples from high-dimensional data distributions, such as images or videos. Cur-
rently the most prominent approaches include autoregressive models [31], vari-
ational autoencoders (VAE) [32], and generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[33]. GANs are often credited for producing less burry outputs when used for
image generation. In the anomaly detection context, several approaches tackle
it using autoencoders [34] or GANs [30,35–41] (we refer to [42] for a summary
of those GAN-based anomaly detection methods). Some works focus on the
implicit inversion of the generator in order to detect anomalous data that do
not fall in the learned model [38,43], while others directly infer likelihoods with,
for instance, normalizing flows [44–48]. On the other hand, the recent paper [34]
uses a memory-augmented autoencoder which learns and records a fixed num-
ber of prototypical normal encoded vectors. Given an input sample, it is encoded
and the memory is then accessed with an attention-based module to express this
encoding by a sparse combination of the stored normal prototypes that used
to reconstruct the input data via a decoder. The l2 distance between the input
and its reconstruction is used as anomaly score. Very differently, our anomaly
detector leverages the recorded history of the normal data generator to fully dis-
criminate regions where true data points are more dense and use this learning
to successfully detect anomalies. The idea of producing an anomaly score pre-
diction for any given data has also been investigated [30,38,39]. Our proposal
fits in the class of self-supervised approaches and it is trained only on normal
(non-anomalous) samples. The proposed method is general, efficient and simple
as it uses the rich information of the training process in the construction the
anomaly detector.

3 Proposed Method

We will attribute an anomaly score to any image. Inspired by some ideas in [40]
and [41], this score consists of the output of a network.

More precisely, let Pdata be the probability distribution of a given ‘normal
images’ dataset. Our proposal is grounded on, first, the learning of the prob-
ability distribution Pdata using a GAN learning strategy while simultaneously
keeping track of the states of the associated generator and discriminator during
training. Secondly, we create a probability distribution (denoted as PGhist) that
combines different states of the previous generator’s history. We finally train
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our anomaly detector by computing the Total Variation distance between the
real data distribution Pdata and PGhist . Figure 2 displays an outline of the whole
method, and in the following Sects. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, these steps of our approach
are detailed and justified.

training time

Weighted sum

-1+1

a) b) c)

Fig. 2. Outline of the proposed method: a) Some states of the generator are saved
during GAN training (Gti and Dti represent the states of the generator and discriminator
at training time ti). b) these networks are used to form a new distribution PGhist rich in
‘anomalous’ samples. c) We use this distribution as negative class for a classifier. DTV

3.1 Learning to Generate Training-Like Data

As mentioned, a GAN-based adversarial strategy is followed. Let us recall that
the GAN strategy [33] is based on a game theory scenario between two net-
works, the generator and the discriminator, having adversarial objectives. The
generator maps a noise vector (of density PZ) from the latent space to the image
space trying to trick the discriminator, while the discriminator receives either a
generated or a real image and must distinguish between both. This procedure
leads the probability distribution of the generated data to be as close as possi-
ble, for some distance, to the one of the real data. For the Vanilla GAN [33], the
minimized distance is the Jensen-Shannon Divergence, which has arguably bad
properties (see Sect. 2 of [49] for details). The authors of [49] introduced the idea
of minimizing the Wasserstein-1 distance (denoted as W1) instead. They proved
several of its nice properties, including its continuity and differentiability almost
everywhere (under certain hypotheses). The Wasserstein-1 distance can be com-
puted with the Kantorovich duality property: if P1 and P2 are two probability
distributions, then

W1(P1,P2) = sup
D∈D

Ex∼P1 [D(x)] − Ey∼P2 [D(y)], (1)

where D is set of 1-Lipschitz functions, i.e., in the notations of [50], the set
of c-convex functions for the cost function c(x, y) =| x − y |. Let G and D
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(a) Empirical generated distributions;
color from blue to red indicates the

progression of training.

(b) Comparison of Pdata and PGhist and
profile of optimal D∗

TV and trained DTV .

Fig. 3. Method illustration on a toy one-dimensional dataset of points sampled from a
normal law.

be the generator and the discriminator learned by optimizing the adversarial
Wasserstein GAN loss (WGAN),

inf
G

sup
D∈D

Ex∼PG
[D(x)] − Ex∼Pdata [D(x)] . (2)

Notice that the optimal dual variable D∗ obtained from the optimization of (2)
will be negative on real data samples and positive on generated ones. In this
paper, we use the learning strategy of [51] which is based on approximating the
class D by neural networks D subject to a gradient penalty (forcing the L2 norm
of the gradient of the discriminator with respect to its input to be close to 1).
The choice of WGAN instead of other GAN losses favours nice properties such
as avoiding vanishing gradients and mode collapse, and achieves more stable
training.

3.2 Generator’s History Probability Distribution

Let us start by presenting the underlying idea. During training (equation (2) with
algorithm of [51]), the discriminator D will indicate regions that may contain
real data, and G learns to produce samples in that zone. If these zones do not
contain real data, then the discriminator will act as a critic and indicate it to
the generator and point at other regions. This way, screenshots of the generator
during training keep track of data points surrounding the real data manifold. In
this paper, we merge the screenshots of the generator during training to form:

PGhist �
∫ nepochs

α

c · Gt(PZ) · e−βtdt, (3)

(see Fig. 2) where Gt denotes the state of the generator at training time t and
PZ is the latent space distribution (parameters α and β are discussed in Sect. 4).
As a weighted mean of training generated distributions, we may assume by
construction that PGhist covers Pdata. That is,

Hypothesis : supp (Pdata) ⊂ supp (PGhist) . (4)
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(a) Discriminator score output during
training (from blue to red).

(b) Average outputs of discriminators
versus output of a average coefficient

discriminator.

Fig. 4. Justification of DTV initialization on the toy example.

To illustrate our hypothesis and our whole method, we present a proof of concept
by creating a toy one-dimensional dataset of points sampled from the normal
law. We then train the WGAN, with the generator initialized with an offset so
that it does not match training data. As previously explained (details in Sect. 4)
we save the states of the generator. Figure 3(a) displays empirical generated
distributions of some of these states.

In order to satisfy Hypothesis (4), we use momentum based optimizers, so
that PG oscillates around Pdata (see Fig. 3(a)), making the support of PGhist cover
the one of Pdata better (see Fig. 3(b), where Pdata and PGhist are, respectively,
plotted in black and red).

This empirically confirms the hypothesis in this toy case.

3.3 Training Our Anomaly Detector DT V

As announced above, we will compute the Total Variation distance between Pdata

and PGhist . Let us explain how and why. Firstly, we recall the Total Variation
distance definition:

δ(P1,P2) = sup
A Borel subset

|P1(A) − P2(A)| , (5)

which represents the choice c(x, y) = 1x�=y in the optimal transport problem, as
stated in [50] (where 1A denotes the indicator function of a set A, as usual). As
noticed by several authors (see, e.g., [49]), the topology induced by the Total
Variation distance is stronger that the one induced by the Wasserstein-1 distance.
Let us remark that δ(P1,P2) = 1

2‖P1 − P2‖TV , where ‖ · ‖TV denotes the Total
Variation norm. The Kantorovich duality yields:

2 δ(P1,P2) = sup
−1≤D≤1

(Ex∼P1 [D(x)] − Ey∼P2 [D(y)]) . (6)

From this Eq. (6), we infer our ideal training objective:

sup
−1≤D≤1

Ex∼PGhist
[D(x)] − Ex∼Pdata [D(x)] . (7)

Let us notice that the optimal state D∗ in (6) is completely understood: Para-
phrasing [49], take μ = P1 −P2, which is a signed measure, and (P,N) its Hahn
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decomposition (P = {dP1 > dP2}). Then, we can define D∗ := 1P −1N , we have
−1 ≤ D∗ ≤ 1, and

Ex∼P1 [D∗(x)] − Ex∼P2 [D∗(x)] =
∫

D∗dμ

= μ(P ) − μ(N)
= ‖μ‖TV

= 2 δ (P1,P2)

(8)

which closes the duality gap with the Kantorovitch optimal transport primal
problem, hence the optimality of the dual variable D∗.

Now, we can approximate the Total Variation distance between Pdata and
PGhist by optimizing (7) over DTV , our neural network approximation of the
dual variable D.

Several authors (e.g., [36]) have pointed out that the output of a discrimina-
tor obtained in the framework of adversarial training is not fitted for anomaly
detection. Nevertheless, notice that our discriminator DTV deals with two fixed
distributions, Pdata and PGhist . Here, the purpose of computing Total Variation
distance is only used to reach the optimal D∗

TV in this well-posed problem,
assuming Hypothesis (4). DTV should converge to D∗

TV = 1P −1N where (P,N)
is the Hahn decomposition of dPGhist −dPdata (see Fig. 3(b), blue curve). Impor-
tantly, we hope that thanks to the structure of the data (PGhist covering Pdata),
DTV will be able to generalize high anomaly scores on unseen data. Again, this
seems to hold true in our simple case: The orange curve in Fig. 3 keeps increasing
outside of supp(PGhist).

To avoid vanishing gradient issues, we enforce the ‘boundedness’ condition
on DTV not by a tanh non-linearity (for instance), but by applying a smooth
loss (weighted by λ > 0) to its output:

λ · d(DTV (x), [−1, 1])2 (9)

where d(v, [−1, 1]) denotes the distance of a real value v ∈ R to the set [−1, 1].
Our final training loss, to be minimized, reads:

L(D) =Ex∼Pdata [D(x)] − Ex∼PGhist
[D(x)] (10)

+ λE
x∼ Pdata+PGhist

2

[d(D(x), [−1, 1])2]

As proved in the Appendix, the optimal D for this problem is D∗ = D∗
TV + Δ∗,

with

Δ∗(x) =
dPGhist(x) − dPdata(x)

λ(dPGhist(x) + dPdata(x))
(11)

and the minimum loss is

− 2 · δ(Pdata,PGhist) − 1
2λ

∫
(dPGhist(x) − dPdata(x))2

(dPGhist(x) + dPdata(x))
dx. (12)
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By letting λ −→ ∞, the second term in (10) becomes an infinite well regular-
ization term which enforces −1 ≤ D ≤ 1, approaching the solution of (7). This
explains why the second term in (12) vanishes when λ −→ ∞. In practice, for
better results, we allow a small trade-off between the two objectives with λ = 10.

From now on, we will use the output of DTV as anomaly score. In a nutshell,
our method should fully discriminate regions where data points are more dense
than synthetic anomalous points from PGhist . This yields a fast feed-forward
anomaly detector that ideally assigns −1 to normal data and 1 to anomalous
data. Figure 1 shows an example.

Our method also has the advantage of staying true to the training objec-
tive, not modifying it as in [41]. Indeed, the authors of [41] implement a similar
method but using a non-converged state of the generator as an anomaly gener-
ator. In order to achieve this, they add a term to the log loss that prevents the
model from converging all the way.

4 Model Architecture and Implementation Details

In this section, the architecture and implementation of each of the three steps
detailed in Sect. 3 is described.

4.1 Architecture Description

G uses transpose convolution to upscale the random features, Leaky ReLU non-
linearities and BatchNorm layers. D is a classic Convolutionnal Neural Network
for classification, that uses pooling downscaling, Leaky ReLU before passing the
obtained features through fully connected layers. Both G and D roughly have
5M parameters. DTV has the same architecture as D.

4.2 Learning to Generate Training-like Data

We first train until convergence of G and D according to the WGAN-GP objec-
tive of Sect. 3.1 for a total of nepochs epochs, and save the network states at
regular intervals (50 times per epoch). We optimize our objective loss using
Adam optimizers, with decreasing learning rate initially equal to 5 · 10−4.

4.3 Generator’s History Probability Distribution

As announced in the previous section, if the training process were to be continu-
ous we would arbitrarily define PGhist by (3), that is, PGhist =

∫ nepochs

α
c ·Gt(PZ) ·

e−βtdt, where c is a normalization constant that makes PGhist sum to 1. We avoid
the first α epochs to avoid heavily biasing PGhist in favour of the initial random
state of the generator. The exponential decay gives less importance to higher
fidelity samples at the end of the training. In practice, we approximate PGhist by
sampling data from PGt

where t is a random variable of density of probability:

c · 1[α,nepochs] · e−βt (13)
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Approximate density of score distribution among each class of datasets (blue shades:
MNIST, red shades: KMNIST).

Red curve: Total Variation distance
minimisation. Blue curve: AUPRC of the

model during training.
Histograms of anomaly scores for the
test splits of MNIST and KMNIST.

One sample from each class of MNIST and KMNIST.

Fig. 5. Method trained on MNIST (normal) and evaluated on KMNIST (anomalous).

4.4 Training Our Anomaly Detector DTV.

DTV is also optimized using Adam algorithm. Since it has the same architecture
as the discriminator used in the previous WGAN training, its weights, denoted
as WDTV

, can be initialized as:

WDTV
=

∫ nepochs

α

c · WDt
· e−βtdt, (14)

where Dt is the state of the WGAN discriminator at training time t. Let us
comment on the reason of such initialization. Figure 4(a) seems to indicate that
averaging the discriminators’ outputs is a good initialization. The obtained aver-
age is indeed shaped as a ‘v’ centered on the real distribution in our toy example.
Figure 4(b) empirically shows that the initialization of the discriminator with
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Fig. 6. Method trained on MNIST (normal) and evaluated on modified MNIST images
for different levels σ of Gaussian additive noise.

average coefficients is somewhat close to the average of said discriminators. As
explored in [52], this Deep Network Interpolation is justified by the strong corre-
lation of the different states of a network during training. To further discuss how
good is exactly this initialization, Fig. 7 (blue error bars in the figure) shows a
comparison of area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) with other meth-
ods on the MNIST dataset. The x-axis indicates the MNIST digit chosen as
anomalous.

The following experimental cases are tested:

– Experimental case 1: The training explained above is implemented.
– Experimental case 2: The same process is applied, only modifying PGhist ,

corrupting half generated images, by sampling the latent variable with a wider
distribution PZ′ :
PGhist =

∫ nepochs

α
c · Gt(PZ)+Gt(PZ′ )

2 · e−βtdt.
The idea behind this is encouraging PGhist to spread its mass further away
from Pdata.

Figure 1 was computed on experimental case 1 with nepochs = 10, α = 1 and
β = 5. Figure 5, 6 and 7 were computed with nepochs = 5, α = 1, β = 3.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

This section presents quantitative and qualitative experimental results.
Our model behaves as one would expect when presented normal images mod-

ified with increasing levels of noise, which is attributing an increasing anomaly
score to them. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where a clear correlation is seen
between high values of the standard deviation of the added Gaussian noise and
high density of high anomaly scores.

As a sanity check, we take the final state of the generator, trained on MNIST
with (2) and [51] algorithm, and verify that our method is able to detect gen-
erated sample that do not belong to the normal MNIST distribution. In Fig. 8,
we randomly select two latent variable (z1 and z2) which are confidently classi-
fied as normal, then linearly interpolate all latent variables between them, given
by (1 − t)z1 + tz2,∀t ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, we evaluate the anomaly score of each
generated image.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of AUPRC with other methods (x-axis denotes the MNIST digit
chosen as anomalous).

Fig. 8. Method trained on MNIST and evaluating scores on images generated from
interpolated latent variables (1 − t)z1 + tz2, for t ∈ [0, 1].

Finally we check the influence of the number of saves per epoch on the per-
formance of the model. Figure 9 displays the AUPRC of normal data (MNIST)
against KMNIST dataset for different values of saving frequency during WGAN
training. For low values, the information carried by PGhist starts at a ’early stop-
ping of GANs’ ([40]) level, and gets richer as the number of saves per epoch
increases; hence the increase in AUPRC. We do not have an explanation for the
small decay in performance for big values.

Figure 7 compares six state-of-the-art anomaly detection methods with the
presented method with both experimental cases and with our DTV initialization
(denoted as no training). Apart from a few digits, HistoryAD challenges state of
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Fig. 9. Influence of the number of checkpoints per training epoch

the art anomaly detection methods. Figure 5 shows the anomaly detection results
when our method was trained on MNIST dataset and evaluated on KMNIST.
Notice that most of the histogram mass of normal and anomalous data is located
around −1 and 1, respectively. This figure empirically proves the robustness of
the method to anomalous data structurally close to training data. On the other
hand, Fig. 1 shows how well the method performs on structurally different data.
Our method was trained on Street View House Numbers [24], and reached high
AUPRC results. Both the approximate density and the AUPRC comparison
show that the presented method is able to discriminate anomalous from normal
data.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our new anomaly detection approach, HistoryAD,
and estimated its performance. Unlike many GAN-based methods, we do not
try to invert the generator’s mapping, but use the rich information of the whole
training process, yielding an efficient and general anomaly detector. Further can
be done in exploiting the training process of GANs, for instance, using multiple
training histories to improve the adversarial complexity of PGhist .

Appendix

The goal of this appendix is to obtain a solution of the minimization problem

min
D

L(D) (15)

where L(D) is given by (10). Assuming that the probability distributions Pdata

and PGhist admit densities dPdata(x) and dPGhist(x), respectively, the loss can be
written as integral of the point-wise loss l defined below in (17):

L(D) =
∫

l(D(x))dx (16)
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where

l(D(x)) =(dPdata(x) − dPGhist(x))D(x)

+ λ
dPdata(x) + dPGhist(x)

2
d(D(x), [−1, 1])2. (17)

Let us recall that D∗
TV = 1P − 1N where (P,N) is the Hahn decomposition of

dPGhist − dPdata (therefore, sign(D∗
TV ) = D∗

TV ).
We notice that for all x and for all ε > 0,

l[(1 − ε)D∗
TV (x)] ≥ (dPdata − dPGhist)(x)(1 − ε)D∗

TV (x) (18)
> (dPdata − dPGhist)(x)D∗

TV (x) (19)
i.e. > l[D∗

TV (x)] (20)

Indeed, inequality (18) comes from the positivity of the distance d(·, [−1, 1]).
On the other hand, inequality (19) comes from the definition of D∗

TV . Indeed,
if dPdata(x) − dPGhist(x) < 0, then D∗

TV (x) = 1; the other case dPdata(x) −
dPGhist(x) > 0 gives D∗

TV (x) = −1. Either way, we obtain that (dPdata(x) −
dPGhist(x))(1 − ε)D∗

TV (x) > (dPdata(x) − dPGhist(x))D∗
TV (x). Finally, inequality

(20) is obtained from d(D∗
TV (x), [−1, 1]) = 0.

We can always write a real function D as D = D∗
TV + Δ, where Δ is a

certain function. We just proved that if sign(Δ(x)) = −sign(D∗
TV (x)) on a non-

negligible set, then D cannot minimize (10), since D∗
TV (x) achieves lower value

than D(x) on this set.
Hence all minimizer D∗ of (10) must be of the form D∗(x) = (D∗

TV + Δ)(x),
where sign(Δ) = sign(D∗

TV ) almost everywhere. We can now re-write the point-
wise loss formula (17) as

l(D(x)) = (dPdata(x) − dPGhist(x)) · (D∗
TV (x) + Δ(x)) (21)

+ λ
dPdata(x) + dPGhist(x)

2
Δ(x)2(x) (22)

= −2 · δ(Pdata,PGhist) (23)

+
∫

(dPdata − dPGhist) · Δ + λ
dPdata + dPGhist

2
Δ2 (24)

Minimizing this point-wise second order equation in Δ, we obtain

Δ∗(x) =
dPGhist(x) − dPdata(x)

λ(dPGhist(x) + dPdata(x))
. (25)

Finally, the minimum loss is

− 2 · δ(Pdata,PGhist) − 1
2λ

∫
(dPGhist(x) − dPdata(x))2

(dPGhist(x) + dPdata(x))
dx. (26)
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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) continues to play an integral role in the
modernization of the medical and scientific fields. Recent advances in machine
learning such as the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), have demonstrated
the ability to recognize complex images with very low error rates using relatively
small data set (thousands of images) to become fully trained. Scientists including
who are not familiar with programming begin to recognize the need to incor-
porate machine learning in their research methods to improve the accuracy and
the speed of diverse data manipulation without depending on computer scientists.
Several tools are developed to serve for these purposes, but such tools are mostly
targeting data scientists and often too general or too many options to configure
for biologists without machine learning knowledge to get started. We present our
work on incorporating Deep Learning into one specific research pipeline that stud-
ies how genes work together to regulate muscle formation in the vertebrate frog
embryo, Xenopus laevis. This research method uses a knockdown approach to
diminish the expression of key genes and study how this loss-of-gene function
affects the process of muscle formation and differentiation, using mostly fluo-
rescent microscopy techniques which requires time-consuming and challenging
visual classifications. We utilized CNN-pretrained transfer learning on the data
set with a few different hyper parameters and trained a model with 99% accuracy.
Using this experience and discussion with scientists new to machine learning, we
developed web interfaces for easy-to-use and complete workflow for scientists to
create different classification classes to train, predict and incorporate into their
research pipeline.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

DeepLearning is a subset ofmachine learningmodeled loosely on the neural pathways of
the human brain. Deep refers to the multiple layers with nonlinearity between the input
and output layers. This enables the algorithm automatically learns complex features
from extremely large datasets [1]. Once trained, the algorithms can be applied to new
datasets to analyze and derive structures in data that are too large and complex for the
human brain to comprehend. Deep learning techniques are particularly well suited to
solve problems in data-rich disciplines such as Biology [2].

While Deep Learning has advanced recognition of patterns and understanding of
data in various formats, recent advancements in Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
achieve super-human level computer vision in natural photo images [3]. Typical human
error in image recognition is 5%while the latest CNNmodels such as VGG19, Inception
achieves 3%or lower rates [4]. These achievements aremadewith advancedConvolution
Neural Network (CNN) architecture design, careful selection of hyperparameters, the
large and good data set (more than 15 million labeled images) and high computation
power for long deep learning training; typical computer science lab will have difficulty
in achieving the same results. Fortunately, to promote the advancement of deep learning
applications, Google, Oxford research group or other most advanced researchers made
their fully trained CNN publicly available through “Transfer Learning” technology [4].
However, these fully trained CNN are trained with objects naturally found from photo
images such as dog, cat, car, etc. Scientists or domain experts have started to utilize these
fully-trained-CNN to classify their scientific data with small additional training process
(called fine-tuning).

Transfer Learning technology has been applied to various scientific data sets. The
advanced LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory) detectors has
enabled the detection of multiple gravitational wave signals, establishing gravitational
wave astrophysics as an active field of research.While these detectorsmitigates the effect
of most types of noise, advanced LIGO data streams are contaminated by numerous arti-
facts known as glitches—non-Gaussian noise transients with complex morphologies.
Given their high rate of occurrence, glitches can lead to false coincident detections,
obscure and even mimic true gravitational wave signals. Therefore, successfully char-
acterizing and removing glitches from advanced LIGO data is of utmost importance.
Deep Transfer Learning has been effectively applied to achieve 98% accuracy in glitch
classification and removal [5].

Automated recognition and classification of bacteria species from microscopic
images have significant importance in clinical microbiology. Bacteria classification is
usually carried out manually by biologists using different shapes and morphologic char-
acteristics of bacteria species. The manual taxonomy of bacteria types from microscopy
images is time-consuming and a challenging task for even experienced biologists. An
automated deep learning based classification approach has been proposed to classify
bacterial images into different categories. The ResNet-50 pre-trained CNN architecture
has been used to classify digital bacteria images into 33 categories using the transfer
learning technique with an average classification accuracy of 99.2% [6].
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Google has been researching on automated detection of diabetic retinopathy and dia-
beticmacular edema in retinal fundus photographs [7]. Diabetic retinopathy alone affects
about 40 to 45% of people with diabetes, and it often leads to severe vision loss. People
with diabetes have a 10% risk of developing diabetic macular edema. Google used trans-
fer learning using Inception-v3. The accuracy and results were validated by a panel of
54 US licensed ophthalmologists and ophthalmology senior residents. After additional
serious validations, Google now moved this product from research to clinics [7].

We apply similar transfer learning technique to microscopy images of muscle forma-
tion of vertebrate frog embryo. The significance and the nature of the biology research
are discussed in Sect. 1.2. Currently microscopy image analysis is carried out manually
by biologists and the process is time-consuming, error-prone and challenging. In this
paper, we present our experiments with transfer learning technology and the process
and progression of accuracy. Initially computer scientists and biologists work together
to establish such pipeline. Through the process, we learned the need of easy and intu-
itive pipeline that any biologists can incorporate machine learning into their research
methodology without involving computer scientists. Classification needs change from
one focus to another, for example, binary classification of control and mutant to classi-
fication of several classes of control, subtle mild mutants and severe mutants. We also
found thatwhile various ranges of scientific classifications go through the same or similar
pipeline, domain experts (Biologists in our case) without good coding skills or machine
learning knowledge have hard time incorporating transfer learning into their research
methodology. Especially the process of data cleaning, classification, training, testing
and correlating the prediction results tend to be repetitive and confusing, so intuitive
tracking of such tasks become important. Google’s AutoML [8], NVIDIA Digits [9]
and transfer learning with Neural AutoML [4] are developed to provide such service
to domain experts. However, they are designed to solve all generic Machine Learning
problems with focus on model training and predictions, but not the complete research
workflow and too many options for model training can still daunt the biologists who
especially don’t have programming knowledge. In this study, we develop and present
generic classification transfer learning workflow through pipeline web interfaces.

1.2 Biology Research

One of the key questions underlying the research area in stem cell biology is to determine
how a cell becomes committed to a particular lineage (i.e., muscle cell) from a population
of undifferentiated cells. The long-term goal of the Domingo laboratory is to better
understand how genes work together to form, differentiate and maintain the muscle
lineage in the vertebrate frog embryo,Xenopus laevis. One striking organizational feature
of all vertebrate embryos is their segmented body plan. In fact, the diversity in shape,
form and size of all vertebrates is ultimately derived from the timely modulation of
segmentation in the early embryo. Segmentation of the vertebrate body begins with the
partitioning of blocks of the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) called somites [10]. Somites
form on either side of the neural tube and notochord and their somitic derivatives will
differentiate into the entire skeletal musculature system, connective tissue, blood vessels
and dermis [11]. In Xenopus, muscle cell progenitors in the nascent somite will go
through a series of complex morphogenic and cellular steps in the PSM [10]. Using a
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lineage mapping approach, we have demonstrated that muscle cell progenitors in the
PSM slowly elongate and increase F-actin protrusions before progressively forming
intersomitic boundaries. The final steps in somite formation involve a complex 90-
degree cell rotation that causes elongated muscle cells to become aligned parallel to the
notochord (Fig. 1) [10]. All these steps are repeated every 50 min until all 45 somites
are laid out along the anterior- posterior axis of the Xenopus embryo [11].

A                           P

Fig. 1. Formation of somites in Xenopus
laevis

Fig. 2. Muscle cell rotation is disrupted in
miR-206 knockdown embryos.

To identify important signaling pathways that control somite formation and differ-
entiation, the Domingo laboratory has used a knockdown approach that can lower the
expression of key genes in the developing embryo. We then use confocal microscopy to
understand how the disruption of a particular gene impacts cell shape, movement and
expression of other key genes during somite formation. Using this approach, we have
determined that a gene coding for a small RNAmolecule, miRNA-206, is a key factor in
muscle formation and differentiation in the frog embryo [12]. Knockdown of miRNA-
206 via the use of a morpholino, which binds and sequesters miR-206 from its function,
disrupted cell rotation and morphogenesis of muscle cells during somite formation com-
pared to control embryos (Fig. 2). In addition, miR-206 morphant embryos show lower
levels of muscle markers (12101) and abnormal deposition of extracellular matrix pro-
teins (Fibronectin). As a result, somites do not segment properly and muscle cell fibers
failed to differentiate normally compared to controls (Fig. 3, 4). One big concern in this
work is that subtle changes in fluorescent signal or small structural abnormalities within
cells go often undetected in our analysis. Therefore, our published work requires the
tedious and time-consuming analysis of hundreds of single optical images (Fig. 2, 3 and
4) before we can establish whether a particular miRNA plays a major role in skeletal
muscle formation and differentiation. Figure 5 shows typical images in our data set.
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Fig. 3. Muscle formation and differentiation
are disrupted in miR-206 knockdown embryos.
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Fig. 4. Impact of miR-206 levels on the
distribution fibronectin, an extracellular
matrix marker, during somite formation &
differentiation.

Fig. 5. Confocal microscopy produced LSM format images. Most of images in our data set are
black and white. A and B are typical control images and C and D are strong mutant images.

2 Deep Learning and Transfer Learning Background

Recent success of transfer learning applications is presented in Sect. 1. Here we discuss
the brief history of the transfer learning development. ImageNet is a project aimed
at labeling and categorizing images for computer vision research into approximately
22,000 different object categories. The name also refers to the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). The goal of the ILSVRC is to train a model
that can accurately identify an input image in 1,000 separate categories [14]. Models
are trained on approximately 1.2 million training images with an additional 50,000
validation images and 100,000 test images. The 1,000 image groups represent object
categories that people encounter in their daily lives, such as dogs, cats, everyday items,
different automobiles, and so on. In 2012, a deep convolution neural net called Alex
Net achieved a 16% error rate which was significant leap compared to other approaches
in previous years [3, 13]. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a Deep Learning
algorithm which takes an input image and assigns importance (learnable weights and
biases) to various aspects of the image allowing it to distinguish images of one category
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from another. A CNN’s architecture is similar to that of the human brain’s Neurons
communication pattern and was inspired by the Visual Cortex organization.

Over the years many researchers have participated in these competitions with vari-
ous CNN architectures and in 2017, 29 out of 38 competing teams had accuracy greater
than 95% [3]. Typical human error in image recognition is 5% while the latest ML
models such as VGG19, Inception achieves 3% or lower rates. These achievements are
made with advanced Convolution Neural Network (CNN) architecture design, careful
selection of hyperparameters, the large and good data set (more than 15 million labeled
images) and high computation power for long deep learning training. The research orga-
nizations that develop models for this competition and do well often release their final
model under a permissive license for reuse. These models can take days or weeks to train
on modern hardware. Fortunately, to promote the advancement of deep learning appli-
cations, Google, Oxford research group or other most advanced researchers made their
fully trained CNN publicly available through “Transfer Learning” technology [4]. This
approach is effective because the images were trained on a large corpus of photographs
and require themodel tomake predictions on a relatively large number of classes, in turn,
requiring that the model efficiently learn to extract features from photographs in order to
perform well on the problem. Therefore, transfer learning is similar to human learning
process; human who has a good sight for natural objects receives additional training for
professional classification, then the person will become good at classifications on the
trained classes. Transfer Learning starts with a pre-trained CNN to enable classification
of specific classes with new data sets on those specific classes. This new data set may
be much smaller than typical machine learning algorithms need to be trained due to its
pre-trained nature. This fits to many research lab and scientific data classification very
well as such research lab may not have large data set for each class that they want to
study, man power to label such data sets nor heavy computation power needed to train
from scratch.

3 Dataset and Classification Results

Our data collection process is shown in Fig. 5. At the end of the process, confocal
microscopy produces images in LSM format which in itself is a combination of multiple
Z stacks and channels based on the number of antibodies used. These images are extracted
via Fiji software which is an open-source image processing package based on ImageJ.
The existing image extraction process is lengthy and takes time and effort to segregate
and store images with respect to their name and type of antibody used. To train a model
properly, cleaning or organizing the data set is highly important as the model learns from
the data and the domain knowledge is essential in doing the task. Some data sets are
in gray area in classification and handling such data sets need to be delicate and often
challenging. These cumbersome processes well explain that generating large labeled
data set is very challenging and expensive in typical biology lab (Fig. 6).

The dataset provided was uploaded to the web interface experiment by experiment
(more details will be explained in next section). Each image within the experiment was
cropped into multiple segments as the embryo image is very long while CNN usually
takes square sized images. CNN can work with any resolution image by internally
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Fig. 6. Full process pipeline integrated with Deep Learning process

resizing them, but we wanted to produce more images with details. The given image
works well with three divided crops. Then, every imagewas converted into three cropped
images using our web interface developed in next section. The idea behind this was, the
three-segment could individually focus on different parts of the embryo regions and
capture their characteristics to classify them efficiently, which was not easily captured
when the image is considered as one single image. Other biological images will have
similar issues, so we developed efficient group cropping interface.

We startedmachine learning processwith 402 control images and 369mutant images.
From them, we saved 25% as testing data (Control: 99 images (25% of 402), Mutant: 93
images (25% of 369)). After tryingmany different hyperparameter combinations, we got
87% accuracy - ((True Positive+ True Negative)/Total) * 100= 87.33%. 87% accuracy
was a decent starter, but therewas lots of room to improve.We have tried several different
combinations of hyperparameters. After that, we started by analyzing the dataset, to
understand what went wrong which ultimately helped in improving the accuracy [15].
There are many mild difference between the mutant and control images which were
troublesome to differentiate even for the Biology Researchers as well. Due to this reason,
the ML Model was getting confused in differentiating between those two categories
especially considering that our data set is relatively small. Some of the mild mutants
were predicted as controls as they possess their majority of the characteristics associated
with the controls and minority of the characteristics associated with the mutants. The
MLModel find thesemildmutants weremostly aligningwith control, so it was predicted
as control, but it was incorrect even though it makes more sense. This cleaning of the
training data set boosted the accuracy to 92.59%.
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Further modifications were made to the datasets in order to ensure the datasets in all
categories were balanced. Previously the control dataset had 402 items, and the mutant
dataset had 369 items resulting in an unbalanced dataset. A balanced dataset would have
the same number of examples for each class (same number of controls and mutants).
Without balancing our input dataset, the model learn to predict whichever category has
the most samples. The remedy to avoid this issue is to either pass class weights to the
model so that it can measure errors appropriately, or to balance the samples by trimming
the larger set until both sets are the same size. The approach taken to fix the unbalanced
dataset was to trim the larger dataset, in this case the mutant dataset, until it matched the
smaller control dataset. The accuracy is bumped to 96.8%

After these learning process, our biology research team generated a new data set.
And the average of the latest data set is 98%.

4 Complete Workflow Web Interfaces

From the experiences above, we have found the strong need to web-based interfaces
where biology researchers can easily create the classes for various classification needs,
upload images that automatically label, group cropping if needed, run predictions, val-
idate the results (that can collect more data sets for additional training) and see the
statistics of predictions without involving computer scientists. At the same time, many
biologists are concerned about data security, so they may not want to upload their data
to publicly available machine learning cloud services. So, we make these web interfaces
available as code repository, so they can create and own their own private cloud comput-
ing. Theweb interfaces focuses on theworkflowofDeepTransfer Learning classification
training and prediction.

4.1 Training

Machine learning workflow is split into training (Fig. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11) and prediction
(Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16) phase. AMachine learning model needs to be well trained to
be useful in prediction. If a model is sufficiently trained for a desired accuracy, the model
can be shipped for prediction process while the model can be periodically retrained and
evolve. Once data is organized into classes, data sets need to be split into training (&
validation) and test data set. Figure 8 shows this process of creating classes and a button
to upload images per corresponding classes.

ML typically has three types of datasets: training, testing, and validation [15]. The
first dataset is the training dataset which is the largest of the three. It is a set of data
used for learning that is to fit the parameters of the model. The model sees and learns
from this data. The validation dataset is the data used to provide an unbiased evaluation
of a model fit during the training set while tuning the model hyperparameters. This set
can be used for regularization by early stopping, i.e., stop training when the error on
the validation set increases [15]. Finally, the test dataset is used to provide an unbiased
evaluation of a final model on the training dataset.

In ML, hyperparameters are type of values that control the learning/training pro-
cess. The hyperparameters include the number of epochs (how many iterations of the
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Fig. 7. Model type selection Fig. 8. Upload files

Fig. 9. Model hyper-parameters Fig. 10. Name & train the model

complete data set), batch size (size of batch for one learning step), etc. There is no
predefined number to be set for the hyperparameter, but they are tuned to discover the
parameters of the model that has the best performance. This is a crucial step as using
the right hyperparameters will result in skillful prediction and it depends on the data
sets. We set default values for these and plan to put guidance or suggestions on how to
increase or decrease by observing the training results. Advance button also allows tuning
more advanced options in selecting optimizers, learning rates, regularization, etc. Very
often, the training process takes longer time than other interactive tasks. We send email
notification, so user can be notified with the training log.
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Fig. 11. Model training logs

4.2 Prediction

After successful training of models and high accuracy result of test data set, scientists
would like to go through good period of validation of new prediction results. Often
multiple lab staffs or assistants will participate in the validation process, too. There-
fore, tracking which experiment and which images predictions have been validated is
important. Each experiment has its own tags such as antibiotic materials or florescent
materials used in the experiment setting. To make the validation of prediction or review
process user-friendly and easy, we produce statistics of the batch of images from a given
experiment as well as easy to use and effective interface to validate individual image.
Figure 12 is the interface where scientists validate individual image on the prediction
results by toggling the yes/no buttons. The validated image gets highlighted in a differ-
ent color to keep track of what all was validated so far. Scientists can also select all the
images in one go as yes/no and confirm the predicted results.

Once the image is validated, it moves to the next tab i.e. Fig. 13 where users can see
which image was wrongly classified. Clicking on the image name pops out a full image
preview as shown in Fig. 14.

To help the scientists keep track of all the predictions together, a simplistic user
interface is generatedwhich provides a summary report as shown inFig. 15.Additionally,
one can also view summary of all the test data results conducted during the training
phase as displayed in Fig. 16. After clicking on an experiment name in the summary
view, scientist can explore through further details related to that experiment.
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Fig. 12. Validating result predicted by model

Fig. 13. Classification of right/wrong images. Fig. 14. Enlarging image to preview original

Fig. 15. Prediction data summary Fig. 16. Test data summary
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5 Conclusion

Deep Learning, especially Deep Transfer Learning opens new doors to scientists who
desires to detect patterns from data or classify classes with high accuracy and speed in
their research pipeline. However, Deep Transfer Learning or Machine Learning pipeline
seems daunting or having very heavy learning curve to many scientists who are not
familiar to programming. A few machine learning Cloud web sites tend to solve all
categories of problems, so scientists without prior experience get lost easily. We present
easy to use web interfaces for Deep Transfer Learning Classification for scientists who
are new to machine learning.
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Abstract. The paper presents the context-based approach for monitoring in-
vehicle driver behavior based on the audiovisual analysis with aid of smartphone
sensors, essentially utilizing front-facing camera andmicrophone.We propose the
approach of driver monitoring system focused on recognizing situations whether
the driver is drowsy or distracted, and reducing traffic accidents rate by generating
context-relevant recommendations and perceiving driver’s feedback in a form of
requested audio response to certain speech commands given by the smartphone.
We efficiently utilize the information about driving behavior and the context to
make sure that the driver actually followed the given recommendations that in the
result will aid to reduce the probability of traffic accident. For example, audio sig-
nal produced by the smartphone’s microphone is used to check whether the driver
increased or decreased the music volume inside the vehicle cabin. If the driver did
not proceed with the recommendations, the driver is prompted to response with
the voice command, and in this way, to confirm its alertness to current driving
situation.

Keywords: Driver ·Dangerous state ·Audio-based assistance · Context ·Vehicle

1 Introduction

According to the report of European commission, road traffic accidents cause damage
to human’s health and take lives of more than 25,000 people on the road of EU annually
[1]. The development of driver monitoring and assistance systems is becoming popular
nowadays, as it reaches the high level of functionality and performance. It is a promis-
ing approach for providing in-vehicle driver safety as the early signs of drowsiness or
detection can be detected before the traffic accident arises and relevant context-based
recommendations can be generated for a driver e.g. take a short break. Thus, for example,
the EU has plans to equip new produced cars with driver behavior monitoring systems
focused on recognizing the situations when a driver is distracted or drowsy [2]. More-
over, the Volvo has a vision of future with zero road fatalities by installing the driver
monitoring cameras inside the vehicle cabin able to determine the distraction and drunk
driving states [3].
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Intelligent driver assistant systems actively utilize massive set of different sensors,
capturing measurements describing driver behavior, behavior of other road participants,
and the environment road situation. It should be noted, that existing driver assistant
systems are mainly concentrated on the analysis of situations happening ahead of the
driver outside the vehicle cabin.Moreover, these kinds of solutions heavily rely on the use
the video cameras, radars, and lidars, limited in processing severe weather conditions,
visual subject reflections, requirement of certain level of driver privacy, or having a
relatively high price for hardware components. In-vehicle cabin driver behavior statemay
be analyzed whether cues of drowsiness or distraction state are present and can affect the
driving performance, and potentially increase the risk of traffic accident occurrence. This
information can aid to describe the current driving situation and, therefore, potentially
provide increased accuracy and reliability of dangerous situation determination.

The main purpose of the paper is to present the approach for detection of driving
dangerous states in vehicle cabin that relies on the audiovisual analysis accomplished
by built-in smartphone sensors, essentially backed by the front-facing camera and the
microphone. Audio-based data obtained from smartphone will aid to test the feasibil-
ity of driver performance assessment in recognizing cases when the driver is sleepy
or distracted through analyzing the driver speech responses, and potentially avoid an
emergency situation while driving.

There is a research and technical gap in researching and employing the audio-based
solutions aimed at providing driver safety while driving. The visual-based analysis for
driver behavior monitoring was essentially covered in our previous works [4, 5]. This
paper extends our prior works in this field of research.

Our experiments demonstrated the feasibility of driver behavior monitoring system
in terms of early warning driver about the probability of road emergency occurrence.
The information about dangerous driving state transmitted to the remote dispatcher may
aid to call emergency services and, in consequence, inform the fleet dispatcher about
these kind of road situations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a comprehensive
related work in the area of audio-based solutions aimed at recognizing whether the
person is drowsy, distracted or stressed at the moment and compares the existing projects
and solutions. Section 3 describes in detail the reference model of the proposed audio-
based approach for dangerous situation determination. The algorithm for dangerous
situation determination based on microphone audio signal is presented in Sect. 4. The
implementation and evaluation are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, the main results and
potential future work are summarized in Conclusion (Sect. 6).

2 Related Work

This section discusses the research made in driver monitoring systems focused on rec-
ognizing drowsiness and distraction states, based on the analysis of the audio signals
produced inside the vehicle cabin.

The authors in [6] discuss the changes in the content and speech caused by sleep
loss. In detail, they studied the effects of sleep loss on the spontaneous generation of
words during a verbal word fluency task and the articulation of speech during a vocalized
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reading task. Within natural experiments conducted with nine persons of average age 21
from UK, the researches concluded, that there was a reduction in the use of appropriate
intonation in the voice after sleep deprivation, with candidates displaying more mono-
tonic or flattened voices. Also, after sleep deprivation there was a deterioration in word
generation tasks and a tendency for candidates to become fixed within a dictionary of
semantic similar words.

The study [7] presents a framework for recognizing signs of drowsiness based on the
analysis of articulation, prosody, and speech-quality-related speech characteristics per
audio sample. Acoustic features are extracted during while recognizing speech, speaker,
and emotion, including fundamental frequency, intensity, pause patterns, formant band-
width, format position, and cepstral coefficients. The authors of the paper concluded that
acoustic features calculated from read speech and produced in a result of pattern recog-
nition methods, contain noticeable amount of information about speaker’s sleepiness
level. The authors of the paper note, that support vector machine model showed 86.1%
classification accuracy in predicting sleepiness level, that in comparison outperformed
other existing models, including Multilayer Perception classifier, 1-Nearest-Neighbor
(NN), 2-NN, 3-NN, Decision Tree, Random forest, Naive Bayes, logistic regression.
In addition, different speech samples provided by Emotion and stress speech databases
(e.g. FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus [8]) could serve as a model in solving task of acoustic
sleepiness analysis.

Another study [9] presents a non-invasive method for recognizing precise cues in
the voice allowing to characterize the state of the speaker and measure its sleepiness
state. Experiments were conducted with aid of patients having a suspicion of excessive
daytime sleepiness and required to read six different text in different time of the days.
Along with it, the patients filled the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale [10] after they finish
to read texts. The audio files recorded during these sessions were divided in segments
with length in a range of 50 s to 2 min. Following audio features were directly extracted
from each recording to measure patient sleepiness: the duration of voiced parts, the per-
centage in duration of voiced parts, the duration of vocalic segments, the percentage in
duration of vocalic segments. Other features were calculated on each voiced segment to
characterize harmonic sounds and include descriptive values (frequency, power, band-
width) of harmonics and formants; fundamental frequency and intensity; cepstral peak
prominence [11] and Harmonics-to-noise ratio [12].

Patent in [13] describes themethod for reducing boredom for the driver of the vehicle
in the environments with straight roads and lack of traffic. According to the authors of the
paper, a bored driver is typically one that has no particular desire to sleep, but minimal
demands on their attention capacity lead to a sense of boredom, which may lead to
the drowsiness state even without a particular physiological need to sleep. Thus, the
boredom state of the driver is a real danger to safe vehicle operation. In case the driver is
considered in a boredom state, the driver may be prompted an assistance to eliminate this
dangerous behavior. Text-to-speech module may be utilized to ask the driver directly
“Are you bored?” with an appropriate response leading to the use of the stimulation
device to help the driver avoid boredom. Some examples of stimulation device can be a
semi-transparent interactive display showing photos.
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Research paper [14] proposes an approach for recognizing sleepiness state in a
voice. Considering time frames, following features are extracted for experiments: the
total duration of voiced parts, he percentage of duration of voiced parts, total duration
of vocal segments; and percentage in duration of vocal segments. At the same time,
measurements on the fundamental frequency and intensity curves were considered as
following features: mean and variance of fundamental frequency over a voiced segment;
slope of the linear approximation of the fundamental frequency over a voiced segment;
minimum andmaximum of fundamental frequency over a voiced segment; and extend of
fundamental frequency values over a voiced segment.During the conducted experiments,
the authors concluded that sleepy speakers struggle to produce the same variety of
nuances, frequencies, energy and quality of voiced parts same in comparison with non-
sleepy person. The authors of the paper selected 23 features for their method to work,
reaching the performance in comparison with state-of-the-art projects.

Abnormal driver behavior can be described with aid of emotions exhibiting by the
driver at certainmoment of time. The author in [15] proposes an emotion-based approach
to recognize driver affective states. The authors developed the affective spacemodel using
emotional speech data on three different cultures bases. The driver behavior statistics
was taken from the Real-time Speech Driving Dataset. The experiments conducted by
the authors demonstrate that the proposed approach allows to recognize a set of different
driver states, including sleepiness, talking to mobile phone, laughing while driving and
normal driving. Based on the results of the experiments, the authors of the study suppose
that automakers are able to recognize driver’s fatigue and stress level. Other research
works are also related to better understanding speech characteristics of the driver [16].

It can be summarized that audio signals, and, in particular, speech signals, observed in
vehicle cabin, can serve as a valuable source of information in continuously monitoring
driver behavior and recognizing dangerous states through extracting sings of fatigue,
sleepiness, emotional and stress level while driving.

3 Reference Model of Driver Monitoring System

We propose the reference model of driver monitoring system shown in Fig. 1. Initially,
the interaction of the driver with the system starts with the smartphone, mounted on the
windshield of the vehicle inside the cabin. It should be fixed in the way that the front-
facing camera of the smartphone is directed towards the driver’s face. The first attempt
to use the mobile Drive Safely application on the smartphone requires driver to proceed
the calibration step, providing the best performance and efficiency for monitoring driver
behavior through adapting to its visual features, including posture, head position, eye
state, etc. Essentially, we are focused on determining driver’s drowsiness and distraction
states utilizing the camera-based approach and measurements obtained from built-in
smartphone sensors, like accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, etc., that we earlier
described in details in our previous works. Based on the results of dangerous behav-
ior analysis, the context-aware recommendations aimed at road accidents prevention,
are given for a driver in a form of audio instructions produced through smartphone’s
microphone.

In general, recommendations can be classified into two groups: the ones, that may
be expressed for a driver in a form of same time audio requests to act right inside the
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vehicle cabin (e.g. turn on radio or music, cool the car interior, adjust the seat position,
sign yourself); and, the others, that require the driver to make a short or a long stop at a
gas station, hotel or café, or just pull over and take a nap for 15–20min. There is an issue,
that the drivers being drowsy or tired, are prone to perceive the environment reasonably.
Moreover, most vehicle safety technologies aimed at reducing accident rate are tied to
visual representation of current road situation. In this way, the use of additional methods
and technologies presented by cloud computations, including Voice Activity Detection,
Machine learning algorithms and natural language processing, is proposed to overcome
these difficulties, understand the real driving intents and better driver assistance inside
the vehicle cabin. We propose an audio-based approach to perceive the situation inside
the vehicle cabin and recognize abnormal driving behavior. Essentially, the parameters,
describing the audio context of driving behavior, that may aid in dangerous state deter-
mination, are the following: audio level of loudness, indicating the magnitude of the
sounds (beeps, sirens) happening inside or outside the vehicle; the characteristics of
the music or radio playing (e.g. genre, sound level); text of the speech produced by the
driver; the presence of emotions in human speech (e.g. neutral, calm, happy, sad, angry,
disgust, drowsy, etc.); and the time, the driver need to react to the recommendations
given by the monitoring system, measured in milliseconds and indicating the delay in
driver decision-making. For instance, the use of the listed parameters can aid to describe
slow reaction time of the driver resulting in break or steer suddenly and indicate the first
signs of drowsiness or distraction states. It should be noted, that the driver may con-
nect smartphone to vehicle infotainment system via wireless connection, e.g. Bluetooth,
providing the increased usability and audio perception with the Drive Safely system.

Fig. 1. Reference model of the Drive Safely monitoring system

4 Audiovisual Approach for Dangerous State Determination

The complete scheme of the algorithm for dangerous state determination in driving
behavior inside the vehicle cabin is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for dangerous state determination in driver behavior

The input for this scheme is presented by the data obtained from smartphone sensors
at the moment, and, initially, the 2D image frame captured by front-facing camera is
utilized to describe the visual behavior of the driver, its facial features. On first step, the
system is oriented on analyzing and processing a batch of video frames containing the
visual signals of abnormal driving behavior inside the vehicle cabin, that is observed
togetherwith a set of distinct parameters, such as PERCLOS [17], eye-blink rate, number
of yawns per minute, left or right head turn or tilting the head up or down. Based on
this information, it decides whether the driver is actually drowsy or distracted at the
moment and this potentially emergency road situation need in getting more attention by
the driver.

On the next step of the algorithm, in case the dangerous driver’s state is recognized by
the monitoring system, the driver is warned by beep sounds and speech signals produced
by text-to-speech module, as well as receives the context-based recommendations aimed
at preventing possible traffic accident. In general, recommendations present some set
of ordered and clear instructions to follow by the driver right inside the vehicle cabin.
Some of them can be voiced as “Cool the car interior”, “Talk to passengers”, “Take two
cups of coffee at the nearest hotel” or “Pull over and take a short nap for 15–20 min”.

One of the problems in this case is that the driver does not always completely under-
stands the current driving situation reasonably and making judgments of risks caused
by dangerous behavior, drowsiness or distraction states, while driving. Thus, we use the
information about driving behavior and the context to make sure that in fact the driver
followed the given recommendation. In some cases, we use the sensor data extracted
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from smartphone sensors to ensure the driver did not ignore the recommendation. Vehi-
cle location coordinates (longitude, latitude) read from GPS may be analyzed to see
whether the driver agreed to stay at the nearest hotel for a rest and he/she heads to
the final destination point. At the same time, microphone may be efficiently used by
the smartphone application to capture audio signal and to check whether the driver
increased or decreased the music volume inside the vehicle cabin, or he/she is driving
with passengers. Otherwise, if the driver did not proceed with the recommendations,
we ask him/her to response with the voice command earlier defined by the application,
and, in this way, to confirm its alertness to current driving situation. Typical examples
of possible answers the driver may use are “Fresh”, “Alert”, “Great”, “Super”, “Fine”,
etc. In case, the driver failed to response upon the driver monitoring system request
more than cnt_thrsh times (experimentally configured to three times), his/her behavior
is considered as potentially dangerous, and the information about it is transferred to the
emergency dispatcher service for further actions.

Audio-based approach for dangerous situation determination and preventing possible
road accidents is presented in Fig. 3. The whole scheme of this approach is proposed in
a form of ongoing timeline. It should be noted, that the main source of information is
providedby smartphone’smicrophone, continuously capturing the audio signal inside the
vehicle cabin. In order to efficiently operate the audio signal, we use and constantly reuse
the temporary sound signal buffer on the smartphone that allows to keep accumulated
data for last time, implementing the slide window algorithm, avoiding the extra costs
for data processing. Using the cloud platform, we analyze the sound signal, recorded
right before the dangerous state occurred for the period of time t1 in a range from E0

to E1 and during the interval the driver got the warnings about emergency situations,
recommendations and its reaction to system speech-based request. In case, the driver
missed or failed to follow the instructions produced by driver monitoring system, the
signal of potential emergency situation inside the vehicle cabin is send to the dispatch
center to act.

Fig. 3. Scheme of dangerous state determination using audio signal on the timeline.
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5 Implementation on Smartphone

The proposed approach for driver behavior monitoring based on audio-visual analysis
was tested in Drive Safely mobile application developed for Android platform. Under-
neath, the application essentially utilizes the front-facing camera for continuously track-
ing driver facial features (the positions and sizes of head, eyes, mouth) and determining
the situations when the driver’s eyes and mouth are opened or closed, head is rotated
left or right, tilted up or down. Context-based recommendations provided for a driver in
a form of a speech-based request to mitigate the emergency situation, require driver to
follow it.

To ensure, the driver followed the given instructions, the microphone may be utilized
by the mobile application to capture audio signal and to verify the situations whether
the driver increased or decreased the music volume of vehicle infotainment system, or
he/she talkswith passenger.Moreover, tomake sure, the driver is concentrated on the road
ahead, the smartphonemicrophone can be used to check the audio driver response asking
the driver to say key phrase from the predefined list e.g. “Yes”, “Fine”, “Great”, “Super”,
etc. In this way, the signal, captured by smartphone microphone, can be analyzed for the
presence of audible signals of low or high frequency sound, or the presence of human
speech of all vehicle passengers. At the same time, in order to cheer up the driver’s
attention and reduce the drowsiness state, the mobile application can involve driver
in completely hands-free activities by initiating a dialog in a question-answer format
(e.g. answering factual information), playing in a last letter word game e.g. Cities, or
taking part in a song quiz by guessing the current playing song. The example of driver
engagement while drowsiness state is determined by the mobile application is presented
in Fig. 4. The demonstration of the mobile application while recognizing drowsiness is
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Driver engagement when drowsiness state is determined by Driver Safely mobile
application
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Fig. 5. Drowsiness state in driver behavior recognized by Drive Safely mobile application in
vehicle cabin

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the audio-visual approach for dangerous state detection in
vehicle cabin based on the data from smartphone sensors. Underneath, this approach
differs from existing solutions by combining the use of images frames, containing the
driver’s face, captured by front-facing camera, and processing audio signal obtained
from the microphone of the smartphone to recognize abnormal driving behavior. It
should be noted, the presented audio-based analysis is free from calibration effects. The
proposed approach was implemented and tested in Drive Safely mobile application on
the smartphone [18]. The results of the study we present indicate that our solution may
be also successfully applied in rapid development category of advanced driver assistance
systems, enhancing dangerous state determination by utilizing microphones to recog-
nize audio cues of abnormal driving behavior. Albeit driver assistance systems already
integrated in vehicles, having high-precision sensors, demonstrate high efficiency in
determining driving dangerous states under different weather conditions, the mobile
applications developed for smartphones are at much lower price, and are increasingly
popular among people of any age in many countries, are easy to use in any vehicle.
Moreover, to address vehicle specific environment the approach considers most suitable
for a driver and permitted by traffic rules hands-free vehicle-driver interaction, allowing
drivers to keep eyes on the road and their hands on the wheel. The limitations of the
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study are mainly related with poor accuracy and, consequently, decreased performance
of speed engine used to recognize text spoken by the driver and to output voice rec-
ommendations inside the vehicle cabins that can be extremely noisy. Noisy conditions
caused across different driving conditions (e.g. opened windows, speed increase), and
maneuver operations may significantly influence the overall system performance. Also,
the use of proposed approach, means that the driver voluntarily agrees to follow audio-
based recommendations prompted by the system which goal is to help driver to avoid
emergency road situation. Thus, our developed approach belongs to zero level vehicle
autonomy. As a further improvement of the proposed approach based on audio-visual
recognition, combining both audio and video information may largely improve speech
recognition over using only the audio information under noisy conditions inside the
vehicle cabin. Additionally, the use of other sensors giving quantitate measurements and
information about driver’s emotions, psychophysiological behavioral state, can provide
more valuable feedback for a system to decide whether the driver in dangerous situation
or not.
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